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This book is dedicated

to my mother, Elinor S. King,
who has stood by me

throughout my ordeal of
dealing with the corrupt
Federal and State Judiciaries.

It is also dedicated to all those
who have suffered because of

the illegal actions of our
corrupt State and
Federal Judiciaries.
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Make it a reality that no one is

above the law, that our legal
system must protect the

innocent and punish the
wrongdoers, that the promise
of equal justice must be a
reality for every American.

Take the Pledge!

I Pledge allegiance to the flag
of the United States of

America and to the Republic
for which it stands, one nation
under God, indivisible, with

liberty and justice for all.

P R E FA C E

V

Civil Rights Law § 74

Privileges in action for libel
A civil action cannot be maintained against any person, firm or corporation,

for the publication of a fair and true report of any judicial proceeding, legislative
proceeding or other official proceeding, or for any heading of the report which is a
fair and true head note of the statement published.

Truth is an absolute defense to any libel or slander action.

As you read this book, ask the question: How do you protect your
constitutional, statutory and civil rights when those who are violating your rights,
are the ones, who by law, are supposed to be protecting your rights?

As stated by retired New York State Supreme Court Judge Brian Lindsey:

"There is no system ever devised by mankind that is guaranteed to rip husband
and wife or father, mother and child apart so bitterly than our present family court
system".

THE

ALLEGED

MISSION

OF

THE

vi

UNIFIED COURT SYSTEM OF NEW YORK

The Unified Court System's web site states:

"The mission of the Unified Court System is to promote the

rule of law and to serve the public by providing just and timely
resolution of all matters before the courts."

As will be documented in this book, the mission of the Unified Court System is
not to promote the rule of law or to serve the public by providing just and timely resolution
of all matters before the courts. The court's mission it is to destroy the families of this
state, one at a time, and to deprive litigants of their constitutional, statutory and civil
rights.

It's not what you see the court doing, it's what you don't see that is the problem. It

will be demonstrated that Chief Judge Judith Kaye of the New York State Court of Appeals
is a power-mad hypocrite who boasts about her and the court's ethical principles in public

interviews while secretly coordinating a statewide multi-billion dollar racketeering
enterprise. The scheme is to fix court cases and deprive litigants of their constitutional
and statutory rights in order for the state to collect billions of dollars fi-om the federal
government each year and in order for attorneys to make billions of dollars each year
fi-om the misery and destruction of famiUes that they are deliberately causing through
the corrupt court process.
There must be open public hearings into the corruption in the New York State
Judiciary. The judges and attorneys have to be held accountable for their illegal actions
and made to testify as to the illegal actions documented within this book. They can always
exercise their 5th Amendment right against self incrimination. If they exercise their 5th
Amendment right they should be removed fi*om office immediately.
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Introduction

After several months of planning, on January 26, 1998,1 sprayed the front entrance to the New
York State Court of Appeals building with 55 gallons of liquid chicken manure. You probably wonder why
someone would do such a thing.

Having been involved in both the New York State and Federal court systems for the past 13 years;

having been deprived of seeing my children for 6 years; ordered to pay more in child support than my

income in violation of state statute; having the court give exclusive possession of my mother's house to my

former wife, Ms. Carella, in a closed court proceeding where my mother was told to leave the courtroom;
having been arrested for aggravated harassment for writing a letter demanding that my constitutional and
statutory rights be enforced; having been arrested for criminal anarchy and criminal nuisance for again

demanding that our constitutional and statutory rights to public trial and jury trial before one is imprisoned

be enforced; having been threatened by the FBI to "keep my mouth shut or else" concerning the violation of

my constitutional and statutory rights; having been deprived of my constitutional and statutory rights by
both the New York State and Federal Judiciaries, I decided it was time to stand up and demonstrate how

corrupt both New York State and Federal Judiciaries are and to expose how the judges and prosecutors fix
cases right in the public view. In order to do this, I decided to spray the Court of Appeals building with
liquid chicken manure to demonstrate my feelings for the court's oppression of our State and Federal
constitutional and statutory rights.

The only nice comment Judge Lamont had to say about me when he was sentencing me to an illegal
imprisonment for spraying the Court of Appeals was:
"There is one thing I will say, and that is that I do not glean from those letters that Mr.
Collins is trying to help deadbeat dads. On the contrary, I think all his efforts have been towards
child custody, child visitation, keeping relationships between family members intact during a difficult
situation."

As reported in the New York State Attorney General's Brief, referring to Judge Herrick at my
arraignment:

The judge before whom petitioner initially appeared even commented that petitioner had
more legal knowledge than some of the attorneys who had represented him. Id. at p. 34.
You ask, why would these judges deprive a defendant of his constitutional and statutory rights? A
friend of mine in Florida came up with the best answer. John, who came to this country after World War II
from Croatia, and I were discussing family court and the illegal actions of the judges and attorneys. Now,
John had never been involved in the process and neither had his son. So when John asked me, "You know

why they do it, don't you?" I thought, I would see what his perspective was, so I said, no. He said "I tell you
why. It's a billion dollar industry." He hit the nail on the head with the hammer. In family court, they are
able to keep the mother and father coming back year after year, spending thousands and thousands of
dollars that the mother and father do not have on the attorneys, the law guardians, the social workers, the

psychologists, etc. Everybody makes money off of the system except the litigants and the children. The
children are the biggest losers of all. They are used as the pawns in the court process.

I will show how the judges are deliberately terrorizing thousands of families and children in New

York State each year by their illegal actions. The judges, prosecutors, and attorneys have placed themselves
above the law and do not respect the rights of those who are not attorneys or judges. They truly believe they
live on Mount Ol3anpus.
This book will demonstrate how the New York State Court Judges, such as Chief Judge Judith

Kaye, Richard Simons, Barry Kramer, John Austin, Dan Lamont, L. Foster James, Stephen Ferradino,
Larry Rosen, Stephen Herrick, etc. and Federal Judges, such as Thomas McAvoy and Lawrence Kahn, are
involved in case fixing, extortion, false imprisonments and/or oppressing constitutional and/or statutory
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rights. I will show how the judges fix cases in order to falsely imprison people who stand up to the system
and try to expose the corruption in the New York State Judiciary.

As you read this book, you will see how the New York State Judiciary has declared war on the
families of this state, especially the 155,000 or so new cases in court each year concerning family issues.
Their mission is to destroy families, one at a time, through their illegal actions behind closed doors. This is
not seen by the public as a whole as to what they are doing. The average person does not see the terrorist

acts of the judges, as they attempt to destroy one family at a time, as everything is done in secret. With only
one person complaining at a time, that person is made out to be "disgruntled".

The judges are intent on destroying the lives of the children of this state by allowing children to be
physically and emotionally abused, in part, by depriving them of their fathers. They deprive the father of
his right to have a relationship with his children and to make a living for himself and his children. How can
a father be a decent and effective parent one evening a week for a couple of hours and every other weekend
(4.3 days per month - 52 days per year)? He can't be, and the court knows it. The actions of the judges and
attorneys are an assault on the security of the families of this state and on the very foundation of our
democracy, namely our civil, constitutional and statutory rights.
It will also be demonstrated how the court system is making it possible for mothers to obtain a

lifetime of child support which is well beyond the child's 21st birthday. I will demonstrate by using case law
and statutes how the judges are deliberately making orders that they know do not comply with the law.

Furthermore, I will show how the judges make their rulings which seem to be right or fair until you analyze
what the judge is actually doing. He is fixing the case right before you. It's not what you see that counts, it's

what you don't see. Don't think this can't happen to you if you end up in the New York State court system.

No one thinks it can happen, until it happens to them or a family member. None of the fathers or their
families in the cases referred to herein ever thought it could happen to them.

It will be documented how children are taken from their parents in secret court proceedings and
how litigants are sentenced to jail in violation of their State and Federal constitutional rights. When trials
are held in secret, there will be abuse, as no one is there to know what is really happening in the court. The
judges and attorneys will and do trample the rights of the litigants.

You will see how our "illustrious" Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals, Judith Kaye, has held in her
rulings that a person's constitutional right to a public trial, a jury trial, and a court of proper jurisdiction
are not, I repeat, are not substantial rights in the State of New York before they are imprisoned. I will show

how Judge Kaye has refused to allow litigants to appeal to the New York State Court of Appeals in violation
of the New York State Constitution and state statute. She is obstructing justice and is denying litigants
access to the Court of Appeals in violation of the law.

Included will be testimony under oath on how Judge Kaye rules on matters involving litigants who

have paid her husband's law firm millions of dollars in counsel fees. It will also be documented that Judge

Kaye made a ruling in my case knowing she had a direct interest in the outcome of my case. Further, Judge
Kaye was disqualified by operation of the law from making a ruling in my case. She does not care what the

law says, she does as she chooses. Who is going to stand up to the Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals? If
someone does question her, she just denies it. She knows no one is going to pursue her illegal actions!! Make
no mistake about it. Judge Kaye considers herself and her fellow judges to be above the law!!

It will be documented how Albany County District Attorney Sol Greenberg's Office covered up the
illegal actions of his assistants by refusing to investigate their actions in depriving defendants of their
constitutional and statutory rights and how he allowed his assistants to file knowingly false charges against
me. I will show how he refused to investigate illegal actions by his assistants, the police and judges. Sol
Greenberg has placed state and county officials above the law. All this was done with the help of the judges
and in the name of justice.

It will be shown how the Federal Court judges such as Thomas J. McAvoy, Neal McCurn, Con
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Cholakis, Lawrence Kahn and Frederick Scullin cover up the illegal actions of the state courts. They refuse

to protect the constitutional rights of those involved in state court proceedings as required by law. In doing
so, they violated a litigant's right to due process and equal protection under the law. Federal judges are also
covering up the fact the state court judges have "acted in complete absence of all jurisdiction".
It will be documented how a convicted murderer's suit for a sex change operation was protected by

Federal Court Judge Lawrence Kahn. It will also be documented how Judge Kahn refused to address the
constitutionality of state statutes that deprive litigants of their constitutional rights to public and jury trial
before they are imprisoned. Obviously, Judge Kahn considers the rights of a convicted murderer to be
superior to the rights of a father.

You will see how the courts will protect a convicted child molester's rights, but deliberately violate
a father's rights to see his children and order him to pay more in support than is required by law. The New
York State Judiciary discriminates against fathers and children.
When I went to court in 1985 for custody of my children, I never imagined in my wildest dreams

how corrupt New York State was, not only in my case, but in other cases as well. This is based upon working
with both mothers and fathers to try to get them to work out their problems in an amicable way, which is
very difficult when attorneys become involved. Most attorneys, in my opinion, are bottom feeders, just out
to prolong and create misery for the litigants, in order for them to make more money. The judges go right
along with it.

There was a TV show called "Civil Wars". At the beginning of the show you hear a person say to the

attorney: "You feast on the misery of others" and the attorney replies, "If it wasn't for the misery of others
I would be out of a job". In my opinion, the attorneys in over 90% of the family court cases deliberately take
actions to prolong the proceedings in order to boost their attorney fees. When something doesn't go your
way, the attorney will tell you "it was the judge's fault" or "the judge didn't understand the issues". The
judge knew exactly what they were doing. The attorneys and judges are participating in the wholesale
violation and the oppression of constitutional and statutory rights, the very rights they have sworn to
protect.

It will be documented how mothers and their boyfriends are allowed to mentally, physically and

emotionally abuse children with impunity. Mothers are given slaps on the wrist even for killing their children.
Meanwhile, all a mother has to do is make an allegation against a father and he will lose all of his parenting
time with his child. No proof is required.
I will document how the Appellate Court and the Court of Appeals have held that a person can

waive their constitutional right to counsel at their arraignment for the entire criminal proceeding in violation
of state statute that specifically states: "A defendant who proceeds at the arraignment without
counsel does not waive his right to counsel, and the court must inform him that he continues to

have such right". Also, implied in the decision was that the court does not have to inform a defendant of
this even though it is required by statute. A defendant can waive his right to counsel without being informed
of the advantages or disadvantages of self-representation, without being informed that he is waiving his
right to counsel, and without being informed he had waived his right to counsel. You will see how the courts
write their decisions and then fit the facts to the decisions instead of fitting the decision to fit the facts.
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A Child's Essay

The following is an essay written by Spencer's daughter for her English class at school. The essay
was 4 handwritten pages. What this little girl writes in her letter is not just happening to her, it is happening
to thousands of children each day in New York State. Children are being deprived of the love and affection
of their fathers by the courts. It is my belief that the courts are doing this in order for the mother to have

custody of the child, to punish the father for wanting to have a relationship with his child, and to punish
the child for wanting to be with his or her father.

This letter clearly shows what judges are doing to children they are "supposed" to be protecting. As
you read this, ask yourself, what did Spencer do that the court ordered supervised visitation? Why is his

daughter being deprived of a father? W^y doesn't Spencer have custody of his daughter? In the essay, the

child does not mention her mother. I wonder why? In the essay, the child mentions she ran away to her
father's house. According to Spencer, the judge threatened his daughter by telling her if she ran away again

to his house, her father would go to jail. This is what happens to children who want to live with their

fathers. This also shows how the court process affects the children it is "supposed" to be helping. The court
is "supposed" to act "in the best interests of the child". The essay:
"Da-da", now that's the first word of many young children, at least it was mine. Not being

able to see or talk to my dad is the worst thing that has and will ever happen to me, you imagine it!
This all started about four or three years ago when my parents got a divorce. Everything use to be

perfect and since the separation, everything went haywire. I now had a lawyer, saw counselors,
went to court to talk to a judge, saw my dad and brothers rarely, and didn't feel like a normal kid
anymore.

My father really listens to me and none of my hundreds of lawyers or counselors do, even
though they are suppose to help me get through my parents separation. My parents have been
divorced since I was in fifth grade and it is still being worked out by the court. Since then, I haven't
really had a voice of what I've asked. There hasn't been any drastic changes even though I ran away

to my dads house twice to really make a point. Still, no one listened because I think that no one

really cared. The divorce was between my father and mother, not between my dad and I. Children
shouldn't be pulled apart to be on either side of their parent. What a teenager says should be what
everyone wants to hear since they really know what they want and need. From going to lawyer to
lawyer and counselor to counselor, usually I just sit there and don't say a word because from all of
the other times when I spoke out and expressed myself, I would just get dumped on. I wish I could
just tell my dad how I feel since I trust him. From going to different counselors and lawyers, I've
learned not to trust them since they never help me. One of my counselors did yell at me before for

who knows what and she really put me down by her words and I started cr3nng. I used to always cry

when I went to see counselors, judges, and lawyers because all they would do was yell at me for
asking them if I could see my dad. I hate it when no one listens to me and don't try to help me.
I want and need my dad and so does any other child. When I do see my dad, he helps me get
through the impossible. He is a great encourager and listens. My dad is a great influence on my life
and when I used to see him, he would encourage me every second of the day. One day, when I had a
visit with my dad, I was really upset about something and he helped me get through it. By the end
of the visit I was my normal self My dad has taught me to speak out and weigh what's on my mind.
My father always tells me to think positive no matter what. He and my brothers are the only people
who have helped me get through all of this. My dad is the only one who really makes me feel good
inside and he tries to make my life the best it can be. For the future my dream is to become a
surgeon and my dad is behind me 100% of the way. My dad always looks after me and is always
there for me.

I haven't seen my father in over two months and it is been the worst without him. Right
after my parents got divorced, I saw my dad every other weekend at his house. Then I stopped
seeing him and then we had supervised visits. These visits didn't last too long and when they
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ended, I didn't see my dad for a quite extended period of time. Then finally, we had visits again once
a week at a park. Now the visits have ended and have been for over two months. When I did see my
dad, I would also see my older brothers, Jim and Paul because they lived with my dad. I liked

seeing my dad at his house because we could sleep over and it was normal. Then when we had
supervised visits, people would be listening, watching, and writing down everything you said and
did. Whenever and where ever I saw my dad, it was fine, as long a I got to see him. Even if I just saw

my dad for a few minutes, it would mean so much to me because not seeing him at all really stinks.
My dad has been and will always be there for me especially now because I know he's always trying

to make a better tomorrow for us. When I ran away to my dad's house he had boxes and boxes of

divorce papers. My dad has put his life into this divorce and I know he's really trying to make
things better.

My dad is fun to be around all of the time and when I'm in a down mood, he makes me feel

happy. When I used to have supervised visits with my father we always played different games and
activities. Sometimes we would catch little baby fish in the stream and get all wet fi*om splashing

each other. Other times we would play frisbee and I would always go near my dad so I could intercept
his passes and to see how high I could jump. We would also play tag, write with chalk, or play
basketball. Besides playing games and having fun, my dad would always make or buy delicious
dinners. My dad knows that I love fiidge so he would bring my Aunt Marcia's fudge once in a while
for dessert. My father would also make chile and Sloppy Joe's which are two of my favorite foods.
Other times my dad would bring pizza, wings, salad and more.
Overall, I want and need by father in my life everyday. I pray to God all of the time to see

my father. When I get older I want to own a very big house so my whole family can live with me and
be together. This way, my family won't be broken like it is right now. What I am trying to say is that
I need to see my dad and he needs to be a part of my life. I love my dad!!
Psychologist responds to child's letter
The child gave her father the essay. He then made copies and gave one to a Ph.D, Clinical Psychologist.
The psychologist's letter dated April 16,2004 stated:
T O W H O M I T M AY C O N C E R N :

Based upon numerous factors and apparent from the attached essay, I was obligated, as a
mandated reporter, to report, via the NY State Hotline, abuse of (the child) on April 13, 2004. A
clinical analysis of the essay indicates that the child may be facing imminent and irreparable harm
in various forms.

Damage to her character and personality is the most probable and likely form of harm. The
mistrust of counselors, legal representatives including the Judge in this case, her law guardians,
and other, as well as her mother, suggests that this adolescent is vulnerable to forming a character
disorder or related condition. The terrible pain (the child) is experiencing, as expressed by her

written word, might exasperate her feelings of frustration and depression, fi'om which she may
never be able to recover. Additionally, (the child) may decide to find a way to escape the pain and
other distress by harming herself.

I expressed the above concerns in more detail to Sandy Snowden, CPS supervisor assigned
to this case, and to Diane Foley, (the child's) law guardian. They both appeared concerned and well
meaning and entered into a sincere and meaningful dialogue about the situation. Ms. Foley expressed
the point that Spencer had not fulfilled certain Court mandates or stipulations and therefore the
visitation requested by (the child) might not be possible. However, the basis of my report to CPS
was that the child was suffering abuse and possible imminent and irreparable harm specifically
because she was being prevented from seeing her father, who she loves and trusts.
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The psychologist then printed the following in bold letters.

Why should the child, (child's name) be punished because Spencer did not complete
or fully comply with the Court orders? The Court is using (the child) to punish Spencer
and further, it is using Spencer to punish the child. Spencer's conduct has no bearing on
(the child's) needs at this time; she didn't disobey any orders and should therefore not
be denied her yearning to be with her father.

One further point: On July 15,2003,1 accompanied Spencer, the President of the Chapter
of the Children's Right's Counsel, Elizabeth Schnee, and David Friedman to a meeting with Judge
Jacqueline Silberman, the Chief Matrimonial Judge in NY State. The meeting reviewed Spencer's
case and was held on the record. I had examined Spencer prior to that point in time, and I informed

Judge Silberman that I considered Spencer to be a fit custodian and a caring and loving father. I
affirm those findings at this time. I am an experienced clinician, a forensic evaluator in Nassau

County, and I have been quaUfied as an expert numerous times in all the Supreme Courts and
Family Courts in the New York metropolitan area.

I believe that we are faced with an unbelievable set of circumstances. To wit: A young
teenager is begging and pleading to see her father who she loves and trusts. She is heartbroken and

depressed, and moist of all, she is suffering extreme distress because she is being prevented from
having significant interactions with her father. Her father is ready, willing and able to meet her
requests and her needs, but the legal bureaucracy will not allow it. Therefore, it is my conclusion
that something is very, very wrong with this system.

It is my recommendation and my hope that (the child's) needs, so well expressed in her
essay, will be met very shortly, if not, I must repeat that I fear for the consequences that she will
experience.

Thank you for your time and considerations.

I received a copy of each on May 4, 2004. As of that date, nothing had been done. This is how the

courts treat children that want and need to have a relationship with their father. Who is the law guardian
representing, the child or the mother? According to Spencer and the child, it is the mother. Here the law
guardian's client is demanding to see her father and all the law guardian seems to worry about is whether

Spencer has jumped through all the hoops the court wants him to jump through in order see his daughter.
I should mention Spencer has custody of his two older sons that his daughter refers to in her essay. Why is
Spencer on supervised visitation with his daughter? Certainly, she is not fearful of him and she wants to be

with him. Is it because the court wants the child with the mother and the father paying child support?
When you read Spencer's case on page 25f, you will see that the court is holding the child hostage. The
court does not care what happens to the child, all the court cares about is the mother having custody, and
the father paying child support. The judge in this case needs to be removed from both the case and the
bench.
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CHAPTER

1

S U P P O R T

By reading these cases hopefully you will understand that you need to leam the law and not roly
solely upon your attorney. You need to know what your arguments are and what you need to do to pnitt'ct
yourself. It is very hard to get your case back on track once you have agreed to something. The
will help you better prepare your case as you will see what can happen when you do not leani nuich as
you can and you do not follow through with an appeal.
Remember, you need to know what your rights are, what your options are and have a strMtt'','>. .\In>t
fathers have no idea what their rights are and their attorneys certainly do not tell them. No oiu' s
the father's options with him, yet alone in detail. Most fathers have no strategy when going to tourt. Thr
attorney's strategy in most cases is, "I'll do the talking and you do as I say". The father figures thf attornrv
is going to do everything for them as they have paid their attorney thousands of dollars. What a big mistake.
Ignorance is not bliss in family court. 90% of what happens is going to be based on how and what iht* fathrr
does.

One of the things that amazes me is that the judge will sit on the bench and tell the fathiT his
children need and deserve the child support, which they do. Figuratively speaking, the judge will turn to
the mother and tell her she can spend the money anyway she wants. The court does not care whether child
support is spent on the child or not. It is the mother's money to do what she wants with it. She can spent! it
on herself, her boyfriend, etc. the court does not care, as there is no requirement under the law for the
money to be spent on the child. Why do they call it child support, if the money doesn't have to be used for
the child? Furthermore, the court is required to determine the mother's share of child support which they
rarely do and they never require her to spend her share on the child. Why?
Let's not forget that the children also need emotional support from their fathers as well. The courts
could care less whether children receive emotional or other support from their fathers. A lack of emotional

support can have a far more reaching and enduring effect on the child during their lifetime than the lack of
financial support. All the court is interested in is that the father pays support to the mother and the court
doesn't care about the child's emotional and other needs or even if the support is used for the child.
There are fathers in court pa3ring hundreds of dollars each week in child support, yet their children

have no clothes, have no money for school activities or any spending money because the mother will not
part with the money. The mother will then tell the child that she does not have any money for them and
that they should get the money from their father because he is the one with all the money. If the father says
no to the children, the father is the one that will be blamed by the child. The mother will go so far as to
claim the father owes them money. They involve the children in the support issues which helps them to
alienate the child from their father.

The name of the actual father in each case has been changed in order to protect him.
I remember one father, Adam, telling me that he was in the car with his son. His son turned to him
and said, "Look at the new boots mommy just brought me". Adam could not afford to buy his son extra

things because most of the money he made was going to the mother via child support. What made Adam
upset was, it was his child support that was paying for these boots. Adam would have loved to buy things
for his son, but couldn't. Children do not realize what the father was providing. Yet, they know when their
father had not paid his child support and that daddy was a "deadbeat". Even when they are paying, the
children are led to believe that the daddy is a "deadbeat" because mommy can't buy what the child wants
and blames it on dad, yet, many times she is able to buy for herself. In the overwhelming majority of the
cases I have seen, the mother's money is for the mother and the child's money is for the mother first and
then the child.
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New York State creates **deadbeat dads*^ and "beaten dead dads''

Is the New York State Judiciary creating "deadbeat dads" in order to obtain Federal funding? New
York State collects billions of dollars each year from the Federal Government in order to help collect child
support allegedly owed. The higher the amount owed in child support, the more and bigger the
"deadbeat dads'', the more the state collects from the Federal Government. What an incentive
to put fathers in arrears.

Most people think that child support is easy to determine and that a father pays 17% for 1 child,
25% for 2, 29% for 3, 31%; for 4 and 35% for five or more. People do not realize that this amount is based
upon gross income minus only FICA and Medicare Tax. Federal and State taxes are not deducted before

determining the child support obligation. Therefore, the father is paying a higher percentage of his net pay
(after taxes are deducted). Where the father is really nailed is with the add-on expenses such as uncovered
medical and dental, day care, medical premiums, etc. With the add-ons, the court is able to leave the father

with little or no money to live on as will be documented. People need to look to see what the father is
earning, paying in taxes and the add-ons that he is also required to pay. In my experience, about 70% of the
court orders or separation agreements concerning support do not comply with the law. The fathers have no

idea their agreement or order does not comply, as their attorney had told them "this is best they are going
to get".

When fathers go to court for a support hearing, their rights are left at the door and the law is

ignored. The courts routinely do not follow the law and do everything they can to deprive the father of his
income. The mothers are considered credible by the court most of the time without any proof to support
their contentions, while the court usually considers fathers not credible. The law requires that both parties
submit financial disclosures to the court. In most instances, the fathers are not even aware that they are
entitled to see the mother's financial disclosure, but when the mothers fail to submit their financial disclosure,
the court does nothing. In many cases the fathers will see the mother's financial disclosure at trial and will
have about five minutes to review it. If the father requests an adjournment in order to review the financial
disclosure it will most likely be denied as the court is ready for trial. In a lot of instances the fathers are not

even served with the court papers and therefore do not show up to court. The court does not care, it goes on
without the father being present. On the other hand, if the mother doesn't show up, the matter is adjourned
unless the father can show that she was personally served, and even then, the court will in most instances
adjourn the proceeding. Usually, when a father wants an adjournment, he is told he has to contact the

mother or her attorney and get their permission. On the other hand, most mothers are given an adjournment
and do not have to seek the father's permission. Why are the mother's being treated differently than
the fathers? These are things that are not being monitored by the court system because it would show how
biased the court is against fathers.
Penal

Laws

Violated

As you read this book, keep in mind the two criminal statutes below. Then after reading each
case, ask yourself, why are the judges allowed to violate the law? They are public servants and their
court orders are official documents.

Penal Law $ 175.40 Issuing a false certificate

A person is guilty of issuing a false certificate when, being a public servant authorized by
law to make or issue official certificates or other official written instruments, and with intent
to defraud, deceive, or injure another person, he issues such an instrument, or makes the
same with intent that it be issued, knowing that it contains a false statement or false
information. Class E felony
Penal Law $ 195.00 Official misconduct

A public servant is guilty of official misconduct when, with intent to obtain a benefit or to
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injure or deprive another person of a benefit:
1. He commits an act relating to his official office but constituting an unauthorized exercise of
his official functions, knowing that such act is unauthorized; or

2. He knowingly refrains from performing a duty which is imposed upon him by law or is clearly
i n h e r e n t i n t h e n a t u r e o f h i s o f fi c e . C l a s s A m i s d e m e a n o r

Self-support Reserve, what is it?

Family Court Act § 413 "Self-support reserve" shall mean 135% of the poverty income guidelines
amount for a single person as reported by the Federal Department of Health and Humsin Services. For the
calendar year 1989, the self-support reserve shall be $8,065. On March first of each year, the self-support
reserve shall be revised to reflect the annual updating of the poverty income guidelines as reported by the
Federal Department of Health and Human Services for a single person household.

A parent's income cannot legally fall below the self-support reserve. But what is the self-support
reserve based on as far as the parent's income? Is it the gross income minus FICA and medicare, minus

child support and maintenance? Is it gross income minus FICA, minus medicare, minus child support,
minus maintenance and minus income taxes? Is the self-support reserve based upon disposable or net
income as one lower court ruling holds?
Jnsenhine M. v. Michael F. 151 Misc.2d 1010, 574 N.Y.S.2d 492, (Fam. Ct. 1991):

The Child Support Standards Act (CSSA) amending F.C.A. § 413 attempted to address
deficiencies in the then present system "by adopting guidelines that permit judicial discretion, and
established minimum and meaningful standards of obligations that are based on the premise
that both parties share the responsibilities for child support" (Citation omitted).
... This court finds that in either determining the financial resources of the custodial and
non-custodial parent or the resources available to a child, that all calculations must be initiated
h'om a figure that represents disposable income, which at the very least would be a party's
adjusted gross income for purposes of the basic child support obligations less any taxes.
Mahadv V. Megerell. 4 Misc.2d 618, 625 N.Y.S.2d 834 (1995):

However, in this case, and pursuant to FCA § 413[l][d] where the basic child support

obligation (formula plus child care and health care, or just the formula amount itself) reduces the
respondent's income below the self-support reserve, but not below the poverty income guidelines,
then the "basic child support obligation" is redefined to be the sum fifty dollars per month or the
difference between the respondent's income and the self-support reserve, which ever is greater.
There is simply no statutory authority once the basic child support obligation is determined to be
fifty dollars per month to add-on or to otherwise require a respondent to, nonetheless, pay a sum of
money towards health care or child care.

Aside from a technical reading of the Child Support Standards act, it is clear that FCA §
413 [1] [d] was meant to act as a safety net for those whose basic child support obligation, as figured
with the use of the CSSA formula, would reduce their incomes below the self-support reserve or

poverty income guidelines. As set forth in the Memorandum of the State Executive Department
accompan3dng the Child Support Standards Act, "the purpose of the self-support reserve is to provide
for the basic support needs of the non-custodial parent". (1989 McKinney's Sessions Laws of NY, at
2208, 2209.) It hardly seems likely that the legislature intended this protection to be wiped out by
the addition of unlimited health and child care expenses to the non-custodial parent's basic child
support obligation.
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Moehrle v. Mpghrle, 148 Misc.2d 545, 560 N.Y.S.2d 621 (Fam. Ct. 1990) held that the noncustodial

parent could not be ordered to pay child support in amounts which would bring his income below "selfsupport reserve" as defined by the CSSA.
Judge Kramer violates law - leaves father

with less than $10.00 per week to live on!

When I first met Bart several years ago, he was making $10.00 per hour and the court had just
made its Pendente Lite order of support. The court had ordered, without a hearing, that he pay $100 per
week child support and $245 per month maintenance for a monthly total of $645 plus day care. No amount
was given for day care, but day care was later determined to be $144.00 per week. Bart tried several times
to have his support lowered, but Judge Kramer wanted him to agree to the support and would not hold a

hearing. Bart refiised to agree to the support as it was more than what was required by the Child Support
Standards Act (CSSA). Bart forced the court to finally have a hearing after the court had postponed the
trial five or six times in order to pressure him to agree to an outlandish amount of child support. His wife
quit her full time job in order to go back to school and was working part time. Judge Barry Kramer in his
Decision in court stated:

"This is not an easy one. The facts are as follows: it's a short term marriage. Date of marriage
was —/—/98. There are two children, ages two and three. Both of the parties themselves are quite
young and in good health. The wife has received the house as part of her distributive share and she
is in the house, has been since the parties separation. Since the matter came before me, I put in
place a Temporary order, March 28 of this year, which basically allowed the wife to maintain herself
in the marital residence. That Temporary order called for the husband to pay $645.92 a month. I
called it unallocated support and maintenance; basically combing the two. ...
"... The income of both parties is relatively low; in fact, so low that it would be difficult for

these folks to pay their bills, in my opinion, if they were living together. The husband earns $22,360
a year. That is $10.75 per hour. He works a 40-hour week. There is no readily available overtime at
this present employment. The wife's income is $6,500 per year working part time ... I believe that
her testimony was that she works 12 hours per week."
"...I am going to award the wife the sum of $75 per week maintenance, which will be $3,900
per year, for a period of one year."

"... in doing the computation based upon the income of the husband, as I previously recited,
$22,360, deducting first the maintenance, then FICA of $1,412.19, the husband's net is then
$17,047.81. The wife's income which includes the $6,500 that she presently earns and the
maintenance she will be receiving, then becomes $10,400 reduced by FICA of $795.60 leaves the
wife a net of $9,604.40"
"Based upon the foregoing the husband's child support obligation will be $82 a week, his
maintenance obligation will be $75 a week, and that will be a total of $157 a week, which will be

maintained for a period of one year. At the end of that year the child support will be adjusted
upward because there will be no maintenance deduction. Based upon those calculations, the pro
rata share of the husband for any day care, that he must pay any uncovered medicals that he must
pay will be 64/36; 64 to the husband, 36 to the wife.... The husband is to maintain the children on
his health insurance."

Judge Kramer did not state in the decision how much the day care was. Only maintenance and
child support figures were mentioned and he called it unallocated. This prevented Bart from deducting the
maintenance fi-om his income tax return. The mother received both maintenance and child support tax
free.
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Judge Kramer in the Judgment of Divorce stated:
"ORDERED AND ADJUDGED, the child support payment of Eighty-two Dollars ($82.00)

per week, the maintenance payment of Seventy-five Dollars ($75.00) per week, and the day care
payment of One Hundred Forty-Four ($144.00) Dollars per week, for a total of Three Hundred and
One Dollars shall be paid through the Schenectady County Support Collection Unit.;"
Notice Judge Kramer did not state how much Bart's income was. Why? Was it because hi' did not
want anyone reading the order to know how he royally screwed this father and violated the law?
Bart's pay stub showed $430 gross pay ($22,360 per year) less Federal taxes $38.80; PICA 12;
Medicare Tax $5.87; State taxes $12.01; Health insurance $24.92; Union dues $9.83; and Uniti'd W.iv ."»()
thus, leaving a disposable income of $306.20 per week. From this $306.20 we subtract $301.00 (H*J ♦ i >
144) court ordered support and Bart had $5.20 per week to live on. That is right, $5.20 per wi'i'k tint of .i
gross income of $430.00 per week. With this $5.20 Bart had to pay for his car and gas to get to \v(jrk » ;«ch
day, pay for his food, his room and expenses when he had his sons with him. Don't forget that out of this
$5.20 he had to pay 64% of uncovered medical bills. Can you live on $5.20 per week?
On February 22,2002 Bart received a Notice to Withhold Income for Child Support stating hi* wa.s
now in arrears $506.74 and that his employer was to withhold $348 per week from his check. Thi.s was
more than his disposable income of $306.20 before maintenance and child support was deducted.

Judge Kramer determined Bart's CSSA income to be $17,047.81 after the deduction of maintenance.
The current self-support reserve, which will be discussed in a couple of pages, is $11,597. Supposedly your
income cannot be brought below this figure. Taking $11,597 from $17,047.81 leaves $5,450.81 divided by 52
weeks is $104 per week. To this maintenance of $75 per week is added for a total of $179 per week. This is
most Bart should be paying for child support, maintenance and other add-ons. Judge Kramer required
Bart to pay almost double the amount required by law when uncovered medical and dental were added in.
This is called, the "Making of a deadbeat dad". This happens everyday in the State of New York. Why does

it happen? Because nobody is holding the judges and hearing examiners accountable for their illegal actions
and the judges are able to cover up for one another by keeping what is happening out of the public view.
Fathers are going to jail everyday because of these illegal court orders by the judges.
Bart filed for a stay of the order fi-om the Appellate Court until he was able to perfect his appeal.
His ex-wife wrote a letter in opposition and stated:

"However, in the meantime, I need what the judge said was fair, to get myself and the boys
through this rough transaction".
Just like this mother, mothers believe that taking every penny the father earns is "fair" as they

deserve it. How do you negotiate with someone like this? How do you negotiate with someone when they
know the judge will give them what they want? She also stated that she cannot afford an attorney at this
time as she had a balance with her previous attorney of $9,282.20. This figure does not include what she
had already paid him. She was awarded the marital residence and the attorney will probably obtain a

judgment an^or a lien against the house. This could have been settled long before this had it not been for

her attorney, as Bart presented an agreement that followed the CSSA. The only winners are the attorney
and the State of New York as it can collect more money from the Federal Government for child support
a r r e a r s .

The Appellate Court denied Bart's request for a stay pending appeal:
"Motion for stay pending appeal. Defendant seeks to stay a judgment directing the payment
of a sum of money. Consequently, a statutory stay is available upon the filing of an undertaking
pursuant to CPLR 5519(aK3). A discretionary stay pursuant to CPLR 5519(c) is not appropriate
where a statutory stay is available (see, Norcross v. Cook. 199 A.D.2d 1079)."
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How could Bart come up with an undertaking to obtain a stay when he had no money?
Bart further requested to proceed as a poor person, requested that the transcripts be provided for
free and for the assignment of counsel to prepare his appeal. The Appellate Court denied him the transcripts
and appointed counsel. They did waive the $250.00 filing fee. With his income being taken and being left

with little or no money to live on, how could he afford to pay for an appeal? Attorneys want at least $5,000.00

for an appeal. The Appellate Court figures he will not be able to appeal and he will be stuck with this illegal
court order. Bart will then be served with a violation petition, threatened, and then sentenced to jail at
some point in time because he was not able to perfect his appeal. Obviously, the Appellate Court will do

what it can to prevent and frustrate fathers from appealing and from receiving any type of justice in the
New York State Court system.

Bart then went to a settlement conference before a judge to try to settle the matter before perfecting
the appeal. The Appellate Court supposedly tries to resolve the matter before the appeal was presented to
the court. Bart stated the judge told him that he may get it reduced, but he doubted that he would get the
award retro-active. Bart stated he felt as if the judge was trying to convince him not to appeal.

In the appeal, Bart raised the issues that he should not have been required to pay maintenance.

His income was reduced below the self-support reserve and the poverty level. Remember, the mother quit
her job in order to go back to school.

Bart relied on the cases above: Josephine M. v. Michael R that of Mahadv v Megerell and Moehrle

V. Moehrle. He further argued that he was entitled to have money left after support payments are made to
live on and relied upon the following case law.
Hirshman v Hirshman. 156 A.D.2d 644, 549 N.Y.S.2d 142 (2nd Dept. 1989)
In determining the ability of the husband to provide support, the court should consider not
only his income from employment, but his actual reasonable living expenses, as well as his current
debts, and whether such obligations were reasonably incurred (Citations omitted). The husband's
need to have money to live on after support payments are made must be taken into account (Citations
omitted).

As to the maintenance issue Bart relied upon the following case law which held the court should
look at his financial ability to pay:
Fascaldi v Fascaldi. 186 A.D.2d 532, 588 N.Y.S.2d 354 (2nd Dept. 1992)
In making an award of temporary maintenance the court must consider the financial needs of

the party requesting the support and the parties' respective financial conditions (Citations omitted).

The award should be an accommodation between the reasonable needs of the moving party and the
financial ability of the other spouse (Citations omitted).

. . . when the support payments are so prohibitive as to strip the payor spouse of income and
assets necessary to meet his or her own expenses, relief may be granted in the interest of justice"
(Citations omitted).

Francis v Francis. 548 N.Y.S.2d 816 (2d Dep't. 1989):

With respect to the child support determination, we find that the court improvidently exercised
its discretion when it directed the defendant to pay $65.00 per week per child. In the circumstances
at bar, where the combined monthly income earnings of the parties fall short of their combined
monthly expenses by approximately $1,000, it is not practical see. Domestic Relations Law §
236[Bl[7][a][3]) to base the child support determination primarily upon a consideration of the

children's prior standard of living. In reaching its determination, the court should have given greater
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weight to the post divorce financial circumstances of the parties see, Domestic Relations Law §
236[B][7] [a][l]; (Citations omitted).

Bart also argued that any child support award should be retro-active back to the date of the filing
of the petition pursuant to Domestic Relations Law § 240(l)(h) which states that the order should be
effective as of the date of the application, which in this case was the filing of the summons and complaint.
Notice that the Appellate Court never addressed this issue and stated "We have considered the parties'
remaining arguments and find them to be lacking in merit".

Now for the Appellate Court ruling by Judges Cardona, P. J., Mercure, Peters, Carpinello and Rose.
Was Bart being left with any money to live on?

Appeal from a judgment of the Supreme Court (Kramer, J.) ordering, inter alia, child support

and maintenance, entered February 7, 2002 in Schenectady County, upon a decision of the court.

In January 2001, plaintiff filed for divorce after approximately 2 1/2 years of marriage. The

parties resolved certedn issues by stipulation and proceeded to trial with respect to counsel fees,
insurance, child support for the parties' two young children and maintenance. As relevant here.

Supreme Court awarded plaintiff maintenance in the amount of $75 per week for a period of one
year, $82 per week in child support, $144 per week toward day care costs and directed defendant to
pay 64% of all of the children's medical expenses not covered by insurance. Defendant now appeals.
Initially, we reject defendant's contention that Supreme Court erred in ordering him to pay
maintenance for a one-year period. In ordering the maintenance, Supreme Court considered the

age and health of the parties, relative brevity of the marriage, the parties' modest predivorce life
style, that plaintiff was working only part time while she completed a nursing program, and the
disparity in the parties' incomes (see Domestic Relations Law § 236 [H] [6] [a]). Given the disparity
in the parties' resources and needs, as well as the short-term nature of the award, we perceive no
abuse of discretion in Supreme Court's award of maintenance (Citations omitted).

We agree with defendant, however, that Supreme Court improperly imposed a child support
obligation upon him that reduced his income below the poverty level (see Domestic Relations Law
§ 240 [1-b] [d]). The applicable self-support reserve was $11,596.50 or approximately $223 per week

— that is, 135% of the 2001 Federal poverty income guideline of $8,590 or approximately $165 per
week (Citations omitted). In determining defendant's income. Supreme Court used defendant's
$22,360 salary as a base and then correctly deducted both FICA and maintenance (Citations omitted),
leaving defendant with income of $17,047.81 annually, or approximately $328 weekly, for purposes
of calculating his child support obligation. The court then imposed a "basic child support obligation,"
which includes day care and health care expenses not covered by insurance (Citations omitted), of
$226 per week plus 64% of uncovered health care costs. Subtraction of this support obligation from
defendant's income leaves him with a maximum of $102 per week, which is $121 less than the self-

support reserve and $44 less than the poverty income guideline. Accordingly, defendant's child
support obligation should be the difference between his income and the self-support reserve (Citations
omitted). Using the income figure determined by Supreme Court, defendant's weekly support
obligation, including day care and health care expenses not covered by insurance, should be no
more than $105 ($223 subtracted fi-om $328) while he is required to pay maintenance.

($105.00 plus the maintenance of $75 equals $180.00 is the most that Bart can be ordered to pay
and Bart argued the figure was $179.00. If you notice, the court clearly held that Judge Kramer reduced
Bart's income well below the self-support reserve and below the poverty level. Had Bart not appealed, he
would have been stuck with Judge Kramer's order. If you notice, the Appellate Court was holding, without

saying so, that the self-support reserve was based upon disposable income or income after the deduction of
Federal and State taxes.

Judge Kramer was fully aware of the self-support reserve. This was argued before him. Judge
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ICramer deliberately and maliciously deprived Bart of due process and violated the law as he knew his
order did not comply with the law and his order contained knowingly false statements in order to defraud
Bart. Judge Kramer should be prosecuted!)

We observe, however, that defendant testified that he has been living with his parents
essentially rent free. "Income" for purposes of calculating child support includes "money, goods, or
services provided by relatives and friends" (Citations omitted). Defendant's lodging is thus a "service"
provided by his parents (Citations omitted). Moreover, there was testimony at trial suggesting that
plaintiff may be receiving services from friends or relatives.

Accordingly, we remit this matter for recalculation of the parties' incomes and respective
child support obligations, including a consideration of those resources available to plaintiff and
defendant beyond their salaries as Supreme Court, in its discretion, determines appropriate
(Citations omitted). We have considered the parties' remaining arguments and find them to be
lacking in merit.

(How can anyone in Bart's position not need help from his family and friends? Judge Kramer left
Bart with no income to live on. Figuring $350 rent + $75 utilities + $35 phone totals $460 divided by 4.3 =

$106 per week + food of $40.00 / week + $25 gas = $171 cost per week. This does not include cost for a car,
maintenance, money when his children are with him. This is what the self-support reserve is for. Now the

court wants to take more money from Bart and punish his parents and friends for helping him after Judge
Kramer deliberately and maliciously deprived him of any money to live on and violated the CSSA by what
he ordered Bart to pay. Where was Bart going to live? Out of his car? That is exactly what the court wants.)
ORDERED that the judgment is modified, on the law and the facts, without costs, by
reversing so much thereof as set forth defendant's child support, day care and health care obligations,
and matter remitted to the Supreme Court for fiirther proceedings not inconsistent with this Court's
decision, and, as so modified, affirmed.

In the meeuitime, a petition was filed with the family court to hold Bart in contempt of court. Bart
attempted to get a stay of this contempt proceeding from the Appellate Court. No papers were filed in
opposition. The motion to stay the family court matter until the appeal was heard was flatly denied and no
reason was stated. This is justice in New York State.

Bart also filed an answer and cross petition with the family court concerning the violation petition
seeking to modify his Supreme Court Judgment of Divorce as he was now currently unemployed and collecting
unemployment. He lost his job because of the time spent in court and because he had no regular transportation
to work. How could he? He had no money. He also asked for assignment of counsel.

According to Bart, he appeared before the hearing examiner. The hearing examiner stated she did

not have his cross petition and denied him his right to counsel. She then held the trial even though he had
given her a copy of the cross petition showing that he had filed it with the court almost a month before.

After the trial was over, she then stated that she found his cross petition and gave him the papers to fill out
to obtain assigned counsel. Now he will have counsel when sentenced to jail.
Bart showed the court that his entire unemployment check went to the mother. He did not receive

one penny of it. If he was working, the mother would only be able to receive 65% of his net pay.
When Bart called the New York State Division of Employment he was informed that the Support
Collection Unit can take his entire unemployment check leaving him with nothing to live on. The law is
making sure the mother receives every penny she can of his unemployment check. Child support and
maintenance come first. How dare a father get laid off from work!! WTiat do they expect the father to live
on? It will also take the father several weeks to obtain a court date in an attempt to reduce his child
support. The father gets hit with a loss of a job only to leam he won't receive his unemployment because
that belongs to the mother.
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If this was an intact family, the family would have to tighten its belt as to spending, but not when

you owe child support. Your belt gets tightened, but not the mothers. Bart was now receiving food stamps
as he had no money coming in. In the meantime, he also had no transportation to obtain work or to look for
a job. The court could care less. His income belongs to the mother and they will make sure she collects it.
According to the Civil Practice Law and Rules § 5241(g)(l)(i), the most that can be deducted from
his payroll check is 60% of the earnings of the debtor (father) remaining after the deduction therefrom of
any amounts required by law to be withheld ("disposable earnings"), except if amount includes arrears that
are more than 12 weeks old then up to 65% may be deducted. Based upon this, the most the employer can
deduct is $430 less $87.87 equals $342.13. 60% of this is $205.27. The father will be going into arrears

about $100 per week or $5,200 per year and support collection will keep track of every penny of the arrears.
Bart received his Decision and Order from Kathleen Cullen the Schenectady County Hearing

Examiner and again his rights were violated by the court. Bart received $238.00 from unemployment and

was required to pay the mother $144.00 per week plus 50% of uncovered medical bills as well as an
administrative add-on for back child support while stating under the law he should be paying $25.00 per

month. As previously stated, Bart had no income as it was all being taken by the Support Collection Unit.
He had no money to live on. The court told him he was going to have to continue to live with his parents
rent free as he had not been paying them while living there. How could he pay them when the Support
Collection Unit was taking all of his unemployment check?
Ms. Cullen's order stated:

"If this family were intact sacrifices would have to be made to reduce expenses by reason of
limited resources. The Respondent will reside with his parents and be left with minimal resources
to buy food, pay for medical expense, launder his clothing, secure transportation to find work and to
pay towards other expenses."
(How much will he be left with after this order — $95.00 less the administrative add-on which will

continue to take his entire unemployment check. What BULL! Minimal resources? Bart has no income

coming in. The mother had her income plus the father's income. The mother does not have to sacrifice, only
fathers are forced to sacrifice.)

As you read the following, notice how Ms. Cullen questioned the credibility of the mother's testimony
in paragraphs 6 and 10 and then gave her what she wanted.
Ms. Cullen's Order further stated:

1. The Petitioner filed a petition on 10/1/02 with the Clerk of this Court alleging that
the Respondent willfully failed to obey an Order of Support.
2. The Respondent filed a cross petition on 12/6/02 requesting a downward modification

of child support and termination of spoused support by reason of loss of income.
3. The parties have 2 children.

4. The parties were divorced by Judgment of Divorce dated 1/31/02 entered in the
Office of the Schenectady County Clerk. The Respondent was directed by this Judgment to pay

$82.00 per week as and for child support and $75.00 per week as and for maintenance for a period
of one year from 2/7/02, in addition to other directives. The Respondent was further directed to pay
$144.00 per week for day care. The Court notes that it was not provided with a copy of the parties'
Stipulation of 12/10/01.
5. I find that the Respondent lost employment by reason of having been laid off, and
that modification of the Order of Support is appropriate. As his income had decreased to $238.00

\
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per week (unemployment insurance benefit), I find that there has been a substantial and unforeseen
change of circumstances and inability to meet the obligation, which warrants modification of the

Order. The proof was credible that he was looking for work. He had earned $10.50 per hour in the
past. The parties' Judgment of Divorce also provides that child support was to be recalculated
pursuant to § 413 of the Family Court Act upon the termination of maintenance on 2/7/03.

6. It is difficult to determine the Petitioner's income from the proof offered. Her

paycheck stubs reflect gross income of between $193.93 to $390.28 per week. Her testimony was

inconsistent with this. She testified to going to nursing school and earning gross $86.60 per week or
$78.92 per week net. As the maintenance award would be indicative of the Petitioner's need to

increase her income, pursuant to subsequent testimony, the Court finds that she will earn about

$7,000.00 gross per year for 2002.1 have reduced this by estimated PICA ($6,464.50). I have added
to this the amount of $3,900.00 representing taxable maintenance of $75.00 per week. Thus, her
income pursuant to Section 413 of the Family Court Act is $10,364.50. As of 2/8/03, when spousal
support ended, her income was $6,464.50.

7. The Respondent's income pursuant to § 413 of the Family Court Act is $8,476.00

per year representing unemployment insurance benefit of $238.00 per week ($12,376.00 per year)
less $3,900.00, representing the $75.00 per week maintenance obligation. The parties' divorce
provides that child support was to be recalculated consistent with § 413 of the Family Court Act
upon the termination of maintenance. As of 2/8/03, the Respondent's income was $12,376.00.
8. Combined Parental Income is $18,840.50.

9. Pursuant to the Child Support Standards Act, the Respondent's child support
obligation would be $50.00 per month or $11.54 per week as of 2/8/03. From 12/6/02 to 2/7103, his
obligation would be $25.00 per month.

10. The Petitioner testified that the children were eligible for Medicaid, but she did not
elect the same in order to use a certain pediatrician. She further testified that she earned too much

for Child Health Plus, which would be inconsistent with being Medicaid eligible, and inconsistent
with her testimony regarding reduced income. The Petitioner testified that as of 1/1/03, she obtained
health insurance coverage for her family. The expense was $128.00 per month. She did not know
the cost of individual coverage. The Court directs the Petitioner to apply for Medicaid and Child
Health Plus, as health insurance coverage is not available to the Respondent, and the Court finds

the expense to the Petitioner to be unreasonable. It appears that the Petitioner is maintaining
health insurance coverage as a matter of choice, rather than necessity.
11. The Respondent shall be responsible for 50% of all reasonable, necessary, uninsured,
non-cosmetic, health, medical, dental, optical, orthodontic, pharmaceutical and psychological
expenses of the parties' child. The Petitioner shall be responsible for 50% of such expense. The

Petitioner shall provide the Respondent with a statement setting forth the amount of the expense,
the date incurred, nature of treatment, the amount covered by insurance and the uninsured expense,
as well as the Respondent's prorate share within thirty days of receipt. The Respondent shall

reimburse the Petitioner directly and in full within thirty days of written demand. The Court has

varied for reasons set forth herein. Pursuant to the Child Support Standards Act, the Respondent
would not have been responsible to contribute towards this expense.
12. The Petitioner is directed to apply, once again, for a day care subsidy. In view of her

income (she testified to $86.00 per week) and the reduced Order of Support, it appears that she may
be eligible. Although she asserts that she could not obtain the subsidy as she was in school, she still
worked on a part time basis. The expense of $217.50 per week for day care for two children also
appeared to be somewhat excessive. The Court must question whether this particular child care
provider is a matter of choice, versus necessity. The Court will not direct the Respondent to pay a
pro rata percentage towards day care expense as the Court has decided to vary from the Child
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Support Standards Act, as set forth herein. The Court notes that by reason of the self support
reserve and poverty level, the Respondent would not be obligated to contribute towards this expense.
As you read the following paragraphs, ask yourself, what right does Ms. Cullen have to reduce
Bart's income below the self-support reserve?

13. The Court shall direct the Respondent to continue to pay $75.00 per week as and

for maintenance, to pay $72.00 per week towards child support (including day care) and '»()'; of
uninsured medical expenses of the children retroactive to 12/6/02. The Court has varied fnun the
Child Support Standards Act for the following reasons:
a) The Court has considered the needs of the children. The Petitioner srt li irt h

monthly expenses of $2,333.17 per month. I have reduced this by the cost of health insuratur
coverage (for reasons set forth above) of $128.00 per month, leaving adjusted innmhly
expenses of $2,205.17. She testified that her net weekly income was $78.92 per \v» i k or
$341.99 per month. Her paychecks reflected gross income of between $193.93 to S.'JOO. JS
per week, and net income of between $288.83 to $595.51 bi-weekly or between, $625.80 to
$1,290.27 per month. Thus, her monthly deficit ranged from $914.90 to $1,863.18 per mtmlh

or between $211.13 to $429.96 per week. The Court must always act in the best interests of
the children and ensure that basis needs may be met. An Order consistent with the si-If
support reserve or poverty level would not allow this;

b) The Respondent's income is $238.00 per week or $1,031.33 per month. The
Respondent set forth minimal expenses of $758.33 per month, excluding child support.
While these expenses do not appear excessive, some are also not being incurred. Although
the Respondent set forth a monthly rental expense of $215.00, he testified to living with his
parents and not paying rent. Although the Court will consider grocery expense of $200.00
per month, the Court has reduced the Respondent's expense of $50.00 per month for lunches.

The Court has considered his expenses for dental work, transportation and laundry. The
Court has reduced his monthly expenses by $100.00, representing clothing expense, as

meeting the children's basic needs is of greater importance at this time. Thus, his adjusted
monthly expenses are $393.33. His net monthly income is $638.00 or $147.23 per week.
The Respondent will also receive food stamps of $139.00 per month;
c) The Court has been presented with no proof regarding the physical and
emotional needs of the children, the standard of living during the marriage, non-monetary
contributions towards the care of the children, the existence of other children, extraordinary

visitation expense or expense of extended visitation;
d) The Court has taken into consideration that the Petitioner as custodial

parent may claim the children as exemptions for income tax purposes; and
e) The Court has considered that the Petitioner has been awarded maintenance

and is working at becoming a registered nurse.
14. The Court is aware that this Order will present hardship for both parties. If this
family were intact sacrifices would have to be made to reduce expenses by reason of limited resources.
The Respondent will reside with his parents and be left with minimal resources to buy food, pay for
medical expense, launder his clothing, secure transportation to find work and to pay towards other

expenses. The Petitioner will only receive $638.00 per month, which will not meet her expenses.

She will have to investigate Medicaid coverage, cheaper day care services and day care subsidy and
may have to work additional hours and attend school.
15. Maintenance terminated on 2/7/03. As a consequence, effective 2/8/03, the

Respondent shall pay $147.00 per week for child support, including day care, through the Schenectady
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County Support Collection Unit. The Court has varied from the Child Support Standards Act for

reasons set forth above. The Court has considered the needs of the children, and that the Respondent
has the ability to pay more than a self support reserve or poverty level Order.
16. The Schenectady County Support Collection Unit shall charge the account as follows:
a) From 12/6/02 to 2/7/03, $75.00 per week maintenance and $72.00 per week
child support;

b) From 2/8/03 and continuing, $147.00 per week child support; and
c) Effective 12/6/02, the separate charge of $144.00 per week for child care
shall be terminated.

17. The Schenectady County Support Collection Unit shall calculate arrears and shall
advise the parties and the Court of the amount of said arrears....
20. By reason of the modification of the child support obligation, the Court does not

find willful violation of the Order of Support.
Where does Hearing Examiner Cullen have the right or authority to reduce Bart's income below
the self-support reserve? (Notice in ^ 13(b) he had a monthly income of $1,031.33. His income was below

the self-support reserve, yet, he was ordered to pay $147.00 per week or $632.00 monthly child support.)
There was no finding that he willfully reduced his income! Where was the money for him to be able to afford
to pay what had been ordered? After the administrative add-on he will have no income again. Ms. Cullen

was deliberately beating Bart dead. This order was nothing more than an extortion attempt to force Bart's
parents to support him or he will go to jail. Furthermore, Ms. Cullen was violating his right to due process
and equal protection of the law.

Bart was now back to work earning $10.00 per hour or $400.00 per week. What should his support
obligation be? The court would determine it as follows:
$ 20,800.00
less

1.591.20

$ 19,208.80
times

.25

$ 4,802.20
-

52

$ 92.35

gross income
FICA + Medicare
CSSA income

25% for two children

Child support for two children
number of weeks in a year
weekly child support

To this figure was added Bart's share of uncovered medical and dental, day care and his share of the

health insurance premiums. By the time Bart was done he was paying about $150.00 per week.
The court was required to take into account the self-support reserve which means Bart should have
a disposable income of $12,123.00 per year or $233.14 per week after the deduction of State and Federal
taxes and determine his support obligation to be:
gross income
FICA + Medicare
CSSA income

Federal withholding - $36.63 per week
State withholding - $10.59 per week
Disability 60 cents per week
Net income after deductions

current self-support reserve
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^

52

$ 4,599.16 child support per year
number
of
weeks
in
a
year

$ 88.45 weekly child support obligation

As this figure brings Bart to exactly the self-support reserve, the court cannot legally order him to
pay any additional add-ons such as uncovered medical and dental, day care, or health insurance premiums.

The courts deliberately fail to acknowledge the self-support reserve. They must want the father pajring
more than he can afford and to put him into poverty. Having $233.14 per week to live on is not a lot of

money to have to pay for your rent, utilities, food, gas, auto and have money to spend on yourself and your
children.

How many fathers are paying more than is required by law? How many are considered "deadbeat
dads"? This is how the state creates the "deadbeat dad" by having the fathers pay more than is required by
statute, knowing they cannot afford to pay what has been ordered.

Bart filed objections to the order with the Family Court Judge around April 15,2003. Now objections
are to be ruled upon within 30 days. A court date was scheduled for July 28, 2003 for his objections to be
heard before the Family Court Judge. The mother asked for an adjournment and on July 27th, the day
before court, Bart found out from the mother that the court notified her that it had been adjourned to

August 13th but did not notify him. Why wasn't he notified? Mothers most always get the adjournments. In
court, on August 13, 2003, Bart said the judge did absolutely nothing. He wanted to send it back to the
hearing examiner. Of course, the judge told him to keep paying the $145.00 per week child support which

reduced his income below the self-support reserve. Bart said the judge told him that the mother's income
was also below the self-support reserve. Because the mother's income was below the self-support reserve by

her own choosing as she quit her job, that gave the court the right to reduce Bart's income below the selfsupport reserve? I should mention that Bart was about to lose another job because of the court's illegal

actions as he could not afford a car and had problems with transportation and time off for court proceedings.
The court was deliberately tridng to destroy this father's ability to earn an income. Bart said after court,
the mother offered to waive all of Bart's arrears and told him he would not have to pay child support if he

would give up all rights to his children. Was the court trying to help the mother get Bart out of the children's
lives?

Was it coincidental that on July 18,2003, ten days before the court date. Judge Kramer issued his
new order of support? Did he violate the law again in determining Bart's child support obligation? Read the
order and see if you can figure it out.

Judge Kramer's Order:
I am in receipt of the memorandum and Order from the New York State Supreme Court,
Appellate Division, Third Judicial Department that was decided and entered on to the Defendant's
appeal of the Judgment of Divorce dated above-referenced matter. I have carefully reviewed this
Memorandum and Order, which remitted this matter to the Supreme Court "for recalculation of

the parties' incomes and respective child support obligations, including a consideration of those
resources available to plaintiff and defendant beyond their salaries..."
I have reviewed the trial testimony that was received in this matter on December 10, 2001,
and conclude that I do not need to reopen the trial for further testimony in order to recalculate the
Defendant's income and resulting child support obligation, as directed by the Appellate Division.
There was sufficient proof at trial through the Defendant's testimony that he had been renting an

apartment in Saratoga for $375.00 per month. He testified that he could not afford this amount,
and moved in with his parents in June, 2001. He testified that he was paying $50.00 per week for
his living expenses.
Domestic Relations Law Section 240 (l-b))b)(5)(iv)(D) authorizes the court, at its discretion,

to "attribute, or impute income [for purposes of calculating child support] from such other resources
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as may be available to the [non-custodiall parent, including but not limited to: ... money, goods or
services provided by relatives and friends". As determined by the Appellate Division, Defendant's

lodging, to the extent it is saving him money, is a "service" provided by his parents (Citations
omitted). The savings to the defendant by living with his parents amounts to $37.21 per week, or
$1,934.92 annually ($375.00 per month, or $87.21 per week - $50.00 per week). This amount of
savings shall be added to the defendant's income in recalculating his child support obligation.
(Had it not been for Judge Kramer's illegal actions in ordering Bart to pay more than was required
by law, Bart would not have had to live with his parents and his parents would not have had to help support
him. It was an abuse of discretion for him to impute income to Bart. Judge Kramer is punishing Bart for
appealing his illegal court order.)

Based upon my review of the trial testimony, I do not find that the Defendant was receiving
any other services from friends or relatives.

(Do you think he would find that she was? Was this why he didn't want a new hearing?)
Accordingly, I have recalculated Defendant's child support obligation as follows:
Defendant's Income:

$22,360/year from wages - $3,900/year maintenance obligation = $18,460
$18,460.00 - $1,412.19 (PICA) = $17,047.81

$17,047.81 + $1,934.92 (income from services provided by Defendant's parents) = $18,962.73/
year, or $365.05 per week,
P l a i n t i f Ts i n c o m e :

$6,500/year from wages + $3,900/year maintenance = $10,400
$10,400 - $795,60 (FICA) = $9,604.40/year
The combined parental income is $28,587.13/year, which when multiplied by 25% for two
children, results in a basic child support obligation of $7,146.78/year. Defendant's pro rata share of
this amount is 66% and Plaintiff s is 34%). Therefore, Defendant's child support obligation is calculated
to be $4,716.87/year, or $90.71 per week.

Pursuant to the Judgment of Divorce, the Defendant was directed to pay, in addition to his
basic child support obligation, 64% of the reasonable costs incurred by the plaintiff for day care, or
the amount of $144.00 per week. That amount should now be $148.50 per week or 66% of the day
care costs.

Adding the Defendant's basic child support payment of $90.71 per week to the Defendant's
pro rata share of the day care costs amounts to a total child support payment of $239.21 per week,
plus 66%' of uncovered health care costs for the children. Subtracting this amount from defendant's
income of $365.05 per week leaves him with $125.84 per week to live on. This amount is $39.16 less

than the 2001 Federal poverty income guideline of $165 per week, and $97.16 less than the applicable
self-support reserve of $223 per week. See, Domestic Relations law Section 240 (l-b)(b)(6); 66 Fed
Reg 10695 (2001).

Accordingly, Defendant's child support obligation should have been set at $25.00 per month
or the difference between his income and the self-support reserve, whichever is greater (Domestic
Relations Law Section 240[l-b][d]. Defendant's child support obligation, therefore, should have

been $142.05 per week ($365.05-$223), inclusive of day care and health care expenses not covered
by insurance, during the period of time that defendant was paying maintenance to the plaintiff
(February 7, 2002 to February 7, 2003).
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This recalculation of the Defendant's child support obligation results in an amount of
$4,365.40 ($83.95/week x 52 weeks), for the one (1) year period that he was paying maintenance

(February 7,2003 to February, 2003. Defendant shall be entitled to a credit in this amount against
his account with the Schenectady County Support Collection Unit. This credit shall be given to the

defendant by either (1) staying any future child support payments until the credit is used u[); (2)
carr3dng the amount of the credit forward and applying it to future child support payments tlu'v
become due; or (3) applying the credit to any arrears that are or may become due. Defendant shall
be responsible for notifying the Schenectady County Support Collection Unit of this credit. an<l
requesting that the appropriate adjustment be made to his account.
This letter shall constitute the Decision and Order of this Court. The parties' Jud^Mnt iil of

Divorce dated January 31, 2002 is hereby modified by this Decision and Order to the extent th.it it
is inconsistent herewith, and all other terms and provisions of said Judgment shall remain in lull
force and effect.

Very truly yours,
Barry D. &amer

Acting Supreme Court Justice

Well, did Judge Kramer lose you with all of his babble? Do you see how Judge Kramer deliberati'ly
came up with the wrong child support amount? Did Judge Kramer determine the wrong amount of credit
due Bart?

1. Judge Kramer took Bart's gross income minus FICA and maintenance and then
added to this his "so-called" imputed income from his parents which gave him an income of $365.05

per week. He then subtracted the Self-support reserve of $223 per week giving a child support
obligation of $145.05 per week. This is wrong. The reason is that in the Appellate Court Order, the
self-support reserve is a net or disposable income figure. Judge Kramer did not deduct Federal and
state taxes or disability from the $365.00 which would be around $50.00 per week. Therefore,
Bart's income should have been $365 - $50 = $315 less $223 (self-support reserve) equals $92.00 per

week child support, not $145.05 per week claimed by Judge Kramer. This is a difference of $53.05
per week or $2,758.60 per year. In other words, Bart was entitled to have a disposable income of
$223.00 per week pursuant to the self-support reserve. By not deducting Federal and State taxes
Bart had to take these out of his $223.00 per week. This reduced Bart's income to $183.00 per week
which was below the self-support reserve by $50.00 per week.
2. Judge Kramer only addressed the one year period of from the time of the Judgment
of Divorce filed February 7,2002 to February 7,2003. Should this order have been retro-active back
to the filing of the summons and complaint for divorce on January 18, 2001? Bart had been paying
child support back to this date because of Judge Kramer's Pendente Lite order of support in February
2001 which did not comply with CSSA. This meant, fi'om January 18, 2001 to February 7, 2003

Bart over paid by more than $7,100.00 (4,365 + 2758). Bart accrued arrears during this time period
as he was ordered to pay child support and maintenance in an amount that was in violation of the
law. Furthermore, pursuant to the DRL § 240(l)(j), any order is effective as of the date of the filing

of the petition for support, which in this case was January 18, 2001. But, Bart had a Pendente Lite
Order. Because of the Pendente Lite Order is the final order effective as of the date of filing the
complaint? The answer is yet to come.
3. Notice also that Judge Kramer never stated what the new child support obligation

should have been for the period since February 7,2003. Certainly, the termination of maintenance
on February 7, 2003 was a change in circumstances warranting modification. Was Judge Kramer
made aware of Bart's argument that he should be paying $88.45 per week child support?
In substance, did Judge Kramer deprived Bart of almost $10,000 in credits towards his alleged
arrears? Did he order Bart to pay $50.00 per week more than required by law? Why isn't this grand larceny?
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Why isn't this issuing a false certificate or written instrument (see page ^7 What about the time he had

been on unemployment? What about the fact he is now earning 75 cents less per hour? The court is not
going to want to determine Bart's correct amount of child support. It will now take another nine months to
get another order from the Appellate Court. Who do you think they are going to blame this time? Bart?

Bart found himself again before the hearing examiner for contempt of court. He was able to get it
adjourned and have counsel assigned, because the week before he lost his job due to the fact he had no

transportation to get to work. He couldn't afford a car, as most all of his income was taken by the court
either for child support or alleged arrears. Do you think the court was going to want to hear that he lost his

job because of their illegal court orders? I should mention that Bart didn't even have a high school diploma.

Bart is a hard working father trying to make ends meet and to be a good father to his children. For this the

court wants to "beat him dead".

Bart showed up to Court for trial before Ms. Cullen with his so-called Public Defender. According to
Bart, his Public Defender tried to persuade him to agree to pay $115.00 per week and the arrears would be

suspended until his appeal was heard. Bart had just obtained a new job near his home working 20 hours
per week at $8.00 per hour and trying to get his GED. Would the court reduce his support obligation so he
could go to school, just as the court reduced the mother's obligation to let her go school by ordering Bart to
pay $301.00 of his $306.00 paycheck? How was he going to pay $115.00 per week? Bart said, while in court,
that Ms. Cullen stated he should be paying $25.00 per month based upon his current income and then
asked the mother if she would accept the $25.00 per month. The mother said no. Ms. Cullen then ordered

Bart to pay $75.00 per week ($322.50 per month) plus $25.00 per week ($107.50 per month) in arrears.
Again, the mother will get most of his paycheck and his arrears will continue to grow. Even if Bart was
working full time at $8.00 per hour, $75.00 was more than would be required by the Child Support Standards
Acts. His trial was now set for November. How would you like to have this attorney representing you? Do
you think Bart will get a fair trial this time? He didn't even argue that Bart had been, and continues to be,
ordered to pay more than required by law. Instead, he tried to get Bart to agree to pay more than was
required by law. Who was he representing? The mother? Unfortunately, this is how Public Defenders defend
fathers in support matters.

At the time of trial, Bart still had never had a discussion with his attorney concerning his case. His
attorney did give him two minutes the first time when he asked for an adjournment. According to Bart, at
the trial his attorney asked to have a conference with the judge and Bart was told to leave the courtroom.
The judge held a conference with Bart's attorney and his ex-wife. Why wasn't Bart allowed to stay in the
courtroom? The conference lasted 1/2 hour.

The attorney appeared and wanted Bart to accept $75 per week child support, $25.00 per week
towards arrears and owe $5,000 in arrears which was reduced from $11,000. Furthermore, Bart would
have to drop his appeal. The question is, did Bart even owe the $5,000? Who was his attorney representing?
According to Bart, he was told that if he didn't accept this, he was going to be violated. This means he was
going to be found in contempt and sentenced to jail. Guess, Ms. Cullen already had made up her mind. The
trial was held, and Bart believed that his attorney wasn't prepared as he was counting on Bart to agree to
something. Bart said he didn't even know his attorney was going to ask for the conference and then, after
he rejected the offer, the hearing examiner and his attorney both had attitudes against him. Ms. Cullen
immediately dismissed his modification petition because Bart did not bring a recent pay stub and his last
pay stub of the year. Bart did not have his W-2 as he still owed his tax preparer money. Why didn't Bart's
attorney subpoena his W-2 from his tax preparer? Why didn't his attorney review his case prior to trial to
find out what was needed for court? Bart said he had given his attorney a financial statement to be filed.
His attorney told him this was his last chance to accept the offer or he will be sorry.
According to Bart, after the trial, Ms. Cullen asked his ex-wife what she wanted. $147.00 per week
was her answer. Ms. Cullen stated she was going to continue the order and told Bart he could file again for
modification. Ms. Cullen told him that he probably wouldn't be found in contempt because of all the court
orders and then told Bart he needed to find a full time job and stay employed. Bart would not have lost his
first jobs had it not been for the illegal court orders of Judge Kramer and Ms. Cullen. Bart also stated that
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his objections from Ms. Cullen's first court order were going to be heard the following Monday, which was at
the end of November. His objections were filed in April. This was seven months later. Objections are supposed
to be ruled on within 30 days from being filed which means they should have been ruled on in June. My
question is, was there some type of deal made between Bart's court appointed attorney and the court before
the trial, so that the Family Court Judge would not have to rule on the objections? What was said during

the conference? Why all of a sudden was the mother willing to accept $6,000 less in arrears that are allegedly
owed?

Do you think Ms. Cullen was going to follow the law with her new order? Do you think Bart will
have any money to live on? Ms. Cullen's new order stated:
Kathleen J. Cullen being the Support Magistrate before whom the issues of support in the
above entitled matter were heard, makes the following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law:
4. This Court finds that pursuant to the Order on remand dated 7/18/03, the Respondent

should be charged the amount of $142.05 per week child support in addition to $75.00 per week
maintenance. There shall be no separate charge for child care. Effective 12/6/02, pursuant to my
Order of 2/10/03 (3/21/03), the Respondent shall be charged the amount of $75.0 per week

maintenance and $72.00 per week child support (with no charge for child care). Effective ^8/03, the
Respondent shall be charged the amount of $147.00 per week child support (maintenance had
terminated).

7. At trial, that portion of the Respondent's modification petition seeking a downward

modification of child support was dismissed by reason of his failure to comply with § 424-a of the
Family Court Act. The Court found it appropriate, and the parties agreed, that the Court in this
Order address issues pertaining to how this account should be charged in view of existing Orders.
The Court has set forth above it's findings, and the Support Collection Unit shall charge the account
accordingly.
(Bart's petition for a downward modification of support was dismissed as he allegedly failed to

provide to the court a financial statement pursuant to Family Court Act § 424-a.
According to Bart, he gave to his "so-called" attorney a financial statement that was provided by
the court, believing that his attorney would file same with the court. Obviously, the attorney didn't file it.

Why didn't his attorney make sure that it was filed and, if he didn't fill one out, why didn't his attorney
make sure he did? Inability to pay is a defense to a violation of support order. Did Bart's attorney deliberately
fail to file the financial disclosure because Bart refused to accept the offers above?

According to Bart, when the court asked if he had his W-2's and current pay stub, he told them he
was unemployed at the time and did not have a current pay stub and further explained to the court that he

did not have his W-2's as he had given them his tax preparer who was refusing to give them back with his
income tax return as he had not been paid for his services. Why didn't his attorney subpoena them from the
tax preparer?)
8. With regard to the Petitioner's violation petition, the Court finds that the Respondent
failed to comply with the Order, I do not, however, find willful violation of the Order of Support.
This finding is a serious finding that can result in incarceration. In view of the confusion over the
child support obligation and pending appeals, and that the Respondent appeared pro se in the past,
this Court declines to find willful violation. The Court hereby advises the Respondent that he must

comply with an Order of Support, even if he does not agree with it or even if there are pending
objections and/or appeals. If he prevails on appeal, his account will be credited accordingly.
9. The Support Collection Unit shall modify this account in accord with this Decision
and Order. They shall advise the Court and the Parties of the amount of arrears/credit. Arrears

shall be collected at the rate of $95.00 per week commencing the first Friday, following the date of
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entry of this Order.

Notice how the court doesn't address the issue that the court orders fail to comply with the law and

Bart being forced to pay more than is required by law. How was Bart going to be able to pay $147.00 weekly
when he was not working? Plus he was required to pay $95.00 per week towards arrears? The court through
its illegal actions have caused Bart to lose his job and to be in arrears. Attorneys are no help, just like the
one Bart had. Who is there to help the fathers? There are plenty of groups, including attorneys, who are
there to help the mothers, but not to help the fathers.

In February, 2004, Bart was again served with a violation of support petition. When Bart went to
court, Ms. Cullen again assigned him counsel and ordered that he go to the Schenectady job training
agency with the Child Support Enforcement Unit. Bart would not be in the position he is today had it not

been for Ms. Cullen's and Judge Kramer's illegal court orders. Will this counsel do the same as the last one
by trying to get him to agree to something that does not comply with the law?

Bart filed objections to Ms. Cullen's first order in April of2003 and filed another set of objections in
January, 2004 to her next court order. On March 28,2004 Bart was in court on both of his objections. What
did the judge do? He sent the matter back to Ms. Cullen to redetermine Bart's support obligation on both
objections. He was due in court in April for violating these orders. Is the court trjdng to frustrate Bart as
much as they can in order to break him? Bart said the judge made a statement that this will probably be
before him again. Why didn't the judge issue a new order of support?
Bart appeared before Hearing Examiner Cullen at the end of April. He was informed of the court

date the night before by his court appointed counsel. Bart said that when talked to his court appointed
counsel, he told him he was probably going to jail for a willful violation. Bart further said that he refiised to

make any arguments for him or to tell him what he needed to do to prepare his case. How did this attorney
expect to prepare Bart's case by talking to him for a brief time the night before? Bart told him the objections
had been sent back to Ms. Cullen to be redetermined. The attorney asked what that meant. It means the

orders did not comply with the law. How swift is this attorney anyway? The attorney further wanted to
know why Bart had not filed a modification petition with the court. You would think that this would have
been the attorney's job. It's not in this state.

When he appeared the next day before Ms. Cullen, the matter was adjourned because of the objections
being sent back to her for redetermination. According to Bart, Ms. Cullen didn't imderstand what was
wrong with her prior determinations. Maybe Ms. Cullen should have read the objections. Ms. Cullen then

asked the mother if she was willing to withdraw the violation petition. Of course, the mother refused. They
now go back at the end of May.

Bart now has another job paying $9.35 per hour working about 30 hours per week. Based upon this
and the new self-support reserve figure of $12,569 as of April 1, 2004, Bart's support obligation should be:
The court would determine the support to be:
gross income (30 x 9.35 x 52)
less

PICA + Medicare
CSSA income

times

25% for two children

Child support for two children
number of weeks in a year
weekly child support

This ignores the self-support reserve. Bart should be paying $25.00 per month.
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CSSA income

Federal and State taxes

Self-support reserve

per month as Bart's income is below the self-support reserve.

Bart was recently informed by his former wife, that she had an affair during their marriage. Of
course, she denied the affair during the divorce proceedings. The children do look like him. Bart said that
his older son had a different blood type than he or his ex-wife. Was the child his? The younger child had the
mother's blood type. Unfortunately, New York State does not want fathers to find out if they are the father
or not.

Bart also said the mother was now involving the children in different activities during his parenting
time. He now lives about an hour away. She wants him to make several trips each day back and forth
knowing he has no money for gas as this will interfere with his time with his sons. The mother was trying
to force Bart to surrender his sons to her by giving up all his rights to his sons.
Now back to Judge Kramer. Why shouldn't Judge Kramer be charged with official misconduct,
issuing a false written instrument and larceny? Judge Kramer knew that he was reducing Bart's income
below the self-support reserve in violation of the Family Court Act as this argument had been previously
made to the court. Even if it wasn't argued, Judge Kramer has been an acting Family Court and Supreme
Court Judge for years and should know the law. From what I have seen and heard, he is out of control! He
is out to nail every father that comes before him. Bart is not the first father he had done this to and I believe
this will not be the last. I believe he is biased and anti-father and even worse, anti-family. As will be

documented later in this book, I believe, based upon the evidence I have in my own case, Judge Kramer
could care less what happens to a child. In my opinion, he is a child abuser. He wants the mother, no matter
how unfit, to have custody and receive support. What is his record for granting fathers primary custody of
the children when the mother has not agreed to it? 1% or 2% would definitely show he is biased against
fathers. As such, he should recuse himself from all custody and support matters.

Why doesn't someone ask Judge Kramer why he left this father with less than $10.00 per week on
which to live? What did he expect Bart to live on? Does he want Bart's parents supporting him for the rest
of his life?

Self-employed fathers get shaft in court
One thing you do not want to be is a self-employed father going into court. Your testimony will
never be credible and the court will not give you credit for your expenses.
Alex owned a one man auto repair shop out in the sticks. Alex also sold cheap used cars. The court
entered a Findings of Fact and Order which stated:

a. determined that petitioner's base salary was $33,620.00 per year. (The court used an income
of $30,174.56 as the mother's gross income for purposes of determining her support obligation.
Notice they use base salary. What about overtime, commissions and bonuses?)
b.

stated

in

item

"17":

Respondent testified that his gross earnings in 1993 were $81,608.00. From this amount is
deducted $19,650.00 in (cost of) goods sold, leaving a net gross business income of $61,958.00.
From this amount, the respondent testified that he deducts yearly rent in the amount of $725.00
per month or $8,700.00 annually.; $10,807.00 for supplies; $3,052.00 for utilities; as well as $9244.00
in other expenses including garbage, laundry, business Mastercard charges, as well as Form 1040
Part 5 "other expenses" and checking account fees. The respondent testified that his net profit for
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1993 was $20,394.00 as reflected in his 1993 Form 1040.
c. stated in the Conclusions of Law:

.. .The respondent's form 1040 reflects gross business earnings in the amount of $81,608.00.
Respondent's net profit after deduction for business expenses was reflected on his Federal Form
1040 as $20,394.00.

For a self-employed individual, the applicable Medicare tax is one-half of 2.9% or 1.5%,
without an income ceiling. Therefore, the respondent's Medicare tax is 1.5% of $81,608.00 or

$1,224.12. The Social Security Tax is 12.4% of the respondent's gross business income up to a
ceiling of $67,000.00 or $8,370.00. Respondent's share is one-half of the amount, or $4,185.00.
Therefore, respondent's adjusted gross income for the purposes of calculation of the Child Support
Standards Act is $81,608.00 - ($1,224.12 + $4,185.00) or $76,198.88. The combined parental income

is ($76,198.88 + 28,303.88) $104,502.74. Pursuant to Family Court Act § 413, the applicable
percentage for dependent is 17% . Seventeen percent of the first $80,000.00 is $13,600.00 per year.
The respondent's pro rata share of this amount is 72% of $13,600.00 or $9,792.00 per year over
$80,000.00 is $104,502.74 - $80,000.00 or $24,502.74.
... Since the respondent is self-employed and has gross business income of $81,608.00 the

respondent has access to significant financial resources during the year to meet his monthly expenses.
d.

the

Court

then;

ORDERED that the respondent shall pay child support in the amount of $228.00 per week
through the Albany County Support Collection Unit retroactive to , 1994, the date of the
filing of the petition, commencing the first Friday following the date of entry of this Order. There

shall be no income execution for good cause in view of the fact that the respondent is self-employed;
and it is further

ORDERED that the respondent shall continue to provide health insurance for the benefit
of the dependent child. Respondent shall also pay his pro rata share of 72% of all uninsured medical,
dental optical and prescription drug expenses for the child, and it is further
ORDERED that the respondent shall pay his pro rata share of 72% of all actual day care

expenses incurred. Petitioner shall provide the respondent with documentation of the actual expenses
incurred on not less than a monthly basis. Respondent shall reimburse the petitioner directly
within five days of receipt of such notification; and it is further

The above court order did not comply with the Child Support Standards Act as Alex was required to
pay all of the medical premiums instead of them being prorated as stated in FCA § 416. Alex was given no

credit for rent paid, cost of goods sold, and other employee business expenses as required by Family Court
Act (FCA) § 413(l)(b)(5)(vii)(A).

(vii) the following shall be deducted from income prior to the applying the provisions of
paragraph (c) of this subdivision

(A) unreimbursed employee business expenses except to the extent said expenses reduce
personal expenditures.

The court determined his gross income to be $81,608.00 and that he had $19,650.00 in cost of goods
sold as well as other business expenses as stated above which should have deducted. The Court, in
determining Alex's support obligation, only deducted Social Security and 1/2 of the self-employment tax
from his business gross income of $81,608.00. Alex's support obligation in this matter should have been
about $67 per week as opposed to $228 per week ordered by the court.
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Alex was sentenced to six months in jail. Several attempts were made to get him out of jail including
a Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus which was denied by the Supreme Court Judge. Because of these
court orders and the taking of his income, Alex was not able to pay his bills and was forced into bankruptcy.

After serving time in jail he lost his business, got an ear infection while in jail, and ended up on social
services because of the ear infection when he was released from jail. His child support was reduced to $25

per month, but he still owed arrears. Another "deadbeat dad" or "beaten dead dad"? Noticed how the mother's

income was reduced in determining the uncovered expenses? Was this hearing examiner "anti-father"?

According to the court, Alex had the ability to pay $228 per week because he had gross income of over
$80,000. The court ignored both his business and living expenses in ordering what they did. This is a fair
trial in New York State!!

A finding of a willful violation, in turn, "requires proof of both the ability to pay support and the
failure to do so" Matter of Powers v. Powers. 86 N.Y.2d 63, 68, 629 N.Y.S.2d 984).
Revnolds v. Oster. 192 A.D.2d 794, 596 N.Y.S.2d 545 (3rd Dept. 1993)

[2] Next, we reject petitioner's argument that Family Court's finding that he willfully violated

prior support orders is erroneous. It is settled that the "failure to pay support, as ordered, shall
constitute prima facie evidence of a willful violation" (Family Ct Act § 454[3] [a]. In order to have
willfully violated an order, however, the parent must have had the ability to pay {see, e.g..
Citations omitted). In this case, although petitioner testified that he injured his back at his former

job and had to miss quite a bit of work, he also admitted that he used his available funds, including
the workers' compensation benefits he received, to pay bills other than his child support obligation
which he let fall into arrears.

In determining the ability to pay, the court will consider whatever the father has left in his paycheck
as the ability to pay. For example, a father comes home with $100 in his paycheck after child support,
taxes, etc. are deducted. If the father still owes money for child support or maintenance, the court will take

the position that the father should have used his $100 take home pay to pay the child support or maintenance
owed. He should not be using it to pay his own bills, as it belongs to the mother. Because of this $100, the
court will hold he has the ability to pay.

Polvchronopoulos v. Polvchronopoulos. 226 A.D.2d 354, 640 N.Y.S.2d 256 (2 Dept., 1996)
Using the figures utilized by the trial court, the total amount of payments imposed upon
the defendant by the trial court consumed almost all of his after-tax income. Upon remittitur, the
trial court should keep in mind that in making an award, it "must take into account the need of a
parent to maintain a separate household and have money to live on after support payments are
made" (Citations omitted).

One of the arguments made besides the above, was the fact that petition did not comply with
Family Court Act § 453, and that the court orders did not comply with FCA § 454 as this was not a "lawful
order in that it did not comply with the law". The argument was as follows:
Orders of Support do not comply with the Child Support Standards Act they are not lawful orders
and therefore are not enforceable.

§ 454. Powers of the court on violation of a support order

1. If a respondent is brought before the court for failure to obey any lawful order of support
and if, after hearing, the court is satisfied by competent proof that the respondent has failed to obey
any such order, the court may use any or all of the powers conferred upon it by this part. The court
has the power to use any or all enforcement powers in every proceeding brought for violation of a
court order under this part regardless of the relief requested in the petition.

2. Upon a finding that a respondent has failed to comply with any lawful order of support:
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3. Upon a finding by the court that a respondent has willfully failed to obey any lawful
order of support, the court shall order respondent to pay counsel fees to the attorney representing
petitioner pursuant to section four hundred thirty-eight of this act and may in addition to or in lieu
of any or all of the powers conferred in subdivision two of this section or any other section of law:
Reusch V. Reusch. 113 Misc.2d 489, 449 N.Y.S.2d 422

. . . Sec. 454 of the Family Court Act authorizes Family Court to act where there is a
willful violation of any lawful order issued under Article 4 of the Family Court Act.
In the Matter of Re D. 58 Misc.2d 1093, 296 N.Y.S.2d 825 (Fam Ct. 1968)

In connection with the above mentioned sections, the question arises as to what constitutes
'a lawful order'. Black's Law Dictionary, Fourth Edition at page 1032 defines the word lawful as
follows:

'Legal; Warranted or authorized by the law; having the qualifications prescribed by law; not contrary
to nor forbidden by the law. * * *' (Emphasis supplied).

(See also Black's Law Dictionary Fifth Edition page 797 and Sixth Edition
page 885)

Kom V. Gulotta. 186 A.D.2d 196, 587 N.Y.S.2d 906 (2nd Dept. 1992)
Contrary to Kom's contention, we find that the Supreme Court did not improvidently exercise
its discretion by denying his motion to hold the respondents in contempt (Citation omitted). It is
settled law that, in order to find that contempt has occurred in a given case, it must initially be
determined that "a lawful order of the court, clearly expressing an unequivocal mandate,
was

in

effect"

Munz V. Munz. 661 N.Y.S.2d 882 (3rd Dept. 1997)
We affirm. "In order to find that a civil contempt has occurred, it must be determined that
the party charged with contempt had knowledge of and disobeyed a lawful order of the court
which expressed an unequivocal mandate'"
Phillips V. Phillips. 666 N.Y.S.2d 656 (2nd Dept. 1997)

Since both the original order of child support and the stipulation upon which it was based
violated the Child Support Standards Act (hereinafter the CSSA) in that they failed to include
provisions stating that the parties had been apprised of their rights under the CSSA, the amount
that would have been awarded under the CSSA, and the reason for deviating from the CSSA
amount, the original child support order was invalid and not enforceable (Citation omitted).
Sullivan v Sullivan. 662 N.Y.S.2d 548 (2nd Dept. 1997)

However, when, as here, the circumstances warrant modification of child support, the Child
Support Standards Act must be applied to determine the level of child support and any

deviation therefrom must be explained (Citation omitted). This was not done in the instant
c a s e .

Sheridan v Sheridan. 174 Misc.2d 249, 663 N.Y.S.2d 797 (1997)
... Any court order or judgment which deviates from the basic child support obligation shall
set forth the reasons for such deviation.
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Village of St. Johnsville v. Triumpho. 220 A.D.2d 847, 632 N.Y.S.2d 263 (3rd Dept. 1995)

"An order of a court must be obeyed, no matter how erroneous it may be, so long as the court

is possessed of jurisdiction and its order is not void on its face" (Citation omitted).
The Court failed to state the reasons for the deviation in the Alex's support obligation as required

by the above case law and Family Court Act § 413 (l)(g) as Alex should have been paying $67.25 per week
child support instead of the $228.00 ordered by the court. By ordering Alex to pay $228.00 per week child
support, the Court deviated from the CSS A. Was the Family Court abdicating its judicial responsibility in
failing to state the reasons and proof as to why the hearing examiner based the child support obligation on
his gross income without deducting his cost of goods sold, rent, utilities, or any other deduction? Was Alex
entitled to these deductions? Did his attorney prepare him for court?
Family Court Act § 413 (l)(b)(5)(vii) the following shall be deducted from income prior to
applying the provisions of paragraph (c) of this subdivision:
(A) unreimbursed employee business expenses except to the extent said expenses reduce
personal expenditures.
The hearing examiner simply took the position that Alex's testimony was not creditable. Even if his
testimony, in her opinion, was not credible, the hearing examiner was still obligated to follow the CSSA and
state what she determined his income to be, what she believed were his deductions for rent, cost of goods

sold, and other business expenses. In this case, the hearing examiner simple used his gross income from his
business without giving any consideration to any business expense. Any business has expenses. The hearing
examiner simply held he had no business expenses in the operation of his auto repair business. Another
"beaten dead dad"!!

Do the court provided violation petitions

comply with the law to sentence a father to jail?
It was also argued in Alex's case that the violation petitions provided to the public by the Family
Court Clerk's Office did not meet the requirements of the statute. The court did not want to rule on it. It
may be a technicality, but it is the law? You decide. The argument is as follows:
The violation petitions used by the family courts for Support fail to comply with Family Court Act
§ 453 which states:
Familv Court Act ^ 453 Petition: violation of court order

Proceedings under this part shall be originated by the filing of a petition containing the allegation

that the respondent has failed to obey a lawful order of this court."
The violation petition stated:

"3. (Upon information and belief) Respondent has failed to obey the order of this Court in that
There is no allegation that the respondent failed to obey a "lawful" order of the court as required by
Family Court Act § 453 and therefore the court lacked jurisdiction to imprison (the father) based
upon the following case law.
Mesick v. Mesick. 71 A.D.2d 737, 419 N.Y.S.2d 264 (3rd Dept. 1979)
The dispositive issue is whether the Family Court acquired jurisdiction to issue an order of
commitment where a petition required by section 453 of the Family Court Act was not filed. Section
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453 provides that a compliance proceeding "shall be originated by the filing of a petition containing
an allegation that the respondent has failed to obey a lawful order of (the Family Court)".
Examination of the record in the case before us discloses that such a petition has not been filed...
• • . In Matter of Rensselaer County Dept. of Social Servs. v. Cossart (38 A.D.2d 635, 636, 327
N.Y.S.2d 117,118), this court held that the Family Court has no jurisdiction to entertain a support
proceeding where a petition required by section 423 of the Family Court Act was not filed. Similarly,
where, as here, a petition to enforce compliance with a non-existent court order of support has
never been filed as required by section 453, the Family Court is without jurisdiction to issue an
order of commitment. Therefore, this proceeding must be remanded so that a support order pursuant
to the provisions of article 4 of the Family Court Act may be properly entered.
I remember being in court that day with Alex making the above argument. The judge stated that he
was not going to rule in the father's favor because of all of the violation petitions filed, using the court's
forms that do not comply with the law. The judge's position required him to rule and to follow the law. This

judge also stated in another proceeding that he did not believe the second family should be penalized
because of the first family in violation of the law.

Is Domestic Relations Law § 236 Part B (7) (a) unconstitutional?
Pendente Lite Orders

In many cases, the attorney representing the mother will go into court and ask the court for an

order of support, maintenance, and attorney fees, claiming the father makes so much money and the mother
can't afford to live or afford to pay the mortgage on the house. Of course, they will also have a petition in
most instances to get the father out of the house, claiming abuse, if he hasn't already left. The judges
routinely grant the mother support. The problem is that she increases the father's income, and the court
issues an order, without him being there, that reduces his income to a point that he had no money to live on.
Once the Pendente Lite order has been issued, the court does not want to hear about support and the other
issues until the matter is resolved at trial on the divorce, which in most instances is a year or more in the

future. This places the father in the position of being forced to concede to the mother, as he is being drained
of his assets until such time as he agrees to the outrageous demands of the mother. As will be documented,
this is placing the mother in a superior bargaining position.
I was recently e-mailed part of an affidavit seeking review before the New York State Court of

Appeals concerning the constitutionality of Pendente Lite orders. Judge Kaye's ruling is at the end.
Excerpts of the argument are as follows:
The New York State Appellate Division, Third Department, in Levi v Levi. 175 A.D.2d 460, 572
N.Y.S.2d 512 (3rd Dep't 1991), recognizes the fundamental unfairness and inequities in the New York
statutory scheme by stating, as follows:

"Here, as the motion papers were served May 17,1990, temporary maintenance payments
were due from that date. Contrary to the defendant's suggestion, this result works no inequity to a
spouse who has requested temporary as well as permanent maintenance in the pleading. If
permEinent maintenance is subsequently directed, the paying spouse then owes support for the
time preceding the temporary order (see, Scheinkman. 1987 Supp. Practice Commentaries,
McKinney's Cons.Laws of N.Y., Book 14 Domestic Relations Law C236B39 (1991 Pocket Part) at

78). In contrast, if no permanent maintenance is awarded or, although granted, is less than the
temporary award, the pa3dng spouse could conceivably ultimately suffer unequal treatment because
recoupment has not been recognized".

The subject statutes are unconstitutional as applied by the courts of this state, because they violate
the equal protection clauses of the State and Federal constitutions. An aggrieved payor party who has an
imposed "temporary" obligation and has been ordered to pay an excessive Pendente Lite award, as here, is
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not entitled to downward retroactive relief, as here, when after trial, as here, the facts clearly prove that
the Pendente Lite award was excessive and in error. However, in the contrary, the application of the subject

statues by the courts of this state require that a payor party be fully responsible to pay any retroactive
upward award, from the date of Pendente Lite application, if facts adduced at trial prove that the PcndcMite
Lite award was factually inaccurate and accordingly, too low. The application of said statutes, in violation

of the constitutional guarantees of "equal protection" creates a "disfavored class" of non-custodial and
payor spouses who become unjustly prejudiced. These issues are fully addressed herein below.
There presently exists within the framework of New York Domestic Relations Law (DRL> and t In
judicial interpretation thereof an inequitable and unconstitutional procedural and substantivi- ImkIv of
New York State law governing the issuance, modification, enforcement and finalization of Pt-ndi-ntf i-itr
child support and spousal maintenance orders. Moreover, considering that recent amendment.*^ t«» DHL
provide for more and more sweeping and punitive measures for the enforcement of all maintenancr and
child support orders, (for example, loss of professional and motor vehicle licenses and felonizin;; ctmtrtnpl
proceedings), it is imperative that all awards, both temporary and permanent, be grounded in factual fiscal
reality in accordance with traditional notions of due process, equal protection and fundamental fainifss.
By way of example, consider the following recent amendment to DRL § 236 Part B (7) (a) afTictin}X
temporary orders of child support. That section provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
"a. In £uiy matrimonial action, or in an independent action for child support, the court shall
order either or both parents to pay child support without requiring a showing of immediate or

urgent need. The court shall make an order for temporary child support notwithstanding that

information with respect to income and assets of either or both parents may be unavailable.... Such
order shall, except as provided for herein, be effective as of the date of the filing of the application
therefore, and any retroactive amount of child support due shall be support arrears/past due support
and shall be paid in one lump sum or periodic sums, as the court shall direct, taking into account
any amount of temporary support paid.
One does not have to be a Professor of Constitutional Law to fathom the outrageous unconstitutional
realities of that statute. The Pendente Lite order of child support can be made whether or not there is an

immediate or emergency need for child support and without any or with incomplete financial inquiry.

Juxtapose that disingenuous legislation with the rest of the statutory scheme, as discussed herein below,

and we find ourselves in an unprecedented unconstitutional nightmare, to wit: The payor non-custodial
parent has no recourse whatsoever, as here, to such an outlandish statutory scheme, not even to a retroactive
downward modification on the trial of the action. No emergency situation is necessary, no financial
information is necessary, no hearing is necessary and no recourse is available.
The court is granted authority to issue temporary awards pursuant DRL § 236 part B, 6 (a) (dealing
with maintenance) and 7 (a) (dealing with child support). Subsection 7 of DRL § 236 dovetails with DRL §
240 which itemizes the statutory factors the court must consider in awarding permanent, but not temporary,
child support. The analogous Family Court Act authorizes the issuance of temporary awards in Family
Court proceedings in like manner.
Procedures for the modification of these awards are found in DRL § 236 part B 9 (b) and the analogous

Family Court Act. Procedures for enforcement of orders and judgments emanating from such orders is
found within DRL § 236 part B, 9 (a), DRL § 244, CPLR 5241, 5242 and other statutes contained within
Article 52.

The Family Court Act analogue likewise mandates that any Family Court modification, set aside or
vacatur "shall not reduce or annul child support arrears accrued prior to the making of an application

pursuEuit to this section" and "shall not reduce or annul any other arrears unless the defaulting party
shows good cause for failure to make application for relief prior to the accrual of arrears" (Family Ct.
Act § 451 [as amended by L 1986, ch. 892, § 211)
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The purpose of the recent revisions was to "preclude 'forgiveness' of child support arrears to ensure
that respondents are not financially rewarded for failing either to pay the order or seek its modification"

(Governor's Mem Approving L 1986, ch. 892,1896 N.Y. Legis. Ann., § 361). Under the present enforcement
scheme, then, "No excuses at all are tolerated with respect to child support" (Citation omitted). Child
support arrears must be awarded in full, regardless of whether the defaulter has good cause for having

failed to seek modification prior to their accumulation (Citations omitted). "If a party obligated to pay child
support wishes to avoid making payment, such as where his or her financial circumstances have deteriorated,

that party must make an affirmative request for relief (Scheinkman, Practice Commentary, McKinney's
Cons. Laws of N.Y., Book 14, DRL § 244, @752).

The aforequoted history of the legislative changes brought about by a legitimate concern for the

welfare of children and needy spouses are, arguably, "just," when the "imposed obligation" of the court, i.e.,
an order of child support or spousal maintenance, has been entered after accurate findings of fact have

determined the needs of the moving party and the financial ability of the intended obligated party to meet
those needs. However, such a statutory scheme is absolutely "unjust" and "unconstitutional" both facially
and as applied, when, as here, the "imposed obligation" is based upon conflicting affidavits which raise
triable issues of disputed material facts and, relief, as here, is granted absent accurate findings of fact.

The courts uniformly, as here, authorize the issuance of such awards on conflicting affidavits, with
little or no financial corroboration and without the benefit of a hearing to resolve those conflicts. In such
situations, the court necessarily must go blindfolded to the proverbial "dart board" and then try to hit the
proverbial "bull's eye" of fairness and accuracy. Our forefathers did not have such an inequitable procedure
in mind when they wrote the Constitution and Amendments thereto.

To make matters even more critically unconstitutional, our courts have read into the subject statutes
a purported remedy, the so-called "speedy trial" rule, i.e., "the best remedy for perceived inequities in a
Pendente Lite award is a speedy trial." (Citations omitted). Even assuming without conceding, arguendo,
that a "speedy trial" can be had, there still would remain a "window of unconstitutionality" from the effective
date of the Pendente Lite award to the date of conclusion of the "speedy trial." In this case, the "window of
unconstitutionality" is over seven (7) or perhaps over eleven (11) years, due in large measure to the dilatory
tactics of the plaintiff. But this unconstitutional nightmare does not end with the conclusion of the "speedy
trial." If, according to the statutory scheme, the Pendente Lite award after trial is determined to have been

understated in amount, the payee spouse and/or payee custodial parent is entitled to the monetary difference
between the Pendente Lite award and the trial award, retroactive to the date of application for the Pendente
Lite award. However, there is no statutory provision for recoupment should the reverse be true, as here, to
wit: Retroactive recoupment by the payor of the monetary excess for the retroactive period, and the courts
routinely deny retroactive downward modification. It is at this juncture that due process of law and equal
protection are joined in unconstitutional oblivion. The "non-remedy" of the "speedy trial" rule is fully
addressed herein below.

The unconstitutional interpretation of the subject statutes was first addressed in 1983, by the
Appellate Division, Second Department, in the Matter of Rodgers v Rodgers. 98, A.D.2d 386,470 N.Y.S. 2d
401 (2 Dept. 1983). This landmark case declared that the statutory provisions for retroactivity are triggered
only when the maintenance award (or child support award) is higher than the temporary award. The
Rodgers Court declared that DRL should be read as requiring a court to provide retroactive payments of
permanent support only if the permanent award exceeds the temporary award. Hence, if the permanent

award is higher than the temporary award, the payor spouse, or non-custodial parent, is responsible for the
higher amount, retroactively from the date of original application. Contrarily, if the permanent award is
lower than the temporary award, retroactive downward modification and/or recoupment for overpayments

or the vacatur of "alleged arrears" emanating from an excessive temporary award, is not allowed. In sum
and substance, the subject statutes are a one-way "upward only" street.
It has been suggested in McKinney's commentaries by Alan D. Scheinkman & Merril Stobie, DRL
Book 14, Section 236 (B) (1995) that "unwritten public policy" does not favor downward retroactive

recoupment. Such a public policy defiles the Constitution. And, it is a sad time for the sovereign State of
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New York that our "unwritten public policy" is to consciously deny to much of our citizenry due process and
equal protection of the laws in the context of support payments with the resulting havoc that such
overreaching does to families, discussed herein. A search of the legislative annuals finds no mention of this

"public policy". Such a repugnant public policy, written or unwritten, necessarily must be declared
unconstitutional, here and now.

Common sense, reason and logic dictate that if Pendente Lite hearings are granted in those cases
where conflicting affidavits necessitate a hearing, the incidence of unjust or excessive awards will be sharply
reduced. The lower courts no longer will be wearing blindfolds when they go to the proverbial "dart board"
and the proverbial "bull's eye" will be substantially larger. The result will be far fewer excessive Pendente
Lite awards, far fewer otherwise disgruntled payor parents, with far fewer of them becoming "deadbeat"

parents. And, Appellate Courts too, will not have to wear blindfolds when reviewing disputed Pendente

Lite awards. In fact, appeals of such awards will, in all likelihood, be sharply reduced if, relevant financial
facts are determined prior to an award and, trial courts have complete latitude retroactively in resolving
"inequities" of Pendente Lite awards upon trial of an action. This format will create a post-judgment parental
environment far more conducive to raising children, in equity, in a far greater number of cases. Such a
procedure will produce "justice" and there can be no peace without justice.
Common sense, reason and logic also tell us that one obvious reason why Pendente Lite awards
might be excessive is that the payee parent or spouse, as here, nefariously has overstated the payor parent's
finances and, as, here, has fraudulently understated the payee parent's finances....
Moreover, should not lying about finances be an important "statutory factor" in determining child
custody since excessive awards often destroy the non-custodial parent-child relationship. Would not that
be an added deterrent to Ijang in court! And would not there be far fewer excessive awards if the statutory
scheme had the missing constitutional safeguards! And, since excessive Pendente Lite awards and the
consequence of financial prejudice they create are not adjusted in a fair, equitable and constitutionally
appropriate manner, how many cases involving child custody are settled based not upon the best interests
of the child but rather based upon the mountain of financial prejudice and leverage that an excessive
Pendente Lite award creates? If one case is settled in such an unjust and unconstitutional manner, it is one

case too many. In such cases, the court never gets the opportunity to properly determine what is in the best
interests of the child. How many non-custodial parents and their children fall through the cracks because
of this unconstitutional statutory scheme? The issues of "leverage" and how excessive Pendente Lite awards
are detrimental to the parent-child relationship, wrongfully effect the best interests of children, create a
sense of "entitlement" and constitute "unjust enrichment" are further discussed herein below.
It has been suggested in McKinney's commentaries by Alan D. Scheinkman & Merril Stobie, DRL
Book 14, Section 236 (B) (1995) that "unwritten public policy" does not favor downward retroactive

recoupment. Such a public policy defiles the Constitution. And, it is a sad time for the sovereign State of
New York that our "unwritten public policy" is to consciously deny to much of our citizenry due process and

equal protection of the laws in the context of support payments with the resulting havoc that such
overreaching does to families, discussed herein. A search of the legislative annuals finds no mention of this

"public policy". Such a repugnant public policy, written or unwritten, necessarily must be declared
unconstitutional, here and now.

Due process of law is the basic building block within the foundation of our democratic society. It
represents one of the most cherished rights our founding fathers concerned themselves with because they
recognized that due process is fundamental fairness which promotes substantial justice. Blacks Law
Dictionary pertinently states as follows:

"Due process of law implies the right of the person effected thereby to be present before the
tribunal, which pronounces judgment upon the question of life liberty or property, in its most
comprehensive sense; to be heard by testimony or otherwise, and to have the right of controverting,
by proof, every material fact which bears on the question of right in the matter involved. If any

question of fact or liability be conclusively presumed against him, this in not due process of law....
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No person shall be deprived of life, liberty, property or of any right granted him by statute unless
the matter involved first shall have been adjudicated against him upon trial...and it forbids condemnation
without a hearing. Aside from all else "due process" means fundamental fairness and substantial justice".
(Citations omitted);...
The United States Supreme Court, in Fuentes v Shevin. 407 U.S. 67 (1972) further addressed the

issue of the 14th Amendment's guarantee that "No state shall deprive any person of life, liberty or property
without due process of law." While not a matrimonial case, the principles involved and conclusions drawn
apply to the issues in the case at bar. The United States Supreme Court declared unconstitutional laws in
the states of Florida and Pennsylvania which denied due process and granted relief, when triable issues of

fact existed, without a hearing. Mr. Justice Stewart delivered the opinion of the Court, stating:
"For more than a century the central meaning of procedural due process has been clear:

Parties whose rights are to be affected are entitled to be heard." (Citations omitted). "It is equally
fundamental that the right to notice and an opportunity to be heard "Must be granted at a meaningful
time and in a meaningful manner." (Citation omitted).

The primary question presented in Fuentes was whether the state statutes were constitutionally
defective in failing to provide for a hearing "at a meaningful time." Mr. Justice Stewart states:
"The constitutional right to be heard is a basic aspect of the duty of government to follow a

fair process of decision making when it acts to deprive a person of his possessions. The purpose of
this requirement is not only to ensure abstract fair play to the individual. Its purpose, more
particularly, is to protect his use and possession of property from arbitrary encroachment."
M r. J u s t i c e S t e w a r t f u r t h e r s t a t e s :

"Because of the understandable, self-interested fallibility of litigants, a court does not decide

a dispute until it has had an opportunity to hear both sides, and does not generally take even
tentative action until it has itself examined the support for the plaintiff's position."
The potential and actual prejudice and damage caused by New York's Pendente Lite statutory
scheme is implicitly addressed by Justice Stewart in Fuentes, stated thus:

"Damages may even be awarded to him for the wrongful deprivation. But no later hearing
and no damage award can undo the fact that the arbitrary taking that was subject to the right of
procedural due process has already occurred. This Court has not...embraced the general proposition
that a wrong may be done if it can be undone." Stanlev v Illinois. 405 U.S. 645, 647 (1972)
Accordingly, the United States Supreme Court opinion, as articulated by Mr. Justice Stewart, is
clear. Even if the New York Pendente Lite statutory scheme were to afford a measure of "equitable balance"
at the time of trial, with respect to excessive Pendente Lite awards, the initial denial of due process and
resulting harm and prejudice therefrom, would not be condoned by this country's highest court. The foregoing
opinion renders the standard Appellate determination that a "speedy trial" is the "best remedy for perceived
inequities" of a Pendente Lite award, an unconstitutional "non-remedy" for inequities. New York's Pendente
Lite laws fly in the face of the most basic principles of due process and equal protection.
Judge Kaye's Ruling on unconstitutional Pendente Lite orders

Judge ICaye on May 7, 2002, Motion No: 478 SSD 19 dismissed appellant Walker's appeal to the
Court of Appeals concerning the constitutionality of the Pendente Lite statute by stating:
The appellant having filed notice of appeal in the above title and due consideration having
been thereupon had, it is
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ORDERED, that the appeal be and the same hereby dismissed without costs, by the Court

sua sponte. upon the ground that no substantial constitutional question is directly involved.
The above is a denial of due process and equal protection of the law by Judge Kaye. What does
Judge Kaye consider a "substantial constitutional question"?
Mr. Walker has now filed a complaint concerning the constitutionality of the above statutr.'^ with
the United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York. Case No.: CV-03-4490 hi\s brrn

assigned to Judges Hurley and Boyle.
In my opinion, the Federal Judges will dismiss the petition claiming no Federal question is in\ olvr<l.

just as the Federal Judges have done to me as will be documented.
Is Family Court Act § 449 unconstitutional?
In 1992,1 argued in my jurisdictional statement that Family Court Act § 449 was unconstitutional,
as it deprived me of equal protection of the law and would follow the above argument concerning Pcndtiiii'
Lite orders.

According to FCA § 449 any award of child support is retroactive back to the date of the filing of the
petition or the date the child becomes eligible for public assistance, which ever occurs first. Somotinu-s the
support proceedings will be dragged out for up to a year or more. In the meantime, the father has receivi'd
a raise or raises. The court will then make the retro-active award based upon the father's new income and

not what he was earning at the time. The father's child support for instance, for 1999, will be based upon
his 2001 income. He will now be thousands of dollars in arrears. What happens quite fi*equently is that

when the father has overpaid, the court will not make the order retroactive back to the date of the filing of
the petition, and will make sure there is no credit by lying about the facts in order to keep the father from
receiving a credit. The court does want the father to have a child support credit.
When dealing with a separation agreement, most of the time the father is under court order to pay
more than is required by law, his funds are being depleted, and he is forced to sign an agreement in order
to reduce is child support. All of the money paid is in excess of what he should have been paid by law.
Because of the court order, the mother gets to keep it all. This is one reason why people can't work out an

agreement because the mother feels she is entitled to the money, because the court said so and she is not
going to take less. Furthermore, the attorneys have no problem perpetuating the fi-aud as this is more
money in their pockets.
Familv Court Act $ 449. Effective date of order of support:

Any order of support made under this article shall be effective as of the date of the filing of
the petition therefor, and any retroactive amount of support due shall be paid in one sum or periodic
sums, as the court shall direct, to the petitioner, to the custodial parent or to third persons. Any
amount of temporary support which has been paid shall be taken into account in calculating any
amount of retroactive support due.
McKinney's Laws of New York under FCA § 449 states:
"Practice Commentary -... Prior to the enactment of this section, courts had held that they
had discretion in deciding whether to make an order of support retroactive to the date of filing of
the petition. This section overrules such cases, and makes a retroactive order mandatory."
Familv Court Act. Article 4 § 451 Continuing jurisdiction states:
The court has continuing jurisdiction over any support proceeding brought under
this article until its judgment is completely satisfied and may modify, set aside or vacate any
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order issued in the course of the proceeding, provided, however, that the modification, set aside or
vacatur shall not reduce or annul arrears child support accrued prior to making an application
pursuant to this section. The court shall not reduce or annul any other arrears unless the defaulting
party shows good cause for failure to make application for relief from the judgment or order directing
payment prior to the accrual of the arrears, in which case the facts and circumstances constituting
such good cause shall be set forth in a written memorandum of decision. A modification may increase
support payments nunc pro tunc as of the date of initial application for support based on newly

discovered evidence. Any retroactive amount of support due shall be paid in one lump sum or periodic
sums, as the court directs, taking into account any amount of support which has been paid. Upon
an application to modify, set aside or vacate an order of support, no hearing shall be required unless
such application shall be supported by affidavit and other evidentiary material sufficient to establish
a prima facia case for the relief requested.
McKinney's Laws of New York under Familv Court Act ^ 451 states:

Practice Commentary - If a prior order of support is vacated or reduced, there is no right

to restitution or recoupment. (Citation omitted). Nevertheless, the court may grant the
respondent a credit in the amount of payments made under a temporary or final order that is later
retroactively reduced or vacated (Citation omitted).

This deprives the person paying support of equal protection of the law. Under these sections, if a
person has underpaid during the period of time between the filing of the petition to the time of the court
decision, he is required to make up the difference between what has been paid and what should have been
paid. On the other hand, if he has overpaid during this period of time he is not entitled to a credit or
recoupment of what he has over paid.
Whether or not a judge has ample discretion to modify retroactive awards for underpayments as
well as overpayment of support in the interest of justice, despite the provisions of § 449 is not the question.
The Question is - do §§ 449 and 451, as they are written, treat each party equally as they relate to
overpajonents and underpayments? The answer is no. Therefore, they are unconstitutional as they deny
the person paying support of equal protection of the law.
For the record, § 449 has been held to be constitutional but only as it relates to being retroactive.

Section 449 has not been held to be constitutional as it relates to how overpayments and underpayments
are handled, gge. Matter of Roseanne R v. William R.. 119 Misc.2d 874 (Queens County Family Court 1983)
(discussing legislative intent behind § 449, and judicial discretion under the provision; rejecting due process
and equal protection challenge as it relates to being retroactive).
Appellate Court ruling

The Appellate Court in my case, Carella v. Collins. 228 A.D.2d 725, 644 N.Y.S.2d 68 (3rd Dep't.,
1996)

[5] Having been afforded a public hearing, respondent's insistence upon his entitlement to
one is moot. His claims that several of the applicable statutory provisions are unconstitutional

have either been previously rejected by this court (see. Matter of Carella v. Collins. 144 A.D.2d 78,
82, 536 N.Y.S.2d 1020, supra) or are plainly meritless. To the extent that Familv Court Act 449 and

451 can be interpreted as treating the recipient and the payor of support differently, it suffices to
note that those parties are not similarly situated, as the recipient has custody of the children and a
concomitant need to obtain funds for their support, while the payor does not.

This is how the Appellate Court addresses the issues retroactive child support and its failure to
treat each party equally. What about a father's right to have money to live on after support payments are
made? What about a father being forced to pay more than is required by law? What if the mother had lied

about her and the father's finances in order to obtain an exorbitant amount of child support? What about a
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father's right not to be put thousands of dollars in arrears for support he should never have been ordered to
pay in the first place? What about a father who is in jail or is facing the prospect of going to jail because of
these illegal court orders of support?
Both Judge Simons and Judge Kaye denied me my right to have this heard by the Court of Appeals
in violation of the State Constitution as documented hereafter. Who are Judge Simons and Judge Kaye to

deprive litigants of their rights under the State Constitution?

When a father is brought before the court for contempt of a support order because he can't afford to
pay the day care, the court will most likely hold that the father was in willful violation of the court order as

he had funds available to him to make payment of the child support awarded. The court is of the position
that the father must send in the remaining money in his pay check to the Support Collection Unit. He is not

to use the money to pay his own living expenses. His children need the support money more than he does.
He will then be sentenced to jail which may be suspended, if he complies with the order and he will also

probably have a judgment against him for the arrears at 9% interest. This is extortion. Pay or you go to jail.
The court is hoping the father's family members will come through with the money to keep him out of jail.
This is also a way of providing a mother with lifetime income. Lifetime income for the mother? We

are talking child support? It's not child support, it's "mother support". The object is to get the father so far
in debt he can't afford to live and pay child support. The father will be pajdng off the alleged arrears well
after the child turns 21. Furthermore, the father will probably have to pay the mother's attorney fees as he

"willfiilly violated" the court order. The "bottom feeding" attorneys, as they are referred to by many fathers,
make money off the misery that they are deliberately creating with the judges. The court knows that by
making an order that the father cannot comply with, the parties will be constantly in court spending money
on attorneys which neither can afford. In most instances, what the attorneys will collect in fees is more

than an entire year of child support. According to the court, this is in the "best interests of the child"!
Attorneys need to make a living, father's don't, and attorney fees are more important than the child.
Another problem that arises for the father, is that in most instances the father has no money and is

no longer able to borrow from family and friends. What does he do with the order that fails to comply with
the law? In most instances, the father does not understand that he has 30 days to file objections to a

hearing examiner's order or he has 30 days to appeal a judge's ruling to the Appellate Court, even though

the order may state so. He doesn't know how to do objections or an appeal and he can't afford anymore
attorney fees. The father, after having everything taken fi-om him, including his children, and put in debt,

just gives up. He questions himself. Why work? Why should I work for $5.00 per week? Would you work a

40 hour week for $5.00? The judges know that most fathers will not file objections to the orders because
they don't know how and cannot afford an attorney to do so. The fathers object but fail to make legal
arguments to support their positions. In most instances the judge hearing the objections will side with the
hearing examiner. The father thinks "how can the judge do this"? They may file a notice of appeal to the
Appellate Court, but in most instances he just gives up as he has no money for the appeal. The majority of
fathers do not follow through with the appeal because they have become so depressed and frustrated by the

system and they feel there is nothing they can do. They have been "beaten dead" by the system. Most
attorneys tell the fathers that it will cost a minimum of $5,000 to appeal which does not include the cost of
the transcripts. The father's attitude is then, "let them put me in jail, I don't care". In most instances, these
fathers are not even seeing their children because of the mother's allegations. The judges play the odds that
the fathers will not follow through with their appeals. Once the time to appeal has expired, the court will
not hear the argument that the order fails to comply with the law. The father had a chance to appeal and he
didn't. He is now stuck with that order and the court will not modify it. He will keep going fiirther and
further into debt until the children are 21. By this time he could owe thousands of dollars in child support

for which he has a judgment against him. This judgment is at 9% interest which means that what he is
pa)dng in support may just cover the interest and not the principal. He will never be able to pay off what is
owed.
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Father found in willful violation without a court hearing!
Tony, was divorced three years ago. They were able to get him to agree to pay more than he could

afford, including maintenance to the mother. Because of this, Tony ended up filing for bankruptcy even
though he made $65,000 per year. What he was supposed to pay to the mother as a distributive award was

now going to be considered maintenance. Because he could not afford to pay what was ordered, a contempt
petition was filed against him. He provided documentation to the court that he could not afford to pay what
was ordered and asked for a downward modification of support. The judge in his ruling found Tony in
willful violation of the judgment of divorce and refused to lower his support obligation.
The matter was originally before the family court and a trial date had been set for Tony's downward
modification of support petition. Just before the trial was to begin, the mother had the proceeding transferred
to the Supreme Court. Tony argued the following to the Appellate Court:

The courts have consistently held that due process requires that an evidentiary hearing be held to
resolve conflicting claims before one can be found in contempt. Hickland v Hickland. 56 A.D.2d 978 and

CaoDione v Cappione. 63 A.D.2d 757. There was no trial. Tony did not get to see the judge at all on
this matter. Tony had numerous Family Court appearances in front of the same hearing examiner as
opposed to the Supreme Court where not a single court appearance was held.
The Supreme Court Judge increased his day care expense to $499 per month without the mother
having to show any proof as to what she was paying. It was her word only and Tony was not allowed to
question her on the day care expenses.

Dowsev V Dowsev. 8 A.D.2d 577, 579 (3rd Dep't 1959), this Court stated that in contempt
proceedings "Where there is any doubt about the matter, the appellant,..., should be given the benefit of
the doubt." On the one hand, the Family Court recognized the existence of serious issues of facts and

scheduled a trial. There is no dispute here. On the other hand, the Supreme Court stated that there are no
factual issues. There is already significant doubt put in front of you (the court) on this.
By way of an income execution, the court ordered Tony to pay 65% of his net income to the mother

and at the same time ordered him to come up with $4,596 of alleged support arrears within 60 days, pay
alleged attorney's fees of $2,322 within 30 days and to pay 64% of unreimbursed medical expenses.
Furthermore, the mother was able to claim both children for income tax purposes. No trial, no appearance.

Tony also argued that he was not allowed to have financial disclosure. Everything was taken on the
mother's word, no supporting documentation was needed. According to Tony, he makes $65,000 per year
and the mother stated she earns $46,000 per year. It was documented that maintenance was not deducted

from his gross income, his unreimbursed business expenses were also not deducted from his gross income
and the court never addressed the needs of the children as required. Yet, the court had him turning over to
her almost all, if not all, of his disposable income as stated above.
The Appellate Court ruling:

Appeal from an order of the Supreme Court (Teresi, J.), entered January 7, 2003 in Albany
County, which, inter alia, granted plaintiffs motion to hold defendant in contempt.
The parties were divorced by a July 2000 judgment that incorporated the terms of a
stipulation under which defendant agreed to pay, among other things, what was later deemed to be
maintenance in the amount of $424.12 monthly, child support in the amount of $488.30 biweekly
and 64% of child care costs. In September and November 2000, Supreme Court granted plaintiff
money judgments for accrued arrears based upon defendant's failure to pay the ordered amounts.

The court's November order also provided for an income deduction in the amount of $225 biweekly
for defendant's share of child care costs. In October 2002, after defendant petitioned for modification
of child support in Family Court, plaintiff moved in Supreme Court seeking to have that court
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assume jurisdiction of defendant's petition, award her additional arrears, hold defendant in contempt
and increase the deduction order to 65% of defendant's income. Without holding a hearing as to

either modification or contempt, Supreme Court denied defendant's petition and granted all of the

relief sought by plaintiff, including an award of counsel fees. This appeal by defendant ensued.
Although not persuaded that Supreme Court erred in awarding plaintiff counsel fees, we
find merit in defendant's contention that the court could not hold him in contempt because plaintiff
did not show that a less drastic means of enforcement would be ineffectual (see Domestic Relations

Law § 245). Plaintiff neither claimed that an income deduction order would be ineffectual, nor did
she otherwise address this prerequisite. Instead, her request for an increased income deduction
order sufficient to cover all of defendant's support obligations and provide $363 biweekly towards
arrears indicates that support could be enforced pursuant to CPLR 5242. Since this alternate means
of enforcement was sought and granted, Supreme Court lacked statutory authority to find defendant
in contempt (Citations omitted).
Our review of the record also reveals support for defendant's claim that, given the parties'

changed financial circumstances, it was error to deny his petition for modification of child support
without conducting a hearing. In her reply affidavit opposing modification, plaintiff admits that
her income increased by $16,000, or more than 50%, since the divorce. Supreme Court apparently
overlooked this in finding only a slight increase by comparing her annual salary beginning in
December 2002 with her earnings during the previous year. In addition, defendant's claimed financial
hardship was documented by the inclusion of bills, bank statements, past due notices and a sworn
financial disclosure affidavit in his opposing papers. Since plaintiff did not question the
expenses claimed by defendant or dispute that they significantly exceeded his disposable
income, defendant's submissions regarding plaintiff's undisputed increase and his own hardship
are sufficient to raise issues of fact and require a hearing as to whether an unanticipated or

unreasonable change in circumstances warrants modification of support (Citations omitted).
Finally, although the record supports defendant's claim that the original November 2000
income deduction order withheld more than his stipulated 64% share of child care costs, we are

precluded from reviewing the issue because defendant took no appeal from the original deduction
order and was bound by its terms (Citations omitted). In any event, child support overpayments
generally cannot be recouped (Citations omitted). Thus, Supreme Court did not err in denying
defendant a credit against arrears for the overpayments.
Mercure, J.P., Peters, Spain and Kane, JJ., concur.

ORDERED that the order is modified, on the law, without costs, by reversing so much
thereof as denied defendant's application for child support and granted plaintiff''s motion to hold
defendant in contempt; motion denied to that extent and matter remitted to the Supreme Court for
further proceedings not inconsistent with this Court's decision; and, as so modified, affirmed.
Two items about this order that need to be reiterated. First, overpayments were due to the court's

failure to properly determine child support. The second, is the Court could not hold him in contempt
if the mother can collect the support through an income deduction order. This is very important

for fathers who face imprisonment and are having their wages garnished by the County.
On October 30,2003, Judge Teresi sent a letter to Tony stating that he was scheduling a hearing for
Wednesday, November 12, 2003 at 10:00 for a hearing on his cross-motion for modification of support and
that he would not accommodate a postponement of the hearing. Tony received the letter several days later
due to the fact he lives out of the area during the week. Tony was not prepared with only a week's notice
and the mother still had not provided any financial disclosure. Tony said that in court the judge refused to

postpone the proceeding and gave him until the next morning to prepare. He didn't care about the financial
disclosure or the fact that Tony wasn't given enough time to find an attorney. That night, Tony hired an
attorney and still had to appear the next day. The judge relented and granted a month's postponement for
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discovery to take place. The courts want fathers spending money on attorneys.

Tony just received the new order from the judge. He said that the decision was mostly in his favor,
but that the order did not follow the decision. He is now looking to appeal again. Just like with Bart, the
court is going to keep frustrating Tony, hoping he will just give up and become another "beaten dead dad".

Court holds going on unemployment is no reason for reducing child support
In the following case, Hubert signed a separation agreement. From reading his agreement, I can
state it did not comply with the law as required. During the divorce proceeding he raised the issue that it
failed to comply with the law. Obviously, the court ruled otherwise and it is being appealed. According to
Hubert, his first attorney had him claim expenses in filling out the financial disclosure affidavit that were

not real expenses in order to raise his expenses. For example, the children went to private school where

they were receiving scholarships and there was no cost to him. Since the school had not notified him of the
coming year as to whether they would again receive the scholarships, the attorney had Hubert claim $9,000
in expenses for school tuition. The question then became how could he and his wife afford to live on what

they claimed as expenses on a lower income? The mother would claim he brought $80,000 into the household,

but forgot to mention the costs associated with the income such as advertising, printing, etc. which reduced
his income considerably. Furthermore, Hubert's agreement did not comply with the law and should have
been vacated as to the support obligation. Notice in this ruling, not only will the court not address the issue

of the agreement not complying, but the court will not allow Hubert to use the issue that the agreement
fails to comply with the law as a defense to the violation petition. How can Hubert defend himself?
The court then ruled:

On July 29, 2003, Hubert filed a petition seeking to modify the support provisions of his
Judgment of Divorce. That judgment incorporated, but did not merge, his settlement agreement
made 4 years prior. The agreement required Hubert to pay the sum of $1,000,00 monthly for spousal

maintenance plus $1,000.00 monthly in child support for the parties two children. Hubert alleged
that there has been a change in circumstances since the entry of the order. As a change in
circumstance he alleged a number of circumstances. First, he alleged that he has been laid off from

both his employers. Second, he alleged that his settlement agreement failed to comply with the
provisions of the Child Support Standards Act (CSSA), in that it failed to state the parties' income,
the presumptive amount of support, failed to state whether there was a deviation from a strict
application of the CSSA, and that it failed to reduce his income by the spousal maintenance payments.
Mr. Q's motion argued that Hubert's petition should be dismissed on a number of grounds.
Mr. Q stated that Hubert's arguments relative to the insufficiency of the agreement, as related to
the CSSA, were addressed in the divorce proceeding and were rejected by Supreme Court. The
Supreme Court findings were controlling under the doctrine of res judicata and/or collateral estoppel.
Mr. Q also argued that Hubert's petition failed to state a cause of action, and should be dismissed
on this ground as well.

Review of the litigation surrounding the divorce supports Mr. Q's position that the sufficiency
of the settlement agreement was ruled on by Supreme Court. It appeared as an affirmative defense

in the matrimonial action Hubert challenged the agreement. The findings of the judge clearly found
that the agreement was sufficient and incorporated it into the divorce, (The court notes that contraiy
to Hubert's claim in paragraph 14 of his reply affidavit that the court determined he was earning
$48,127.00, no such finding was made. In the Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
signed by the judge on August 7,2002, this finding is marked with a "NF".) As such, Hubert's claims

regarding the agreement are deemed to be covered by the doctrine of res judicata.
This doctrine is designed to prevent the relitigation of a cause of action. In its "strict sense
operates to bar not only matters that were actually put in issue in the prior action, but also those

that might have been." New York Practice, Siegal section 447, p.721. It is clear from reviewing the
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papers submitted in this action that in attacking the underlying agreement Hubert, who was
represented by counsel, could have raised the issues he now raises. It appears that he failed to do
so. As a result his claim is now barred.

Family Court has the jurisdiction to modify the support provisions of a separation agrt'fiiu'nt

or a stipulation of settlement so long as the agreement or stipulation has been incorporated into a
judgment of divorce and the judgment provides for Family Court to entertain requost.^ for
modification, Family Court Act 466 and Matter of Boscherini v. Borfifia.229 A.D.2d 744 CJrd Di-p't.
1996). To make out a prima facie case for a downward modification of an order of support arisin;;
from a separation agreement or stipulation of settlement, a petitioner must show I'itht r an
unanticipated and unreasonable change in circumstances or that the separation agri'mu iU «»r

stipulation of settlement was not fair and equitable when entered into. (Citations omitted».
The record of this case shows that the judge specifically ruled on the issue as to whit htr t hi*
agreement was fair and equitable when entered into. He found that it was. The respondent's claim
that he is now unemployed does not rise to the level of an unanticipated or unreasonable chan;,M' in
circumstance required for the court to consider Hubert's petition for modification.
(Notice: the judge ruled the agreement was fair and equitable, yet did not address the i.ssue <jf

whether it complied with the law or not. Furthermore, Hubert is now unemployed and on unemploynu»nt
and this does not constitute grounds for a downward modification?)
NOW based upon the above, it is

ORDERED that the motion seeking dismissal of Hubert's petition be and hereby is granted.
How convenient, Hubert just received his Appellate Court ruling. I have some questions about the
ruling especially in light of the fact that it was Judge Spain who wrote it. I might add that I have proof,
which will be documented later in this book, that Judge Spain lies in some of his rulings about the facts of
a case and manipulates the law. Now, Judge Spain can sue me over this statement if I am lying. He won't,
because he knows the truth is an absolute defense to libel or slander. Was the law followed in this case? I

have noticed, as will be documented in this book, that the judges go looking for anything outside of what

was argued to support the mother and if they can't find anything, they make it up. From what I have seen
they do not go outside of the arguments made to the court to help a father.
The Appellate Court ruling by Judge Spain:
Appeal from a judgment of the Supreme Court (Cobb, J.), entered August 14, 2002 in
Columbia County, ordering, inter alia, maintenance and child support, upon a decision of the court.
Under the fairly comprehensive terms of a 1998 separation agreement defendant,

represented by counsel, agreed to pay plaintiff maintenance in the amount of $1,000 monthly for
six years as well as child support for the parties' two children in the amount of $1,000 monthly.
Ultimately, plaintiff commenced this action seeking a judgment of divorce and enforcement of the
maintenance and child support provisions of the settlement agreement, and arrears of more than
$18,000. Defendant answered raising no challenge to the agreement as the basis for divorce, but
asserted a counterclaim seeking to set aside the maintenance £uid support provisions. Following a
trial, at which parties and defendant's former attorney testified, Supreme Court granted plaintiff a
divorce and denied defendant's counterclaim, awarding plaintiff $40,800 in maintenance and support
arrears. On defendant's appeal, we affirm.

Finding support in the record for Supreme Court's findings, we reject defendant's contentions
that the maintenance and support provisions of the parties' separation agreement were unfair,
unreasonable, unconscionable or otherwise unenforceable. Separation agreements are more closely

scrutinized than ordinary contracts, due to the fiduciary relationship between the parties, and will
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be set aside if found to be unfair because of overreaching, fraud or other compelling cause (Citations
omitted). However, judicial review of separation agreements is generally limited to encourage spouses
to resolve issues on their own (Citation omitted) and a reviewing court should not set aside the
terms of an agreement which simply reflects unwise bargaining (Citation omitted). Moreover, a

reviewing court should afford deference to the trial court's findings on issues of witness credibility
due to its advantage of observing the witnesses during the course of their testimony (Citations
omitted).

Defendant asserted that when the separation agreement was executed in 1998, the parties
used his stated gross business income of $48,000 as reported in Schedule C of their 1996 tax return
in calculating child support when his net income for 1996 was actually only $18,709. As the
maintenance and support payments agreed to in the separation agreement amount to an annual
obligation of $24,000, defendant claims that this demonstrates that the settlement was unfair and
unconscionable, especially when the agreement also required him to take on the bulk of the marital

debt and to pay medical and other expenses over and above the support provisions.

(With $48,000 in gross income, with 2 children and without deducting FICA or Medicare his support
obligation would be $1,000 per month [48,000 x .25 ^12 = 1,000]. Why wasn't Medicare and FICA deducted?

Why wasn't maintenance deducted? The above should have been deducted before determining child support.

As FICA, Medicare and maintenance were not deducted, there was a deviation in the determination of
child support. Why didn't the court address the issue of the support deviating from the CSSA? What were
the reasons for the deviation?)

Plaintiff asserts that defendant concealed his true income and in 1998 the year in which
the separation was negotiated and executed he had a much larger income than any figure to which
he testified. Plaintiff points to defendant's 1998 statement of net worth which listed his annual

expenses as roughly $70,900, his 1998 bankruptcy petition listing his annual income as in excess of
$50,000 and his statements to her that he had an annual income of about $85,000. A letter fi-om
defendant to his attorney reflects that, during negotiations, he consciously made the offer to pay

plaintiff $24,000 annual maintenance and child support in an effort to end the "time wasting and
irritating" debate as to his actual income.

(According to Hubert, his attorney told him to claim as many expenses as he could. For example the
attorney told him to claim the $9,000 in tuition for his children because he did not know if they would get

scholarships this year as they had in the past which covered the tuition. Bad advice. Was the court confusing
gross income with net income? Yes, he may have had $85,000 in annual income, but what about legitimate
business expenses such as advertising, printing, etc.?)
Supreme Court, in a well-reasoned decision, refused to set aside the separation agreement,
credited plaintiff's testimony and found that there were "serious credibility issues" with the testimony
and other proof offered by defendant, most notably his tax returns. In our view, the record amply
supports the court's findings and conclusions.
We also reject defendant's assertion that Supreme Court should have set aside the child
support provisions of the separation agreement because the agreement failed to set forth the actual

presumptively correct amount to be awarded pursuant to the Child Support Standards Act
(hereinafter CSSA) (Citations omitted). Here, the separation agreement states that the parties
were aware of the child support provisions of the CSSA, had reviewed the statute with their attorneys
and were aware that, in the absence of their agreement, the presumptive CSSA amount for their
two children would have been $1,000 per month based on defendant's income of $48,000, setting
the monthly child support payment at $1,000. Nowhere in the agreement does it state that there is
a deviation from the CSSA. Considering the court's credibility determinations and upon our review
of the record, we conclude that the terms of this agreement did not deviate from the CSSA and that
defendant was well aware of how the CSSA would apply to his actual income.

(Had the court deducted maintenance, FICA and medicare Tax as required on the $48,000, his child
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support obligation would have been $673 per month [48,000 x. 7.65% = 3,672 (FICA + Medicare). 48,000 3,672 -12,000 (maintenance) = 32,328 x .25 (25% for 2 children) = $8,082 + 12 = $673] and not the $1,000.00.
I also have big problem with the statement "the court's credibility determinations" especially in light of the
fact that this order fails to comply with the law as there is no reason stated why maintenance, FICA and
medicare were not deducted. Furthermore, the court stated "Nowhere in the agreement does it state that

there is a deviation from the CSSA." I should point out that nowhere does it state that the order complies

with the CSSA as required by law. If it did, the amount does not comply with the law. The judges, in most
instances, are there to protect the mother. According to Hubert, his attorney told him that the $1,000 per
month was what he had to pay. He listened to his attorney.)
Mercure, J.P., Carpinello, Mugglin and Lahtinen, JJ., concur.
ORDERED that the judgment is affirmed, without costs.
Imputing income to fathers
Familv Court Act § 413 (l)(b)(5)(iv) states:

"at the discretion of the court, the court may attribute or impute income from, such other
resources as may be available to the parent, including, but not limited to:
(A) non-income producing assets,

(B) meals, lodging, memberships, automobiles or other perquisites that are provided

as part of compensation for employment to the extent that such perquisites constitute expenditures
for personal use, or which expenditures directly or indirectly confer personal economic benefits,
(C) fnnge benefits provided as part of compensation for employment, and
(D) money, goods or services provided by relatives and friends;
Familv Court Act § 413 (l)(b)(5)(v) states

"an amount imputed as income based upon the parent's former resources or income, if the
court determines that a parent has reduced resources or income in order to reduce or avoid the
parent's obligation for child support".

If you notice (iv) states "at the discretion of the court while (v) does not state this.
Notice how in the next case the court imputes income to the father based upon his family helping

him and also based upon an employment he had six years before, without finding that he reduced his
income or assets to avoid paying child support. This violates the statute.
How do the courts impute income for the father whose family helps him? Evan and the mother
divorced in 1985 as the mother wanted to move to Florida in order to remarry. It was stated in the agreement

that he would give up his rights to the child as he had "no means with which to maintain a meaningful
relationship with the child". As Evan did not have the resources to travel to Florida, he agreed to sign and

did sign a Notice of Intent to Surrender and Irrevocable Consent for the future adoption of the child as the

wife's new husband-to-be wanted to adopt the child. In exchange for this, the mother waived her right to
child support unless the child became a pubHc charge. Now 10 years later, she is seeking support fi-om
Evan. Evan tried to obtain a DNA test to make sure the child was really his and not her husband's to be.

The attorney representing him waived the paternity test without his knowledge. Attorneys do this all the
time. Waive the father's rights without his knowledge or consent. Furthermore, Evan argued that since
giving up his child, there had been no change in circumstances warranting a modification of his child
support obligation. At the time of the hearing, Evan was unemployed. The most he had ever earned was
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about $4.50 per hour. Evan resided with his father who was disabled from a back injury and his father
received a disability income from the railroad.

The court determined Evan's potential or imputed income at $5.00 per hour. This was $200 per
week for a 40 hour week or $10,400 per year. The self-support reserve for 1996 was $10,084. After deducting
PICA and Medicare Tax Evan's income was below the self-support reserve and he should have been paying
$25 per month child support.

In order to unjustly raise this amount, the hearing examiner held that Evan was receiving income
from his father on a monthly basis:
rent

$ 400.00

food

150.00

clothing
medical expenses

25.00
10.00

laundry

6.45

utilities in heat and telephone
transportation

100.00
50.00

$ 741.45

or $8,892 per year

There was no documentation that it cost Evan's father $400.00 a month for rent or any of the other
expenses. Evan testified that the property taxes were $1,000.00 to $1,200.00 per year and that there was
no mortgage on the house. At the most, Evan's share of housing cost would be $400.00 per year, not per
month, as three people live in the house. What happened in court was that they asked Evan what it would
cost if he rented his own apartment. He told them about $400.00 per month and the same with the other

items. Evan had no income, he did not quit his job in order to reduce or avoid pa5dng child support.
The lower court was imputing an amount of income to Evan that he does not earn and then imputing
income based upon him living with his father for expenses that exceed his father's expenses for him. Had
Evan gone on social services instead of living with his father, the most the court would have been able to

order him to pay for child support would be $25.00 per month. Furthermore, there was no showing that
Evan quit his job or was refusing to work in order to avoid paying child support. He testified that he had
been basically unemployed for the past eight (8) years.

The argument was that the court should either compute Evan's income based upon his potential
earning ability which the lower court had already determined to be $5.00 per hour or $200 per week or

$10,400 per year or determine the amount of support he receives from his family, but not both. It was an
abuse of discretion by the lower court to impute both to the Evan.

Manno v. Mannn. 196 A.D.2d 488, 600 N.Y.S.2d 968, 971 (2nd Dept. 1993).
Here, the basic child support obligation imposed upon the husband consumed more than

half of his take-home pay. In making an award, the trial court must take into account the need of a

parent to maintain a separate household and have money to live on after support payments
are made (Citations omitted).

ironoDOulos. 640 N.Y.S.2d 256 (2nd Dept. 1996)

Using the figures utilized by the trial court, the total amount of payments imposed upon
the defendant by the trial court consumed almost all of his after-tax income. Upon remittitur, the
trial court should keep in mind that in making an award, it "must take into account the need of

a parent to maintain a separate household and have money to live on after support
payments are made" (Citations omitted).

Because of Evan's financial condition, he was unable to afford his own place or to have money to
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live on after support payments were made.

Evan was forced to give up his child because he could not afford to maintain a relationship with the
child. When it is in the best interest of the mother for the father to waive child support so the child can bo

adopted by the mother's significant other, the court is all for it. Now that the mother claims she lU'i'ds
support for the child, even though the father hasn't had any relationship with the child and the court had
him give up his rights to the child, the court wants him to pay support. If Evan had decided after si;,'ninj:
the agreement to have a relationship with the child, would the court have allowed him to have a rolat iiuiship
with the child? The answer is no!! The court's position would be he gave up his right to have a rclallnn^hip
with the child and he agreed to it.The agreement is only enforceable one way. The mother's way. Furthi rm< in*,
this child may not be his, and he will never know because his attorney waived the paternity to.st wit hnut liis
knowledge or consent.

Evan appealed and the Appellate Court ruled the following;
Initially respondent contends that the Family Court lacked the authority to nnxlilV thf
provision reheving him of his child support obligation by making a support award because |X't it i( iiht
offered no proof that the child had become a public charge. He argues that petitioner's faihiri* to
articulate even a minimum change in circumstances requires dismissal of the petition. VVi- have

recognized "in a USDL proceeding, [thatl the substantive law of New York governs the determination
of a respondent's duty" (Citation omitted) and have applied the change of circumstances standard
in an appeal (originating from another judicial department) where one party sought an increase in
the amount of support established by a previous court order (see, id.). Here, however, there is no
existing order of support and the parties' agreement does not provide for the payment of support in
any amount. Since there is no support order or support amount to modify, the standards relevant to
modification applications do not apply. Therefore, it was proper for the Hearing Examiner to
determine the support issue de novo (Citation omitted). This result is consistent with our view that
a child's "right to receive adequate support cannot be evaded by an agreement that does not provide
for such expenses" (Citations omitted).
(There was no support order because the mother had persuaded Evan to legally waive his right to
the child. He signed the papers stating so with the only provision being that he would pay if the child
became a public charge. ITie child was not a public charge.)
Respondent also contends that Family Court improperly attributed income based on both

his employment potential and the value of benefits provided to him by his father. It is well settled

that "[a] parent's child support obligation is not necessarily by his or her current financial condition"
(Citation omitted) but rather by his or her ability to provide support (Citation omitted). Both Domestic
Relations Law § 32(3) and Family Court Act § 413(l)(a) charge parents with the obligation to support
their children if they are "possessed of sufficient means or able to earn such means " (emphasis
supplied) (Citations omitted). Furthermore, a court need not rely upon a parent's own account of
his or her finances in determining child support (Citations omitted) and may attribute or impute
income "based upon a prior employment experience * * * as well as such parent's future earning
capacity in light of that party's educational background" (Citations omitted).
(Notice that the court did not refer to F.C.A. § 413 [1] [b] [5] [v] which states:
(v) an amoimt imputed as income based upon the parents former resources or income,
if the court, first determines that a parent has reduce income or resources in order to
reduce or avoid the parent's obligation for child support.)
Moreover, "[a] court has the discretion to impute income to a parent where the parent

received money, goods or services from a relative or friend" (Citations omitted).
Although, at the time of the hearing, respondent had been unemployed for 6 1/2 to 7 years.
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he testified that he had experience pumping gas and working on an assembly line and, furthermore,
obtained an Associate's Degree. He also testified that he received $80 per month in spending money
from his father and estimated the value of the benefits he received from living with his parents to
be approximately $425 per month. Based upon the record before us, we conclude that Family Court
properly attributed (citations omitted) a yearly employment income of $10,400 and benefits of $5,100,

for a total income of $15,500, and correctly determined the weekly child support obligation in the
amount of $48.20.
ORDERED that the order is affirmed without costs.

Cardona, Mercure, White, Spain and Carpenello

Here we have a father who had not worked for at least six years and the most he had ever earned

working was $5.00 per hour. At this rate he would be required to pay $25 per month child support as his

income is $10,400 per year. He would be lucky to support himself on this amount. The court wants him to

pay more. The court's position was, we can impute income because his parents are supporting him by
providing him with housing and food. We will impute income to him based upon his previous wages even
though there was no finding that he reduced resources or income in order to avoid pajdng child support.
The statute is clear. The court ignores it.
Actual income versus projected income

What the courts like to do is to get the most recent pay stub from the father so that they can project
what the father may earn for the year and his most recent Federal income tax return to see what he made

the previous year. The court then uses the highest figure between the two. The court does not take into
account whether this is the father's peak period or slow period. For example, a construction worker makes
excellent money during the summer and usually gets overtime, yet, during the winter months his income is
reduced considerably and he may even be on unemployment for several months during the winter. The
court likes to look at the peak periods and not the slow periods and thereby distorts the father's income.

The court should base the father's income on his past years income instead of his current years
projected income pursuant to FCA § 413(l-b)(b)(5)(i) which states:
(i) gross (total) income as should have been reported in the most recent federal income tax
return.

Malatino v. Malatino. 185 A.D.2d 605, 586 N.Y.S.2d 837 (3rd Dept. 1992)
... Although Supreme Court's January 2,1992 order (FNl) held Domestic Relations Law §
240( 1-b) (the Child Support Standards Act) applicable, the court failed to apply the statutory formula
by ignoring section 240(l-b)(b)(5)(i), which requires that the formula be applied to the income in
the prior year. Instead, Supreme Court applied the formula to the $46,000 plaintiff projected as
income for 1991 and directed plaintiff to pay $137 per week as temporary child support.
Along the same line, the court made the following order which states:
He earns a regular salary plus commission. Andrew indicates that his commission income

is less during the winter months than it is during the warmer weather. He became employed on 4/
1/99. From 4/1/99 to 12/31/99, which is about 39 weeks, he earned a total gross income of $15,773.00.
His average weekly gross income is therefore $404.44. The FICA deduction therefrom is at the rate

of 7.65% and in the sum of $30.94 per week, resulting in his parental income for child support
purposes being $373.50 per week.

The court then ordered him to pay $94.00 (25%) per week child support for 2 children. This order
violates the law in that it is based on 39 weeks of income instead of his past years income. Andrew should
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have been ordered to pay about $70.00 per week. With an income of $15,553 less FICA and Medicare of

$1,190 leaves $14,363 minus $12,123 (self support reserve) = $2240 or $43.00 per week child support.
Andrew is paying double of that required by statute.

Imputing income for person in jail and the
court's failure to deduct business expenses from income

In Josh's case below the court's point of view was that Section 413(l)(a) of the Family Court Act

imposes an obligation to pay child support upon a parent who is "possessed of sufficient means or able to

earn such means..." Thus, a parent's child support obligation is not necessarily determined by his or her
existing financial situation but rather his or her ability to provide support." Lustic v. Lustic. A court can
impute an ability to pay support that exceeds the amount that would have been fixed based upon current
income even in the absence of a finding that the respondent intentionally reduced his or her income to
avoid a child support obligation.
Lustic V. Lustic. 245 A.D.2d 637 (3rd Dept. 1997)

[1] We affirm. As a starting point, we note that petitioner's primary argument on appeal is
that Family Court was without authority to impute income to him under the Child Support Standards
Act (Family Ct. Act § 413) absent some indication that he deliberately reduced his income to avoid
his child support obligation or actually possessed other resources, such as non-income producing
assets, that could be used to satisfy his support obligation previously has been considered and
rejected by this court (Citation omitted). Both Family Court Act § 413(l)(a) and Domestic Relations
Law § 32(3) impose a support obligation upon parents who are "possessed of sufficient means or
able to earn such means " (emphasis supplied). Thus, a parent's child support obligation is not
necessarily determined by his or her existing financial situation but, rather, by his or her ability to
provide support (Citation omitted).

[2] Even accepting that petitioner could not secure comparable employment in Broome

County at a rate commensurate with his final salary prior to termination (approximately $40,000),
the record fully supports a finding that petitioner indeed was employable, and we find no error in

Family Court's decision to impute income to petitioner in the amount of $17,500 for purposes of
determining his child support obligation. Petitioner's remaining contentions have been examined
and found to be lacking in merit.

You are at the whim of the judges when it comes to imputing income to a father for child support.
The case law contradicts itself and violates express intent of the statute which is very clear in stating: "if
the court determines that a parent has reduced resources or income in order to reduce or avoid the parent's
obligation for child support". The court is ignoring the statute. Why even have a statute that says that the
court has to first determine the father has reduced resources or income to avoid paying child support if the

court can ignore it? These judges are out of control and want the fathers penniless.
Fathers in intact families can change employment, take time off, change occupations, go back to
school. If the father, in an intact family, income is reduced, the family tightens its belt as far as spending

goes. If you are paying child support, the mother owns you and you have to pay at the same level. You have
to get the highest paying job, you can't take a lower paying job in order to spend more time with your family,
you can't take time off". Even if you hate your job, you are mandated to continue to do that type of work or
pay the consequences. Fathers of intact families are treated differently than fathers who are pa3dng "child
momma support".

If you are in court, sleep in your car. Don't let anyone help you. Go on social services. Get food
stamps. You might as well, as the court is going to make it so you can't live anyway. Furthermore, if you are
working, pay your parents something each week for food, rent, and other expenses, so the court can't claim
your parents or fi-iends are supporting you.
When a father is unemployed, they will ask the father why he hasn't found a job and then will ask
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if he applied at "McDonald's". This is a ridiculous argument by the court that the father should be working
at McDonald's. The reason being is that if he was earning $5.50 an hour at McDonald's, he would be
earning $11,440 per year. His income is still below the self-support reserve and the most the court can order
him to pay is $25 per month. At $6 per hour his income would be $12,480 less FICA and Medicare Tax
would give the father a CSSA income of $11,525 which is still below the current 2003 self-support reserve
of $12,123.

Josh had just been released from prison and was at a halfway house for a DWI conviction. He now
lives in the country where there is no public transportation. He received 1-1/2 to 4 years sentence for his
conviction. Prior to being in prison, he worked as a salesman on the road. He was terminated from his
employment because his driver's license had been suspended after his arrest and he could not meet his

quota. His territory was a couple of counties south of this area. As such, all of his phone calls to his clients
were regional long distance and he had to travel quite a bit. He then worked for $350 per week until he was
imprisoned. Now he was trying to find a job but still had no car. The jobs that he was qualified for require
him to drive. He was unable to get a license because his expired while in jail and he cannot take a driving
test because the County Support Collection Unit had his license suspended, as he had accrued arrears

while in prison over the past couple of years. Here we have a father trying to get a job to pay his support,
only to be denied a driver's license because he owes support from being in prison. This is very frustrating to
him as he is trying to get his life back in order.

At the time of the original court hearing to determine his child support obligation, Josh was already
in the prison. The court held that he would have to pay the full amount of child support while he was in
prison, even though he could not earn any money in prison. Let the arrears accrue. The mother will get her
money sooner or later. Put the father in debt. Make life miserable for him when he gets out of prison.
If the husband and wife were still married and living together, the mother would have to tighten
her household budget. On the other hand, if separated she will get child support whether he is in jail or not.
Child support is based upon the parents ability to earn. Where is the ability to earn when someone is
in jail? The argument is that he caused his current financial condition. That is true, but he is paying that
debt by being in jail and in most instances, he is not able to see his child while he is incarcerated. He will

end up paying off his child support well after the child has turned 21 and in most instances will never pay
it off as the mother will get a judgment against the father and collect 9% interest on the child support owed.
Josh was lucky in that the court never served him with a copy of the judges order dismissing his
objections to the hearing examiner's order. He filed his notice of appeal when he received a copy of the
judges order when he was released. Until he was served with a copy of the order, his time to appeal had not
begun to run. Did the hearing examiner determine his support correctly? Of course not.

Pursuant to the Family Court Act Josh was entitled to have his unreimbursed business expenses
deducted from his gross income.

(vii) the following shall be deducted from income prior to appl3dng the provisions of paragraph
c of this subdivision

(A) unreimbursed employee business expenses except to the extent said expenses reduce
personal expenditures.

Knapp V. Lew. 245 A.D.2d 1027, 667 N.Y.S.2d 563 (4th Dept. 1997)
Family Court did not err in failing to include rental income in computing respondent's 1995
gross income for the purpose of the Child Support Standards Act (CSSA) because respondent
sustained a net loss on the rental property (see. Family Ct. Act § 413(l)(b)(5)(ii). The court also

properly deducted unreimbursed employee expenses of $9,695 from respondent's gross income, the

amount reported on respondent's 1995 Federal income tax return (see. Family Ct. Act §
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413(l)(b)(5)(vii)(A). In addition, the court properly exercised its discretion in excluding from

respondent's gross income a one-time pajrment given to respondent by his employer for a vehicle he
won in a contest (see, Family Ct. Act § 413(l)(b)(5)(vii)(H).

Josh submitted to the court a copy of his tax return and Form 2106 to support his unreimbursed
employee expenses.

The court took Josh's gross income of $27,159.87 less FICA of $2,077.73 as required by statute and
then determined his support obligation to be $82.00 (25,082.14 x .17 -s- 52) per week plus child care. According
to the Josh's 1999 tax return he had $13,002.00 in unreimbursed employee expenses. Josh had $10,013 in
vehicle expense for his employment and had $2,026 in expenses for long distance regional calls to his
customer territory. The remaining $963 is one half of the $1,926 for entertainment and food expense for
taking client's out to lunch or dinner. This did not reduce Josh's personal expenditures for food as he is only
claiming 1/2 of the actual cost for the customer as noted by his income tax return. The court didn't address
the issue of Josh's unreimbursed employee expenses and more importantly there was no finding that the
unreimbursed employee expenses were not applicable to this matter. The courts routinely ignore the issue
of unreimbursed employee expenses because it lowers the amount of child support the mother will receive.
Based upon the above. Josh's income should have been based upon $27,159.87 (gross income) minus

$2,077.73 (FICA) and minus $13,002.00 (unreimbursed employee expenses) for a CSSA income of $12,080.14.

The 2000 self support reserve figure was $10,449 which would mean a child support obligation of $31.37
per week. This figure would have included day care expenses as the day care expenses would have reduced
Josh's income below the self-support reserve. The court is not going to allow Josh to claim legitimate expenses
because they want them to pay as much as possible to the mother. Remember it's "momma support".
The court stated "Josh is chargeable with the support of the following persons and is possessed of
sufficient means and able to earn such means to provide the payment of the sum of $82.00 weekly for basic

support and $33.11 for child care ...". Josh was also ordered to pay 51% of uncovered medical bills. The court

then determined his arrears as of the court order to be "$7,663.78 for basic support" and "$2,751.90 for
child care arrears". These arrears accumulated because he was in prison. The order then stated he was to

pay $20 per week towards arrears when he is released fi-om jail. This order was made in July 2000. It is
now almost 3 years or 156 months later. To this order we can add another $12,792 (82 x 156) for basic

support and $5,165.16 (33.11 x 156) for day care arrears for a total arrears of $28,372.84. He now owes
$28,372.84 today for back child support. Now he can be sentenced to jail for not paying child support. At the
time of the order he was about 83 weeks in arrears ($2,751 33.11).

How was Josh capable of paying what the court had ordered while in prison or even if he was
working full time? He had very little left after the deduction of his unreimbursed employee expenses. The

court believes that the father's income belongs to the mother. 83 weeks before the order was issued and 156

weeks after the order was issued totals 239 weeks of support. 239 weeks at $31.37 equals $7,497.43. This is
the most Josh should be in arrears. The court was ordering him to pay an extra $20,875.41 (28,372.84 -

7,497.43). Again, where was Josh's ability to pay this support amount?
Other case law that you should know:
La Porte v La Porte. 263 A.D.2d 585, 693 N.Y.S.2d 666 (3rd Dept. 1999)

... In calculating income, that statute provides a deduction for, inter alia, "unreimbursed
employee business expenses except to the extent said expenses reduce personal expenditures" (DRL
§ 240[l-b][b][5][viiHAl). However, such expense are properly deducted from parental income in

calculating child support obligations only when proven, usually by tax returns accompanied by
records and receipts.

What happens when a mother fails to submit documentation?
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Faber v. Faber. 206 A.D.2d 644, 614 N.Y.S.2d 771 (3rd Dept. 1994)

[1,2] Plaintiffs argument that Supreme Court erred in accepting defendant's income, figures

over those of plaintiff in calculating child support lacks persuasion. Defendant's income tax return

an Form 2106 support his statement of 1990 income of $64,912 less $13,476 in unreimbursed
employee expenses leaving a net income of $51,436. Defendant's expenses, supported by his own
records and receipts, are properly deductible from parental income in calculating child support
Domestic Relations Law § 240 [l-b][bl[51[vii)[A]) While plaintiff submitted 1990 tax returns to

substantiate her claimed unreimbursed business expenses, she did not present records supporting
her deductions. Thus, Supreme Count cannot be said to have erred in accepting defendant's
calculations on this record. Additionally, Supreme Court did not credit either party with any FICA
deductions. However, as plaintiffs claimed figures make no noticeable difference in the parties' pro
rata share (51.8% for he defendant rather than 52%), they are of no significance.
[3,4] The record indicates, however, that the $136 a week support award was based on the
parties combined income of $80,000 ($80,000 x 17%) and Supreme Court made no findings as to the
combined income over $80,000, i.e., any finding that support payments by defendant, the noncustodial
parent, apportioned to reflect such income would be unjust or inappropriate (see. Domestic Relations

Law § 240[l-b][f| ). Supreme Court thus improperly failed to consider the combined income of the

parties in excess of $80,000 (Citation omitted), as the court was required to ascertain the actual

needs of the child (Citation omitted) and could "determine the amount of child support with respect

to such income in excess of $80,000 either through consideration of the statutory factors set forth in
Domestic Relations Law § 240 (l-b)(f) and/or the child support percentage" (Citation omitted).

Although this court could make such determination in the interest of judicial economy (Citation
omitted), we will remit the matter to Supreme Court as the income of the parties may now be
different and justice would be better served by allowing Supreme Court to make the determination.

Do you see how this ruling benefits the mother? The court is holding that they are sending it back
to the lower court as the parties incomes may have changed. Yes, the court knows that the mother's income

will be a lot less. Had the Appellate Court made the determination as it could concerning the amount over

the $80,000 cap, the mother would have gotten considerably less. Her unreimbursed business expenses
were not deducted from her income when determining the child support. Now, with it being sent back, the
mother can now have her unreimbursed business expenses deducted, and therefore, the father will be
paying more in child support. My question is, would the court have done the same for a father? I doubt it.

I also find it convenient the judge who made the ruling failed to address the support over the $80,000 cap.
Was this to compensate the mother for not being able to prove her unreimbursed business expenses?

Furthermore, based upon the above rulings, I don't believe Josh will be able to get his business
expenses deducted from his child support as he only provided his income tax return and Form 2106. He did

not submit his business records to support his business expenses. According to Josh, his attorney did not
tell him he needed these records. Why not? Was this attorney failing to protect his client by failing to
inform him of what he needs for court?

Self-employed mothers get beneHt of doubt

Sidney just received his court order from the hearing examiner. Now Sidney works as a construction

worker and, as such, he makes great money during spring, summer and fall and makes very little during
the winter. The previous year, Sidney made about $42,000 plus he had a $595 per month or $7,140 per year
pension. His total income was $49,140 and after deducting IVledicare and FICA his CSSA income would be

$46,315. What did the hearing examiner do? He stated the following:
"His representative pay check stub dated October 5, 2003 shows a gross income through

that date of $43,697. Based upon this year-to-date income, the court determines that the respondent
earned $1,092.43 weeldy. This projects to an annual W-2 income of $56,806.36. For purposes of the
CSSA, this amount must be reduced by FICA to $52,460.67. In addition to this income the respondent
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receives a monthly pension pa3m[ient of $595 monthly. The court determines therefore that the
respondent's income for CSSA purposes is $59,600.67.
This method violates Family Court Act § 413(l-b)(b)(5)(i) and Malatino v. Malatino. 185 A.D.2d
605, 586 N.Y.S.2d 837 (3rd Dept. 1992). By doing this the hearing examiner had added an additional
income of over $13,000 to Sidney.

What about the mother's income? The hearing examiner determined that the mother had gross

receipts of $73,934 and that $32,307 was the amount given to people who had items on consignment with
her. The court did not believe that the mother's deductions were truthful, as she claimed she made only

$3,078 for the year. The court then determined that her actual net income was closer to $15,000. What did
the court base this on?

After deducting the $32,307 from the $73,934, the mother had an income of $41,627. This means
that the court gave the mother $26,627 in business deductions (41,627 -15,000). The mother did not provide
to the court any proof of her deductions. The court relied upon the mother's Schedule C and her financial
disclosure.

Sidney argued in his objections, the mother testified that she runs a women's clothing consignment
store. The mother does not have $26,000 in expenses related to the store. First of all, the cost of the goods
had already been determined to be $32,307. The mother testified that she worked at this only part-time

and is now working more hours. Sidney believed that her schedule C showed rent of $700.00 per month for
a yearly total of $8,400. As the mother provided no proof as to her actual expenses such as rent, heat, or
utilities, the court should not have given her any deductions. This is further supported by the fact the Court
stated: 'The court finds many of the expenses listed on petitioner's Schedule C are dubious at best". Even

allowing another $500.00 per month for utilities and heat for a yearly total of $6,000.00, the mother is
earning $27,227.00 ($41,627 less $8,400 for rent and $6,000 for utilities and heat). This is certainly more
than the $15,000.00 claimed by the court.

The court completely ignored La Porte v. La Porte. 263 A.D.2d 585, 693 N.Y.S.2d 666 (3rd Dept.
1999) above.

The hearing examiner then ordered Sidney to pay $155 per week child support for one child, and
$300.00 per week maintenance, claiming the mother "does not have a high school education or any other
special training and is unlikely to be self-supporting in the near future". This is belied by the fact that the
mother had been operating her business for 14 years and had declared gross receipt of $73,934 operating
the business part-time.

Based upon Sidney's CSSA income of $46,315, his child support obligation for one child should have
been $151.41 weekly, provided that their was no maintenance. If maintenance of $300.00 per week or
$15,600 per year is used, then his support obligation would be $100.41 per week. Maintenance was not
deducted. Why?

Sidney is not being left with any money to live on. He is a construction worker and had little, if any,
work during the winter. He faced the prospect of being laid off during the winter months. This was not
taken into account in determining his support obligation. Why? Because the mother receives more child
support this way.

The court also relied upon the mother's financial disclosure claiming she had $3,400 per month in

expenses. Are these expenses like her expenses on her Schedule C? The mother's financial disclosure shows
expenses for mortgage of $600.00; taxes of $165.00; insurance of $62.83; electric, gas and phone of $328.00;

food of $320.00; Auto of $614 (gas of $200.00, repairs of $120.00 and insurance of $294.00); Auto loan of
$660.93; life insurance of $123.53; health/medical of $25.00; clothing of $100.00; laundry of $45.00; and
cable of $60.00. This totals $2,342.00 which is considerably less than the claim of $3,400.00 per month
expenses stated in the order and the basis for the maintenance award.
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Sidney further argued in his objections that based upon the mother earning $27,227 per year, as
documented above, or $2,268.91 per month and receiving child support in the amount of $651.06 per month
($151.40 weekly), the mother had a monthly income of $2,919.97. Her monthly expenses total $2,342.
Therefore, the mother had an extra $577.97 in disposable income. Based upon this, Sidney should not be
required to pay $300.00 per week or $1,290.00 per month in maintenance. This $300.00 per week is $15,600
per year and adding her $577.00 extra per month or $6,900 per year gives the petitioner $22,500 to bank.
It should be noted that Sidney also raised the issue in his objections that according to the mother's
financial statement she had a 2002 Suburban vehicle. As this vehicle is new, it does not need $120.00 per
month in maintenance costs. The mother works only a mile and a half from her home. How does she use

$200 per month in gas? Furthermore, the mother continuing to spend $660.00 per month on a vehicle is not
realistic, especially in light of the fact she claims she had no money. Her car payment is more than her
mortgage payment.

The court also required Sidney to provide health insurance for the child through his place of
employment. They made him responsible for the entire cost. This is in violation of Family Court Act § 416(c)
which requires that both parties contribute to the cost of the health insurance.

After paying everything the court had ordered, Sidney will be left with about $200 per week to live
on after all of his taxes and the above are taken out. The mother receives most of his income and gets to
keep her own. Another father forced into "poverty" and soon to be another "beaten dead dad".
Father forced to pay for dental work he had for free!

In another case, Chad had an income of approximately $15,000 per year and agreed to pay child
support based upon the Child Support Standards Act. He also agreed to pay his share of the child care
expenses. After deducting his child support payment and his child care share, his income was just above

the self-support reserve. The mother then changed day care providers without Chad's knowledge or consent.

His share of the child care increased by approximately $30 per week which reduced his income below the

self-support reserve. Both the lower court and the Appellate Court held that because he agreed to pay 58%
of the child care expense, the self-support reserve had no effect on his payments. He agreed to pay, and
court was holding him to that. Yet, Chad had no say in the change of day care providers. What was even
worse was that the court was requiring Chad to pay for dental expenses. Chad objected as his father is one
of the leading dentists and is well respected in the area. Chad had dental services available to him and his
son for free. Why should a father be forced to pay for dental work when he has available to him for free?

Because the mother wants the father to pay? The court could care less whether this expense was reasonable
or not. FCA § 413(l)(c)(5) states 'The court shall prorate each parent's share of future reasonable health

care expenses of the child not covered by insurance..." How is it reasonable to force a father to pay for dental
work, when he has it for free?

Father makes $40,000 left with $150 per week to live on!
Another friend of mine, Dave, had his children residing with him between 40% and 45% of the time.

Dave was ordered to pay $195.00 per week maintenance to the ex-wife and approximate $175.00 per week
child support. After paying child support, maintenance and his other deductions he was left with $147.95

per week to pay other court ordered expenses and to live on, yet he was earning over $41,764 per year.
$
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The court made it even better by stating that the mother could earn up to $10,000 per year and
there would be no effect on the maintenance payment. For every dollar she earned over $10,000 she would
have to return 50 cents to Dave. Guess what? She would not work enough to earn over $10,000 and why
should she? Furthermore, she could claim the children as dependents each year and Dave couldn't. Out of

$1,025 the mother received $729 and Dave got $295 to live on even though he had the children almost the
same amount of time as the mother. To say the least, he is considered a "deadbeat dad" by the system or was
he "beaten dead"?

Because of being beaten so bad by the court system, Dave moved back to Ohio to live with his
mother. He had to leave his twin sons behind. Since he left, his sons have done very poorly in school and

have been missing school. When they were with him they had A's and B's and attended school. The mother
didn't care what the children did, as long as she received her support check. This past June the boys

informed Dave that they were going to move to Ohio to live with him and to go to school out there. On his
way out of town to take the boys to Ohio, he stopped by the court with an order to show cause to have his
support terminated and to collect support from the mother. The judge refused to sign the order to show
cause stating he wanted to have it done another way that neither of us had ever heard of I am sure if it had
been the mother, the order to show cause would have been signed on the spot. The boys grades have improved
greatly since moving to Ohio with their father.
Court refuses to lower child support while father takes

care of completely disabled wife who is dying.
In another case, the court refused to reduce the father's child support obhgation because he was
taking care of his completely disabled second wife.
The court order stated:

He testified that he had to put his employment on hold while he acts as a nurse for his wife.
He testified that his household consists of him and his wife and that his wife has cancer. He testified

that there is an aide that sees his wife but only sporadically. He testified that he was last employed

in January 2003. He testified that he currently only receives Public Assistance benefits from the
Department of Social Services. He testified he lost his job while taking care of his wife. He testified
his wife is completely disabled.

The next witness was Mr. A who is from Catholic Charities. He was sworn and testified that
Boris' wife is disabled. He testified that Boris' wife cannot move without assistance. Boris has been

providing all assistance for his wife and the prognosis was not good. Boris' only source of assistance

is from DSS. That Mr. A is the case worker for the medical coverage of Boris' wife. The visiting

nurses come approximately three days per week for about two hours per day.
There is a statement from the Social Security Administration with respect to the
Supplemental Security Income for the child.
Conclusions of Law

A party has the right to seek to modify the terms of an existing support order when they can
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demonstrate there has been a substantial change in circumstance since the entry of the prior order
through no fault or action on their part. The court finds that last order was entered in 2003 and
required Boris to pay $35/week in child support. The court finds that Boris seeks to reduce the

amount he pays because his caring for his disabled wife who is seriously ill and needs significant
attention. The issue is a difficult one because while clearly there has been a substantial change in
Boris' situation in as for as the need to care for his wife, this does not relieve the obligations for the
support of his children. Therefore, the court does not feel that it would be appropriate to reduce the

amount of support he is ordered to pay. The court does find that it would be appropriate to suspend
any enforcement for his current failure to pay support. On this basis, Boris would have the time to

assist the day-to-day care of his wife and then will be required to make up payments once his is able
to return to work on a regular basis. The court finds that this fairly balances the needs in his

personal situation and does not ultimately deny necessary support for the children. Therefore, the

court will suspend Boris' obligation to currently make support payments but the arrears will continue

to accrue fi-om his petition date of March, 2003 for 120 days or four months to July 2003. If Boris is
still unable to make payments, it would be incumbent upon him to file a petition at that time.
Further, as the court stated, the arrears will continue to accrue and when Boris is able to return to

work after resolving his at-home personal situation he would have to pay both the existing support
order and towards arrears.

With respect to the petition filed by the mother wherein she seeks a modification of the
terms of the current order, the court finds that the order was modified fi*om the time she was on

Public Assistance that was based upon a consent agreement in April 2002 that required the payment
of $35/week. The court cannot find that there is any basis to modify the order upward since that
date and time as there was not testimony or evidence of an increase in Boris' income.
What if this had been a mother instead of a father? What if this had been a mother who claimed she

had to stay home with her child? As you read this book you will see what the court's position is when a
mother quits her job, gets fired, or just decides not to work. Why isn't the court requiring the mother who is
on public assistance according to the order being required or told to go out and get a job?

Boris' income was reduced due to no fault of his own. You have to give him credit for standing by
and helping his wife through this tough period. When something happens to her, not only does he have to
pay child support but arrears as well. As shown above, the court will strip him of any money he makes.
Mother seeks increase in child support so she
can quit her job and go back to school!

T.J. was divorced about two years ago. He had to pay his ex-wife about $85,000 for her share of the

marital property. The mother owns her own business as a beautician, rents out chairs to other beauticians,

and owns the building the business is in. Remember the mother has a "cash" business. The mother had

decided to go back to school and become a lawyer. She was stil renting out chairs but was claiming she was
no longer working. TJ. pays about $300.00 per week child support and she wants more. According to T.J.,
he objected to the increase as she is the one who decided to quit her job. He told the judge that if it was he

who quit his job, the court would certainly not reduce his child support obligation. The judge told him he

didn't care. Why is it that a mother can quit her job, change employment earning less money and the court
gives them increases in child support and thereby rewarding the mother for her actions? Why is it when a
father loses his job or wants to go back to college to get a better or different degree, or simply wants to take

a less stressfial job, or be able to spend weekends with his children, the court refiises to help him in any
way? In most instances, the court will turn the father into a "beaten dead dad"?
Number 1 Deadbeat Dad?

In 1995 the Newspapers all referred to Mr. Nichols' the number 1 deadbeat dad in New York

State. Mr. Nichols' was charged with not paying child support. The newspapers stated how he had an

income of $180,000 per year plus his new wife's income of $20,000 per year for a total income of $200,000
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per year. The article went on to state that Mr. Nichols owed $500,000 in back child support, as he was

ordered to pay $9,000 per month child support for three children. The support was reduced to $8,000 per
month when one child became emancipated. How could he get so far behind on a $200,000 income? I
should mention that there was no mention of unreimbursed business expenses being deducted from liis
income. His income could be lower if he had unreimbursed business expenses. The information I am

using is based upon information in the Times Union and other newspapers.
Based upon an income of $200,000 the father would be paying income taxes of 30% to 35' i per yj-ar.
Using the lower figure of 30% of $200,000 is $60,000 in income taxes. This would leave the fatlu r with
$140,000 to live on. Now for the child support. $9,000 per month for 12 month is $108,000 pi-r yrar <»r

$36,000 per child. $140,000 minus the $108,000 leaves the father and his wife with $32,000 per year to lis «•

on. Remember, his new wife's income is $20,000 less taxes of 30% reduces the wife's net income t«» S1 l.ooo.
So the father is actually allowed to have $18,000 out of his $180,000 per year income or 10% of his ini«muFurthermore, the mother is receiving $36,000 per child per year tax free. Each child is "supposidly"

given more than twice the amount of money to live on as the father is. Why is the child entitled to twice ih»'
disposable income to live on than the parent earning the money? Remember, the money goes to the inotlu r.
not the children. If he is paying taxes based on 35% tax bracket, his income would be reduced to $8.()()() out
of $180,000 or about 4% of his income.

It now gets better. When the one child became emancipated the father's child support wa.s ri'duccd

to $8,000 per month or $96,000 per year or $48,000 per year per child. The father receives $140,000 niinu.s
$96,000 for a yearly income of $44,000 less the $14,000 for the wife's income means the father gets to keep
$30,000 of his income per year. While the mother receives $48,000 per child per year tax free for a total of
$96,000.

Does this order comply with the Child Support Standards Act? Based upon the CSSA the father s
income should have been around $375,000 which is more than double his income of $180,000.

Why is the mother allowed to live at a higher standard of living than the father? Do you really think
all of this money was going to be used for the children? Child support is just another embedded name for
alimony or maintenance. This is how New York State operates!! Were his children alienated from him
because of the support issue or his public image as a "deadbeat dad"? The term "deadbeat dad" is hate
language as it fosters hate for the parent having to pay child support.
One of the factors to be considered under both the New York State Family Court Act and the Domestic
Relations Law states:

"The standard of living the child would have enjoyed had the marriage or household not been
dissolved".

The legislature and judges are holding the children's standard of living is not to be reduced. Therefore,
the parent who gets the children, who in 92% of the cases is the mother, gets to continue to live at the same
or higher standard of living then before. The noncustodial parent's (father's) standard of living is, more
often than not, called "poverty".

How can two parents who were living together and where their standard of living is based upon
both incomes, continue to live at the same level when they separate? There is a loss of economy of scale.
When living together there is one rent or mortgage pajmient, one electric bill, one heating bill, one telephone
bill, etc. Now, when they separate, there are two rents or mortgage payments, two electric pa3anents, etc.
There is less disposable income available to the parents. But the children are to continue to live at the same
standard of living. How is this possible? You take fi^om the non-custodial parent, the father, in New York
State as that parent does not have the right to have money to live on!! Their only right is to work and turn
their income over to the custodial parent (mother).
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Father goes into arrears in the amount of $38,000 while
fully complying with all New York State court orders!

A few years ago, Frank had just received an order from the family court hearing examiner putting

him in arrears in the amount of $38,000. Did he owe the money? The mother divorced him in 1978 in

another state and the court in that state ordered him to pay a certain amount of money for child support
each week. In 1980 and again in 1981 the mother took Frank to court in New York State Family Court for
child support. In both years, the judge denied the mother's request for child support as Frank was being
deprived of any contact with his children by the mother. In 1985, the mother again came to New York for

child support and the attorney representing Frank persuaded him to agree to pay child support for his
children even though he was being deprived of any contact with the children. At this point, they didn't want

anything to do with him as the mother had alienated the children from him. The amount of child support
Frank agreed to pay was less than the amount ordered by the out of state court. For 10 years this money
was deducted from his paycheck each £ind every week. In 1995, the mother filed a petition with the family

court demanding that the out of state court order be registered in this state and that Frank pay the difference
between what he had paid over the past 10 years in child support per court order and the amount he should

have paid from 1978 to the present pursuant to the out of state court order. The hearing examiner determined
that he owed over $38,000 in back child support even though he complied with the court orders of this state
since 1980. He then went to a couple of attorneys to see what they could do. They wanted at least $5,000
and some up to $15,000 to handle the matter, and there would be no guarantee.
Upon reading this order, I thought the ruling was absurd. He followed the court orders of this state

and ended up in arrears of over $38,000. Frank also had a letter from the family court to the out of state
court which stated:

The respondent in the above captioned matter was before this Court on June 11,1980, and at that
time, the Court found that in view of the unreasonable deprivation as to the respondent's rights to
visitation, coupled with the consideration of the incomes of the respective parties the Court feels
that if any obligation for support by the respondent did exist, no order would be entered under

these given financial circumstances; the petitioner (mother) earning $17,000.00 per year and the
respondent (father) earning $5,800.00 per year.

Again in 1981, a letter was sent to the out of state court stating the same. Based upon his income in
1978 and the child support that was ordered by the out of state court was $75.00 per week. This was 67% of
his income. He was left with about $37.00 per week to live on.

The question then became how to address the issue. We raised three issues which put us in a winwin situation. The first issue raised was res judicata, which means that the mother should have registered
the divorce decree with this state back in 1980 or 1981 or 1985, and since she didn't, she was prohibited
from doing so. The second issue was that the New York Family Court had no authority to make the court
order of 1985 for him to pay child support, and the third issue was for a modification of child support to
terminate his support based upon the alienation of the children by the mother.

Which do you think the judge picked? Your right. He did not want to rule that the family court
lacked jurisdiction because the father could then have sued the State of New York as the court must have

jurisdiction in order to make a ruling. You are also right that the court was not going to vacate his child
support obHgation. So the only issue left was, and the judge did rule, that the mother should have registered
her out of state court order in 1980 or 1981, as she had availed herself of the courts of this state, and agreed
to the child support being paid. The court held she could not now try to collect arrears based upon her out
of state judgment of divorce. Frank continued to pay until the children reached the age of 21 and still had
had no contact with them as they want nothing to do with him.
A few months later Frank wanted to reduce his child support obligation as two of his children were
now over the age of 21. Most fathers would file a petition thinking that they would now pay 1/3 of the child
support amount. Not true. Frank would pay \T/< of his current income. The mother would have been
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collecting more having two children emancipated. Frank did not file for a modification of support. Fathers

have to determine what their support will be and what can happen when they go into court seeking a
modification of support. It is not as simple all the time as people think. Unfortunately, the attorneys are

more than happy to take the matter to court as they get paid. They don't care what happens to their client.
In dealing with out of state court orders of support, the courts have found a way to manipulate
these orders to the benefit of the mother. This is how the scam works:
Domestic Relations Law § 37-a (6) states;

. . . Registration under this section shall not confer jurisdiction over the parties for the
purposes other than enforcement of the registered order.
The court can only enforce it. If the mother has a violation petition before the court, the court will
enforce the out of state order. If the father then files for a downward modification, the court will hold that

under DRL § 37-a the court can only enforce the order and cannot modify it.

On the other hand, if the mother goes into court seeking an upward modification of child support of
the out of state order, the court will now claim it has jurisdiction to modify the order pursuant to Family
Court Act § 466 (c) and based upon the New York State Court of Appeals ruling in Seitz v Drogheo. 21
N.Y.2d 181 (1967).

1. The Legislature had the authority under article VI (§ 7, subd. c) of the State Constitution
to confer upon the Family Court the powers contained in subdivision (c) of section 466 of the
Family Court Act to entertain a request to enforce or modify the provisions of a foreign
matrimonial decree.

2. Section 7 of article VI of the Constitution reads as follows: "a. The supreme court shall have

general original jurisdiction in law and equity * c. If the legislature shall create new classes
of actions and proceedings, the supreme court shall have jurisdiction over such classes of actions

and proceedings, but the legislature may provide that another court or other courts shall have
jurisdiction and that actions and proceedings of such classes may be originated in any such

other court or courts." The right to commence a proceeding to enforce or modify the provisions

of a foreign divorce decree in the courts of this State constitutes a new class of action or
proceeding. The "new classes of actions and proceedings" are those which the Supreme Court

would be without jurisdiction to entertain — actions and proceedings which were unknown at
common law. Prior to the enactment of section 466, the courts of this State were without

jurisdiction to entertain a request to enforce or modify provisions of a foreign matrimonial

decree unless the decree was entered on grounds which were recognized in this State.
Subdivision (c) of section 466 of the Family Court Act empowered the Family Court

to entertain applications to enforce or modify the alimony and support provisions of
foreign decrees irrespective of the grounds upon which the decrees were granted.
Since the right to commence such proceeding was not recognized at common law and could not,
therefore, have been exercised prior to the amendment of section 466, it should be viewed as a
new class of proceeding.

Other courts have also held that the Family Court has the authority to enforce and modify foreign
divorce decrees. Crutillo v Gutillo. 30 A.D.2d 484,294 N.Y.S.2d 438 (4th Dept. 1968): Lombardo v. Lombardo.
37 A.D.2d 993, 327 N.Y.S.2d 515 (2d 1971).

If the petition is for a downward modification the family court will ignore FCA § 466(c) and rely on
DRL 37-a. It should be pointed out that DRL 37-a holds that the out of state order can only be enforced
under that provision. DRL 37-a does not prevent another statute from giving the court the authority to
modify.
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The recent case law is based upon UIFSA. The only reason the Appellate Court ruled as it did by
following the law was because the mother was to pay child support to the father.
Dankis v. Bums. 278 A.D.2d 641, 719 N,Y.S.2d 134 (2000)

We do find merit, however, in respondent's assertion that Family Court lacked subject matter
jurisdiction because it in effect modified an existing Pennsylvania child support order, to
wit, the judgment of divorce which provides petitioner pay child support to respondent in the amount
of $150 per week.

Family Court Act § 580-205 states, in part, as follows:

(d) A tribunal of this state shall recognize the continuing, exclusive jurisdiction of a
tribunal of another state which has issued a child support order pursuant to UIFSA or a law
substantially similar to UIFSA.

"The goal of the UIFSA is to eliminate the problems arising from multiple support orders
from the various States by providing for one tribunal to have continuing and exclusive jurisdiction
to establish or modify, a child support order [citations omitted]'' (citations omitted) and "[tlhe courts
of New York are obligated to recognize the continuing exclusive jurisdiction of another State which
has issued a child support decree" (citations omitted).

The Federal Full Faith and Credit for Child Support Orders Act (28 US.C. § 1738B) "requires

that all child support orders be given full faith and credit and precludes out-of-State modifications

of such orders by establishing jurisdictional rules whereby States are to 'refrain from modifying or
issuing contrary orders except in limited circumstances'" (citations omitted). Accordingly, a New

York court can modify an existing child support order of another state only where the New York

court has jurisdiction to make such order and the court of the other state ceases to have continuing
exclusive jurisdiction of the order because that state no longer is the child's state of residence or the
residence of any party, or where all of the parties have filed a written consent with the court of the

other state consenting to the New York court assuming exclusive jurisdiction over the out-of-State
order and to making the modification (see, 28 U.S.C. § 1738B [e]).

Consistent with these provisions, once Pennsylvania entered the original support order

and as long as that child support order continues to exist, Family Court is statutorily obligated to
recognize this out-of-State order and defer to the Pennsylvania court (see, Family Ct. Act § 580205[d]). In our view, the fact that both parties ignored the Pennsylvania child support order once

there was a change of custody is insignificant. Family Court had no authority to modify the
Pennsylvania support order as long as respondent lived in Pennsylvania and the parties did not
give written consent for New York to exercise jurisdiction over this matter (see, 28 U.S.C. § 1738B

[d], [e]; see also. Family Ct. Act § 580-205[a]). Family Court's Order that respondent pay child
support to petitioner was in essence a modification of the Pennsylvania support order resulting in

two separate orders in two different jurisdictions which is wholly inconsistent with the Federal

Full Faith and Credit for Child Support Orders Act and Family Court Act article 5-B. Accordingly,
Family Court should have deferred jurisdiction to Pennsylvania.

ORDERED that the order is reversed, on the law, without costs, and matter remitted to the
Family Court of Saratoga County for transfer of the petition to Pennsylvania in accordance with
Family Court Act § 580-206(a).

MERCURE, J.P„ CARPINELLO, MUGGLIN and ROSE, JJ., concur.

What is going to happen in the future is the same that has happened in the past concerning child
support. Some states only require child support to be paid to the age of 18. New York is 21. Once the court
order in the other state is no longer in effect because the child is 18, New York will now claim there is no
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court order of another state, therefore, New York can issue a court order until the child attains the age of
21. New York will make a support order whether the child resides in New York or another state, just so long
as one parent resides within the state.
Being disabled and not working because of hip surgery
was not a good enough reason to lower child support!

A few years ago, in September, Gary needed to have his child support obligation reduced during ihi*
period of October to the following February. The reason for the reduction was that in July hi' had hip
surgery to help his degenerative hip. Gary was at that time out on full disability and collecting his iht
week which was based upon his commissions. Under his disability policy as of October, his disabihty payimnt
was to be reduced from $1000 biweekly to $600 biweekly or $300 weekly, 60% of his regular pay. This u mild

continue through February when he was scheduled to go back to work. Now, I can assure you that (;ar> did
not have his hip surgery in order to reduce his child support payment.

In response to Gary's petition, the mother went into court raising the issue that Gary just had a
new baby by his present wife. The hearing examiner denied Gary's request for the downward m()<lHlcati«m
of child support for the following reasons: 1) having a new child is not grounds for a downward modification.
He did not ask for a downward modification based upon this. 2) Gary should go out and get a part-tinu- j(ib

to make up the difference. Gary is having trouble walking, not to mention working, and the hearing o.xaniiniT
wanted him to find a part-time job paying $200 per week. Where is he going to find a part-time job Iwing
fully disabled paying $200.00 per week? Furthermore, if he did, then he would be committing fraud for
collecting disability and would lose his fiill time job and his disability benefits. It should be noted that the
mother's income was more than Gary's before child support was added on. Even if it wasn't, Gary was
entitled to a downward modification. If this was a mother, do you think the court would deny her a downward
m o d i fi c a t i o n ?

After the hearing examiner issued her order Gary filed objections with the judge including letters
that were before the hearing examiner fi:'om doctors stating that he could not work. The letters stated:
". . . underwent a debridement of femoral head osteophytes, drilling of full thickness defect in the
acetabulum, chondroplasty and excision of torn acetabular labrum on July 18,1995. He is currently

totally disabled from work. His disability status will be re-evaluated at his next appointment on
January 18, 1996."
and the second letter stated:

"is under my care status post surgery for femoral osteophytes, a labral tear and resulting cartilage
narrowing in the region of his hip/femur. He underwent extensive surgery on July 18,1995 involving
the debridement of the femoral head osteophytes, drilling of the full thickness defect in the
acetabulum, chondroplasty and excision of the torn labrum.
Utilization of crutches with progression to a cane were medically necessary post operatively.
At this time he is totally disabled from any form of employment."

By the time the judge made his ruling on the objections Gary was back to work. Gary said the court
held he could now make up the difference and denied him a downward modification upholding the hearing
examiner's order. Gary didn't appeal because he couldn't afford to appeal and lose. The courts frustrate the
fathers so much that they just give up as they feel they will never win. Another "beaten dead dad".
Child residing with father 80% of the time
is no reason to stop support to mother
Wes petitioned the court to terminate his child support obligation and in order to collect child
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support from the mother as his 18 year old daughter was now residing with him. The parties were
divorced over six years ago. Wes also included an affidavit from his daughter stating she was now
residing with him, Wes then had a trial at which his daughter stated she was residing with Wes 80% of
the time. The hearing examiner then informed Wes that this was not enough to terminate his child
support. He had to show that the mother's expenses had been reduced because of the child now residing
with him. Wes stated that the attorneys, including his own attorney, were trying to get him to agree to
continue to pay the mother $100 per week child support even though the child was residing with him.
Obviously, this hearing examiner was not following the law and prolonged the proceeding in order to
wear Wes down. The petition to terminate support was filed almost a year ago. Think of how much Wes
had overpaid and how much the mother would owe him in child support. The court does not want the
mother to have to repay the overpayment of child support or pay the support she would owe him for the

past year. In my opinion, this hearing examiner committed a fraud upon Wes and was illegally depriving
him of his money for the benefit of a third party (his ex-wife).

Wes testified that for the past three years his daughter had been residing with him 80% of the time.

Both the parties judgment of divorce and separation agreement stated that the mother would be the primary
custodial parent and that the children would reside with her. The hearing examiner in court stated on the
record:

"...—or custody not being the right word, since she's no longer subject to at age 18, but he is

the primary physical possessory parent. He would also have to show that (the mother) is not already
making adequate and sufficient contributions to the need of that — the needs of the child...."

The issue is, who is the child residing with the majority of the time? The courts do not like the

children wanting to reside with their fathers because they do not want mothers to pay child support.
In her Order she stated:

"... In order to prevail upon the issue of the change in residence of the child, (Wes) still had

to show that there had been a significant change in the residence of the child, that said change had
increased the expenses he incurs as a result of having the child in his household, and that said
change had also decreased the expenses incurred on (the child's) behalf by (mother)."
"... (The father) submitted no proof whatsoever of the expenses he incurred on behalf of

(child) at the time of the entry of the Judgment of Divorce, and has therefore provided the Court
with absolutely no basis for comparison. He also failed to show the Court that (mother's) household

expenses have been significantly reduced since the entry of the Divorce Judgment as a result of any
change in (child's) place of residence. Therefore, the Court finds that (father) has failed to prove
that he is entitled to a reduction in his child support obligation on the grounds that the parties'
daughter now lives with him 80% of the time."

According to Borowicz v Mancini. 256 N.Y.S.2d (3rd Dept. 1998) all the father has to do is show

that the child is spending the majority of time with the him. There is no requirement that fathers must also

prove that their expenses have gone up and the mother's have gone down. According to Wes, the hearing

examiner made other statements in the order that were not exactly accurate in order for the mother to
continue receiving child support that she was not entitled to. She said that the mother still incurs expenses
for the child for clothing and college classes, the cost of which she reimburses the child when the child

receives passing grads and the mother pays for certain activities and by claiming the child was spending
the majority of time with the father prior to the divorce. If that was the case, then the Court failed to inform

him that he was entitled to child support from the mother in violation of paragraph h. Has this hearing
examiner violated the law? Has she issued a false written certificate? (I wonder if this hearing examiner
gives discounts to fathers who do the same?)
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Fathers who lose their jobs are not entitled to downward modifications
The following cases held that although a loss of employment may constitute unanticipated cheinge
of circumstances, downward modification of child support may be denied where father has not made a good
faith effort to obtain employment commensurate with his qualifications and experience.
Haverin v. Sackel. 239 A.D.2d 418, 657 N.Y.S.2d 441 (1997)

... Although it is undisputed that the father lost his job as an engineer through no fault of
his own, he failed to present any evidence that he used his best efforts to obtain a new position
commensurate with his education and skills. Accordingly, the record supports the determination of

the family court that the father did not meet the necessary burden so as to entitled him to a downward
modification of child support.

Yepes V. Fichera. 230 A.D.2d 803, 646 N.Y.S.2d 533 (1996)
Although a parent's loss of reemployment may constitute a change in circumstances

warranting a downward modification where he or she has diligently sought reemplojonent, the
proper amount of support is determined not by a parent's current economic situation, but by a
parent's assets and earning powers.

At bar, although it is undisputed that the father lost his job as an electronics engineer when

his employer relocated to California, the record supports the family court's determination that he
subsequently failed to use his best efforts to obtain a new position which would utilize his education
and skills. Accordingly, we decline to disturb the family court's denial of the father's petition for
d o w n w a r d m o d i fi c a t i o n .

What do you know about these cases by reading this? Nothing except the type of emplojonent each
father had. What was the new employment? Did the father refuse to move to California as they offered him

a job, but instead decided to stay to be with his children? What were the reasons for taking the new job?
Able to spend more time with his children? Better hours? Not as stressful? Not as much traveling? Did he
hate the work he was doing? Obviously, these questions are not an issue. Did the father decide to stay
where his children are instead of moving away from them to get a better paying job? The only issue for the
court is how much is the father earning. If the job pays less, he is not earning to his ability. Based upon this,
no father would be entitled to a downward modification of support. If you notice, there was no mention that

there was any proof submitted that there were jobs available in his field or that there were jobs paying

what they previously earned in their field. When a large employer leaves an area, it does not mean that
there are other businesses in the area that are able to hire all those highly skilled engineers at the same

rate they were earning with the larger company. The court doesn't care! Their position is the father should
find a second or third job.
Self-employed fathers

Henry, a good friend of mine who owned his own business was brought into court for child support.

In the previous year he had earned about $28,000. In the next year he changed his business ft-om a sole
proprietor to a corporation in July. So from January to July 31st he was a sole proprietor and earned about
$17,000 for the first seven months and then from August through December he earned as a corporation
about $12,000 for total yearly income of $29,000. His incomes for the two years are similar. You would think

this would be simple math. Wrong. The hearing examiner determined that he failed to declare $12,000 as
sole proprietor for the period of August through December and added $12,000 to the $29,000 and based his
income on $41,000. He filed objections with the judge. Denied. He was then forced to appeal to the Appellate
Court. During the over one year period this was taking place, Henry continued to pay his child support
based upon the $29,000 as he could not afford to pay what the court had order based upon an erroneous

figure. In the meantime Henry was turned into the credit bureau for owing back support, had several

contempt of court violation petitions filed against him that he had to go to the Appellate Court, and get a
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stay of the contempt proceedings until his appeal was heard. When the Appellate Court did rule, they

determined his support to be within 50 cents of what he had been paying and overturned the lower court
orders.

One thing I have learned is that most fathers do not follow through with their appeals and then
they are stuck with the court orders. The judges and hearing examiners know this. The hearing examiners
and judges are playing the odds that the father cannot afford to appeal with the attorneys wanting at least
$5,000 for an appeal.
Mothers don't have to pay child support - only fathers
Then there was Jack who had four children who first went to live with the mother. The mother then

tried to put the oldest child into foster care as she didn't want him. When Jack found out, he stepped in and
took his son to live with him. When I met Jack, his son was going to a four year college and doing very well.
The mother was also constantly interfering with his parenting time with his other children making one
false allegation after another to keep the children away from him. Jack earned $25,000 per year and the
mother earned $50,000 per year. The court and his attorney convinced him to agree to pay the mother 29%
of his income minus FICA and medicare which came to $6,695 per year or $128.00 per week. Jack fell
behind in his child support payments and they wanted to put him in jail for non-payment of child support.
Had anybody recognized the problem with the court order? Nobody told Jack what the problem was with
the court order either.

The problem was. Jack was entitled to receive child support from the mother for the child residing
with him. No one was going to tell him this because the mother would have had to pay 17% of her income

less FICA and medicare which would be $8,850 per year or $150 per week. She would have been pa3dng
Jack $22 per week child support. The issue was raised in court that the court order did not comply with the
Child Support Standards Act and therefore, was invalid and not enforceable. Case law was cited to support
this position. The Family Court Judge refused to hear this argument and sentenced Jack to jail for six
months claiming he could not hear his defense. If the Family Court Judge could not hear Jack's defense to
not paying child support, how could he hear the violation petition? This is called a fair trial in New York!
You're guilty, and we won't let you prove your innocent and we don't want to hear your excuse.
We argued that the court order deviated from the CSSA in violation of FCA 413 (g) and (h) as it did
not state the correct amount of support to be paid as there was no mention that Jack was entitled to

support from his ex-wife for the child residing with him; that the violation petition did not comply with FCA
§ 453 and that the court order was not "lawful" as required by FCA § 454. Well, Jack spent his six months

in jail and the Appellate Court did nothing. Another "deadbeat dad" or another "beaten dead dad"? You
decide.

Judge Spain held for the Appellate Court that the original child support stipulation failed to comport

with the Child Support Standards Act. The decision then stated:

Courts are generally prohibited from vacating accrued support arrears ..., unless strict
application of the statute undermines the legislative intent and causes a "grievous injustice" ....
The record reveals that defendant acted in bad faith in failing to abide by the child support obligations
prior to the 1992 stipulation and in repeatedly paying child support delinquently after the 1992
judgment of divorce, necessitating numerous appearances in Family Court on child support
violations. These facts undermine any claim of grievous injustice. Significantly at the time of the
1992 judgment defendant already owed plaintiff $30,000 in arrears. We also reject defendant's
attempt to invoke the remedy provided in CPLR 5015(a) which allows the court to relieve a party
from a judgment or order. Here, the evidence relied upon by defendant as "newly discovered evidence"
was a mandate in the Domestic Relations Law which could have been discovered in the exercise of

reasonable diligence.... Moreover, defendant has failed to allege "fraud, misrepresentation or
misconduct" by plaintiff during the course of what appears to have been a good faith negotiations in
which both parties were represented by counsel and which led to a mutually acceptable agreement
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in 1992.

And in closing Judge Spain uses the catch all phrase:
We have considered defendant's remaining contentions and find them to be without merit.

This is called putting the blame on Jack by deliberately misrepresenting the facts of the case. Jack
was not informed of the law by the court as required by the statute. His attorney sold him out. Therefore, he
still had to pay back child support that he never should have owed in the first place. This is a "grievous
injustice" no matter what Judge Spain says. Had the court or his attorney informed Jack of the law, as
required, he certainly would not have agreed to pay child support and he would not have been in arrears
had the court followed the law. Instead of paying child support, Jack would have been receiving child

support fi-om the mother and he would not have been in arrears. The only thing the Appellate Court is

interested in is protecting the mother's support. Furthermore, the fraud was not committed by the mother's

attorney as required by CPLR 5015(a)(3) fraud, misrepresentation or other misconduct of an adverse party,
it was committed by the court and his own attorney. This is further evidence that fathers need to know

what the law is and not rely upon their "so-called" attorneys. As will be documented later. Judge Spain is
less than honorable and in my opinion belongs in jail for his actions. Certainly, this order by the Appellate
Court should be considered legalized extortion and grand larceny at its best.

The Supreme Court Judge did finally change the order, but Jack still ended up owing arrears and
spending six months in jail. This past summer Jack's 19 year old daughter wanted to become emancipated
and stop Jack's support payments to the mother for her. She was working and going to college fiill time. The
mother refused to give her any support at all. Nice mother. The daughter didn't want her mother to continue
to collect the child support, as she knew her mother would keep the money for herself As she stated. Jack
tried to help her when he could and they now have a good relationship. She now realizes how the mother
kept the children from Jack and how her father was illegally imprisoned. The only people who won here are
the mother, the court system and the attorneys. The children and father lost. Another "beaten dead dad"!
Father has children majority of the time forced to pay child support to mother!

In another case, the mother brought Kent to court for more support. He was paying $750 per
month. The modification proceeding lasted for over 2 years, and during this time period the parties agreed

to a change in the amount of time the children would spend with Kent. In Borowicz v. Mancini. 256 N.Y.S.2d
(3rd Dept. 1998) the Appellate Court stated:
"Instead, courts should determine, for purposes of the CSSA, which parent has physical

custody of the child for the majority of the time and then engage in the "precisely articulated, threestep method".

According to Kent, the parties had the children approximately 50% of the time. He didn't mind

paying child support and even offered to pay $1000 a month which was refused. A time chart was done to

see how much time the children spent with each parent according to the agreement and court orders. Based

upon the times stated in the original agreement, which the parties were following, Kent had the children

52% of the time and when they amended the agreement, Kent had the children almost 55% of the time.

Based upon this, the mother should have been paying Kent child support. When Kent made this argument
to the court, the court stated that he was micromanaging the children's time spent with each parent. The

change in the amount of time the children spent with Kent, per the new court order, was only a "bookkeeping
entry" and didn't mean anything. Now the court wanted to reduce Kent's time with the children, even
though the daughter wanted to live with him fiill time. The court in its wisdom raised his child support
obligation to approximately $1,800 per month, a thousand dollars a month increase even though Kent had
the children the majority of the time. The children were 13 and 15 at this time. This means another 6 years

of child support at an additional $12,000 per year for a total of $72,000 increase the mother received. Or did
she? Her attorney sent her a bill for all work she did, and charged her $84,000. That's right, $84,000. The
lawyers bill was more than the mother would have ever collected in the increase in child support. Don't
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laugh. This happens all the time.

Now for the kicker. Kent said the mother and her new husband both declared bankruptcy and
listed the attorney as a creditor. The debt was wiped out. When Kent and his ex-wife ended up back in
court, instead of hiring a new attorney, her husband agreed to pay the attorney the full $80,000.00 in order
for her to represent them again. All I can say is they deserve each other.
This is not unusual for attorneys to collect more in attorney fees than the children will ever see in

support. It's an adversarial process and there are attorneys who will keep the fighting going because the

longer the case lasts, the more they make. They have a vested interest (money) in seeing the proceeding
continue as long as possible which is a rip off of the legal consumer. It can be either or both attorneys and
each will blame the other. There are attorneys out there that will not settle a case or any part of it until just
before it is to go to trial which is usually months or years later.
J
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Parents need to determine how much the attorney is going to cost and divide that figure by 52
weeks. Then they need to have the attorney figure out how much of an increase the mother may receive

each week. In one instance, a father from New York City was laid off for a couple of weeks and was going to

court to get a reduction in his child support. He thought he was doing great because the attorney told him
that he would only charge him $750 for the day. Going over his figures, I determined the most he could have

gotten back was $450, which was very doubtful. Even if he had won, he would have been out of pocket $300.
He represented himself in court. He had nothing to lose.

I just spoke to Clarence who informed me that the court originally gave him and his former wife
joint legal and physical custody of the three children. The Family Court Judge denied the mother child
support as both them had about the same amount of income. He stated that the mother's utilities had been

cut off because of non-payment about her spending habits which helped him to get 50/50 custody of the
children.

The support matter was then sent to the hearing examiner. On his first appearance, his attorney
persuaded him to agree to pay $200 per week child support claiming that if he didn't agree, the hearing
examiner was going to order him to pay $350 per week. Who was his attorney representing? First off,
Clarence stated that his daughter was now residing with him 7 days a week and the other two children

spent 50 per cent of their time with each parent. Based upon this, Clarence should be receiving child
support from the mother for the one child residing with him. There would be no child support for the other
two children as their incomes are similar and children spend an equal amount of time with each parent. To
think Clarence gave his attorney several thousand dollars to represent him. You would think the mother
was paying him the way he represented the father.

Willful violation requires payment of attorney fees

One of the things I have noticed is the court loves to find the father in willful violation of a support
order in order that they can award the mother counsel fees. The award of counsel fees is discretionary if
there is no finding of willfulness, yet is mandatory pursuant to FCA § 454 of there is a finding of willfulness.
FCA § 454 Powers of court on violation of a support order
(3) Upon the finding by the court that a respondent has willfully failed to obey any lawful

order to support, the court shall order respondent to pay counsel fees to the attorney representing
petition pursuant to section 438 of this act and may in addition to or in lieu of any or all of the
powers conferred in subdivision two of this section or any other section of law.

Usually there is more than one petition before the court and the attorney will include the other

petition in his expenses. What the father does not realize is that he is entitled to an adversarial hearing
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on the matter which the court does not inform the father of and gets the father to agree to the

determination of attorney fees be based upon papers submitted.

Tripi V. Faiello. 195 A.D.2d 958, 600 N.Y.S.2d 876 (4th Dept. 1993):
[3] Family Court's award of counsel fees also was improper. Where, as here, a party oppost'.s
an award of counsel fees, "the affirmations of counsel alone will not suffice" to support such award
(Citation omitted). "Rather, the reasonable amount and nature of the claimed services must bf
established at an adversarial hearing". We therefore remit the matter for a hearing on thi* issut* of
counsel fees.

The Court does not like to have adversarial hearings concerning the attorney's claim of sitx u i s as

they don't want the attorney caught in a lie. Also, how does an attorney justify charging $3,500 for a
bill?

Jurs v. Jurs. 191 A.D.2d 564, 595 N.Y.S.2d 330 (2d Dept. 1993):

Taking into account the various factors to be considered in the making of an award <»f
counsel fees including, among other factors, the parties' ability to pay, the nature and cxtiMit»)(' the
services rendered, the complexity of the issues involved, and counsel's experience, ability and
reputation.

Father to pay $1,500 for attorney fees for padded past due medical bills!
In one case, Derek was charged with being in arrears for past due medical bills totaling $741. He
didn't see the bills until court and wasn't given any time to review them. The court found that he was in
willfiil violation of the court order and was ordered to pay the mother's attorney fees. Derek filed an Objection
and then was able to obtain copies of the medical bills. He then filed a second Objection within the time

period. After the second objection was filed the mother's attorney admitted he did not owe the full amount
claimed by stating:

"2. Initially, I state that I am willing to accept the calculations of the Respondent regarding the
amount of unreimbursed medical expenses he owes me. The bills submitted to him were the billings

I received, without insurance pajonent. I accept his figures and that he owes me $212.85."
If Derek had not filed his objections outlining the medical bills he would be paying over $500.00
more than was owed. Derek ended up having to appeal as the judge did not reverse the hearing examiner's

ruling as to the $1,500 in attorney fees. (Now he can pay it to her attorney!) Derek is being penalized for
objecting to the mother's medical bills. Since there was no Appellate Court ruling the parties must have
settled out of court.

When determining attorney fees, the following should also be considered:
The criteria for an award of counsel fees under DRL § 237 is intended to allow the recipient

to carry on or defend the proceeding. Factors to be considered include the parties financial
circumstances and the relative merit of their positions. See, DeCabrera v. DeC^brera-Rosete, 70
N.Y.2d 879, (524 N.Y.S.2d 176 (1987).
Remetich v. Schoenberg. 100 A.D.2d 581,473 N.Y.S.2d 519 (2nd Dept. 1984) held that where

the parties incomes were similar it was inappropriate to award counsel fees.
Father pays $1,500 in mother's attorney fees over $658 bill!
Larry was in court on support and custody issues. When Larry started to get somewhere, the mother

filed a violation petition claiming that he owed $58 for one bill and $600 from another bill from a court
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order five years before. Larry claimed he paid it. When he went to court he told the judge he had paid both

bills but in the past five years he had moved three times and his apartment had been flooded out.
Furthermore, the mother never made any demand in court for payment as it had been paid and it was now
five years later. The court told him he had 30 days to either come up with the receipts or pay the $658.00.

Right after he left the court, her attorney sent him discovery demands concerning the money and his
alleged payments. Larry, not having the receipts, paid the money again to the mother. Now the court is
going to make Larry pay even more. The mother's attorney submitted to the court a bill for his services
which showed that he collected $2,500 up fi-ont from her to collect $658.00. It also showed that he claimed

another $1,000 because of extra time he had to put into the case. This was based in part because the

attorney never properly served Larry the discovery demands and Larry didn't provide the answers to the

demands as he paid the money for the second time before the court appearance. The question was simply,
did Larry have the receipts or didn't he? The court ordered Larry to pay $1,500 of the mother's attorney fees
of $3,500. The mother spent $2,000 to collect $658, which was totally absurd. What a deal! It should be
noted that the mother had been caught drinking and driving with the child in the car, but because of her
size she did not fail the alcohol test when stopped. The police officer told Larry that had she been a normal

size she would have flunked the alcohol test. Obviously, the court could care less about the mother drinking
and driving with the child in the car.

In another matter, the court found Randolph had willfully violated the court order because he
didn't pay a medical bill on the due date. The past due medical bill was in the amount of $75.99 which the

court ordered him pay within 15 days. The court then ordered Randolph to pay $250.00 in attorney fees to
the mother within 45 days. The courts are out of control. The mother didn't need to hire an attorney to file
a petition to argue over $75.99. This was not a complicated case. Furthermore, why would you hire an
attorney for $250.00 to collect $75.00? Because she knows the court will order him to pay her attorney fees.
Attorney fees should not exceed the amount owed!

Mother's attorney seeks $3,800 in fees for $238 bill
a n d c o u r t d e n i e s d o w n w a r d m o d i fi c a t i o n a f t e r f a t h e r

is laid off with other employees!

Patrick was laid off" along with other employees due to the lack of work at the plant where he
worked. Patrick filed for unemployment benefits and was receiving them. When Patrick was laid off, he
immediately filed a petition with the court to reduce his child support obligation. His child support continued
to be automatically taken out of his unemployment check each week. Obviously, Patrick was making half of
what he was previously making, and was bringing home considerably less due to the fact that his child
support was not reduced. The hearing examiner finally heard his case in January, and then dismissed his
petition for a downward modification because Patrick was representing himself and did not know he needed

to bring a record of all the places where he had been trying to find a job. Patrick lost his job through no fault
of his own, and the court refused to help him. The only thing the court is interested in is that the mother

receives the support. To add insult to injury, the mother filed a violation petition against Patrick for not
paying a medical bill in the amount of $238. Patrick was found in willful violation of the court order.

According to the order, Patrick testified that he received a copy of the bill for immunization shots and
attempted to find out how much of the bill would be paid by the insurance carrier from the mother. The

mother refused to give Patrick any information concerning the insurance carrier. The mother testified that

she had informed him that the child did not have any insurance and that she had the insurance carrier

send him a copy of the bill. The court stated the mother's testimony was credible, yet, no documentation
was submitted to the court showing that the insurance had been canceled as claimed and there was no

documentation that the information requested by Patrick was sent to him either by the mother or the
health care provider. The court simply took the mother's statements as fact without any proof to support
her statements. It should be noted that it was documented during the appearances, that the court instructed

both counsel to contact the medical provider to get an answer because the mother's attorney could not
verify or provide proof that there was no insurance coverage for the bill in question. It was the mother and

husband who were providing the insurance coverage. Now the mother's attorney was looking for about

$3,800 in attorney fees. Patrick went before the judge for confirmation of the violation. The judge did not
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look at Patrick's objections and ordered him to jail for 90 days suspended as long as he complied with the
court orders. The judge then sent the issue back to the hearing examiner to determine how much in attorney
fees he must pay. It should be noted, Patrick's attorney did not show up to court, so the court proceeded
without his attorney being present over Patrick's objections. The attorney had notified the court that he
was required to be at another court hearing at that time and asked for an adjournment which was denied.
If the mother's attorney had requested an adjournment or hadn't shown, would the court have done the
same thing? I doubt it.

The judge in the above case did subsequently reduce Patrick's child support obligation due to the
fact Patrick was laid off, injured and unable to work.
Second family should not be penalized because of first family

and mother gets assigned counsel though making over $15,000!
Mitch was making approximately $20,500 per year and was having $117.00 taken out of his bimonthly
(twice a month) pay check for child support for another child from a previous marriage. When the court
determined his child support, the judge stated that he was not going to deduct the child support being paid
for the other child as he did not believe that the second family should be penalized because of the first child.

Family Court Act § 413(l)(b)(5)(vii)(D) requires that child support paid pursuant to court order, or £ui
agreement, be deducted before the child support is determined for the current child or children. The judge
then determined Mitch should pay $192 bi-monthly and $104 in child care. This reduced Mitch's income

below the self-support reserve. The judge could care less. The mother was making about $15,500 per year,
and since she came to court without an attorney the court assigned the mother a free attorney. Mitch is

paid $854 bimonthly from which $413.00 ($117 + 192 + 104) is taken out for child support. This leaves

Mitch with $441.00 less FICA and Medicare of $65.38, less medical coverage for the children and his wife in
the amount of $48.00. Before State and Federal taxes are taken out Mitch is left with $328.00 less Federal
taxes of $75 and state taxes of $26. This leaves him with $227 bimonthly or $454 monthly or $105 weekly
to live on. This is also to cover his uncovered medical and dental for the children, plus pay his rent, food,

clothing, utilities, etc. Who can live on $105 per week?
Now if Mitch were to apply for any type of assistance they would look at his gross income, and not

his disposable income after the maintenance and child support are taken out. Mitch's income was certainly
below the self-support reserve at that time of $11,124 or the below the poverty level of $8,240.00.1 know,
the court should tell him to go out and get another job. How dare he only work a 40 hour week!! His children
need the support money so the mother can spend it anyway she wants to!!
The courts just take the stance and tell the father to appeal it, knowing most fathers can't afford to

pay for an appeal and/or the transcripts for an appeal. Therefore, without doing the appeal the father is
permanently stuck with the court order and it won't get reduced.
Working overtime or having a second job
is detrimental to a father!

One of the problems with law is that a father who works overtime or gets a second job in order to get

the family bills caught up, is in trouble when he goes to court because this income is used in determining
his support obligation. If he reduces his overtime or quits his second job, his support won't be reduced.
What also happens is the judge or hearing examiner will go off the record and tell the father to get a second
job. They do not state this on the record because they cannot require a father to work overtime or to get a
second job. They force fathers to get second jobs so that the mothers can receive more money. Why should
the father have to get a second job? Think about it. The father gets a second job and he ends up in a higher
tax bracket which means he will probably owe more teixes as there is not enough being taken out, 40% or
more of the net will go to the ex and he will have no time to spend with his children. This is exactly what the
New York State Judiciary wants!!! Why? In my opinion, they do not want the father involved in their
children's lives.
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Nathan worked for the postal service and has 4 children. In the year before going to court, he had

a tremendous amount of overtime for two reasons. One, the Postal Service required him to work many
hours of overtime each week because of the UPS strike, and second, he had a route that took him more than

8 hours to do each day. In the meantime, he was on the committee to revamp the postal routes as some
postal workers, like himself, had long routes which caused them to work overtime and others had shorter

routes that would finish early. The revamping of the routes was to eliminate as much overtime as possible.

So by the time he went to court, his overtime was all but gone. Nathan had his boss appear and testify
about his overtime because of the UPS strike and from the extra time he needed to do his route before the

revamping of the postal routes. The boss did state that there was an occasional overtime but it was infrequent

and that there was a sign up sheet for the overtime. He said the workers on the overtime sheet were rarely

getting overtime. The boss stated that Nathan did not put his name on the overtime sheet. For the court,

that ended it right there. The court based Nathan's income on his previous overtime because he did not put
his name on the sheet for overtime if it was available. There was no way, that even if his name was on the
sheet, that he would have the amount of overtime he had before. The court could care less. Nathan wanted

to spend time with his children when he was not working. Remember, he used to see them every day when
he was living with them. Now he is lucky because he gets to see them every other weekend and the court

thinks he should be working overtime on weekends instead of seeing his children. Nathan is being given a

choice, work overtime and don't see your children, or don't work and you will be punished as you are not
earning your potential so be prepared to go to jail or live in poverty! The creating of another "beaten dead
dad".

In another case, the court order in determining the support percentages, stated that the mother

worked between 20 and 24 hours per week at a rate of $17.85 and if she worked Saturdays, she would

receive $18.74 per hour. Taking 20 hours times $17.85 is $357 per week or $18,564 per year. Based upon
this, the court determined the mother's income to be $12,172.67. This is the court's "new" math! Stick dad
with a higher percentage of the children's expenses. The court went on to state that the mother's certification
had lapsed and stated this was a joint decision between the parties. Otto did not know the mother had

allowed her certification to lapse until he went to mediation. This was a unilateral decision by the mother
in order to get more support out of Otto and to reduce her income. The court also ordered him to provide
medical coverage for the children. According to Family Court Act § 416 the cost of the health insurance
premiums should have been apportioned between the parties. FCA § 416 states:

(c) The court shall consider the availability of health insurance benefits to all parties to the
order and direct in the order of support that either or both parties obtain such insurance and
allocate the costs therefore consistent with obtaining such insurance for the child or

children at reasonable cost to the parties. In making such determination, the court shall
determine the extent and type of health insurance benefits available, if any, to each party.
and now states:

(f) The cost of providing health insurance benefits pursuant to subdivision (e) of this section shall
be prorated between the parties in the same proportion as each parents income is to the combined
parental income. ...

Court refuses to lower child support
while father is on unemployment!

Rob was laid off, afl;er nine years of employment as a welder as the company went out of business.

He submitted documentation to the court, including the notice of termination and newspaper articles in
regard to the company closing.

The court continued to base Rob's support obligation on this employment. There was no finding
that Rob had willfully reduced his income in order to avoid or reduce his child support obligation as required
by Family Court Act § 413 (l)(b)(5)(v) which states:
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"an amount imputed as income based upon the parent's former resources or income, if the
court determines that a parent has reduced resources or income in order to reduce or avoid the
parent's obligation for child support".
Martusewicz v. Martusewicz. 217 A.D.2d 926, 630 N.Y.S.2d 156 (4th Dept. 1995)

The court also erred in imputing an annual income to plaintiff of $60,000 per year in
determining his child support obligation. The court made no finding that plaintiff voluntarily rctliitiKl

his income to avoid paying child support (Citations omitted). At trial, plaintiff acknowk-d^ifd tlial
his income had dropped significantly during 1993 as a result of increased operating ox|m'»s4 s and
the purchase of computer softvrare that would allow him to expand his law practice into the ana nf
collections. Defendant did not present any proof concerning plaintiff's tax returns or hiiMnt

practices, nor did the court require plaintiff to produce any of his business records to substant latihis significant loss of income (see. Domestic Relations Law § 240[l-bl |j]). Thus, the court *.s usi- < >1" an
imputed or projected income was without basis in law or fact....
Rob also testified to his attempts to find emplojrment and attending vocational classes providrd by
his previous employer in order for him to obtain a new vocation.
Rob further testified he was not only continuing with these classes, but was working 30 to 32 h«uirs

per week at $8.50 per hour. Rob was entitled to a downward modification of support due the fact that he <iid

not willfully reduce his income. Rob's only mistake was in not filing for a downward modification sooner.
He should have filed a modification petition when his company went out of business and when he wont on

public assistance. He submitted to the court documentation when he went on public assistance and wlicn
he went off of the public assistance.

Rob's arrears should not have accrued more than $500.00 while he was on public assistance. Family
Court Act § 413 (l)(g)

. . . Where the non-custodial parent's income is less than or equal to the poverty income

guidelines amount for a single person as reported by the Federal Department of Health and Human
Services, unpaid child support arrears in excess of five hundred dollars shall not accrue.

Based upon his current income Rob's support obligation would be $21.56 per week based upon a 30
hour week at $8.50 per hour. It should be noted Rob is "on call" and is not guaranteed any set amount of
hours in a week.

Father's Income: $13,260.00 (gross earnings)
less 1,014.39 (soc. secur/Medicare tax)

$12,245.61 (father's adjusted income)
x

.17

(percentage

for

one

child)

$2,081.75 /yr. or $40.03 weekly
The above amount would reduce Rob's support obligation below the self-support reserve currently

at $11,124.00. Utilizing the self support reserve, Rob's support obligation would be $21.56 per week.
Now, if this was a mother, would her child support have been reduced while she was on
unemployment? You bet it would be!
Mother receives $645 of father's $873 disability check!

Steve said the court ordered the Support Collection Unit to take $645.00 of his disability check in
the amount of $873.00. Steve was disabled and was collecting disability with the Railroad as his father
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worked for the Railroad. He stated that he could work about 15 hours a week without losing his disability
and that he had worked at a hospital for a couple of weeks with about 15 hours per week at a rate of $7.00
per hour. The court order stated:

"... It should be noted that the father, is not employed and no explanation was offered as to
why he could not watch the children.

The Mother's monthly day care expenses are $538. Her monthly cab fare costs are about

$250. Her monthly gross income is $1471. Thus, the above two expenses consume over 50% of the

mother's gross income. The father receives $873 per month for disability based on his deceased

father's railroad retirement/social security (a system separate from the more common social security
benefit system.) From the father's testimony, it was not clear if this benefit flows to him because of

a disability that he has or just based on his father's credits with railroad retirement. He produced
no documentation concerning this disability. He stated that he was a slow learner and was attending
reading eind math classes at the E.O.C.

Despite any disability suffered by the father, it is clear from his testimony that he has been

employed full time in the past in the food service industry at a nursing home and earning $7.00 per
hour. He offered no explanation as to why he could not be fully employed at this time. Based on this,
the court will attribute this earning capacity of $7.00 per hour for 40 hours per week. This would
give the father a gross income of $280 per week or $1204 per month. Reduced by the social security
percentage and adding in his retirement money, the father's monthly income to apply to the CSSA

percentages is $1985. For two children this amount would be $496 per month. The mother's day

care expenses are $538 per month. Based on the ratio of the mother's income to the father's of 40%/

60%, the father's obligation for day care expenses would be $323 per month. His total support
obligation would be $496 for basic child support and $323 for day care, for a total monthly obligation
of $819 per month or $190 per week. The Court will take into account the fact that the father now

lives with another woman with whom he has two other children that need support. This fact supports
a deviation from the CSSA support amount by $40 per week reducing the father's weekly support
obligation to $150 per week."

First of all, there was no finding that Steve reduced his income in order to reduce his child support
obligation as required by law in order to impute income to him. The first mother received $645.00 of his

$873 disability check which left Steve $228 per month ($53.00 per week) to support himself and his other
two children residing with him by another mother. Steve said he never worked a 40 hour week and that if

he worked more than 15 hours per week he would lose his disability. Usually if a person is working full
time, they are not going to receive disability. Based upon him working at $1,204 per month is $14,448 per
year less FICA and Medicare leaves Steve with $13,342 less the self support reserve of 11,987 equals

$1,355 per month child support or $26.00 per week. He is paying $150.00 per week. Why is he being forced

to overpay child support?

I asked Steve if he, or his court appointed attorney, had filed a notice of appeal of the court order, as

it had been more than 35 days since the order was entered. You cannot appesJ after 35 days. He called
Public Defender and was informed by the attorney that he did not file a notice of appeal as Steve did not
have the $2,500.00 to do the appeal. According to Steve, the attorney never informed him that he could
apply for assignment of counsel for his appeal as he had assigned counsel for the trial. Where did the
attorney expect Steve to come up with $2,500 for an appeal? Why didn't the attorney, or maybe he did and
the judge just misquoted the facts, have Steve testify as to why he was not able to take care of the children

while the mother was working, or to have him testify as to why he was receiving the disability from the
railroad, or why he was not working at the present time?

According to Family Court Act § 1121(2) the attorney was required to "promptly advise the parties

in writing of the right to appeal to the appropriate appellate division of the supreme court, the time limitations

involved, the manner of instituting an appeal and obtaining a transcript of the testimony and the right to
apply for leave to appeal as a poor person if the party is unable to pay the cost of an appeal."
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Because the attorney never filed a notice of appeal or informed Steve of the above, he is now stuck
with this court order and will not be able to modify it until there is a change in circumstances warranting

modification. The mother has no problem collecting the money, as it is being taken directly out of Steve's
disability check. Leave the father with nothing to live on is the court's motto.
What does the court do when a mother is on unemployment and pays child support?

The hearing examiner stated; "No cogent testimony was given by (mother) as to her numerous and
lengthy periods of unemployment."
The mother never showed she had no control over the loss of her employment as she knew the job

was only temporary when she took it and she did not provide the court with any documentation as to her
efforts to find employment or that she was unable to find any employment.
The Court specifically asked the mother:

Court: Is there was anything else that you want to tell me about your long period of — period of
unemployment for the last three years, other than there are no positions available in your field?"
The mother: Yes. I have been putting up with a significant amount of harassment fi-om the Petitioner."
The Court: That has nothing to do with your employment. .. "

The father argued that she should continue to pay her share of educational expenses based upon
Oropallo V. Tecler. 263 A.D.2d 716, (3rd Dept. 1999), that since the mother agreed to pay a percentage of the
uncovered medical, dental and day care bills with an attorney present for both parties she was obligated to
continue to pay these bills even though her income may be reduced below the self-support reserve.
The father argued: "Where the reversal in a spouse's financial condition is brought about by the
spouse's own actions or inactions, the court should not grant a downward modification" Sutphin v. Dorev.
233 A.D.2d 698, 650 N.Y.S.2d 55 (3rd Dept. 1996)

The court fiirther relieved her of the obligation to pay her share of the child's educational expenses

and suspended her arrearages, both of which were overturned on appeal and she was held accountable for
them. As to her getting a reduction in child support because of her unemployment the Appellate Court
ruled:

"Notwithstanding petitioner's assertions that respondent's lack of permanent employment
resulted from her own laxity in failing to pursue a permanent position while employed by —, we
find sufficient record evidence to support the determination that respondent's current employment
status constituted an unanticipated change in circumstances warranting a temporary downward
m o d i fi c a t i o n . "

What was the sufficient record evidence? Remember, the hearing examiner stated "No cogent

testimony was given by (mother) as to her numerous and lengthy periods of unemployment." If this had
been a father, would the court have ruled differently? The court is again protecting the mother.
Mother interfering with father obtaining new employment?
Recently I spoke to a father who was ordered by the court to provide to the mother and the court on

a weekly basis all of his job searches for the week. According to the father, he had sent out over 400 job
applications over the past year and did not hear back fi-om any of the them. Finally he stopped sending
them to the court and the mother. He is now getting responses to his employment applications and is

having interviews with prospective employers. Do you think someone was contacting these potential
employers? Why would the court require the father to notify the mother on a weekly basis of his employment
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searches. Unfortunately, this is done more than people think. What is keeping the mother or her attorney
from contacting these prospective employers and degrading the father or drilling them about the job that is
available? Nothing! Remember, a new employer does not want to get into a family court matter and the
easiest way to avoid it is not to hire the father. Who is going to know or how can a father prove the mother
or her attorney are deliberately sabotaging his employment opportunities?
Paternity proceedings for support

I have known fathers who have gone to court to establish themselves as the father of the child. The

fathers fill out a paternity petition and request a DNA test to determine whether or not they are the father.
What the father does not realize is that when he fills out the paternity petition he is also asking the court
to order him to pay child support. The petition states in the "Wherefore" clause at the end of the petition the
following;

"I ASK THE COURT TO ISSUE A DECLARATION OF PATERNITY,
AN ORDER OF SUPPORT, AND FOR ANY OTHER APPROPRIATE RELIEF".

Notice it does not say anything about visitation or parenting time for the father. Why doesn't it?

Fathers are ordered to pay, but are not allowed to see the child? It is usually a month before the father is

able to obtain a court date after the petition is filed. During the first appearance, the court will order the
paternity test which sometimes takes several months to complete, and then the parties have to wait for
another court date to find out the results. If he is determined to be the father, the court will issue a temporary
order of support which will be retroactive to the date of filing of the petition. So at this point, the father is
already at least three or four months in arrears. A new "deadbeat dad". Many times the mother or her
attorney and even his attorney will try to get the father to admit that he is the father and not take a DNA

test. Big mistake. I have met several fathers who thought the child was theirs and it turns out, the child
was not, and they are now stuck paying child support until the child turns 21. New York State does not care

if the man is the father or not, they just want someone to pay.
I should mention that the attorneys and the mother will belittle and try to intimidate the father
and make him feel guilty for wanting a DNA test. They believe he should "trust" the mother that the child
is his. I have been informed that statistics show that 30% of the fathers who take the DNA test are shown
not to be the father of the child.

Mother gets support from soon to be ex-husband
who is not the father of her child.

I remember a few years ago, I was waiting to argue one of my appeals before the Appellate Court
when this attorney, whom I knew, stood up and made her argument. I could make no sense of what she was
arguing. Then the father's attorney stood up and everything became clear. The mother had cheated on her

husband and became pregnant by another man. The court was holding her husband liable for the support

of the child that was not his. What was interesting was the attorney's statement that neither the husband

nor the father of the child had any contact with the child. Here the husband is stuck paying for 21 years of
child support and college for a child that he knows, and the court knows, is not his child. There is nothing
more unjust and inappropriate than this. The wife cheats on him, and he pays for the next 21 years
for a child that is not his. The court is not only allowing the mother to get away with &aud,
adultery, etc., but is rewarding her for doing so!

What happens if he remarries and has his own child? The child that is not his will probably have
more money available than the child that is his. If he had cheated on her, would the court have ordered her

to pay for 21 years for a child that was not hers? Not in your wildest dreams! What is going to happen to the
child? The child is going to want to know why his father wants nothing to do with him, or as more likely, the
mother will make the father out to be a real bum. The child could possibly end up with a guilt complex over

this, or have it affect his life in other ways. Just look at the statistics for fatherless homes. The court doesn't
care. Make the husband pay whether it is his child or not!!
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A year or so ago, I was informed by Dave that Ohio has now passed a law stating that once a father
can prove he is not the father of the child, his child support ends and he is entitled to a refund of all monies
paid for support of the child. New York should pass such a law. Why should any man have to pay
child support for a child that is not his? Why should a mother be allowed to commit a fraud
upon the court or an alleged father and collect money that she is not entitled to? Money obtained
by fraud for any other reason than child support is illegal. It should also be illegal for child support!! Let the
fathers find out if they are truly the child's father. Remember, in a lot of cases, the mothers have so alienated

the child from the father that he doesn't even see the child, yet he pays year after year for a child that may
not be his. This fraud by mothers has to stop now!

Appellate Court rules biological father not father of child
even though DNA test says he is the father!

In a reverse case, Tim filed to be declared the father of the child and court ordered a paternity test.
The test came back that he was the father of the child. The mother appealed and during the appeal process
refused to allow Tim to see the child in violation of the family court order. The appeal was based upon the

fact that mother became pregnant by Tim while she was engaged to another man. She married the other
man before the child was born. Therefore, since she was married at the time of the birth, the Appellate

Court held that family court should have included her new husband in the paternity test and sent the
matter back to family court. The second DNA tests were done and again Tim was proven to be the child's
father. The husband was excluded. The mother then appealed again. The Appellate Court again denied
Tim his fatherhood as it had been several years that he had not seen the child and, get this, he should have

informed the wife's new husband prior to the marriage that the child might be his. Since he didn't inform
the husband that the child might be his, and the law states that the husband is presumed to be the father
of the child, so the Appellate Court declared the husband to be the father of the child. The court held Tim
was not entitled to visitation because he hadn't seen the child in several years. The reason Tim didn't see
the child was because of the mother's actions in deliberately violating the court order of parenting time and

the fact that it takes usually a year for an appeal to be decided. He had now been through two appeals and
two paternity tests. The mother was rewarded for violating the court order concerning Tim's parenting
time with the child as he is now deprived of a relationship with his child. Would the court have kept a
mother from her child? Mothers know that the longer they can keep the child from the father, the better

chance they have of preventing the father of having a relationship with his child. The mothers know the
court will back them up.
Court refuses to allow DNA test and orders father

to pay support for child that may not be his!

A couple of years ago, Victor's wife was taking him to court for child support for his alleged 15 year
old daughter who he had a father-daughter relationship with. This man did not believe that he was the
father of the child as the mother was married to someone else at the time the child was conceived and bom.

Victor provided a copy of the marriage license which showed that she divorced her first husband two years
after the child was bom. Victor then requested that the court obtain a copy of her judgment of divorce to see
if the first husband was declared the father of the child and whether she was collecting child support for the
child from the first husband. Victor demanded that the court order a DNA test to determine whether in fact

he was the natural father of the child or not. The hearing examiner refused to order the DNA test in order

for Victor to prove he was not the father of the child and then awarded the mother temporary child support.
Victor was receiving $120 per week unemployment and the Support Collection Unit was taking $90 of it for
a child that may not have been his.

The hearing examiner issued this order of support in violation of Family Court Act § 439 which
states:
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Family Court Act $ 439 states:

. . Hearing examiners shall not be empowered to hear, determine and grant any relief
with respect to issues specified in subdivision 5 of section four hundred fifty-four or section four
hundred fifty-five of this act, issues of contested paternity, custody, visitation including visitation
as a defense, and orders of protection or exclusive possession of the home which shall be transferred
to a judge as provided in subdivision (b) or (c) of this section...

D'Elia on Behalf of Maggie M. v. Douglas B.. 138 Misc.2d 370, 524 N.Y.S.2d 616 (Fam.Ct., 1988)
The nature and effect of respondent's motion is for vacatur of the paternity order. This
court finds that the determining and granting of any relief with respect to issues of contested

paternity is beyond the jurisdiction of a hearing examiner. Relief from such orders has always been
governed by Rule 5015 of the C.RL.R. (Citation omitted), and motions to vacate orders are historically
referred to judges.

The enforcement of support proceeding brought in this case under Article 4 in no way changes
the character of the paternity proceeding brought under Article 5. Familv Court Act. Sec. 439(h)
specifically enjoins a hearing examiner from hearing and granting any relief from issues of contested
paternity (Citation omitted).

In the Richardson case, supra, objections to an order of a hearing examiner were made to a

judge. The Family Court, Monroe County, Anthony F. Bonadio, J., sua sponte, vacated the hearing
examiner's order dismissing the paternity proceeding with prejudice, and pursuant to F.C.A. Sec.

439(e)(ii) made its own order granting respondent's motion to dismiss.

While the court found that authority is granted to a hearing examiner to sit "as a judge" in
support and paternity cases and to hear, determine and grant any relief within the powers of the

court (22 NYCRR 20$,3(a)) during the course of those hearings, those powers are limited to cases
properly before the examiner and powers not specifically enjoined by statute. Id, 132 Misc.2d at
988, 506 N.Y.S.2d 259 (emphasis added).

In the Richardson case, the court found that the hearing examiner exceeded her jurisdiction
because F.C.A. Sec. 439(a) specifically enjoins hearing examiners from hearing, determining and
granting any relief with respect to issues of contested paternity. The granting of respondent's motion
to dismiss by the hearing examiner based on his blood test exclusion is a determination of the issue

of paternity and the hearing examiner should have transferred the proceeding to a judge for a
ruling on that motion.

The motion to vacate the order of the hearing examiner is properly before a judge of this
court.

Rubino v Morgan. 203 A.D.2d 698, 609 N.Y.S.2d 977 (1994)

The pivotal issue here is whether the Hearing Examiner lacked subject matter jurisdiction
based upon respondent's pleading which alleged abandonment (lack of visitation) as a defense to

the modification petition. Family Court Act § 439(a) specifically sets forth what Hearing Examiners
are empowered to hear. One of the issues that they cannot hear is contested visitation, including
visitation as a defense, which must be referred to a Judge.

Both the denial of visitation and contested paternity are two issues that the hearing examiner
cannot hear pursuant to FCA § 439.

The matter was never referred to the judge and the hearing examiner ended up dismissing the
petition for support as the mother did not show up to court. Victor ended up paying child support for three
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or four months. It should be noted that Victor attempted to obtain a copy of the transcript of the hearing

and the court would not let him have a copy of the tape by claiming that it must have been mislabeled and
they couldn't find it. How convenient for the court.
Father paying for children that may not be his!

Recently, Walter was served with a petition for an increase in child support as when the original
order was made it only covered three of his four children. He thought that the order covered all four children.
As it turns out, when support collection determined the child support, they based it on three instead of four
children. Since the filing of the petition, Walter was informed by his oldest daughter, that momma let it slip
while drinking, that he was not her father. Obviously, the court isn't going to do anything about this. Walter
then went into court requesting a paternity test for his youngest son who was the subject of the proceeding.
The hearing examiner denied his request. He is now waiting for her court order in order to appeal her
ruling. Why should this man have to pay child support for a child that is not his? Is the mother committing
a fraud upon the court and the father? The court could care less. It's get the money from the suckers.
Court refuses to take into account the needs

of the child residing with the father

What happens when a father has children residing with him and he has to pay child support for a
child not residing with him? How are the children living with the father treated? In short, the court could
care less about them.

A year or so ago, I met Cal who had been in court for over two years. It seems an old girlfriend
became pregnant about 15 years ago and married someone else. He was never notified he was the father of
the child or that she had even had a child. This mother was now divorcing her husband and the issue of

paternity came up. Cal was made a party to the action as it was claimed he was the father of the child. He
was ordered to take a paternity test. His attorney appealed, and he lost at a cost of about $6,000.00 and he
had to take the paternity test. The court then declared him the father of the child as the paternity test
proved positive for him.
The court then ordered Cal to pay child support retroactive back two years based upon his income

of $400 per week and about $320.00 after taxes. He was supporting himself, his wife and child. The court
ordered him to pay the full amount of child support which was about $63.00 per week leaving him with
about $260 per week for the three of them to live on. Had Cal been separated from his wife and required to
pay child support, the court would have been obligated to deduct his child support payments for the younger
child before determining the older child's support obligation. Pursuant to Family Court Act § 413(l)(e)(8)
the court was obligated to determine:

"the needs of the children of the non-custodial parent for whom the non-custodial parent is

providing support who are not subject to the instant action and whose support has not been deducted

from income pursuant to subclause (D) of clause (vii) of subparagraph five of paragraph (b) of this
subdivision, and the financial resources of any person obligated to support such children, provided
however, that this factor may apply only if the resources available to support such children are less
than the resources available to support the children who are subject to the instant action:"

According to Cal, the mother had an income of over $30,000 and his wife did not work. Certainly,
the resources available to the older child were significantly greater than the resources available to the

younger child. The court was placing the older child above the younger child. The court could care less how
much is available for the younger child. Cal stated that his attorney refused to make this argument, telling

him he was going to have to pay the full amount. Why? Furthermore, Cal is now two years and over $6,500
in arrears for a child he never knew existed because of the time spent between him being served and the

court issuing the order of support. Why didn't his attorney raise this argument? Why isn't anj^hing being
done about the mother keeping the child from Cal for all those years? Because all the court wants out of a

father is a support check. In instances like this, the children usually don't want anything to do with the
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parent they have never known.

Father makes mistake going to court to find out if child is his!

I just recently heard of another case where a father received a very demeaning letter from an 18
year old girl claiming to be his daughter. The first mistake he made was going to court demanding a
paternity test as no petition had been filed for support. The child was his. He is now pajdng support for a
child that wants nothing to do with him. According to the friend, who told me about him, he is about to lose

his home and everything he has worked for, as he can't afford to pay what was ordered by the court.
Furthermore, my friend told me that the mother is very well off. This is now having an effect on his marriage
and the children living with him. The court could care less. He owes the support to the older child is all the
court cares about. What about the father being deprived of his daughter for 18 years? Who cares? It's the
support that counts.

Fathers who are being alienated from children still pay child support
Brad wanted to reduce his child support obligation due to the fact that he recently lost his job with
the school and was on unemployment which was about to run out. Brad had no relationship with his
children for the past several years as the mother had alienated the children from him. His older son was
emancipated when he turned 21. Brad then filed a petition with the court to terminate and/or reduce his

child support for his youngest son due to the fact that his income had been reduced and based upon the fact
that the child wanted nothing to do with him. Brad attached over 30 exhibits documenting his attempts to
have a relationship with his son. He had sent him letters, tried calling him, had previously filed in court to
get counseling for him and his sons in order to build their relationship, etc. The mother and children agreed
to counseling and once he withdrew his petition, counseling ended. The judge summarily dismissed his
petition to terminate the child support stating:

The child "is not of employable age, and is dependent upon his parents for support.
Furthermore, the record shows that the petitioner moved out of the area where the boy resides but
has failed to arrange visits through relatives who remain in the area. The young boy's lack of
response to the father's sporadic correspondence and telephone calls does not establish grounds for
relieving the petitioner of his support obligations...."

Brad moved because he was not working and found a better job in another part of the state. Many
parents move and still see their children. In my opinion. Brad's attempts were not sporadic as claimed by
the judge as Brad was making a fiill and good faith effort to see and have a relationship with his sons. As for
the relatives in the area. Brad was asked in court if he had attempted to contact the mother's parents to see
his children. The answer was no as he did not get along with them. Brad had no other relatives living in the
area. I would not consider her parents to be Brad's relatives as claimed by the court. This is how the courts
manipulate the facts.

Brad also submitted a report to the court from the County Health Department which stated:
"She went on to report that one son 'has no use for dad' and that other son did tell her that

he didn't want to visit his father". The report went on to state: "It is also likely that he would stand
to benefit by putting any ambivalence he has about his father to rest and allow himself to develop
a positive relationship with him. However, this will only be possible if this is supported by his
mother and brother".

Obviously, the mother and brother are not going to support the child seeing his father. One of the
things the court will do, when it knows the mother has alienated the child from the father, is to make the

child responsible for determining if he wants to see dad. Of course, the mother wouldn't do anjrthing to keep
the child from seeing his father now. The court knows things will get worse when this happens, not better.
But, it will not be the mother's fault now, it's the child making the decisions.
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I have heard where mothers tell the children "if you go live with dad, you will not see me anymore".

"If you go and visit dad you will make me sad and I will cry". They work on the child's emotions and the
court doesn't care. The parent who does this is forcing the child to believe that he has to protect that parent.
The only issue the court cares about is the father paying child support.
When speaking to Brad's new wife, she stated he had attempted again to contact his son by going to
his home, only to have the door slammed in his face. He also contacted the mother's parents. No help there,
but he didn't expect any. According to his wife, he was heartbroken, was depressed, and seeing a psychologist
after his son slammed the door in his face because he hadn't done anything to his son to deserve this. She

said, 'Tou wouldn't believe how much this hurt him and was destroying him inside". But then again, according
to our court system, he is only a father who is good for only a check in the mail. Who is he to want to have
a relationship with his children? Another "beaten dead dad".
Brad relied on two cases to terminate his child support obligation.
Rubino v. Morgan. 224 A.D.2d 903, 638 N.Y.S.2d 524 (1996)

Turning to the substantive question of whether Family Court erred in relieving respondent
of his support obligation, we find no basis in this record to disturb the court's findings. The parties
were divorced in 1986 with physical custody of the daughter going to petitioner and visitation
granted to respondent. The daughter has refused to visit respondent since September 1988 when
she was 14 years old. At the time of the hearing, she was 17 years old. Respondent sent letters and
cards to his daughter fi*om May 1989 through January 1991. The letters were never answered.
Respondent has attempted to talk to his daughter without success. The record supports Family
Court's conclusions that the daughter chose to permanently breach her relationship with respondent,
notwithstanding her generalized claim of "emotional abuse", and that respondent did not contribute

significantly to his daughter's decision to distance herself from him. The evidence indicates
abandonment (Citation omitted) and, in addition, we cannot say that Family Court's findings that

respondent's actions were reasonable were not supported by the credible evidence (Citation omitted).
Family Court Act § 413 mandates that parents support their children until they reach the
age of 21. Nevertheless, a "child's right to support and the parent's right to custody and services are
reciprocal" and a parent may impose reasonable regulations (Citation omitted). Here, when all of
the daughter's actions are considered together, they constitute abandonment resulting in the
forfeiture of her right to support (Citation omitted). Furthermore, the record supports the conclusion
that respondent endeavored to exercise his visitation rights and maintain a good relationship with
his daughter (Citation omitted). Respondent's actions and requests were not arbitrary and there
was no evidence of malfeasance, misconduct or neglect (Citation omitted).
Radin v. Radin. 209 A.D.2d 396, 618 N.Y.S.2d 105 (1994)

A parent has a statutory obligation to support his or her child to the age of 21 years (Family
Court Act Sec. 413[lHal. However, where a child voluntarily abandons the noncustodial parent by

refusing all contacts or visitation, without cause, the parent's support obligation can be terminated
(Citation omitted). Where a parent causes the alienation between parent and child or has not made
serious attempts to contact the child, abandonment will not be found (Citation omitted). Here, the
father's claim that his daughters abandoned him by not returning his telephone calls and not
contacting him merely indicates that there was a reluctance on the children's part to contact him,
especially after he told one of the daughters not to call him again. A child's reluctance to see a
parent is not abandonment, relieving the parent of any support obligation (Citation omitted), and a
few telephone calls cannot be construed as a serious attempt to maintain a relationship with a child
(Citation omitted). The record establishes that the father contributed to the deterioration of his

relationship with his daughters. In sum, the father has not shown that his daughters constructively
abandoned him.
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After the judge denied his request to terminate support, he transferred the remaining issue of

reducing the support to the hearing examiner. The hearing examiner reduced Brad's support obligation but

failed to follow the law. The hearing examiner made the reduction in support effective September, 2001
when the case was referred to him instead of January, 2001 when Brad filed his petition with the court. By
doing this, Brad would pay an extra $3,500. As Brad was current, he would have had a credit of over $3,500.
Brad did file an objection to this based upon Domestic Relations Law § 240(h) and Family Court Act § 449
which states:

Familv Court Act § 449. Effective date of order of support:
Any order of support made under this article shall be effective as of the earlier of the date of

the filing of the petition therefor, or, if the children for whom support is sought are in receipt of
public assistance, the date for which their eligibility for public assistance was effective.
McKinney's Laws of New York under § 449 states:

"Practice Commentary - . . . Prior to the enactment of this section, courts had held

that they had discretion in deciding whether to make an order of support retroactive to the
date of filing of the petition.

This section overrules such cases, and makes a retroactive order mandatory."
Subsequently, the judge did rule that the support order should have been reduced as of the date it

was filed in January and not the date it was transferred to the hearing examiner. It was a good thing he
followed through and filed his objections, otherwise he would have been out the $3,500.00.
Court refuses to lower child support where father
can no longer work in his tield due to eye problem
and sentences him to six months in jail without a trial!

In October of 1997, the mother provided to the court a copy of their 1994,1995 and 1996 income tax

returns. The 1995 tax return showed Chris earned $31,000. As 1995 was the highest income, the court used
that in determining Chris's support obligation and maintenance payment. The court did not deduct
maintenance before determining child support. The court was also required to use the most recent income
tax return, not the previous one. The court issued a Pendente Lite order.

In 1998, the mother brought a violation petition against Chris. Chris was not informed of the court

date and did not attend. When he was informed of another court date, he appeared, was arrested and sent
to jail for six months for violating the support order of the court. He was not given a trial to present
evidence to the court.

Chris petitioned the Appellate Court for a stay pending appeal which was denied. Chris documented
that he had filed an affidavit with the Court which stated:

3. That I make this affidavit in opposition to my wife's motion for the relief sought for
child support, maintenance and for sole custody of the children and the marital residence on the
grounds that I am no longer able to maintain my job as a truck driver.

4. That your deponent has recently had his eyes examined and that during that eye
examine it was determined by Dr. E, O.D. that I had an eye problem that could not be corrected
with glasses. See attached report from Dr. E, O.D.

5. That your deponent, being a truck driver and fearful for his safety on the roads as
well as other on the highway, contacted the New York State Department of Motor Vehicles to ascertain
his status as a truck driver. That your deponent was told that he could no longer retain his commercial
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driver's license and must revert to a class D operator license. (Exhibit 4)

6. That your deponent is an unskilled laborer unable to find work and is currently
unemployed, without a home.
7. That I have not transferred any assets and have not secreted any marital a.-^st'ls
and there is no basis for this accusation. That I am unable to make any maintenance payments to

my wife due to the fact that I am imemployed and cannot get my old job back. I can no l()nj,'iT do llu'
job that I have done for the last twenty five years.
8. That a warrant was issued for my arrest and having me committed to thi' .Sar;iiii},M

County Jail until I make payment of all monies owed.
9. That I do not have the financial means to pay what is ordered by the court ind

therefore, as there is no time limit on my incarceration could serve more time than is rcquin d my
law.

It was now February 1999, a year and four months later, after spending six months in jail. Chris

could not get a court date to get his child support and maintenance reduced. Why? Because the court kiu'w
that if Chris continued to drive with his medical condition, he would have been in violation of both Frdi-ral
and State laws and he would have been entitled to a reduction in child support. The object was to forct' him

to agree to an agreement to settle everything in his wife's favor in order to get his child support and
maintenance reduced.

This is extortion by the court. The court is only interested in money for the mother. Did the court

want him driving in violation of the law? In my opinion, yes. Would you want this father driving with an
eye condition that could cause an accident? Chris did the right thing, and was penalized by the court for
doing so.

Chris hadn't seen his daughter in several years because of the mother and the court system. Last

year he was finally was able to begin seeing her again. Chris stated that his daughter told him in front of
the psychologist that her mother had told her and her brother that the she had an affair for the children.
That's right, she had the affair for the benefit of the children! And the child believes it. I should mention
that Chris had done ever3rthing he can to have a relationship with his children. I almost forgot, the daughter

also complained to the psychologist that Chris never yelled at her as the mother had accused Chris of in
court. The child then stated the mother yells at her all the time to get her to do what she wants her to do.

Maybe the child feels at this point that because Chris doesn't yell at her he must not love her. How sad.
I recently talked to Chris, and he informed me that he was getting along very well with his daughter.
As for his son, when his son saw him at his graduation last year, his son came after him wanting to fight
with him. His son wants nothing to do with him.
Chris later on found out that his son entered the military and then tried to stop his child support

for his son. When he did this his daughter wanted nothing to do with him. Obviously, the mother and son
worked on the daughter. Chris had been able to rebuild his relationship with his daughter because of the
counseling they are receiving at a great cost to Chris.
Fathers making more money does not mean the mother is
entitled to an increase in child support!

Just because a father makes more money doesn't me£m that the mother is automatically entitled to
an increase in her child support obligation especially if the parties have agreed to the amount of child

support to be paid. I have seen a number of fathers who have agreed to pay more child support because the
attorneys told them they have to pay more because they earn more. Who are these attorneys representing?
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A few years ago, Edwin came to me as he had just received an increase of $10,000 in income, going

from $60,000 to $70,000 per year. The mother, on the other hand, had remarried, gotten pregnant, quit her
job, brought a new house with her new husband and decided that she wanted her ex-husband, Edwin, to

help pay for furnishing the house by claiming she could not meet the needs of the children and they needed

new furniture, etc.. It should be noted that Edwin had no say in his ex-wife getting remarried, pregnant,
quitting her job or buying a new home. Edwin then went to several attorneys who all told him that he was
going to have to pay more child support so he might as well agree to it. My first reaction was, he may not
have to pay more child support. The first thing Edwin did was demand a financial disclosure affidavit from
the mother which detailed income and expenses. The financial disclosure showed that the mother and her

new husband had monthly expenses of about $2,800. The first thing we did was to deduct the husband's car
payment, car insurance, and their Mastercard and Visa bills as these had nothing to do with the support of
his children. We left in the mother's car loan, car insurance, food for the family, mortgage payments, taxes,
etc. After deducting the above bills, there was a monthly household expense of $2,200. There were six
people in the household, the mother, husband, new baby and Edwin's three children. Now assuming the
mother was not going to contribute anything to the cost of the children's expenses as she was not working
by her choice, Edwin would be responsible for 50% of the monthly household bills totaling $2,200 or $1,100.
Edwin was paying $295 per week child support based upon an income of approximately $60,000. As there
are 4.3 weeks in a month, he was paying about $1,270 per month child support. This was a $170 more per

month than his children's needs. \^ere is the mother contributing anything to the support of her children?

I thought both parents were to support there children. Why isn't the mother being forced to work to help
support the children? If the father quit his job, as the mother did, or decided to stay home because he
wanted to spend time with his new baby, do you think the family court would reduce his child support
obligation? No, it would not. Mothers get to choose if they want to work or not to support their children. Yet,

the father is being forced to support her new baby by her new husband to the tune of $170.00 per month.

The mother did not receive an increase in child support because Edwin was able to show the needs of his

children were being met, and no, Edwin did not get a reduction in his support. Remember, it is "momma
support" and the overage can be used on her new family as there no requirement it be spent on his children.
The case law relative to the above is as follows:

In Boden v. Bqden, 42 N.Y.2d 210 at 211 (1977) the Court of Appeals indicated that a presumption
exists that the parties' anticipated the future needs of the child by including support provisions in their
separation agreement as follows:

Where, as here, the parties have included child support provisions in their separation
agreement, the court should not consider these provisions as between the parties and the stipulated
allocation of financial responsibility should not be fi-eely disregarded. It is to be assumed that the
parties anticipated the fiiture needs of the child and adequately provided for them. It is also to be
presumed that in the negotiation of the terms of the agreement the parties arrived at what they
felt was a fair and equitable division of the financial burden to be assumed in rearing the child.
Included in these obligations is the financial responsibility of providing the child with adequate
and reasonable educational opportunities.
Absent a showing of an unanticipated and unreasonable change in circumstances, the
support provisions of the agreement should not be disturbed. [Citations omitted].

Unless there has been an unforeseen change in circumstances and a concomitant showing
of need, an award of child support in excess of that provided in the separation agreement should
not be made based solely on an increase in cost where the agreement was fair and equitable when
entered into [citations omitted].

Modification of child support provisions in a mutually agreed to separation agreement can also be
made ". . . upon proof. . . that the custodial parent is unable to meet the needs of or provide adequate
support for the child" Demont v. Demont. 200 A.D.2d 920 (3rd Dept. 1994) where "specific items of expense
have been detailed..." and "... the combination of the [custodial parent's] income and payments contributed
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by respondent does not adequately meet the children's needs." Brescia v. Fitts. 56 N.Y.2d at 140-141. Under
Brescia v. Fitts. 56 N.Y.2d 132,140-141 the party seeking to modify the support provisions in a mutually
agreed separation agreement carries the burden to demonstrate "a change in circumstances."
"Changed Circumstances" do not include "... the increase needs of a growing child" or " increased
income of a noncustodial parent." Demont v. Demont. 200 A.D.2d 920 (3rd Dept. 1994); Matter of Healev v.
Healev. 190 A.D.2d 965,968; Brevetti v. Brevetti. 182 A.D.2d 606,608; and Matter of Bernstein v, Qoldman,
180 A.D.2d 735.

Plog V. Plog. 684 N.Y.S.2d 694,1999 N.Y. Slip Op. 00960 (3rd Dept. 1999)
[2] [31 Modification of the child support provisions in an agreement which survives a judgment

of divorce may be ordered upon a showing of changed circumstances establishing that the needs of
the children are not being adequately met (citations omitted). Among the factors to be considered
in such an application are "the circumstances as they existed at the time of the prior award and at
the time the application is made * * * the increased needs of the children due to special circumstances
or to the additional activities of growing children * * the increased cost of living insofar as it

results in greater expenses for the children a loss of income or assets by a parent or a substantial
improvement in the financial condition of a parent * * and the current and prior life-styles of the
children" (citations omitted). Contrary to respondent's arguments, petitioner was not required to

establish an "unanticipated and unreasonable change in circumstances" (Citation omitted), as that
standard applies "only when the dispute is directly solely to readjusting the respective obligations
of the parents to support their child[ren]" (Citation omitted).
In Triblev v. Triblev. 178 A.D.2d 819 (3rd Dept. 1991) the petition for upward modification of the

child support provisions in a separation agreement was denied upon the finding that nothing in the record
indicates the increased involved in raising the parties' teenage son constituted a change in circumstances

unanticipated by the petitioner at the time the stipulation of settlement was entered into.
Judge Kaye helps court to change statute
in order to defraud father of over $30,000!

In another case, the mother went into court claiming the needs of the children were not being met

as she had to work during the summer part time as a school teacher making about $37,000. Of course, the
hearing examiner granted the mother the increase in child support. Hank filed objections to the increase as

the mother had not demonstrated what the needs of the children were that were not being met. The judge
then referred to her financial statement which showed that she had an income of $47,280 (including child

support) and monthly expenses of $2,514.60 and had purchased a house, a car and run up credit cards to
$5,000. The mother also claimed the increased costs included $50 for music lessons every eight weeks,
$75.00 for soccer plus equipment and baseball for $35.00 plus equipment. Hank followed through with the
objections and the judge reversed the order back to what the parties had agreed to because the mother did
not demonstrate that she could not adequately meet the needs of the children with her income and the

child support she was currently receiving from Hank nor did she demonstrate that the agreement when
entered into was either unfair or inequitable.

The mother took Hank back to court again claiming a change in circumstances to warrant an

upward modification and hired a new attorney. Hank again sought discovery from the mother. Even though
the court ordered the mother to provide Hank with her financial statements, he was only given part of the
documentation. He was not given copies of her tax returns or pay stubs even though he requested them
several times. After informing the court that he would seek an adjournment pursuant to Family Court Act

§ 424-a for her failure to produce said documents as required, the court sent him the material he wanted.
Hank discovered that the Financial Affidavit mailed to the court and the one mailed to him by the mother

were different and they were both notarized by same person and on the same date. Of course, this was
ignored by the court. When Hank appeared for trial, her attorney raised a new argument. Hank had
documentation going to court that the mother was now earning over $50,000 per year not including his
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child support payment, that she had just sold her home and netted over $100,000, had two cars and had
just purchased a horse. She can afford a horse, but she can't meet the needs of the children?
The following will demonstrate how the hearing examiner and the judge deliberately lied to Hank

in their orders in order to defraud Hank of over $30,000 and how the Appellate Court and Judge Kaye
helped cover up the illegal actions of the judge and hearing examiner.
The question to be asked is: Was Hank's Agreement made before the effective date of this statute?

If it was entered into before the effective date of this statute, then this statute is not relevant. The following
statute will be referred to as "paragraph h".

The case is based upon Domestic Relations Law § 240(l-b)(h) and Family Court Act § 413(l)(h)
which states:

(h) A validly executed agreement or stipulation voluntarily entered into between the parties

after the effective date of this subdivision presented to the court for incorporation in an order or
judgment shall include a provision stating that the parties have been advised of the provisions of
this subdivision and that the basic child support obligation provided for therein would presumptively
result in the correct amount of child support to be awarded, (h) A validly executed agreement or
stipulation voluntarily entered into between the parties after the effective date of this subdivision

presented to the court for incorporation in an order or judgment shall include a provision stating
that the parties have been advised of the provisions of this subdivision and that the basic child

support obligation provided for therein would presumptively result in the correct amount of child
support to be awarded. In the event that such agreement or stipulation deviates from the basic
child support obligation, the agreement or stipulation must specify the amount that such basic

child support obligation would have been and the reason or reasons that such agreement or
stipulation does not provide for payment of that amount. Such provision may not be waived by
either party or counsel. Nothing contained in this subdivision shall be construed to alter the rights
of the parties to voluntarily enter into validly executed agreements or stipulations which deviate

from the basic child support obligation provided such agreements or stipulations comply with the
provisions of this paragraph. The court shall, however, retain discretion with respect to child support
pursuant to this section. Any court order or judgment incorporating a validly executed agreement
or stipulation which deviates from the basic child support obligation shall set forth the court's
reasons for such deviation.

The above statute became effective on April 2, 1992. The parties' separation agreement was dated

October 5,1991 and was made part of the Judgment of Divorce dated June of 1994. Notice that the separation
agreement was signed before April 2, 1992 when the statute became effective. What the court did was

require that the agreement made before April 2,1992 comply with the law after April 2,1992 in violation of
the above statute and case law.

The above statute specifically refers to any agreement made after April 2,1992 and only requires
the judgment or court order to state the reasons for deviation for agreements made after April 2, 1992.
Remember, the statute does not apply to agreements made before April 2,1992.
Frankel v. Siravo. 278 A.D.2d 66, 717 N.Y.S.2d 566 (1st Dept. 2000)
Plaintiff's claim that the child support provisions of the parties' separation agreement are
invalid because they do not comply with the requirements of the Child Support Standards Act
(CSSA) (Domestic Relations Law § 240 et seq.), is without merit, because the agreement was executed
prior to the effective date of Domestic Relations law § 240(l-b)(g). The agreements statement, that
the parties had been advised respecting the CSSA by their counsel, satisfied the requirements of
the law as it then existed.

As you read the following, ask yourself: Was there ex-parte communication between the mother's
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attorney and the hearing examiner?
COURT: — including an increase in income?

MR. ATTORNEY: Right. There are several different legal positions to be taken with it. hut
that's one of them. The other thing is that the agreement doesn't express the statutory lan;;ua;,a'

about the Child Support Standards Act. It simply has a provision in there that says that tlu-y'ro
aware of the fact that some new legislation's been passed. So I think that given the abscna* of t liat

language of computation in there that the Court basically is in a position of calculating^ llu' C.S.SA
and applying it anyway.

COURT: All right. Because Hank is not represented by an attorney, I'm going to fxpl.iia .1
little bit about the law and see if that helps us put the matter to rest voluntarily.
The last part of Mr. Attorney's comment would be the easiest and first for mo tn aiMri >s.

He's going to be arguing that the support agreement that was entered in the divorco doi s not
comply with the necessary terms set forth in the Child Support Law, because it doe.sn't i-xplain

where the numbers came fi-om. It doesn't explain how the Child Support Standards Act wa.s applii'<l.

etcetera. I did a quick review of your divorce, and I think he's right. It doesn't exfjlain tlu'
things that are required to be explained....

COURT: Originally, in '89 was the first part of the statute, and then there were changes in
'92 and again in '95,1 believe, that affected all these different things that I am talking about. So the
bottom line is that, at this point, under the law, the Court is required where the prior support

agreement does not explain the things that it had to explain, the Court is required to say, okay, flno,

that was the rules, but now they get set aside, and we start over basing a new support order on it,

today's current circumstances. That's what Mr. Attorney is going to be arguing.
And if he can show that the order was not sufficient under the law, he will prevail. And then

my job would be simply to determine what is (mother) income, what is Hank's income, how do the
support guidelines apply to that.
COURT: , . . The law requires today that any child support agreement explain how the

Child Support Standards Act was applied, what the incomes were at that time, how the support
amounts were calculated, and if there was a deviation from the support guidelines, why? Those are

the things that are clearly and specifically required under the statute today.
The interpretation of the State Courts has been that where an old agreement doesn't meet
those requirements, the Court should enter a new order, because the old agreement didn't meet the
requirements....

Hearing Examiner John Beisel then continued to tell Hank, in order to get him to agree to the child
support increase, the following:
COURT: I would point out to you — maybe this will allay some of your concerns. If you

learn that something that you have made your decision based on today was incorrect, and if you
were tricked, defi-auded with some incorrect paperwork, you would have the right to make an

application in the Court showing why you think that and what the new information is that should
have been considered, and I would consider that in the future."

The first thing that should be pointed out is this was the first time Hank had heard anything about
the argument that his agreement did not comply with the CSSA. This argument was not raised in any
court papers and had not been previously discussed in court. So how did Hearing Examiner Beisel know
about this argument prior to court? How was he able to review the separation agreement prior to court to
determine if it did comply with the law before knowing about the argument? Remember, the hearing examiner
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stated in court, "I did a quick review of your divorce, and I tliink he's right." Was there ex parte
communication here? If there was ex parte communication, this was illegal and the hearing examiner
should have recused himself. Hank requested an adjournment several times and was denied as it would

have no bearing on the outcome of the proceeding according to the hearing examiner. Was this a denial of

due process and taking advantage of a father who was representing himself? It was a good thing he was
representing himself otherwise he could have been legally stuck with paying the extra $70.00 per week as
the attorney would have convinced him he was getting a good deal as the court could have ordered him to
pay more.

Hank then filed an order to show cause with a petition for reargument based upon what the hearing
examiner had stated arguing that his separation agreement did comply with the law at the time. Hank

filed the order to show cause around December 29, 2001. After not hearing anything he called the court to
find out if the hearing examiner was going to sign the order to show cause. I should mention that Hank, in
the order to show cause, also requested a stay of the $70 per week increase, and that his time to file
objections be stayed until his motion was heard. Hank was informed that the hearing examiner would
review the matter on January 11,2001. Hank then called around January 15,2001 and found out the court
was not going to sign the order to show cause and that he would be getting something in the mail. Based

upon this, Hank was forced to file objections to the December 20,2001 order. Obviously, the hearing examiner
was probably hoping Hank would not file objections to his order and then would be unable to appeal the

order to the Family Court Judge and Appellate Court if need be. Hank documented how he was duped by
the hearing examiner and her attorney with the following:

I have discovered that my agreement did comply with the Child Support Standards Act when it
was signed on October 5,1991. My agreement complies with paragraph "h" as it was written at the time
of the signing of our agreement as our agreement on page 5 states:
"D. Both Husband and Wife further state that they are familiar with the provisions of
the newly enacted revision to Section 240 of the Domestic Relations Law, and that each believes
that the amount of herein selected by the Parents is fair and will adequately address the best
i n te r e s ts o f th e c h i l d r e n . "

Paragraph "h" at the time of the signing of the agreement stated:

A vahdly executed agreement or stipulation voluntarily entered into between the parties
after the effective date of this subdivision presented to the court for incorporation in an order or
judgment shall include a provision stating that the parties have been advised of the provisions of
this subdivision. Such provision may not be waived by either party or counsel.
The statute at that time had no other provisions concerning what was needed to be in the agreement.
The court was stating that Hank's separation agreement did not comply with the way the law is
now and which took effect on April 2,1992 which was after the signing of parties' agreement.
The best way for me to explain this to you is for me to quote from a case which documents that his

agreement did comply with the law when it was signed on October 5, 1991 and that it is not required to
comply with paragraph "h" as written in April of 1992.

The fact that the separation agreement did not comply with the April of 1992 change is not grounds

for the court to change the parties support agreement which is in contradiction of the hearing examiner
and judge.

Sievers v. Estelle. 211 A.D.2d 173, 626 N.Y.S.2d 592 (3rd Dept. 1995):

[1] The Child Support Standards Act (hereinafter CSSA) provides that an agreement which
deviates from the basic child support obligation "must specify the amount that such basic child
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support obligation would have been and the reason or reasons that such agreement or stipulation
does not provide for pajonent of that amount" (Family Ct. Act § 413(1] [h], as amended by L.1992,
ch. 41, § 148, eff. Apr. 2,1992). The agreement at issue, which provides for no child support, clearly
deviates from the basic child support obligation, (FNl) and the parties' agreement contains neither
the amount of the basic child support obligation nor the reason for deviating therefrom. The
requirement that the agreement so provide cannot be waived by either party (Family Ct. Act §
413[l][h] and, therefore, petitioner's failure to raise the defect is irrelevant. The question to be
resolved is what effect the defect has on the parties' agreement.

[2] [3] Prior to the 1992 amendment, the CSSA provided only that an agreement
containing a child support provision must include a statement that the parties were
aware of the CSSA (Family Ct. Act § 413[I][h], as added by L.I989, ch. 567, § 8). In Matter
of Clark V. Clark, 198 A.D.2d 599,603 N.Y.S.2d 245), we considered the effect of the absence
of such a statement and concluded that an agreement would remain enforceable despite
the omission if in fact the parties were aware of the provisions of the CSSA when they
executed the agreement. We therefore remitted the matter in Matter of Clark v. Clark

(supra ) for a hearing on that issue (see^ Gonsalves v. Gonsalves. 212 A.D.2d 932, 622

N.Y.S.2d 989). By amending the CSSA to require the inclusion of specific information, the Legislature
evinced the intent that the parties' general knowledge of the rights and obligations created by the
CSSA is no longer sufficient.

The court in the above matter clearly stated "we considered the effect of the absence of such
a statement and concluded that an agreement would remain enforceable despite the omission

if in fact the parties were aware of the provisions of the CSSA when they executed the agreement."
The documentation clearly shows that Hank's separation agreement did comply with the law when

signed and, as such, the separation agreement is enforceable and is not invalid as claimed by the hearing
examiner and judge. After reading this, the hearing examiner again held that the agreement was made
part of the divorce in 1994 and, as such, was required to comply with the statute as written in 1992. He
cited no case law to support this position. Hank found two more cases that support his position, and again
filed objections with the judge. If you notice, this case law contradicts the statements of the hearing examiner
as to how the courts are handling agreements made before April 2,1992.
Clark V. Clark. 198 A.D.2d 599,603 N.Y.S.2d 245

1] On January 10,1991, when the parties entered into a separation agreement providing,
inter alia, that respondent would pay petitioner $200 per week in child support, the Child Support
Standards Act (hereinafter the CSSA) then in effect required the agreement to include a statement

that the parties were aware of the provisions of the CSSA (Family Ct. Act § 413 subd. l[h], as added
by L. 1989, ch. 567, § 8). Here, the parties' agreement does not contain such language, nor does the
record indicate whether they were aware of the CSSA. Thus, we cannot determine if their decision

to "opt out" of the CSSA was knowingly made (see, SI nam v. Sloam. 185 A.D.2d 808, 809, 586
N . Y. S . 2 d 6 3 1 )

[2] [3] Accordingly, we remit this matter to Family Court for a hearing on the issue of the
parties' awareness of the provisions of the CSSA. Should the court determine that they were not
aware of its provisions, the agreement insofar as it relates to child support is invalid (see, id., at
810, 586 N.Y.S.2d 651). In such event, Family Court may adhere to its order because it adequately
identified the factors that induced it to vary the statutory [198 A.D.2d 600] amount of child support
and articulated its reasons for the amount actually awarded (Citation omitted). In the event it

flnds that the parties were aware of the CSSA, Family Court must dismiss the petition
because petitioner did not show that the agreement was unfair or inequitable when
entered into, nor did she establish any unanticipated or unreasonable change of
circumstances or that the children's needs were not being adequately met (Citation
omitted).
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Unlike Clark v. Clark. Hank had clearly demonstrated that the parties were aware of the CSSA as
required by the CSSA at the time the separation agreement was entered into and therefore, the court could
not modify the separation agreement without establishing any unanticipated or unreasonable change of
circumstances or that the children's needs were not being adequately met.
Sloam V. Sloam. 185 A.D.2d 808 (2nd Dept. 1992)

It now requires, [185 A.D.2d 810] inter alia, that, in addition to reciting that the parties
were advised about the CSSA, an "opt out" agreement must set forth the amount of child support a
CSSA calculation would yield and the reason or reasons for not providing for that amount (L.1992,
ch. 41, §§ 146). However, we find that because the Legislature provided that this provision
was to take effect "immediately", it was not to be applied retroactively (see, Murphv v.
Board of Educ. of North Bellmore Union Free School Dist.. 104 A.D.2d 796, 797, ...), and we will
not apply the new law on appeal because the parties voluntarily entered into their
stipulation some two years before the amendment took e^ect.

According to the hearing examiner's theory, any separation agreement issued before April 2,1992,

and incorporated into a judgment of divorce after April 2,1992, is invalid and not enforceable if it fails to

comply with the 1992 revision. This would mean every person who signed an agreement before 1992 has to
renegotiate their agreement or it may be summarily modified by the courts even if it complied with the
requirements of law at the time the agreement was made. This is absurd and this is not what the statute
mandates.

Judge Mary MacMaster Work then issued her Decision and Order on April 9,2002 denying Hank's
objections to the hearing examiner's order by making statements she knew to be false in order to defi-aud
Hank of over $30,000 ($70.00 per week for the next 9 years totals of $32,760). In reading her decision and
order, remember how the hearing examiner told Hank why his separation agreement did not comply with
the law and that he would have to redetermine his support obligation. Notice how Judge Work deliberately
lies about paragraph "h". It should be noted that Hank received the mother's financial statements the

Friday before court, when the Court had ordered that they be served two months before.
Judge Work stated:

All of Hank's objections to the order entered on consent revolve around several issues.

Hank asserts that the Hearing Examiner advised him that the Judgment of Divorce did not conform

with the provisions of the Child Support Standards Acts (hereinafter CSSA) in effect at the time,
which entitled Ms. H to a de novo hearing on child support and that based on this alleged
misinformation he decided to settle the case instead of having a hearing. Hank argued that the

parties' Judgment of Divorce did comply with the CSSA. Hank further argued that he was wrongly

denied an adjournment, which he requested in Court the day of the hearing. The reason for the

adjournment request was because he had received Ms. H's financial documents three days before

the hearing and that he had not been able to research the issue of the application of the CSSA to his
Judgment of Divorce. Hank further argued Ms. H sold her home for a net gain of $100,000 on

December 15, 2001 and that decision to settle the case. Hank further pointed to a $2,400 preschool
deduction on Ms. H's taxes that he alleged was inaccurate. In support of Hank's request to remand

this to the Hearing Examiner he cited statements made by the Hearing Examiner in Court. In
essence the Hearing Examiner told him that if he had been tricked or defrauded by the financial
information supplied by Petitioner, and could prove it, he could come back to Court and reopen the
matter.' Hank further argued that the order entered on consent should be vacated because he did

not have counsel and was representing himself.
(This statement is false "In essence the hearing examiner told him that if he had been tricked or

defrauded by the financial information supplied by Petitioner, and could prove it, he could come back to

Court and reopen the matter.'" The hearing examiner stated "If you leam that something that you have
made your decision based on today was incorrect, . . ." The hearing examiner's statements to Hank were
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lies! Furthermore, his children were both over 10 years old and she has no other children.)
Counsel for Ms. H argued that the Court should not set aside a stipulation and that no
appeal may be taken from an order entered on consent. Petitioner argued that the amount of support
Hank was now obligated to pay was not much different from what he was paying when the child
care add-on was factored in. Petitioner noted that in reaching a settlement they waived their right

to receive date-of-petition arrears. Petitioner further noted that Respondent is a college graduate,
had represented himself in prior support proceedings, and had ample time to review Petitioner's
financial documents. Petitioner contended that her income was largely irrelevant in calculating

Hank's support obligation and that Petitioner had provided the disclosure to the Court three months
prior to the hearing.
The Court will not set aside this stipulation. The Court of Appeals has held that "Stipulations

of settlement are favored by the courts and not lightly cast aside (sgg Matter of Galasso. 35 N.Y.2d
319,321). This is all the more so in the case of'open court' stipulations (citation omitted)... where
strict enforcement not only serves the interest of efficient dispute resolution but also is essential to
the management of court calendars and the integrity of the litigation process." Hallock v State of
New York. 64 N.Y.2d 224, 230 (1984).

("Integrity of the litigation process"? Where is the integrity when the court lies to a litigant about
the law in order to defraud him of over $30,000?)

Hank's argument that he was entitled to an adjournment is without merit. Ms. H's financial
affidavit, tax returns, and pay check stubs are very straight forward. Given Hank's educational

background and his familiarity with the paperwork, he had sufficient time to review the documents.

If Hank wanted to challenge the veracity of the contents of said documents, he should have requested
a hearing, and he could have asked those questions of Ms. H. The allegation that Ms. H may have
sold her home on December 15, 2001 is not a reason to reopen this matter since the alleged sale

took place after the court date, December 3, 2001. Hank was not entitled to an adjournment, so that
he could research the issue of the parties' Judgment of Divorce and compliance with the CSSA.

Litigants who choose to represent themselves must familiarize themselves with the applicable
areas of the law. While the Court tries to give self-represented parties some leeway, the Court could

not function if it granted an adjournments every time a self-represented litigant needed to research
a legal issue. The Court finds no merit to Mr. M's assertion that the Court should grant his objections
because he chose to represent himself rather than retain an attorney.

("Litigants who choose to represent themselves must familiarize themselves with the applicable
areas of the law?" What about the hearing examiners and judges?)
Hank contended that the matter should be remanded to the Hearing Examiner because he

believed that the Hearing Examiner misstated the applicable law concerning whether the parties
separation agreement and subsequent Judgment of Divorce complied with the CSSA requirements
in effect at the time. The respondent stated that he relied on the Hearing Examiner's statements
when he decided to settle the case. His argument begs the question. The Hearing Examiner never
stated how he would rule on the issue. He said he thought counsel for Ms. H may be right. The

Hearing Examiner stated that if counsel for Ms. H could show that the prior order did not conform
with the CSSA he would prevail on that point. The Hearing Examiner repeated this point and
clearly stated that this was a legal issue that counsel for Ms. H had to prove.' The Hearing Examiner
clearly advised both parties that they did not have to settle the case and that they were entitled to
have the Court make a decision.'

Even if this Court were required to address the issue concerning the parties' Judgment of
Divorce and the applicability of the language in FCA § 413(l)(h), the outcome would be no different.
The Hearing Examiner did not misstate the law concerning the applicability of FCA § 413(l)(h) to
the parties Judgment of Divorce. The parties' separation agreement was executed in 1991. They
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were not divorced until 1994. At the time of the divorce, the CSSA required that a court

order or Judgment incorporating a validly executed agreement or stipulation comply
with the language set for in FCA § 413(1)(h). The Supreme Court, Appellate Division for the
Third Department has held that when the provisions of FCA § 413(l)(h) are not satisfied the issue

of child support should be addressed de novo. Mitchell v. Mitchell. 264 A.D.2d 535. 538 (3rd Dep't
1999).

This Court will not disturb an agreement and stipulation entered into in open Court by the
parties. For the reason stated above Mr. M's objections are denied. The order entered on consent
and the decision on the motion are affirmed. This shall constitute the decision and order of the
Court.

Again paragraph "h" states: "A vaUdly executed agreement or stipulation voluntarily entered into

between the parties after the effective date of this subdivision presented to the court for incorporation in
an order or judgment shall include .It holds agreements made after April 2,1992 have to comply, not
judgments made after this date as stated by Judge Work. The statute specifically holds that agreements
made before April 2,1992, such as the parties agreement made in October of 1991, do not have to comply
with the law as written in 1992. Judge Work's statement "At the time of the divorce, the CSSA required
that a court order or Judgment incorporating a validly executed agreement or stipulation comply
with the language set for in FCA § 413(l)(h)'' is totally false as it required agreements made after April
2,1992 to comply and the judgments or orders only had to address agreements made after April 2,1992.
Judgments did not have to comply for agreements made before April 2,1992. The statute has to be read as
a whole.

Judge Work also said that the hearing examiner never stated how he would rule. Maybe not directly,
but his comments and statements to Hank clearly show how he was interpreting the law. Certainly, after
listening to the hearing examiner. Hank could make no other interpretation of the law other than his
separation agreement did not comply with the law. This is how the judges manipulate the decision to cover

up the fraud they are committing. Both the hearing examiner and judge belong in jail! They should not be

held to be above the law!! This is larceny at its best! Why isn't this official misconduct or issuing a false

cerfiticate(seepage^)?

When Hank went to the Appellate Court for the Civil Appeals conference the judge tried to persuade

him to not go through with the appeal, telling him that he had agreed to it and was therefore bound by the
agreement. The judge didn't care if Hank had been lied to or not. These judges, make no mistake about it,
are there to protect the mother and comrades in arms.

What does the Appellate Court do? See if you can find the faulted reasoning of the judges in order
to defi-aud Hank.

Rose, J.

Appeal from an order of the Family Court of Ulster County (Work, J.), entered April 9,
2002, which, in a proceeding pursuant to Family Court Act article 4, denied respondent's motion to
vacate a prior order entered on consent.

The parties, who married in 1987, are the parents of two children born in 1988 and 1990. In

October 1991, the parties executed a written separation agreement including a provision specifying
the amount of child support to be paid by respondent. This agreement was later incorporated by
reference, but not merged, into a judgment of divorce entered in June 1994. In July 2001, petitioner

sought an upward modification of child support. During the parties' appearance before a Hearing
Examiner, petitioner asserted that Family Court could ignore the child-support provision of the
divorce judgment and set support at the guideline amount provided by the Child Support Standards
Act (see Family Ct Act § 413; Domestic Relations Law § 240 [1-b]) (hereinafter CSSA) because the

agreement incorporated in the judgment did not contain the recitals mandated by the CSSA (see
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Family Ct Act § 413 [1] [h]; Domestic Relations Law § 240 [1-b]). The Hearing Examiner told
respondent, who was appearing pro se, that if the agreed upon amount did not comply with the
CSSA guidelines, petitioner would prevail because the divorce judgment did not appear to contain
the statutorily mandated recitals. After the Hearing Examiner denied respondent's request for an
adjournment, the parties reached a compromise as to the amount of increased child sup|)()rt and
consented to entry of an order. The Hearing Examiner denied respondent's later applications for
reconsideration or vacatur of the order, and Family Court then denied respondent's object i«tns to
the Hearing Examiner's decision, prompting this appeal. We affirm.

Upon review of the record, we find no merit in respondent's contention that ho was inisltd

into believing that the parties' agreement did not comply with the CSSA. While their nj:n't«nu nt
may have qualified for incorporation despite its lack of the recitations mandated by I)«iiiu «.iic
Relations Law § 240 (1-b) and Family Ct Act § 413 (l)(h) because it was executed before thr statiitrs
were amended in 1992 (see Sloam v Sloam. 185 A.D.2d 808,810 [1992]), the 1994 divorce

failed to set forth Supreme Court's reasons for accepting the parties' deviation from thi- CSSA

guidelines as required by Domestic Relations Law § 240 (1-b) (h). As there is nothing in tlu* ri'cord
to indicate that this omission was a mere oversight, we conclude that the judgment is inefTi't tivc to
the extent that it purports to incorporate the child support provisions of the parties' agroomi'iu < aii;
Rrown v Powell fBrownl. 278 A.D.2d 846 [20001; Matter of Ri^^e v Rig^e. 217 A.D.2d 909 1199511.

Thus, there was no misrepresentation of the effect of the divorce judgment and, if the Hearing
Examiner had reached the issue, it would have been appropriate to disregard the judgment and
decide child support de novo (see Mitchell v Mitchell. 264 A.D.2d 535, 538 [1999], Iv denied 94
N.Y.2d 754 [1999]).

One has to give the Appellate Court credit for the Slick wording they used. In the first sentence,

they hold that the separation agreement did not comply with the CSSA when in fact it did comply with the
CSSA when written in 1991 as previously documented. In the first part of the second sentence they stated
that it did not comply because it was written before the CSSA was amended in 1992. We can therefore
assume, it did comply with the statute when written as the court would have stated it didn't comply with
the statute when written, the court would not have had to state the reason it doesn't comply is because it
was written before 1992.

The 1992 amended statute does not require the agreement written in 1991 to comply with the 1992

version as being held by the court. Why didn't the court look at whether the agreement complied with the
statute at the time it was written? Because if they did, they would have been forced to hold that it did

comply and it would have meant the mother would not be able to keep the $70.00 per week and that the
judges misinterpreted or lied in their orders and /or statements in court.
In the second part of the sentence, they then stated that the supreme court judgment did not
comply as it did not set forth the reasons for accepting the parties reasons for deviation.
Wait a minute. There was no proof that the agreement deviated fi-om the CSSA as written in 1991.

The figures were not required to be given, only the amount of child support and that the parties had made
aware of the CSSA. The agreement specifically stated the amount of child support and that they had been
made aware of the CSSA. The agreement only deviates from the statute as written in 1992 which is not
applicable.

The next point is that the statute had to be taken as a whole. The statute as stated in the first line:
"A validly executed agreement or stipulation voluntarily entered into between the parties
after the effective date of this subdivision presented to the court for incorporation in an order or

judgment shall include a provision stating that the parties have been advised of the provisions of
this subdivision. ...

The court shall, however, retain discretion with respect to child support pursuant to this
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section. Any court order or judgment incorporating a validly executed agreement or stipulation
which deviates from the basic child support obligation shall set forth the court's reasons for such
deviation.

There was no need for the court to state the reasons for deviation in the judgment of divorce as

there was 1) no proof that it deviated from the CSSA when written in 1991 and, in fact, it complied with the
law at the time and 2) the statute is only referring to agreements made or written after April, 1992 that are
being incorporated into a judgment or order and does not apply to agreements made before April 1992
being incorporated into a judgment or order and 3) there was no requirement prior to April, 1992 that
reasons for deviation had to be stated.

The Appellate Court just helped the lower court judges to defraud Hank of over $30,000 and no one

reading this order would know what they just did or how they did it. People mistakenly believe judges are
honest.)

As to respondent's contention that the consent order should be vacated because the Hearing
Examiner denied him an adjournment, we find no evidence of an abuse of discretion (see Gutin-

Nedo V Marshall. Cheung & Diamond. PC. A.D.2d , , 753 N.Y.S.2d 548, 549-550 [2003]).
Cardona, P.J., Mercure, Spain and Kane, JJ., concur.
Is this legalized extortion, fraud or grand larceny?

Hank then sought permission to appeal to the New York State Court of Appeals. On October 28,
2003 Judge Judith Kaye ruled:

A motion for leave to appeal to the Court of Appeals in the above cause having heretofore
been made upon the part of the appellsmt herein and papers having been submitted thereon and
due deliberation having been thereupon had, it is
ORDERED, that the said motion be and the same hereby denied.

Obviously, Judge Kaye is going to help the mother and protect the lower court judges in defrauding
Hank of over $30,000. Make no mistake about it. Judge Kaye is corrupt and has no respect for the laws of
this State or of the United States as will be fully documented herein.
Fathers ordered to pay more than required
Kyle was ordered to pay more than was required. In this case, after a trial, the court determined he
was capable of working a 40 hour week. His income for the year would be $12,480 less PICA tax of $955 for

a CSSA net of $11,525. He then stated that Kyle's presumptively correct amount of child support obligation
would be $50.00 per month. The Court then awarded the mother $44.00 per week stating that the award
deviates from the CSSA upon consent of Kyle as Kyle requested $44.00 per week which more than reasonably
meets the needs of the child.

First off, Kyle was not working a 40 hour week. While in court, they tried to get him to agree to pay
more in child support. When they first went to court, the court ordered him to pay $44.00 per week child
support until a hearing was held. They then tried to get him to agree to pay over $70.00 per week to which
he refused to agree. His attorney then requested that the support stay at the $44.00 level until the trial was

over. By agreeing to the $44.00 instead of the $70.00 per week now constitutes requesting $44.00 per week
and consenting to same. At no time was Kyle informed of the law that the most he could be ordered to pay
was $25.00 per month. He was not informed of the requirements of Family Court Act § 413(l-b)(h). IQye
lives a simple life and does not have any large expenses. Be careful of what you request of the court because
it can come back to haunt you. The reason for the request can be twisted by the court. In addition, if he had
requested and consented as stated, then why was there a need for a trial? Furthermore, he was never
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informed of the correct amount of child support pursuant to the CSSA.

Kyle then filed objections to the order. The opposing counsel from the SCU filed a rebuttal and
objections. Of course, the judge took everything she stated and ignored Kyle's documentation. The judge

then held that he once had a job paying $11.00 per hour and then determined his support obligation to be
$69.00 per week. The hearing examiner stated:

Respondent earned $7,702 in 2000, based on wages of $11.00 per hour as a qualified welder

when he used his own tools. He testified that he only has one (1) tool left. He left that job two (2)

years ago to build his house and he lived off savings, as well as friends and family who helped him.

Petitioner requested that this hearing examiner impute income to respondent based on his prior

wages of $11.00 per hour, however, in light of respondent's current wages, and the lack of any

evidence that the respondent is currently able to earn $11.00 per hour, petitioner's request

to impute income is denied. See, Cattaraugus Countv Commr. of Social Services, Ex. rel. Bund
V. Bund 259 A.D.2d 973, and Alessi v. Alessi. 289 A.D.2d 782."

The judge could care less. How dare a father try to reduce his child support to comply with the
CSSA! I should mention the child is now three (3) years old and Kyle was just informed of the child when

the mother sought support from him. Kyle had been deprived of his daughter for 3 years. So what is the
court's position? Kyle previously filed for visitation. The court ordered that he have an alcohol test at a cost
of $125.00 which he could not afford and fiirther ordered that he go to several counseling visits at a cost of

$100.00 per visit which he also could not afford. Kyle takes care of his child by his wife while she works the

3 to 11 shift. Yet, he is not able to take care of the other child? What am I missing here? When the mother

makes an allegation, and the father doesn't see the child, the father has to jump through hoops to be able to
see his child. Kyle stated he put up a sign on the side of his house so everyone going by could see it telling
the child he loves her and she was welcomed any time.

The judge then held that the agreement for the $44.00 was only one way. The agreement was
between the hearing examiner and Kyle, and therefore, the mother was not part of it. The judge held that

Kyle had the ability to earn more than $6.00 per hour and then based it upon his part-time $11.00 job of
several years ago. Kyle stated that this was a part-time job and he had to supply his own equipment to earn
the $11.00 per hour. Kyle told the court that the reason he left was because the company moved out of his
area and he did not have transportation to the area where they moved to. Furthermore, it was only a
seasonal job, not a year round emplojmient. They hired people when they needed them and then laid them
off when they didn't.
The order stated:

"Additionally "earning capacity" as opposed to "actual earnings" is a primary consideration
in fashioning an award of support.. See Powers v. Powers. 171 A.D.2d 737. It is appropriate to
impute income where the father has voluntarily left his employment. See Hickland v. Hickland. 39
N.Y.2d 1, Miller v. Miller. 137 A.D.2d 536."

Based upon this interpretation, no father would be entitled to a reduction in child support as he
would always have the "potential" to earn the most he ever earned. Kyle left the $11.00 per hour job well
before he even knew he had a daughter and because the company moved and because it was only a temporary

employment, therefore he did not willfully reduce his income to avoid paying child support. This ignores
the hearing examiner's finding above that there was no proof that he could earn the $11.00 per hour and
violates the statute.

The courts have held that in order for the court to consider a parties ability to earn as a grounds for

requiring the party to pay support, there must be a showing that the party had not taken reasonable steps
to earn such income, and done so in bad faith. Hickland v. Hickland. 39 N.Y.2d 1; Matter of Sullivan v,
Sullivan. 55 Misc.2d 691. The court in this case failed to demonstrate that Kyle could easily or immediately

find a joia paying $11.00 per hour and there was no finding that he took his current employment in bad
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The judge further stated:

"Although respondent claims that he is medically unable to continue welding, he provided

the Court with no medical evidence of the same and therefore his own statement must be viewed as
totally self-serving."

Kyle had problems welding because of a big lump on his forehead. The lump caused headaches
when wearing the headgear in order to weld. The head gear would rub against the lump. The lump was
very visible as it protrudes and had to be seen by the hearing examiner. Kyle said he pointed it out to him.
You can certainly see it without it being pointed out. Why is it that whatever a father states is called "selfserving" yet, mothers claims are considered to be true without any proof?

Now we have the court telling a father what he has to earn. If this family was intact, the court could
not tell the father what he has to earn or what job he has to take to support his children.
Kyle currently works at his part-time job in the mornings and his wife works the 3 to 11 shift about

hour away. She earns more than $11 per hour. Kyle stays home and takes care of his younger daughter
while the mother is working. This certainly saves on day care for the child and allows the child to be with

a parent most of the time. Why shouldn't Kyle be allowed to stay home and take care of his daughter while
his wife works? The court wants him paying child support for a child he cannot have a relationship with
and did not even know about because of the mother's actions. Reward the mother!

Kyle is now being forced to appeal the court ruling and will probably be brought back to court as he

cannot afford to pay what the court had ordered. More money for the attorneys and more money for the
State from the Federal Government.

Kyle was back in court on a violation petition. He could not afford to pay what the court had ordered
and was in arrears. Kyle's first attorney failed to prepare him for court and what he needed to determine

his support obligation. Kyle filed for a modification which was dismissed for failure to state a change in
circumstances. As business picked up, Kyle worked a 40 hour week at $6.00 per hour and was expected to
get a raise to possibly $7.00 per hour. Kyle also kept track of job opportunities in his area and the places he
sought employment. The only job he found involving welding was for $8.50 per hour. He was not qualified

for the job as the employer was looking for someone with experience reading blue prints which he did not
have.

As for the violation petition, one of the defenses was that he did not have the ability to pay his child

support as ordered. Kyle prepared himself this time for court. He had the listing of the jobs he had applied
for and what they were paying. Kyle's attorney got him to admit that he had not made the payments as
ordered. According to Kyle, the court refused to allow him to submit any evidence that he could not earn the
amount of income needed to pay the child support that was ordered and that the court refused to allow him

to present any evidence to defend himself Kyle stated that his new attorney refused to submit any of the
evidence of his employment searches, or that the only welding job was for $8.50 per hour and that he wasn't
qualified for it. They told him this was not relevant as his court order of $69.00 per week was on appeal.
They were not going to let any evidence in showing he could not afford to pay what was ordered. Fathers
are not allowed to defend themselves in court.

Kyle then received the order from the court finding him in willful violation of the court order and

stated this was on consent of the parties. Kyle may have been in violation of the order, but he was not in

willful violation of the court order and he never admitted to being in willful violation. (Upon reading the
transcript the word "willful" was used. Kyle did not know what he was agreeing to. He did as his attorney

told him.) The order then sentenced him to 30 days in jail which was suspended as long as he complies with
the order. Furthermore, the mother was given a judgment in the amount of $2,673.65 which collects 9%
interest per year plus another judgment for $969.81 for day care. He was also ordered to pay $150.00 for
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the mother's attorney fees within 30 days. This is a kangaroo court. Now he had to appeal these orders. I
find it interesting that the hearing examiner's order finding him in contempt is dated and entered October
21,2003, and the judge's Order based upon the hearing examiner's finding of willfulness on conscnt is also
dated and entered October 21, 2003. Kyle wasn't even given time to object to the hearing oxaminor's
determination of commitment. This is called due process in New York.

Kyle's letter from his attorney who charged him $750 to represent him in court stated:
As the Court may be aware, I represented Kyle in the above-referenced matter. I ri'ci'iv» ii a

phone call from my client's mother indicating that he had received an Order on Consent that indicatc-d
that a 30 day suspended sentence had been imposed. I retrieved from the Court file a copy dfihc
Order in question, as it appears that the Order was inadvertently served upon the parties tlu iiiM-K rs.
rather than the attorneys.

It is respectfully submitted that the parties agreed that there would be a finding <»ra illliil
violation, and that the sanction would be the payment of attorney's fees to the Department of Sniai
Services within thirty days in the amount of $150.00. It was specifically agreed that tluTi- \v«mld

not be any suspended jail sentence. In addition, I do not believe that either party a.^ki'd r<»r a
confirmation of the determination. If the Court could please review the transcript of the procit-ding

and amend the Order accordingly, it would be greatly appreciated.

Kyle's mother stated that they did not gave him a chance to defend himself. She further said the
attorney told her "there is no defense to a willful violation unless you're under a beer truck somewhere!".
The mother's question was: "Why would a defense' attorney have you plead to a willful violation? She also
said Kyle had paychecks showing he was paying the $69 and the arrears amount as it was coming out of his
paycheck each week!

Who was the attorney representing? Why would she allow her client to agree to a willful violation,

pay attorney fees, and make up the alleged back child support? She literally gave the mother and her
attorney everything they wanted with no fight. This is what attorneys do to fathers only to claim afterwards
that they did a great job as the father didn't go to jail. Why didn't she fight it and get the evidence in to show
that he couldn't afford to pay what the court had ordered?
In the objections to the judge, we argued that he had incompetent counsel when she told him there
was no defense to not paying child support even though she was given evidence showing he could not afford
to pay and could not earn sufficient income to pay what had been ordered.
A finding of a willful violation, in turn, "requires proof of both the ability to pay support and
the failure to do so" Matter of Powers v. Powers. 86 N.Y.2d 63, 68, 629 N.Y.S.2d 984).

We also argued he could not be held in contempt if the court was able to deduct his child support
obligation from his employer which was being done. Kyle had also filed his own petition and cross-petition
arguing he could not earn the $11.00 per hour.
Kyle also obtained his transcript of the proceeding. The agreement was already made when they
went to court. The transcript states:

THE COURT: All right. What's the status of the petitions today, Counsel?
MOTHER'S ATTORNEY: All right. Your Honor, with respect to the violation petition that was filed
on behalf of my client, it's my understanding that the Respondent, Kyle, consents to a finding of a
willful violation. We're asking that the Court enter a judgment in the sum of $2,673.65 in favor of
mother which represents child support arrears. In addition, a judgment will be entered in favor of
mother in the sum of $969.81 for day care expenses, which are day care arrears and up through
September 12th, 2003. In addition, on the sanction to the Respondent, he will be responsible for the
pajnnent of attorney's fees in the sum of $150 payable within 30 days through the Support Collection
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Unit. As the Respondent is presently employed, there will be — it's not going to be a payment
directive with respect to the two judgments. It will be collected administratively.
(This means Support Collection Unit will take out extra money from his paycheck to pay the arrears.)
THE COURT: Any additions or corrections with respect to that petition, Attorney G?
KYLE'S ATTORNEY: That's my understanding of the agreement.
THE COURT: And, sir, did you understand what the attorney said?
K Y L E : Ye s .

THE COURT: Do you have any questions?
KYLE: No, I don't.

THE COURT: Is that your understanding of the agreement with respect to the violation petition?
K Y L E : Ye s .

T H E C O U R T: Ye s ?
K Y L E : Ye s .

THE COURT; All right. And with respect to the modification petition, before Counsel came in, I
indicated that with respect to the request for reduction, it's my understanding that Judge Q on
March 24th made a finding, sir, that you have the ability to earn $11 per hour. There's nothing in
the petitions, even if proven, that would show to me anything that would negate Judge Q's
finding that was just made this March that you don't have the ability to earn $11 per hour. I
mean — what I mean to say is that the petition, even if proven, would not negate that finding of

Judge Q as far as I'm concerned. So with respect to the request for reduction, I think you're going
to have to wait until the Appellate Division makes a decision on whether or not he was right or
wrong with respect to your ability to earn $11 per hour. Now what's — but there was another
issue with regard to child care. Is that still an issue or —

(Notice how the judge caught himself? Does this mean that the court would not accept proof that he

could not earn the $11.00 per hour? How does a father modify an order based upon an imputed income that

he cannot make? Why wasn't his attorney arguing on his behalf? Why did she allow him to plead to a willful
violation? Did the hearing examiner tell her he would not accept any evidence that he could not afford to
pay what had been ordered? Was this the creating of another "deadbeat dad" or "beaten dead dad"?)

According to Kyle, he didn't know what was happening in the court as he did as his attorney told
him to do. Furthermore, a lot of fathers are afi-aid to speak up in court not knowing what their attorney or
the judge will do. When I first spoke to Kyle after the proceeding, he thought he only agreed to a violation
as he was mistakenly told that there was no defense to violating the court order. It wasn't until he received
the transcript that he realized he had agreed to a willful violation.
Kyle filed another modification petition claiming he was now working 35 hours per week at $6.00
per hour and that he was unable to find a job paying $11.00 per hour. He included his job searches as well.

I am sure the court is going to dismiss it claiming no change in circumstances. There was a change, he is

working full time earning less money and he cannot find a job paying more in his area. The argument was
also over a period of one year he will earn more working 35 hours per week at $6.00 per hour then he earned
working part-time seasonal at $11.00 per hour.

I was right. The court dismissed his petition and told Kyle that he had to apply for a job every day
before the court will even consider lowering his child support obligation. According to Kyle, the court further
stated that since his matter was on appeal, they could not lower his potential income of $11.00 per hour. To

add insult to injury, the court dismissed his petition with prejudice and then ordered him to pay the mother's

attorney, $50.00. Upon information and belief, the attorney works for the County Support Collection Unit,
but the mother receives the money?

After having his petition dismissed, the mother filed a violation petition because she saved up
receipts from September totaling $71.00 for medical payments. She then gave them to him in January. I
guess, he did not pay them fast enough for her.
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No support from mothers
In a number of cases, the mothers agree to give the father custody of the children. In order for the

father to have custody he had to waive his right to receive child support from the mother. Why? The father
and the mother know that if he does not accept this offer the court will award the children to the mother

and he will pay child support to her. The mother has the control over custody and parenting time as well as
support.

Ivan had a separation agreement giving the mother custody of the children and child support. A
month later, Ivan said they had reached an agreement that he would have custody of the children and she
would pay no support. As for the other terms of the agreement concerning parenting time and other issues
were left the same as the mother considered them to be fair. The mother was earning about $19,000 and

Ivan about $33,000. The supreme court granted the divorce and accepted the agreement as written. Would
the court have accepted the agreement if the mother had waived child support from Ivan?
Order fails to comply with Paragraph "h" and mother
does not have to pay child support even though she earns
more than double of what the father earns?

Domestic Relations Law § 240(l-b)(h) and Family Court Act 413(l)(h) state:

(h) A validly executed agreement or stipulation voluntarily entered into between the parties
after the effective date of this subdivision presented to the court for incorporation in an order or

judgment shall include a provision stating that the parties have been advised of the provisions of

this subdivision and that the basic child support obligation provided for therein would presumptively
result in the correct amount of child support to be awarded. In the event that such agreement or

stipulation deviates from the basic child support obligation, the agreement or stipulation must
specify the amount that such basic child support obligation would have been and the reason or
reasons that such agreement or stipulation does not provide for payment of that amount. Such

provision may not be waived by either party or counsel. Nothing contained in this subdivision shall

be construed to alter the rights of the parties to voluntarily enter into validly executed agreements

or stipulations which deviate from the basic child support obligation provided such agreements or
stipulations comply with the provisions of this paragraph. The court shall, however, retain discretion
with respect to child support pursuant to this section. Any court order or judgment incorporating a
validly executed agreement or stipulation which deviates from the basic child support obligation
shall set forth the court's reasons for such deviation.

James had just appealed his Judgment of Divorce as it failed to comply with paragraph h above.
James and his ex-wife had joint legal and physical custody of their daughter. Each waived child support
from the other. No one told James that he was entitled to receive child support from the mother as his
income was half of that of the mother's. The mother made $36,000 and James earned $15,000 per year.

There was no statement in the parties' stipulation made in court, or in the judgment of divorce, stating the
reason or reasons for the deviation or the reason why the court accepted the deviation. Luckily, James's

attorney did file a timely notice of appeal. If the incomes were reversed, would the court or the mother's
attorney have allowed James not to pay child support? The Appellate Court ruled:
On appeal, defendant does not pursue his claim that he entered into the stipulation under
coercion. Rather, for the first time, he seeks to set aside the stipulation on the ground that it does
not comply with the Child Support Standards Act. Since this precise issue was not raised by him in
the proceedings before Supreme Court (compare Clark v. Liska. 263 A.D.2d 640; Cordero v. Cordero.

200 A.D.2d 491; Gaines v! Gaines. 188 A.D.2d 1048, we conclude that it is not properly before us
(see Matter of Youn^ v. Young. 299 A.D.2d 783: Fascaldi v. Fascaldi. 209 A.D.2d 576,578). Defendant's
recourse, if any, is a plenary action to set aside the stipulation (see, e.g. Matter of Young v. Young,
supra; Zava^lia v..Zavaglia. 234 A.D.2d 1010; Frielandv.Friland. 200 A.D.2d 484; compare Tartaglia
V. Tartaglia. 260 A.D.2d 628 [action commenced to set aside parties' separation agreement]).

V
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The mother's attorney never raised this issue in her brief to the Appellate Court. This clearly shows
the court will research the law for the benefit of the mother. I can tell you firsthand, they do not do it for
fathers. Here the parties' agreement and the judgment of divorce fail to comply with the law and they were
both in the mother's favor. Nothing was done. Convince me that both attorneys and the judge did not know
that the agreement did not comply with the law. If they knew, which they should have, they committed a
fraud upon James. Was this a conspiracy to prevent James from collecting child support?
According to James when he went to the Appellate Court for the civil appeals conference the judge

told him that since he agreed to the agreement he was bound by it, and that it made no difference if it

complied with the statute or not. The judge told him that he was wasting his time and the court's, causing
strife with his ex-wife and told him that his appeal would probably be dismissed. According to James,
during the conference, the judge told him to leave the conference room in order that he be able to talk to the

wife s attorney in private. The judge had the wife's attorney present the whole time James was there. Was
this ex parte communication? Was this illegal? Were they trying to figure out how to intimidate James to

force him to give up his appeal? It seems the judge was more interested in getting James to drop his appeal.
It must be, mothers don't pay child support!

When James returned to the room the judge made him empty his entire briefcase and then had an

officer pat James down to make sure he had no recording devices on him. According to James, the judge told
him that the attorney had accused him of concealing a recording device. There was no recording device.
Even if there was one, what crime would James have been committing? Obviously, the judge must be
paranoid about what he stated in order to try to get James to drop his appeal based upon the judge's and his
assistant's statements to him. Now they can claim they never made any such statements. It would be the
judge's word and his assistant's against James'. A judge wouldn't lie. Would he?

Before the appeal was perfected or submitted to the Appellate Court, James filed for child support
in a plenary action in family court documenting that the agreement did not comply with paragraph h of
section 240 of the Domestic Relations Law. The agreement did not state what James was entitled to for
support, or even that he was entitled to support. The agreement did not state the reasons for the deviation

from the child support guidelines as he was not receiving support from the mother. This was done to protect
James' right to collect child support in case the Appellate Court ruled against him.

Immediately after the filing for support, the mother kept the child from James claiming the child
did not want to see him. James went to court to enforce his time with the child. The judge ordered that the
agreement for joint custody be followed and ordered the two weeks on and two weeks off with the middle

weekend going to the other parent. The mother continued to violate the orders and kept the child informed
of her versions of the what was happening in court in violation of the court orders. The mother also changed

her vacation plans in order that her vacation time be during James' time so he would not see his child for

six weeks. James had over 20 e-mails from the mother which demonstrated that she was interfering with
his rights per their agreement and court orders. The mother was keeping the child and sought sole custody
of the child claiming the child now wanted to live with her. The court dismissed both petitions. The court
refused to hear the violation petition by James and the attempts by the mother to alienate the child from

James, as the court knew James had a lot of evidence against the mother. The court was protecting the
mother again!

The hearing examiner did rule in his favor concerning support stating;
"... The sole basis for requesting a modification of the Judgment of Divorce is the allegation
that Judgment of Divorce (which incorporates but does not merge a stipulation between the parties)
does not comply with the requirements of FCA § 413 in that it does not state the amount of basic

child support that would have been awarded had the parties complied with the Child Support
Standards Act. The Motion to Dismiss filed by the (mother) claims that the stipulation was sufficient
to meet the requirements of the above cited statute. I find otherwise. There is nothing in the
stipulation that recites what the support requirements would have been if the parties had not
opted out of statute."
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James then went to family court for his hearing on child support. When James went to court he

learned the hearing examiner was no longer hearing the matter, and that he was now before Judge Hall.
The mother's attorney had made a motion with the court to dismiss James' support petition as she claimed
James had not submitted his financial disclosure to the court or to her. James filed papers in opposition
stating in part:

4. The petitioner on March 13, 2002 filed with the court an original and four copies of his
Financial Disclosure Form.

5. That the Notice of Motion is dated September 17, 2002 and mailed to the petitioner on

September 18,2002. A copy of the envelope is attached as Exhibit 1 and made part hereof
6. That on September 19, 2002 the petitioner was personally served with a copy of the
Notice of Motion with Affirmation. That this only gave the petitioner 7 days to respond to the
Motion returnable on September 26, 2002.

7. That pursuant to CPLR R 2214(b) the petitioner is entitled to 8 days notice. Further,
since the petition was also mailed to the petitioner, the respondent was required to add an additional
5 days to the 8 days for service by mail. See CPLR R 2203 (b)(2) which states:
... service by mail shall be complete upon mailing: where a period of time prescribed

by law is measured from service of a paper and service is by mail, five days shall be added
to the prescribed period:...

8. Petitioner requests that the motion be dismissed for it fails to comply with the service
requirements of the law.
9. That the respondent's attorney, Ms. L, never signed the Combined Demands she made

upon the petitioner and therefore, the Combined Demands was not properly served.
10. Petitioner requests that the Motion be dismissed as the respondent's attorney never
signed the Combined Demands as required.

13. That pursuant to Family Court Act § 424-a (c) the only penalty that may be imposed is
an adjournment of the matter until such time as the petitioner has complied, which he already has.
Familv Court Act § 424-a states:

(a) In all support proceedings in family court , there shall be compulsory
disclosure by both parties of their respective financial states, provided, however, that this
requirement shall not apply to a social services official who is a party in any support

proceeding under this act. No showing of special circumstances shall be required before
such disclosure is ordered and such disclosure may not be waived by either party or the
court. A sworn statement of net worth shall be filed with the clerk of the court on a date to

be fixed by the court, no later than ten days after the return date of the petition
(Notice, the statute does not require the financial statements be served on the other party,
only on the court. Furthermore, if this is to be construed as requiring that the financial statements
be served on the other party, then why is it necessary to serve a demand for statement of net worth
upon the other party?)
(c) when a petitioner other than a social services official fails, without good cause to
file a sworn statement of net worth, a current and representative paycheck stub and the

most recently filed state and federal income tax returns, as provided in subdivision (a) of
this section, the court may on its own motion or upon application of any party adjourn such
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proceeding until such time as the petitioner files with the court such statements £ind tax

returns. The provisions of this subdivision shall not apply to proceedings establishing
temporary support or proceedings for the enforcement of a support order or support provision
of a separation agreement or stipulation.

14. Petitioner requests that the Court dismiss the respondent's Motion as it requests a
penalty not authorized by Family Court Act § 424-a.

According to James, Judge Hall told him that he was dismissing his petition for support as he did

not file the financial disclosure with the court or give the attorney a copy. James said he saw the judge lift
up the file and there was his financial disclosure as James used different colored backers on papers he files
with the court. After supposedly discovering that James had filed his financial disclosure back in March,
the judge stated he was still dismissing the petition as James did not serve the other counsel. James told
the judge that he filed the original and six copies with the court as instructed by the clerk to do so. The
General Instructions for Filing of Petitions given to James by the clerk states:

"... If filing a petition regarding support, you must also submit an original and two copies of both
fi n a n c i a l f o r m s . "

According to James, Judge Hall stated he didn't care. James stated he then raised the issue that

the notice of motion was not timely served as required by statute. Judge Hall stated he didn't care. His
petition for support was dismissed €uid James said that it was dismissed with prejudice and wanted to
know what this meant. It meant he could not file again for support based upon this argument and that he

would now need an unanticipated change in circumstances in order to modify the agreement. According to
James, when he raised the issue of424-a (c) the judge stated that his interpretation was wrong. James did
as the family court clerk told him and his petition was dismissed. The mother's attorney failed to follow the
requirements of the statute and the court ignored it. Judge Hall is now holding fathers to a higher standard
than he holds attorneys. This is nothing new, the court does it all the time. The court does not like fathers

defending themselves and making idiots out of the attorneys by showing where they have failed to comply
with the law. Furthermore, mothers do not pay child support!! If the roles had been reversed, the petition
for support would have been heard. A vast number of fathers do not know how much the mother makes.

They have no idea and they don't know they are entitled to know. Now James must appeal this ruling and
her attorney will make more money on the appeal.

Below is part of the transcript concerning the above. As you read this. Judge Hall holds the statute
is "a silly construction to understand". Furthermore, I would wonder how many petitions by mothers seeking
support have been dismissed for failure to file financial disclosure? I would be willing to guess that Judge
Hall has never dismissed a mother's petition for support because she failed to file financial disclosure.

Remember 93% of the petitions for support are from mothers so the number of fathers seeking support are
minimal. Furthermore, was Judge Hall lying when he stated he did not have James' financial statements?
Was the attorney lying when she stated she didn't get them either? You decide.
ATTORNEY: All he's provided..., what I received yesterday was his financial disclosure and a 2000 tax
return. We don't even have the most recent, 2001.

THE COURT: Did you file your 2001?
JAMES: Yes, I do and I have it right here. Sir.
T H E C O U R T: To o l a t e .

JAMES: Your Honor, when I filed for the—

THE COURT: This makes no sense at all. Your response makes no sense.
JAMES: When I filed—
T H E C O U R T: G o a h e a d .

JAMES; When I filed the motion in March of this year, all right, I did file and I also went to the Court
yesterday to verify whether the financial—

THE COURT: The motion to dismiss is..., the motion to dismiss filed by Ms. Smith is granted.
James, I have to tell you, I was intrigued with your argument about 424-a, that the statute
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only authorizes adjournment under subdivision C. Let me see if I understand your position that
when a petitioner files a support petition and fails to file the most recent tax returns, the Court on
its own motion or an application of any party, may adjourn such proceeding until such time as the
petitioner files those documents. But you're saying .... your argument is that that's all the Court
can do?

JAMES: That's all that was stated in 424.

THE COURT: Okay Okay. Well, I must admit-1 found, I found the argument intriguing, but there's..., the
difficulty I have with the argument is that the petitioner who fails to provide the information can
have this case indefinitely adjourned following your argument, following your analysis.
JAMES: I'm the petitioner, correct?
T H E C O U R T: C o r r e c t .

JAMES: Okay

THE COURT: But under 424 sub A, subdivision C, if the only thing a Court can do is to adjourn the
matter—

JAMES: It's subdivision A, it states — oh, I'm sorry You're right, it's C. I'm sorry, apologize,

THE COURT: If the only thing a Court can do is adjourn it, then the petitioner can string it out. When,
when, I mean, that's your argument, isn't it? That's your point. The statute..., you, you construe

subdivision C as allowing a Court to adjourn a case, but not dismiss it when a party fails to provide
h i s i n f o r m a t i o n . Yo u

JAMES: No, incorrect. I, I, it cannot be prolonged for an indefinite time because it was dismissed due to
Ms. Smith's petition. She utilized—

THE COURT: No, no. Your principle argument here I don't understand the rest of what you are arguing.
Frankly, it's just not a question that I don't understand it. It isn't clear or it's beyond silly. But—
JAMES: May I ask a question?

THE COURT: No, you may not.
JAMES: I'm sorry.

THE COURT: Subdivision C, your argument appears to be the only authorized disposition where a petitioner
fails to file his or her own financial disclosure in support of his or her own petition. You appear to be

saying that under subdivision C, the only thing a Court can do is to adjourn the proceeding. That's

what you're saying, correct?
JAMES: Correct, but can I make a statement prior to the basing the —
T H E C O U R T: N o . N o .
JAMES: —denial?

THE COURT: No, you may not. That's what you're saying subdivision C says. That's—
JAMES: But the argument here in hand is that I did supply the Court with financial disclosure, net worth
statements and a current—
T H E C O U R T: N o .

JAMES: —at the time of filing,
THE COURT: No. No, James. No, James.
JAMES: I verified it yesterday.

THE COURT: James, unfortunately you don't..., you want to frame it and appreciate that, you want to

fi-ame the argument the way you want to frame it, and that's okay. You're entitled to do that and
you can do that on appeal. You're not entitled to do that when I'm trying to ask you some questions
and trying to get some clarification and some understanding of your position. Oh, I understand
your position with respect to subdivision C of424A is as follows: You are limiting..., you are indicating
the only authorized outcome for a Court where a petitioner doesn't provide the information is that
the Court can only adjourn that proceeding. A Court may no, — dismiss that proceeding. Ms. Smith
is here asking that the petition be dismissed since you failed to provide the information in support

of your petition. I understand your argument based on the statute. I do not..., the statute is however
precatory, not mandatory, and the statute, it is, it is a silly construction to understand that statute.

It is overriding or changing the Court's inherent power where it considers it appropriate to dismiss

a proceeding if you don't provide the information in support of your proceeding. The court may
adjourn, but that..., but yes, James, what else?
JAMES: Is it not true that under Sections 203 B2, as well as two, 2214—
THE COURT: What's, of what law?
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JAMES: CPLR, Rules of Engagement itself, Sir. That the respondent has to with notice of motion supply
me at least eight days service or at least 13 days of, of—

THE COURT: All right, then I'm, on my own motion dismissing this proceeding, and let me tell you why.
Look at me when I talk to you.
JAMES: Yes, Sir.

THE COURT: The reason I am doing this. Yes, Ms. Smith should have filed it more timely except you are
precluded. From presenting your evidence in support of your own petition because the required
financial documents are not here. You can't prove your case. Now, Ms. Smith, — no —

JAMES: Sorry.

THE COURT: The generous construction of Smith's delay in filing the motion is that she was holding out
hoping that you would file the information so that she could properly prepare a defense to the case.
The least generous is, she simply didn't get around to it until a week ago. Whether, whatever the
truth is, it doesn't matter, even if I ignore you. You are correct to point of CPLR 2214. Even if I

ignore or deny her motion, on my own motion I have to dismiss your petition because of your failure
to provide the required disclosure.

(If you believe this, I have a bridge I would like to sell you. Ms. Smith late filing was not because of
her "holding out hoping that James would file the information so that she could properly prepare a defense
to the case". In my opinion, this is Judge Hall making excuses for the attorney.)
THE COURT: Yes, James?

JAMES: I did file during the time. This is the filing showing both the child support statement, the net
worth statement and at the time, my taxes as well as additional information, on July, on March
13th. Ms. Smith—

THE COURT: I don't find it, I don't find it in the record, James.
JAMES: I know it is. I called, I went down yesterday and talked to the clerk.

THE COURT: James, I, I understand that you may know it is, but frankly, given the—
JAMES: It was verified yesterday,
THE COURT: I don't find it here. The petition is dismissed.
JAMES: Sir, I..., they showed it to me,

THE COURT: James, Ms. Smith, how can it be here if you haven't got it?
ATTORNEY: I only received a copy of it yesterday.
JAMES: She has the green colored there too.

ATTORNEY: Which I received yesterday,

JAMES: That was a subsequent copy that she did receive back in March when we went in fi-ont of Hearing
Spellman. All right, back in April — and Hearing Examiner Spellman had it in his hand.

COURT: It may be verified to you, sir, but it's not here. I don't find it. I don't know what you're talking
about. Motion to dismiss James' petition is granted.

Petition for modification, strike that, which..., it's dealt with. Yeah, James, you've been to jail once

in my Court. You don't want to go again because this time you won't be leaving at 4 o'clocL
JAMES: Sir, I just, I went to the Court clerk yesterday and she showed it to me.

COURT: James, the ship has sailed. Your argument is overruled. Your petition is dismissed.
several pages later.

ATTORNEY: Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Is that acceptable? Okay,
JAMES: Your Honor, Sir?
T H E C O U R T: Ye s .

JAMES: Is it my assumption or my understanding that you have dismissed my petition for child support?
Am I allowed to resubmit a petition against her?

THE. COURT: Oh, yes, you are. The petition is dismissed with prejudice, but you're certainly allowed to—
JAMES: Uhm-hmm.

THE COURT: —refile for prospective relief

(I thought that if a petition was dismissed with prejudice you can't file again on the same grounds?
Was the judge contradicting himself here?)
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JAMES: I'm also allowed to appeal as well?

THE COURT; Absolutely. Ms. Smith, Please submit the orders on the two petitions; one on th(
AT T O R N E Y : T h e d i s m i s s a l ?

THE COURT: The petition for modification is dismissed because of the..., the plaintiff, the petitioner's
failure to submit the required..., comply with the obligation under the law to provide disclosure...,
the financial disclosure. What else, Ms. Smith?

ATTORNEY: We did have a pending modification petition of our own
and I just— want to say that we withdraw that petition.
THE COURT: Anything further this afternoon?
JAMES: Yes, Sir.
T H E C O U R T: Ye s .

JAMES: You just lifted up that file right there and stated to me that you did not receive that
receipt my ftnancials. Right there in green are my i^nancials. Right underneath your hand.
THE COURT: Yup. What about them? (That's right - play dumb)

JAMES: You dismissed my case based on the fact that I did not supply them. Those are them, right there.
You said you did not have them just prior to.
THE COURT: Are these the financials? These were received by the Court on March 13th, Ms.
Smith?
JAMES: That's correct.
T H E C O U R T: M s . S m i t h —

JAMES: I'm sorry.

THE COURT: Ms. Smith, did you get these? They are dated March 13th?
ATTORNEY: No, Your Honor. The only thing I have. I received it yesterday with his nice little note, but
that's what I received yesterday.
THE COURT: You filed this with the, I'm sorry, then.
JAMES: Yes, I did. I filed this with the Court.

THE COURT: You filed this with the Court but you didn't give this to your adversary?
JAMES: She was — the Court told me that they were going to deliver it. I gave them six copies of that.

THE COURT: Okay, then I'm going to change my..., I'm going to change the rationale to my ruling. The
petition is still dismissed, but for..., it's dismissed because of James's failure to provide the information
to his adversary. Yes, James?

JAMES: As I understood it, the paper that was given to me at the time of filing, that the Court was going
to be responsible for mailing the filings to my adversary.
THE

C O U R T:

No.

JAMES: That's—

THE COURT: Well, I'm sorry. I regret the fact and I don't accept the truth of what you're sa3dng. Sir. But

I regret the fact that you believe yourself, to have been misinformed. It's your responsibility not the
Court's to ensure that properly filed documents are then provided to the other parties, in this case,
to your adversary. You do not have the respons..., the Court does not have the responsibility of

providing those, of serving those papers or ensuring that they are served. And to the extent that
you have a different understanding, I regret that different understanding, but....
Ms. Smith, on behalf of Ms. James, an3^hing else?
ATTORNEY; No, Your Honor.
THE COURT; Thank you all very much.

(If you look back in the transcript, James stated "She has the green colored there too." He then
referred to her receiving it back in March. Obviously, referring to the financials filed on March 13th. Was
Ms. Smith lying when she stated she just received it from James the day before? How did she get the green
one? Did the court send one of the six copies to her with the petition? James said he attached the financials
to the petitions when he filed them with the court. Was this a set up? Judge Hall in court stated "I'm sorry
Ms. Smith, my face sheet is incorrect. It was filed on April 18th..." Did the face sheet show the filing of the
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financial disclosure? Did Judge Hall ignore the face sheet when it came to James' financial disclosure?

Judge Hall was, in my opinion, intent on dismissing James petition no matter what. He wasn't going to
accept anjdhing James had to say. Based upon this and other hearings and transcripts, James should be
allowed to question Ms. Smith on the truth of her statements to the court.)

After the court hearing, James was served a copy of the proposed order by the mother's attorney.
Before he could respond to it within the 10 day time limit, Judge Hall had already signed it. Judge Hall
then held another hearing for resettlement of the order. James argued it did not comply with what the
court had ordered. After the hearing, Judge Hall ordered James to prepare the order. He dictated to him

what he wanted in it. He then found James in contempt for not paying the mother reimbursement for a
medical premium. According to James, he had not been served with the violation petition concerning this.
For this resettlement hearing the judge ordered James to pay the mother's attorney $150.00 in legal fees
because the attorney did not write an order that complied with the court's decision. Punish the father for
objecting. Judge Hall's order states:

ORDERED that petitioner, James, shall pay the sum of $150.00 to respondent's attorney
on or before the 13th day of December 2002 as and for respondent's counsel fees incurred in resettling
the October Order.

In his appeal to the Appellate Court, James argued that he had not been served with the violation

petition, and in fact, had been served with two copies of the summons and petition for modification by the

mother. He showed that the two summonses were the same except the word "COPY" was in a different
location on each and word "COPY" was different on both petitions he received from the court. He also

included the court's General instructions for filing of petitions. James did not include the violation petition
as he never received it, and he further argued that if he had, he would have responded to it just as he
responds to everything else.

The Appellate Court ordered that the second copy of the summons and modification petition be
removed from the Record on Appeal as well as the general instructions. Furthermore, James was ordered

to include the violation petition. Was the court already fixing the case by preventing James from proving he
was never served with the petition? The court had no intention of allowing the mother to pay child support
to the father!

Since James was forced to put the violation petition before the court, we discovered in the transcripts,
that James was never arraigned on the violation petition and was never informed of his rights, including
his right to counsel, concerning the violation petition in violation of the law. All the court stated was that
there was a "violation and modification petition" before the court and set it down for trial. The court referred
to "petition" not "petitions".

During the custody part of the proceeding Judge Hall sentenced James to jail for contempt for the
afternoon. What did James do?

THE COURT: James, it doesn't matter if it isn't true.
JAMES: I accept that.
T H E C O U RT: I t d o e s n ' t m a t t e r —

JAMES: I'll accept that.

THE COURT: — if mother is lying.
JAMES: I'll accept that. Sir.

THE COURT: It doesn't matter if she's accurately reporting what your daughter is saying and that your
daughter is misunderstanding or lying. Do you have any difficulty with that request?
JAMES: I accept all terms, Sir.

THE COURT: It's not a question .... James, don't go there. You know, you're —
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JAMES: I just—

THE COURT: James, you are so close. You are so close and that's why these officers are here. You're so close
to be taken to jail now today for contempt. Don't be cute.
JAMES: I'm not.

THE COURT: Yes, you are.
JAMES; I'm just accepting —

THE COURT: I find you, James, I find your behavior to be offense in the extreme. You watch you (irim anor.
I encourage you, I encourage you to secure the services of an attorney to represent you. Im cmusiyou, Sir, are going to be damaging to your case in the way you conduct yourself; not your knowUil^c,

and these are well drafted papers. You know what you're talking about. You just don't kimw hnu to

present yourself in anything other than an offensive manner. So watch yourself
JAMES: Your Honor, Sir, with respect —
THE COURT: No, James, you may not.

JAMES: I just wanted to ask a question.
T H E C O U R T: N o .

JAMES: Yes, Sir.

THE COURT: That's it, James. Guess where you're going until 4 o'clock. That's it, James, I find you in

contempt. I'm going to conclude this proceeding and then I'm remanding you to the care and cu.^tody
of the Saratoga County Sheriff to be held there in summary contempt until 4 o'clock this afternoon.
Do you understand that?
JAMES: Yes, Sir.

According to James, his daughter had informed him that the mother was now pregnant by her new

boyfriend and that she got pregnant for the child. Have you ever heard such rubbish? This would be laughable
except the child believes it, and the court doesn't care. I should mention that this mother had done all she
can to keep the child from James including violating the custody agreement and court orders.
James went back into court on the issue of health insurance. The mother claimed she was paying

for the health insurance and that James' portion was $101.00 per month. The mother had previously claimed
in court on at least two occasions that she paid by check and could provide the checks to the court. All she
had shown the court is a photo-copy of the fi-ont of the checks. This does mean that they were used or
cashed. Prior to the action for divorce, they had free medical coverage through her employment for the

family plan. At the time of divorce she claimed she was the only one that was free and that she must pay
extra for the family plan.

James' filed a petition claiming the health insurance was free as he had not been given any copies
of the cost of the insurance or any proof that she was paying the premiums. Prior to court, James demanded

that she provide the cashed checks or photocopies of the front and back of the checks which would show if
they were cashed or not. After the demands, the mother now claimed she paid the $455.00 per month
health insurance by cash to her employer each month. The employer did not deduct the health insurance
cost from her weekly paycheck and this was the only employee he did this for. Ever hear of such a thing?
In order to prepare for court, James demanded that the mother produce copies of receipts, pa3a-oll
stubs, bank statements and her tax returns. The mother provided cash receipts for the medical insurance

on or about September 28th. The receipts were dated from December 1, 2002 to October 1, 2003 and each
was dated the first of each month. See the problems? 1) The first of the month, for several months, was on
a Sunday. 2) How did she get a receipt for October 1,2003 in September 2003? 3) How did she get a receipt
for January 1, 2003 which was a national holiday and they were closed? 4) Another problem was that
James had a copy of her boss' signature, and according to James, that signature did not match the one on
the receipts. The mother is the office manager. All other demands the mother claimed were "not relevant to
the matter before the court" and refused to proved copies of same.
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James also filed for a subpoena demanding that she produce her tax returns and bank statements.

The hearing examiner crossed off these items of his subpoena. James then resubmitted the subpoena
explaining that as she is claiming she is paying the health insurance by cash, she should have deducted it

from her tax return as this is a proper deduction and totals over $3,000.00 per year. James also argued that
since she deposited her pay check into her checking account each month, there should be a withdrawal

around the first of each month for $455.00 for the health insurance or that amount out of her pay check
would not be deposited. This would show whether or not her claim of paying by cash is true. Where is the

mother getting the $455.00 each month to pay for the health insurance? Again, the hearing examiner
refused to allow James' to subpoena this material. The hearing examiner was trying to prevent James from
proving she did not pay for the health insurance.

James had also filed a petition to compel the mother to produce the material requested or preclude
the mother from presenting any evidence that she was paying the premiums. Knowing the courts, the
hearing examiner will claim that the receipts the mother had provided are sufficient evidence of payments.
Oh! I forgot to mention, the receipts were not numbered.

I should mention that the court did sign a subpoena for the mother's employer to appear and
present his records. James is entitled to have the mother produce her records pursuant to Family Court Act
424-a.

After court, James stated what happened during the trial. First, the mother was able to testify on
issues before December of 2002, yet James was not allowed to cross examine her on her testimony before
December of 2002 or to submit any evidence that was prior to December 2002. James stated that the
mother testified that she had not had a raise in six years. James had documentation that in 2001 she made

$36,700 and in 2002 she made $41,600. Isn't this a raise within six years? The court would not allow it. The
mother also testified that she paid for the health insurance sporadically which contradicts her previous
statements that she paid on the first of each month. The mother was allowed to testify as to her alleged
financial hardship without any proof to support her statements, and James was deprived of obtaining any
documentation from her concerning her financial condition. Furthermore, the court refused to allow him to
question her on her income for 2001 and 2002 claiming this was not relevant but her claims of financial

hardship were. Makes sense, doesn't it. During James' questioning of the mother, the court again kept
interfering by objecting and then sustaining the objection. The mother's attorney didn't have to object. The
court again protects the mother.

When the trial started, both parties were sworn in at the same time. The court first asked James

what the change in circumstances was and what he was seeking. The court then allowed the mother's
attorney to cross examine him. Then the court questioned the mother trying to help her with her case. He

allowed her to submit, over James' objection, an alleged memo that was undated, unsigned and had no
other documentation as to who wrote it concerning the medical coverage by her employer for the employees.
After the court asked her questions, the court then allowed James limited cross examination of the mother
as documented above.

James had the mother's employer testify. According to James, the employer conveniently left the
receipt book and other original papers at work even though they were subpoenaed, as the subpoena required
him to produce the original receipts and other documents. The court accepted the copies. The employer
testified he received cash from the mother, and when James asked if he deposited the cash, the court
objected stating that it was none of his business. Therefore, there was no proof that he even received the
cash and he testified he had no proof he did. The employer testified she paid the payments sporadically, yet
all of the receipts were dated the first of each month. The boss further testified that he gave the mother the
receipt on the first of each month, yet there was a receipt dated October 1, 2003 that was given to James on
September 29 in a letter dated September 26, 2003 and another dated January 1, 2003. The boss testified
he did not have a payroll service as he did his own payroll. Previously he told James he did not have any
documentation as to payroll. Contradictory? Obviously, James could not disprove his statement as the
court refused to allow him to have a copy of her pay stub or financial disclosure pursuant to FCA § 424-a.
The boss was required by the subpoena to bring copies of her 2001 and 2002 W-2 form which would show on
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line ten fringe benefits. Her W-2s reported no benefits. The court would not allow James to submit the
mother's W-2s to the court as an evidence exhibit as they were before December 17, 2002. This is false as
the W-2 for 2002 was not given out until January 2003. Furthermore, the period of December 17, 2002 to
December 3,2002 was after the December 17th cut off. Also, all the receipts were written out on two pages

of a receipt book. The court would not allow James to subpoena this book as it would show all the receipts
were probably written at the same time. With the receipt book, the dates of the other receipts would show
that other receipts were written each month. There were 6 receipts to a page. On the second page, the last
two receipts were crossed out so that they could not be used. Why? According to James, the testimony
concerning the use of book was contradictory on the part of the mother's employer. The court just didn't
want any evidence showing the mother was not paying for the health insurance and that the mother was
committing a fraud upon the court.
The ruling:

The respondent (mother) testified that she pays $455.49 per month for health insurance.
Her individual insurance is covered by her employer, Dr. K, but she pays this sum for family coverage
above and beyond the individual coverage. She produced a receipt for the payment for November
2003 in the amount of $455.49. This receipt was received in evidence. She pays the insurance in
cash on an ongoing basis and receives receipts on a monthly basis once each months contribution is

paid. She has been paying in this fashion since January of 2001. The respondent's employer, Dr. K,
testified. His testimony was in concert with the testimony of the respondent. He did confirm that

she did pay the sum of $455.49 per month in cash for the health insurance family coverage. He
stated that he gave monthly receipts as the payments to him were made. He dated the receipts on
the first of each month although he was paid at various times during the month. Based upon his
testimony the Court also received into evidence copies of the monthly receipts as well as an in-offlce
memo concerning the cost of the respondent's health coverage.
Although the method of payment for the health insurance by the respondent is not typical,
it appears abundantly clear from the proof and testimony that the respondent does indeed pay for
the family coverage at a rate of $455.49 per month. Therefore, the petitioner has not met his burden
in attempting to modify the existing Court Order and the petition is dismissed.
Was this case fixed? In my opinion, yes. All the mother needs is a receipt. Whether it is legitimate
or not makes no difference to the court.

j£imes filed objections to the order to Judge Hall. On March 16,2004, Judge Hall made the following
ruling:

The matter having duly come on for trial before a Support Magistrate of this Court on
November 6; the Magistrate having entered an Order on November 17, which found that the
petitioner had failed to demonstrate any substantial change in circumstances since entry of prior
order and dismissed the petition; and

Specific written objections having been timely filed, which objections the Magistrate findings
about the respondent's documentation of the cost of the insurance and the dismissed portion of the
petition; the respondent having filed papers in rebuttal; a trial transcript having been provided to
the Court; the Court having reviewed the petition, objections, rebuttal, and the transcript,; and no
new hearing having been held;
NOW, the Court hereby

FINDS that, in general, the findings of a Support Magistrate should not be rejected unless
contrary to the weight of the credible evidence or an error as a matter of law. (Weiner v. Weiner. 97
Misc.2d 920). Where, as here, there is an absence of persuasive, or substantial, contrary evidence,

the Support Magistrate's determination as to facts is a proper exercise of his discretion; and it is
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hereby

ORDERED that the objections are denied,
Would you expect any more from Judge Hall?
Mothers needs no proof of expenses!

As previously stated the court does not want fathers to see the mother's financial statements. In
one instance, the court refused to allow Wayne to see the mother's financial statement as the court did not

want him to question her about her monthly expenses. Besides, denying Wayne an adjournment because of
the mother's refusal to provide her financial disclosure, the court accepted the mother's hand written child
care expenses over Wayne's objections, without any proof of the child care expense, and who was providing

the child care. Furthermore, there was no documentation that the child care expense was for periods when
she was working, etc. as provided for in the law. The court also accepted "so-called" medical bills with no

dates on them as to when the services were rendered. Why wasn't Wayne entitled to legitimate bills for the
child care expense as this was an add-on expense to his child support obligation? Why was Wayne being
required to pay for phantom child care and medical expenses? Wayne was found in violation of a court order
for not paying these alleged bills.

Was the court punishing a mentally ill father?

Otis filed objections to a hearing examiner's order raising his child support to $135.35 per week.

The judge reduced the order to $70 per week plus $35 for child care in March of2000. One month to the day
later, the hearing examiner summoned Otis before her for a violation of a support order. She got him agree
to pay $100 per week child support and no child care. The arrears were established in the amount of $1,500

for back child support, child care and tuition fees. I believe the arrears were paid off by one of his younger
brothers, either the one that is a lawyer in another state or the one that is a doctor.

In February of 2001, Otis found himself again before the court on a contempt violation for not
paying child support. The court stated in its ruling;

"His diagnosis included a finding that the respondent was most likely suflFering from a

mood disorder and was bi-polar although not full manic, but on the high side. (The doctor) testified

that the diagnosis included symptoms including sustained inner feelings regarding self and the
outside worked including feelings of worthlessness and hopelessness; that cases may involve
psychosis and that the other side of the bipolar disorder includes irritability, inability to maintain
focus, poor judgment and the absence of goal-directed activities.
(The doctor) testified that the respondent is depressed, but has a mixed disorder and that
he can focus and does not always have trouble making decisions. (The doctor) testified that he has

poor insight into his psychological illness which affects his ability to maintain employment. (The
doctor) does not recommend that the respondent secure a second job as he is too fragile. On further
direct examination (the doctor) testified that lithium was recommended by the respondent's brother
initially and that the doctor concurred with this recommendation. The respondent's brother, who is
a physician, recommended 300 mgs twice per day which the doctor concurred with. (The doctor)

testified that the respondent takes one-half tablet and is now taking one tablet per day, but not the
recommended dose. The medication is designed to be a mood stabilizer and helps with both sides of
the bi-polar illness.

The court also stated that Otis worked 8 hours per day for a 40 hour week, but failed to mention his
pay. According to the order, Otis stated he was trying to find a job on the weekends but was unable to do so.

The court then determined that he had sufficient means to support his child under the age of 21. Did he? In
June of 2001 he wanted to file a modification of support as he had no income and no money left, even
though he was working two jobs. In determining his support obligation, I believe his support should have
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been $78 per week based upon both jobs. If you met Otis, you would know what the doctor was saying was
true. He hated the fact that his two younger brothers were being forced to pay his support in order to keep

him out of jail and he felt worthless. Because of this feeling, he didn't want to see his child and hadn't seen
the child in quite awhile. The hearing examiner knew she could extort the money from his brothers as thoy
would not let him go to jail. Otis couldn't afford to pay what the court was ordering. Here the court jiiade
out well. They got him to agree to pay more than is required by law, got him to work two jobs and ;,M>t him
to believe he is not worthy of seeing his child. What more could the court ask for?
MEDICAL

BILLS

Reasonable health care expenses
Nelson filed an Answer and Cross Petition with the Court documenting that he was bi'iti;: «>nh n tl

to pay 76% of dental bills which are, on the average, some 200-300% more expensive than othi r

charges and requested that he be ordered to pay reasonable medical, dental, optical and pri'scriptmn
expenses for the child pursuant to Family Court Act § 413 (l)(c)(5) which states:
The court shall prorate each parent's share of future reasonable health care expenses of I hi' child

not covered by insurance in the same proportion as each parent's income is to the combined parental
income....

Nelson documented that the mother was taking the child to a more expensive dentist and arfjufd
that this was not a reasonable health care expense. The judge in denying Nelson's objections stated;
"... The record reveals that the hearing examiner explained that the court cannot dictate
to a custodial parent what medical providers the custodial parent may choose. As a noncustodial

parent, respondent cannot have prior approval of medical expenses. The Child Support Standards
Act required each parent to pay a pro rata share of unreimbursed medical expense ..."

Nelson argued that Family Court Act § 413(l)(c)(5) provides for prorating future "reasonable"
unreimbursed medical expenses and that the expenses incurred by the mother was not reasonable because

the providers overcharge compared to other providers in the community. The court held that the term
reasonable, in the statute, refers to the services provided, not the price charged for the services.
The statute refers to "'reasonable' health care 'expenses'" not reasonable health care services as
stated by the court.

Reasonable as defined by Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, page 981, means "b: not
extreme or excessive, c: moderate, fair, d: inexpensive".
Reasonable as defined by Black's Law Dictionary Fifth Edition page 1138 means "Fair, proper, just,
moderate, suitable under the circumstances".

Expense as defined by Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, page 437, means "financial
burden or outlay: cost".

Expense as defined by Black's Law Dictionary Fifth Edition page 518 means 'That which is expended,
laid out or consumed. An outlay; charge; cost; price."

Nelson followed through on his appeal, and won, and it has been cited many times by the Appellate
Court in other decisions. The money involved in doing the appeal was more than if he had paid the dental
bills. Nelson was looking ahead, as he knew the mother would continue submitting unreasonable bills.
After the appellate order, the bills were reasonable.
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The $80,000 cap

Pursuant to Family Court Act § 413 the court must first determine the amount of support based
upon the combined parental income up to $80,000. Then the Court must decide whether to apply the
amount of income above the $80,000 to the support obligation. The court is required in its ruling either
using the income over $80,000 or not using must set forth its reasons. Judge Kaye in Cassano v. Cassano
held:

"...has carefully considered the parties' circumstances and that it has found no reason why

there should be a departure from the prescribed percentage".

Judge Kaye further held that if there are no extraordinary circumstances, the application of the
statutory formula over the $80,000 was justified and not an abuse of discretion.

Judge Kaye's ruling left the $80,000 cap at the whim of the judges.
Gomolinski v. Ekel. 245 A.D.2d 448; 666 N.Y.S.2d 653 (1997)

We agree with the father that the Family Court erred in calculating his pro rata share of

the basic child support obligation for the amount of combined parental income in excess of $ 80,000
(see. Family Ct Act § 413 [1] [c] [3]). Where combined parental income exceeds $ 80,000, the court
must calculate the child support obligation in light of the factors set forth in Family Court Act § 413
(1) (f). Here, the Family Court failed to consider the disparity between the father's financial resources
and those of the custodial parent, and the fact that his gross income is substantially less than that
of the custodial parent (see. Family Ct Act § 413 [1] [f| [1],[7]).

Moreover, in calculating the noncustodial parent's child support obligation for the amount
of combined parental income in excess of $ 80,000, additional findings of fact must be made
concerning the child's actual needs (see. Matter of Holmes v Holmes. 210 A.D.2d 839, 840).

Here, the record is devoid of any testimony or findings of fact as to the increased needs, if any, of the
child. In the absence of factual findings as to the child's actual needs, the Family Court
erred in granting an upward modification of support.
The father's remaining contentions are either without merit or are not properly before this
Court, as they are raised for the first time on appeal.

A couple of years ago, Warren was ordered to pay child support based upon the combined parental
income over $80,000. Warren objected on the basis that court did not take into account income from the

mother's investments totaling about $105,000; her bonus each year which was a free membership in a golf
and polo club with a value of $1,500. The mother only provided the previous years tax statement and not
the most recent as required by statute; and that the hearing examiner added an additional $4,000 to his

income. Warren was making $81,000 per year and the mother was earning 32,000 from her employment.
What were the numbers after?

Gross Income

Soc. Security
Medicare
Subtotal

Child Support
Income

Tax liability
Disposable Income

M o m

Dad

32,443.16

81,783.61

2,011.48

4,724.40

470.24

1,185.86

29,961.44

75,873.35

+21,424.00
51,385.44

-21,424.00

-7368.59

-24,780.43

$44,020.84

$29,668.91

M o m

Dad

Tax Return W2,Box 5(99,00)
99,00 Tax Return W2
99,00 Tax Return W2

required $412 weekly

54,449.35
M - (22.7%) F(30.3%)
NY & Federal Tax Tables
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Isn't this amazing? Warren earns over $80,000 and gets to keep $29,000 while mom earns
$30,000 and keeps $44,000. What is wrong with this? And to think there is no requirement that mom
spend any of her earned money on the children.
NOTES:

1. The mother's gross income does not include her fringe benefits ($1500.00) or
investment income (unknown, but rough estimated at $7,875.00).
2. Mother failed to produce her W2 statements. The gross income presented above is
her 1999 statement value. Box 5. Father's value is his year 2000 gross income. (The mother
probably didn't produce her 2000 income tax information as she probably had a higher
income. That is OK with the court.)

3. Child support is in accordance with most recent court calculations from the hearing
examiner.

4. Tax liability does not factor in that the mother will utilize both children as tax
deductions as well as the primary residence as a tax write off (both child exemptions, county
and school taxes, mortgage, "Head of Household" status, etc.). Consequently her actual tax

liability will be significantly lower (by approximately $3000.00). Whereas Warren rents a
home and has none of these tax benefits.

In conclusion, the mother had higher net disposable income than Warren by over $14,351.92 and to
this add another $3,000 which she will save by having tax deductions. Even if the income over the $80,000
cap was not used, the mother still had a higher disposable income than Warren. Why wasn't Warren at
least allowed to claim one of the children? Because the courts want the mothers to have all of the deductions
as well as the father's income!

HEARING EXAMINER ORDERS FATHER TO PAY $1,500
PER MONTH CHHJ) SUPPORT TO THE MOTHER FOR A CHHJ)
T H AT I S N O T L I V I N G W I T H T H E M O T H E R

Recently I talked to several doctors who have had incomes in excess of $100,000. They have all been
cleaned out by the court system and their attorneys. The attorneys are convincing them to pay more than
is required by not giving them all of the information that they need in order to make an intelligent decision.
Pat had an income of about $125,000 and his ex-wife was earning about $60,000 at the time of the

signing of the agreement. Pat was paying about $1,450 per month for child support. The agreement did not

address the issue why the parties exceeded the $80,000 cap concerning the parties' combined income over
$80,000 as required. The parties' child is autistic and a few months after the signing of the judgment of
divorce, the mother had the child placed in a residential school that was paid for by the public as she
claimed she could no longer care for the child. It seems to me the mother kept the child just long enough to
be able to receive child support and that she had no intention of keeping the child once she obtained the
support order. Pat said that the mother refused to discuss the issue of the child being placed when determining
the child support. According to Pat, no one told him why she wouldn't discuss this, not even his attorney.
Did his attorney sell him out?
After the child was placed in the residential school, Pat then moved to have his child support

obligation terminated on the basis that the child was no longer residing with the mother, the mother no
longer had any expenses for the child as the school district was paying for the residential schooling, and the
fact that the mother was now earning about $120,000 as she was appointed to public office as a city court
judge. The hearing examiner held that Pat knew the child might need to be placed when he signed the
agreement and was therefore required to continue to pay the mother child support even though there was
no cost to the mother for the support of the child. This just further proves it is "momma" support and not
child support.
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The mother, Judge Coleman, is content to have the school district pay for her child while she collects

$1,450 per month child support from the father. As noted in the decision of the Appellate Court, Judge

Coleman rejected placing the child prior to the divorce. Could it have been because she wanted the child

support? The hearing examiner also stated in her Order that there was no showing that the mother would
be re-elected to the office of judge so the court could not consider her increase in income of $120,000 being
permanent. Could the fact that both the hearing examiner and the mother were of the same political party
in Albany County have anj^hing to do with the ruling. The Democratic Party has controlled Albany county
for many decades. The chance of the mother not getting elected was slim to none. She was reelected and has
made the headlines several times in a not so positive light. I believe the hearing examiner would not have

been appointed to her position, had she not been connected to the Democratic party. What about the
appearance of impartiality on the part of the court?
Family court Judge Duggan heard Pat's objections and ruled in the mother's favor. That was a
given.

The Appellate Court then made its ruling stating:
Appeal from an order of the Family Court of Albany County (Duggan, J.), entered August
14, 2002, which dismissed petitioner's application, in a proceeding pursuant to Family Court Act

article 4, for modification of a prior order of child support.

The parties, who were married in 1976, separated in 1997 and divorced in 2001, are the
parents of an autistic child who was born in 1993. Their separation agreement, which was
incorporated but not merged in the divorce judgment, provided that respondent was to have custody
of the child while petitioner was to pay child support in the amount of 17% of his income or $1,449
per month. Soon after the divorce, respondent placed the child in full-time, year-round residential
care at public expense, a placement which petitioner had desired and respondent mother had
previously rejected. In response, petitioner filed a petition seeking termination of child support.
Despite proof that the child's room, board and tuition were being paid fi-om public funds, the Hearing
Examiner found insufficient evidence of a substantial change in circumstances, dismissed the petition
"without prejudice" and Family Court affirmed.
Petitioner then filed a second petition, later amended, asserting that the child's residence

at public expense outside respondent's home and a nearly 100% increase in respondent's
income warranted modification of child support. The Hearing Examiner held that the second
petition sought to relitigate issues that were raised, or could have been raised, in the earlier
proceeding. Family Court agreed that res judicata barred the second petition and rejected petitioner's
objections. Petitioner now appeals.

As we find merit in petitioner's argument that the original dismissal without prejudice
precluded the Hearing Examiner and Family Court from dismissing his second petition on res
judicata grounds, we reverse. An order of dismissal is entitled to res judicata effect where the
circumstances evince that it is on the merits or with prejudice to relitigation of the earlier claim
(citations omitted). However, where the court specifies that the dismissal is without prejudice, res
judicata does not preclude assertion of the same claim or issue in a second proceeding (citations
omitted).

Here, the Hearing Examiner's first order of dismissal expressly states that the dismissal is

without prejudice and this was later confirmed by Family Court. Thus, even if this order collaterally
estops petitioner fi-om relitigating whether the child's placement alone constitutes a substantial

change in circumstances (citation omitted), it does not preclude his second petition, which seeks

modification rather than termination and cites additional grounds that, when considered in terms
of their financial impact on petitioner's child support obligation, could constitute a substantial
change in circumstances.
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Accordingly, misapplication of res judicata and the failure to require respondent to make
the financial disclosure mandated by Family Ct Act § 424-a, a requirement that cannot be waived
(see Family Ct Act § 424-a [a]), require reversal and remittal. Family Court should explicitly assess
the child's financial resources, the financial impact of his residential care upon respondent and

respondent's increased income in determining whether a substantial change has occurred and, if
so, calculate any change in petitioner's pro rata share of combined parental income and an appropriate
reduction in child support as a reasoned deviation from the child support guidelines, particularly
as to the amount by which petitioner's income exceeds $80,000 (citation omitted).
Mercure, J.P., Peters, Spain and Carpinello, JJ., concur.
ORDERED that the order is reversed, on the law, without costs, and matter remitted to the

Family Court of Albany County for further proceedings not inconsistent with this Court's decision.
Do you really think Pat is going to receive a fair hearing in Albany County Family Court? In any
family court for that matter? Should there be an investigation? Notice the mother did not have to produce
her financial statements to the Family Court? Notice that the Appellate Court order seems to be referring
to only the child support over the $80,000 cap. Why would Pat be responsible for paying any child support
to the mother? Because she had primary custody of the child in name only?
Niagara County Department of Social Services v. C.B.. 651 N.Y.S.2d 785 (4th Dep't 1996)
We have held that "'the blind application of the statutory formula to combined

parental income over $80,000, without any express findings or record evidence of the
children's actual needs, constitutes an abdication of judicial responsibility and renders

meaningless the statutory provision setting a cap on strict application of the formula"*
(Citations omitted). In addition to providing a record articulation for deviating or not

deviating from the statutory formula, the trial court must relate that record articulation
to the statutory factors (Citation omitted) and must consider the needs of the child as a
factor (Citations omitted).
Manno v. Manno. 637 N.Y.S.2d 743, (2nd Dept. 1995)

Without more, the boiler plate language used by the court is insufficient to satisfy the
statutory requirement that the court set forth the basis for applying the child support percentage

to parental income in excess of $80,000. "Given that the (Child Support Standards Act] explicitly

vests discretion in the court and that the exercise of discretion is subject to review for abuse, some

record articulation of the reasons for the court's choice to apply the percentage is

necessary to facilitate that review * The stated basis for an exercise of discretion to apply
the formula to income over $80,000 should, in sum and substance, reflect both that the court has

carefiilly considered the parties' circumstances and that it has found no reason why there should be
a departure from the prescribed percentage" (Matter of Cassano v. Cassano. 85 N.Y,2d 649). This
means that he court is obligated to set forth the "ultimate facts" which support its
conclusions "'in order to enlighten the parties and to make more effective review of

judgments on appeal'" (Citations omitted). Here, the court merely recited the standard it was
applying, but failed to set forth the "ultimate facts", upon which the exercise of its discretion was
based.

The Appellate Court clearly held mere boiler plate language is insufficient to satisfy the statutory
requirement.

Can you imagine the needs of the child need not be considered in determining support over the
$80,000 cap? This means that the mother does not have to demonstrate she needs the money for the child.
Without addressing the needs of the child is telling the mother you have more money to spend on yourself.
This further supports my argument that it is not "child support", it's "momma support"! It is another way
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of giving the mother more money to spend on herself, and that is properly called "maintenance".
The needs of the children should be determined in every support matter. The support pursuant to
the Child Support Standards Act should be the maximum paid, not the minimum paid and mothers should
be held responsible for paying their fair share of the child support. What applies to the fathers, should
apply to the mothers, and what apphes to the mothers, should apply to the fathers.
Day care

Domestic Relations Law § 240 (l-b)(c)(4) or Family Court Act § 413 (l)(c)(4).

Where the custodial parent is working, or receiving elementary or secondary education, or
higher education or vocational training which the court determines will lead to employment, and
incurs child care expenses as a result thereof, the court shall determine reasonable child care expenses
and such child care expenses, where incurred, shall be prorated in the same proportion as each
parent's income is to the combined parental income. Each parent's pro rata share of the child care
expenses shall be separately stated and added to the sum of subparagraphs two and three of this
paragraph.

In a lot of instances, the court orders the father to pay child day care expenses, but he is not entitled

to receipts so mother can claim anything she wants for day care. The following are excerpts from the
transcript being stated by the hearing examiner:

"And as, a person who is aware of economics, if you investigate the situation, you

would also find out that a sum of $150.00 per week for two children is on the very extreme
low side. And if she were to take this away from the under-the-table person and put these

children in a regular day care center, you'd be paying a lot more than $93.00 a week as your
share, a lot more." and then

"Can you point out to me where it says that you have the right to receive day care
receipts, prior to paying your portion of day care expenses?"

Who pays a bill without getting a receipt? Where is the accountability as to what the actual child

care is? This is an add-on to child support. The mother did not have to provide the court with any
documentation as to what she was paying, it was based solely on her word. She stated she was pajdng $150
per week and Paul paid his share based upon what the mother claimed. Wouldn't you consider her claims
"self-serving" as the more she claims, the more money she receives?
Paul testified that he could save about $200 per month in day care costs by having the child attend
an after school program at the school the child was attending. Paul further argued that sending the child to
a baby-sitter after school to watch TV was not in the child's best interest. He argued that it would be in the

child's best interest to attend the after school program for several reasons: 1) he would able to play with
other school friends, 2) he would be able to get help with his school work, and 3) he would be getting more
exercise at the after school program instead of sitting before a TV. No surprise, this fell upon deaf ears as it
is in the mother's best interest for the child to be in day care so she can collect more money fi*om Paul. Paul

had no say as to day care, he only pays. It is supposed to be "reasonable" day care according to the statute.
Reasonable would have been putting the child in the after school program.

I believe the hearing examiner's actions show she is illegally authorizing the operation of an
unlicensed day care as well as ordering Paul to violate the law by supporting the illegal operation of the
home day care.

As this is an unlicensed day care center, and the Court is ordering Paul to violate the law, who
would be held accountable for a civil action should something happen to his child in this person's care? Does
this person have the required training or business insurance for this type of operation? I doubt it.
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Paul is entitled to receipts for medical bills, why isn't he entitled to a receipt for the day care? Was
he pa3ring the full day care amount? Why does the court want the child in an unlicensed day care home
instead of in an after school program which will benefit the child? Which is in the child's best interest?
Which is in the mother's best interest?

In the Fact Finding Decision the hearing examiner further states:

... Rather, it is apparent to the Court that Respondent will only comply if it suits himself and if all
the stipulations which he imposes upon Petitioner are met.
This was based upon Paul's statement in the transcript:

"I will oblige if I do get receipts and it's the same thing with the medical bills."
See how the hearing examiner took what Paul said out of context and makes it look as if hr is only
willing to pay on his terms. All Paul wants is verification of the bills in order to pay them just liko anynm*
else would. That is asking for too much in the family court!! Would you pay someone for something,' without
getting a bill and based upon someone else's statement as to what the cost is especially if they havi* tlif
ability to make money off of it by keeping the money? The mother's statements as to the cost are si-lfserving.

Another problem with the day care is that many fathers work evenings or have days off during the
week in order to take care of the child. Some fathers are even available to take care of the child after school

as they work at home or their work schedule allows them to be off at that time. The courts do not consider
whether the father can care for the child or not. This is not an option, especially if the mother objects to it.

The courts want the child in day care so the father can pay for it. This also keeps the child away from the
father and hinders the relationship between the child and his father, and thus makes sure the child does
not want to reside with his father. According to the courts, four (4) days per month (every other weekend)
for a child to be with his father is enough. Why is it that a father can take care of a child before the

separation, but cannot take care of the child after the separation? In a lot of instances, just to make sure
the father does not get the child when the child is in day care, the mother will make an allegation of abuse
to the court or claim the mother and/or child are fearful of the father. This alone is reason enough to keep

the father and child separated. The mother need not submit any proof and nothing is done to the mother for
filing false allegations.
College Education
Children of intact families are not entitled to have their parents pay for their college education.

When parents are divorced or not residing together are both parents required to help pay for the child's
college education? You would think yes, but the answer is no. Family Court Act 413 states:
(7) Where the court determines, having regard for the circumstances of the case and of the

respective parties and in the best interests of the child, and as justice requires, that the present or
future provision of post secondary, private, special, or enriched education for the child is appropriate,
the court may award educational expenses. The non-custodial parent shall pay educational expenses,
as awarded, in a manner determined by the court, including direct payment to the educational
provider.

Why is it that only the non-custodial parent pays? Because in 92% of the cases the father is the
noncustodial parent? Is this statute unconstitutional? It treats parents who live with their children differently
then those who do not live with their children. It also treats parents differently in that the parent who lives

with the child is not required to pay, only the parent who does not live with the child pays.
I remember Andy who was divorced. During the finalization of the agreement on the record in open
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court, the question was raised by the wife's attorney as to the children's college education. The attorney,

knowing Andy was making $80,000 per year, responded with, "don't worry about the college education, my
client will pay for it". Now the child was ready for college. With no input from Andy, the child decided to go
to a school that costs $26,000 per year. The child made no application to obtain loans, scholarships or
grants. The mother was determined to make Andy pay the full amount. Andy, making $80,000, pays at
least 30% in taxes leaving him with $56,000 less child support in the amount of $18,470 for 2 children, less
college education of $26,000 leaves Andy with less than $11,550 to live on for the year which is at or below

the self-support reserve. How does Andy pay his own living expenses? It seems the mother and children get
all of his income.

In another case, the court refused to allow Herman to have his current wife attend the court

proceeding. The hearing examiner stated that he did not allow family members or friends to be in the court

unless they are being called as a witness. The hearing examiner then only requested to see Herman's pay
check. He did not want to see any of Herman's expenses including other child support that he was paying.
He refused to allow Herman to present evidence that he had been turned down by two different banks in

which he had applied for a school loein for his child. The court told him he should have saved up the money

and should be able to borrow money from whom he borrowed the money from the previous year. Herman
belongs to a lodge that allows its members to borrow up to a certain amount that had to be repaid and this
is a one time only loan. He borrowed the money and is now having trouble paying it back. Herman was not
told that his daughter had a $2,328 credit with the school from the year before. Did he over pay the previous
year?

The court in another instance ordered Duncan to pay $285.00 biweekly for his two daughters
education until the year 2000. What is wrong with this? One child turned 21 in September 1997 and the
other in January 1999. The court had no authority to order Duncan to pay child support beyond the age of
21. I should mention that Duncan had been trjdng and wanted to help his children go to college. The
problem was that they wanted nothing to do with him as the mother had made him out to be a "deadbeat"

even though he was current with his child support. He was hoping that if he could help the children out
directly, they would see that he really cared for them. The court does not want children to be close to their

fathers and will do what ever is necessary to interfere with said relationship.
Court refuses to enforce court order that

mother pay her share of college expenses

What do the courts do when the mother does not pay her share of the college expenses? Force the
children to sue their mother? Let her violate the court order and agreement?
The current order states:

Respondent's complaint as to how petitioner has paid her share of college expenses for the

children is without merit. He complains that she has had the children take out loans rather than

paying the money herself, contrary to what the Court ordered in its June 11,1997 Order. He presented

no documentary proof to establish this assertion. Even if he had, however, the Court fails to
understand how this alleged violation of the Order affects Respondent. If the children themselves
need to bring an action against petitioner to require her to pay back student loans, etc. then such

issue could properly be addressed. Petitioner's actions in this regard, assuming that what Respondent
asserts is true, do not impact Respondent's obligation for college expenses at all. He suffered no
harm of which he can properly contain.
The previous order of June 11,1997 stated:

"based upon their projected incomes for 1997 Petitioner's share of college expenses is 53%

and Respondent's is 47%. Petitioner is directed to submit billing statement from each college to
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Respondent as each semester's bill is due, and respondent is directed to pay 47% of all tuition, fees,
room and board expenses, such payment to be made to Petitioner on or about August 15th for the
Fall semester and on or before December 31st for the Spring Semester of any given year. The Court

declines to require Respondent to contribute toward transportation or book expenses, but also directs
that the parties oav for the tuition, fees room and board expenses without any offset on account of

loans taken out by the child. In their separation agreement the parties bound themselves to provide
college education for their children, which they are fully capable of doing. Any loan taken out by the
child can be put toward transportation, books, etc. but the parents are to bear the bulk of the on
going expenses relating to such education."
The mother is being allowed to violate the court order by not having to pay her share of the college

expenses even though she earns more than the father plus receives $10,140 per year in child support for
the children.

The court is taking the position that the mother does not have to follow the court order and that the
children must be the ones to enforce the court order. The court is supposed to act "in the best interests of the

child". In this case, requiring the mother to pay her share of the educational expense as agreed to in the
parties' separation agreement and ordered by the court "is" in the best interests of the child or mother?
The court should hold that the mother cannot shirk her duty to support her children's college

education by having the children take out loans for them to repay and that the mother is required to pay
back the loans and with interest. Remember, the mother earns considerably more than the father does.

By requiring the children to file a violation petition against their own mother, is disgusting. This
court was now placing the children in the middle, and telling them if you want your college education paid
for by your mother as the court has ordered and agreed to by your mother, you must file a violation petition
against her and then we may order her to jail for violating the order. What child wants to have their parent
go to jail? Furthermore, this would destroy any relationship the child might have with that parent. Therefore,
the child is being placed by this court in a no win situation. Either the child pays for his own education or
he files to have the parent held in contempt of court. The child losses either way. The court believes that
this is in the "child's best interest"!

Why didn't the court notify the children's law guardian or appoint a law guardian in this matter to

protect their interests in having their college education paid for by the parties and, if need be, to have the
law guardian file a petition for the enforcement of the court order on behalf of minor children? Because it is
not in the "mother's best interest"? Because the children are over 18? It is the children who are suffering
because of the mother's willful violation of the court's mandate. So what. The mother is above the law.

Had the father done what the mother was doing, the Court would have foimd him in willful violation
of a court order and sentenced him to jail, and probably pay the mother's attorney fees as well. Why is the
order enforceable against the father but not the mother?
In another case, I remember Ralph was paying his share of the children's college education. As the
issue of transportation was not addressed in the parties' separation agreement the court then determined
that Ralph should pay all of the child's transportation costs at school and for her to come home during
school breaks. What the court was doing was trying to force Ralph to buy the child a car and pay all

expenses associated with the car. Ralph also filed a petition to have his son's support paid directly to his
son, as his son was in college on the west coast and was not going to be coming home during vacation times.

Ralph argued that the mother collects $675 per month child support and sends the son $200 per month.

The mother pockets $475 for herself. This mother would file petitions with the court claiming Ralph hadn't

paid the bills for school or medical. Then she would admit in court that she never sent him the bills. How do
you pay a bill you don't receive or know about? The court continued the support with the mother. The court
does not care if the child support is used for the child or not. All the court cares about is if the father is
paying money to the mother. A few years later, Ralph showed me a court order that emancipated his children.
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After the court had determined that the children were emancipated, the court ordered Ralph to continue to
pay for the children's college education. If the children are emancipated, where is the authority for the
court to order Ralph to pay for college education?

Children's accounts

About two years ago, a friend of mine that I have known for years was just starting the family court
process. There were two accounts in his son's name with the mother listed as the trustee. Conrad wanted a

freeze on the accounts as there was approximately $10,000 in each account for the child's college education.

This was in order to protect the child's money. The court granted the freezing of the accounts. When they
went to court, the court unfroze the accounts and the mother took the money. The money is gone even

though Conrad is paying maintenance and child support. The child loses again and the mother wins again.
In his papers to the court, Conrad documented the mother had been diagnosed with depression; is violent
at times in that she had shoved her fingers up Conrad's nose and made his nose bleed; had hit Conrad
across the face; clawed Conrad's neck and chest with her nails on numerous occasions leaving scratches;

and is constantly hitting Conrad when she walks by him. Conrad also documented that the mother made

the following statements: "All the children should go to heaven with Jesus, I only care about the children,

Jesus should take them and only the adults should be left to rot on earth". Her other comments are: "Nobody
knows, but the end of the earth is coming soon" and that she had a secret power from God which she cannot
share with anyone, but will tell Conrad she can read adults hearts and all adults have black hearts and he

had a black heart. The child resides with the mother. I should mention that Conrad was forced to agree to
let the child stay with the mother and pay child support as the judge in the matter is known for being antifather and he knew he would not get a fair trial.
Mother takes half million dollars of child's money

In another instance, I was told by a friend of mine about this father who had his son living with
him. The son won a large malpractice award because of an injury he suffered at birth. The father told
telling the family court not to put the money in a certain account, as the child would never receive the
money. The family court did nothing to protect the child's money. The family court allowed the mother to

take over $500,000 of the child's money. It wasn't until the father went to Supreme Court that it was
stopped. The money is gone and there is nothing to show for it. The mother taking the child's money was in
the family court's opinion in the "best interests of the child" even though it was the father who had custody
of the child and was raising him! Do you think the family court would have allowed a father to do this?

From what I heard the mother also destroyed the lives of his two siblings as well as they have been constantly
in trouble and the father was not able to do anything because of the court system. The mother wins, the
children lose.

Support Collection Unit

Ben kept getting hauled into court for an increase in child support and for violating the court order
of support. Ben was able to get the petitions thrown out for one reason or another. The last time the

Support Collection Unit notified him that he was going to have his driver's license suspended because he
owed over $10,000 in arrears. Now Ben knew he owed some arrears and had been trjdng for years in court
to get his support cleared up with them. Thank goodness, Ben saved every one of his money order receipts
for the past five years and put them in order. Back about five years ago, he had two orders stating he owed
no arrears as of the date of the orders. This gave us a starting point. The second order, which included the
statement there were no arrears, stated that Ben would pay so much per week until a certain date when his
oldest son turned 21 and then stated he would pay so much per week thereafter.

Taking the first time period between the date of the order and the date of his son's 21st birthday, we
determined so many weeks at so much per week for a total. We then subtracted the amount of payments.
For the time period of five years we determined Ben had paid $15,942.00 + $2,320.00 for a total of $18,262.00.
He should have paid $15,366.00 + 3,848.00 for a total of $19,214.00. Therefore, he owed $952.00, not the

$10,000 claimed by the Support Collection Unit. Ben immediately got a money order and had it delivered to
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the Support Collection Unit. They refused the money stating that he would have to mail it to the Albany
P.O. Box for that county. He did that. He then did an order to show cause to keep the Support Collection
Unit from taking his driver's license and the judge signed the order. It should be noted that he already had

gotten several of the hearing examiner's and judges recused from his case and they had to bring a hearing

examiner from another county in again. Luckily, it was the same one from before. I will tell you. 1 have
never read a funnier transcript.

The hearing examiner started off saying he had double checked the number of weeks involved iind
the amounts paid by Ben and determined he didn't owe anything. Well, the attorney for the SCI' didn't

agree. First, he raised the issue that Ben still owed an extra $80 because one of the amounts on the rhteks
when listing it got transposed. Ben immediately offered to pay the $80.00. No one wanted to acce|)t the
money. Can you imagine that, no one wanted to take the money? Finally, the court got the mother in .u eept
the money and acknowledge on the record she received it.
The attorneys for the SCU also claimed that he still owed over $2,000 in child support. Wlu ii thi*
hearing examiner asked them how they determined this, they said that they didn't know, but that was the

figure that they started with. When asked again, same response. The hearing examiner asked theni wlu re
Ben's figures were wrong. They couldn't tell him, all they knew was he owed over $2,000. During the
colloquy between the hearing examiner and the attorneys, the mother piped up and said that she wa.'^ In-ing

short changed $10,000 that Ben owed her for back child support. When the hearing examiner asked where
she came up with her figure, she stated, "it was in a court order", but she didn't have it. The hearing
examiner said he saw no such order in the file. The hearing examiner then stated that there were no

arrears and then ordered that Ben was to pay the mother directly because of the all the trouble over years
the SCU had caused Ben and because he had previously told them to work with Ben in determining arrears
which they failed to do. He ftirther ordered that the SCU was not to take any action in the fiiture against
Ben and any action they had taken was to stop immediately.
One thing I have learned is that you need to document everything in the paper work before you go
to court and attach the documentation to the petition. Many fathers have documentation that will help
their cases and the attorneys will refuse to submit the documentation to the court claiming it isn't necessary
or the father or attorney will forget to get it admitted into court. By attaching the documentation to the
petition it is now part of the record and can be used in an appeal. Fathers also need to leam to document
everything in the petition, because if they don't, they may not be able to have it admitted or addressed by
the court. Remember, the judge has a lot of discretion as to what he will admit and what he won't. In Ben's
case, if everything wasn't documented as it was, the court would have ruled in the SCU's favor as the court
was not going to spend hours going over the father's canceled checks and figuring what he owed.
Hearing Examiner changes order a year later
In 1995 the hearing examiner stated in her Decision and Order:
... I cannot, however, find the willful violation of an Order of support as it would appear that the
Court's directives were never reduced to a written order.

... As the Petitioner asserted to the Court that the respondent had brought the account

current as of the date of the hearing, there are no arrears to establish or to reduce to
judgment.

The hearing examiner is very specific in stating that "there are no arrears to establish or to
reduce to judgment".

In 1996 the hearing examiner in her Decision and Order of 1996 referring to the 1995 order stated:
2. The first issue that arose related to the order of support dated November 28, 1995. The

Petitioner failed to bring with her a statement of account from the Schenectady County Support
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Collection Unit for this Hearing. As a result, the Court did not establish arrears. It also did not
cancel arrears.

3. The Schenectady County Support Collection Unit believed that this Order of support directed
them to cancel arrears and did so. It did not. The Schenectady County Support Collection Unit is
hereby directed to reinstate these arrears.

Trevor submitted a letter from the Support Collection Unit which stated:
The above named case is scheduled in court on a violation issued by Ms. R. The stated arrears on
the petition are incorrect. The Decision and Order handed down by Hearing Examiner... dated ..
. stated there were no arrears as of that date.
Breakdown of current balance is as follows:

Due

Paid

Dec'95

5wks@171=

855.00

Jan
Feb

'96
'96

4
4

wks@
wks@

171
171

=
=

684.00
684.00

Jan
Feb

'96
'96

800.00
400.00

Mar

'96

3

wks@

171

=

513.00

Mar

'96

565.00

To t a l

16

wks@

171

=

Dec'95

2,736.00

$800.00

$2,565.00

Due $2,736.00
Paid $2,565.00
Bal $ 171.00 ='=

''As to the $171.00 owed the Support Unit probably had not received the last weeks payment in
time to post for this letter but a copy of the receipt for the $171.00 was presented to the hearing
examiner just as this letter was.

The hearing examiner had now changed her order a year later in order to help the mother. The
mother never filed objections nor did she appeal the hearing examiner's order of 1995 that stated there
were no arrears. This was nothing more than placing Trevor in arrears after the court had determined

there were no arrears owed. The mother also claimed that Trevor was not making his support payments. It
should also be noted that Trevor, in filing Objections to the hearing examiner's decision and order, raised
the issue the court refused to hear his modification of support based upon his income going down and the
fact that spousal support was based upon her finishing vocational training by April of 2000 and should be
terminated. The court protecting the mother?

Notice requirement of failure to pay child support
In a lot of instances, the family court does not have the authority to sentence a father to jail because
the required notice of a "willful failure to obey the order may result in imprisonment" is not stated on the

fi*ont of the order. If this issue is not raised, the father forfeits his right to raise this issue on appeal. I have
seen several fathers sentenced to jail where the issue had been raised in objections to the court, and the

court held that because the father did not raise this issue at trial, he was therefore forfeiting this requirement

and therefore, could be sentenced to jail. Check out your court orders to see if the warning is there. Most
family court orders today have it there, but there are some that do not. I was not sentenced to jail in one
instance because none of the court orders had this statement on the face of the order as required. The case
law requiring statutory notification required by Family Court Act § 440 (4) and Judiciary Law § 756 in
order to sentence the respondent to jail is as follows:
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Family Court Act S 440

Any support order made by the court in any proceeding under the provisions of article

three-A of the domestic relations law, pursuant to a reference from the supreme court under section
two hundred fifty-one of the domestic relations law or under the provisions of article four, five or
five-A of this act shall include, on its face, a notice printed or typewritten in a size equal to at least

eight point bold type informing the respondent that a willful failure to obey the order may, after a
court hearing, result in the commitment to jail for a term not to exceed six months for contempt of
court.

), 88 A.D.2d 958, 451 N.Y.S.2d 381 (2nd Dept. 1982):
... Petitioner concedes that the father was not given the notice and warning as required by
subdivision (b) of section 453 of the Family Court Act. Accordingly the Family Court lacked

jurisdiction to order the father's commitment (Citation omitted).
The order to show cause, by which the contempt application was made, failed to contain the

notice and warning required by section 453 (subd. [b]) of the Family Court Act. Accordingly, the
Family Court lacked jurisdiction to order the appellant's commitment (Citation omitted).
Barreca v. Barreca. 77 A.D.2d 793, 430 N.Y.S.2d 739 (4th Dept. 1980)

Special Term lacked jurisdiction to entertain the contempt proceeding. It is conceded that
the application to punish appellant for contempt contained neither the notice nor the warning
required pursuant to section 756 of the Judiciary Law. That section mandates that an "application"
to punish for contempt "shall contain on its face" both (Da notice that the purpose of the hearing is
to punish for contempt and that such punishment may consist of a fine or imprisonment and (2) a
warning printed in eight point bold face type that failure to appear may result in an arrest or
imprisonment. Absent the requisite notice and warning. Special Term was without jurisdiction to
punish for contempt (Citation omitted).
Glenn v. Glenn. 262 A.D.2d 885, 692 N.Y.S.2d 520 (3rd Dept. 1999)

We reject respondent's argument that Family Court's contempt finding was procedurally
infirm. Family Court Act § 156 authorizes the imposition of contempt sanctions in accordance with

the provisions of the Judiciary Law. A contempt application must bear a notice that the "purpose of
the hearing is to punish the accused for contempt of court", and the warning that a failure to
appear may result in immediate arrest and imprisonment (Judiciary Law § 756). These protections
are waived, however, where, as here, respondent appears and defends on the merits, without raising

any objection to the fact that the violation petition did not contain the requisite notice and warning
(see, Matter of Keator v. Keator. 211 A.D.2d 987, 622 N.Y.S.2d 338).

Why aren't attorneys checking to make sure that the required language is on the Order to Show

Cause or in court orders, especially if their client is facing a contempt charge? If it is not on the order to
show cause, you probably will not want to raise this issue right away. It is the last issue you want to raise,
and raise it after the other side has rested. The reason for this is that the other party can serve you again

and correct the mistake. No sense in telling them what they forgot, and short changing yourself at the
same time. I should also mention, you may not want to inform your attorney of this until the trial is almost
over. I have seen cases where, I believe, the father's attorney had given the mother's attorney information
to be used against him or had informed the other attorney of their arguments ahead of time in order for the
mother's attorney to correct the mistake.

I remember Philip who had an attorney who was constantly raking the fathers over the coals while

representing them. I remember I had several fathers who had this attorney, and they all complained that
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they missed court dates because he failed to notify them of the dates. In this one instance, Philip asked his

attorney what should he do, as he had a snow plowing business the previous year. There was limited
snowfall and he didn't make as much money as in previous years. He said he made about $500 that year.
According to Philip, the attorney told him to forget about it and deny it. Philip went to court and one of the
questions asked was did he make any money snow plowing. He answered in the negative. When Philip
finished testifying, the first witness called was one of his clients who stated he paid him $85 for snow
plowing that season. From that point on Philip's testimony was not credible. He got slammed. No matter
what, don't lie in court. It will come back to haunt you. Also, don't volunteer any information. Just answer
the question as simply as you can and listen to the question being asked.

Contempt proceeding - right to counsel

The following case law shows that just because a judge informs a father he has the right to counsel,
and if he cannot afford one, one will be appointed for him, is not sufficient for him to legally waive his right
to counsel. Usually this is all the court tells the father, if they even tell him this much.
Brainard v. Brainard. 88 A.D.2d 996 (2nd Dept. 1982)

At the Beginning of the hearing, the following took place:

"THE COURT: Mr. Brainard has been advised of his right to have an attorney? If you
cannot afford one, one will be provided. Do you want to speak for yourself?
"MR. BRAINARD: Yes, I do. Judge.
"THE COURT: You want to speak for yourself,.

The hearing then proceeded, with neither party represented by counsel.

We hold that this colloquy does not reflect an explicit, informed waiver, by the husband, of his right
to counsel, guaranteed by paragraph (vi) of subdivision (a) of section 262 of the Family Court Act.
The record does not show that the husband had a "sufficient awareness of the relevant circumstances

and probable consequences: of his waiver (see, Matter of Lawrencft S. 29 N.Y.Ed 206, 208, 235

N.Y.S.2d 921; see, also. Von Moltke v. Gillie.s. 332 U.S. 708, 724, 68 S. Ct. 316, 323). Additionally,
the husband was not informed of his right to an adjournment in order to confer with counsel, as
required by that statute (see. Matter of Kissel v. Kissel. 59 A.D.2d 1036, 399 N.Y.S.2d 781) .

Accordingly, a new hearing should be duly appraised, pursuant to the statute, of his right to be
represented by counsel.

Kigselv. Kissel, 59 A.D.2d 1036,399 N.Y.S.2d 781 (4th Dept. 1977) also held that Matter of Lawrence

S and Von Moltke v. Gillies are applicable to Family Court contempt proceedings.
Matter of Lawrences. 29 N.Y.Ed 206, 208, 235 N.Y.S.2d 921 (1971)

..., the courts have become increasingly reluctant to accept such waivers unless made with

sufficient awareness of the relevant circumstances and probable consequences. (Citations omitted)
"To be valid", the Supreme Court declared in the Von Moltke case (332 U.S. 708, 724, 68 S.Ct. 316,
323), "such waiver must be made with an apprehension of the nature of the charges, the statutory
offenses included within them, the range of allowable punishments thereunder, possible defenses
to the charges and circumstances in mitigation thereof, and all other facts essential to a broad
understanding of the whole matter." ...
From firsthand experience, I can tell you the Family Court Judges refuse to inform the fathers of

the information required by the above cases. When I was representing myself in court, the court refused to
give me this information when I demanded that they inform me of the information. I have yet to see a case
where the court actually informed the father of this information.
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In a recent proceeding, Jarvis was facing imprisonment for failure to pay child support. At the time
he was making $7.00 per hour. His pay was $160.00 per week and support collection was taking $102.00
per week. This father does not have a high school education and had no way of defending himself in court.

He did not know how to apply for a downward modification of child support. He applied for a Public Defender
and was denied. No reason was given. By the time I met him, the trial was already over and he was facing

sentencing by a judge. He filed objections arguing the above. The objections were ignored and he received
6 months in jail. Why wasn't he entitled to a Public Defender? How could he afford an attorney when he
only had $50.00 per week to live on? I have seen where the courts assign mothers counsel and they are
making $20,000 to $40,000 a year or they get help fi-om Legal Aid. Someone should be keeping track of this!
Prior to this proceeding, the court allowed the mother to move to California with the children over

Jarvis' objections. Now the mother is trying to help Jarvis get out of jail. How you may ask? All he had to do
is sign away his rights to his children and she will forgive the arrears. Was the court helping the mother to
force Jarvis give up his children? Did the court follow the law when it originally made the original court
order of support? Jarvis was working for himself doing odd jobs. When working, he told the court he charged
$12.00 per hour. The court then determined he could earn $12.00 per hour working a 40 hour week and
based his child support on this figure. I thought the court was supposed to base his child support on his
income for the year and not on an hourly rate? Now the father is a "deadbeat dad" and is in jail because he
can't afford to pay what the court wanted him to pay. The court order stated, "He also stated that he had
just started a job in mobile home sales and will be earning $9.00 - $10.00 per hour and working 30 to 40
hours per week". He no longer had the job after going to jail.

It costs the county about $80 per day to house an inmate. Let's say they can do it for $40 per day.
Six months of jail will cost the county $7,300.00 (365 - 2 = 182.5 days x 40) and at $80 it will cost the county
$14,600. Would it be cheaper for the county to pay his arrears? The hearing examiner determined the
arrears to be $3,285 was due for current support as well as prior arrears of $1,876 for a total of $5,161. It

would be cheaper for the county to pay off Jarvis' arrears even if the cost was only $40 per day.
Jarvis told his mother that there are men in jail for burglary and other crimes who are serving less
time then he is. He is in for 6 months and they were given 3 months. Furthermore, they are able to have

time taken off for good behavior and Jarvis isn't. He had to serve his entire 6 months while they may only
serve 2 or 2-1/2 months in jail. Also, they would have been entitled to a jury trial, while Jarvis was denied
one. Makes sense, doesn't it?

In the meantime Jarvis' mother was trjring to get him out of jail on a writ of habeas corpus. His

mother filed in the Appellate Court, and was told that she needed to file a notice of appeal. The problem
was that the court clerk refused to provide the mother with a copy of the order of commitment even though
she had a power of attorney to act on his behalf. They simply told her they did not give copies to defendants.
The notice of appeal was filed without the court order of commitment stating the court clerk refused to give
her a copy of it.

As in other cases, the judge will sentence the father to jail without even hearing the father's objections
to the order in violation of Gearv v. Breen. 621 N.Y.S.2d 243 (1994) which was previously discussed. In this

case, the order was dated July 24, 2003, entered August 1, 2003, served August 18, 2003, Objections filed
on September 17,2003 and Jarvis sentenced to jail on September 19,2003. It was now November 2003, and
there was no response or decision by the court on Jarvis' objections. Why would the court want to rule on
the father's objections when they have him in jail for six months? This is called due process.
Jarvis' mother stated that the mother of the children have now moved and changed their phone

number and they do not know where they are now residing. The mother further stated, that the mother
and children are in HUD housing, and the mother stated she had remarried but is continuing to use Jarvis'
last name in order to continue to live in subsidized housing with her new husband.
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Pataki's answer to **deadbeat dads"

First, Governor Pataki refused to address the issue of fathers being deprived of seeing their children!

Why? Must be that talking about fathers being deprived of their children is not politically correct. Could it
be interpreted as being "anti-mother"? Could it be considered "pro-child". Oh, I forgot, how stupid of me,
children don't vote! The motto is "Mothers vote, children don't!" Or is it because there is no money from the
Federal Government for enforcing a father's parenting time?

Talking about fathers being "deadbeat dads" is politically correct. Besides, it brings about two
billion dollars a year from the Federal Government to the State Government's general fund. It is used for

many things besides child support. That's right — "Women's Issues" and programs to help mothers fight
fathers in the court battles.

This money more than pays for the operation of the State Judiciary whose budget is about 1.2

billion and this would leave about $800 million for the social services. In other words, the amount of money
coming into the state on the backs of fathers is being given to those who are deliberately denying fathers

their constitutional, statutory and civil rights.

A friend of mine, Melanie Cummings, has done a tremendous amount of research into this and has

complied graphs and other documents to show that no one is keeping track of this money Melanie is one of
the authors of "The Defrauding of the Hardworking American Taxpayer, Welfare Reform and the Role of
the Family Court System". Her documentation also demonstrates that the courts are taking a larger share
of a father's income than what is being stated as the figures are based upon gross minus FICA and Medicare
being deducted and not State and Federal taxes. On top of this you add day care and uncovered medical

and dental by the time the court is done the father is actually paying 50%, 60% or more of his disposable
income for child support.

Gk)vemor Pataki has shown he is tough on "deadbeat dads". Why doesn't he show us he is tough on
"deadbeat judges" who terrorize fathers and their children with their illegal actions?
Why are the fathers so far behind in their child support? What can be done to improve this? The
governor's answer is to take away their driver's licenses and professional licenses and make failure to pay
child support a felony. This is not the answer as the judges are ordering fathers to pay more then they can
afford in order to extort money out of their families and friends in order to keep them out of jail after the
father has been violated in a kangaroo court.

The Case for Joint Custody in New York by Michael Friedman states:

"A recent Census Bureau report indicates that fathers with joint custody pay 90.2% of the
child support owed, while fathers with mere visitation pay 79.1%. Fathers who have neither joint
custody nor visitation pay only 44.5%^. And why not? Isn't it natural for a parent to participate in

the funding of the child's needs when he or she has access and input. Isn't it also natural to resist
payments when the parent is reduced to a "walking wallet", needed for economic but not emotional
contribution?"

Having fathers involved with their children is more effective and better for all concerned then

revoking the father's driver's or professional license. Oh, that's right, mothers don't want fathers involved
with their children. Who is the state to deny the mother her right to deny a father parenting time with his
child?

The Child Support Standards Act of this State is a disgrace and an injustice to those having to pay
child support. The fathers are at the whim of the judges and hearing examiners as to how they determine
the child support and, in most cases, they do not follow the law. Also, there is no accountability as to where
the support money is spent.
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The judges and hearing examiners deliberately and mahciously make orders that they know the
father cannot comply with and leave him with little or no money to live on. They want the father in arrears
owing money to the mothers in order to create the "deadbeat dad". Why are the fathers in arrears? Ordered
to pay more than their incomes? Being denied access to their children? Court refusing to lower payments as
income decreases? Nobody wants to answer these questions. Sweep it under the rug. It will go away! The
only one going away will be the father, to jailIn those rare instances when the father is awarded custody of the child, he usually ends up having

to waive child support from the mother. When the fathers do attempt to collect child support from the
mother, the mother usually wants the child back and the court gives the child back to her. Why do the
courts accept mothers not having to pay child support when the father has custody? Would they accept a
father not having to pay child support?
In most instances, fathers earning $15,000 to $40,000 are having most of their net pay taken,

leaving them in many cases with less than $100 a week to Hve on. I wonder if these judges and attorneys

could live on $100 a week. The attorneys charge $200 or more per hour and most are now at $250.00 + per
hour. In most instances, the attorney will collect more money than the child support will be for the year or

several years. What is even more frightening is that the fathers believe that the more money the attorney
charges, the better the attorney and that the attorney will do something for him. Boy, do they have a rude
awakening coming.

The judges tell the fathers to get an attorney who in most instances sells him out. Besides, in most
instances, the fathers cannot afford an attorney and pay child support and support himself. The court
knows that they can control the attorneys and that the attorney in most instances will sell out the father.
Father caught in catch 22 situation

Shannon signed a separation agreement several years ago. At the time of the signing of the agreement
he was earning $90,000 per year and his child support was based upon this. After signing the agreement,

the company that he worked for went bankrupt. Fortunately, someone came along and purchased the
company. Shannon was offered a different job with the new owner. Furthermore, his pay was reduced from
$90,000 per year to $60,000 per year. During the divorce proceeding, he was denied a downward modification
of his support obligation upon the ground that the court lacked jurisdiction to do so. Shannon, after receiving
his divorce, filed in family court. The hearing examiner ruled in his favor, but was overturned when the
mother filed objections to the hearing examiner's order. The order stated:
In fact, it is undisputed that the petitioner herein, attempted to raise the very same issue
before the Supreme Court, and was denied the opportunity to do so, upon the ground that the Court
lacked jurisdiction, with the Court specifically commenting that it could not address the issue
raised because the Separation Agreement had not been incorporated into any Judgment or Order of
the Court. The respondent now seeks to have this Court dismiss petitioner's application based
upon the mere fact that the Judgment of Divorce was entered and that no determination with
respect to a change in circumstances was made at that time. This would place the petitioner in the
position of being told that his application was too early at the time of the Judgment of Divorce
because the Separation Agreement was not incorporated in any Judgment, and then being told that
his application is too late subsequent of the entry of the Judgment of Divorce, because it was not
addressed prior to the time the Judgment was entered; and that he can therefore no longer raise
any changes in circumstances prior to the entry of Judgment.
Shannon had to continue to pay child support based upon his income prior to the divorce.
Fathers* Rights Association is there to help
I have had fathers tell me that attorneys have told them to stay away from the Fathers' Rights

Association, Capital District Chapter because it is a radical group and to stay away from me because I have
been arrested. These attorneys do not want the fathers to know what their rights are and to leam how to
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prepare themselves for court. They want the fathers ignorant. To the judges and attorneys, ignorance is
bhss. It makes it easier for them to sell the father out and to get him to agree to things that are detrimental
to their well being and to their children. These are the attorneys fathers want to run from. The FRA -

Capital District Chapter works to help fathers understand the process and what to expect. They help
prepare him for court, leam how to address the issues, and inform him of what the court can and cannot

legally do. That is not to say the judges don't violate the law anyway. They do it all the time and it's in the

mother's favor the vast majority of the time! The fathers need to learn what their next steps are and how to
follow through.

To take it a step farther, the mother's attorney, upon finding out that the father has joined the
Fathers' Rights Association, will tell the judge and make it seem that the father is out of control and a

radical. The court system wants to intimidate the fathers into not getting help in order that they can take
him over the coals as documented herein. The attorneys know that if they can get the father to agree, he is
stuck with the agreement. If the court has to make a ruling, they know the father can appeal.
The courts have no problem with mothers getting help from a domestic violence group and will
allow them in the courtroom and to sit, from what I have heard, next to the mother. Yet, fathers are not

allowed to have the same kind of support. Why? I should mention that George from the Father's Rights
Association has stated recently that when he goes to court with a father, the court personnel and the jduges
are now treating him a lot better both in and out of the courtroom. Where are the shelters for fathers who

are abused by women? Domestic violence shelters are not there to help fathers who have been abused. They
claim they are not equipped to handle fathers. This is discrimination! If these domestic violence shelters
are receiving public funds, they should be there to help both mothers and fathers. Is the State Government
discriminating against fathers?

The courts tell the fathers "the children deserve the money" and then tell the mothers they can
spend it any way they want. They can spend it on themselves, buy drugs with it, spend it on their boyfriends,
etc. The court does not care. Many fathers not only pay support, but then have to pay for the children's
clothing because they have no winter or summer clothes, food, activities, etc. because the mother refuses to

spend the money on the child. Remember, the court will not require the mother to spend the father's child
support on the child, and the court will not require her to spend her portion of the child support on the

child. It's called "child" support? It's not "momma" support. Accountability has to be made part of the
system. But again, accountability would mean your "anti-mother" but in reality it would mean you're "pro

child". Oh, I forgot again. "Mothers vote and children don't".

The following letter was sent to Governor Pataki by Randy Dickinson of The Coalition of Fathers
and Families NY, Inc..
Dear Governor Pataki:

On June 5, you were an honored guest at a press conference held by the Association for
Children for Enforcement of Child Support, Inc. (ACES,) where you were presented with an award
for your support of this organization. You were asked by a reporter from the Albany Times Union to
comment on any involvement - or lack thereof - on the part of groups that advocate for men and

non-custodial parents in discussions leading to public policy regarding a broad range of issues of
importance and/or concern to fathers and families, including, but not limited to, that of child support
and child support enforcement. You responded that you had always been "open" and "available" to
meet with representatives from these groups at any time.
Prior to the ACES June 5 press conference, beginning about August of 2000, the (fathers

group) had made no less than four formal written requests to meet with you and/or your staff. None
ever received even the common courtesy of a standard written acknowledgment, and subsequent
follow-up telephone contacts were all met with a summary brush-off.

Upon learning of your response to the press/media noted above, contact was once again
made with your office to arrange a convenient date and time to meet with you. As in each previous
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case, instructions were given to submit this request in writing.
In a letter dated 7 Jun., a fifth formal written request for a meeting was sent to no less than

16 members of your staff. To date, no response has been received. Meanwhile, it is common knowledge
that you continue to meet regularly with advocates for the enforcement of child support and the
prevention of domestic violence.

While both are certainly legitimate and worthy causes, it seems unconscionable that public
policy decisions regarding these as well as a broad range of other related issues are being made
without any involvement and/or input from that segment of the population most directly and
dramatically impacted by them and that requests by representative organizations to be included in
discussions leading to such decisions have been so totally and completely ignored for so long. It is
particularly disillusioning given that every attempt has been made up to the present to follow
proper protocol and to play by the rules.

Once again, The Coalition of Fathers and Families NY, Inc., respectfully requests, for the

sixth time, a meeting with you and/or your staff at your earliest convenience. Thank you in advance
for your consideration.

After receiving this last letter, Randy and Jim were able to meet with the Governor's staff and had

a follow up meeting, ^^y is it that there is no person on the committees determining the issues of support,
domestic violence and other family issues representing the fathers who are certainly affected by these
committees and their recommendations. This prevents fathers fi-om giving their points of view and having

an input into what is happening and how it will affect the fathers.
Obviously, fathers are not considered a priority by the Governor's staff. Maybe this will change.
On Wednesday June 5,2002, The Record Newspaper printed an article titled "Suspending licenses

backed by Pataki" subtitled "Governor says deadbeat parents should not be practicing chosen profession if
child not supported". A couple of quotes from the article:
"If they can't meet the most basic obligation of supporting their children they should not be

allowed to practice in New York State," Pataki said. "They are the ones most capable of meeting
that responsibility."
"ACES state President Kathi Stannard, who represents 12,000 members aid "The only way
of addressing child poverty is through stiffer penalties for deadbeat parents."
I find the statement, "the only way to get a child out of poverty is through stiffer penalties for

deadbeat parents" insulting. Why not give the child to the parent who is not on welfare and is willing to
work? Force a mother to work to support her child? Children, in lot of instances, are living in poverty
because the parent they are residing with spends the money on themselves instead of the child. Require
that the court orders of support are to state what each parent is to be paying! Why not make it required

that the custodial parent has to document where the child support goes if they receive more than $75.00
per week? Said documentation to include proof the mother is paying her share of the child support. Oh, you
can't do that! It is only called "child support" but is really "momma support".

Child support is supposed to benefit the child, not the mother. The mother is allowed to live at the
standard of living of the child and is able to do so by using the child support for her own use and to have a
better life-style, while the father's life-style is now called "poverty".
There are mothers who are called the 17 percenters. They have one child by this father, another by

this father, another by another father and they get to collect a minimum of 17% from each father. What
about the women who are being rewarded by lying to fathers that they are on birth control or that they
cannot have children? A story on TV told of a public figure who had a child by a women. He finally admitted
he was the father after the DNA test. Obviously, he wanted to make sure the child was his before he
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admitted that it was. He is now paying $4,000 per month temporary child support. Where does a baby need
$4,000 per month to live on? Did the Court consider the actual needs of the child as required for incomes
over $80,000? I don't care how much the father is earning. This is "momma support" at its best. She now

had a tax free income of $48,000 per year. Figuring 30% in taxes, this would mean she would have to earn

over $68,000 per year in order to make this amount. The mother can now retire or just work enough to get

child care covered, that way she can spend her time shopping. Child support is free and clear. She hit the

big jackpot. Besides the $48,000, the father will probably have pay medical, dental, day care, etc. on top of
this. Knowing the courts, he will probably end up pajdng even more because of his income, which will be
retroactive back to the date of the filing of the petition for support. He could owe tens of thousands in
arrears by time the court hears the matter. Will the court even address the issue of the needs of the child in

determining the amount over the $80,000 cap? Will the mother draw this out since she has a Pendente Lite

order and there is no requirement that the father receives a refund if he has over paid? How much of this
''child support" will be saved for the child's college education or the child's future? Probably none, as the
mother will spend it on herself while claiming the child needs the best. Where is the mother paying her
share of the child support? In reality, the court is forcing the father to support the mother in name of "child
support". This has to end!

If a mother commits fraud upon the father by telling him she is on birth control or cannot have
children and she gets pregnant, she is rewarded by the court for committing the fraud.
Josephine M. v. Michael F. 151 Misc.2d 1010, 574 N.Y.S.2d 492, (Fam. Ct. 1991)

The Child Support Standards Act (CSSA) amending F.C.A. § 413 attempted to address
deficiencies in the then present system "by adopting guidelines that permit judicial discretion, and

established minimum and meaningfiil standards of obligations that are based on the premise
that both parties share the responsibilities for child support**

If the law is based on the premise that both parties share the responsibilities for child support, then
why is it that the fathers are forced to pay more than their fair share? If the father can document the needs

of the child to be $100.00 per week and his income is 60% of the combined income of the parties, then he

should be paying $60.00 per week child support. Why is it not unjust and inappropriate for him to pay
$120.00 per week based upon his income? By being required to pay the $120.00 per week he is not only
pajnng his share, but the mother's share plus additional money to the mother. Where is the mother

contributing to the support of the child? Furthermore, there is no requirement that the mother spend any
of the money on the child, especially the amount over the father's $60.00 per week. Any support amount
over the $60.00 per week is really another form of maintenance to the mother and the court is forcing the
father to support the mother in name of "child support". This has to end!
The percentages that fathers are made to pay should be maximum amounts of child support instead
of minimum amounts. The court should determine the needs of the child, not needs of the mother. What is
the reasonable cost of raising a child?
What are the penalities for failure to pay child support?

Recently, with great fanfare, Governor Pataki announced that the law had been changed to make
failure to pay child support a felony. Failure to pay child support has been a crime under Penal Law §
260.05 is a class A misdemeanor and now § 260.06 is a class D felony.
Penal Law S 260.05 Non-support of a child in the second degree.

A person is guilty of non-support of a child when, being a parent, guardian or other person
legally charged with the care or custody of a child less than sixteen years old, he fails or reftises
without lawful excuse to provide support for such child when he is able to do so, or becomes unable

to do so, when, though employable, he voluntarily terminates his employment, voluntarily reduces
his earning capacity or fails to diligently seek employment.
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Non-support of a child in the second degree is a class A Misdemeanor.
Penal Law S 260.06 Non-support of a child in the first degree.
A person is guilty of non-support of a child in the first degree when:
1. being a parent, guardian or other person legally charged with the care or ciist<Hly of
a child less than sixteen years old, he fails or refuses without lawful excuse to provide support for
such child when he is able to do so; and

2. He or she has previously been convicted in the preceding five years ol lh«- rriiiu*
defined in section 260.05 of this article.

Non-support of a child in the first degree is a class D Felony.

According to MaGill's Penal Law Manual for Local Courts, February 2001 following penalties ;ipply;
§ 260.05 - Maximum fine $1,000. Maximum Jail -1 year. Probation 3 years and a surchar;;i'
of$120- 125.
§ 260.10 - Maximum fine $5,000. Minimum Jail 1 year - Maximum Jail - 4 years, Probation

5 years and a surcharge of $210.

According to the Criminal Procedure Law § 340.40 (2) Modes of Trial would be entitled to a public
trial and a jury trial.

Family Court - Right to a jury trial for non-pajrment of support
Before I start with the right to a jury trial in a support matter, I want to address the right to a jury
trial in a proceeding in which a father or mother is to lose custody or be deprived of seeing his or her
children. TTie State and Federal Courts have held:

Duchesne v. Sugarman. 566 F.2d 817, (2nd Cir. 1977):

16] ... This right to the preservation of the family encompasses the reciprocal rights of
both parent and children. It is the interest in the parent in the ^^companionship, care,
custody and management of his or her children, Stanley v. Illinois. 405 U.S. 651 (1972) and in
the children not being dislocated from the '^emotional attachments that derive from the
intimacy of daily association.^

This mutual interest in an independent relationship has received consistent support in the
cases of the Supreme Court. **The Court has frequently emphasized the importance of family.
The rights to conceive and raise one's children have been deemed essential". Maver v.
Nebraska. 262 U.S. 390, 399. (1923), "basic civil rights of man", Skinner v. Oklahoma. 316 U.S.
535, 541 (1942) and "rights far more precious than property rights", Mav v. Anderson. 345
U.S. 528, 533(1953).
Troxel v. Granville. 527 U.S. 1069 (1999) Justice O'Conner, speaking for the Court stated;
"The Fourteenth Amendment provides that no State shall 'deprive any person of life, liberty,

or property, without due process of the law.' We have long recognized that the Amendment's Due
Process Clause like its Fifth Amendment counterpart, 'guarantees more than fair process.' The
Clause includes a substantive component that 'provides heightened protection against governmental
interference with certain fundamental rights and liberty interest" and "the liberty interest of

parents in the care, custody, and control of their children is perhaps the oldest of the
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fundamental liberty interest recognized by this Court."
Resnick v. Zoldan. 134 A.D.2d 246, 520 N.Y.S.2d 434 (2d Dep't 1987)
... The natural right if visitation jointly enjoyed by the noncustodial parent and

the child is more precious than any property right (citations omitted), and it may not be
denied absent a showing that visitation would be inimical to the child's welfare (citations omitted).

Having one's child taken from them is a more severe penalty then being sent to jail for six months
or year. The right to one's child is a "right far more precious than property rights" then why are litigants
entitled to jury trials on issues concerning property rights or if they are accused of a crime but are not

entitled to a jury trial concerning the right to see their children and have a relationship with them? This
makes no sense!

Why aren't parents entitled to jury trial if they face the loss of their child? Certainly, we cannot and

should not trust a single judge to decide such a penalty in a closed court proceeding or even in an open
proceeding. Think about it. If a parent is about to lose or be deprived of their child, they must have done

something illegal that would warrant the child being taken away. If they were charged criminally, they
would be entitled to a jury trial and they would not be facing the loss of their child.

When the mother files a family offense petition with the court, in most instances, the court

immediately denies the father visitation with his children. Then the court orders him into counseling
which he must complete before seeing his children. His attorney will help the court to get him to agree to
this. Just because the father completes the course(s) ordered by the court does not mean that he is entitled
to parenting time with his children again. The court is violating the father's rights.
Sweet V. Passno. 206 A.D.2d 639, 614 N.Y.S.2d 611 (3rd Dept. 1994)

Although family court does not have the authority to order that a party undergo counseling
or therapy before visitation will be allowed (citations omitted), it may include a directive to obtain
treatment as a component of a custody or visitation order (citations omitted).

In family court, the father can be severely punished for failure to pay child support and he is not
entitled to a jury trial, or is he? Is the punishment more severe in family court or criminal court? You
decide. If charged under the penal law a father is entitled to a jury trial (CPL § 340.40(2)).
The penalty for violating § 260.05 is Maximum fine $1,000; Maximum Jail -1 year; Probation 3
years and a surcharge of $120 - $125.

Family Court Act. Article 4. § 435 Procedure: adjournment; confidentiality of requests
(a) Hearings are conducted by the court without a jury...
Does the denial of a jury trial in family court violate the Sixth Amendment to the United States

Constitution and applicable United States Supreme Court and Federal Court of Appeals rulings? Is this
statute unconstitutional? You decide as both the State and Federal Courts are refusing to address this

issue? Why? They don't want fathers to have any rights!!! Judge Kaye in her ruling when I raised this
question held that I did not raise "a substantial constitutional question" and refused to address the issue.

Obviously, Judge Kaye does not believe that a person facing incarceration and onerous penalties imposed
by the legislature is entitled to a jury trial.
First, what is a "crime" in New York State?
Penal Law Article 10 - Definitions:
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1. "Offense" means conduct for which a sentence to a term of imprisonment or a fine is

provided by any law of this state or by any law, local law or ordinance of a political subdivision of
this state, or by any order, rule or regulation of any governmental instrumentality authorized by
law to adopt the same.

4. "Misdemeanor" means an offense, other than a "traffic infraction," for which a sentence
to a term of imprisonment in excess of fifteen days may be imposed, but for which a sentence to a

term of imprisonment in excess of one year cannot be imposed.
(Six months in jail for failure to pay child support pursuant to FCA § 454 would fall
within this legal definition)

5. "Felony" means any offense for which a sentence to a term of imprisonment in excess of
one year may be imposed.

6. "Crime" means any misdemeanor or a felony.
Wouldn't it follow that if you are charged with a crime as defined by the statute, you are charged
with committing a "criminal act"?
Family Court Act § 261. Legislative findings and purpose
Persons involved in certain family court proceedings may face the infringements of
fundamental interests and rights, including the loss of a child's society and the possibility of
criminal charges, and therefore have a constitutional right to counsel in such proceedings. Counsel
is often indispensable to a practical realization of due process of law and may be helpful to the court
in making reasoned determinations of fact and proper orders of disposition. The purpose of this
part is to provide a means for implementing the right to assigned counsel for indigent persons in
proceedings under this act.
In the Matter of a Proceeding for Support under Article 4 of the Familv Court Act. Linda G. v.
Theodore G. 1973, 345 N.Y.S.2d 361 at 366;

... In this matter, it is; the respondent-husband clearly, at some stage of the proceeding, is
liable to a loss of his liberty. We respectfully believe that the clear intent of the Appellate Division
to ever widen the availability of counsel must also be construed and/or effectuated as a mandate to
lower Courts to extend the most liberal construction, consistent with its written terms, to Article

18-B (Judiciary Law). Accordingly, although the statute by its terms (Section 722) is framed to
encompass persons "accused of crime". Section 722-a, defines a crime as "a felony, misdemeanor, or
the breach of any law of this state ... other than one that defines a 'traffic infraction', for which
a sentence for a term of imprisonment is authorized upon conviction thereoP. Under this definition,
incarceration for violation of a support order is not excluded under the statute's only
exclusionary clause, viz. that of a "traffic infraction". The only other inference must be that the
statute is flexible enough to be construed to include it. We believe, in the light of the Appellate
Division's clear mandate, that it intended to have the lower courts under its jurisdiction implement
this right to counsel, and that in the light of this clear directive, this construction of the statute,
though liberal, does not torture it out of its context. The intent of the Appellate Division is to be
implemented immediately.
Larisa F. v. Michael S.. 122 Misc.2d 520,470 N.Y.S.2d 999 (Fam. Ct. 1984) and Havnes v. Hartman.

63 A.D.2d 1,406 N.Y.S.2d 818 (1st. Dept. 1978) held that support contempt proceedings are "quasi-criminal
in nature".

Obviously, the legislature and case law consider the violation of a support order as a "criminal"
offense. As they have determined that a litigant is entitled to counsel as he faces incarceration, he is
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therefore, entitled to his Fifth, Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment protections and these protections are
applicable to the family court when a father is facing incarceration for failure to pay support.
Before the Family Court can deny a father a jury trial, the court must first determine what the

potential maximum penalty is for the "crime" of contempt of court for failure to pay support pursuant to
court order. Therefore, Family Court must look to Family Court Act, Art 4, § 454 which states:
Family Court Act ^ 454. Powers of the court on violation of a support order.

1. If a respondent is brought before the court for failure to obey any lawful order of
support and if, after hearing, the court is satisfied by competent proof that respondent has failed to
obey any such order, the court may use any or all of the powers conferred upon it by this part. The

court has the power to use any or all enforcement powers in every proceeding brought

for violation of a court order under this part regardless of the relief requested in the
petition.

2. Upon finding that a respondent has failed to comply with any lawful order of support:
(a) the court shall enter a money judgment under section four hundred sixty of this
article; and

(b) the court may make an income deduction order for support enforcement under
section fifty-two hundred forty-two of the civil practice law and rules;
(c) the court may require the respondent to post an undertaking under section four
hundred seventy-one of this article.

Family Court Act. Art 4. § 471. Undertaking for support and cash deposits.
The court may in its discretion require either a written undertaking with sufficient

surety approved by the court or may require that cash be posted to secure compliance by
the respondent with the order for support for such period. Such undertaking shall be
for a definite period, not to exceed three years, and the required amount of the

principal of such undertaking shall not exceed the total payments for support
required for three years and shall be so stated in the order for support....

(d) the court may make an order of sequestration under section four htmdred fiftyseven of this article.

(e) the court may suspend the respondent's driving privileges pursuant to § 458-a of
this article.

(f) the court may suspend the respondent's state professional or business license
pursuant to § 458-b of this article.

(g) the court may suspend the recreational license or licenses of the respondent pursuant
to § 458-c of this article.

(h) The court may require the respondent, if the persons for whom the respondent has
failed to pay support are applicants for or recipients of public assistance, to participate in work
activities as defined in title nine-b of article five of the social services law. Those respondents
ordered to participate in work activities need not be applicants for or recipients of public
assistance.

3. Upon a finding by the court that a respondent has willfully failed to obey any lawful

order to support, the court shall order the respondent to pay counsel fees to the attorney
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representing petitioner pursuant to section four hundred thirty-eight of this act and may in addition
to or in lieu of any or all of the powers conferred in subdivision two of this section or any other
section of law;

(a) commit the respondent to jail for a term not to exceed six months. Such
commitment may be served upon certain specified days as the court may direct, and thi* court
may, at any time within the term of such sentence, revoke such suspension and commit thirespondent for the remainder of the original sentence, or suspend the remainder of such si'iittiui'.
For the purposes of this subdivision, failure to pay support, as ordered, shall constitute prima
facia evidence of a willful violation. Such commitment does not prevent the court fri>m

subsequently committing the respondent for failure thereafter to comply with any
s u c h o r d e r.

(b) place respondent on probation under such conditions as the court may (Ictmiiiiuand in accordance with the provisions of the criminal procedure law; or
Familv Court Act. Article 4. § 456 - Probation

(a) No person may be put on probation under this article unless the court makrs
an order to that effect, either at the time of the making of an order of support or under

section four hundred fifty-four. The period of probation may continue so long as
an order of support, order of protection or order of visitation applies to such person.
4. The court shall not deny any request for relief pursuant to this section
unless the facts and circumstances constituting the reasons for its determination are set forth in a
written memorandum of decision.

Under part 4, the court is required to use all of these sanctions. The judge is to state why he does
not impose all of the sanctions under this section.

Now, which penalty has the potential of being more severe? It is my opinion that the penalty facing
fathers in family court is more severe then that in a criminal court under the penal law, especially when
you consider mothers are running up thousands dollars in attorney bills over a couple of hundred dollars in
alleged arrears. Remember, under the penal law, it is jail time of 1 year, probation, fine and surcharge. In
family court it is jail of 6 months, attorney fees, loss of driver's license, loss of professional license, probation
until child attains age of 21 which means if you have a two year old child you can be on probation for 19
years, money judgment at 9% interest, income deduction order, post an undertaking, sequestration of your
property and suspension of your recreational license or licenses.
In 1989 the United States Supreme Court in Blanton v. Citv of North Las Vegas. Nev.. 489 U.S. 538

In using the word "penalty" we do not refer solely to the maximum prison term
authorized for a particular offense. A legislature's view of the seriousness of an o^ense
also is reflected in the other penalties that it attaches to the offense. See United States v.
.Tpnkir>s 780 F.2d 472,474, and n. 3 (CA4). We thus examine "whether the length of the authorized

prison term for the seriousness of other punishment is enough in itself to require a jury trial."

(Citation omitted). Primary emphasis, however must be placed on the maximum authorized period
of incarceration. Penalties such as probation, or a fine may engender "a significant infringement of
personal freedom," id, at 151, 89 S.Ct. 1506, but they cannot approximate in severity the loss of
liberty that a prison term entails. Indeed, because incarceration is an "intrinsically different" form

of punishment, Muniz v. Hoffman. 422 U.S. 454, 477, 95 S.Ct. 2178, 2190 (1975), it is the most
powerful indication whether an offense is "serious".

Although we did not hold in Baldwin, that an offense carrying a maximum prison term of
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six months or less automatically qualifies as a "petty" offense, and decline to do so today, we do find
it appropriate to presume for purposes of the Sixth Amendment that society views such an offense
as "petty". A defendant is entitled to a jury trial in such circumstances only if he can
demonstrate that any additional statutory penalties, viewed in conjunction with the
maximum authorized period of incarceration, are so severe that they clearly reflect a
legislative determination that the offense in question is a "serious" one. This standard,
albeit somewhat imprecise, should ensure the availability of a jury trial in the rare
situation where the legislature packs an offense it deems "serious" with onerous penalties
that nonetheless "do not puncture the 6-month incarceration line."

Pursuant to FCA § 454 the severity of the maximum potential penalty sufficiently reflects the
legislature's determination that contempt for failure to pay support pursuant to court order is a serious
offense for which a jury trial would be mandated pursuant to Federal standards.
United States v. ARRO. 691 F.2d 862 (1982) held:

The Supreme Court has accorded constitutional stature to the common-law rule that "petty
offenses may be tried without a jury. (Citations omitted). In determining the line between "petty"
and "serious" offenses for purposes of the Sixth Amendment right to a jury trial, the Supreme Court
has more recently emphasized the maximum authorized penalty as an objective criterion of
the gravity of the offense. Craner. supra, 652 F.2d at 24. "In deciding whether an offense is

'petty,' we have sought objective criteria reflecting the seriousness with which society regards the

offense . . . and we have found the most relevant such criteria in the severity of the maximum
authorized penalty" Baldwin v. New York. * * ^ 90 S.Ct. 1886, 1887, "= ='= (1970) =■= ^ Thus, the
Court has held that offenses carrying terms in excess of six months and fines of more than $500.00
must be tried before a jury....

In ordinary criminal prosecutions, severity of penalty authorized not penalty actually
imposed is relevant criterion in determining whether a particular offense can be classified as
"petty" for purposes of determining right to a jury trial. Frank v. U.S.. 89 S.Ct. 1503.

United States v. Craner. 652 R2d 23 (1980) held that a litigant facing six months in jail or a $500.00

fine or both, plus payment of costs, was a "serious" one for which the Federal Constitution guaranteed
trial by jury.
United States v. Rvlander. 714 F.2d 966, 1005 (1983):

There is a sixth amendment right to a trial by jury in serious, but not petty, criminal contempt
cases. Bloom v. Illinois...., 88 S.Ct. 1477,1480,..., (1968). Wliether a criminal contempt is serious
or petty is determined by the severity of the penalty authorized. Frank v. United States. . . ., 89
S.Ct. 1503, 1505, . . ., (1969). If the contempt is charged under a statute that authorizes a

maximum penalty greater than $500.00 or six month's imprisonment, there is a right to a
jury trial regardless of the penalty actually imposed. Muniz v. Hoffman. . . ., 95 S.Ct. 2178,
2190-91,. . . (1975).. .

Even if it is argued that this is a "civil" proceeding, the litigant would still be entitled to a jury trial.
In Re Rosahn. the court held that a litigant facing imprisonment in a civil proceeding was entitled to a
public trial under the Fifth Amendment, then a litigant facing a potential sentence that exceeds six months

in jail or a $5,000.00 fine or both would be entitled to their Sixth Amendment right to a jury trial.
U.S. V. Bencheck. 926 R2d 1512 at 1518 (1991) held:

[2]... Finally, the presumption announced in Blanton, allows an accused to successfully
claim the right to a jury trial in that "rare situation" where the offense or offenses are serious
because of "onerous penalties that nonetheless 'do not puncture the 6-month incarceration
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line'."

In 1969, the United States Court of Appeals for the 2nd Circuit ruled in United States Ex Rel.
Griffen v. Martin. 409 F.2d 1300 held that Family Court Act Section 454 did not violate a persons right to

a jury trial as the potential sentence at that time was a maximum of six months in jail. There were no
additional penalties at that time. Family Court Act § 454 has been modified several times since 1969 to
increase the "severity" or "seriousness" of the penalty for contempt of court for failure to pay support.
Therefore, due to the changes in the severity of the punishment under section 454 of the Family Court Act
since this court's ruling, Griffin is no longer applicable.
The Appellate Court held in my case the following:
Carella v. Collins. 228 A.D.2d 725, 644 N.Y.S.2d 68 (3rd Dep't., 1996)

[3] Respondent's claim that he was entitled to a jury trial on the violation petitions, and the

complementary suggestion that Family Court Act 435(a) is unconstitutional for failing to afford
one, are also meritless. To support his argument in this regard, respondent attempts to characterize
the potential money judgments that can arise from a finding of violation (see, Family Ct Act 454[2] [a];
[3]) as "fines", and urges that these fines, along with the other statutory remedies and sanctions—
including incarceration, probation and the opportunity to invoke certain enforcement mechanisms
(such as sequestration of assets and income execution)—constitute sufficiently serious "punishment"
as to trigger the right to a jury trial. The monetary awards at issue (for support arrears and counsel
fees) are not punitive in nature, however, but are remedial, intended to compensate a petitioner

and the subject children for actual losses brought about by the violator's conduct. Being akin to
civil contempt fines or penalties, they are not considered punishment for the purpose of determining
whether a jury trial must be permitted (see. Matter of Department of Hous. Preservation & Dev. of
Citv of N.Y. V. Deka Realtv Corp.. 208 A.D.2d 37, 49, 620 N.Y.S.2d 837).

(The above case against Deka stated:
In either case, unlike fines for criminal contempt where deterrence is the aim and the
State is the aggrieved party entitled to the award (citation omitted), civil contempt Hnes
must be remedial in nature and effect (citation omitted) formulated not to punish

the offender, but solely to compensate or indemnify private complainants.)

The Appellate Court did not address the issue of having a driver's license, professional license and/
or business license suspended for non-payment of support. Why? The suspension of a person's license(s) for
non-payment of support is part of the "penalty". The penalty exceeds six months in jail. The suspension of
a driver's license, professional license and/or business license could easily exceed $5,000. The taking of the
license(s) is NOT remedial and is NOT intended to compensate a petitioner and the subject children for
actual losses brought about by the violator's conduct. It is a penalty imposed by the statute. In my case

Appellate Court knew if they addressed the issue of the licenses, I would have been entitled to a jury trial.
Monetary awards are not punitive in nature? Back child support would not be, but attorney fees
definitely are. It's like the argument for a public trial. Yet, the burden of imprisonment is just as great,

regardless of what we call the order that imposed it. It is this fact that fosters the need for procedural
protection... Threat of imprisonment is the coercion that makes a civil contempt proceeding effective. The

civil label does not obscure its penal nature. Having to pay attorney fees instead of a fine does
not obscure its penal nature.

The Appellate Court admits "Being akin to civil contempt fines or penalties" They admit they
are like fines or penalties. My position exactly. Instead of calling it a fine, you call it something else, but it
is still a fine or penalty. If the mother proves her case that the father willfully violated the order, she is
entitled to attorney fees. On the other hand, if she fails to prove her case, she does not have to pay the
father's attorney's fees. Having to pay attorney fees for violating a court order is a "penalty" for violating
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The most you can be fined is $5,000 for a felony in New York State. I was penalized $13,974.71.

Which is more severe? A $5,000 fine or $13,974.71 in attorney fees? What about the U.S. Supreme Court
ruling of Blanton? Furthermore, as previously defined failure to pay child support is a "crime" as defined by
the Penal Law and County Law § 722-a. As I was charged with a "crime" as defined by state statutes, why
am I not entitled to my constitutional right to a jury trial?

The counties each handle thousands of support violation petitions each year. How many fathers do
you think have been charged with failure to pay child support under the penal laws in the last 10 years?
It is only now you are beginning to see the fathers arrested on criminal charges and now they are

entitled to a jury trial. You can be sure that the Public Defenders are going to be getting these fathers to

plea bargain. Will the Public Defender even look at the father's court order(s) and see if they comply with
the law, that's if he even understands the CSSA? How many fathers are going to be imprisoned based upon
court orders that fail to comply with the law? Also, is the judge going to allow the father to prove that the
court order violates the law? The court's position will be, did you violate the court order or not?. Whether
the court order is valid or not is not an issue.

Secret Family Court Proceedings are Illegal

In 1990,1 filed a petition with the family court demanding a public trial and a jury trial among
other things as I faced six months in jail and other onerous penalties for failure to pay child support. I
raised the issue that Family Court Act § 433 was unconstitutional as it closes the court to the public and

that Family Court Act § 435 deprived me of a jury trial. Judge John Austin of Warren County dismissed my
petition and then I appealed directly to State's highest court, the New York State Court of Appeals. Chief
Judge Richard Simons dismissed my petition claiming I had raised issues other than the constitutionality
of state statutes and sent the matter down to the Appellate Court. Again, the Appellate Court did not

address the issue and denied my appeal. I then went back to the Court of Appeals in 1994 and Judge Kaye

dismissed my petition stating "leave to appeal is dismissed on the ground that the Appellate Division Order
entered May 12, 1994 sought to be appealed from does not finally determine the proceeding within the
meaning of the Constitution." I then went to trial and lost. I again raised this issue in my appeal to the
Appellate Court and to the Court of Appeals. Judge Kaye on November 26, 1996, dismissed my appeal
"upon the ground that no substantial constitutional question is directly involved". Obviously, a father's
right to a public trial or a jury trial before he is imprisoned in New York State is "not a substantial right"
according to Judge Kaye. I also helped several fathers file appeals who were in jail raising the issue that
they were denied a pubHc trial and jury trial. All were denied. No court wanted to address these issues. It
should also be noted that I raised the issue of a public trial and jury trial in Federal Court as well. Both the
Federal District Court and the Federal Second Circuit Court of Appeals refused to address this and other
constitutional issues which will be documented later.

In 1997, with much fan fare. Judge Kaye announced that the family court proceedings would be
open to the public. The Times Union Article on June 19,1997 stated:

"'This sends a clear policy message,' Lippman said of the new rules, which direct judges to
open their courtrooms unless there is a good reason for closure. 'We are saying that the court is

open, subject to public scrutiny and we in the court system are accountable to the public.'"
"'It is vital that the public have a good understanding of the court and confidence in the
court process,' Kaye said. 'The new rules have been carefully drawn to clarify that the court is
indeed is open, while at he same time providing important safeguards for families and children.'"
Section 205.4 of the Uniform Rules for Trial Courts now states:

"The Family Court is open to the public. Members of the public, including the news
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media, shall have access to all courtrooms, lobbies, public waiting areas and other common areas of
the Family Court otherwise open to individuals having business before the court.

(b) The general public or any person may be excluded from a courtroom only if the
judge presiding in the courtroom determines, on a case-by-case basis based upon supporting evidence,
that such exclusion is warranted in that case....

Whenever the judge exercises discretion to exclude any person or the general public from a

proceeding or part of a proceeding in Family Court, the judge shall make findings prior to ordering
exclusion."

Was I right that the court should be open? Did my suits in State and Federal Courts lead to the
alleged opening of the family court to the public? Over seven years later, is the family court open to the
public? No, it is not. It's like everything Judge Kaye and the judges do. They tell the public what the public
wants to hear and then do as they please.

I have been in several family courts. I can state firsthand that they are not open to the public as

proclaimed by Judge Kaye. Let me explain. Anyone can walk into any city, county or state courtroom and

sit down and listen to what is going on. No one questions the person going in. The most I have seen is

during the actual trial a bailiff will ask if the person is going to be a witness. If they say no, they go right in.

The court does not ask any other questions and the judge says nothing about people going in and out of
court.

On the other hand in family court, there is a deputy sheriff or court officer checking who is going
into the courtroom and why. The Family Court Judges want names and why you are there. The doors to the
courtroom or to the doorway leading to the courtroom are locked to prevent people from entering the court

proceeding. They should not be locked, as a closed court defeats justice even more so. When you get into the

courtroom the judge will ask who you are and why you are there. Why? The court is open to the public, isn't
it?

A few years ago, I was in Florida and went to a support court and to the domestic violence court. At
the support hearing, fathers were brought before the court for not paying child support. The mothers were

not present. None of them had attorneys. At the beginning of the hearing the judge made a fifteen minute
speech on how the fathers were responsible for supporting their children and what their rights were. The
judge would then call two fathers at a time up to the two podiums before the bench. She would ask each
father if he understood that he had a duty to support his child. Each would state "yes". The court would

then hear the father's reason why he was not paying child support or wasn't paying the full amount. The
court would then act appropriately. There were approximately 50 fathers there that day. Everything was
out in the open. I do remember one father when he stood at the podium. The judge asked him if he understood
that he had a duty to support his child. He stated, "No I don't" . The judge asked him again, and again he
said, "No, I don't". The judge, not being too happy with his answers, questioned the other father. She then
returned to this father and again asked him. He again stated, "No, I don't". The judge then asked him why
he did not have a duty to support his child. He told the judge "it's not my child". The judge informed him
that she had a court order stating that he was the father of the child. He then told the judge that he had
been in jail for the past few years, was never served with any paternity petition and that he could not be the
father of the child because he was in jail. The judge then told him what office he needed to go to and what
he needed to do.

The same was for the domestic violence court. Anyone could walk in or out of the courtroom during

the proceedings. When you walked in, the mothers sat on one side and the fathers on the other. No one was
at the door stopping or asking anyone why they were there. Florida has an open court. New York's open
court in family court is a sham and fraud upon the people of the state. Again, we have Judge Kaye and her
court personnel saying one thing to the public and doing something different in reality. There is no
accountability!!
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Murderers, arsonists, terrorists and drug dealers have more rights than a father who is to be tried,
convicted and sentenced to jail for not paying child support. Would the courts or an attorney dlow a defendant
charged with one of the above to be tried, convicted and sentenced to jail in a secret trial? No, they wouldn't.
Yet they allow a father to be tried, convicted, and sentenced to jail in a secret trial for non-payment of
support everyday the court is open. Why?

The court and attorneys will argue that murders, etc. are charged with "criminal acts" and are

therefore entitled to public trials as they face a "criminal" proceeding. The court will argue that a father
charged with contempt for not paying support is a "civil" proceeding and therefore he is not entitled to a
public trial. This is absurd. In both cases the defendant faces imprisonment. The United States Court of

Appeals as well as the Family Court has addressed this issue and the law supports my position that the
Family Court should be open to the public unless there is a finding to close the court after a hearing.
I relied upon the following case in my argument:
In Re Rosahn. 671 F.2d 690 at 695, 696, 697 (2nd Cir. 1982):

[9] Another argument not raised below is that the contempt proceeding was conducted in a
manner that violated her right to due process because a full adversary hearing was not held, no
witnesses were called, she was not informed of her right to call witnesses, and she was not offered
an opportunity to address the court before issuance of a CIVIL contempt order...
[101 • •. In Re Oliver. 333 U.S. 257,68 S.Ct. 499, (1948) which struck down a secret criminal
contempt trial as violative of due process, the Supreme Court stressed that at the heart of due

process clause is "[t]he traditional Anglo-American distrust for secret trials," which
throughout history have been associated with 'institutions [that] obviously symbolized
a menace to liberty." Id. at 268-69, 68 S.Ct. at 505.

"In view of this nation's historic distrust of secret proceedings [and] their inherent danger
to freedom, . . . the guarantee [of public proceedings] has always been recognized as a
safeguard against any attempt to employ our courts as instruments of persecution." Id.
at 270, 273, 69 S.Ct. at 507.

The safeguard of open proceedings not only represents "an effective restraint on

possible abuse of power," Id...., but also reflects "the notion, deeply rooted in common
law, *that justice must satisfy the appearance of justice."' (Citations omitted)
While the passages quoted from In Re Oliver were written primarily with criminal trials in

mind, it is significant that the contempt sentence overturned by the Oliver Court on the ground
that the contempt proceeding below had been improperly closed to the public was a conditional jail
sentence that would have terminated upon compliance with the trial court's order. Accordingly, the
Oliver analysis was applied to invalidate a contempt sanction whose central character is its
conditional nature is typical of a civil contempt

[11, 12] The government argues that whatever may be the rule in a criminal contempt trial,
there is no Fifth Amendment requirement that a civil contempt trial pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1826

be held in public. We are unpersuaded by this distinction. As we noted in In Re Bella. 518 F.2d 955,
958-59 (2nd Cir. 1975):

"Admittedly ... a proceeding [under § 1826] is basically civil in nature.

The purpose of holding a witness in contempt is to coerce him to answer the grand jury's
questions, not to punish him for reprehensible conduct Yet, the burden of imprisonment is
just as great, regardless of what we call the order that imposed it. It is this fact that fosters
the need for procedural protection."
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Given the burden that imprisonment imposes on an individual, a civil contempt trial that
could result in an order of confinement carries with it the same concerns and purposes that

lead to the requirement of a public trial in the criminal context, such as the need to assure
accountability in the exercise of judicial and governmental power, the preservation of the appearance
of fairness, and the enhancement of the public's confidence in the judicial system. . . .
[13] Our conclusion that alleged civil contemnor's, like criminal contemnor's, have
some right to a public proceeding is supported by and consistent with the trend \n this and
other Circuits to afford the same or similar procedural safeguards to persons charged wilh
civil contempt as to those charged with criminal contempt. * * We are satisfied that the
protection against unnecessary secret proceedings extends beyond the criminal context.
(One court has held that to comport with due process requirements certain quasi-jutlin.il
administrative proceedings "that involve important constitutional rights" must "be <)|H*n to thi*
press and the public." Fitzgerald v. Hampton. 467 F.2d 755, 763, 766 [D.C.Cir. 19721)
We hold, therefore, that Rosahn's due process rights were violated when the trial
court ordered the entire contempt proceeding closed over her objection. We nectl not ;uid
do not decide whether the due process clause extends the same degree of protection to civil
contemner's who do not face imprisonment.
United States v. Sun Kung Kang. 468 F.2d 1368 (1972):

Appellant, an indigent, had requested appointment of counsel to represent him in the civil
contempt proceeding....

.... Threat of imprisonment is the coercion that makes a civil contempt
proceeding effective. The civil label does not obscure its penal nature. (Cf Harris v. United
States. (1965) 86 S.Ct. 352.

Argersinger v. Hamlin. 92 S.Ct. 2006 (1972) at 2008 holds:
In Washington v. Texas, supra, we said, "We have held that due process requires that the
accused have the assistance of counsel for his defense, that he be confi'onted with witnesses against

him, and that he have a right to a speedy and public trial.".... Respecting the right to a speedy and
public trial, the right to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation, the right to confront
and cross-examine witnesses, the right to compulsory process for obtaining witnesses, it was recently
stated. "It is simply not arguable, nor has any court ever held, that the trial of a petty
offense may be held in secret, or without notice to the accused of the charges, or that such cases
the defendant has no right to confront his accusers or to compel the attendance of witnesses in his
own behalf" Junker, The Right to Counsel in Misdemeanor Cases, 43 Wash.L.Rev. 685, 705 (1968).

(Judge Kaye and her fellow judges, by their refusal to address the illegally closed family court
proceedings, are clearly holding that fathers can be imprisoned in secret family court proceedings by holding
"no substantial constitutional question has been raised" or their argument "has no merit". Make no mistake

about it, Judge Kaye and her fellow justices are a menace to liberty and justice!)
In Re Oliver. (1948) 68 S.Ct. 499 at 507, 508, 510 held:
[8] . . . , no court in this country has ever before held, so far as we can find, that an
accused can be tried, convicted and sent to jail, when everybody else is denied entrance to the court,
except the judge and his attaches. And without exception all courts have held that an accused
is at the very least entitled to have his friends, relatives and counsel present, no matter
what o^ense he has been charged.
[15] Nor is there any reason suggested why "demoralization of the court's authority" would
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have resulted from giving the petitioner a reasonable opportunity to appear and offer a defense

in open court to a charge of perjury or to the charge of contempt. . . . The right to be

heard in open court before one is condemned to too valuable to be whittled away under the
guise of "demoralization of the court's authority".

116] It is "the law of the land" that no man's life, liberty or property be forfeited as
a punishment until there has been a charge fairly made and fairly tried in a public
tribunal. See Chambers v. Florida. 309 U.S. 227. The petitioner was convicted without that kind of
trial.

Matter of Chase. Familv Court. 446 N.Y.S.2d 1000 (1982), 112 Misc.2d 436:

[1] Richmond Newspapers. Inc. v. Virginia. U.S. , 100 S.Ct. 2814, commands respect
not only for its holding but for its jurisprudential and conceptual underpinnings. The Supreme
Court instructs that all trials, civil and criminal, are presumptively open, in vindication of
an independent right of access of the public and the press

[2] The opinion of the Chief Justice and concurring opinions demonstrate unequivocally
that the historical and analjrtical bases for the public right of access in criminal trials
pertain equally to civil proceedings. Those grounds reflect a profound Anglo-American
commitment to open justice in criminal and civil proceedings.

Judge Austin ruled my argument for a public trial was "without merit" and this was upheld by the
New York State Appellate Court, Third Department and the Court of Appeals with Judge Kaye presiding.
Make no mistake about it. Judge Kaye and her fellow Court of Appeals judges are holding
that fathers can be sentenced to jail in secret court proceedings. They just won't come out directly
and say it because they know what would happen if they did. It's easier to state the father's argument "has
no merit" or "no substantial constitutional question has been raised" and then dismiss it. Judge Kaye and
the other judges are cowards because they do not have the courage to state what they are really doing.
Why isn't someone questioning Judge Kaye about her actions? Why isn't anyone questioning her
about her refusal to address the constitutional issues raised in my appeals to the Court of Appeals? Lastly,
why is Judge Kaye refusing to follow state law as documented herein? Is Judge Kaye above the law?
On November 9, 1994,1 filed a Petition for Writ of Habeas corpus with the Appellate Division,
Third Department in Albany on behalf of a father who was imprisoned in a secret family court proceeding.
I argued that he had been illegally imprisoned because 1) the trial was held in secret and, as such, Family
Court Act (FCA) § 433 was unconstitutional; 2) that he was denied a jury trial and, as such, FCA § 435 was
unconstitutional as it deprived him of a jury trial; and 3) that FCA § 439 was unconstitutional as it authorizes

the transfer of powers from duly elected Family Court Judges to non-elected, non-judical hearing examiners
and the fact that hearing examiners are not authorized under the state constitution to hear and determine
family court matters, only judges are.
On December 14,1994 the Appellate Court made its ruling stating:
"An application have been made by petitioner at a term of court in the above-entitled
proceeding for writ of habeas corpus: NOW, after reading and fiHng the petition of Charles E.

Collins, III, sworn to November 8,1994, in support of the application, and no one having appeared

in opposition thereto, and this Court having rendered a decision on 15th day of November, 1994, it
is hereby ORDERED that the application pursuant to CPLR 7002 (b)(2) for a writ of habeas corpus
is hereby denied, without costs.
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Civil Practice Law and Rules § 7003 states:

When the writ shall be issued, (a) Generally, The Court to whom the petition is made shall
issue the writ without delay on any day, or where the petitioner does not demand production of the

person detained or it is clear that there is no disputable issue of fact, order the respondent to show
cause why the person detained should not be released. If it appears from the petition or the documents
annexed thereto that the person in not illegally detained or that a court or judge of the U.S., has
exclusive jurisdiction to order him released, petition shall be denied.

I then appealed to the Court of Appeals arguing that the father had been denied his rights to a
public trial, jury trial, a judge to determine the issues of his imprisonment and that the Appellate Court
was required to issue the writ of habeas corpus.

Judge Kaye holds public trial, before one is imprisoned,
is not a ^^substantial right** in New York State

On February 16,1995 Judge Kaye issued her order which stated:
'The appellant having filed notice of appeal in the above title and due consideration having
been thereupon had, it is ORDERED, that the appeal be and the same hereby is dismissed without
costs, by the Court sua sponte, upon the ground that no substantial constitutional question is
directly involved."

What does Judge Kaye consider a "substantial constitutional question"? Here a father is tried,
convicted, and sentenced to jail in a secret court proceeding (Star Chamber) as well the fact that he was
denied his other constitutional rights. Furthermore, the right to appeal under the State Constitution Art.
VI, § 3 and CPLR § 5601 requires a constitutional question, not a "substantial" constitutional question.
Public trials and jury trials are "substantial" constitutional rights before one is imprisoned, but not if your
a father in New York State. You have no rights!!! Just ask Judge Kaye and the other corrupt judges.
In the Record newspaper dated April 21, 2002 on page A-3 the following was stated:
But the state's Chief Judge Judith Kaye, speaking Saturday at the sjmiposium, said the
1777 Constitution laid down "the ch£u*ter, the foundation, the bedrock" of the compact between New

Yorkers and their government. She said that to this day, her court seeks to protect many of the
freedoms first guaranteed to New Yorkers 225 years ago, including freedom or religion, speech and
the press and the right to a jury trial.
It is not what you see the court doing, it's what you don't see that is the problem. Judge
Kaye is demonstrating she is a power-mad hypocrite who boasts about her and the court's
ethical principles in public interviews while secretly coordinating a statewide racketeering
enterprise with a scheme to fix court cases and deprive litigants of their constitutional and
statutory rights in order for the state to collect billions of dollars from the Federal Government
and in order for attorneys to make billions of dollars each year oi^ of misery and destruction of
families that they deliberately cause through the corrupt court process each year.
As Judge Kaye and Judge Simons concurred in the DufFv v. Ward. 81 N.Y.2d 127,596 N.Y.S.2d 746
(1993) when the Court of Appeals ruled:

The public has a *^right to rest assured that its officers are individuals of moral
integrity in whom they may, without second thought place their conHdence and trust"
(Matter of Toro v. Malcolm, supra, 44 N.Y.2d at 152). Although the result of implementing the
statute is sometimes harsh, it is clear that "the balance must be struck in favor of the public" when
the officer's interest is weighed against that of State's citizens (citation omitted).
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As documented herein, Judge Kaye has no integrity, yet alone, a moral integrity.
Separation Agreements

One of the things that I have discovered is that sixty to seventy per cent of the separation agreements
that I have seen drawn up by attorneys do not comply with the Child Support Standards Act and/or they
have the father agreeing to things that are not required under the law, but the father is led to believe they
are required.

In dealing with support, there are two items that are usually in the agreement that are not required,
but fathers believe they are. The first one is a clause that states that the child support will be adjusted and
recalculated upward every year or two. If the father's income goes down, he is not entitled to a downward
modification, he is only entitled to an upward modification of support. This is one sided. The mother's side.
Furthermore, by doing this, the father is waiving the requirement that the mother must show an

unanticipated change in circumstances and that the needs of the children are not being met. As previously
shown with the father who had the increase of $10,000 in income and the mother quitting her job to stay
home with a new baby, he would have been automatically paying more child support. The money would not
be going to the children as their needs were already being met. This would have been extra money for the

mother to spend on her new family. The father is not obligated to support the mother and her new family
but the court is making him spend an extra $170.00 per month on the mother's family. Furthermore, why
isn't the court requiring the mother to work to support her children of the previous marriage? Would the
court allow the father to become a stay at home dad with his second family? We already know the answer to
that!

The second item put in many agreements is that the father agrees to pay child support to the age of
22 1/2 or 23 instead of 21 as the child is attending college on a full time basis and matriculated in a course
of study leading to an undergraduate degree at an accredited college or vocational school. The father is led

to believe that he is required to pay child support past the age of 21 if the child is in college and/or that in
some way this support is benefiting his child. There is no requirement under the law to have to pay child
support over the age of 21 because the child is in school. Furthermore, what makes you think that the

money is going to the child? The money goes to the mother who can spend it any way she wants. I met two
fathers whose 19 year old daughters were going to college. The mothers were collecting child support and
refused to give their daughters any of the money. They had learned it was "momma support" not "child
support". Both petitioned the court to become emancipated because their fathers were willing to help with
the college education but could not afford to help and pay child support at the same time.
Only way father could get reduction in
child support was to have a heart attack

Luke had been working as either a iron worker or boilermaker. The difference was in one position
he was making $50,000 per year and as the other $30,000 per year. Of course, when he went to court he was

making the $50,000 per year which everyone knew was going to end when the job he was working on was
completed in a couple of months. His income was going to go back to $30,000 per year. His attorney convinced
him to agree to pay child support based upon the $50,000 income and told Luke that when the job ended to
just go into court and file a downward modification petition. Sounds simple, doesn't it? Luke went to court

and guess what? They wouldn't reduce his child support because he knew at the time that he agreed to pay
the child support based upon $50,000 that his income was going to be reduced. Therefore, there was no
unanticipated change in circumstances. Luke can keep paidng at the $50,000 rate. He couldn't keep paying
- another deadbeat dad! By the way, Luke ended up having a heart attack right after this and was unable
to work. Reluctantly, the court lowered his child support.
Attorneys clean father out of trust fund

One of the worst agreements that I have seen is where Hugh agreed to pay an exorbitant amount of

child support and maintenance. As maintenance was an issue here, I will refer to the statute concerning
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the deduction of maintenance before determining child support. The statute states:
(vii) the following shall be deducted from income prior to applying the provisions of paragraph
(c) of this subdivision:

(C) alimony or maintenance actually paid or to be paid to a spouse that is a party t<» the
instant action pursuant to an existing court order or contained in the order to be entered by the
court, or pursuant to a validly executed written agreement, provided the order or agreement pn»\ ides
for a specific adjustment, in accordance with this subdivision, in the amount of child support pii> ;ihle
upon the determination or alimony or maintenance to such spouse.
Attorneys will argue that if the agreement or court order does not state that child sup|M)rt \m11

change when maintenance is no longer payable, then the person paying the maintenance does rn»t ^-et i«»

deduct the maintenance before the child support is determined. The above section needs to be modi tied to
require maintenance to be deducted.
The case law is:

Posson V. Posson. 662 N.Y.S.2d 640 (3rd Dept. 1997)

The primary argument advanced by defendant is that Supreme Court should have deducted
from his gross income the $5,200 annual court-ordered maintenance payment he must make to
plaintiff for five years. The Domestic Relations Law does provide that maintenance paid pursuant
to an existing court order to a spouse who is a party to the action can be deducted from the payor
spouse's gross income if the order provides for a specific adjustment in the amount of child support
upon the termination of the maintenance payments (Domestic Relations Law § 240[l-b] [b] (51 Iviil (CI
). Supreme Court's order does not contain such a provision; however, it has been noted
that such a provision should be included in a permanent order of maintenance and
support (Citation omitted). Because we have the same power and discretion as does Supreme
Court (Citation omitted), we shall modify Supreme Court's order to include the necessary statutory

language, thereby reducing defendant's weekly child support obligation to $51. (FNl)
McSparron v. McSparron. 190 A.D.2d 74, 597 N.Y.S.2d 743 (3rd Dept 1993)
Nevertheless, on remittal, the child support calculation of Supreme Court should be
reexamined because it is not clear from the decision whether the court in fact deducted the

maintenance payments defendant is obligated to pay from defendant's income as required by the
Child Support Standards Act (Domestic Relations Law § 240(l-b][b][5]lvii][C].
In this case, Hugh had a gross income of $60,000 per year and agreed to pay $1,400 per month or
$16,800 per year maintenance. The agreement stated that he should pay $1,350 per month child support
based upon the CSSA. $60,000 less 4,590 (FICA + Medicare tax) = $55,410 times .29 (3 children) = $16,068.90
divided by 12 = $1,339 per month. Deducting the maintenance first would have reduced this figure to
$933.00 (60,000 - 4,500 -16,800 x .29 /12 = $933). The agreement called for the mother to receive $2,100 per
month child support, $700.00 for each child. On top of this they convinced Hugh to pay for the house
expenses. The mother collected $16,800 per year maintenance plus $25,200 (12 x 2,100) child support for a
total of $42,000 per year. Hugh also agreed to be responsible for all costs not covered by health insurance,
the mother received $20,000 distributive award, the house for free as Hugh's trust fund was paying for the

house. Out of a $60,000 income, Hugh paid taxes of approximately $18,000 or leaving him with $42,000.
After deducting maintenance and child support of $42,000 he is left with nothing to live on. If maintenance
is deducted first from his income, he had $5,040 left or less than $100 per week to live on. The attorney, like
most, sell out the father. The court could not legally order Hugh to pay what the attorneys convinced him to
agree to. Most likely he was told by his attorney "this is the best deal you are going to get!" I should
mention, that if it had not been for Hugh's trust fund from where his income was coming from, he probably
would not have been able to earn anywhere near what the trust was paying him. I believe he had a learning
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disability and that the attorneys used that to their advantage.
Was mother paying bidding service to reduce her income?

Elliot was earning $105,000 per year. Elliot agreed to pay $2,074 per month for child support for
two children which was to be redetermined each year. His attorney convinced him to also agree to pay child
support until age 22 1/2 if they were in college; to pay 100% of the children's pre-school costs as they were
in private school; pay all the medical insurance for the children; pay 83% of all uncovered medical expenses;
pay 83% of the children's extracurricular activities; and to pay his share of room and board at school, yet he
is paying room and board for the children in his basic child support obligation.

The mother on the other hand was working only a few days each month. She was making enough
off of the child support and add-ons to not have to work full time. The mother was currently working parttime even though she had full time work available to her and was on full time status with the airline. Elliot

believed the mother was paying a bidding service to reduce her work schedule and income each month in

order to have Elliot responsible for more of the children's costs. With the number of years the mother had
worked, Elliot figured she could easily make $50,000 per year, if not more, if she actually worked her
schedule. Why did Elliot's attorney allow him to agree to such an agreement? In my opinion, Elliot was sold
out by his attorney!! Even though he had a good salary, his child support expenses and the taxes he had to

pay were killing him. Furthermore, each year his child support was to be redetermined for an upward
m o d i fi c a t i o n .
:I:

sjc

5*:

I remember Art, whose attorney was trying to persuade him to temporarily agree to pay the mortgage
and taxes on the marital residence as well as child support. The house was purchased based upon both of
their incomes. The cost of child support and the mortgage combined was more than Art's take home pay.
His high priced attorney told him not to worry about it, as he would get the money back the following year
when he files his income tax return. What did the attorney expect Art to live on for the next year until he
got his income tax return back? Also, Art would have gone into arrears as he could not afford to pay both as
they totaled more than his income. Who was this attorney representing, the mother or father?
I hear from fathers all the time saying that their attorney tells them to keep making the mortgage

and other payments on the house even though there is only a court order of support. They tell them this will
make them look better to the judge. Bull!! The only thing paying all the bills does is put the father deeper
and deeper in debt and it prolongs the case even more. Why would the mother want to agree to anything if
the father is paying all of the bills and she is collecting child support? They expect him to continue to pay all
the bills whether or not he can afford to pay them. It is the mother's opinion or belief that "they deserve the
money", not the children.
Children

as

tax

deductions

In divorce, the parent who gets custody of the child(ren) is the parent who is able to claim the child
as a tax exemption. The court will rarely give the father the child as a tax deduction even though the father
is providing the majority of the support for the child. The only way the father can claim the child is with the
mother's consent in writing or a court order stating he can claim the child. What fathers do not know is that
fathers who were never married to the mother may be able to legally claim the child as a deduction if they
meet certain criteria. Fathers who were never married need to find out what the criteria is. One way is that
they provide the majority of the support for the child. Why is it that the courts refuse to allow the fathers to
claim their children when they provide the majority of the support? Pursuant to the statute, the court is to
consider the tax consequences to the parties. The courts do not care what the tax consequences are to the
father.

Some fathers are not allowed to claim their children as tax deductions, but the mother's brother,
boyfriend, etc. are allowed to claim the child as a tax deduction. The court doesn't care.
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Sid, who was never married to the mother, was brought into court for failure to pay child support.
He argued that he was entitled to claim the child as a dependent as he provided over 50% of the child's

support. The mother would file quickly and he was not able to claim the child as the mother had already

done so. The court told him he was not going to get any credit for the extra taxes he paid because of the
mother claiming the child when he was entitled to claim the child. Subsequently, he got the IRS to rule that
he was entitled to claim the child and actually received a refund by claiming the child. He fought long and
hard to be able to claim his son. I should mention he spent thousands of dollars in court, for what?
Bankruptcy

I would just love to know how many fathers are forced into bankruptcy because of the actions of the
New York State Judiciary which includes judges and attorneys. What percentage of people going through a
divorce or family court end up in bankruptcy? One thing I learned, except on a rare occasion, is you do not
file for bankruptcy in the middle of a divorce proceeding. The attorneys know how bad the father's
situation is and will tell them to file bankruptcy to get rid of the debt. The attorney then hopes he is not

listed as a creditor. The court looks at this in two ways. One, the father is trying to rip off the mother by
filing bankruptcy, therefore, the court will "do justice" and rip the father off even more. Two, the father's
debts are now substantially gone so he can now afford to pay more, again the father gets ripped off. Another
issue is that the court is probably more likely to have the father pay the mother's attorney fees which are
not dischargeable in bankruptcy by the father as this is considered part of support. The mother's attorney
fees are dischargeable by her. The court wants to make sure the attorneys get paid.
Fathers feel pressured to file if they are getting calls fi'om creditors, yet have no money to live on,
as the court has taken most, if not all of it. There is nothing that states that a father has to talk to the
creditor. Just tell the creditor you are unable to discuss the matter and hang up. You are under no requirement

to respond to their questions. Anything you say to them, can be used against you. If you keep hanging up,
they give up. Remember, do not argue with them as it will be like arguing with the wall. I should also
mention, sometimes the credit card companies will reduce or suspend the interest payments in order for
the debtor to be able to pay off some of their principal. They figure some money is better than no money. But

then again, if you only have $100.00 per week to live on, you are not going to be able to make any payments.
One of the things fathers need to be aware of is even if a creditor gets a judgment against the father,

he will probably be judgment proof because the income execution that is served states:
D. If deductions are being made fi'om a judgment debtor's earnings under any orders

for alimony, support or maintenance for family members or former spouses, and those deductions
equal or exceed 25% of the judgment debtors disposable earnings, no deductions can be made from
the judgment debtors earnings under this execution.
E. If the deductions are being made fi'om a judgment debtors earnings under any orders
for alimony, support or maintenance for family members or former spouses, and those deductions
are less than 25% of the judgment debtors disposable earnings, deductions may be made from the
judgment debtors earnings under this execution. However, the amount arrived at by adding the
deductions from earnings made under this execution to the deductions made fi'om earnings under
any orders for alimony, support or maintenance for family members or former spouses cannot exceed
25% of the judgment debtor's disposable earnings.
Cost of living increase
The cost of living increase is to be determined every few years by the Support Collection Unit.
Ernest had just received an increase in child support because of a determination by the Support Collection

Unit. First, Ernest was paying $185 per week child support which included his proportionate share of all
child care expenses for both children and his share of the health insurance coverage for the children. The
Notice of Cost of Living Adjustment to Your Child Support Order by the Support Collection Unit stated:
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"The amounts, if any, ordered for child care, health insurance, health care expenses not
covered by health insurance, educational expenses for the child and spousal support will not be
changed by the adjusted order."

The Support Collection Unit should have deducted the child care and health insurance costs prior

to the determination of the increase in child support as this would have been about $120.00 per week. By

not doing so, this benefited the mother as she not only received a COLA on the child support but also on the
health insurance and child care costs.

The Notice of Cost of Living Adjustment to Your Child Support Order by the Support Collection
Unit stated:

"the Court is obligated to base the respondent's support obligation upon the CSSA and
upon the actual income and resources of both parties. Further, each party shall be required to
provide full financial disclosure."

Ernest requested that the Court order the parties to exchange financial disclosure affidavits with

copies of their two (2) most recent paycheck stubs and the parties most recently filed State and Federal
income tax returns with W-2's wage and tax statements submitted with the returns as required by Family
Court Act § 424-a within 10 days of the initial court appeareince.
The Adjusted Order in item "(2)" stated:

"Where either party objects to the cost of living adjustment, the party has the right to be
heard by the court which issued the order being adjusted, and to present evidence to the court
which the court will consider in adjusting the child support order in compliance with Section 413 of
the Family Court Act.,.

Ernest wanted a hearing on the matter due to the fact that the mother was now earning over

$60,000 per year and his income was around $40,000. The argument was that since Ernest was earning
$20,000 less than the mother and their combined incomes were over $80,000 cap, there was no need to go
over the $80,000 cap. His support obligation should be reduced to comply with the CSSA. Based upon this,
the mother immediately requested that the court dismiss the cost of living increase which is what the court
did. As for Ernest's support obligation, the court would not consider lowering it as the statute was meant to
increase his support obligation and not reduce it.
On February 13, 2003 the Court of Appeals addressed the issue of the COLA. This decision is a
bonanza for the attorneys and a disaster for fathers.

The Court of Appeals ruled in the Matter of Thompkins Countv Support Collection Unit, on
behalf of Linda S. Chamberlin v. Bovd M. Chamberlin. 99 N.Y.S.2d 328, 756 N.Y.S.2d 115 (2003):
In response to the Federal legislation, New York has elected to provide a cost of living
adjustment with an accompanying right to review by a court — the second option offered by the
Federal statute. Family Court Act section 413-a states that SCU may review an order of support to

determine whether a COLA should be applied at the request of a party to a child support order
receiving support enforcement services or a party to an order issued on behalf of a child receiving
public assistance, provided that the review occurs at least two years after the order is issued or last

modified or adjusted (see Family Ct Act § 413-a[l], [51 [a][1]). SCU will adjust a support order to

include a COLA "if the sum of the annual average changes of the consumer price index for all urban
consumers (CPI-U) is ten percent or greater" (Family Ct Act § 413-a[2][a]). SCU issues an

adjusted support order reflecting the COLA, calculated pursuant to the statutory formula, which
remains the new order if no party objects (see Family Ct Act § 413-a(2][b], [3][e]). Either party or
SCU may challenge the proposed COLA by submitting a written objection (see Family Ct Act § 413a[3][a]). Filing of the objection precludes the COLA from taking effect and prompts a hearing,
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which results either in a new order of support or an order of no adjustment (see Family Ct Act §
413-a[3] [b]). Under the statute, the court may issue an adjusted order without a showing of proof of

a change in circumstances (see Family Ct Act § 413-aI3] Ic]). However, nothing in the statute "shall
be deemed in any way to limit, restrict, expand or impair the rights of any party to file for a
modification of a child support order as is otherwise provided by law" (Family Ct Act § 413-a[4]).
The parties disagree as to the scope of the court's authority under section 413-a(3)(b)(l) to "issue a
new order of support in accordance with the child support standards" upon the filing of an objection,
SCU argues that the statute authorizes the court to make an adjustment based on the guidelines,
whereas Boyd Chamberlin argues that application of the standards would constitute a de facto
modification of the order without a change in circumstances. To interpret a statute, we first look to
its plain language, as that represents the most compelling evidence of the Legislature's intent.
However, "the legislative history of an enactment may also be relevant and 'is not to be ignored,
even if words be clear'" (see Rilev v Countv of Broome. 95 N.Y.2d 455,463 [2000], citing McKinney's

Cons Laws of NY, Book 1, Statutes § 124, at 252). The primary goal of the Court in interpreting a
statute is to determine and implement the Legislature's intent. Under the plain language of the
statute, when a hearing is held pursuant to a COLA objection, the court is to review the order to
determine whether an adjustment is warranted based on the guidelines, not merely whether the
COLA should be applied. The statute directs the court to issue either "a new order of support in
accordance with the child support standards" (Family Ct Act § 413-aI3] [b] [1]) or, "where application
of the child support standards * * * results in a determination that no adjustment is appropriate,"
to enter an order of no adjustment (see Family Ct Act § 413-a[3][b][2]). An order "in accordance
with the child support standards" should be exactly that — an order that comports with the guidelines
as set forth in section 413. The legislative history of the State statute similarly supports this
interpretation. The statute was intended to "strengthen and enhance the tools available for * * *
the establishment, enforcement, and collection of child support orders and [to] bring the state into
compliance with the child support provisions of the * * * [PRWORA]" — a clear incorporation of
that statute and its goal of ensuring adequate child support (Senate IMem in Support, L 1997, ch
398,1997 NY Legis Ann, at 264). The Legislature envisioned that the use of a COLA mechanism
would facilitate review and adjustment of support orders by applying a COLA (see id.). However,

the Statement in Support also provides that "[ejvery child is entitled to have both parents contribute
to financial and medical support in accordance with uniform guidelines. Order amounts should be
updated and the enforcement of child support orders should ensure regular compliance" (Senate
Mem in Support, L1997, ch 398,1997 r»JY Legis Ann, at 265). Boyd Chamberlin places great emphasis
on the portion of the statute that states this section does not "limit, restrict, expand or impair" the
parties' rights to modification of the order (see Family Ct Act § 413-a[4]), and argues that allowing
de novo review of the imderljdng support order effectively expands the right to modification. However,
the right to review and adjustment is separate and distinct fi*om the right to seek modification of
the support order. The COLA and its review procedures, which are not contingent on a change in
circumstances, are triggered only when there is at least a ten percent change in the CPI-U (see

Family Ct Act §§ 413-a[2] la], [3] [c]). By contrast, parties may seek a modification at any time based
upon an unforeseen change in circumstances (see Matter of Boden v Boden. 42 N.Y.2d 210, 213
[1977]) or the child's right to receive adequate support (see Brescia v Fitts. 56 N.Y.2d 132,139-140
[1982]; see also Domestic Relations Law § 236[9][b]). Family Court Act § 413(3)(a) also authorizes
a one-time review of pre-1989 support orders "as calculated pursuant to the provisions of [the

CSSAl" (Family Ct Act § 413 [3] [a]). We recognize that parties to support agreements that consciously
deviate fi-om the CSSA guidelines are concerned that the statutory review and adjustment procedures
not eviscerate the purpose of those agreements, including the desire for certainty over time. While
the review and adjustment procedures apply equally to orders based on an agreement and those
based solely on the child support standards, parties to an agreement that deviated from the guidelines

may demonstrate why, in light of the agreement, it would be unjust or inappropriate to apply the
guideline amounts. Section 413(l)(h) of the Family Court Act allows parties to enter into a support
agreement that does not adhere to the CSSA (see also Gravlin v Ruppert. 98 N.Y.2d 1 [2002]). The
statute also now indicates that the agreement must reflect that the parties were advised of the
CSSA and that the amount of support calculated using its provisions is presumptively correct (see
Family Ct Act § 413ll][hl).[3] In addition, if the amount of support in the agreement differs fi-om
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the amount that would be awarded under the CSSA, the agreement must state that amount and
the reasons for the deviation (see id.). The review and adjustment procedures specifically contemplate
that a court reviewing an objection may consider the provisions of an existing agreement or
stipulation in determining whether the amount calculated under the standards would be unjust or
inappropriate (Family Ct Act § 413[1] [1]). Parties are encouraged to advance such arguments to the
court during the objection process. Here, we conclude that in reviewing SCU's objection to the
proposed COLA under the statutory procedure, Family Court did not err in entering an order in
accordance with the CSSA guidelines rather than merely determining whether or not the COLA
amount should be applied.

Based upon this ruling, if you have an agreement that deviates from the Child Support Standards
Act, be prepared to have to pay the full amount or more within 3 to 4 years after signing the agreement. My
best estimate is that in more than 98% of the cases the court will go strictly by the statute if the father's
income is the same or more. If less, they will leave it where it is and will not reduce it where the father

would be entitled to a decrease. Furthermore, will the Support Collection Unit now check the father's
income before sending out the notices in order that the father's child support won't be reduced?
This will be a bonanza for attorneys, because in most of the cases, one party or the other is going to
demand a hearing on the cost of living in order to get the full amount of child support or decrease in child
support. More again will be spent on attorneys than on the child support. You can now expect to be in court
on support every 3 or 4 years whether you have an agreement or not. Remember, no change in circumstances
is required.

Everything will be done to increase the child support the father pays, very little will be done to help
a father reduce his child support obligation. If the father's income is reduced, the court will simply argue
that he has the potential to earn more, therefore, they will not reduce his child support or they will claim he
is stuck with the agreement he signed. Let him appeal!
Father pays $57,000 in child support

Just after Judge Kaye's ruling was handed down, Lyle was notified by the hearing examiner that
his support case, based upon a cost of living increase, was going to be reopened. According to Lyle, his
attorney without his knowledge or consent, agreed to reopen the proceeding as both parties had already
rested their case. In this case, Lyle made about $140,000 per year. His ex-wife made about $70,000 per year
and her new husband made about $75,000 per year so their total income was more than his. According to
Lyle, they showed expenses for the children of about $21,000 per year. Lyle paid in child support about
$38,000 per year. The mother was able to pocket $17,000 on top of her $70,000 income and had no financial
support obligation for the children as Lyle was pa3dng it all. This is unjust and inappropriate. It is going to
be interesting to see what the hearing examiner does.

What did the hearing examiner do in his ruling? He imputed an extra $50,000 of income to Lyle
and reduced the mother's income. Lyle filed the following objections, and the matter has been transferred
to another judge in another county, as the judge in this matter stated she may have a conflict of interest.
The Court determined that the mother's CSSA income was $69,708.28 and Lyie's CSSA income was

$185,488.46 (after imputing an extra $50,000 to him) for a combined parental income (CPI) of $255,197.72.

Based upon this it was determined that the mother was 27% of the CPI and Lyie's was 73% of the CPI.
Lyle was required to pay $1,791.29 bi-weekly or $3,881.13 per month (1,791.29 x 26 = $46,573.54

(yearly) 12) and was also required to pay $250.00 monthly ($3,000 yearly) for child care expenses which
was reduced to $150.00 per month ($1,800 yearly) beginning October 1, 2003, $400.00 for summer camp,
and 73% of uncovered medical and dental expenses. Lyle was also required to pay approximately $8,400.00
in tuition and fees for the children's private school plus 70%^ of school uniforms, activities and school supplies
which is about $800.00. Based upon this Lyle is paying over (46,573.54 + $1,800 + $8,400 + 400.00 + 800.00)

$57,973.00 which does not include uncovered medical and dental expenses.
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The mother's income tax return showed a income of $148,000 for her and her current husband.

The court failed to state any reason for going over the $80,000.00 cap and failed to consider or
address the needs of the children in going over the $80,000.00 cap as required by case law such as Faber v.
Faber. 206 A.D.2d 644, 614 N.Y.S.2d 771 (3rd Dept. 1994) which stated "Supreme Court thus improperly
failed to consider the combined income of the parties in excess of $80,000, as the court was required to
ascertain the actual needs of the child. He also relied upon Gomolinski v. Ekel. 245 A.D.2d 448; 666

N.Y.S.2d 653 (2nd Dept. 1997) which stated "Where combined parental income exceeds $ 80,000, the
court must calculate the child support obligation in light of the factors set forth in Family
Court Act § 413 (1) (f)" and "Moreover, in calculating the noncustodial parent's child support obligation
for the amount of combined parental income in excess of $ 80,000, additional findings of fact must be
made concerning the child's actual needs'' and **In the absence of factual findings as to the
child's actual needs, the Family Court erred in granting an upward modification of support".

According to the mother's Statement of Net Worth, the mother had $7,307.00 in monthly household
expenses. From the $7,307.00 the court should have deducted $860.00 for Educational expenses as Lyle
was already paying 70% of the children's educational costs. The clothing of $200.00 per month should be
reduced to $100.00 per month as Lyle already pays 70% for school uniforms, school activities and school

supplies. After deducting the above, the mother's monthly expenses were reduced to $6,347.00 ($7,307.00 860.00 -100). There are 4 people residing at the residence, to wit: the mother, her husband, and the parties

two children. It should be noted that the mother's husband's child from a previous marriage also spends a
considerable amount of time there.

Based upon this, the most the children's share of the monthly expenses would be is $3,173.50 which
is one half of the household expenses. The petitioner is responsible for 27% or $856.85 of this figure and the
respondent would be responsible for 73%^ or $2,316.66.
The mother testified at trial that her husband pays 1/3 of the household expenses. Therefore, he is

paying 1/3 of the $6,347.00 as he would not be paying for the educational needs of the children or their

clothing. The mother's husband, was paying according to her testimony, approximately $2,115.00 per month
of the household expenses. This means that the mother is paying $4,232.00 for herself and the two children.
Of this $4,232.00 one third of this or $1,410.00 would be for the mother and two thirds or $2,822 would be
for the children. The mother is responsible for 27% or $762.00 of this figure and Lyle would be responsible
for 73% or $2,060.00.

The mother's monthly expenses, as testified to in court, will be reduced by approximately $2,000
when the mortgage is paid off in 2004. This was not taken into account. Why?

Lyle had been Ordered to pay $1,791.29 bi-weekly or $46,573.54 yearly or $3,881.13 monthly almost
double his share of the actual needs of the children. The needs of the children have been shown to be either

$2,316.66 or $2,060.00 per month. This figure will be reduced to $1,316.66 or $1,060.00 per month when
the $2,000 per month mortgage is paid off in 2004. One half of the mortgage is attributable to the children.
Lyle is not only paying his share of the children's expenses, but the mother's as well, and then
some. This is nothing more than tax free maintenance to the mother.
The courts have consistently held that it is the responsibility of both parents to support their children.
In this case and in most cases, it is only the father who is being forced to support the parties' children.

Matter ofThompkins County Support Collection Unit, on behalf of Linda S. Chamberlin v.
Bovd M. Chamberlin. 99 N.Y.S.2d 328, 756 N.Y.S.2d 115 (2003).
... However, the Statement in Support also provides that "[e]very child is entitled to have

both parents contribute to financial and medical support in accordance with uniform guidelines.
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Lyle objected to the fact that he had to pay both the summer camp expense of $400.00 while at the
same time is required to pay $250.00 per month for child care expenses. The mother does not have child
care expenses while the children are at camp.

Lyle also objected to the fact that no income was imputed to the mother for the inheritances, one of

$10,000, and the other of $100,000.00 as mentioned by hearing examiner in his report. The court criticized
Lyle for not providing to the court information concerning a trust that was dissolved upon the death of his
mother, yet he makes no mention of the failure of the mother to document any of her funds from similar
circumstances.

Lyle also raised the issue that his accounts with Quick & Reilly and at Raymond James were
retirement or pension accounts, which are not relevant to CSSA income as the respondent is not receiving
any income from them. Furthermore, the mother did not produce her retirement or pension accounts for
the same reason. A letter was sent to the court and to the mother's counsel stating that the parties were
agreeing that the retirement or pension accounts were not going to be used.

The net sum of Lyle's social security and medicare tax should have been stated as $6,424.06, as
shown on his W-2 from Physicians, not the social security tax alone of $4,984.80. Interestingly, the sum of
both figures is used in the mother's net income calculations by the hearing examiner.
Lyle also objected to the fact that both parties have an equal share in a management partnership.
Yet, the hearing examiner deducted $1,106.00 from the mother's income to reduce her income to $69,709.28
but did not do the same to his even though they both had identical interests in this partnership. The court
did not take into account that the mother had a tax advantage by being able to claim both children as tax
deductions and being able to claim child care tax credits for child care expenses even though she was only

paid 27% of the cost, yet is able to claim 100% of the cost on her income tax return, ^^y were these
deductions ignored in the decision. Because they benefit the mother? The hearing examiner fiirther imputed
about $50,000 to Lyle's income to bring his income up to over $195,000. Lyle stated on his last tax return he
had an income of about $148,000.
Another interesting point here is that, according to the statute, there must be a 10% increase in the

Consumer Price Index (CPI) in order for the COLA to become applicable. In this instance, Lyle checked the
CPI and determined that the COLA should never have been addressed, as there had not been an increase

of 10% in the CPI in his case. According to his documentation the CPI for 1999 was 2.2; 2000 was 3.4; 2001
was 2.8 and 2002 was 1.6.

This clearly showed that the Judge Kaye and her ruling, concerning COLA's, is nothing more than
another gimmick to force fathers to pay more money than is required by law.
Lyle had filed objections to the hearing examiner's order. In the meantime, he received a letter
from the court to the supervising Family Court Judge stating:
The above-entitled matter, pursuant to our telephone conversation and your direction, is
being transferred to you for resolution, due to conflicts which preclude either (other judge) or me
from hearing the matter.

I had previously recused myself, due to my acquaintance with the petitioner (mother) and

her current husband. Both have been witnesses in our Court in numerous cases. (The other judge)
had previously recused herself due to similar conflicts.

Lyle found this interesting in that the other judge just finished ruling on a visitation issue between

Lyle and the mother. Of course, the mother got what she wanted. Was there a conflict or an appearance of
a conflict of interest in the visitation matter? Should the judge have disqualified herself?
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C o u r t i m p u t e s i n c o m e t o f a t h e r,

ignores $80,000 cap and sentences him to jail
Keith was ordered to appear in court for trial on a willful violation petition. He had to travel by car
from Florida as he could not afford to travel any other way. He had a court order of support for both of his
ex-wives. The one wife was willing to work with him. The other wanted him in jail.
According to the court order, the court based his income on the period of October 1,2002 through

May 31, 2003 and determined his average weekly gross to be $553.04 and a CSSA income of $510.00. This
violates the statute in that it should be based upon his income for the year 2002.

In determining the income of the ex-wife, he does not get along with, the court stated: "The petitioner
earns $800.00 per week gross. However, her 2002 W-2 showed total income of $180,756.00 as a result of
stock distribution from the company which is owned by per parents and with whom she is employed. If the
mother received a stock distribution, wouldn't that have been in the form of a 1099? I do not believe a stock
distribution would be part of a parties income on a W-2. In either case, she and/or her family control how

much she is earning. The court never addressed the issue of the $80,000 cap and it did not address the
needs of the children. WHTY?

Another argument that was made to the court was that Keith was now employed in Florida and the

court could attach his paycheck for the child support which the support collection unit had already done.
He tried to use the argument that the court could not hold him in contempt if the mother could collect the
money through an income deduction order.

According to Keith, his trial was scheduled to start about 1:30 p.m.. It didn't steut until 4:30 p.m..
The judge refused to allow Keith's attorney to submit any of his past due bills or cancellation notices. Keith
was threatened with having his phone and electric services disconnected for nonpayment. The judge told
him he should be paying his child support and not his own bills first. He wasn't pa3dng any bills as he had
no income. The court didn't want to hear it. The judge also refused to allow his attorney to submit evidence

that $650.00 had just been taken out of his paycheck for child support. After 15 minutes, the judge informed
Keith and his attorney that court would end in 15 minutes as the court stops at 5:00 p.m.. The judge then
passed a note to the deputy in the courtroom, and with that, the deputy went and stood behind Keith. The
judge found him in contempt for failure to pay child support. He was arrested and sent to jail for 90 days.
Keith is now out of jail because someone came up with the extortion money to get him out of jail.
Keith said, that he was placed in medium security. He was in 24 hour lock down and had 15 minutes

per day to either make a phone call or take a shower. One or the other, not both. The inmate in the next cell
on one side was in for murder and the inmate on the other side was in for armed robbery. Why is a father in

jail for contempt for not paying child support placed in medium security? Keith also said that other fathers
who owed more than he did and had previous histories of not paying child support were receiving lesser
sentences from the judge. WHY?

Keith wonders whether the mother's parents, who have a considerable amount of money, made a
donation to the judge's campaign for another judgeship. If they did, is this the reason she went so hard on
h i m ? W o u l d n ' t t h i s b e a c o n fl i c t o f i n t e r e s t ?

Keith's current wife told me, that Keith found out afterwards that his previous attorney who
represented him, concerning the court order he is being held in contempt of, had previously worked for the
wife's attorney. He also told him that there was nothing he could do about the court order. He would have to

wait two years before he could do anything. Who was this attorney representing? Did he have a conflict of
interest?

What started the current violation proceeding? Keith had filed with the court a violation of his
parenting time, as he had not seen his children since last July. It is now February. He can't call them
because the mother changed the phone number and it is unlisted. The same judge refused to order that she
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provide him with the number, so he could call his children. Keith's wife said that when he would try to pick
up the children, who were 5 and 6 years old, they would climb out of car and run around stating they didn't

want to go. Once he was able to separate them away from the mother, they were fine. Sounds like the

mother is destroying his relationship with his children, by trying to alienate them from him. Obviously, the
court is there to help the mother. In my opinion, these children will have a lot of problems growing up.
Filing Objections to Hearing Examiner's Order

Fathers need to make sure that they file objections to the hearing examiner's orders. In filing said
objections, the father needs to make sure he includes case law and/or statute that supports his position.
The father has 30 days to file objections unless they are mailed to him. Then he has 35 days to file them. I
have seen in a number of cases where the father has been found in contempt by the hearing examiner for
failure to pay child support, even though the time to file objections has not yet expired, or the father will
have objections before the Family Court Judge, and yet, the judge will hold a confirmation hearing concerning
the father being in willful violation. Fathers need to be aware of the following case law.
Gearv v. Breen. 210 A.D.2d 975, 621 N.Y.S.2d 243 (4th dept. 1994)
The court erred in confirming the findings of fact of the Hearing Examiner before the final
order of the Hearing Examiner was entered and transmitted to the parties. The court's action

deprived the parties of their statutory right to file written objections to the final order of the Hearing

Examiner (see, Family Ct. Act § 439[e]). Objections pursuant to Family Court Act § 439(e) may be
taken to a final order of a Hearing Examiner that a respondent has willfully violated an order of
support (Citation omitted), and the parties' time to file such objections does not begin to run until
the final order of the Hearing Examiner is served with notice of entry (Citation omitted).
Therefore, the parties must be afforded the opportunity to file written objections, if any, to
the final order of the Hearing Examiner. If objections are filed, the opposing party must be afforded
13 days from the service of such objections to file a rebuttal thereto (see, Family Ct. Act § 439[e] ).
Within 15 days after the rebuttal, if any, is filed, or the time to file the rebuttal has expired, the
court shall make its determination in accordance with the provisions of Family Court Act § 439(e).
In view of our determination, we do not address the remaining contentions of the parties.
Based upon Family Court Act § 439(e) and the above case law, the judge is required to respond to
the objections within 28 days. I have seen where judges have taken up to eleven months to issue an order
concerning the objections. This is a denial of due process and no one is forcing the judge to make a ruling
within the statutory time frame. I can see being a week or two late, but eleven months?

Recently Norm had a court date for his second appearance. The first appearance was at 10:00 a.m..
The second appearance was scheduled for 9:00 a.m.. Norm forgot to check the time of his court appearance
and figured it was 10:00, the same as the first appearance. The law guardian called him about 9:15 that
morning asking where he was. He informed the law guardian he was on his way as the court time was
10:00. The law guardian then informed him it was 9:00. Norm arrived before 10:00 and was informed that

his answer and cross petition had been dismissed and the mother was granted what she wanted. Norm

stated the room was fiill of people waiting to appear before the judge. The sheriff deputies or court personnel
were there checking to see who was there and who wasn't. They knew he was on his way. They could have
very easily skipped over his case until he appeared. No, they only do that for mothers. If a father doesn't
show up on time, the court will not wait and will dismiss the father's petitions before the court. One father

stated his case was adjourned three times because the mother and/or her witness didn't show up.
In a recent proceeding, the mother took the child from the area to live with her father on Long
Island and filed for divorce there. Neil filed around the first of June to see his children. The court signed the
order to show cause and then told the parties that they did not have to appear on the return date. They
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would be given a court date thereafter. In August, Neil was finally able to appear at the courthouse. Neil
was now representing himself, as could no longer afford an attorney. His attorney filed a motion with the
court to be relieved as his attorney. Neil was unable to appear before the judge and he is still unable to see
his children. He has seen them once in the past year. Obviously, fathers seeing their children is not a hi«,'h
priority in this state.

In the meantime, the mother's attorney filed for Pendente Lite relief seeking child, spousal and

other relief including Neil providing her with a vehicle. Neil also sought to have the mobile h(»nu' thry
owned sold. He had two offers on the mobile home. The mother's attorney claimed the mobile liniiu- was

worth more than twice the offers, so Neil told them that he would turn it over to her and she cduld -<11 it

and pay off the loans with the money and pocket $5,000 if they received what they claimed it was
The attorney refused to even try to settle the matter. Furthermore, the mother would have had a \ rhu li-. if
she had not let her vehicle be repossessed as Neil had worked something out with the creditor. Ni il told t hr
mother that he could trade the vehicle in and obtain another one at a lower rate. The mother refused. What

was amazing was the first judge assigned to the case, ordered that all petitions would be heard at (int- tinu*
and that all orders were stayed until a court proceeding. What the mother's attorney did wa.s to cihtain a
Pendente Lite order fi-om another judge. This judge was cute in that he crossed out the portion for child an<l

spousal support and ordered Neil to provide the mother with a car and pay all expenses associated w ith it.
By doing this, any court order for child support or spousal support would have been retroactive back to tludate of the filing of the divorce papers. Therefore, Neil would have been providing her with a car, but would
not be entitled to any credit for the car pa3mients. Neil was due in court at the beginning of September and
it now has been adjourned until October. This will make 10 months with only seeing his children once. I can
assure you, the court would never allow a mother not to see her children for this long a period of time.
Deadbeat dads or beaten dead dads? - statistics

The following statistics were extracted from article appearing on the internet and compiled by
John DuRose.

79.6% of custodial mothers receive a support award
29.9% of custodial fathers receive a support award

46.9% of non-custodial mothers totally default on support
26.9% of non-custodial fathers totally default on support

20.0% of non-custodial mothers pay support at some level
61.0% of non-custodial fathers pay support at some level
66.2%y of single custodial mothers work less than full time
10.2% of single custodial fathers work less than fiill time
7.0% of single custodial mothers work more than 44 hours/wk
24.5%; of single custodial fathers work more than 44 hours/wk
46.2%; of single custodial mothers receive public assistance
20.8% of single custodial fathers receive public assistance
90.2%
66.0%
79.1%
44.5%

of
of
of
of

fathers with joint custody pay support that is due
all support not paid by non-custodial father is due to inability to pay
fathers with parenting time pay the support due
fathers with no parenting time pay the support due
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DIVORCE

2

INDUSTRY

Divorce is a billion dollar industry for the attorneys, especially contested divorces. What about
uncontested divorces? People who are able to work things out between themselves or where the parties
have a separation agreement, can get an uncontested divorce. Attorneys will charge between $1,000 and

$1,500 for an uncontested divorce and will tell the client that it will take between six months and a year to

obtain the final judgment of divorce. This is absurd. I have done several uncontested divorces. The fastest

I have seen is one week from the time the father filed the divorce complaint to the time the judge signed the
Judgment of Divorce. In most instances, it takes less than a month. I have found that the papers need to be
filed in three groups. The first papers are the summons and complaint which are filed and then served

upon the other party. There are other papers that are also served at the same time but not filed until the

second group of papers are completed. The husband and wife usually meet at a bank, and the wife or

husband is served. The person serving the papers has the affidavit of service notarized and the other party
has the "defendant's affidavit" signed and notarized. The defendant's affidavit states the party is appearing,

but is not objecting to the divorce and that they are waiving the waiting periods required by law. When the

second group of papers is filed, it usually takes about week to ten days for the judge to sign the divorce
papers. Then the third group, of papers, is filed and served. Why does it take attorneys six months or longer
to do an uncontested divorce? The answer is, the attorney is hoping the parties will get into an argument in
the meantime and he will be able to collect more money by turning it into a contested action. Also, if the

parties end up in court, he will be hired to represent his client in the supreme or family court proceeding.
When a party is seeking a divorce in a contested matrimonial action, the attorneys will want at
least $1,500 at the lower end to $15,000 or more at the higher end. The more the party earns, the more the
retainer. The attorneys look at the amount of money being earned and the amount of equity in the marital
residence. The attorneys will then figure they are entitled to at least half of the person's income and/or
equity in the marital residence. The attorney's know how to prolong ever3^hing. You have to remember, the
longer the divorce takes, the more money the attorneys make. They do not want a quick settlement, it is not
in their best (financial) interests. In many cases, the wife's attorney will go into court and seek Pendente
Lite relief. The court will usually go along with this, especially if the father earns a substantial income or

the mother claims he does. The problem is that the temporary spousal support, child support and/or counsel
fees are more than the father can afford. Many times it is more than what would be required under statute.

The object is to deplete the father's finances so that he cannot fight the divorce, yet, he is required to pay for
the mother's attorney.

The attorneys will tell the parties not to talk to each other and that everything has to go through

them. Big mistake. A few years ago I had a couple come in from up north who had been going through a
divorce action. The couple had reconciled and after discussing certain issues discovered that both of the
attorneys were giving them a different story. Which attorney was lying? Were they both lying?
The New York City Fireman

I met Gordon who was a New York City fireman several years ago, when he was trying to see his
children. His ex-wife was consistently interfering with his time with the children, and moved the children
farther away to keep him from seeing and talking to them. She would make appointments for the children
and inform him the day of the appointment and then expect him to take the child to the appointment. The
mother would change the hours of pick up and drop off unilaterally, make plans for the children during
Gordon's parenting time, refused to allow the children to call Gordon, and would tell the children that the

only way they could call their father was if he provided them with a calling card. Gordon was paying

$295.50 per week child support for the children and $250.00 per month maintenance for a weekly total of
$353.64. Gordon was left with little to live on after support and maintenance payments were made. The
mother relocated and he had to pay for the phone bills if he wanted to talk to his children. Gordon was
being penalized because of the mother's actions. Gordon also raised the argument that the mother was

hitting one of the children and was sending the child to stand in the comer for asking to call his father. She
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was training the child not ask to call his father. Furthermore, she informed the child that if she had to go to
court over this, the children would be placed in a foster home and would not be able to see either parent.
This is child abuse! The mother refused to give Gordon any extracurricular schedules of the children.

As you can imagine nothing was done by the court to protect the child from being hit, or about the
Gordon's time with his children.

The parties were divorced after 15 years of marriage. Guess what? The mother received the entire

15 years marital portion of Gordon's pension with the fire department. The total was about $235,000.
Gordon's attorney never informed him that the mother was awarded all of his pension. What happened was
while they were in court the mother's attorney raised the issue that the marital portion of the pension was
$235,000 and his attorney got him to agree to this. He did not know that he was agreeing to give her all of
it. He thought she was only receiving half of it, as they had been married the entire time he was with the
fire department. They cleaned Gordon out of his pension, besides cleaning him out of his weekly pay. Why
should he retire? When he retires he will receive a very very little pension, only that part of the pension
since the divorce. The mother will receive almost all his pension, as most of his pension would have been
earned during the marriage. Gordon will not be able to retire.

This is how the judges and attorneys treat the fire fighters of New York City. With September 11,
2001 how many fire fighters and police officers are going to have their child support payments based upon
all of the overtime these father's worked because of what happened that day? Was what happened that day

going to be held against them if they are getting a divorce or end up in family court on a child support issue?
The answer is probably yes.
Maintenance

The statute defines "maintenance" as follows:
Domestic Relations Law $ 236 Part B states:

Maintenance and distributive award. 1. Definitions. Whenever used in this part, the following

terms shall have the respective meanings hereinafter set forth or indicated:
a. The term "maintenance" shall mean payments provided for in a valid agreement

between the parties or awarded by the court in accordance with the provisions of subdivision six of
this part, to be paid at fixed intervals for a definite or indefinite period of time, but an award of
maintenance shall terminate upon the death of either party or upon the recipient's valid
or invalid marriage, or upon modification pursuant to paragraph (b) of subdivision nine of section
two hundred thirty-six of this part or section two hundred forty-eight of this chapter.
11(c). The court may award permanent maintenance, but an award of maintenance shall

terminate upon the death of either party or upon the recipient's valid or invalid marriage,
or upon modification pursuant to paragraph (b) of subdivision nine of section two hundred thirtysix of this part or section two hundred forty-eight of this chapter.

Question? Based upon above, a husband agrees to pay maintenance for five years. One month after

the agreement and the issuing of the divorce, the wife remarries. Is the wife still entitled to receive
maintenance? If the husband dies one month later, is the wife entitled to continue to receive maintenance?

You probably think the answer to both questions is no, maintenance stops. Well, you are wrong. This is why

you need to research an issue first. According to the case law, that where there is an agreement and only
one termination event is listed in the agreement, that is the only event that will terminate the support.
Riconda v Riconda. 90 N.Y.2d 733, 665 N.Y.S.2d 392:

The separation agreement provided that the liusband's obligation to pay maintenance shall
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continue until the death or remarriage of the wife'. Furthermore, the agreement provided that it
'shall be binding upon the heirs, legal representatives and assigns of both parties herein'. Both
these provisions manifest a clear intention by the decedent to make maintenance payments survive
his death and become an obligation of his estate".

What happened was his attorney failed to have the agreement state upon his death that maintenance
would end. According to the definition of maintenance, it should end upon his death. If you notice, the

definition includes an agreement. The courts hold differently. The husband is probably rolling over in his
grave to think that the ex-wife is continuing to collect money from his estate as he probably had no intention
of her collecting after he died.

Jacob was a father who divorced and one month later his ex-wife remarried. Because his agreement

stated he would pay maintenance for 5 years he was stuck paying the maintenance even though she was
remarried.

C H A P T E R S
CHILD

ABUSE

Do fathers abuse their children more than mothers? If you listen to the judges, attorneys and social
works the answer would be yes. They talk about protecting the women and children from the father. What
are the statistics?

What is child abuse? According to the National Committee to Prevent Child Abuse New York State
states they recognize four types of abuse:
Physical Abuse: Non-accidental bodily injury of a child, inflicted by a parent or caretaker;
includes bruises, broken bones, serious internal injuries and death.

Physical Neglect: Withholding or failing to provide food, clothing, shelter, hygiene, medical

care or supervision the child requires for normal development.
Sexual Abuse: Sexual exploitation of a child by an adult; includes offenses such as
exhibitionism, fondling,, intercourse, using the child in pornographic materials.

Emotional Abuse; Maltreatment that stunts a child's normal psychological development.
Abuse may by verbal: rejection; intimidation, guilt, fear and humiliation; but also includes
withholding nurturing, affection and acceptance.

Child abuse should not be tolerated by any parent or other person. The courts do not protect the
children from abuse, and in many instances, they encourage it because of their actions or inactions. Many
times I have wondered if these judges are abusers or if they were abused because of their actions or inactions.

Why would someone allow a child to be abused unless they were an abuser or had been abused
themselves?
Child Protective Services Workload Data for 2002

According to Child Protective Services Workload Data for 2002 they received 153,603 reports.
89,123 were reported by mandated reporters. Of the reports determined, 44,251 or 31.1% were indicated
and 98,033 or 68.9% were unfounded with 11,319 still pending.
Child Protective Services Trend Data for the period 1998-2002
Reports Indicated:
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Number

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

Annual

46,982
46,591
46,342
47,508
44,251

Rate

33.3
33.7
32.3
31.3
31.1

Based upon this information, if 32% of the reports are being founded, then 70% of the abusr ri|M>rts
filed were unfounded. According to a local CPS office, most reports are filed just before and during' court

proceedings for custody. I wonder who is filing them? The CPS office stated that they keep track of th»'
individuals named in the reports to see if there is a pattern on the part of the person boiiiji acciiM-d.

According to CPS an unfounded report only means there was no proof It does not mean thi- jM r^nn is

innocent. Wait a minute. Why aren't they also keeping track of the person making the reports to si'f il" ihi y
have a history of filing false reports? Do they have a history of filing reports against more than onr (xrson?
Was it because they do not want to prosecute the mothers for filing false reports?
Child Maltreatment 1998 Reports - 69.9% of abuse committed by mothers

According to Child Maltreatment 1998 Reports from the States to the National Child Abust' and
Neglect Data System prepared by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services in which New York
State participated, the following was found:

a. "Figure 6.1 shows that for the States submitted case-level data, about three-fourths
(73.1%) of substantiated or indicated reports identified only one perpetrator, regardless of the number
of maltreatment victims. Almost half (49.6%) of the reports had only one perpetrator and one victim."

b. According to Figure 6.2, 44.7% were victimized by a female parent only; 16.V/f by
male parent only; 17% by both parents; 8.2% by female parent and other; 1.1% victimized by male
parent and other. The remaining 13% were by relatives and others.
According to the above, 69.9% (44.7 + 17 + 8.2) of the time the mother is involved in the abuse of the
child while the father is involved in 34.2% (16.1 + 17 + 1.1) of the time. Furthermore, the child is safest with

a male parent (father) and other.

On page 7.3 the report states: "Of the maltreatment fatalities, that percentage (59.7) perpetuated
by females was nearly equal to the percentage (60.2) overall maltreatment perpetrators who were female.
Based upon this, 59.7% of children's deaths are caused by a female and 40.3% are caused by a male. In
short, more mothers kill their children than fathers by a significant percentage.

The graph shows that 33.2% of the fatalities were by the female parent only, compared to 11.1% by
the father only. The percentage of mothers killing their children is almost three times the percentage of
that of fathers. What does this tell you? Children have more to worry about from their mothers than they
have from their fathers. But if you listen to the women's organizations, the politicians, social workers, and

judges, it is only the fathers that are abusing the children. They want to ignore the truth because the truth
is not politically correct.

U.S. Department of Justice - Bureau of Justice Statistics - Special Report 1994: "In murders of
their offspring, women predominated, accounting for 55% of killers. When a mother killed her own child,
the offspring she killed was more likely to be a son than a daughter: 64% sons v 36% daughters.
The following statistics were extracted from article
appearing on the internet and compiled by John DuRose
37.9% of fathers are denied any parenting time
50.0% of mothers see no value in the father's continued contact with his children (See, Surveying
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the Breakup by Joan Berlin Kelly)

40.0% of mothers said they had interfered with the father's parenting time - to punish their exspouse (See, Frequency of Visitation by Stanford Braven, American journal of
Orthopsychaiary)

63.0% of youth suicides are from fatherless homes

90.0%^ of all homeless and runaway children are from fatherless homes.
85.0% of all children that exhibit behavioral disorders come from fatherless homes

80.0% of rapists motivated with displaced anger come from fatherless homes
71.0% of all high school dropouts come from fatherless homes
70.0% of juveniles in state operated institutions come from fatherless homes
85% of all youths sitting in prisons grew up in a fatherless home
Translated this means that children from fatherless homes are:
5 times more Hkely to commit suicide

32
20
14
9
10
9
20

times more likely to run away
times more likely to have behavioral problems
times more likely to commit rape
times more likely to drop out of school
times more likely to abuse chemical substances
times more likely to end up in a state operated institution
times more likely to end up in prison

Based upon the above, something needs to be done immediately to make sure that
fathers are involved with their children.

If you listen to the judges and politicians it is the fathers that are abusing and neglecting the
children when in reality it is the mothers overwhelmingly. It is politically correct to blame fathers for child
abuse while ignoring the statistics which clearly show that the vast majority of abuse is caused by the
mothers. The slogan "Women and Children" should be "Children First".

I heard there are two new terms for mothers who abuse their children. One is "primary care giver

bum out" and the other is "explosive rage syndrome". Now that we have new terms to explain the abuse by
mothers, the abuse is not their fault. Therefore, it is all right for them to abuse their child. This is hogwash
and everyone but the judges and social workers know it.

There are also a lot of false abuse reports being filed by the mothers in order to obtain sole custody
of the child(ren) and to obtain possession of the marital residence. I have heard of attorneys telling mothers
"get him to hit you and you will get everything".

Nothing is being done about these false sexual and physical abuse reports. If the reports are proven
to be false, action should be taken against the person who files a false report. Unfortunately, the court
system stalls the father as long as possible in order to get him to agree to an Order of Protection. The court

system does not want the truth to come out if it means the mother will be proven to be a liar. As one law
guardian put it, "We don't make liars out of mothers".

Mother Hies false sexual abuse claim and nothing happens to her

The mother filed a false sex abuse charge against Smitty claiming he was molesting his son. His
parenting time was suspended. Smitty was told by his attorney that he could take a voice stress test at a

local sheriff's department and that it would be admissible. Smitty, immediately took the test. He passed.
When he went to court, the mother was ready to drop the charges. Obviously, his attorney had already told
her attorney about him taking the stress test and passing. Nothing was done to the mother and Smitty did
not receive any additional time with his son for the time lost because of her false allegations. He had to pay
his attorney. The mother should have been required to pay his attorney fees. This mother should have been
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punished for making a false report of abuse. The mother should have been given a choice, either to take the
voice stress test or be criminally charged for filing a false abuse allegation.
Mother Hies false sexual abuse report and is rewarded

The mother reported Darrell to social services claiming he was sexually abusing his two daughters.
The mother had relocated to Florida a couple of years ago in violation of a court order. Nothing was done.
The mother was given custody of the children and Darrell was given certain visitation rights, including
phone contact with the children and summer vacation time. The mother refused to comply with the court
order, as her attorney never made the court decision into a court order as directed by the court. The mother
sent the children three weeks late for his summer parenting time. Darrell decided to file a petition with the
court for custody of his children as the mother was consistently interfering with his time with the children
including phone calls. He also argued that the court's decision giving her custody was abandoned pursuant
to 22 NYCRR 202.48 as she did not file the order within 60 days as required (see, Feuerstein v. Feuerstein.

167 A.D.2d 907, 562 N.Y.S.2d 276 (4th Dep't 1990; Persud v Goriah. 143 Misc.2d 225, 539 N.Y.S.2d 872).
The Court refused to sign his order to show cause.

(Although a Family Court rule requires that proposed orders be submitted to Family Court
for signature within 30 days after signing and filing of decision, there are no stated consequences
for a party's failure to comply with this regulatory mandate and that 22 NYCRR 202.48 is not
applicable to family court proceedings. McDermott v. Berolzheimer. 210 A.D.2d 559, 620 N.Y.S.2d
151 (3rd Dept. 1994)). Now you know why attorneys take their time in submitting orders to the
family court, especially if it is in the interest of their client. The other party can't appeal until the
order is signed and served.

Darrell kept the children instead of sending them back. The mother upon arriving in New York,
immediately went to court and the court immediately signed her order to show cause, which did not give
her immediate custody of the children as she forgot to ask for it. Why was the mother's order to show cause
signed but not Darrell's? The mother then filed sexual abuse allegations against Darrell claiming he was
sexually abusing his two daughters. She further attempted to kidnap the children by grabbing them in the
market when Darrell turned his back. The children yelled, the police were called and Darrell got the children
back. The next day, the children were forced to undergo a thorough examination at the hospital to determine
whether Darrell was sexually abusing the children or not. The doctors found no evidence of sexual abuse.
The mother was rewarded a couple of days later by the court returning the custody of the children to her.
Any mother, who would put her two daughters through such an examination to get back at the father is, in
my opinion, sick and unfit to be a custodial parent. Darrell will be lucky to see his children again. I should
mention, I believe the mother is a doctor. Nothing was done about the violation of Darrell's parenting time
by the mother. The courts are one sided. The mother's side. The family court now decided it does not have
jurisdiction and told Darrell that if he wanted to see his children, he would have to go to Florida. Darrell
then tried to appeal, but the Appellate Court refused to grant him a court appointed counsel.
Why wasn't the mother charged with falsely reporting an incident in the second degree in violation
of Penal Law § 240.55?
Penal Law § 24Q,5^

3, Reports, by word or action, to the statewide central register of child abuse and
maltreatment, as defined in title six of article six of the social services law, an alleged occurrence or
condition of child abuse or maltreatment which did not in fact occur or exist.

According to Darrell, the District Attorney informed him that they only prosecute this when the

party has filed three false reports. I am sure that it would have to be the same false allegation all three
times. Protecting the mother again?
The court then told Darrell that they were dismissing his petition and that if he wanted visitation
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with his children he would have to file in Florida. Darrell still does not have a court order to this day. The
object is: don't prepare an order and therefore it can't be appealed. The appeal will take at least 9 months
to be decided, if not longer. Furthermore, if Darrell files in court in Florida, could the Appellate Court
consider that Darrell has abandoned his appeal (Hawthorn v. Q'Keefe. 384 N.Y.S.2d 461)? One attorney in
another matter argued "that the appeal was abandoned by law because of the filing of the new petition
requesting the same relief during pendency of this matter" (appeal).

Also, how does Darrell go to Florida for parenting time or the violation of his parenting time when
there has never been a court order signed in New York? Our court system is depriving Darrell of his
constitutional right to due process and is doing all it can to frustrate his attempts to see and talk to his
children. For the record the mother is now refusing to allow him to talk or see the children. Why wouldn't
she, the court has placed her above the law!

According to Darrell, he had been informed that the transcripts are no longer available do the
length of time since the decisions were made and no orders were issued. Now, how does he appeal? This
further helps the mother.

After almost two years of not seeing his children, a Florida judge issued a pick up order for the
children and allowed Darrell to have them for his one week parenting time during winter break. The judge
also ruled that Florida courts do not have jurisdiction of the matter to modify the court order, only New
York does. The judge in New York is telling Darrell he must file in Florida as New York does not have
jurisdiction as the children have been out of state for more than six months. I then asked Darrell about

being able to have the children for the summer according to the order. He told me the judge was cute in

that he ordered that Darrell could have the children, so long as it did not interfere with their summer
camp. You can be sure the mother will have the children in summer camp all summer. Which court does he
go to, as each is refusing jurisdiction claiming the other has jurisdiction? A catch 22?
Court orders child to stay with stepfather who had
history of rape and indecent exposure to a minor

When mothers go into court regarding the father's new girlfriend, the court and his attorney will
convince the father to agree to keep the girlfriend away fi-om the children. Yet, when the father attempts to
keep the mother's boj^finend away from the children, the court does nothing. I remember about 10 years
ago, Roger, who was being beaten dead by the court system, subsequently moved to Florida because he

couldn't take it anymore. He was attempting to see his son. Because of the mother's interference, he would
call, get an answering machine, and no return calls from his son. He argued the mother was attempting to
alienate the child from him and that his son was in danger living with the mother and her new husband.
Prior to moving to Florida, his current wife was attempting to find out information about the new husband.
She called one newspaper in Texas, and the first words out of the reporter's mouth was "What has he done
now". She hit the jackpot! It seems this man was an ex-police officer who had been arrested and convicted

of aggravated kidnapping and rape. He had also been arrested for exposure to a child under the age of 8,
but the charges were dismissed when he was found guilty of the kidnapping and rape. The prosecutor
didn't want to put the child through a trial. Roger's son was 7, the same age as the victim. Roger's current
wife further learned the ex-wife's new husband was on parole and wasn't supposed to be around women or

children. Roger requested that the court investigate this and was also seeking custody of his son. Nothing
was done. Do you think the judge would allow this man to watch his son? Why would this judge allow this
man to watch someone else's son? Because he is the mother's husband?

Court refuses to protect child ft>om mother

The youngest daughter was living with the mother and the oldest with the father. Gavin filed a

family offense petition with the court because the mother was abusing the oldest child. Not only was the

mother verbally abusing the child but was pinching the child. She would pinch the skin and then twist it.
This left bruises on the child. Gavin attempted to get an Order of Protection in order stop this abuse. The
court dismissed his petition and refused to sign an order to show cause to bring the mother into court.
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Gavin then appeared again before the judge demanding that the court hear testimony from his daughter.
The court heard her testimony and the judge ruled against Gavin and his daughter, holding that the child
was not in immediate danger. I can assure you, if the mother had made the same allegation against Gavin,

with no proof or supporting testimony, Gavin would not be seeing his daughter for several months. He
would be under supervised visitation if he did see the child. The court is allowing the child to be physically
abused by the mother in order to punish the child for wanting to live with her father.
In 1998, the youngest daughter decided to reside with Gavin and wrote a letter to her law guardian
asking for a court appearance because she was fearful of what her mother was going to do to her when she
found out she wanted to reside with her father.

The child wanted to reside with Gavin. The mother would not let her go into the father's house

when she dropped off the other daughter. The mother would listen on an extension to her phone calls to her
father, referred to Gavin's girlfriend as a whore in her presence, and refused to allow her to talk to Gavin's
girlfriend when talking to her father. The child was ill several times and the mother refused to seek medical
attention for the child. The mother refused to buy clothing or school supplies for the child, the mother
refused to allow the child to take her horseback riding lessons if the girlfriend was present, even though the

girlfriend was paying for some of the lessons. The child could not compete in a riding show unless the
girlfriend dropped out of the show, thereby making it the girlfriend's fault the child could not compete in
the show. The child had to stay home and could not go "Trick or Treating" with her sister and two cousins as

this was to be at the girlfriend's parents' home. The child was currently failing subjects and the mother
refused to help the child with her studies. Because of the intense emotional abuse caused by the mother,
the aunt, who was residing with her, grabbed her by the neck and threatened to slap her. Gavin was able to
take the child to counseling, and was able to communicate better with her. The mother refused to go to
counseling as she "didn't need it" and "didn't believe in it". Of course, the court did nothing.
Court allows child to be abused

In another matter, Pete's ex-wife filed to terminate his visitation rights. Pete's current wife, Jane,

filed an answer denying the allegations, and filed a cross petition seeking custody of the child because of
what was happening in the household. Pete had allegations of child abuse and drug use by the mother and
her husband. The court then ordered home studies. Jane said that according to the home studies, it was
discovered the ex-wife's husband had a felony conviction for marijuana. Other issues were also raised in
the home studies concerning them. Their home study was excellent. When Pete went to court he had a new

judge, who immediately ordered all three adults to take drug tests. No surprise, both the mother and the
husband failed. Pete passed and was given temporary custody. Sounds good so far, wait and see what
happens next. Previously, when the child was residing with the mother, he was withdrawn and was failing
his subjects in school. This past year the child had a 91 average in school and was getting awards for his
work. He was now happy and not withdrawn. You would think that this would have an impact on the court?
The court believes that children belong with their mothers. The law guardian demanded a forensic evaluation.
I can only assume that this was done in order to rehabilitate the mother in the eyes of the court. In this
case, the home study should have been sufficient. If it had been the father who came out bad on the home
study, you can be sure that there would not have been any forensic evaluation.
When the child visited the mother for a couple of weeks during the Christmas vacation, the mother
took him to the evaluation. The child told the forensic psychologist that Pete and Jane were abusing him,

and made other false allegations about them. When the child returned to Pete he was again withdrawn.
Finally, after a couple of weeks, the child told his counselor at school that he had lied to the forensic
psychologist. The mother told him what he had to say. According to Jane, because he did not agree at first
to lie, this nine year old boy had his toys taken away, and was locked in dark closet until he agreed to say
what the mother wanted him to say. Talk about child abuse. The counselor immediately faxed a letter to

both the law guardian and the forensic evaluator detailing what the child had told him. They both ignored
his letter of what the mother had done to the child. Remember, the object of the court is to keep the child
with the mother. This is called "in the best interests of the child".
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The child's counselor, several months before, wrote a letter to the Court and law guardian stating
the child's stuttering is hardly noticeable. The child seemed quite comfortable with the counselor. He further
stated based upon tapes of the child talking to his mother:

"... he is clearly more agitated during some of his phone conversations with his mother,
most obviously evidenced by his increased stuttering. He has told his mother several times that he

wants to stay in (city), with his father, and that he does not want to return to New York. Her replies
are usually Tou are coming home! I don't care if you don't want to!'. "It's not your decision to make",
or telling him that he will definitely be coming back to live with her. In general, her tone seems to
be extremely negative towards both Pete and Jane, and overly possessive towards the child. She
reminds him of the rules he follows while living with his father and the lack thereof, when in New
York with her. She consistently tells him that all his animals miss him, that his friends miss him
and that he will be able to see all of them soon. This type of discussion is initiated by her and is not

in response to his questions or concerns. In general, her interest seems to be more in the contradicting
the child's father and stepmother, then in her son and how he is doing.
Some significant concerns that I have about the environment with child's mother are as
follows:

1. Her continual undermining of child's father and stepmother. "Don't pay attention
to what they tell you." "You don't have to do what they say."

2. The fact that there are not appropriate limits for child with regards to video games
and movies with his mother. He was consistently allowed to view rated R movies and play video
games rated M while living with her, by his own report.

3. Lack of appropriate supervision, on several occasions spoken of by child. He states
that several times he was outside playing with friends at 11:00 pm, 12:00 am, or even 1:00 am at
night. This is not appropriate for a child his age, in my opinion.

With his father and stepmother, child is in a stable, nurturing and healthy environment, as
clearly evidenced by his school grades, involvement and enjoyment of church and other activities,
and the strong relationships he has developed with his father, stepmother and his half-brother.
I cannot accurately or fully judge the environment with his mother, however, from what I
have seen of their relationship on the phone, his mother seems to be focused on herself rather than
her child."

Obviously, the father's documentation is ignored by the court. The law guardian held the position

that the mother was now drug free, as she was in counseling, and she was "supposedly" taking weekly drug

tests. What about the husband? Therefore, she should have her child back. Would the law guardian make
the same demands if it was the father who had failed a drug test? I doubt it. The father would never have
been awarded custody in the first place.
When this proceeding started last year the law guardian met with the mother and child in the

spring. He then met with the child for about 10 minutes in September when Pete and Jane brought the
child to court for a hearing. Pete and Jane were not privy to the discussion between the law guardian and
child.

I should mention, that previously Pete would fly into New York, rent a car, and drive about an hour
and a half to pick up his son for visitation, only to find out his son would not be home or that the mother

would not allow the visitation. He would go to the police who would only call her. She told the police that he
can take her to court. The police would do nothing more, even though he had the court order. The mother

also filed two false abuse allegation against Pete that were dismissed. It cost Pete almost $17,000 in one
year attempting to see his son because the mother refused to abide by the court orders knowing he is out of
state. It costs him more in time and money to file violation petitions against her that will go nowhere. The
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court, up until the last judge, refused to do anything to protect Pete's parenting time with his son and
refused to punish the mother for violating the court orders.

In the meantime, Pete went to court thinking he was going to finally have custody of his son,

especially with the home study and the letter from the child's counselor about the mother having the child

lie to the forensic evaluator. Surprise, a new judge. Pete was nervous when he arrived there in the morning.

Finally, in the afternoon, he appeared before the judge. The judge refused to read the letter fnini thi'
counselor concerning the child lying to the forensic evaluator, or hear the reason why he lied.
Pete wanted to go to trial on the issue of custody. According to Jane, both the judge and thi- l.iw

guardian attacked him verbally trying to convince him to agree to let the mother have custody (if thr t luld

because she is now "drug free". What about the husband? What about what she had been doing t<j ihr i hild '

They didn't care. Jane said that around 3:00 p.m., the judge started telling Pete, "you want to go t«i tri.il,

we'll go to trial right now. We'll be here tonight." Pete had not eaten since the morning. They wore him
down with intimidation and threats. The court also refused to allow Pete to see the forensic evaluation, yvt

her attorney was allowed to read it. One party is allowed to read it, the other party is not allowed to rcsul it.
This is called due process in New York.

The law guardian is "supposed" to be representing the child. How do you represent someone when
you refuse to talk to your client, or find out what is happening to your client? Was the law guardian
representing the mother or child? He is getting paid to represent the child!! Was this malpractice on the
part of the law guardian? Should he be paid for representing the mother fi*om the law guardian funds?
Finally, they "persuaded" Pete to agree to let the child live with the mother in New York during the
week, and he will have the child every weekend. Because of the cost of flying the child to Pete's residence
each week, as the child is too young to fly alone, he now pays no child support to the mother, but pays the

cost of seeing his son each weekend, which is about equal to his child support obligation. They are making
sure Pete pays. You can be sure after a month of this, the mother will be claiming the child is doing poorly
in school because of having to visit the father each weekend, and will again interfere with Pete's parenting

time by not sending the child. Now she again has five days a week to intimidate and threaten the child to
her way of thinking, just as she forced the child to lie to the forensic psychologist. You can bet, she will do
whatever it takes to get the child to hate his father and step-mother because she is no longer receiving child
support.

Furthermore, all the evidence Pete had about the mother and the new husband, cannot be used

again, because Pete agreed to the agreement. Therefore, he will be forced to start all over again to try to
obtain custody, if the mother violates the orders or the child starts failing in school again. Who is going to
make sure the mother and husband stay drug or alcohol free? No one!! The court will want a demonstration

of a change in circumstances since the date of the agreement. He can't use the previous documentation
because he knew about it at the time of the "alleged" agreement that was shoved down his throat by the
judge and law guardian. This is justice in New York State!
Pete's wife just called and informed me that the mother and husband just returned from spending
month a Columbia, South America. If they were out of the country for a month, how was the mother going
to counseling? How was she, or the husband, being drug tested? The child is now supposed to live with
them. Pete was trying to file another order to show cause to have them take a drug test when they returned
home. I would be surprised if the court orders a drug test, as they want the child with the mother, and not
the father. Jane said that the judge dismissed her petition to keep custody with Pete and never addressed
the issue of the mother having to take drug tests. The court is protecting the mother as usual. Now Pete is

forced to appeal. I suggested that they try for a stay of the court order. I doubt the Appellate Court will stay
it as it was the mother who was getting the child and not the father. I was right. The Appellate Court
denied the stay. Forget the child who wants to live with his father. The court will protect the mothers who
threaten their children, in order to keep the child in the mother's custody.
I heard from Pete's wife and the child was again doing poorly in school and is withdrawn according
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to his teachers. This is called "in the best interests of the child".

Mother pours hot pepper sauce down child's throat

On the Front page of the Times Union on August 23,1998 was an article stating:
Every workday Family Court Judge Gerard E. Maney gets to witness the unraveling of the
social fabric.

"This day is no different. A mother is accused of trying to discipline her 7-year-old daughter
by forcibly pouring hot pepper sauce down the girl's throat, then making her take a cold shower and
get back in bed in soaking pajamas.

It's not the first time for the mother. She had admitted in court to pouring hot sauce down
the throats of all her three children on different occasions. In order for the woman to keep custody
of her kids, caseworkers for Albany County's Department of Social Services recommended a slew of

conditions: attend counseling sessions, keep a clean home, get a psychiatric evaluation and cooperate
with authorities during announced and unannounced house visits.

On the bench, Maney shakes his finger at the mother. "You will not put anything in your
children's mouths for discipline ever again, or I will put you in jail," he warns. "If you go to jail, the
children end up in foster care. That's not right. The children want to be with you."
He then grants her custody. The Times Union is withholding the name of the mother in
order to protect the privacy of her children.

The judge's decision to allow the mother to keep her children is typical. Since the early
1980s, judges and social workers have placed a priority on keeping families together, even when
they are seriously troubled. But now. New York lawmakers are poised to integrate a new Federal
Law into the state's child protective services system — one that will more easily severe the ties
between misfit parents and children...."

What makes the court think that the mother was now going to change since she had done this to all
of her children? She knows the judge is a joke and wasn't going to do anything to a mother!
Why would a judge put a child back into such a hostile environment, especially with this mother's
history? Was the judge a masochist? Would Judge Maney have given the child back to the father if he was
the one accused of doing this to his daughter? I can assure you that the father would never have gotten the
child back or been able to see the child unsupervised. The same should have been for the mother.

Finally, why wasn't this mother charged criminally? Are mothers above the law? Certainly, she
endangered the safety and welfare of a child. Why didn't the Albany County District Attorney's Office do
anything? If this had been a father, he would have been prosecuted and the District Attorney's Office would

have put him in the news. In my opinion, any parent, mother or father, who would do doing such a thing to
a child belongs in jail and ordered into counseling and not be allowed to have unsupervised visitation.
Mother charged criminally

What happens when a mother is charged criminally?

In one instance a 22 year old mother was accused of giving birth to a baby with a blood alcohol limit
of .28 percent and the baby's was .18 percent. The legal limit for driving while intoxicated in New York is

.08. The baby's alcohol limit was more than double of that for an adult being charged with drunk driving.
The article stated that fetal alcohol syndrome is the only form of preventable mental illness. According to
the Opinion article in the Troy Record on page A-4 dated November 9, 2003 the mother gave premature
birth after being drunk in a bar and getting into a fight according to the police.
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The Opinion went on to state that there were an astonishing 50 groups trying to get the charges

dropped against the mother claiming that women will be discouraged from getting help for their alcohol or
drug dependency if they think they will face criminal charges. This is hogwash. If they have a problem and

they know nothing will be done to them, why would they go to get help? I am glad to see that the Opinion of
the paper did not take this position, and made a strong statement for the prosecution of the mother.
I heard today, which was not in the newspapers or TV, that the mother who delivered the "drunk

baby" was on probation and was not supposed to be out drinking. She was supposed to be getting counseling

for alcohol and drug abuse. If this is true, why wasn't this reported in the news? I have now heard there was

a gag order preventing this information from coming out. The courts are protecting the mother again. No
reason to give her a bad rap.
One of the groups listed in the paper, as trying to have the charges dismissed was none other than
the New York Civil Liberties Union. From what I heard, they had five attorneys present for their motion to

dismiss the charges against the mother. Where is the New York Civil Liberties Union when it comes to
fathers being deprived of their children and illegally imprisoned? Where is the New York Civil Liberties
Union when it comes to fathers being deprived of their constitutional rights to a public trial and a jury trial

in family court? In my opinion, they are not interested in protecting fathers because that is considered to be
"anti-family". Based upon this article, they will stand up for a mother to be able to get drunk and deliver a
baby that is legally drunk by making excuses for her. What about the baby?
As the paper stated, there is help out there for mothers who have a drug or alcohol dependency.
This mother chose not to get help. This mother should be punished as the child could be affected by her
actions for the rest of the child's life. The baby was bom prematurely and legally drunk. Babies bom

prematurely have a higher rate of medical and other problems, and on top of this, the baby was drunk. Why
do all of these groups feel they need to protect this mother from the judicial system? Why are they failing to
try to protect the child? Chances are she will probably get probation and her baby back unsupervised. As I
have stated, it should be "Children First".

The Times Union on April 9,2003 reported the judge in the case dismissed the charge of endangering
the welfare of a child against the mother. The mother is currently in a drug and alcohol rehabilitation
center at an undisclosed location in New York. According to the article, the mother was sentenced to nine
months in jail in another county for an unrelated parole violation. If she was on parole, and according to the
article, the mother "went into labor after consuming multiple White Russians and getting into a bar fight".
Why wasn't she violated? If you are on parole, you are not supposed to be out drinking, let alone, in a bar
drinking and getting into fights.
The attorney for the mother was quoted as stating "I have personally seen her son", and "He looks
like a very healthy baby boy." Unfortunately, it will be sometime, and maybe even years before anyone
knows what effect the mother's drinking and getting drunk while pregnant has had on the child. Of course
the attorney is going to say this, do you think her attorney was going to say anything that could affect his
client negatively?

My question. Why is it whenever a mother does something that injures or could injure the unborn
baby, the baby is referred to as a fetus. On the other hand, why is it that if someone does something to the
mother that affects or may have affected the baby it is called an unborn child? The person doing something
to the mother may also be charged with doing something to the unborn child. Why? Why are mother's
allowed to abuse their unborn child?

Mothers kill their babies and receive five years probation

On the evening news on November 23, 2003, was an item concerning a 16 year old mother who
pleaded guilty to criminally negligent homicide in the child's death. The mother had wrapped the child in
towels cutting off his breathing. This mother was given 5 years probation. Five years probation for killing
a child?
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In another report on TV it was stated the mother smothered the child with towels.

What was more interesting, to me, was the next day I read three newspapers and could not find any

article concerning this. WHY? Are mothers who kill their children above the law? Not newsworthy because
there are so many of them doing it?

In the Times Union on November 3, 1999, was an article titled "Woman to get probation in 1988

death of infant". According to the article, the mother pleaded guilty to a felony charge of second-degree
manslaughter for the July 1988 death of her infant. It stated that the mother disposed of the baby's remains

in the trash and the remains were never found. A mother kills her newborn baby and gets 5 years probation.
I sprayed the Court of Appeals building with chicken manure and was illegal sentenced 1 1/3 to 4
years in prison as will be documented in this book. Two mothers kill their babies and they receives 5 years
probation? What am I missing here? Why are mothers being placed above the law? If a father received five
years probation for killing his child, everyone would be up in arms about it, and rightly so. Why does the
court and social workers need to make excuses for women who abuse and/or kill their children? What kind

of message is this sending to mothers who are thinking of killing their children?
On March 2,2004 in the Times Union on B-7 was an article stating that a 35 year old female dance

instructor was sentenced to jail for 6 months and 10 years of probation in Saratoga County for having sex
with a 14 year old student. It stated that the women pleaded guilty to third degree sodomy in County Court
in connection with the above incident. (With good behavior, she will be out in 4 months.)

Why did the District Attorney allow such a light sentence? If this was a 35 year old man, having sex

with a 14 year old girl, the Saratoga County District Attorney would never have allowed such a deal. If the

District Attorney did allow such a deal, everyone would be up in arms over it. In either case, you have an
adult taking advantage of a minor. I spent more time in jail than this women will, and I didn't sodomize a
child. Women above the law, when it comes to children?

Mother kills one child, attempts to kill other child
and the court considers visitation for mother!

The following is part of a petition filed on behalf of a mother by the Public Defender's Ofiice in order

for her to have visitation with her child after she was convicted of killing one child and attempting to kill
the child she wants to see. I was told the criminal trial judge issued a permanent lifetime Order of Protection

for the child. The father argued this in family court and Family Court Judge told him that they have
authority to allow the mother to see the child.

I find it amazing that the Public Defender's Office will go to great lengths for a mother to see her
child, but do absolutely nothing to help fathers to see their children, or will do nothing to defend them
against illegal court orders of support. What is even more amazing is the fact that after the petition was
filed with the family court, the judge ordered psychological evaluations which meant the court was considering
the petition to allow the mother to see the child she attempted to kill. Fathers do nothing, and are not

allowed to see their children, yet, a mother who kills one child and attempts to kill the other child, may
possibly be allowed to reestablish the relationship with the child with the aid of the court. Do you think the
Public Defender's Office would do this for a father who had done the same thing, considering it doesn't don't
do anything for fathers who are falsely accused? If this was a father, there would be a public outcry against
allowing the father to see the child.
The petition:

The mother was convicted of murder in the second degree of one child and attempted murder
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in the second degree of the other child. That it would be in the best interests of the child for him to
have pgirenting time with his mother despite her conviction for attempting to kill him for the fo 11 owi ng
r e a s o n s :

The petitioner is mentally ill. She was diagnosed before the death of the child with paranoid
schizophrenia. She was on several forms of medication that often changed. But she was taking
Zoloft, risperidol, zyprexa, and other medications to control her mental illness. These ari» anti
depressants and anti-psychotic respectfully.
Her mental illness consisted of inappropriate reactions to emotional stimuli, deUisii)ns. and
hallucinations.

Petitioner was involuntarily committed to a mental hospital in another state under •♦unit'
act.

She killed the one child and tried to kill the other while she was off her medication f or . 5-4

weeks. Before that time petitioner was a law-abiding member of society with no criminal rct ord.

She was a loving mother who would do anything for her boys according to neighbors, hi-r
parents and friends.

According to Dr. W, a noted psychiatrist, petitioner is safe to be around her son while
medicated and supervised. In any event, communication should be allowed between the mother
and son by letter and telephone.

(This means the father pays for the collect calls from the jail by the mother as she has to use a pay
phone. He would have to accept the charges.)
It was the petitioner's belief that the children were going to be tortured by some type of
people wearing black robes and that her husband drugged her. She thought she was saving the
children from this torture and that it would be better for them to be dead than alive.

These reasons are clearly irrational and the result of her mental illness. No sane person
would believe this. But for her delusions and hallucinations, the tragic event would never have
occurred.

That petitioner expressed the desire to commit suicide. Failure to allow parenting time
with her only child would give her little, if any, reason to live. Having contact with her son will give
her a reason to live both to help her son heal and to make her sure that people in black robes are not
out to harm her only remaining son. Her son will also know that this tragedy will not ruin his life.
That since the filing of the criminal charges, the mother did not have any contact with the child.
According to his trial testimony, the son is aware that his mother has a mental disorder

that was a significant factor explaining her actions in allegedly tricing to kill him. (Allegedly trying,
she did attempt to kill him!)
That it would be in the son's best interest to know that his mother tried to kill him through
the effects of a mental disease instead of intentional hatred and malice.

The son and mother were always close.
That the child still should have contact with the maternal side of the family. According to

the petitioner's sister, the respondent (father) allowed the maternal grandparents to have weekly
access to the child. Since the verdict, all access and communication has ceased. The respondent told
the maternal grandmother that he does not intend to allow access to the maternal side of the family
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due to their testimony at trial. It is in the child's best interest to stay in contact with the maternal
side of the family, especially since the respondent granted weekly visitation to the maternal side of
the family and son. Now that it no longer suits him, he is selfishly cutting those ties. Granting
visitation to the mother will guarantee that these ties will stay.

That these actions can only lead the petitioner to believe that respondent is disparaging
the maternal side of the family. Petitioner requests that an order be made preventing anyone from
disparaging the mother or her side of the family in front of the child.
In addition, it is the County Public Defender's Office firm belief that the conviction for

murder in the second degree and attempted murder in the second degree will be reversed on appeal
based on the and after petitioner was assigned counsel to represent her. This was to entire
issue to be resolved at the criminal trial.

Finally, the conviction in criminal court has limited use in family court. Only two issues
were decided. One, that petitioner killed her son and tried to kill the other. Two, that petitioner
knew the difference between right and wrong. The jury did not decide that petitioner was not
mentally ill. The jury does not decide that this tragedy was done as a malevolent intentional act
and completely unaffected by mental illness.
Was the Public Defender's Office also representing the mother's family in this matter, as he raises
the issue of her family not seeing the children? For free?
The appeal is based upon the issue that the police sent in two social workers after the mother

claimed the father was abusing the children. The social workers testified as to her statements concerning
the murder. The argument was that they were acting on behalf of the police as they sent them in and she
already had counsel. Therefore, their testimony should not have been allowed.

It was their testimony that basically convicted the mother, and the insanity defense was not accepted.
I believe that Ms. DeAngelis blew it as she spent about $20,000 for an expert witness to testify about the
mother's mental capacity as to whether she was sane or not. The court refused to allow the expert to testify
as he stated he could argue her insanity either way and that he did not have a conclusion. A big waste of tax
payer dollars. But since Ms. DeAngelis won, this is forgotten, unless the Appellate Court overturns the
conviction.

Mother video tapes herself abusing children

A few years ago Stuart was in court trying to get custody of his children because of abuse by the
mother. The court and the attorneys convinced Stuart to accept joint legal, and joint physical custody of the
children. In other words, he would have the children 50% of the time. I can assure you, that if the video tape
Stuart had shown to his attorney and to the law guardian was of him, he would have been in jail and on
supervised visitation, if he even was able to have visitation. If I remember correctly, the court did not want
to see the video when Stuart filed for immediate custody of his children and this tape was the basis of the
petition. In the video, the mother was seen putting up the Christmas tree with her two small children who
were about 4 or 5 years old at the time. The mother had set up the video to record the event for Stuart. As

the children started singing Christmas carols, they were yelled at by the mother. A few moments later, all
you can see is the Christmas tree, but you can hear the child begin to scream and you hear the mother

actually smacking or hitting of the children. SMACK, SMACK, SMACK. The next thing you see is one of
the children going flying in the air with only diapers on. No strings attached. The mother had picked up the
child and threw the child onto the couch and repeatedly smacked the child which you could hear on the
tape. The children were only singing and were fooling around a little, giggling just as little children do.

There is no way this mother should have had custody of her children. She seemed to be enjoying what she
was doing. Stuart subsequently found other tapes of her abusing the children. Fathers are deprived of even
seeing their children because of a mother's allegation, yet when a father has proof, it is down played and
the mother is allowed to keep the children. Why? The courts want the children with the mother and the
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father paying child support.
Mother unfit to be custodial parent?

Bernard, who had his children 50% of the time, was served with papers by the mother seeking sole

custody of the children. She claimed that the parties' son had been diagnosed with Major Depressive Disorder

with suicidal/homicidal thoughts and was heavily medicated. His mental health was deteriorating due to

the parties each having the children 50% of the time. She attached a couple of letters from case workers
who were trying to blame Bernard, without having met or talked to him. They only heard the mother's side
and have not seen the following reports to Bernard's knowledge.

Bernard had previously argued in court that the mother had been and continues to try to alienate
the children from him. He is now arguing that it had been her actions in attempting to alienate the children
from him, that had caused the child to become depressed and emotionally abused by the mother.
Bernard attached a report that was done by a psychologist, Ph.D. at the request of the judge in
November, 2000.
His report stated:

The mother responded to the MMPI-2 in a manner similar to individuals who are working

so hard to present themselves in a favorable light that their results are essentially invalid and
uninterpretable.

Furthermore, as will be outlined below, there are so many indications of alienating behavior

on the part of this mother that, combined with the timing of the report to CPS (just after the
emergence of a custody issue), it appears reasonable to conclude that the credibility of the mother's
allegations are in very serious doubt.

With regard to the allegations that the child has been abused by his father, I can state the

following: The child is so heavily alienated from his father and so influenced by his mother in his
opinions that I believe, the veracity of (blacked out) cannot be determined at this time.
However, I have concluded that the strengths and assets he brings to these children far out

way his deficits. A much greater ability than their mother to support the role of their other parent
in their lives, a greater (and I believe healthier) emphasis on limit setting and structure than their
mother and a less emotional enmeshed relationship with the children.
There are strong indications that the child, and possibly the daughter are becoming very
ahenated from their father, primarily due to behavior on the part of their mother.
The child arrived at my office acting like a pre-programmed child and reporting that he had
been told a variety of things by his mother that he had to make clear to me during our session.
Mother sends out many messages, subtle and overt, that communicate that Bernard should be
considered a risky figure...

... I view primary custody with mother as the most risky plan given my conclusion that she
is oriented toward emotionally risky alienation of these children from their father.
An argument can be made for primary custody with father given the serious ultimate
consequences that continued alienation can have for these children.
I should alert the court to the following. There is an intensity to this mother's alienating

approach that suggested she may have difficulty modifying it and that an eventual shift of these
children to the father's primary care may be necessary.
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Her alienating tendencies should be a central focus of such treatment.

In March of 2002, the psychologist agedn made another report for the court at the court's request.
His report stated:

She responded to the MCMI-III in a manner similar to individuals with strong orientations
toward emotional over reactivity, drama, and perfectionistic insistence on order (these latter traits

possibly rising to the level that would qualify for a diagnosis of an obsessive/compulsive personality
d i s o r d e r.

I remain quite concerned about the degree to which the child's resistance may be partially
determined by an unconscious attempt on his part to align himself with his mother's extremely
critical and negative perceptions of his dad.
I would prefer to see the daughter being able to spend some additional time with her dad on
the "off' weeks...

I remain concerned about the extent to which mother is vigilant form and extremely focused
on Bernard's faults and failings.

In addition, the mother over-empowers the children regarding their custodial wishes, their

preferences for neighborhoods, etc., behavior that can alienate children from their other parent....
I believe that she is also quite unaware of the ways in which her negative perspective on
Bernard may be helping to create a psychological context in the family that likely supports and
helps precipitate the child's intense resistance to leaving her.
In 2002, the mother had another psychologist do a report on her behalf The report stated:
She tends to quietly harbor anger towards others for perceived or real injuries. She does
not act impulsively when angry and may internalize these feelings or act in a passive aggressive

manner. ... The Diagnostic consideration based on the results of this test is Mixed Personality
Disorder with Paranoid Features.

On the PAM, the mother obtained a score of 41 that placed her responses in the sixth

percentile or "problematic" range of cooperate parenting with Bernard. She does not perceive any
positive communication with Bernard resulting in an inability to function as a parental team.

Bernard then requested that the whole of each report be made part of the record as his copy of each

was redacted and important information was taken out of the report.

Bernard also argued that he be given a copy of each complete report as it is believed that the

mother's attorney had the ability to read each report in its entirety without being redacted. Bernard was
entitled to read anything that the mother's attorney had been able to read that had been submitted to the
court.

Bernard continued to argue that there had been a change in circumstances in that:
a. The mother unilaterally changed the school of the parties' son. There was a hearing

on the issue and the mother supplied the court with her Affidavit dated August 20,2001 stating:
The mother's school district recognizes the child's lEP and will provide the child with all
indicated special education services and related services.

b. That since the child has been in his new school, the school has not provided the
child with special education aid and summer school which was provided by the previous school in
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Bernard's school district and he attached a report dated January 29, 2003 that clearly shows the

child is not getting the help he needs and is regressing in educational level.
c. That the mother is placing her needs above the needs of the child in that she refuses

to get the child help during the summer months. There is summer school in the Bernard's school
district, none in the mother's school district. This is a control issue on the part of the mother.
d. That the parties daughter, who is six years old, still sleeps each night with the
mother when staying with her. This is not normal.
e. That the mother is allowing her father to smoke in the house while the children are
there. The smoke is hazardous to the children's health and safety.

Bernard then went on to request that he be given primary custody of the children, no smoking in
the mother's residence and that the mother be ordered into counseling.

I can tell you from experience, that if these reports had been made about the father he would have
been lucky to receive an hour of supervised visitation every other week. Was this how he got 50% custody?
The odds are it probably is. He should have been granted full custody of the children. Why didn't the court
order the mother into counseling? Look at what this had done to Bernard's son. Who was protecting the
child? Where was the child's law guardian?
C h i l d r e n l i v e i n fi l t h

In another case that made the headlines both in the newspapers and on TV. According to the Times
Union article March 8, 2002, by Brendan Lyons the following was stated:
Albany: A mother accused of abandoning her three young children in putrid conditions is

mentally competent to stand trial, but she will likely receive community service help instead of
extended jail time, officials said.

During a brief proceeding in City Court Thursday morning. Judge William Carter told 25year-old (defendsuit) that a court-ordered psychiatric review indicates she is able to defend herself
against criminal allegations she left her children alone for at least seven hours in a rat- and fecespolluted apartment that police said was unfit for living.
Carter told (defendant) that her defense attorney and prosecutors are working toward a
deal in which she would be steered into religious support services designed to help her lead a
structured life. But whether (defendant) could regain custody of her 5-year-old son and two daughters,

ages 2 and 4, is an issue that may be decided later this month in Albany County Family Court.
The children were found the night of Feb. 14 in a Sheridan Avenue apartment that police
said was filled with trash, roaches, feces and rodents. There was no food, and an open gas oven that

was being used for heat had infused the apartment with dangerous levels of carbon monoxide.
Police were alerted when the 4-year-old called an operator and complained that their mom had left
them alone and they were hungry.

County officials contend (defendant's) home was visited periodically and that child protective
caseworkers acted appropriately on Dec. 24 when they closed the case, determining the troubled
mother was on the right track. Less than two months later police found the children abandoned in
squalid conditions.
On March 8, 2002, the Times Union in a follow-up in another article by Brendan Lyons stated in
part:
MOTHER BEGINS ROAD TO RECOVERING HER CHILDREN
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A 25-year-old mother who abandoned her three children in squalid conditions spent her
first fiill day at a homeless shelter Friday in which she will leam how to be a better parent — a first
step in the mission to reclaim her family.

In the past, (the defendant) might have been kept in jail for months as punishment for her

crime. But Thursday's plea bargain allowed her to walk out of court after spending 26 days in jail
under a new program in which county prosecutors seek to resolve certain cases with community
resources rather than prison.

Scares, who handled (defendant's) case, became the office's newly created community
prosecutor nine months ago. The post is funded by a Federal grant and Scares' goal has been to take

people such as (defendant), whom authorities believe can be straightened out with counseling and
tight oversight, and steer them into community-based programs where they are rehabilitated.
When you consider what ultimately would be best not only for (defendant), but also for the

community, I think this was the best overall disposition because it ensures that she's not going to
re-offend," Scares said.

As part of her plea bargain, (defendant) will remain on probation for three years.
(Defendant's) case ignited controversy because she had been under the eye of Albany County

Child Protective Service caseworkers late last year after police found her and her children living in
filthy conditions on Nov. 4.

County officials contend (defendant's) home was visited periodically and that child protective

caseworkers acted appropriately on Dec. 24 when they closed the case, determining the troubled
mother was on the right track.

But less than two months later, on Feb. 14, police returned to the Sheridan Avenue apartment
and found (defendant's) children abandoned in squalid conditions.

Her children had been left alone at least seven hours and, like in November, there was no

food, trash covered the apartment and insects had infested the residence. On both occasions,
authorities found an open gas oven being used for heat.

But last month, the conditions were described by authorities as worse because the plumbing
had failed and human feces filled a bathtub. Police were alerted by (defendant's) 4-year-old daughter,
who called an operator and complained that their mom had left them alone and they were hungry.
With all this the court had the mother in a shelter for counseling and learning how to keep a house
clean and learn how to hold a job. The goal is to reunite her with her children. If this was a father, he would

be in jail, and social services and the court would not be trying to get him counseling to learn how to keep

a house clean or to keep a job. Furthermore, he would have no contact with his children. Question: Is the
program stated above in the article for women only? How many fathers have been placed in this program?
On April 9, 2003, a year later, the Times Union ran another story by Carol DeMare, Staff writer
which in part stated :
TROUBLED MOM RISKS LOSING KIDS FOR GOOD

The mother whose three children were found last year alone and without food in a rat-

infested apartment is at risk of having the kids put up for adoption, a judge was told Tuesday.
Albany County Child Protective Services intends to file a petition in Family Court
terminating the parental rights of 26-year-oid defendant. Assistant District Attorney David Scares
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said in City Court.
(Defendant) has suffered a series of setbacks in her attempt to lead a productive life, skipping

court-mandated classes on parenting and general living skills and not demonstrating she was ready
to regain custody of her three children.
After six months in a homeless shelter, (Defendant) made significant gains and was allowed

to go into independent living. She was attending classes, getting help for her depression and doing
well for a time. Scares said.
But late last month she was evicted from her Lancaster Street apartment, and things started

to fall apart as she spent more time with friends and suffered setbacks in the progress she had
made, he said.

Scares told the judge she was "not abiding by the conditions related to her treatment."
Charton told the judge (defendant) has had repeated absences, and after her eviction last
month was "put on notice ... if there is one more complaint they would terminate her" housing
assistance.

In front of the judge and later outside the courtroom, (defendant) didn't seem to comprehend
the consequences of having her parental rights terminated.
"The whole point to this was to help you get back on your feet and reunite you with your
children," Carter told her. "Is that something you want to work toward?"
She said she needed a larger apartment so her kids could live with her. She had weekly

supervised visits with them at the shelter, then unsupervised sessions after she moved out on her
o w n .

Carter repeatedly asked (defendant) if she understood the situation, but she offered only
excuses. She told the judge she is supposed to show up for classes at 9:30 a.m. but usually gets there
at 9:35 a.m. — after she has been marked absent. The judge suggested she get an earlier bus.

He said he wouldn't violate her probation, which could mean a return to jail, but warned:
"Whatever happens from now on is up to you. Whether you ever see your children again is up to
you."

(Defendant) was angry afterward, but quickly composed herself and brushed aside the
possibility of losing her kids.
"I will still visit my kids; nothing has changed," she said outside the courtroom. "I have to
get a bigger apartment with three bedrooms, so they can stay over the weekend and then for good."
She insisted, "No, they are not taking visits away," and suggested that since it's been more
than a year since her children were placed in foster care, it's routine that Child Protective Services
file another petition in Family Court to continue their foster care.

I wonder if the Court system has ever done for a father anything closely resembling what they have
done for this mother. If this was a father, he would not be allowed to see his children and the court would
not allow the father to act in violation of the court orders for more than a year. He would have lost custody

of the children in the beginning. Simply, the court has placed mothers above the law. Furthermore, fathers
are deprived of seeing their children for months at a time just on the allegations of the mother. No proof,
just allegations.
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Other instances of abuse or neglect
Peter told me that his 7 year old son was being left home alone after school. He called CPS to have
them investigate. Both he and the CPS worker waited until the child came home to an unlocked house and
walked right in. The CPS worker then went to the house and found the child home alone. She asked him if

he knew his mother's phone number and a couple of other questions. She then said that it was OK for the
child to be left home alone. When Peter objected to this, he said she turned to him and told him he should

pay for a day care provider. If this child was in his father's home, what do you think would have happened?
In a recent matter, a mother forced her 14 year old daughter to leave the house. According to the
child, the mother had an alcohol problem. She was constantly drunk and had beer or alcohol hidden all over

the house. Sounds like an alcoholic to me. The mother consistently threatened the child. For example, the
child was told to return home in one week or she would inform the school that she was no longer a resident

in this area and she would not be able to continue going to that school with her friends. In order to keep the

child from visiting her father, the mother told her that if she did not stay with her while moving into their
new home, the child would not get her new bedroom painted and carpeted. When the child's younger brother,
by her mother's new husband, wakes up during the night, the 14 year old had to sit with the baby until he

fails asleep, as the mother does not attend to the baby. She is drunk. It is not the 14 year old child's

obligation to take care of the baby. Furthermore, this keeps the child from getting her needed sleep for
school the next morning. The mother also told the child that if she did not return after the week, she would
not be able to bring a friend on their vacation as the child had planned. The child informed her father that
she was depressed and was not able to eat, c£ui't sleep, can't concentrate on her school work, and can't stand

living in the mother's house anymore. It was also documented that the child was afraid the mother would
"kick her ass". Leo made arrangements for the child to see the intervention counselor at school and for

tutoring, as she was failing most of her subjects. When the mother was informed of the counseling and
tutoring, she stated, "what difference does it make, she is going to fail an3rway''. Nice attitude on the part of
the mother!

The child went to live with Leo who immediately sought temporary custody of the child, until the
matter could be heard by the court. The court ordered a court date but crossed out that part of the order
giving Leo temporary custody of the child. I can tell you, if the child was complaining about her father,
there would have been a temporary order in the change in custody and an Order of Protection would have
been issued. Why was Leo refused an order of temporary custody?

The child, in the meantime, wrote a letter to the judge asking to be able to tell him directly what
was happening. She met with the judge. Leo went to court and low and behold isn't there another judge in
the courtroom. This judge was a JHO which stands for Judicial Hearing Officer. They eu-e usually retired or
former judges. The use of a JHO must be consented to by both parties for the JHO to hear the matter,
otherwise he had no jurisdiction. The mother's attorney tried to get Leo to accept this JHO which he
refused to do, as he had been before him previously. I should mention, I had this judge, and he is, in my
opinion, anti-child and anti-father and as will be documented later, a joke, except he is deliberately destroying
families and young lives. Leo refused to allow this JHO to hear the matter. As such, the matter was
rescheduled for a 'real'judge. Was the JHO assigned to the case because the child told the judge the reason
why she did not want to live with her mother? Was the court trying to protect the mother or the child? Did
the first judge know to much about the mother from the child and therefore had to be replaced?
A few months later, the child stayed with the mother just before court and didn't come back. When

they went to court, the child changed her mind about living with Leo as she did not have enough freedom
with him. The mother allows the child to stay overnight at her boyfriend's house and lets her do as she

pleases. Leo tells me that the neighbor says the mother is constantly drunk. Unfortunately, the child knows
that Leo had rules and the mother didn't. Leo stated the way she dresses had changed. Her cousins do not
think very highly of her and do not want to associate with her even though they go to the same school. Leo
ended up withdrawing his petition for custody of the child. Having her in his house at this point would be
a nightmare for him, his wife and new baby. The only winner here is the mother as she can keep collecting
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the child support. What is going to happen to the child? I can tell you firsthand, the court doesn't care.

There is nothing Leo can do about it as he doesn't have custody of the child and no one is going to make the
child responsible for her actions. The court's position is, "this is in the best interests of the child"!

When Bret picked up his daughter, he was informed that the mother's new husband had been
arrested on felony charges for growing marijuana on their premises. A little history first. The mother would
take the child to the doctor's office claiming the child needed to be on medication. The child was going to
doctors two or three times a week. Bret never had problems with the child. The mother had the child
ritalin, prosaic, and several other drugs that would mellow the child. The child, according to Bret, is
years old and had a third grade reading level. Prior to this, social services investigated child abuse in

the
on
14
the

home. The stepfather admitted hitting the child with a belt. Social Services did nothing when the stepfather
told them he wouldn't do it anjonore. If this was a father, he would never see the child again. But since it
was the mother's husband, it is OK. Bret learned from the child that the mother, after the drug bust, went
on vacation and left the child with the stepfather and his 18 year old son who kept the child in the house

and would not allow her to call Bret. According to Bret, the stepfather told his 18 year old son to grab her by
the neck if she tries to get out of the house. Bret also informed me that they had also threatened her with
a gun. Bret immediately went to court to get a temporary order of custody for his daughter. The clerk's
office told him he would have to wait until 1:30 in order to fill out the petition. He then went to social

services so his daughter could talk to someone. As he lived in another county, they made arrangements for
the child to be seen the next morning. He then returned to the clerk's office and asked for an order to show
cause and the clerk informed him that he had to hire an attorney in order to file an order to show cause to

get temporary custody of his daughter. This is bull!! The clerk's office is tr3dng to protect the mother by
lying to Bret. What if Bret doesn't have the $2,000 to hire an attorney? What if he doesn't have any money?
If a mother came in with the allegations that Bret did, the clerk would have jumped through hoops to help
the mother. The clerks have the objective to finistrate fathers who want custody of their children. Do they
do what the court expects them to do?

The next morning, social services arrived to talk to the daughter. The daughter told them what was
happening in the mother's household, but failed to mention she was threatened with a gun. Social Services

told Bret that since there was no proof that the daughter was in imminent danger of being injured, there
was nothing they could do. Mothers need only to make allegations, fathers have to show imminent danger
to the child. Social Services motto is "protect the mother at all costs".
Bret called the other day saying he just obtained primary custody of his daughter. The child is

doing well in school, is happy, and had been going to weight watchers and had lost 20 pounds and had her
self confidence back. Bret stated that there had been a world of difference in his daughter. He also stated
that the mother has made no attempts to see or call the child since she began living with Bret. Obviously,
the only reason the mother wanted the child was for the child support.

There have been instances when fathers call the police they tell him there is nothing they can do.
They talk to the wife, come back, and arrest him. I have also talked to fathers who have tried to file reports
with the child abuse hot line only to be told they can't take the report. From what I have been told by
several fathers, the police tell them that if they have to arrest anyone, it will be the father. Bias here?
Fred said that he had pictures of the mother's hand print on the face of the child and that the
mother had thrown the 3 year old child against the wall on numerous occasions. This was not the first time

she had beaten the child. The court, on Friday, gave him custody. On Monday, the Court gave the mother
split or 50/50 physical custody of the child. Would the court have done the same thing for Fred if he was the
abuser? NO. And it shouldn't have done it for the mother.

Calvin has 2 sons, 11 and 13 years old. The mother was hitting and abusing both children. The
older son considers her to be a drunk which he stated to the police. When Calvin went to court, he obtained
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an order for custody. Two days later, the court returned the children to the mother. The court refused to

address all of her violations of the Order of Protection that was issued to protect the children from her. The
law guardian refused to talk to either Calvin or the children. The older son called the law guardian's office
to talk to his "so called" attorney, she refused to accept his calls or to return them. She also refused to check
on the older son's welfare after he ran away from home to get away from his mother. In court, she made a
report to the judge, and lied about what the children said in violation of the Law Guardian Manual.
Court leaves child with abuser

In another instance, according to the court order dated July 2003, in 2002, after a trial and Lincoln

hearing with the child, the court permitted the mother's proposed relocation on a temporary basis, denied
the father's modification petition, on a temporary basis, for failure to prove a material change in circumstances
and denied the father's violation petition for insufficient proof. Keep the child with the mother.
The order stated:

As fiirther documented in the court order, less then a year later, February 2003, the law
guardian submitted a written report recommending that the Court grant the requested temporary
relief due to the child's articulated fears of returning to the mother's household and the medical

evidence corroborating the child's statement that the stepfather had punched him in the head and
stomach and twisted his arm. On the same date the mother's counsel submitted documentation to

the court in the form of a sworn statement of the child's aunt, contending the child sustained the
wrist injury while snow tubing.

The law guardian recommends that the Court grant the petition and award primary physical
custody to the father with visitation to the mother.
The mental health evaluation of the child notes that it would be unfortunate to reward the

father and the child by granting primary physical custody to the father if, indeed, the allegation of
abuse by the stepfather are false. On the other hand, the same evaluation notes that given the
tension present in the mother's household between the stepfather and the child, the fact that the
child appears to feel much better in the father's school system as opposed to the mother's school
system and the fact that all parties seem to concur that the child enjoys living with his father and
having weekend visitation with his mother it may well be in the child's best interests to continue

this arrangement. Continued psychological counseling is recommended addressing both the mother/
child relationship as well as the stepfather/child relationship.
The court then stated:

The child went snow tubing on Sunday, February, 2003 and his right wrist and forearm
were injured to some extent during the course of that recreational activity.

On Monday, February 2003, the child went to the school nurse complaining of soreness in
his right writ and forearm; he was treated with ice and a sling and the mother was called.

On Thursday, the child and stepfather had an argument during which there was apparently,
verbal, and possibly, physical altercation. That same night, the child called his father and related

the events of the evening from his perspective. The father advised the child to inform school personnel

the next day what had happened and then to call him with the information as to what the school
had done.

The next day the child asked his teacher if he could see the school counselor as his stepfather
had "punched him in the stomach and twisted his arm". Thereafter, the child spoke with both
counselor and school nurse and assistant superintendent conferred they decided not to report the
"incident" to child protective services because "injuries were not evident".
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The child called the father on Friday afternoon from the school nurse's office, after which
the father took the child to Child Protective Services to file a report. Then at the recommendation

of Child Protective Services, the father went to the New York State Police to press charfjes.
Subsequently, the father took the child to Albany Medical Center emergency room. Albany Medical

Center records indicate that he child's right wrist was x-rayed and diagnosed as spraini'd. The
father also filed the presently pending petition seeking permanent primary physical placi'iiuMit
and temporary immediate physical custody.

To date the Child Protective Services investigation remains open without dispositiim.
To date the criminal charges against the stepfather regarding these allegations n-m.iin
open.

The court is not persuaded that the genesis of the child's wrist injury was solely ph> «ic:il
violence by the stepfather. Simply put, the child's creditability is suspect: for example, on ont* m c M>ii m
he rubbed his arm to redden it in order to substantiate claims that students hurt him. The motlu r

testified that she witnessed the argument between the stepfather and the child and that thfrr was

no physical contact between the two. Moreover, it is established by the trial testimony, and
corroborated by the trial exhibits, that the child has, on occasion stretched the truth. It is this

Court's determination that taken together, the proof of alleged physical violence by the sto|)ratlu'r
against the child and the father's "character" witnesses regarding his child rearing skill do not
establish a material change in circumstances such that alteration of the custodial arrangement is
in the best interest of the child (Matter of Acklev v. Meldrum. 289 A.D.2d 615).

The Court is aware of the fact that the parties initial custody arrangement was the result of
a stipulation and, thus, is entitled to less weight than if the disposition had been made after a
plenary hearing (Matter of Holden v. Tillotson. 277 A.D.2d 735). Furthermore, in rendering this

decision the Court has considered the totality of the circumstances including the quality of the
mother's home environment, the ability of the mother to provide parental guidance and to promote
the child's intellectual and emotional development (see, Eschbach v. Eschbach. 56 N.Y.2d 167,172)
as well as the child's wishes as expressed in the latest Lincoln hearing. The court finds no indication
that a change in the custodial arrangement will substantially enhance the child's welfare nor that
the mother is less fit custodian than the father.

Accordingly, it is hereby
ORDERED that the petition to modify the custodial arrangement is DENIED; and it is
fi i r t h e r

ORDERED that the March 2003 order is VACATED (this gave father temporary custody);
and it is further

ORDERED that it is reiterated that the stepfather is only permitted to orally discipline the
child and is prohibited from any physical discipline whatsoever; £md it is further

ORDERED that it is the mother's responsibility to forefend against any future
encounters between the child and stepfather.

Some order. Obviously, the judge wants the child with his mother, no matter what. If it was alleged
that the father was doing, what the stepfather was allegedly doing, he would be on supervised visitation
and there would be an Order of Protection. Where is the Order of Protection for the child? Claude stated

that his attorney, when she began questioning and he wanted other questions asked, told him that she

knew the mother was lying and that she was going to take it easy on her. The attorney only asked the
mother a couple of questions and rested. Who was the attorney representing? Claude also stated that the
stepfather gets nose to nose when yelling at the child, and then would raise his arm up and back and have
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his hand in a fist as if going to hit the child. Now he doesn't touch the child, just threatens him with his
actions. This is mental abuse. This child should not have to live under such circumstances. No one told the

father he could appeal the order.
Claude's son notified his teacher and his guidance counselor about the stepfather. The teacher
went to school with the mother. Both called the mother about the son's allegations, but no investigation was

made. The son was then punished by the mother. In one instance, he wasn't allowed to play hockey with his
team. Why would this child go to his teacher or guidance counselor again? He turned to his teachers for

help, told them what was happening, they called the mother, he was punished. It's just another child
wanting to live with his father in their opinion. Why shouldn't this father be allowed to be the primary
residential parent? Because the courts want him paying child support to the mother?
As to the criminal charges against the stepfather, Claude informed me that the DA still had not
spoken to him or his son about, the criminal charges, even though they told him they would keep him

informed. Claude said he had an Order of Protection against him for a year prior to this, and that it had just
ended prior to this incident. Claude also said that he just found out that the mother was running a day care
out of her house, which she denied in court, and that the parents bringing their children to her quit,
because of her husband's actions.

To add to Claud's problems was his support order. After he was granted temporary custody of his
son, the court suspended his support payments as of March 10, 2003, and ordered that he pay $52.00 per
week in arrears in the amount of $5,358 plus attorney fees of $645 until November 14, 2003, at which time
he was supposed to pay off the balance. The order further provided that;
ORDERED that upon failure to make such pajrment on Friday, March 14,2003 or failure to
make any weekly payment on any subsequent Friday, that on the Monday following the failure to
make the preceding Friday's payment the respondent is ordered and directed to report to the County
Jail at 8:00 a.m. or such other time as this Court shall specifically advise; and it is further
ORDERED that upon the said respondent's failure to make any Friday payment, and/or
respondent's failure to report to the County Jail on the Monday following his failure to make payment
of all arrears by November 14, 2003, that the Court shall issue a warrant without further notice.

The court is more interested in him making his support payments than his son being abused by the

mother's husband. How come, when the child was residing with him, the mother wasn't ordered to pay
child support? Could her support have been deducted from his arrears?
Now Claude's attorney told him that there wasn't anything he could do except go to jail on November
14, 2003, as he could not come up with the approximate $5,000 owed. He filed an order to show cause to
extend the payments on the arrears, as he did not have the $5,000. In the order to show cause, he asked

that the payment of $5,000, that was to be made by November 15, 2003, be suspended. The Court signed
the order to show cause. It denied him the request that the payment be suspended until the matter is
heard. Furthermore, the court signed the order on October 28, 2003, and required Claude to serve it on the
mother by October 29, 2003 for a court appearance on November 3, 2003.
According to Claude, when he went to court, the judge asked him if he could get the money from his
family. Claude said he couldn't. The judge then asked him if he could sell his car. Again, Claude said no.
Claude was then sentenced, and taken to jail for 60 days. His father was able to borrow $3,500 in order to
get him out of jail. In my opinion, this was extortion. The court is going to get the money out of the father
one way or another, whether he can afford it or not.

I should mention that Claude was a subcontractor working for a maintenance company. The
maintenance company lost a major contract. As such, they had no work for Claude. The new maintenance

compeiny had their own people come in. Claude was having a hard time getting his child support reduced.
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Claude just told me that he had a meeting with his son's counselor with the mother concerning his
son as his son is failing his subjects and is causing trouble in his classes. According to Claude, the counselor
stated that the mother and stepfather were mentally abusing the child and stated that the child should live
with Claude. What does the mother do? She takes the child to the County Probation Department where the

child is told by the probation officer that if he doesn't start doing his homework everyday and behaving in
class, they will have to arrest him and put him in an orange suit in jail. Why is it that children are threatened
by judges, attorneys, social workers, probation officers, etc. when they want to live with their fathers.
Leaving the children with their mother's under these circumstances is causing this children mental abuse
and leads to more serious problems in the future.

While I was in jail for spraying, the Court of Appeals building, I met Eugene, who was about 6*2"

and 250 pounds of solid muscle, no fat. He was charged with attacking his wife. They had previously lived
down south and moved back here. He moved back because of his children. He was now moving back down
south to be with his family, girlfriend and new baby. Eugene was leaving the car he had for his wife. He was

taking the plates off the car in order to get the car out of his name so he would not be liable if she had an
accident with it and would not have to worry about insurance on it. She came out of the house screaming at

him, took a screw driver and stabbed him with it. He called the police while holding onto her as she was
attacking him. He was arrested. For the crime he was charged with, the most he could be sentenced to jail

for was six months. He had already spent four months in jail waiting for a trial. They were trying to get him
to plead guilty to a crime or he would spend the six months in jail anyway. All he did was protect himself.
You could see where he had been stabbed by the screwdriver and he still had her bite marks on his arm. He
stated that he had been taken to the hospital and given a tetanus shot for his wounds. He stated there were
no marks on her. I can tell you from looking at Eugene, that if he had hit her, she would have been knocked
out cold. The court had set a high bail because they knew he wanted to go down south. I don't know if the
District Attorney and his Public Defender ended up getting him to plead or not. After four months in jail, he
just wanted out. This is how the Albany County DA wins his cases. Hold the defendant in jail until he
admits to the crime. Furthermore, if he did spend the six months in jail, they would make sure that it never

would go to trial. He had already basically served his time if you deducted time off for good behavior. In
short, he served his time without a trial. Of course, Eugene had a Public Defender. This is how the judge

and prosecutors fix cases. Stall it out until the defendant pleads, if he doesn't plead, he will have served his
time anyway. They win, father loses.

Finally, when an Order of Protection is issued they usually only enforce it against the father. The
court looks the other way when father brings proof of violations of the order of protection by the mother.
Child abuse also entails parent alienation, which is mental and emotional abuse. The court does
not want to get into parent alienation by mothers and I believe the court's opinion is only fathers alienate
children from the mothers, mothers would never do such a thing.
This has been allowed to happen because women's groups are given billions of dollars each year
while fathers' groups are given none. The women's groups are interested in the women and not the children.

They are interested in their political agenda to keep fathers from their children and forcing the fathers to
pay outrageous child support, better known as "momma support".
CHAPTER
ORDERS

OF

PROTECTION

AND

4
DOMESTIC

VIOLENCE

The first thing you need to do when you are served with an Order of Protection is make sure your
attorney files discovery demands. Most attorneys don't. The fathers get nailed in court because of this. You
have 30 days to file for the demands. If your attorney won't do it, you do it. Demand a Bill of Particulars!!!
Demand other discovery also.
All a mother has to do is claim that she is fearful of the father, and she is given an Order of Protection
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for herself and the children. She does not have to prove that the father did an5rthing. In most instances, the
father's visitation rights with his children are immediately suspended until there is a court appearance. In
such cases, it will take the father about a month before he will get to see the judge and even longer before
he will see his children. On the other hand, if the father obtains an Order of Protection against the mother,
she gets a court date within a week or two. The court routinely gets the father, even when he has an
attorney present, to agree to the Order of Protection with no finding of fault. This Order of Protection will
be constantly used against the father, and will be brought up time after time. The mothers know that this
helps them to get sole custody of the children, and helps alienate the children from their father. The other

trick is to file a criminal complaint against the father and bring it up in court that the father is facing
criminal charges. The mothers and attorney know this works. Make the allegations, and it can be dragged
out for months in court.

Domestic violence committed by women against men as compared with the incidence of
such violence committed by men against women occurs how often? (U.S. Justice Dept. figures
show that domestic violence committed by women is virtually equal to that committed by men.)
I found this one particularly interesting for the following reason. I have a copy of the Domestic
Violence Handbook, 1999 Edition, by Barbara Rio, CSW, New York State Coalition Against Domestic
Violence; Theresa M. Zubresky, New York State Office for the Prevention of Domestic Violence; and
Sherry Frohman, CSW, New York State Coalition Against Domestic Violence. All women. On the
back it has 24 Hour Domestic Violence Hotlines, State of New York, George E. Pataki, Governor,

the State Seal and states: "Development and printing of this edition of the handbook is funded by
the New York State Office for the Prevention of Domestic Violence".

The handbook states: "... In a small number of cases, men are abused by female partners,

but because 91 to 95 percent of all domestic violence assaults are perpetuated by men against their
female partners, this booklet will refer to victims as female and abusers as male...."

What documentation do these women have that shows that 91 to 95 percent of all domestic violence
is caused by men? Doesn't this contradict U.S. Justice Department figures?

This handbook is made to look like a New York State publication. Is New York State deliberately
printing false information on domestic violence, and who causes it? I have been told by many fathers how

the police refuse to take domestic violence reports from them. The police make it out to be a joke. It is not
a joke. A father gets hit, "well can't you take it?" If he tries to defend himself, he is arrested for grabbing the
mother's arms to stop her from hitting him. No matter what the father does, he is wrong.
Having dinner with son is stalking?
Kent, who had his children the majority of the time and had to pay child support to the mother had
not seen his children for two years after the court proceeding because of the mother's actions. After two
years, he went with his fiancee to dinner at the restaurant where his son works as a cook. His son spent
about a half hour with Kent and his fiancee while they ate dinner. The son then set up a date to have dinner
with his father the following week. The following week they had dinner together. After having dinner, his
son suggested that he, his sister, and father have dinner again in the future, as he had a good time. Kent
had also been e-mailing his daughter. The daughter at the end of January sent the following e-mail to her
father:

"Dad,

I am sorry that I have not returned your phone calls in a while but I have been so busy
because I have been sick and I had to make up all of my midterms and what not but I would love to
go to dinner with you just let me know when you want to go. Upstairs you do not need to box my
things up and do anything with them I have to go for now though I am making up my midterm for
art class. Call the house either tonight or tomorrow and I will return your call if I am not there.
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Love

Does this sound like his daughter is fearful of him?
Kent met with his daughter's guidance counselor, at the counselor's request, to set up a tentative
schedule for her for next year. After being there, the guidance counselor informed Kent that his (lauj^hter
expressed interest in returning to her previous school, in his school district, for her junior and sonicir years.
It was the guidance counsel who raised the issue of child going back to her old school. Kent had a vi-rv
cordial conversation with the guidance counselor.
The child was supposed to be at the meeting, but she was not there. Kent saw her aftenvards. ^he
was waiting for her mother to pick her up as she was going home sick.

Kent was then served in with a Temporary Order of Protection that he was not to near his
children. I should mention, the mother loves to file abuse petitions against Kent. In one petiti«in. ^he
claimed that he was an alcoholic, was drunk, and abused the children. When his daughter was (]uestinned
about Kent's drinking, she told them that he sometimes had a beer before dinner and may have one dunn«,'
dinner. That is all, and that he does not drink every night. She also stated that during football games he

may have 2 or 3 beers but does not get drunk. The daughter told them that he does not drink hard licjimr.
The petition was thrown out. The mother filed this in order to be able to move the children with lier to
another county. It worked. Now the mother was again filing another family offense petition stating:
1/25/02 the father shows up at the child's place of work and wouldn't leave until he spoke

with his son. Calls house repeatedly and won't leave a message. Stalking him at work in the past
place of employment. Harasses son's fellow employee, asking repeated information about his son.
2/1/02 Harassing her sending e-mails to school, threatening school.
2/7/02 Calling her repeatedly at home for her to call him. Shows up at school conference and

calls her again saying she should be at her first school. The children now reside with mother
permanently, because of respondent being verbally abusive, physically abusive and harassing them
both in the past.

2/12/02 Has threatened her male friend. Threatening a member of his family with saying
papers being filed for rape. (Has done this in the past with another male friend and threatened his
mother at Christmastime 2000 with rape charge in a public place. And again in summer of 2000.
When his daughter was 14 years old, her mother allowed her date a 17 and then turned 18 year old.

He asked the boy's mother, whom he knew, what was happening between her son and his daughter. The
mother replied "nothing, I hope". Kent stated he hoped the boy understands what statutory rape is. He did
not want his daughter riding around in a car at night with an 17/18 year boy. He thought this was
inappropriate. Obviously, the mother saw nothing wrong with this.
Kent did not know who her current boyfriend was, but he understands he was 19 years old and
she was 15, He did not think it was appropriate for a 15 year old girl to date a 19 year old male.
What happened when they went to court in March? The mother requested an adjournment in order
to obtain free counsel based upon a grant for Domestic Violence through the Saratoga Legal Aid Fund. The
proceeding was adjourned to the end of March. The mother had the previous month to obtain an attorney.
This is how mothers keep the fathers away from the children. Make an allegation and stall the proceedings.

Kent still cannot see his children. Kent said the mother lives in a $180,000 home. As his attorney put it:
"Everything and anything is now domestic violence". There is no definition of it. You look at her

the wrong way, it*s domestic violence; you disagree with her, it's domestic violence; anything
and everything you say, or do, can be construed as "domestic violence'*.
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At the second appearance, the charges were dismissed and the Order of Protection lifted. What a
waste of court time, and nothing happened to the mother. Kent has not heard from, or seen his children
since, and he was fearful to contact them, as the mother may again file false charges against him and he
would again have to pay an attorney several thousand dollars to defend him against the mother's false
charges. This is how the New York State Judiciary helps keep children away from their fathers.
District Attorney allows mother to continue to file false charges
Lewis had been charged several times with stalking the mother. She claimed he followed her in his

car in the Albguiy area. Fortunately, Lewis had documentation that 5 minutes later he was punching in at
work or was on his computer at work in Schenectady over a half hour away. Yet, Lewis was arrested and

had to hire an attorney to defend himself against the false allegations. Furthermore, he would have to
appear several times in court before the charges were dismissed. Luckily, this all happened during the
work week when he was able to have proof it wasn't him.
Court refuses to inform father of allegations concerning Order of Protection

In the following case, Dustin was arrested for criminal mischief in the 4th degree for allegedly
breaking the door to a house he owned. Prior to going to his former residence to get his son, Dustin called
the police asking for an escort, as his son had locked himself in his bedroom and wanted his father to come

and get him. The police told him that they could not go with him as nothing yet had happened. When he
went to the house, the mother began yelling and screaming at him. His friend in the car called 911. She was

on the phone with them telling them what was happening. She stated she could clearly hear what the
mother was yelling at Dustin. The mother slammed the door on Dustin while he was in the doorway backing
up. The door hinge broke. The mother told the daughter to call 911. The friend stated she could hear the call
coming into the police department. The police arrived as Dustin was sitting on the porch. He was arrested
for criminal mischief for the breaking the door hinge. It was the mother who slammed the door on Dustin

causing the door hinge to break. This was Dustin's house and criminal mischief is for damaging the property
o f a n o t h e r.

Dustin was arraigned and the court ordered that he was not to contact the mother. An Order of
Protection was issued. After court had ended, the mother was still at the courthouse so Dustin called his

children to tell them that he still loved them. The court then changed the Order of Protection, to include, no
contact with his children. Furthermore, the court refused to give any documentation to him concerning the
basis of the Order of Protection. The charges were subsequently dismissed. The Order of Protection remained
and the judge refused to rescind it. Dustin tape recorded the discussions with the judge. Notice the court

did not require any proof for the Order of Protection. Notice how the judge sidestepped giving Dustin copies
of the complaint for the Order of Protection by claiming he was not entitled to it under the Freedom of

Information Act. Also, the judge told him that he was not entitled to know what allegations the court Order
of Protection was based on. The transcript is as follows:
On Wednesday, October 01, 2003, at 3:30 pm, I, Dustin, went to the courthouse in the town of
Ballston, N.Y., to obtain records, including the affidavits, and applications, for the Orders of Protection
placed against me by Judge Keith Kissinger, at the request of my wife.

The following text is a transcript made from a recording of the conversation between myself, the
court clerk, my girlfriend, and Judge Keith Kissinger, before court was officially in session.
As I approached the bench, the court clerk was on the phone, the conversation starts there.
Clerk: "Ok....Bye Hi"

Dustin: "Hi. Can I get affidavit and application copies that generated these two orders of protection"
Clerk: "What is it that you're looking for?"
Dustin: "The affidavit and the applications that were used to generate those."
Clerk: "Hmmm...OK." Looks around.
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"Question?"
"Hmm?"

"Is there a question?"

"I was..uh..I came to get copies of the affidavits, and the applications for those two orders of
protection."
"Apphcations?"

"Affidavit and application which is supposed to be paperwork generated when somebody comes
in to get an order of protection."
"If it's at the request of the police officer, and I deemed it necessary, I'll issue it. There's no
application, per say."
"Well, then there must be an affidavit, I believe, right? I was told that it was a matter of public
record, and I can get a copy of it."
"Under the Freedom of Information Act?"

"Under...It doesn't matter, it's a part of the case, and also it's public record and I'm supposed to
be able to get hold of it."

"Under the Freedom of Information Act, you're not entitled to the court records."
"An affidavit for an order of protection against me, I was told that I was entitled to."
"But, if you're requesting it under the Freedom of Information Act, you're not entitled to any
court records."

"I'm not asking for it under the Freedom of Information Act."
"I'm Sorry?"

"I'm just asking for a copy. I didn't say I was asking..."
"There's no affidavit, per say. If, during the police officer's investigation, and it's stated to be
that there's a need for an order of protection, I'll issue the order of protection...PERIOD.
"OK, but..
"There's no application..."
"But then..."
" N o a f fi d a v i t . . . a f fi d a v i t . . . "

"But then, there's the second order issued, that must have something associated with it."
"That's correct. Information....uh...additional information came to me, and I issued the second
order. The second order stands. The first order has been vacated."

"It was the officer that requested the first one?"

"Based on their investigation, and the information that I received..."
" T h e o f fi c e r . . . "

"If there is a request by the officer, or by, by the victim, through the officer, then I'll issue the
order of protection."
"But then, what was the basis for the second order?"
"I had some additional information, and I issued the second order."
"Which was what?"

"There was more information that wasn't ex, you know, wasn't given to me at the time that I
issued the first order."
"Which was what?"
"It was verbal."
"I'm not entitled to know what that is?"

"It's verbal. She came in here, your wife, I'll tell ya, your wife came in and requested that, that,
some other stipulations be placed on it. And I did so."
"Why?"
"And I vacated the first order. Because I wanted to. And I can."
"I was told she came back in by my attorney, and said that I violated the first order of protection.
That was not the case."

"Well, if that was the case, then you would have been arrested."
"How is it that you guys can put on an order of protection, and not even tell me why?"
"At the time the order was issued, there was a request by the officer because your wife does not

have to appear here when you were arrested. And I issued the order of protection."
"It seems I'm still missing how I can have my children taken away from me without any..."
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Judge: "It was not what I was told. I, I issued that order based on the information that I had, and what
I felt was necessary at the time. I issued that order."
Dustin: "And you can't tell me what that is?"

Judge: "I can't tell you verbatim. The officer came in and said that they..."
Dustin: "No, You just said that my wife came in for the second one."
Judge: "For the second one."
Dustin: "Correct."

Judge: "She was in, she told me that she wanted additional information placed on it based on your
actions after you left here from the court that first day that you were here."

Dustin: "What did I do when I left here the first time?"

Judge: "I have NO idea what you did. I wasn't there."

Dustin: "Then how can you just go and place an order that strips my children..."
Judge: "Because I CAN do it. I can revoke the order, I can issue new ones at any time that I want
to."

Dustin: "But there must have been a REALLY good reason..."

Judge: "Yes, there was. I felt, based on what she told me, I felt there was a re..., there was good
enough reason for me to change it. And I did change it."

Girlfriend: "That the children were in danger of us now?"

Judge: "She felt that she was in danger. And she didn't want that..."
Girlfriend: "We have no problem with...."

Judge: "L..L..I made my order, and the order stands. Talk to your attorney. I'm not changing it. The
order stands."

Girlfriend: "Let's just wait for the DA."
D u s t i n : " Ye a h . "

Judge: "You can wait for the DA, the DA can't lift it. It's my order, the DA cannot lift it."
Dustin: "I don't see how it's fair that you can just go and strip my children away from me based on a
false allegation by my wife, without any..."

Judge: "I felt that at the time the order was issued, that it was necessary."
Dustin: "Without anything to back it up."

Judge: "I'm...I'm...I'm opting on the safe side. I would be remorse in my duty if I didn't issue the order
of protection."
Dustin: "And you still won't tell me what the order was based on?"

No answer from the judge.
My girlfriend and I left the courtroom at this time.
Hallway conversation:

Dustin: "So the order was issued right after she came up to the bench."
Girlfriend: "mmm...hmm"

On Wednesday, October 15,2003, at approximately 5 pm, I, Dustin, appeared at the Ballston Town
Court and appeared in fi-ont of Judge Keith IQssinger. My attorney, Mr. Z, accompanied me.
Before appearing in court, my attorney met with the ADA to discuss the dismissal of the charge of

Criminal Mischief 4th and the vacating of the Order of Protection placed against me that precludes me any
contact with my children. ADA made an offer to my attorney, that if I plead, and accepted an ACOD
(adjournment in contemplation of dismissal), she would have the Order of Protection vacated. I refused to

accept this. There was no basis for the charges, and I didn't want anything on my record, even for the six

months. My attorney went back into a meeting with ADA, and indicated my position. I believe that Judge
Kissinger was also involved in this second meeting. After the meeting, we all proceeded into the courtroom.

The following text is a transcript made from of the conversation in the courtroom between my
attorney. Judge Keith Kissinger, and myself

Attorney: "Dustin is charged with one count of criminal mischief 4th. I was expecting that the mother
would still be here. I would like to move to dismiss the charge, it's unfounded in law."
Dustin: "She just walked out the door."
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Judge: "She just left?"
Dustin: "Want me to try and catch her?" (I run off to get her) (noise) (no success, so I returned to court)

Attorney: "I understand that the mother is gone, but I'd still like to make the motion that the charges are
unfounded in law. Dustin is on both the deed and I believe, the mortgage of the property. So, he
is an owner. And, as such, cannot be charged with Criminal Mischief for doing damage to your

own property. The law specifically states: The property of others. So, I would ask that the
charges, and the orders of protection be vacated. The charges be dismissed, and the orders be
vacated.

Judge: "Do you have any documented proof on the residence?"
Dustin: (Produced copy of deed, and hands it to Judge Kissinger)
Judge: "Do you need this copy back?"
Dustin: "That one I need."

Judge: (Makes copy)

Judge: "Is there any pending sales with the property at this time?"
Dustin: "Nope."

Attorney: "No, Your Honor."

Judge: "I'll dismiss the Criminal Mischief, but I'm not gonna vacate the order of protection."
Attorney: "May I ask what the court's reasoning is?"

Judge: "Based on the information that I received at the time that I issued the order, and subsequent to
that... additional information the order's gonna stand."

Attorney: "But, without charges, there are...
Judge: "There were charges at the time."
Attorney: "But, those charges have been dismissed as unfounded in law."
Judge: "I know, but I'm not gonna, I'm not gonna lift the order."

Attorney: "May I ask... There was one order issued, and then there was subsequent order."
Judge: "That's correct"
Attorney: "And the subsequent order was a full stay away from the children."
Judge: "That's correct. There was concern from the victim, the mother."
Attorney: "May I ask what those concerns were?"

Judge: "She voiced a concern for the safety of her children, and I felt that, I felt that the second order
was warranted.

Attorney: "But without... There are no charges brought sustaining those. And so, in other words, we have
an order that is essentially now permanent, without having been given an opportunity to respond
to those charges. And, in fact, there are no charges pending."

Judge: "Not at, not right at this time, no sir. But I'm still going to keep the order of protection in effect.
And, I have your letter here, um, dated on October 7th.
Attorney: "Yes, that's from other attorney"
Judge: "It's from you."
Attorney: "No, I'm ...."

Judge: "Oh, I'm sorry, from Mr. I'm sorry. Are you familiar with the letter?"
Attorney: "Yes, I am, your Honor."
Judge: "I'd just like to address one issue in here. Dustin was in court and requests a copy of the
application for the order of protection. To my knowledge, there is no application for an order of
protection."
Attorney: "Well, there is a..."

Judge: "There is no written application for an order of protection."
Attorney: "From the mother."

Judge: "That is correct. Or from anyone. If there's an application, a verbal application to the court,
then I issue the order based on information that I have at the time. There is no, and he wanted,
he INSISTED on seeing the application.
Attorney: "mmm-hmmm"

Judge: "We don't have any. There isn't any.
Attorney: "OK"

Judge: "There never will be one. So, for him to request it. I can't give him something that's not there."
Attorney: "I understand."
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Judge: "And if I hadn't issued the order based on the information that I had received that night, I
would be remorse in my duty, if something should have happened, and I didn't. I'm not sa3nng
that it would, but if something did happen, I issued the order."

Dustin: "Is there still a reason..."(interrupted, poked by attorney)
Judge: "Yes, there is a reason. The reason was, that she came in and there was additional information

that, that, she felt in fear for her children, that she wanted additional stipulations put on it.

With her communication to me, I felt it was necessary to issue the second order. And the second
o r d e r S TA N D S . "

Attorney: "OK. Then in that case, I bid you good evening. Thank you, your Honor. Do you want me to do
a letter order, dismissing the ahh...
Judge: "If you would."
Attorney: "Thank you, your Honor"

Attorney, Girlfriend, and I leave the courtroom.

Isn't this wonderful? Dustin had an Order of Protection against him. He is not allowed to see his

children and he is not allowed to know the allegations against him. He is not entitled to a hearing on the
matter. Dustin was tried, convicted and sentenced to not being able to see his children without one shred of
evidence or even being given a hearing on the matter. It had been well over a month since he had last seen

his children. Even today, 5 months later he is still not seeing his children. This is how the New York State
Judiciary under Judge Kaye operates. This is called "due process" in New York State. The judges are out of
control!!!!

The reason I believe that fathers are arrested, even when they are the ones that call the police, is
because the state can receive grants for domestic violence against women. The more cases the state can
show against men for domestic violence, the more money or grants the state can apply for. The state does
not receive any grants or money or domestic violence against men. As they say, follow the money.
After the hearing in family court, Dustin was informed that the judge above wrote a letter to his
attorney stating that he had reinstated the criminal charges because the assistant DA wasn't there when

he dismissed the original charges. The ADA had run out of the court right after talking to the judge on the
night the charges were dismissed. How convenient.

The ADA then wrote a letter stating that she had asked for the charges to be reinstated and if
Dustin objected to those charges then she would change them to harassment of some sort. Protect the

mother's lies to the court. Besides, with a simple harassment charge, there is no right to a jury trial. Gee,
I wonder how the judge is going to rule if Dustin takes it to trial? Will the court allow him to present
evidence that the mother had filed false abuse reports based upon the CPS report discussed below? I doubt
it. The judge and the ADA will do whatever it takes to get him convicted or to agree to the Order of Protection
so the next time he can go to jail, based again on the mother's accusations with no proof
Dustin's girlfriend then searched the web for the process of obtaining an Order of Protection. It
stated that filing for an Order of Protection based on false allegations is illegal. New York Penal Code,
240.50. The Web site stated that if she knew of a filing of a false report, she should report it to the local DA.
When she was reading the CPS report, she read in the report that the mother stated that she had made

threatening phone calls to her and her mother on Oct. 15th. She knew that she hadn't made any threatening
phone calls to the mother or the mother's mother on that or any other day. Was this part of the information
the judge had referred to in his statements? The girlfriend called the Saratoga DA's Office, an ADA took the
call. According to the girlfriend, she was talking to the Victims Advocate. She told her that she had been on
the web and that she had proof that someone had filed false reports in order to obtain an Order of Protection.
She asked ADA if she could come in and give her the evidence. When she was asked who it was that filed
the false reports, and she gave the mother's name. The report stated that the mother had said that she had

made harassing phone calls to her and she had proof that she was in the parking lot, 6 miles away from the
children she had tried to call. The ADA then told the girlfriend that mother was the victim and she couldn't

talk to her. The girlfriend explained again, that she was the victim of this false report, that she had no
charges against her ANYWHERE. She was now the victim of these false reports. The ADA said she couldn't
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help her. The girlfriend stated again that she read it on the N.Y.S. Web page that she should contact the
DA's Office if she knew of this and that is what she was doing. The ADA said she needed to hire a lawyer.

The girlfriend told her that she wasn't going to hire an attorney and that she needed to hear this. The ADA
then told her that she needed to hire an attorney as the mother was the victim and the ADA wasn't goin<j to
help her. This is how the DA's Office protects the illegal actions of the mothers. Why isn't the DA'.s Ofllco
interested in finding out if the mother is filing a false report? Because they might not get as much ;xrant
money?

Had it not been for the CPS report below, Dustin never would have found out. How doc.^ hi' drrriKl
himself and his girlfriend against the false allegations? How does he prove the mother is lyinj,'?
The parties are now in family court on Dustin's petition which claims the following:
The mother has been in the care of KF, Ph.D as she has psychological, emotional and
control issues. The mother cannot control her anger and will explode and show acts of a«,';irr>sinn

towards the children or anyone else. The mother has refused to acknowledge that she ha.s a firohU-m
to Dr. KF. Dustin believes that mother's brother, Dr. KF and the mother's previous psycholtt^iist
both have recommended that the mother be on medication to even her mood swings out. It should

be noted that both parties saw Dr. KF together.
The neighbors have complained to Dustin that they are able to hear the mother yelling and
screaming at the children while they are inside. Further, until Dustin moved out of the residence,
she would constantly yell and scream at him so the children could hear what she was saying. On
several occasions, the mother would wake up Dustin at 3:00 a.m. just to yell and scream at him.
Dustin believed that this could easily be heard by the children.

Dustin has been informed by a physical therapist that his daughter did not seem to be
growing properly for her age. His daughter is already getting a hunched back and has had several
broken bones. Dustin believes that this is because the child is not getting proper nutrition and is
lacking calcium in her diet.

Dustin believes his daughter's pediatrician gave a prescription and calcium pills to her to
take. The mother has refused to give the pills to the child claiming they are not safe. The mother is
nurturing the child to believe that food is bad for her causing the child to have a phobia as to the
foods she eats. The child is terrified to try new foods that have not been O'Ked by the mother, even
those O'Ked by the doctors.

During mediation, the mother refused to give to Dustin a list of foods the child can eat. The
mother finally admitted the child can eat Weaver chicken nuggets but the child has refiised to eat
a roasted chicken because of the mother. The same is true for meat, the child will eat hamburger

out of a package, but will not eat a roast beef and the child will eat only Uncle Ben's minute rice
which is bleached and processed with no nutritional value but will not eat whole grain rice and it
has to be Uncle Ben's. It seems that if the food comes out of the freezer or box, the child can eat it,

but regular cooked food cannot be eaten. Makes no sense at all.
The child allegedly suffers fi-om dairy allergies. The mother has continued to refuse to have

the child tested concerning her allergies, even against the advice of the child's allergist and
pediatrician. The mother has also informed Dustin that the child has allergies for dust, cats, almonds.
The child has been around cats and has even petted them £uid did not have any allergic
reaction. Further, Dustin has never seen his daughter have a reaction to any allergies. Not once in

13 years has either party had to use a Epi pen for allergic reactions, even though both carry one
with them at all times.

The mother filed with DSS / CPS a complaint alleging Dustin "attempted to kill his daughter
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by force feeding her foods that could kill her". Dustin was feeding the child potato salad and roast
beef.

Dustin has been informed that the report has been determined to be unfounded. After this

petition was filed he was informed that CPS tested the child for allergies. She has no allergies for
cats. Further the tests show that she is able to begin to eat dairy products.

Dustin has noticed that the child is getting more and more paranoid about what she eats.

The mother is making the child fearful that if she eats something not approved by the mother the
child will die. Further the child has been refusing to eat with Dustin fearful that her father is
trying to kill her with the food he gives her.

The mother has been taking the children to see JJ, M.S.W. without the knowledge of the
father. After the father contacted JJ, the mother stopped taking the children to her. The mother has

a history of taking the child to the doctors. When Dustin previously attempted to gain information
from the doctors the mother would change the doctors immediately and use to threaten Dustin
with divorce and now with CPS.

Currently the mother has filed false charges against Dustin when he came to the house to

get his son who had called him after locking himself in his bedroom and was crying and begging his
father to come and get him. Dustin has been informed that children at this point are being
"traumatized" by the mother as they do not want any contact with Dustin. The mother would give
the children the third degree after returning from Dustin's parenting time with them. The children
were fearful of having to go home to be questioned about what they did. From what Dustin knows,
it was as if the mother wanted a minute by minute debriefing by the children.
The mother is now telling children false stories in order to alienate their affection from
Dustin. For example, the parties son has made the statement that his father is violent because he
broke down a door ten years ago. The son is only 10 and Dustin never broke down a door. The son
feels as if he lived that false experience that the mother has conveyed to him.

The mother has been mentally abusing and emotionally abusing the children and is involving
the children in adult issues and denying the daughter the proper nutritional needs of a growing
child and is making the child sick which will affect the child for the rest of her life.

In the meantime Dustin received a copy of the Social Services report which was clearly in his favor.
The social worker said the children were being prompted by the mother. In one instance she heard the child
ask the mother "what do I need to tell him again". The case worker stated that she felt the mother was

talking to the children about the report, what to say, and asking them what they had told the case worker.
The report also stated that Dustin's daughter, according to her brother, had "life threatening allergies"
and that his sister does not like to eat in restaurants because she cannot see the food cooked.

Dustin considered the report very helpful to him as it cleared him of any wrong doing. Furthermore,
the report substantiated Dustin's allegations for custody and emergency visits. The case worker heard the
mother coaching the children, believed she lied in order to obtain the Order of Protection, and denied
Dustin his right to see his children and see their medical records. The report even had a letter from one of

his daughter's doctors stating that it would be hard to say any longer that her allergies were dangerous.
During the court hearing, the Child Protective Service lawyer wouldn't let the caseworker say
anything pertaining to Dustin's case, except that the files had been sealed when the verdict came back

unfounded. Dustin's attorney objected, stating that the report had cleared him from any wrongdoing and it
cleared any obstacles in the way of Dustin seeing his children. The mother's attorney objected, stating that,
"Clearly they are sealed and couldn't be used in court." CPS's attorney stated that Dustin had the right to
use those files. They were only sealed on CPS' part. According to New York Social Services Law § 422-a
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"that information released in a case in which the report has been unfounded shall be limited
to the statement that "the investigation has been completed, and the report has been unfounded".
Judge Abramson still refused to use or accept them. According to Dustin, his attorney objected. The

judge told him to sit down. Judge Abramson refused to allow them to be used. This allowed the mother to

continue with her false allegations and prevents Dustin from documenting the truth. This was in the
child's best interest, or was it? In my opinion, Judge Abramson is pro mother and is biased against fathers
as he likes to give raspberries in court to fathers. A sign of high intelligence.
According to Dustin, Judge Abramson completely ignored his petition and allowed the mother's
hearsay statements in as fact, even though he was told that Dustin had been cleared of all of it in the CPS
report.

According to Dustin, Judge Abramson then ordered that he pay for the visits to the unlicensed
MSW worker and that he have two more supervised visits for which he was to pay. Even after being cleared
by CPS, the MSW worker told Dustin she had serious concerns about him meeting with his children. After

calling the court, she informed Dustin that she would meet with him at a cost of $97.00 per session and set
the session up for a week apart claiming that it would be too much for the children to see their father twice
in one week. According to Dustin, we have an unlicensed social worker who can indicate "supervised visitation
is in order". She just happens to own a company that does supervised visitation and that lists her as the
director. A conflict of interest here? Dustin informed me that the MSW worker sent letters to the court in

which he had not been given the opportunity to question her about her statements. I am sure, knowing
Judge Abramson, he will make sure that Dustin doesn't have the opportunity to question her about her
letters and statements to the court. This way the truth will never come out and the mother can continue
with her false allegations.
Dustin informed me that he filed a complaint with the Commission of Judicial Conduct concerning

Judge Abramson and this MSW worker. According to Dustin, they are looking for other fathers who have
had to use this MSW worker because of Judge Abramson. Dustin also said that he documented Judge
Abramson stating that he could hate him because of his recordings and that he was not going to overturn
Judge Kissinger's suspension of his parenting time with his children, as Judge Kissinger taught his wife
how to shoot and he was afraid Judge Kissinger might shoot him. I am sure that this was meant as a joke.
A sick one at best.

According to Dustin and his girlfriend, Saratoga County has received a $190,000 grant from the

state for domestic violence. Judge Abramson was counsel to Senator Saland of the Childrens and Family
Committee in the Senate and worked on Domestic Violence issues. George, from the Fathers' Rights

Association, has said that Senator Saland refuses to meet with fathers. Senator Saland is very pro mother.
Is there a connection between Judge Abramson, a law guardian, and this unlicensed MSW worker,
who both Judge Abramson and the law guardian like to send people to? My question is, how many fathers
have been sent to this unlicensed MSW worker and how many has she determined need to be supervised?

How many has she determined don't need to be supervised visitation? Does she consider the fact that it
looks like she has a conflict of interest?

This unlicensed MSW recommends that the father have supervised visitation. She had a conflict of
interest in that she is the one who operates the supervised visitation center. The more fathers she recommends

to have supervised visitation, the more money she makes. The more allegations of domestic violence, the
more money the county receives for domestic violence? If the county receives more money, then there is an
incentive to claim more domestic violence? There needs to be public hearings where fathers are allowed to

testify about false abuse allegations and how the courts refuse to take any actions for false reports. Are
they encouraging false reports by doing nothing about them as the county collects more money because of
these false reports? The fathers should also be allowed to testify how the judges refuse to allow them to
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defend themselves and in many instances refuse to give them trials and just drag out the case until the
father agrees to the Order of Protection. This is a denial of due process. The courts should be required to
hold a hearing within 60 days.

According to the girlfriend, the mother walked out of court after the hearing and walked right

between her, Dustin and his attorney. The girlfriend then said that the mother was "evil". The mother had

the girlfriend arrested for harassment. The police officer, who arrested her, told her this is what she gets for
going with a married man. The girlfriend then went to court. Her Public Defender refused to talk to the

ADA about the matter. The Public Defender stated she had to wait until after the proceeding and that he
would make a motion then to dismiss. Why wait? She fired him on the spot and gave the papers to the ADA
herself She argued Hogan v. Hogan and Matter of Dietze which will be discussed later. Her statement is

called free speech. She is now waiting to here from the ADA. The charges were dismissed. She is now filing
suit against the officer. Obviously, the police officer, as usual, only needed to hear the mother's side of the
s t o r y.

It is now six months later and Dustin still has not seen his children. He did obtain a family court

order to see them, only to have the judge revoke it after the mother's attorney raised the issue the family
court lacked jurisdiction as they were now in supreme court. Dustin said he appeared before Judge Kramer
in order to see his children. He appeared with his attorney. The mother was also present. The mother's

attorney did not show claiming she was not served with the papers for the court appearance. The attorney
knew about the court date as her client was there. Dustin said he had his girlfnend personally serve the
attorney's office with the papers. Dustin wants to see his children. What do you think Judge Kramer did?
He adjourns the proceeding and refused to issue an order of visitation. The court did everything it could to
keep Dustin from his children. Why? Was it because Dustin had documented their illegal actions against
him? In May of2004, Dustin was finally allowed to see his children. He was not allowed to have his girlfriend
with him. Dustin took his girlfriends daughter with him as a witness. Dustin has now been informed he
cannot bring the girlfriends daughter with him, he must come alone. This allows the mother to be able to

make more false allegations against Dustin and he will be deprived of having a witness. The children like
Dustin's girlfriend and her daughter. Surprise, I talked to Dustin tonight and he told me that he now has
his children to his place for his parenting time and his girlfriend can be present.
Lastly, the judge found Dustin guilty of harassment of the mother. That was expected.
Mother obtains Order of Protection, yet claims father did nothing
Edgar's ex-wife filed to have his visitation supervised with his daughter. What did she claim he did
to the child or to her for him to have supervised visitation? Nothing. Last year Edgar lost his job and then
was in an auto accident. He still had pain from the accident and he began to experience depression. He

sought medical help. Based upon the mother's allegations, Edgar's parenting time with his daughter was
ordered to be supervised. The mother's allegations were:

a. Upon information and belief, the Respondent is being treated for depression and
emotional and/or mental problems and is on medications such as: Prosaic, Depocate and anti
psychotic beta blockers. The Respondent's ability to adequately supervise the infant child, who was
born in 1995, is severely impaired due to Respondent's inability to function in the present and cope
with daily life.

b. April, 2003, John Smith, MS, NPP, Cane Hospital, forwarded a memorandum

describing the Respondent's condition to Pete Moore, Esq. A copy of same is annexed hereto as
Exhibit "B".

c. The issue of the Respondent's mental and/or emotional condition should be

addressed as it is a significant problem that interferes with the Respondent's relationship with

his child and ability to safely, adequately and properly supervise the child during custodial time.
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d. The foregoing seriously calls into question the Respondent's fitness to continue
unsupervised visits with the infant child. The testimony presented at trial will clearly
demonstrate that the child's best interests at this time would be served by suspending

Respondent's unsupervised visitation with the infant child and providing for supervised
visitation only.

e. As a result of the foregoing substantial change in circumstances, it is rospt-clfully
requested that the Court Order of 2001, be modified temporarily to suspend Respondent s
unsupervised visitation with the infant child and provide supervised visitation only which is
presently in the best interests of the child.
Notice, that there is not one allegation that he had done anything improper concernin«i his
daughter. Edgar stated that at the time the court awarded the mother custody of the child, shc» \v;is mi
the same medication. Does the court put mothers who are on these drugs on supervised visitati«»n? ()!'
course not. They give them primary custody. All a mother has to do is make an allegation and a fatln r s

parenting time is affected. A fathers has to prove his case, if the court will let him, and then thf court
may do something. Do you think the court is going to give him make up time with his daughter? NOI
The mother then again went to court again claiming Edgar was threatening her. Judge Hall
issued an Order of Protection because Edgeu* threatened to call the police and CPS on the mother
because he was not being kept informed of what was happening to his daughter and he had been
receiving threatening and nasty phone calls from third parties trying to get in touch with the mother.

His eight year old daughter had been admitted to Four Winds and was on Zoloft. Edgar documented in
other court papers and testified that when the child first arrives and then when she leaves she gets into

a fetal position and starts sucking her thumb. This was now happening every time the child came to or
left him. When Edgar asked the child what was happening, she told him "You just don't understand" in
an angry tone. The child told her father that her mother tells her that she was in her way all of the time.
During the visitation period, other then when the child was coming or going, the child was not in a fetal
position or sucking her thumb. She gets along very well with her father. Edgar had been attempting to
talk to the child's CSW worker. She refused to return his phone calls. Yet, she seems to blame Edgar and

stated he had little contact with his child. Must be getting all the information from the mother, that she
needs to make a report. Maybe the mother is the problem? It should be mentioned the mother does not
want the child having contact with her family either. Doesn't this raise a red flag?
The following was stated at the original proceeding for the Order of Protection. Edgar was not

present and was not represented by counsel. This was ex-parte between the mother and Judge Hall.
COURT: You also have the right concerning this request for an order of protection, to make the
same request of the local town or village court where these actions occurred, and you can
do that even though you've already been here or if you decide not to proceed in my court.
You can be in both courts or either court, as you choose; do you understand?

Ms. X: What is the, the importance of being in either or both courts?
COURT: The importance is that if you disagree with what the judge in one court has done, you can
go to the other court and try to persuade that judge to do something different, and that
second judge has the same full right to do whatever he or she considers appropriate as did
the first judge.
(Wouldn't this be called forum shopping?) The transcript then states:
THE COURT: Ms. X, I have before me your application for an order of protection against Edgar.
Ms. X: Uhm-hmm

THE COURT: You have the right to be represented by an attorney and you may be eligible for
representation by an attorney at public expense. Do you understand this?
Ms.

X:

Uhm-hmm
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COURT: When did you move to Saratoga?
Ms. X: 2000. When I got remarried.
C O U R T:

To

Mr.

X?

Ms. X: Yeah, IVe stopped picking men.
C O U R T: I ' m s o r r y ?

Ms. X: I've stopped picking men. Fm single, again.
I'm sorry, do you know him?

COURT: No, but her answer would be if she were able — if she were comfortable speaking on
the record, he's a man. Nothing more needs to be said. I'm just sitting here feeling very
outnumbered at this point.

Ms. X: Not all men are bad; just the ones that I marry. The second one was a step
up. At least he went to prison.
THE COURT: That's a step up?

Ms. X: Yeah, he admitted he was wrong. This one just refuses to admit that he has
any problems at all, and sucking your thumb in court is normal.

I've had — we've had problems in the past where I tried to be mature and responsible
and communicate with him regarding our daughter, and we can go six months at a time
and be fine. And then all of a sudden he just starts goin' off and he starts driving by my
house, trying to break in, coming to my job. And now I am, I'm afraid and I realize that I
can't trust him and I need to not trust him.

And my daughter spends the night looking out the front window wanting for him to
drive by so he can break in.

THE COURT: All right. Ms. X. I'm going to issue a temporary order directing Edgar to refrain
from offensive conduct against you and your daughter; directing him to have no contact
with you or your daughter, except for the purpose of the supervised visitation.

During the trial, Edgar's Public Defender never questioned Ms. X on her allegations and she never
took the witness stand to testify. Edgar did admit he was receiving nasty calls from third parties looking for
the mother and that they did not give him their names or phone numbers to give to the mother. He told the
mother he wanted these calls to stop. He admitted he told her that he was going to call the police and CPS,
if she would not give him any information concerning his daughter. Edgar was worried about his daughter's
mental health and safety with all of the nasty calls he was receiving.
H e t e s t i fi e d :

A When I used to pick up my daughter, there was a lot of things that I observed.
Q What kind of things?

A Sucking her thumb, being in a fetal position. I asked my daughter what's going on and
what's happening and she would just tell me you don't, you wouldn't understand.
Judge Hall then found Ms. X was entitled to a permanent order of protection and then stated:
"I find that the enumerated offense that most, that approximates, that fairly meets the
offensive nature of this behavior is aggravated harassment in the second degree."
Penal Law S 240.30 Aggravated harassment in the 2nd degree.
A person is guilty of aggravated harassment in the second degree when, with intent to
harass, euinoy, threaten or alarm another person, he or she:
1. Communicates, or causes a communication to be initiated by mechanical or

electronic means or otherwise, with a person, anonymously or otherwise, by telephone, or
by telegraph, mail or any other form of written communication, in a manner likely to cause
annoyance or alarm; or
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2. Makes a telephone call, whether or not a conversation ensues, with no
purpose of legitimate communication; or
The other sections do not apply.

Edgar certainly had a legitimate purpose in calling the mother. He wanted the phone calls concerning
her stopped and he wanted to find out about his daughter. And to think, that stating you will call the police
or CPS on someone is considered aggravated harassment? Any phone call from a father to the mother could
be considered an "annoyance". Just the fact the father calls to talk to his child, in many instances, is
considered an annoyance by the mother. This certainly flies in the face of case law. Judge Hall knows that
by the time it is appealed, the Order of Protection will probably be up and the issue will be moot.
Other

harassment

cases

Seth was charged with harassment. He paid his attorney $1,200.00 to represent him on the charge.
According to Seth, the mother stated he kept telling her to get away and then he pushed her away. Seth
said that she was getting right in his face yelling at him, and she then raised her hands as if she was going
to hit him, so he grabbed her hands and pushed her away. For defending himself, he was arrested. His "so-

called" attorney told him to plead to the harassment charge, as it was not a crime and this was the "best
deal he was going to get". He did as his attorney told him. This attorney made $1,200.00 for an hour's worth
of work. All Seth did was defend himself. I should mention that Seth was a stay at home dad. Now he has

limited parenting time. The mother has custody and child support. Who was his attorney representing? I
should mention that his attorney was refusing to file any papers in the family court to counter the mother's
false allegations. Why? Was the attorney pro-mother? Seth said that each time he went into court, it was
argued that he was an abuser as he plead to the harassment charge.
Seth is now at the whim of the mother. All she has to do is call the police for any reason, and he will

be arrested. In many cases, the father will be denied visitation with his children, or the mother will want
something, and the father refuses. They get into an argument. The father is arrested and taken to jail. He
is violating the Order of Protection.

Bradford came to see me about getting custody of his son. The mother had filed a false abuse report

against him, had him removed from the home and an Order of Protection was issued. Instead of showing up

to court, she fled the state with the child. His "so-called" attorney took no action to file a counter claim

against the mother or to seek custody of the child. She told him to wait until after the charge was dismissed.

Now the child is gone. The child has his last name but he was not listed as the father on the birth certificate
or had he been declared the father by the court as his attorney never sought paternity.

In his petition to the court for custody of the child, he documented that the mother filed a false
abuse petition against him, and that her 21 year old son, who fled with her, had been arrested and charged
with sexual misconduct two (2) counts on a minor. Her son was in court on the first offense when he

committed the same offense for the second time. When her son was about 17 years old he was caught in bed

with his 4 year old nephew. He was arrested on another charge for offering sexual favors through a bathroom
window. Bradford had witnessed the mother's older son kissing his son on the lips and told him not to do it
on several occasions. The mother did not seem to have any problem with this, as she stood up for her older
son. Bradford was fearful for his son's health and safety in being in the presence of the mother's older son.
Bradford also documented that the mother's other son had threatened him with violence on several
occasions and had been fired from two different employments due to his temper and unstable behavior. It

seems he cannot hold a job. Furthermore, the son picked up a wooden chair and hit Bradford in the back of
the head splitting his head open.

Bradford sought immediate custody of his son through an order to show cause, in order to find his

son, through the kidnapping statutes. The court signed the order to show cause, but crossed out that
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portion giving him temporary custody of his son. Also, Bradford stated that the court required him to have

the mother served personally. He could not use a substitute way of service by serving her sister, or lawyer,
or by mail to her old address. The clerk told him it was his problem to find the mother. If this had been a
mother, the court would have immediately given the mother custody, an Order of Protection would have

been issued, and the court would have allowed alternative service of the order to show cause. Would you
want your child with a brother like this? The mother is more interested in protecting her older son than
protecting her younger son.
Bradford had been to court several times concerning his petition for custody of the child. The court
told him that what she did was wrong, but he had to have her personally served. The last time in court, the

judge informed Bradford he needed to file a paternity petition. In my opinion, all the court was doing was
stalling the father.

Since the last time in court, he was informed by the mother's brother, that she had changed the
name of the child and he will never find the child. Bradford also tried another approach in that when the

mother filed the false abuse charges to get him out of the house, she then sold his tools and other belongings
that were in the house. He went to the Sheriff's department to file criminal charges against her for the
missing items. The deputy sheriff informed him that all of the items that had been sold, and that she did

not do anything wrong because these items were "community property". There is no community property in

New York State, and she did not own the property. The mother is again rewarded for filing ftdse abuse
charges. The sheriffs department refused to take a complaint against her. He was hoping that if she was
stopped, and a warrant had been issued for her arrest, he would be able to get his son back. Since the
deputy sheriff knew about the selling of the items, did he buy any of the items?
I have seen several times where the mother takes off with the children and hides. The father files

papers with the court only to have them rejected because the mother cannot be served as the father does
not have her address. How does he get his support reduced or terminated if he is unable to serve the
mother? Again, the mother is being rewarded by the court.
Corey hadn't seen his daughter in over three years. The court allowed the mother to move out of
state. The agreement was that the mother was to bring the child and meet the father at the border as she

was living in the next state. After court, the mother refused to bring the child to the state border and Cory
was forced to drive to where the mother lived in order to see his daughter. As soon as the child turned 16,
the mother moved again and Cory had no way of knowing where she was now living. Cory said that he went
to probation to help him and they told him that there was nothing that could be done as the child was now
16 years old. Cory had been paying child support and was now unable to do so. He was seeking to have his
child support order modified. The court returned his petition to him as he did not know the mother's
address. This just means he keeps going further and further in arrears.

In many instances, the mother will file for an Order of Protection against the father claiming he
has called her a "whore", "f—king bitch", "slut" etc. The court will immediately issue an Order of Protection.
If the father does it again, he will be held criminally for this, and might spend some time in jail. The
problem is that these allegations by the mother are usually false and furthermore, this is not against the
law, and does not violate an Order of Protection. This is also a way of obtaining concessions from of the

father. See People v Dietze. 75 N.Y.2d 47, 550 N.Y.S.2d 595 and People v. Hosran. 172 Misc.2d 279, 664
N.Y.S.2d 204 which states:

These two cases are part of a growing trend of charging "domestic violence" defendants
with harassment for "verbal abuse". If there is an extant Order of Protection, a count of criminal
contempt is thrown in. If children were present at the time of the "verbal abuse", endangering the
welfare of the children is also alleged. Bail is often set upon defendants, particularly if a violation

of an Order of Protection is alleged. This court has encountered numerous cases involving these
charges, but most never make it to the stage of a court decision, since adjournments in contemplation
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of dismissal with an Order of Protection are generally offered and often accepted, or corroborating
affidavits are not filed and defense counsel does not want to waive speedy trial time by filing a
motion to dismiss. These two cases are, however, typical of a growing trend.
They do not involve any threats of physical violence or harm. The defendants are not charged
with ... threatening to subject another to physical contact. While People v. Dietze. 75 N.Y.2d 47

(1989) characterizes a statement by the defendant that she would "beat the crap out of [complainant]
some day or night in the street" as not a threat, but merely a protected "crude outburst",..., virtually

any threat of physical violence after the issuance of an Order of Protection must be taken seriously.
But there are no such threats in either of these cases, either express or implied.
The accusatory instruments in the instant cases also fail to allege facts showing that the
verbal disputes in these cases had no legitimate purpose. While at first blush it is difficult to ascribe
any legitimate purpose to the use of a swear word, the phrase "no legitimate purpose" cannot be so

broadly construed. The registering of displeasure with another person is legitimate, protected speech.
Indeed, many people seem hardly able to speak an English sentence without the use of at least one
four letter word a defendant was prosecuted for calling her ex-husband about his remitting a
support payment check in less than the full amount and for using various choice swear words to
describe what she thought of the situation. In dismissing the accusatory instrument, the court said
"The mere fact the defendant in anger or frustration uses colorful language in registering her
displeasure with actions of the complainant does not render the communication criminal within
t h e a m b i t o f t h e P e n a l L a w. "

Speech is often "abusive"—even vulgar, derisive and provocative—and yet it is still protected
under the State and Federal constitutional guarantees of free expression unless it is much more
than that.... Casual conversation may well be "abusive" and intended to "annoy"; so, too, may be
light-hearted banter or the earnest expression of personal opinion or emotion. But unless speech

presents a clear and present danger of some serious substantive evil, it may neither be forbidden
nor penalized.
... An argument could be made that the word "harassment" in the order of protection covers
more conduct than that which is forbidden by the harassment statute. Clearly an order of protection
can forbid the defendant from engaging in conduct which would not be criminal but for the order of

protection. For example, an order of protection may forbid a defendant from going near the
complainant, which conduct would not be criminal except as a violation of the court's order.
The problem with construing the word harassment in a limited order of protection as covering

conduct which is not a violation of the Penal Law is that the defendant is not given any notice of
what conduct is forbidden. To make out a charge of contempt, the People must allege facts showing
an intentional violation of an unequivocal mandate of the court. Matter of Holtzman v. Beattv. 97

A.D.2d 79,468 N.Y.S.2d 905 (2d Dept. 1983). "Where the terms of an order are vague and indefinite
as to whether or not particular action by a party is required, then, of course, he may not be adjudged
in criminal contempt for the willful failure to take such action." Id. at 82, 468 N.Y.S.2d 905. In
People v. Forman. 145 Misc.2d 115, 546 N.Y.S.2d 755 (Crim.Ct.N.Y City 1989), the defendant was
charged with violating an order of protection which ordered him to abstain from "offensive conduct"

against the complainant. It was alleged that the defendant had threatened his estranged wife with
violence over the telephone. The court dismissed the contempt charge finding that the order allegedly
violated was totally lacking in specificity. Clearly, if an order prohibiting the defendant from harassing

the complainant is read to order him not to engage in the PL. violation of harassment against the
complainant, there is sufficient specificity to hold him to account. But, if the conduct engaged in
does not amount to the PL. violation of harassment, how can the defendant know that his conduct
is forbidden?

If a court wants to prohibit a defendant from using swear words when arguing with his
spouse, it may explicitly forbid such conduct in the order of protection. If a court wants to forbid the
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defendant from raising his voice when arguing with his spouse, it can specify the permissible decibel
level in the order of protection. It is suggested, however, that these would be foolish attempts to
regulate the minutiae of a personal relationship. When a couple has decided to continue to live

together or to see each other, a court can legitimately order one or both of them, against whom

criminal charges are pending, not to commit any offenses against the other, on pain of immediate
arrest and a criminal charge for violating an order of protection. It is unrealistic, however, for a

court to become involved in trying to regulate the words the couple uses in speaking to each other
and the noise level of their discussions. The Penal Law is a bludgeon used to force a bare
minimum level of civility on miscreants. It is not a book of etiquette. And were such an
order of protection issued only to one party, the couple could have an argument where
one person could hurl invective at the other with impunity, but cause the arrest of the

other if the invective were met in kind. (FN2) But, even if an order of protection could permissibly
have been drafted to cover Mr. Hogan's calling his spouse a "f—king bitch and a whore", the order
of protection which he was issued did not do so. The contempt charge thus cannot be made out since
the conduct alleged was not in violation of a specific order of the court.
(FNI.) Virtually all speech, other than threats or incitements to crime, has
a constitutionally protected purpose—conveying the speaker^s point of view. The
fact that the listener is annoyed by what is said does not detract from the legitimate
purpose of conveying the thoughts.
(FN2.) It is also counterproductive for the People to try to encompass too many
minutiae in an order of protection. Many cases are resolved upon the People's offer of an

adjournment in contemplation of dismissal and a limited order of protection. If living up to
such an order becomes unduly onerous, defendants will understandably refuse to accept
such offers. Many of the cases presently so resolved would end up dismissed for want of
cooperation of the complainant.

My question is: If calling someone a whore, bitch, etc. is considered free speech and cannot be
penalized, why do the supreme and family courts routinely issue orders of protection and deprive fathers
from seeing their children based upon allegations of the mother being called the above names?

The courts are out of control with orders of protections and the worst part is they keep adjourning
the proceedings until the father agrees to the Order of Protection, knowing the father hasn't violated the
law and that he mother cannot prove her case.
Mothers threatening fathers

What happens to mothers when they threaten fathers? My former wife, Ms. Carella, had another
child in 1994 with Brent. This case certainly supports my position that Ms. Carella was unfit to be the
custodial parent of my children, which will be discussed later. Currently, Ms. Carella is not allowed to have
any parenting time with her daughter because of her actions.

Brent filed a complaint on July 7,1998 with the New York State Police based upon a transcript and
recording of a phone conversation. Both the transcript and a copy of the recording were given to the police.
I should mention that her brother is a former Marine and I believe was a drill sergeant in the Marines. At
the time, Ms. Carella was in Florida, and could not possibly take care of her daughter.
The Information complaint was for Aggravated Harassment in the 2nd degree, a misdemeanor. The
Information stated:

"I received a phone call from my ex-girlfriend, Arlene (Carella) (To whom I have a child in

common with) and her bother,...., in which threats were made to my life. Included in the conversation
is Arlene stating to her brother "I can't stand that bastard. I want that guy — I want you to do
something with him" .... states "I will f—king kill you dude, I will f—king kill you and there ain't no
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f—king court of law" "Because I swear to God, I will rip your f—king head off and they won't find
the pieces, dude. And you know I'm serious."
Some other wonderful quotes by Ms. Carella on the tape:
Ms. Carella: "No, you can't. Because I have custody, asshole! She's my f—king daughter."
Ms. Carella: (Screaming) "I don't give a shit what you say."
Ms. Carella: (Screaming) "I don't care what you say. Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, and
you're under a f—king court order."
F a t h e r : Yo u ' r e i n F l o r i d a .

Ms. Carella: "You're on my time!"
Father: You're in Florida. I'm taking care of my daughter.
Ms. Carella: "You are on my time!.
Father: "I'm bringing her to camp tomorrow."

Ms. Carella: "You are not doing an5^hing. You are on my time. You are infringing on my time
with my daughter and I can do what I want on my time."
Father: "Where are you right now? Where are you right now?
Ms. Carella: "f—k you! Do you hear me?!"

Father: "Why do you wEint her to be with not her father when she wants to be with her father?
Ms. Carella: "Because it is my time, you f—king asshole! You better not —"

After receiving a copy of the tape and transcript, the State Police waited for Ms. Carella to return
home. They did not pick her up at the airport. Why? When they went to her house they allowed her to drive
herself to the State Police station and was given a court date to appear. Would the State Police have done
the same for a father? I doubt it very much. A father would have been arrested when he got off the plane. Do
you think the State Police would allow the father to drive himself to the station? He would have been
handcuffed. The District Attorney's Office never kept Brent informed of the court dates even though he
called to find out when they were. They just told him they didn't know. Finally, they ACOD (adjourned on

contemplation of dismissal) the charge and the court did issue a six month Order of Protection against Ms.
Carella for her actions. Brent failed to appear because the DA failed to inform him of the court date. If this
was a father, would the Saratoga County District Attorney's Office ACOD it? The District Attorney's Office
would be out for blood if the father was the one arrested. The DA would be looking for jail time. Brent only

received a six month Order of Protection against Ms. Carella. A mother would have received at least a year,
if not longer, and would possible obtain a lifetime Order of Protection against a father.
CHAPTER

5

HOME STUDIES AND PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORTS

The Family Court is constantly ordering home studies and psychological studies to be done. Which
it should. The problem is that parties are not allowed to see or have copies of the reports. From what I have
been told, the court is considered the client, as the evaluation is ordered by the court, even though the
parties are paying the bill.
The attorneys state that they can only read them and take notes, but are not allowed to have

copies. I have seen where attorneys have been given copies of the reports. I have also seen where one parent
has been allowed to read the report and the other parent was not allowed to read the report even if they do
not have an attorney. How would you like to have a report made about you, submitted to the court, used in

determining whether you will have custody or parenting time with your child, and yet, you have no way of
defending yourself against the report, because you are not allowed to see or read it? This is a denial of due
process. It is the denial of your right to examine witnesses against you. How do you correct the falsehoods

in the report, or even know about the lies that are made by the social worker or psychologist? These reports
are statements that help make determinations affecting both the parents' and children's lives. Yet, in most
cases, the parents are not allowed to see or read the report, and in most instances, are not allowed to

examine the person under oath concerning what they have written. This is called a fair hearing in New
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What is the person's background that is doing the report? Was the person divorced, or did they have
a nasty divorce? Does the person have children? Did they have an alcoholic parent, etc.? I might add that
from what I have heard, 90% of these reports are done by women. Are the women prejudice against fathers,
or men in general?

If the court is going to use or consider a document in any form, shape, or manner, a litigant is
entitled under the due process and equal protection clauses to have a copy of it to read. Who is the court
protecting? Is the court protecting the psychologists and probation department because they are pro-mother
and they know the court wants them to be pro-mother? Isn't this a denial of a persons right to face their
accuser? Parents should be allowed to question the psychologists and probation department on their reports.
In one matter, the father was allowed to read the report, which was highly in his favor, as he was a

pro se litigant. Guess what? The mother's attorney objected to the report being made part of the record. The
judge then agreed with the mother's attorney and then transferred the proceeding to another county. They
told the father that both parties had to agree to it being admitted. I am sure that if the report had been in
the mother's favor, the court would have allowed it to be made part of the record, even over the father's
objections.

It should be mandated that all litigants receive copies of any and all reports concerning either of
them that are sent to the court by the probation department, a psychologist, or any other person, and that
they be able to examine the person making the report as to its accuracy. This would even give accountability
to what is happening. Right now there is no accountability and the court wants it that way.
In most cases, attorneys do not like to call these people as witnesses, because they deal with them
constantly and do not want to alienate them. The attorneys take notes concerning the reports by psychologists
and probation, and "supposedly" tell their clients what is in them. How does the father know the attorney
is telling him what is actually in the report? Or telling him everything in the report? The attorney is not
going to be able to put different statements together, and whether the report is true or not, and what
actually took place. In many instances, the attorneys turn against the father after the report is made,
claiming the report is not in his favor. Therefore, the father must be lying. The psychologist or counselor
would never lie, would they? This helps the attorneys to settle the case in the mother's favor.

Probation departments are known for believing children should be with their mothers and will
make their reports favoring the mother. They will bend over backwards for her.
Department of Social Services and court

keeps child from father so child can be adopted

On April 29, 2000, there was a article in the Times Union titled "Arrogance of Power displayed in
Alex Ryan Case". The article in part states:
When Alex Ryan came forward to care for his son after his ex-girlfriend could not, the only

thing Judge Gerard Maney should have said to him was: "Thank you." And the various "helping"
agencies should have confined their intervention to offers of voluntary help to make it easier for
Ryan and his fiancee to raise the baby.
Instead, despite the total absence of evidence that Ryan was unfit, the system held his child

hostage in the limbo of foster care for nearly five years which the Albany County Department of
Social Services and assorted private agencies set up hoop after hoop for the father to jump through.
All the while, of course, the private agencies were being paid tax dollars for each day they kept
Ryan's son.

When the father finally said he had enough and refused to cooperate with "services" to

solve "problems" he never had, the system took revenge by terminating his parental rights. Only
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the reversal of that decision by a higher court saved this family. That court found that the Department
of Social Services repeatedly misstated key facts about the case, and Judge Maney should be removed
from it because of his "demonstrated hostility" to Alex Ryan.
The only child abuse in this case was committed by Albany County, which deprived a child
of a good father for nearly five years. And sadly, Alex Ryan's case is not unusual. The arrogance of
power displayed in this case is all too common in the nation's child welfare agencies and Family
Courts.

Judge Maney allowed a mother to keep her child as previously shown in this book after she poured
hot sauce down the child's throat, had her take a cold shower and then made the child sleep in her wet

pajamas. This father, Alex Ryan, did nothing to his child and Judge Maney wants to be able to adopt him
out. What sense does this make?

Social Services helping children?

The County Department of Social Services wanted to have Marty's son taken out of their custody
and care. He was strongly objecting to this.

Marty had requested, and court granted, his request to have his son, Jim, placed in the Custody of
the County Department of Social Services for a period of 12 months, terminating in April, 2004. The reason

was that his son had been vandalizing and burglarizing his home resulting in several police reports. According
to Marty, Jim also stole cars, burglarized other homes, and smoked marijuana on a regular basis.
During the original proceeding, Jim did not have health insurance. Jim had previously been on
Child Health Care Plus and had difficulty with the new application as this had to be renewed each year.

Marty finally straightened out the medical insurance and since Jim was now a ward of the state, they
would not insure him.

In the DSS petition they claimed:
a. That Jim was admitted to Jay House Drug and Alcohol Recovery Program on May,

2003 where he resided for a period of 3 months until August, 2003 for misbehavior and disruption
of the program.
(Marty argued that the petition failed to state what the misbehavior was and what

disruption Jim was making during the program. The allegation was vague and conclusory.
Further, DSS never informed Marty of same and still to this day does not know.)

b. Upon discharge, Jim was placed temporarily at Pete's House until suitable placement
could be found for the child. Several referrals were submitted to placement agencies, and Jim was
accepted into the LaSalle School for Boys in Albany, date of entrance being set for August, 2003.
Jim fled Pete's House prior to his date of entrance at LaSalle, and he continues to be AWOL.
(Marty argued he was never informed of this. Further he was never informed of
Jim's progress or lack thereof)

c. A missing person's report was filed with the County Sheriff's Department on August,
2003, and since then, Jim has made phone contact with this worker. Jim claims to be residing in a
safe environment and is currently in search of employment. Jim would not disclose his whereabouts
t o t h i s w o r k e r.

(Marty argued he was never notified of the above report. He was not contacted by
the case worker to find out if he knew where his son was. Wouldn't you think that the
County would notify Marty that his son was AWOL and work with him in order to help his
son? Marty found it amazing that DSS had to notify him that they were seeking to relinquish
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custody of Jim but did not notify him when Jim was AWOL or was causing trouble in the
program.

Jim's claim that he was in a safe environment and looking for work was self-serving
and the DSS worker should know that Jim was only trying to appease him. Is it the policy
of DSS to relinquish custody of children after the child has miserably failed them or after
they have failed the child?

Marty saw his son, Jim, on the street in his old neighborhood. Upon seeing his son,
Marty attempted to contact Jay House and they told him they could not give him any
information concerning his son. Marty then tried numerous times to contact Jim's counselor.

Marty could not even get the counselor's extension number from DSS in order to leave a

message for him. Is the County DSS attempting to avoid their legal obligation to provide for
Jim?

Is the County DSS has failing to provide for Jim's medical needs as he is an insulin

dependent diabetic? Marty has no idea how Jim is able to obtain his insulin, yet alone on a
regular basis.)

According to the case Deposition, a "report dated April, 2003 alleges inadequate food, clothing,
shelter, inadequate guardianship, lack of medical care and lack of supervision on Mart/s part will be
indicated for maltreatment of his son Jim, age 17 During the course of the investigation, it was revealed
that prior to placing Jim in care, Marty was not meeting Jim's medical needs as Jim had diabetes and is
insulin dependent. Marty did not make a plan for Jim's care when he wanted Jim removed from his home.

Marty will be indicated and the case will be transferred to Preventive Services as Jim's permanency planning
goal is independent living.

(DSS contacted Marty and he informed the DSS worker that Jim had medical coverage and
had been going to Albany Medical for his regular visits, except when he made himself unavailable

for those visits. Marty found it interesting that the allegations were made the same day that Jim
was placed in the custody of DSS.
The report stated: "Marty did not make a plan for Jim's care when he wanted Jim removed

from his home." Marty believed that once child was a ward of the county, the county would be
responsible for his medical needs. Furthermore, as Jim was a charge of the State or County, he was
not eligible to be insured privately.

The call narrative stated: "father and seventeen year old Jim are in Family Court today.
Father refuses to continue taking care of Jim. Father has made no plan to assure that Jim's needs

will be met. Father is also refusing to get Jim necessary medical treatment. Father is failing to
provide a minimal degree of care for Jim.

Marty by going to court was trying to help his son with his problems and was only seeking what
was best for Jim. Furthermore, Marty realized that Jim needed help before he got much older or deeper
into trouble. Marty was seeking the Court's help and the County's DSS help with his son. Marty was not
refusing to provide for Jim as claimed in the DSS report, he was trying to get Jim help.
Marty then demanded that the court hold a hearing concerning the allegations by Jim and DSS
against him. It should be noted that Jim had a history of filing abuse reports against his mother while

residing with her in another county. Marty then requested that the court obtain copies of said reports and
the disposition of said reports.

Marty then pointed out to the Court, that DSS also failed to properly provide for Jim's medical

needs as he is currently in their care, DSS had failed to provide adequate food, clothing, guardianship,

shelter, and most importantly, DSS had miserably failed to provide adequate supervision of the child, as he
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had been, by their own admission, AWOL for a couple of months.
Marty then requested that this Court order that Jim was to comply with the requests of DSS and
that he was to attend their programs as previously stated in the court. He also requested the Court dt'iiy
the request of DSS and order that they are to continue the program with Jim or are to file a petition with
the court seeking to violate Jim. Jim needs to be made aware that his failure to comply may result with him
being incarcerated in the County Jail, especially if he is caught with any marijuana. Marty also wanti'<l thi'
court to order Jim to be tested on a weeUy basis until April, 2004 for drugs and alcohol.
What happened when Marty showed up to court the next day? Surprise, the counselor wluj I'lU d t h»*
petition was not there. The law guardian who was representing Jim, told Marty he shouldn't bo usin;; .1 imn
lawyer to prepare his paperwork. Marty just looked at him and walked away. Obviously, the law
and the court were more upset over Marty using someone other than a lawyer than they won' ovrr \\ h;ii
was happening to his son. The court does not like fathers fighting for their children and goin*; on tlu*
offensive by documenting the truth. I should mention, according to Marty, that prior to going tn rmirt.
Marty called the Sheriff's Department and was informed there was no missing person's report on his snn.
Did the counselor lie in his petition? I am sure that the law guardian and DSS are going to stall this
proceeding out until April, at which point there will be nothing that can be done for the child. Who is tlu- bi*:
loser here? The child.

My case is no different

My case is no different than what happens to most fathers dealing with the probation departmont,
and in most cases what they do is even worse. Let me say, that from JanuEuy 1996 to March of 1997,1 tried
several times to obtain custody of my youngest son. He was failing all of his subjects, and was either tardy,
or didn't go to school at all. He wanted to quit and get a GED. In court, in March of 1997, his mother
transferred him from one school to another on the day of trial, in order to keep me from getting custody of
him. This was a big mistake. No one was helping my son, especially Judge Kramer who knew I didn't owe
child support because of the illegal actions of his fellow judges. He then used the excuse that because I owed
child support, he wasn't going to hear the custody matter. As Judge Kramer stated, I had "dirty hands". In
April of 1997, after the court appearances, I finally received a call from Ms. Carella asking if I wanted to
take him every other weekend and two nights during the week, because she could not control him. Let me
further say, I have never had a problem with my son. After about a month in the new school, he was
expelled which was probably the best thing that could have happened to him. In my opinion, the school was
horrible and he shouldn't have been there in the first place. I was able to readmit him into his old school

and he finished school in June. Unfortunately, he didn't get any credit for the classes he took because the
courses he was taking at the other school were not the same courses given at his school. Another semester
lost. I talked him into summer school, he went, and passed both of the courses he took. Because of this, I
was able to enroll him into another program which only takes 20 students a year, because of their poor

academic records and because they now want to learn. For the next two years, he earned A's, B's and C's,
and didn't fail any courses. He graduated. In the summer of 1999,1 enrolled him in college, and he passed
his psychology course. That fall, he went full time, and then quit in November to join the Marines for four
years. He just finished his four years in the Marines and was promoted to sergeant. Very few marines make
sergeant in four years. He received the Meritorious Mast Medal, 2 Marine Corps Good Conduct Medals, the
National Defense Service Medal, 2 Combat Action Ribbons, and 2 Sea Service Deployment Ribbons. He is

now in college with a 4.0 average. And to think he lost three years of schooling because of Ms. Carella,
Judge Kramer, Mark Kassner and the Saratoga County Probation Department. How many other children
have they done this to? My son was lucky. Most children are not!
My son was sent to fight in Iraq and was in Liberia. He joined the military to defend this country of
ours, just as thousands of New Yorker's have done in the past. Now, when these military men come back to
this state, they will find out, if they end up in the family court process, that they have no rights. The
constitutional rights that they have fought for are not there for them. They have no rights in the family
court process, thanks to Judge Kaye and the corrupt judges of New York's Unified Court System.
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My son lost two years of education and, in my opinion, it was because of the Saratoga Probation
Department, his "so-called" law guardian, Mark Kassner, and his mother and Judge Kramer. No one was
helping my son, and I stated this to the court which fell on deaf ears!! I was not able to do one thing to help
my son, because of the mother and the corrupt court system. Who suffered and who paid the price? My
son!!! All they wanted was for him to be under his mother's control so she could collect child support, and
live in a house for free!! Furthermore, they knew my son was living in a hostile environment, with his
mother, as documented by the psychologist's report which stated:

"Upon your order and the request of law guardian Mark Kassner, I have completed a brief
psychological assessment of the child. You will recall that the child is presently the subject of a
PINS petition and that he has not been going to school and has difficult family issues. The assessment
includes an interview with the child and his mother Ms. Carella on January 24th and an individual
assessment interview with the child on January 25th. This letter summarizes impressions.
The parent-teen meeting began rather mildly and ended rather heatedly. It became clear as
the session progressed that the child and Ms. Carella have extremely tense and angry feelings
between them. Both explained that the PINS petition occurred in December eind the child stated
that he was going to school every day and the mother had some reservations. Ms. Carella also

explained that there is a custody petition pending, filed after the PINS petition. She described that
Mr. Collins had "filed about twenty five frivolous petitions" ever since the divorce occurred. Stated

that she was going through a divorce when "the child was born". (These statements by Ms. Carella
are false.)

The child describes school as difficult, stated that he was in the tenth grade at Shenendehowa.

Explained that the high school personnel had filed the PINS petition. When I asked him about his
grades, his mother answered that he could "be on the honor role". He seemed frustrated that she

answered for him, stated that he had seen himself as a "C" student, maybe stronger in math, and
poorer in global.

My impression is that the child has been in the midst of enormous conflict for years, including
the string of petitions in family court. Arlene stated rather strongly that she "wants respect" and "I
want this kid to go to school", sounded increasingly angry when she described "the child does what

ever he wants". I did not have the opportunity to complete a psychological assessment of Ms. Carella,
but the general impression was of a mother with a high frustration level. She described that her
house had been "scum". At one point, I wondered how much of her anger was redirected from the

child's father, though no definite assessment data was present to support that. The child expressed
a sense of less importance in his home, and felt that "his place" in his home had been usurped
including his bedroom. I wondered about issues such as not getting around to call for an appointment
just prior the court date. The tone of the joint meeting became more intense, with a clear impression
that Mrs. Carella's frustration level is high. She seemed rather overwhelming of the child in her
verbal reports, monologues, acknowledged feeling "infuriated". The child seemed to respond angrily
though passively and oppositionally to mother's rather ongoing critique of his being spoiled, not
cleaning his room, not showing her adequate respect. The meeting ended with argumentation which
was difficult to stop, though the appointment was over, and Ms. Carella stated that such discussions
were not unusual in the home."

During this time, the Saratoga County Probation Department was involved with my son, because

he was determined to be a Person in Need of Supervision. >^en I sought custody, the Saratoga County

Probation Department was ordered to do a home study and report. As I represented myself, I was entitled
to read the report. It was full of misrepresentations and/or out and out lies. After reading the report, I sent
a letter to Paul F. Viscusi, Director of the Saratoga County Probation Department, raising several issues.
The letter stated:

On November 1,1995 a PINS Petition was filed with the Family Court by Assistant Principle
Bruce Ballan. The child was not going to school, was skipping classes, and was failing most of his
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courses. On December 12,1995 he was ordered to report to probation on a weekly basis. On March
18,1996, the child was declared a PINS. A review of the facts of this case, demonstrate that your
office is incompetent and has taken actions that are detrimental to my son.

This past week I received a copy of the child's report card for the first quarter of this year showing:
Subject

Grade

English

10

Global

ST

Biology

IIB50

Sys
Boys

Absences

50
10

Regent

Math

Auto
PE

Class

22
50

3

50

6

50
65

5
5

15

Te c
(1)

The Interim Report dated October 9,1996 states;

English 10, Casey indicates that the child is frequently absent which affects academic success
In Global ST 10, Mayba indicates that the child currently has an average of less than 45 failed to turn in several homework assignments - shows unsatisfactory/inconsistent effort
In Biology regents, Hines indicates that the child currently has an average of less than 60
- is missing 5 or more homework assignments - currently has 1-5 unsatisfactory or missing
laboratory reports - does not appear to be working to capacity - seldom participates in class
In Auto Sys Tec, Roman indicates that the child is frequently absent which affects academic
success - needs to improve note taking in class - needs more effort to be put into class
assignments

In PE Boys (1), Angley indicates that the child has cut class this quarter - shows
unsatisfactory/inconsistent effort

The child's report card for 95-96 school year shows:
Subject

Grade

Class
I

II

III

Absences
IV

YTD

English 10
Biology Regent

50

50

04

14

56

50

67

82

64

54

Math

50

50

32

23

71

App of Tech

8 2

76

75

70

17

GLB ST

5 0

50

25

10

26

IIB

Dr. William F. Long in his report to the Court dated January 25,1996 said a copy was given to Ms.
Molly Dwyer. The report concerning the interview states in part:
The parent-teen meeting began rather mildly and ended rather heatedly. It became clear as
the session progressed that the child and Mrs. Carella have extremely tense and angry feelings
between them. ...

My impression is that the child has been in the midst of enormous conflict for years, including

the string of petitions in family court. Arlene stated rather strongly that she "wants respect" and "I

want this kid to go to school", sounded increasingly angry when she described "— does what ever
he wants". I did not have the opportunity to complete a psychological assessment of Mrs. Carella,
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but the general impression was of a mother with a high frustration level. She described that her
house had been "scum".

The meeting ended with argumentation which was difficult to stop, though the appointment
was over, Mrs. Carella stated that such discussions were not unusual in the home.

During the court proceeding, I was able to have my son accepted by La Salle Institute in Troy if he

lived with me, as the Brother at the school did not feel that he would do well traveling from Clifton Park to

Troy each day. Obviously, Judge Kramer "acting" as a Saratoga Family Court Judge did not want to address
the issue of my son's schooling, and refused to hold a trial. This was in my son's best interest? I don't think
s o .

In a letter dated 1/8/96 Mr. Kassner, my son's Law Guardian, stated:

The child was expected to attend and be on time for all of his classes over the next 30 day
period to the 1/30/96 Court appearance. If the child complied the school may have been willing to
re-evaluate their intention to proceed on their petition.

However, I was recently informed by Assistant Principal Ballan, that the child has only
attended his math class once since 12/4/95, and consistently arrives at school after the first period
has ended. Moreover, Principal Ballan has informed me that the child has cut study hall on several
occasions, is constantly late for social studies and is being held responsible for a recent disturbance
in class. I was informed today by the child's guidance counselor that the child has missed school

completely for the last three days without proper excuse or permission. These behaviors will
undoubtedly be presented by the school as evidence to the Court and may result in a finding that
the child is a PINS.

Mr. Viscusi, why hasn't there been a neglect petition filed against Ms. Carella pursuant to Family
Court Act § 1012?
Familv Court Act § 1012. Definitions

When used in this article and unless the specific context indicates otherwise:
(a) "Respondent" includes any parent or other person legally responsible for a child's care
who is alleged to have abused or neglected such child;

(f) "Neglected child" means a child less than eighteen years of age
(i) whose physical, mental or emotional condition has been impaired or is in imminent

danger of becoming impaired as a result of the failure of his parent or other person legally
responsible for his care to exercise a minimum degree of care
(A) in supplying the child with adequate food, clothing, shelter or education in
accordance with the provisions of part one of article sixty-five of the education

law, or medical, dental, optometrical or surgical care, though financially able to do so or
offered financial or other reasonable means to do so; or

Why wasn't my son violated last year or this year for failing to attend classes and not doing his

homework? Because I might end up with custody of him?

On July 16, 1996, Molly Dwyer, of your office (Saratoga County Probation Department) filed her
report concerning this matter. Said report concludes:

It is unfortunate that the child has not successfully succeeded with his education thus far.

It is the undersign's opinion that through the efforts of the Saratoga County Probation Department
and the cooperation on the part of the child and the Respondent, Arlene Carella, the child can have
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It is unfortunate? The fact is that my son did not succeed last year, is because of Ms. Carol I a and

the incompetence of the Probation Department, and its belief that children belong with the mothor no
matter what. From your Department's involvement from October '95 to June of'96, there was no improvi'iiu'nt
in my son's attendance or grades. As of November 8,1995, the child had 28 days absent and 8 days tardy. By
June 13,1996 the child had 70 days absent and 67 days tardy, and his grades went down.

Where is the cooperation between Ms. Carella, the child and the Probation Department? Was i lu rtever any cooperation? The only cooperation I have seen is making sure the child doesn't got thf hrl|) hr
needs!

On what did Ms. Dwyer base her opinion? Let's look at Ms. Dwyer's report. Are you and Ms. l)\\\rr

willing and able to back up the conclusions and the statements that have made in this report?
Mr. Viscusi, tell me what has the Probation Department done to help my son? What (hd >nur
Department plan on doing this year differently, than you did last year? You didn't do anything last ytar an<l

you certainly haven't done anything this year. WHY?
Mr. Viscusi, is Ms. Dwyer supposed to check out what is told to her, or do you just assunu- tht*
mother is always telling the truth? Ms. Dwyer certainly did not check out what Ms. Carella told hon antl
furthermore, she made statements in her report that she knew to be false.

It should be noted, I met for about 45 minutes with Molly Dwyer at my house, and based upon this 45
minute interview, she was able to determine her position on custody. Her report states:
The respondent indicated to the undersigned that she has never received child
s u p p o r t f r o m t h e p e t i t i o n e r.
The fact is that: From May of 1985 to approximately September of 1989 Ms. Carella received over

$1,200.00 per month in child support. Furthermore, Ms. Carella continues to live in my mother's house in

Country l6iolls at no cost to her because of the illegal actions and possible personal relationship she had
with Judge L. Foster James who illegally gave her possession of the house in a secret family court proceeding.
Furthermore, Judge James had consistently lied for Ms. Carella in his Court orders just as Ms. Dwyer had
made statements in this report that she knew to be false.

The Respondent has attended mental health evaluations in the past which have been ordered
by Family Court and are of Family Court record.
Where are these records? The judge stated I could see them, yet I was informed by Ms. Dwyer that

they were destroyed on March 31,1992. It should also be noted, that a lot of the court records were missing
when I went to the court to look through my file. What happened to these records? Were these records just
recently destroyed? Also, why didn't Ms. Dwyer address Dr. Long's most recent report? Because it was
negative towards Ms. Carella?
The Respondent indicated that the house was purchased by the Petitioner in 1979 when

they moved from Saratoga to Clifton Park. As a part of the original divorce agreement, the Family
Court ordered that the Respondent would remain in the family home until her youngest son the
child's 21 birthday. At which time she would turn the house back over to the Petitioner. Ms. Carella
indicated to the undersigned that the home has been turned over to the name of the Petitioner's
mother.

The house was purchased in June '84 by myself, my mother and stepfather. We were divorced in
1981, so how can it be part of the divorce agreement? Furthermore, Judge James had no authority to give
the house to Ms. Carella as he had no authority over non-marital real property. It should also be noted that
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the trial was held in secret, and my mother was told to leave the courtroom, even though her property was
being illegally taken from her.

The undersigned officer found the dwelling to be four bedrooms, including the master

bedroom and two bathrooms. Two siblings, D and the child share the basement as part of their
bedrooms. The home has a large kitchen, a dining room, living room, and adequate space. It appears
that the dwelling is adequately furnished and well kept, gdthough somewhat run down.
The house is run down because Ms. Carella does not take care of it, and she lives in it rent free, at
my mother's expense of approximately $1000.00 per month. And Ms. Carella claimed she does not receive
support? Furthermore, my mother had been deprived of her grandchildren for the past 10 years. The house
is located in Country Knolls. Why are the children living in the basement when there are 3-4 bedrooms
upstairs? Ms. Carella told Dr. Long, as documented by his report, she considers the home "scum". If it is
"scum" why doesn't she move out?

The child has just recently failed to complete the 10th grade at Shenendehowa High School.
Upon his failure, the school has filed a petition alleging him to be a Person in Need of Supervision.

The child has been sentenced to a period of probation supervision with the Saratoga County Probation
Department. Apparently, the child has been doing poorly in school. His tardiness and absences

have been out of control. Reasons for the downfall have been attributed to peer pressure, and poorly
choosing his fi*iends. Miss Carella, the Respondent, has indicated that the child is of the highest IQ
of all her children. She feels he is just gotten mixed up with the wrong crowd.
The school filed the PINS petition on 11/1/95 and he failed the 10th grade in June of'96. He was
declared a PINS on March 18,1996 before he failed the 10th grade. This is a deliberate false statement by
Ms. Dwyer. Everyone seems to be blaming the school and the child's friends, but what has been done since
October 1995 to help my son? NOTHING!
Apparently? - The child has been doing poorly? Did Ms. Dwyer even look at his report cards?
What has probation done since October 1995 to improve my son's attendance and tardiness? If Ms. Dwyer
had looked further, she would have seen my son had problems the last couple of years in school.
According to probation records, my son and his mother Arlene Carella are presently enrolled
in family counseling at Family and Counseling Services of Albany. It has been verified that the
child and his mother have attended two to three sessions there.

Why didn't Ms. Dwyer address what happened at these sessions in her report? Because it would
have confirmed Dr. Long's report that Ms. Carella and my son have extremely tense and £ingry feelings

between them? The sessions were set up on March 19,1996 by the school. So from March 19, 1996 to July
16, 1996 they attended to 2 or 3 sessions which is less than once a month.

I was informed by Ms. Margaret Ethier from Probation that the first meeting did not go well at all,
which was over a month after the school set up the counseling. Each time I spoke to Ms. Ethier, I was
informed that my son was not doing well, was not going to school, and was failing his classes, that she was
going to violate him, and that Ms. Carella was continuing to have problems with him.
Was your office told not to violate my son? If so, who told you not to violate him? Certainly the court
did not want a violation petition with me seeking custody of him. He might have actually done well in
school this year at La Salle Institute.

I complained that my son was out to 10:00 pm on school nights, and Ms. Ethier seemed upset, but
Ms. Carella stated in Court that this was the time the probation set for him to be home. Why is this
Department allowing my son to be out until 10:00 p.m. on school nights? Why is Ms. Carella allowing him
to be out until 10:00 p.m. on a school night? He should have been home doing his homework! Even his own
mother doesn't care if he is home doing his homework or not. Ms. Ethier further stated that there wasn't
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At the date of the hearing on 7/16/96 Ms. Ethier told me before court that she decided not to violate
him for not going to school, because the counselor said my son was doing better. She further stated, that

there were no more counseling sessions, because the person's contract with the school had expired. So the
mother and son attended the third session right. Are they in counseling now?

The undersigned officer interviewed the child as part of the home study investigation, who
indicated he would like to remain in the residence of his mother. The child stated to the undersigned
that he knows failing the 10th grade was a big mistake. He feels that he can still salvage his
education if he is allowed to attend private school.
My son has been saying this since the beginning of the PINS proceeding. Doesn't Ms. Dwyer know
he's telling her what she wants to hear? Did she even look at his school record for the year? Why wouldn't

he want to stay at home with his mother? He can do whatever he likes! No structure - no stability! What's
going to happen next year to him if he fails again? That's right - he will be too old for probation - out of your

hands. But the mother was able to have the child. The mother won, you won, and the child loses. Happens
every day, doesn't it? Furthermore, why is my son the one being able to determine where he goes to school
and lives? Isn't he being rewarded for not going to school and flunking out?
The undersigned officer has become aware that this is one of many times the Petitioner has
attempted to retain the custody of his three children. Apparently, the Petitioner was not even awarded
visitation of his children between the years of1987 and 1993. It was for that reason that the Petitioner
failed to pay child support to the Respondent.
Ms. Dwyer, should have read the April 15, 1987 Court order which specifically gives me visitation

rights. Furthermore, documentation by the Support Collection Unit, clearly shows that as of September 7,
1989,1 had a credit balance with SCU of almost $800.00. It has been the illegal actions of the judges which
have placed me in arrears.

It is my opinion that Ms. Dwyer has deliberately committed a class E Felony in preparing this
report. I would refer you to:
P^n^l Lg^w § 175.40 Issuing a false certificate

A person is guilty of issuing a false certificate when, being a public servant authorized by law to
make or issue official certificates or other official written instruments, and with intent to defi*aud,
deceive, or injure another person, he issues such an instrument, or makes the same with intent
that it be issued, knowing that it contains a false statement or false information. This is a Class E

felony which carries a penalty of a maximum fine of $5,000.00, 4 years in jail, $155.00 surcharge
and 5 years probation.
Ms. Dwyer is a public servant. The report issued is an official written instrument by her, and the

intent of the report was for it to be used by the court in determining custody in this case. The question is,
did she write this report in order to defraud, deceive or injure me?
Mr. Viscusi, what do you intend to do about Ms. Dwyer's report? I bet, cover up for her.
I should further state that my son is currently working two jobs, one at the Parkwood Restaurant
and upon information at Jack's in Albany. This is OK, because he is failing school?
He has also been rewarded in that he now has his own car?

Mr. Viscusi, I am holding you and your department responsible for my son passing this year. You
can be assured that I will take any and all legal actions available to me should my son continue to be absent
fi - o m s c h o o l a n d / o r c o n t i n u e s t o f a i l h i s c o u r s e s .
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I don't care if you have to escort my son to his classes everyday, and sit down with him to do his

homework. You and your department will be held responsible. Ms. Dwyer failed my son with her report and
Ms. Ethier failed my son in not following through with him going to school. Your department made the

decision to have my son continue to live with his mother, and to continue at Shenendehowa, thereby taking
on the responsibility of his educational needs. Therefore, you had better do so.
During the last proceeding in this matter, I was consistently told that once my son turned sixteen
and the pins petition expired there was nothing that could be done to make him go to school. I would refer
you to:

In the Matter of Lvman M. A Person Alleged to be a Juvenile Delinquent. 149 Misc.2d 91, 560
N.Y.S.2d 948 (Fam Ct. 1990)

Whether or not the court may order the respondent to attend school at the age of 17 presents
a question more difficult than would at first appear.

Under the Education Law, a person is required to attend school only until attainment of the
age of 16. Education Law § 3205. A 16-year-old who is not adjudicated a juvenile delinquent or a
person in need of supervision can freely choose, without legal consequence, whether or not to drop
out of school to engage in employment, start a business, or engage in some other activity without
attending school. Constitutional and statutory limitations of authority of the family court
notwithstanding, the petitioner argues that the court may deprive an adjudicated juvenile delinquent

of the choice whether or not to continue attending school upon the attainment of the age of 16
years.

In cases involving persons in need of supervision, it has clearly been held that
family court may direct a respondent to attend school until attainment of the age of 18
years. Matter of Wendv C.. 133 A.D.2d 904, 520 N.Y.S.2d 277. The case has recently been followed
in Matter of Parrv v. DiStefano. 146 Misc.2d 513, 550 N.Y.S.2d 989.

I expect a report from you within ten days, as what you intend to do concerning my son and his
failing to attend classes and his failing his courses. Had my son been going to La Salle Institute, I wouldn't
have had to write this letter. Now it's too late to send him there for this year.
Paul Viscusi's response

After he received the above letter documenting the lies and misrepresentations by Molly Dwyer,
Paul Viscusi sent me a letter stating:
"The rules of confidentiality preclude me from commentary in this matter."
The rules of confidentiality, the report is about me and my son! Obviously, Mr. Viscusi was more
interested in covering up the illegal actions of Molly Dwyer than finding out the truth. I believe in 1998 or
1999 the same Probation Department wrote another report concerning Ms. Carella and her youngest
daughter by Bart. From what Brent stated, the Probation Department thought she was crazy. The report
was not submitted to court? Why? How many other investigations have been done, by Ms. Dwyer, or other
county employees, where the report has been falsified by the Probation Department? I would certainly say
their credibility is zero. Isn't credibility an issue when someone testifies?

I was recently told that Ms. Dwyer went through a divorce. Was she in the middle of her divorce at
the time, or thinking about one? Molly Dwyer needs to be held accountable for her illegal actions in writing
a false report!! How many other reports has she falsified to benefit the mother? She cannot be held to be

above the law, which is exactly what is happening. These probation officers know nothing will happen for
falsifying records.
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Why isn't Mr. Viscusi in violation of penal law for official misconduct? He is allowing his underling
to file a false report with the court in order to injure me and prejudice the court against me? Shouldn't he be
investigating to see if his underling is committing an illegal act?
A public servant is guilty of official misconduct when, with intent to obtain a
benefit or to injure or deprive another person of a beneHt:
1. He commits an act relating to his official office but constituting an
unauthorized exercise of his official functions, knowing that such act is
unauthorized; or

2. He knowingly refrains from performing a duty which is imposed upon
him by law or is clearly inherent in the nature of his office.
During these custody proceedings all Judge Kramer wanted to discuss was child support. There
was no petition before the court concerning child support. He dismissed my petition because I "allegedly"
owed child support. I did not. He asked that we come in for a conference to settle the matter. Half of the
proceeding was conducted "off the record". This was to cover up his illegal actions in the court. There was
no record of what was said. Judge Kramer had no intention of taking any action to help my son. Judge
Kramer's actions were "In the best interest of the child mother".

My son lost out on more than two years of schooling and of receiving a good education because of the
corrupt family court system. This is happening to thousands of children each year. The court is only interested
in mothers having custody, and fathers paying support. The courts do not care about the children getting
an education.

If the children are not doing well in school, give them to the fathers. Mothers pay child support?

The court's position is the fathers are not going to receive custody and mothers do not pay child support to
fathers no matter how bad the children are doing. This is "in the child's best interest"?
CHAPTER

6

CUSTODIAL INTERFERENCE
Court allows mother to abscond with child
and

to

take

law

into

her

own

hands

Courts do not care if the mother violates the court order concerning visitation, nor do they care

where the child resides. A good example of this is a case titled Swain v. Vogt. I am giving the whole opinion
for you to read the majority opinion. More importantly, read the one dissenting opinion, for without reading
this, you really don't have a picture of what is actually happening. Many mothers know that if they can get
an order of protection against the father, then they can do whatever they want, including moving the
children out of the state. The attorneys ask the fathers to agree to an order of protection claiming it will

cost thousands to go to trial, which most fathers do not have. Furthermore, the matter will be postponed
time after time by the court, until the father agrees. The order of protection is granted with no finding of
fault or wrongdoing. Read this decision carefully, as it shows how the courts drag the proceedings out, in
order to deprive the father of custody of his child. When the father filed, the mother had just moved, and
the New York Family Court had jurisdiction. Yet, two years later, during the appeal, the Appellate Court

took the position that the child was no longer a resident of the state and therefore, it was proper to transfer
the case to Maine even though the mother illegally took the child to Maine in violation of the court order.
Notice, the court based its decision on the mother's allegations with no proof, and then had the

audacity to state the mother "... always had sole custody of Brandon and averred that he had adjusted well
in Maine and enjoys a loving and caring environment there". Do you think the mother is going to claim
anything different? The courts allow the proceedings to drag on and on so that they can claim that this is
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the way it has been, therefore, we should continue on this path. This is the doctrine of status quo and of
continuity of environment. Without the mother having to prove anything, the court further states, "We

must remain vigilant that the ultimate issue here is what is in Brandon's best interest, not whether

respondent should be punished for her actions". The courts of New York do not want to punish mothers, it
only punishes fathers, and it is the rare occasion when a father's rights are protected by this corrupt
judicial system.

Swain v Vo^. 206 A.D.2d 703, 614 N.Y.S.2d 780 (3rd Dept., 1994)

Appeal from an order of the Family Court of Tompkins County (Friedlander, J.), entered
May 20,1993, which, in two proceedings pursuant to Family Court Act article 6, dismissed petitioner's
applications to, inter alia, hold respondent in violation of a prior order of visitation.
The parties to these proceedings have one child, Brandon, born in January 1989. By
stipulation and order entered August 14,1990, it was determined, inter alia, that respondent would
have custody of Brandon and that she would not relocate with him outside of Tompkins County
without petitioner's express written permission. The stipulation and order further provide that
upon disagreement between the parties, either may petition Family Court for a review of visitation

de novo. It is undisputed that on or about May 10,1991, respondent left New York with Brandon
and relocated in Maine without petitioner's permission or modification of the order and stipulation.
Respondent claims that such relocation was necessary for her own safety and Brandon's safety
because petitioner was physically and emotionally abusing them.

Within days of respondent's departure from New York, petitioner filed petitions with Family
Court charging that respondent violated the custody order and seeking custody of Brandon. These
proceedings, however, were adjourned to procure personal service on respondent inasmuch as the

summonses mailed to her were returned to Family Court and she did not appear on the initial court

date. Although Family Court directed petitioner's counsel to file an order embodying this
determination, that was never done.

In February 1992 and April 1992, respectively, petitioner again filed petitions with Family
Court seeking custody of Brandon and charging that respondent violated the custody order. As a
result of the summonses mailed to respondent being returned. Family Court ordered, inter alia,
that respondent be personally served and that her failure to appear would result in the tremsfer of
custody to petitioner. Respondent ultimately answered and cross-petitioned for custody in June
1992, although never personally appearing before Family Court.

In July 1992, respondent filed custody proceedings in Maine. Thereafter, in September
1992, respondent moved to dismiss petitioner's petition for custody on the ground that Family
Court lacked jurisdiction, which was denied. In its decision, however. Family Court expressly noted
that an inquiry into the proceedings commenced in Maine was necessary before conducting a hearing
in this matter. By letter dated January 22,1993 fi-om petitioner's counsel. Family Court was apprised
of the status of the Maine proceedings. By order dated May 14, 1993, Family Court, sua sponte,
dismissed the petitions. This appeal by petitioner ensued.

Initially, it must be noted that Family Court's order dismissing the petitions fails to provide
the parties or this court with the benefit of an explanation for its order. Notwithstanding, the
record before us reveals that, pursuant to Domestic Relations Law article 5-A, Family Court properly
dismissed the petitions.

It is axiomatic that Family Court, having not yet made a decree concerning custody in this
case, may decline to exercise its jurisdiction if it finds that it is an inconvenient forum to make a

custody determination and that Maine is a more appropriate forum (see, Domestic Relations Law
75-h[ll ) and such finding can be made sua sponte (see, Domestic Relations Law 75-h [2] ). This
issue, of course, only arises when the court possesses jurisdiction under Domestic Relations Law
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75-d. Here, it is noteworthy that petitioner concedes that Family Court has jurisdiction in this case.
Thus, the only issue presented is whether Family Court abused its discretion in dismissing the
petitions.

(There was already a family court order stating the mother had custody of the child and
that she would move out of the county with the father's permission or court approval.)
Domestic Relations Law 75-h(3) sets forth the factors which must be considcrrd in

determining whether New York or Maine is the appropriate forum to litigate these proci'i'«lin^s. In
analyzing these factors, we are of the opinion that it is in the best interest of Brandon for this .Siatt*
to decline jurisdiction on the ground that Maine is the more appropriate forum (sot*, Donirsiic
Relations Law 75-h). Although petitioner's alacrity in bringing the initial petition for custcMly n>ult«-<i
in Family Court's determination that, for jurisdictional purposes, New York is Brandon's hmuf
State, the record before us reveals that Brandon does not presently live in New York (Citations

omitted); rather, Brandon, now five years old, has lived in Maine with respondent for ovtr thrff
years. Moreover, respondent has always had sole custody of Brandon and averred that In* lias
adjusted well in Maine and enjoys a loving and caring environment there. Furthermore, althoii;;li
not condoning respondent's removal of Brandon from New York without petitioner's t-xpress
permission, her averments that she removed Brandon from New York because petitioner was
physically abusing both her and, more importantly, Brandon are pertinent and cannot be ignored
(Citations omitted). Indeed, in March 1990, respondent successfully obtained a permanent order of
protection against petitioner.
Under these circumstances, we are of the opinion that there is substantial evidence that

Brandon's "present [and] future care, protection, training, and personal relationships fare] more
readily available [in Maine]" (Citations omitted), and that Maine has a closer connection with
Brandon (Citation omitted). Consequently, we conclude that Brandon's best interest will be served
if Maine assumes jurisdiction and renders a determination with respect to custody (Citation omitted).
Petitioner asserts that this court should not reward respondent for interfering with his

visitation with Brandon. While we recognize that the policy considerations for discouraging
absconding with a child are compelling, these imperatives must be subordinated to the best interest
of Brandon (Citation omitted). Deterring abductions and unilateral removals of children is but one
of the goals of Domestic Relations Law article 5-A (Citations omitted). Its purpose also includes,
inter alia, "discourage[ing] continuing controversies over child custody in the interest of greater
stability of home environment and of secure family relationships for the child" (Domestic Relations
Law 75-b[l] [d]) and "assur[ing] that litigation concerning the custody of a child take place ordinarily
in the state with which the child and his family have the closest connection and where significant

evidence concerning his care, protection, training, and personal relationships is most readily
available, and that courts of this state decline the exercise of jurisdiction when the child and his
family have a closer connection with another state" (Citations omitted). We must remain vigilant
that the ultimate issue here is what is in Brandon's best interest, not whether respondent should

be punished for her actions (Citations omitted). Furthermore, evidence of respondent's conduct in
this regard is certainly a factor that petitioner can place before the Maine courts and thus be taken
into account in Maine's ultimate resolution of the issues.

The record does not indicate, however, that Family Court communicated with the Maine

courts in order to assure that jurisdiction will be exercised and that a forum will be available to the
parties (Citations omitted). We, therefore, remit the matter to Family Court to resolve this issue.
ORDERED that the order is modified, on the law, without costs, by remitting the matter to

the Family Court of Tompkins County for further proceedings not inconsistent with this court's
decision, and, as so modified, affirmed.
Justice (dissenting).
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To concur in the majority decision would condone this custodial parent's willful violation of
a court order when she fled the jurisdiction of this State, absconded with the child, and thereafter
manipulated court process to suit her own needs. Her conduct was particularly egregious since a
permanent order of protection had been issued as well as an order which provided her the unfettered

opportunity to apply for a modification of visitation. Before leaving the State, she failed to petition
to enforce or modify either order.

It is undisputed that by stipulation and order entered August 14,1990, it was determined,
inter alia, that custody of the infant child was granted to respondent, visitation was granted to
petitioner and respondent was ordered not to relocate with such child outside of Tompkins County
without petitioner's express permission or further court order. Notwithstanding such order, on or
about May 10,1991, respondent fled this jurisdiction with the child and relocated to Maine without

first securing petitioner's permission or a modification of the court order. It is further undisputed

that within days of respondent's departure from the State, petitioner filed petitions with Family
Court charging a violation of the court's order and seeking custody of the child. It is also undisputed
that petitioner attempted to personally serve respondent with process outside of the State but was
unable to do so since respondent secreted herself and the child. When all attempts at service proved
to be futile, petitioner filed and then was forced to refile his petitions. When process was again
unsuccessful. Family Court finally ordered, inter alia, that respondent be personally served and
that her failure to appear at the scheduled hearing would result in a transfer of custody to petitioner
and the issuance of a warrant for her arrest. Respondent nevertheless failed to appear and simply
answered and cross-petitioned for custody.

Thereafter, respondent filed a custody petition in Maine and moved to dismiss petitioner's
application before Family Court in New York contending that the court lacked jurisdiction under

the Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Act (Domestic Relations Law 75-d) (hereinafter UCCJA).
Although Family Court denied such application on the ground that New York was the "home state"

of the child, it ordered an inquiry into the status of the Maine proceedings. At the court's request,
petitioner's counsel telephoned the clerk of the court in Maine and determined that although a
custody petition had been filed, no orders had yet been issued. Family Court was apprised of the
status of the Maine proceedings by a letter from petitioner's counsel dated January 22, 1993 and,
by order dated May 14,1993, dismissed the New York petitions sua sponte.
As was noted by the Court of Appeals in Matter of Bennett v. Jeffrevs. 40 N.Y.2d 543, 387
N . Y. S . 2 d 8 2 1 :

The resolution of cases must not provide incentives for those likely to take the law into

their own hands. Thus, those who obtain custody of children unlawfully, particularly by kidnapping,
violence, or flight from the jurisdiction of the courts must be deterred. Society may not reward,
except at its peril, the lawless because the passage of time has made correction inexpedient. Yet,
even then, circumstances may require that, in the best interest of the child, the unlawful acts be
blinked (Citations omitted).

(Citations omitted) The resolution of this issue as suggested by the majority can only provide
far-reaching incentive for "those likely to take the law into their own hands" (Citations omitted).
Initially, Family Court correctly ruled that it had jurisdiction pursuant to Domestic Relations Law

75-d(l)(a)(ii) since it found that petitioner had promptly filed a petition alleging a violation of the

order after learning of respondent's flight to Maine. To now permit Maine to become the "home

state" of the child for purposes of the UCCJA under a "best interests" analysis would permit the
mother "to bootstrap Iher] status * •'= * by the simple expedient of removing * [the] child
from New York, with or without the ='= * * [father's] approval. Unlike the old adage, in matters
concerning parental rights and the best interests of a * * =" child, possession is not nine-tenths of the
law" (Citations omitted).

Even accepting respondent's hearsay allegations of child maltreatment as her excuse for
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fleeing, I reiterate that respondent had obtained a permanent order of protection in March 1990,

prior to the award of visitation to petitioner, yet failed to attempt to enforce such order. I also note

that respondent could have sought immediate permission from Family Court to leave the jurisdiction.
Clearly, she failed to avail herself of all legal remedies and chose, instead, to flout court process
w h e n i t s u i t e d h e r.

Although recognizing the best interest analysis engaged in by the majority, I fail to find
"the unlawful acts * * blinked" (Citations omitted). I note that at least one enunciated goal of the
UCCJA is to "deter abductions and other unilateral removals of children" (Citations omitted) and

that "interference with the relationship between a child and a noncustodial parent by the custodial
parent has been said to be an act so inconsistent with the best interests of the child as to per se
raise a strong probability that the offending party is unfit to act as a custodial parent" (Citation
omitted).

In the retention of jurisdiction pursuant to Domestic Relations Law 75- d, I note that the
parties could procure all relevant testimony pursuant to Domestic Relations Law 75-r while in
their respective states and that hearings to adduce evidence or have social studies made with
respect to custody can be obtained pursuant to Domestic Relations Law 75-s. Accordingly, I find no
reason to transfer jurisdiction of this matter to Maine and would reverse and remit this matter to
Family Court.

New York had just washed its hands from the case. It is rulings like this, that provide the incentive
for mothers to flee the state, and claim the abuse with no proof. File for an order of protection by claiming
abuse and then move. Have the father's attorney convince him to accept the order of protection with no
finding of fault. Keep it going in court, and the longer the proceeding takes, the longer it will be before the
father is able to see his child. In the meantime, the child is alienated from the father, as the mother will

instill fear in the child, by teUing the child, that the father is trying to take the child away from the mother,
or hurt the child and the mother By the time the father is able to see the child, the child is very fearfiil and
scared of the father. Who cares? This allows mothers to mentally abuse children. In my opinion, the courts

have the position that children only need their mothers, and fathers are only there to be sperm donors and
for financial support. Was this father made to pay child support during all of this? I'll bet he was. The Court
will enforce support, but not parenting time.
Court sentences father to jail for custodial interference

What happens when a father does what the mother did in the above case? He went to jail for six
months even though the mother waits 15 months to file a petition.
Glenn v. Glenn. 692 N.Y.S.2d 520 (3rd Dept. 1999)

Appeals (1) from an order of the Family Court of Saratoga County (Hall, J.), entered July
10, 1998, which granted petitioner's application, in a proceeding pursuant to Family Court Act
article 6 finding respondent in willful violation of a prior court order and committing respondent to
jail for a term of six months and (2) from an order of said court, entered August 20,1998, which,
inter alia, granted petitioner's application, in a proceeding pursuant to Family Court Act article 6,
for modification of a prior custody/visitation order.

In June 1996, respondent was awarded custody of the parties' two children following a
trial. In that order, Family Court recited that it felt "bound" to grant custody to respondent despite

its detailed findings of fact relating to his problems with alcohol, propensity for violence, and history
of interfering with petitioner's custodial and visitation rights, because petitioner did not produce
an expert to refute the court-ordered psychological evaluations and resulting recommendations.
Petitioner was awarded liberal visitation including, inter alia, Tuesdays, alternate weekends and
four weeks in the summer. Two months later, without notifying petitioner, respondent relocated to

South Carolina with the children. Respondent thereafter supplied petitioner with their address
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and telephone number, and she had telephone and written communication with the children until

September 1997, when contact ceased. In December 1997, petitioner filed a petition alleging that
respondent violated the custody order by denying her visitation and telephone contact with the

children. She also petitioned to modify custody. Following a trial, Family Court found respondent
in "offensive violation" of the visitation order and *886 sentenced him to six months in jail. In view
of respondent's imminent incarceration, the court granted petitioner's modification petition and
transferred custody to her. Respondent appeals from both orders.

We reject respondent's argument that Family Court's contempt finding was procedurally
infirm. Family Court Act § 156 authorizes the imposition of contempt SEuictions in accordance with

the provisions of the Judiciary Law. A contempt application must bear a notice that the "purpose of
the hearing is to punish the accused for a contempt of court", and a warning that failure to appear
may result in immediate arrest and imprisonment. These protections are waived, however, where,

as here, respondent appears and defends on the merits, without raising any objection to the fact
that the violation petition did not contain the requisite notice and warning (Citation omitted).

His present claims to the contrary notwithstanding, respondent was clearly aware that the
nature of the proceeding was his claimed violation of the prior court order of visitation. Although
respondent's own testimony at trial was limited to asserting his 5th Amendment right against selfincrimination, he defended the petition on the merits through cross-examination of petitioner,
eliciting proof that, inter alia, the custody order did not prohibit respondent fi-om removing the
children from the state, petitioner had acquiesced in the children's removal by failing to commence
any violation proceeding for 15 months and petitioner could have visited the children in South
Carolina.

Respondent next argues that Family Court's imposition of a six-month period of incarceration
was excessive. We have previously observed that "deference should be given to Family Court because
it was in a superior position to decide the extent of the punishment required to enforce its orders"

(Citation omitted). Our review of the record does not compel us to disturb Family Court's discretionary
determination of the appropriate sanction. The evidence supports Family Court's conclusion that

respondent, within two months of its issuance, and with full knowledge of petitioner's rights
thereunder, willfully disobeyed the order of custody/visitation, thereby depriving petitioner and
the children of visitation from September 1996 until January 1998.

Finally, respondent argues that Family Court erred in modifying custody without conducting

an evidentiary hearing or making any findings, and, as such, the custody modification was punitive.
We disagree. No hearing is required when the court is possessed of sufficient information with
which to make a comprehensive, independent review of the best interests of the children (Citations
omitted). Moreover, willful interference with a noncustodial parent's visitation is "so inconsistent

with the best interests of the children as to, per se, raise a strong probability that the [offending
party] is unfit to act as a custodial parent" (Citations omitted).

Beyond the practical considerations attendant to Family Court's direction that respondent
begin serving his sentence immediately, the court possessed sufficient information upon which to
independently evaluate and accommodate the best interests of the children. In addition to the

evidence adduced at the violation hearing, the court had the detailed findings of fact contained in

the prior custody order. The order modifying custody was made without prejudice to respondent's
right to petition for modification at an appropriate time and, notably, while petitioner successfiilly
sought a stay of the order imposing the sentence of incarceration, he did not seek a similar stay of
the custody order.
ORDERED that the orders are affirmed, without costs.

By the court's own admission, the mother did not file a petition for some 15 months after the
children left the state. After six months of the children being out of state, the courts will tell the father they
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have no jurisdiction and must go to the state in which the children now resides. Why did the court hear this
matter in the first place? Because it was the mother seeking enforcement instead of a father? Did the
father's attorney fail to raise this issue? Did the father's attorney subject him to New York State jurisdiction?

I just have to wonder how many mothers, Judge Hall has sentenced to jail, yet alone for six months,
for interfering with the father's parenting time. If true, what the father did above was wrong, but niotlu-rs
do it all the time and nothing happens. Double standard? I also find it amazing how the court h» <;ins

degrading the father right from the start. If what the court was stating was true, how did he gi't t u>t(Kly
from the mother in the first place? Were these just the mother's allegations with no proof, or thr cnurt
trying to justify its decision? Why couldn't Judge Hall have done what the judge before did conciTniii^' lUv
mother?

Appellate Court protects mother in custodial interference
Ron was given custody of his two younger children by a Supreme Court Justice in April of Tlu*

parties separated three years prior, on or about March of 2000. This judge was not the first judj^i- to ha\ c
this matter. The previous judge was forced to recuse himself after a year because of his political conn«ct mns
to the mother's father. Ron stated that they used the issue of parental interference, as opposed to |);irt'nt

alienation, even though both were present. Did the father receive custody? I should mention that accord in?;
to Ron, the law guardian's position was that since the mother and Ron could not get along, Ron should not
have visitation, and the children should be in counseling. For once, a father received a fair hearing and an
honest judge even though it took over 2 years, and thousands of dollars.
In the above case, Glenn v. Glenn, the Court stated, "We have previously observed that 'deforonco
should be given to Family Court because it was in a superior position to decide the extent of the punishment

required to enforce its orders'" (Matter of Wright v. Wright. 205 A.D.2d 889, 892, 613 N.Y.S.2d 949). Our
review of the record does not compel us to disturb Family Court's discretionary determination of the

appropriate sanction." Read this Order which is very specific and addresses both sides and then what the
Appellate Court Judge does with the order.
The Decision and Order states:

There are currently three separate motions before the Court in this matter. Each motion
was brought by Order to Show cause and each seeks, among other things, an Order punishing the
plaintiff (mother) for failing to obey a prior Order of the Court. A hearing was held and the parties
have filed Findings of Fact and Briefs in support of their respective positions.
The defendant contends that he had not had visitation with the children of the parties since

on or shortly after the separation of the parties. The children have steadfastly refused to visit with
the (father) despite Orders of this Court. Prior to the filing of the last motion for contempt, the
Court, held a number of conferences, including one with the children of the parties and their law
guardian, (Mr. X), in an effort to bring about a settlement of the issues and to determine the reason
why the children refused to see their father and why there had not been compliance with the Order
of Visitation.

The animosity shown by the children towards their father is inexplicable and difficult to
imagine, especially in light of the absence of any proof in the record of any conduct on the part of the
(father) that would warrant same. Throughout these proceedings, since the time this Court has
been assigned to this matter, the children of the parties have never articulated or been able to
articulate to anyone a reason for not wanting to see their father other than they simply don't want
to be with him. Despite having been given ample opportunity both off the record and on the record
in an in-camera session with the Court, the children have failed to give a rational basis for their
conduct.

The record reveals that prior to the separation of the parties, in or about March 2000, the
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(father) had what could be described as a normal relationship with his children. There is no proof of
any hostility between the father and children. Following the separation, the (mother) and the children
moved in with (mother's) parents. It was at this time the children began refusing to visit with their
father. The situation worsened over time, despite the existence of Court Ordered visitation and the

intervention of Counselors. The eldest child of the parties told the (father) that she wanted absolutely
nothing to do with him. On February 14,2002 (the child) file an information with the (omit) County
Sheriffs Department alleging she had been the victim of Aggravated harassment in the 2nd Degree
as a result of her father leaving correspondence on her vehicle while it was parked at the (omit)
Community College. The correspondence was in the form of a Valentine's Day card. (The child) has
made it perfectly clear to the Court that she wants nothing to do with her father. Apparently, by
reason of (the child's) age, the (father) is not attempting to enforce any visitation with her. The

proceedings before this Court are addressed to his visitation with (his two younger children). As to
(the older child) the Court has determined that she has abandoned her father without any justifiable
basis. The Court will, therefore, terminate (the father's) support obligation for her.
It is apparent to the Court that the children of the parties have been influenced by someone
and have been convinced that, for whatever reason, they should not see their father and should
have nothing to do with him. The mother denies such conduct. However, it is difficult to fathom the
children's attitude towards their father could have developed while they were in the custody of
their mother without either her complicity by active participation or with her acquiescence. What
adds to this troubling picture is that the children of the (mother's) sister have likewise, been estranged
f r o m t h e i r n a t u r a l f a t h e r.

(Note: The father was depleted of his money and could not continue to fight in court to see his
children. The mother won!! It is a war of nutrition. Keep it going until father runs out of money and can't
fight anionore.)

During the hearings, the (father) testified at length as to the steps which he took to see his
children in accordance with the visitation schedule created by the Court. By reason of the relief
requested in the motion papers, to wit: an application by the (father) for custody of the infant
children of the parties, the Court permitted testimony beyond the issue of compliance with the
Order of Visitation as both sides were interested in submitting proof relative to the condition of the
children and how a change in custody might affect them.
There is no question that the children of the parties refuse to visit the (father). That has

been readily admitted by the (mother) and, of course, the children have conveyed their sentiments
to the Court prior and subsequent to the instant applications being brought. There is no issue that
in each instance the Order of the Court, which (the father) claims the (mother) violated, was not
complied with. The first Order of the Court dated November, 2001, directed that the (father) and
his children have therapeutic visitation with Dr. W. The (father) claims that the (mother) failed to
keep certain appointments which the children had with Dr. W and on two occasions refused to

reschedule the appointments with Dr. W. The testimony at the hearings, including that of Dr. W.

support the (father's) contentions that the therapeutic visitations, as directed, did not occur in

compliance with the Court Order. On those occasions when the children attended, they refused to
take part in the visitation and the (mother) apparently did nothing to encourage them to do so.
Additionally, there were occasions when the (mother) did not deliver the children to the therapeutic
visitation and offered no reasonable excuse therefore.

... The (father) was to have visitation from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. at a miniature golf course. The
(mother) appeared and advised the (father), that the children were in her vehicle and refused to

exit it. She further advised the (father), in words or substance, that he would have to remove the

children from the vehicle if he wanted his visitation. The (mother) despite this Court's prior
admonition, did nothing to compel the children to follow through with the visitation and the defendant
did not have visitation with the children on that day.
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The third incident involves an Order of this Court dated August 29, 2002, which directed

the (mother) to take the children of the parties to the (father's) parents' residence in (omitted) New
York, for a family picnic. Visitation was to occur on August 31,2002. On that date, the (mother) did
not comply with the Order, claiming that the children of the parties were ill and not able to make
the trip.

As aforesaid, there is no question that the (father) did not have the visitation which he was
ordered to have on the dates in question. Inasmuch as there is nothing in the record to reflect the
(father) in any way failed to meet his obligation pursuant to the Orders, the sole issue to be
determined is whether, by her actions, the (mother) willfully failed to comply with the Orders of the
Court with the intent to frustrate same.

In support of her position in this matter, the (mother) called Ms. R to testify. Ms. P. is
currently the pastor of a church. Ms. P. spent 20 years in nursing as a registered nurse and nurse
manager. She claims she has spent 14 years in ministry, with a Bachelor's degree in psychology and
sociology and a Master's degree in divinity. Within the context of her education, she had taken
counseling courses. She testified that she is a certified math educator. Most of her nursing career
was spent in newborn intensive care. While she considers herself a counselor, she had no formal
education in that regard. She drew conclusions about the (mother) and rendered opinions which
the Court finds were not made on an objective basis and were without foundation in fact. On crossexamination it was revealed that the (mother) was on the committee of the Church that hired Ms.

P. when she was seeking her position as pastor. Pastor P. was not able to articulate any basis for the
children of the parties feeling the way they do about their father. She feels they should not be
required to see the defendant as they expressed being uncomfortable with him. Since they have
expressed a desire not to see him, she opined it might be harmful for them to do so.
The (mother) called Dr. G to give testimony as to why Sue and John were not able to visit
with the (father) pursuant to the Court's Order of August, 2002. Dr. G. testified that on the morning
of August, the (mother's) father called him and asked him to see the infant children. The doctor
testified that Sue complained of a stomach ache, headache and of feeling nauseated and based on
that performed an examination of her. He thought she was emotionally upset. According to the
doctor, based on the same physical complaints, he made essentially the same diagnosis with respect
to John. He recommended that the children not make the journey to visit their paternal grandparents
and father. On cross-examination, it was revealed that Dr. G was a long time fi*iend and acquaintance

of the (mother's) parents and further that the (parents) had informed him of their daughter's divorce
problems, including the situation with regard to (mother's) children's visitation with the (father).
(The mother's father) had previously informed the doctor that he was concerned about the children's
emotional situation with respect to visiting with their father. The doctor testified that he accepted
(the mother's father) representation of the facts as being accurate. The doctor testified that the
children were withdrawn when he examined them. He testified that he had seen them on occasions

when they have not been with their father and they were also withdrawn. The doctor also testified
that the (mother) was his patient. At the time of the examinations, the doctor made no objective
physical findings with respect to the children. He based his opinion on their descriptions of nausea
and headaches. The Court gives little, if any, weight to testimony of Dr. G. to the extent that it
provides a basis for the (mother's) refusal to send the children for the visitation on the weekend of
August, 2002. The Court feels that his testimony is obviously colored by his close relationship to
the (mother's) parents and that his opinion was influenced by their discussing with him the children's
purported complaints on the day of his examination. His observations of them on the day of his
examination, namely that they appeared withdrawn are no different than his observations of them
when he had observed them skiing with their mother and grandparents.

It defies logic to believe that the children's attitudes towards their father could have developed
without outside influence. This is especially true in view of the absence of any inappropriate conduct
by the father.
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After hearing the testimony of the witnesses, weighing their credibility and after examining

the exhibits and the report of the law guardian, the Court had reached the inescapable conclusion
that the (mother) has willfully violated the previous orders of this Court. The (mother) had knowledge
of the Orders which the Court feels were clear, explicit and unequivocal. The rights of the (father)
were clearly prejudices by the conduct of (mother).

The difficult decision the Court must make and one that has troubled it greatly is how to
punish the (mother) for her willful failure, either by omission or commission, to comply with the
Orders of this Court. Under the circumstances, imposition of a monetary penalty does not seem to
be appropriate as adequate to penalize the (mother) for the obvious pain she has visited on the
(father) by virtue of her continued violations. (On September, 2002 this Court signed a temporary
order suspending the payment of support obligations by the (father) to the (mother) for the benefit

of the parties three minor children and directed that said monies be held in escrow pending further
Order of the Court.) Confinement of the (mother) is certainly an option, however, incarceration
could prove to be counterproductive as it may result in the (mother) losing her job.
The Court, on a number of occasions, has attempted to convey to the (mother) the importance
of her compliance with its Orders, specifically, those addressed to visitation. It has obviously fallen
on deaf ears. Whatever has motivated (the mother) to refuse to comply with this Court's directives
and to have caused to happen or allowed to happen what has brought us to this point, it is apparent
to the Court that she is prepared to endure almost any punishment that can be meted out to

accomplish total and final alienation of the her children from their father. It appears that the only
appropriate punishment to be imposed on (mother) for the violation of this Court's Orders is to

remove from her the very thing that has motivated her conduct in the first place: that is to remove
her children from her and to limit her visitation with them. In doing so, this Court feels that not
only would it be imposing an appropriate punishment, but would also be terminating the insidious
and ongoing destruction of the relationship between the children and their natural father.

This particular method of punishing the (mother) for her contempt creates additional
concerns for this Court. Giving physical custody of the children to the natural father would be

counterproductive given the present attitudes of the children and the probable further animosity
that it would create. They would undoubtedly blame their father for being removed from their
mother's custody. Additionally, the Court is not certain as to whether this type of punishment for a
violation of an Order in accordance with Judiciary Law § 753 is contemplated by statute. I am
satisfied, however, that this is the most appropriate punishment in light of the circumstances. As
long as the (mother) continues to either cause, contribute to allow the destruction of her children's

relationship with their father, it is in their best interests to be removed from her. Unquestionably,

a change in custody will be disruptive for the children, however, that is not determinative as all

changes in custody are disruptive (Vernon v. Vernon. 296 A.D.2d 186). Certainly, it is the Court's
obligation to insure that it acts in the best interests of the children of the parties, irrespective of the
contempt proceeding. That, in the Court's opinion, mandates the same result, namely: that the
children should not be with their mother or any other possible source of adverse influence, such as
the (mother's parents), until they are able to rebuild their relationship with their father.
Therefore, it is the Decision of the Court that. Pendente Lite, the (father) will have legal
custody of the infant children. Physical custody of these children is hereby given to the County
Department of Social Services to place them in foster care until further Order of the Court. Said
Department is directed to immediately secure counseling for the children, the cost of which is to be

borne by the (mother) either through her health care provider or at her own expense. The Court is

to receive reports as to the children's progress at least once per month. The (mother) is directed to
attend counseling with reports to be issued to the Court at least once per month. The (mother) will

have visitation with the children of the parties only in the presence of a counselor for the children,
initially once per week for no more than one hour. The maternal grandparents of the children shall
not have visitation with the children pending further Order of the Court.
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The (mother) and (father) will contribute equally to the support of the children of the parties
while they are in the physical custody of the Department of Social Services. The (father) will have
visitation with the children of the parties, initially in the presence of their counselor. This visitation
shall be weekly and for at least two hours in duration. When the children evidence a willingness to
visit with their father in other than a supervised setting, said visitation shall commence in accordance
with the prior Order of this Court. If specific hours of visitation cannot be established by agreement,
the Court will hold a conference for that purpose.
(Father's) counsel is hereby awarded reasonable counsel fees for services rendered in

connection with these proceedings and is to submit an affidavit to the Court in support thereof.
This writing constitutes the Decision and Order of the Court.
Within hours of the parties appearing in Court to receive this Order, the mother was able to persuade

Appellate Court Judge Spain to stay the Order. According to Ron, Judge Spain was attempting to persuade
Ron to agree to another remedy that wasn't as severe in order to keep the children with the mother. The
mother had succeeded with violating the court orders for three years, why would she change now? Make an
agreement with her, and she may abide by it for a day or two before she starts alienating the children
again. It will then take Ron another three years of court to regain custody of the children and, by then, they
will be too old to be able to reestablish a relationship with them. Just what the courts want.

Both parties then filed papers concerning the stay pending appeal. The Appellate Court Judges
then ruled:

Motion for stay pending appeal.

Upon the papers filed in support of the motion and the papers filed in opposition thereto, it
is

ORDERED that the motion is granted, without costs, only to the extent that so much of the
order on appeal as gave sole legal custody of two infant children of the parties to respondent (father)
and placed physical custody of those children with the Warren County Department of Social Services

to be placed in foster care is stayed pending appeal. This stay is granted without prejudice to a
motion to vacate the stay in the event the two infant children of the parties in question fail to
comply with the orders of the Supreme Court regarding visitation with respondent.

Ron, in his affidavit, stated how he finally was granted visitation that Saturday, even though the
mother was late bringing them. Then for the first hour, they just ran around the mall refusing to talk to
him. Obviously, the mother is going to comply until the Appellate Court rules in her favor. According to Ron,
one child told him how much she, her mother, and her whole family hated him, and wished he would just
leave them alone. Ron, also stated that the children were informed of the court order and that the mother

told them everything. His daughter then proceeded to tell him that they were not going back to a foster
home and that her mother and grandfather would do anything to keep them out of foster care and away
fi-om him. They had a plan to keep them out of foster care and away from Ron. She didn't tell him what the
plan was.
Think about it. It will be months before the Appellate Court makes a ruling. More time for the
mother to further alienate the children as she knows the Appellate Court is there to protect her.
Appellate Court ruling

The Appellate Court denies fathers stays of illegal court orders and then grants mothers stays of
court orders. Bias on the part of the Appellate Court? Judge Spain gave the mother two weeks to submit
her arguments and the father 5 days to respond. In the meantime, the children were back with the mother.

Now, do you think Judge Spain is going to take the children away from the mother again, and put the
children through this all over again, before the appeal is heard, or even after the appeal is heard? Why
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didn't Judge Spain leave the children with the Department of Social Services until he could properly hear
the matter? Does the Court believe that the children are better off with the mother, than in the care of
social services, even if she is alienating the children from their father? Furthermore, by the time the appeal

is heard and decided, the children will be even more alienated from their father. Again, the court is protecting
the mother and her illegal actions. If this was a father, he would have been in jail and there would not have

been a stay. Did the Appellate Court refuse to grant a stay to the father in Glenn v. Glenn? Not only was he
losing custody of his children, he was going to jail for six months.

I have helped fathers file petitions for the violation of their parenting time with their children. The

above case is a rarity, as the courts rarely do anything when the mother interferes with the father's parenting
time. I have never seen a father receive make up time for the time lost with his children. He just keeps
having to take time off from work to go court, for nothing to be done. He also has the privilege to pay his
attorney thousands of dollars. Afler awhile, the father just gives up, as the court refuses to do anything,
and he can't afford to keep fighting. These are "beaten dead dads". Too bad the courts don't put as much
energy in protecting a father's rights to see their children, as they put into collecting outrageous child
support.
C H A P T E R ?

V I S I TAT I O N - S H O U L D B E PA R E N T I N G T I M E

Custody, Visitation, sound familiar? These are the terms referring to inmates, they are in the state's
custody and they get visitation rights. New York State just passed a constitutional amendment to make the

state constitution gender neutral. For example, a fireman, becomes a fire fighter or fire person. This was
passed because it is perceived as a women's issue. On the other hand, fathers have been trying to get a
neutral terminology law passed whereby visitation is referred to as "parenting time" as they are parents.
As this is perceived as a father issue, it can't get out of committee.

Speaker of the Assembly Sheldon Silver, Assemblywoman Helene Weinstein, and Ronald Canestrari

stand in the way of shared parenting and the terminology bills. They believe that the bill will hurt women

trying to support her children. They believe that it will bring more conflict into their lives and therefore,
the lives of the child. This is hogwash and they know it. They are simply anti-father and anti-child. It is
the impact of the fatherless home that is most effecting the children of today.
The court is obligated to protect the non-custodial parent's visitation rights fWeiss v.
Weiss. 52 N.Y.2d 170 (1981)].

Spencer v. Spencer. 1985, 488 N.Y.S.2d 565:
The right to visitation has been considered so basic that interference with
visitation has been held to be an act so inconsistent with the best interests of the children

as to raise a strong probability that an interfering parent is unHt to act as the custodial

parent fEntwistle v. Entwistle. 61 A.D.2d 380, app. dism. 44 N.Y.2d 851 (1978); See, also, Paris v
Paris. 95 A.D.2d 857 (1983).

Parkhurst v McFall. 767 N.Y.S.2d 484, (3rd Dept. 2003)

The case law makes clear that where, as here an established custody arrangement is in
place, that arrangement should not be altered absent some indication that a change in custody
"will substantially enhance the child's welfare and that the custodial parent is unfit or less fit to
continue as such" (Citations omitted). This determination, in turn, requires consideration of a number

of relevant factors including, inter alia, the quality of the respective home environments, the length
of time the existing arrangement has been in place and each parent's past performance, relative
fitness and ability to provide for the child's emotional and intellectual development, (Citation
omitted). It is the function of the Court to insure that all relevant factors were evaluated by Family
Court and that its decision has a sound and substantial basis in the record"' (Citations omitted).
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.... this Court previously has held that a custodial parent's persistent interference with the
non-custodial parent's visitation rights may, well render the offending parent unfit (Citations
omitted). We also have cautioned, however, that "evidence of a parent's occasional interference with
visitation cannot alone decide a custody dispute [, as] reversal of a custody order should not be
a weapon wielded as a means of punishing a recalcitrant parent" (Citation omitted).
The family court just loves enforcing support orders but will do little or nothing to make sure that
the father's parenting (visitation) rights are enforced. The court has no problem sending fathers to jail for
not paying child support. They do nothing when mothers violate father's parenting time. Why? Most fathers
get every other weekend from Friday evening until Sunday evening (48 hours) and one night during the
week for a couple of hours. Every other weekend works out to 52 days per year out of 365 or 4.3 days per
month or 14% of the time. Once a court proceeding is started, the father is reduced to a visitor in
his child's life. The father is now in the custody and control of the state and mother of the child
when it comes to seeing his child(ren). The day before, he is a father, the next day a visitor. He went

from seeing his children every day to 4.3 days per month or 52 days per year. According to the court, if the
father becomes upset about seeing his children less, he had an anger management problem. He needs to be
in anger management!! The court's position is he shouldn't be upset at not seeing his children! Think about
it. How would you feel, if you were reduced to a visitor and only being allowed to see your child, if you are
lucky, four days per month or about 52 days per year?
What makes this even worse is that the mother will consistently violate the father's time with his

child (eg, she will be late with them). If she has other plans for the child that weekend, her pleois come first.
The mother will enroll the child into activities and then tell the father he has to spend his time going to
these activities with the child. If he objects, he doesn't see the child. The mothers will interfere with the

father's holiday schedule with the children because she has determined her plans are more important than
the father's. It becomes a hassle for the father, even though he only sees his children a big four (4) days per
month.

The father will then go into court. The court will postpone the matter and nothing will be done,
except that the attorneys have each collected a few thousand dollars for several court appearances. The
father will not receive any make up time. On the other hand, if the father violates the court order, he will be
punished by the court. In a recent matter, a father was sentenced to jail because he did not tsike his daughter,
who was sick, to church. The incarceration will be suspended, if he complies with the order. On the other

hand, the mother doesn't always take the child to church, but that is all right, because she is not under
court order to take the child to church. To make matters worse, the father is required to take the child to the
mother's church instead of his church, even though they are of the same religion.
The court does not want to find the mother has violated the visitation order because this might lead

to the suspension of child support. The court will claim suspending child support only hurts the child. What
makes the court think the money is being spent on the child? If the mother's support check is going to be

based upon the father seeing the child, and her not interfering with the relationship, the father will see the
child. The support check is the most important thing. In reality, it would help the child, as the child will
have a better relationship with his or her father. But the mother knows if she interferes with the fathers

parenting time, nothing is going to be done about it. She will continue to interfere and violate the court
order. Not seeing his father also hurts the child and certainly will have a greater impact on his or her life.
Abraham v. Abraham. 44 A.D.2d 675, 353 N.Y.S.2d 794:
[1,2] While it is clear that the deprivation of visitation rights, per se, will not relieve a
father of his obligation, such deprivation, when not required by some pressing concern for the
welfare of the mother or child should suspend his obligations. (Citation omitted)
Where the fathers make a nuisance of themselves trying to see their children, the court will insist
that the children and the father are to work out a schedule. Now you have a 10 year old child deciding when

he is going to see his father. Of course, the mother puts no pressure, nor does she lay a guilt trip on him to
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stay with her. For the record, I'm being sarcastic, because once this happens, the father sees the child even

less. As the mother is not required by court order to facilitate parenting time for the child, she is not in
violation of a court order. The court is protecting the mother. I have also seen it where the mother will keep
violating the court order and court keeps reducing the father's time with the child, hoping the mother will
comply with the new order. Why would she do this? It's simple, she is getting what she wants by not
following the order, and nothing is being done to her. Yes there is, she is being rewarded by the court for
violating its order.

The mothers in many cases make themselves out to be the weaker parent needing the child to take
care of them and thereby increasing the child's loyalty to her. The child comes to believe that the mother

needs them and the child begins to believe that they need to stay with that parent in order to protect that
parent.

Moving the children out of the area or state

New York State, in most instances, will do whatever the mother wants, including helping mothers
who want to move the children out of state or out of the area. The courts routinely grant this, and guess
what, the father has to pay more to see his children, as he has to pay half or more of the transportation
charges. Yet, if the father moves out of the area, he has to pay all transportation charges.
I remember one case where Dominic was able to prevent the mother from moving the child out of
state only because the judge was trying to royally take him over the coals. The judge ordered the parties to
see a psychologist. The judge wanted the psychologist to back up his decision. Well, the mother went to the
psychologist first with the 13 year old son. The psychologist asked the son what his preference was. The son

stated that he wanted to go to North Carolina with his mother. The psychologist then discovered why the
mother wanted to move to North Carolina. The mother told him that she was fearful of the ocean and

wanted to overcome this fear by moving close to the ocean. Her previous residence was on a lake. Dominic
then took the child to the psychologist emd again the psychologist asked what the son wanted to do. The son
told him, I want to stay here with my father. The psychologist became puzzled and asked the son about him
wanting to move to North Carolina with the mother the previous week. The son admitted that, that was
what he had stated. The psychologist then asked what happened between the last time he was there with
his mother and now when he was here with his father. The son replied, "The last time I was here, I had to
make sure I had a ride home after the appointment". He was afraid he was going to be left there if he said,
in front of his mother, he wanted to stay and live with his father.
C H A P T E R S
C U S T O D Y

Why are the judges keeping fathers apart from their children causing fatherless homes? What

effect is this having on the children? A little quiz before we discuss how the judges are deliberately destroying
relationships between a father and his children, in order to keep the children with the mother no matter
what she does to the children.

Do you know how fatherless homes affect children?
Quiz Questions
Statistics Related to the Causes
and

Social Impact of Father Absence

1. The percentage of children living in households without both biological parents? (44
percent)
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2. The percentage of children in the United States living in a fatherless household? (28
percent - 60 percent of African American children)
3. The number of children living apart from their fathers? (17 million)
4. The percentage of children that can be expected to live some portion of their lives with
only their mothers? (50 percent of all white children, 75 percent of all African American
children)

5. The absent father is the single greatest common denominator in every major childhood
problem:
- 5 times more likely to commit suicide
-32 times more likely to run away

-20 times more likely to have behavioral disorders
-14 times more likely to commit rape
- 9 times more likely to drop out of school

-10 times more likely to abuse alcohol and/or drugs
-20 times more likely to end up in prison

- early sexual activity and teen pregnancy among young females
- increased learning difficulties

(single-parent family units, and particularly absent-father family units)
6. The two leading causes of father absence? (A 33 percent out-of-wedlock birth rate and a
divorce rate that by some estimates has reached 60 percent)
7. The number of child "custody" cases handled each year by the Courts in New York State?
(over 155,000)

8. The percentage of cases handled by the New York State Courts in which "custody" of minor
children is "awarded" to the mother? (93 percent)

9. In New York State a father is separated from his children every _ ? (3 1/2 minutes, based

upon 24 hours in a day over an entire 365 day year. When calculated using an eight-hour work day and a
five-day workweek, with holidays and vacations factored into the equation, the figure is closer to one every
one minute)

10. The number of children in New York State denied a father? (518,000 - New York State
ranks number three in the nation for children denied their fathers)

11. For every $350 million dollars spent on child support enforcement, $_ are spent on access/
visitation enforcement for non-custodial parents? ($1.00)
12. The three best predictors of child support compliance? (fair, reasonable, and affordable
child support orders, the obligor's work stability, and the non-custodial parent's access to the child)
13. The percentage of child support non-compliance attributable to a simple inability to meet
the Court ordered financial obligation? (66 percent - six percent of so-called "deadbeat dads" are simply
dead, and a substantial portion of those remaining are in jail)
14. True, or false? Mothers ordered by the Courts to pay child support are more likely to pay on
time and in full than are fathers. (False. The data clearly shows that the very small number of women who

are ordered by the Courts to pay child support are substantially more delinquent than are their male
counterparts)
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15. The environment in which the greatest incidence of child abuse occurs? (the single - mother

household. In fact, the U.S. Department of Health and Human services reports that children of single
parents have a 77 percent greater risk of being harmed by physical abuse, an 87 percent greater risk of
experiencing physical neglect, and an 80 percent greater risk of suffering serious injury and/or harm from
abuse and/or neglect than children living with both biological parents.)
16. The number of states with some variation of a rebuttable presumption of shared parenting
on the books in order to ensure that children are indeed afforded equal access to both of their parents,
regardless of marital status? (Over 30 - New York State is conspicuously not included among them)
17. The average cost of a divorce in those states that currently have a shared parenting statute
on the books, as compared with the average cost of obtaining a divorce in New York State? (Under $5,000
where shared parenting exists; as much as $50,000 in New York State)

18. The total number of dollars collected in child support payments by New York State in 1999?
($1.4 bilHon)
19. The total number of dollars the State received from the Federal Government in

1999 based upon the number of dollars collected by the State in child support payments? ($2
billion)

20. The total budget for the Violence Against Women's Act? ($4.3 billion)

21. True, or false? Thirty percent of emergency room visits by women each year are the result
of injuries received from domestic violence. (False. Studies conducted by the National Center for Health

Statistics and the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics both show the figure to actually be closer to one percent.)
22. True, or false? The primary victims of interpersonal violence in the United States are men.

(True. Statistics available from the U.S. Department of Justice clearly show that men receive 60 percent of
all injuries caused by violence.)
23. See Domestic Violence in this book

24. Is there currently, or has Congress ever even considered legislation that would provide
statutory protections for the exclusive benefit of men? (No)

25. The total budget proposed by the U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services for women's

health? ($27 million, which represents a $10 million increase over the already existing budget of $17 million)
26. True, or false? Men die an average of seven years younger than women, are more susceptible
to heart disease, and die twice as often from prostate cancer as women do of breast cancer. (True)
27. Health and Human Services' budget for men's health issues? ($0)

In New York State, approximately 93% of the time the mother is given custody of the child even

though the statute states, "In all cases there shall be no prima facia right to the custody of the child in
either parent." This is what the law says, but is not true in practice. The courts use what they call "the
tender years doctrine" which means children belong with the mother no matter what. It is not the best

interests of the child the court looks at, it's what's in the best interest of the mother. The only way a father
in New York State receives fifty-fifty custody with his children is either by the mother agreeing to the fiftyfifty, £Uid/or he has enough proof that she is unfit to be the custodial parent. Otherwise, the court takes the

position it cannot award joint physical custody of the children. Usually by the time the father has the proof
and is able to have a trial, his money is depleted and is unable to proceed. He is forced to accept the 50-50
offer. Not to mention, his attorney will tell him this is the best he is going to get, and will also tell him if he
goes to trial he will have to hire a new attorney.
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If a mother files first, she will receive an immediate order of custody for the child, and it will take
the father three to four weeks to get into court to have parenting time with the child. If the mother makes

false allegations against the father, it may take him even longer. On the other hand, if the father files first
and is granted custody of the child, then the court will set a date usually within a week to ten days for a

court appearance. In most instances, the court will then give the mother custody of the child.
Unfortunately, today there are more and more children of divorce. A child would just lovt' to s|M 'iu1
more time with each of his parents. Children of divorce go through many phases. Some believe it is tlu ir

fault for the splitting up of the family and have a hard time accepting the fact that it isn't tlu ir fiuilt.
Others wonder why their mothers or fathers left them. Was there something wrong with them thai ilu-

parent didn't want to see them anymore? The guilt these children feel is tremendous. Children want tn dn
things with their parents. A child wants to have someone to look up to. When you get older, you liki- ti> t.ilk

about the good times you had with your parents, where you went, what you did. Today, many children dnn'i
have that opportunity. You know what's sad? Judges think they are gods, but are doing mon- harm to
children through their illegal actions than anyone else. The judges refuse to protect the children Im iii;;
either mentally, emotionally, or physically abused. They allow the family court proceedings and divnrci'
proceedings to be dragged out and this causes the destruction of one of the parent's relationshi|) with tluir
child. Why? What have the children done to deserve this? Absolutely nothing. Why take away a child's
childhood? It doesn't last that long. A child's dream is to be loved, wanted, protected, and to know .xonu'iun*
cares about them. Is that too much for a child to ask for? The New York State Judiciary thinks .so!!!!
''In the best interest of the child**

To start off, the overriding concern of the Family Court is supposed to be "in the best interest of the

child". In reality, the best interest of the child is only obtained when it is also in the best interests of the
mother, except in a very rare case. The big slogan is "mothers and children". Why isn't it "Children First"?

Why are mothers put before the children? Because mothers vote and children don't!! Anytime there is
something dealing with the family unit, the reality is that they are referring to mothers and children.
Fathers are not considered a part of the "family unit". Fathers are for child support only. They are not

supposed to be there for nurturing and taking care of their children.
In MS V. CS. 172 Misc.2d 603, 660, N.Y.S.2d 2777 (Fam Ct. 1997) held:
It is well settled that the sole criterion when questions of custody are confi-onted is the best

interests of the child (Citations omitted). This standard necessarily encompasses a myriad of factors
such as psychological, economic, social and familial (Citations omitted). Moreover, there is no prima
facia right to custody of the children in either parent; a presumption of "maternal superiority"
is

outdated.

It may be state statute and case law that there is no prima facia right to custody of the children in

either parent and that a presumption of "maternal superiority" is outdated, but the judges still believe that
the children belong with the mother unless the father can prove the mother is totally unfit to be the custodial
parent.

Williams V. Williams. 188 A.D.2d 906 (3rd Dep't, 1992):
It is beyond dispute that the primary consideration in any custody matter is the best interests
of the child (Citations omitted). To that end, "alternation of an established custody arrangement
will be ordered only upon a showing of sufficient change in circumstances reflecting a real need for

a change in order to insure the continued best interests of the child" (Citations omitted). Such a
termination, in turn, involves inquiry into a number of factors, including the quality of the home
environments, the length of time the present custody arrangement has been in place and each
parent's past performance, relative fitness and ability to provide for and guide the child's intellectual
and emotional development (Citations omitted). Family Court's factual findings in this regard are
traditionally accorded great difference (Citations omitted) and will be set aside only where they
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lack sound and substantial basis in the record (Citations omitted)
Eschbach v. Eschbach. 56 N.Y.2d 167,451 N.Y.S.2d 658 (1982) held that there are also other factors

to be considered besides those listed above. They include siblings should be kept together, the desires of
each child considering the age and maturity of the child and the potential for influence having been exerted
on the child and the financial status and financial ability of each parent to provide for the child.
In Bliss v. Asch. 56 N.Y.2d 995 (1982) the court addressed the issue of custodial parent maintaining
meaningful contact with the other parent. It is the court's responsibility to make sure whoever is
awarded custody of the child continues to ensure meaningful contact of the child with the
other parent.

The courts unfortunately do not ensure that fathers have meaningful contact with their children

even though they are required to do so. Yet, when a mother loses custody of the child, the court will protect
her rights to see the child.
In preparing a petition for custody, the attorneys for the fathers do not address the above elements

of custody, and do not address such issues as drug or alcohol use, the parent's morality, the type of people
the parent associates with, how stable they are, what their life style is, and if they interfere with the other
parent's parenting time.

Unfortunately the courts do not like to address these issues, especially if it means the father would
receive custody. Fathers need to leam to raise these issues and how to address each of these issues one by
one when filing their petitions with the court.
Judge states she is ^pro-mother^

Clifford has a 15 year old daughter who will be 16 in less than month. The child had been residing
out of state with the mother and decided that she had had it with the mother and her actions. The mother

wouldn't help her. The child said that she wanted to do well in school. She even said what her plans for the
future were and that if she stayed with her mother, she would not see her plans come true. She also said
that she had wanted for some time to live with her father, but her mother kept threatening her. The mother
told her if she went to live with her father, he would be arrested and sentenced to jail for violating the court
order among other things. The child wanted to stay here in New York with Clifford. The child was supposed
to be here for 4 weeks beginning in July. The child did not come until the August 16th and was to return on
the 1st of September which is only two weeks and not 4 weeks.
Clifford filed a petition with an order to show cause seeking a modification of the custody order and
granting him temporary custody until the matter could be heard. He did this in order for him to enroll the

child in school here in New York. The court held onto the petition and the judge refused to sign the order to
show cause as she did not know if the court had jurisdiction. Clifford waited until the child was in the State
of New York before filing. All previous court appearances had been in New York and it was a New York court
order that was being modified. Clifford luckily found another court order that stated that the family court
of New York retained jurisdiction concerning enforcement of Clifford's visitation rights. Based upon this,
Clifford immediately filed a violation petition with order to show cause with the court documenting that
the mother had failed to comply with the court order and sought custody of his daughter. The court again
refused to sign the order to show cause. Clifford was then informed that the court had set the matter down
to be heard in the middle of September. In my opinion, had this been a mother, the order to show cause

would have been issued immediately and most likely an order of protection would have also been issued.
During this time, the police went to Clifford's house, because the mother had told them that he was keeping
the child. The police talked to the child, then lefl. The child was almost 16 years old. They also informed
Clifford, that the mother had told them that in her state a child at 15 could live wherever they want. The
child had previously notified the mother that she was not returning. The mother yelled and tried to lay a
guilt trip on the child by telling the child that she would be taking both her and her father to court. What

surprised Clifford was the mother never once asked what the problem was. The mother is fearful of losing
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her $200,00 per week child support check she receives for the child. As the court did not issue a temporary
order of custody, Clifford was unable to register his daughter in school without having custody. Not an easy
thing to do for a father.
Clifford informed me that the court appointed a free attorney for the mother even though she had

an income of over $45,000 and was receiving child support of $205 per week from Clifford. Why is this
mother entitled to a free attorney? A father would not get one.
Clifford finally went to court the later part of September. The mother did not appear, but was
allowed to speak over the phone to the judge. The court called the mother at work. The court is bending
over backwards for this mother. Why? The judge then ordered the daughter out of the courtroom. From
there on, it was all down hill for Clifford. According to Clifford, the judge started yelling at him for not
having his daughter in school. Yes, Clifford is being blamed for the child not being in school. If the child had
gone back to live with the mother, the child would be in school. This is the same judge who refused to give
Clifford temporary custody so that he could enroll the child in school. The judge then set another court date
after the child turned 16 which was ten days away and still the judge refused to give Clifford temporary
custody of his daughter so he could enroll her in school. The judge was still keeping the child out of school
because Clifford couldn't enroll her without something stating he had some sort of custody. Was the child
being punished by the judge for wanting to live with her father? Why didn't the judge talk to the child?
Because the child wanted to reside with her father. Shouldn't the court's concern be the "best interest of the
child?

I will insert here, that a friend of mine met the judge at an event after this. She told me the judge
said to her that she was pro-mother. She couldn't believe what the judge had stated and she immediately

called me as she couldn't wait to tell me. Obviously, this judge is biased, like most of them, against fathers.
This judge is depriving fathers of their rights to due process and should be removed from the bench.
At the next court appearance, the child was now over 16 years old and could live wherever she
wanted. The court gave Clifford temporary custody but ordered psychological evaluations. Why? To further
harass Clifford and his daughter? Would the court have ordered psychological evaluations if the child had
wanted to live with the mother? I doubt it. Furthermore, Clifford was forced to hire and attorney at a cost
of $2,000 because of the judges demeanor towards him in court.
Mother drives child to drink, court doesn't care
Neal filed a modification petition with the court as his 14 year old daughter wanted to live with him
because of the physical and psychological abuse by the mother and step-father. Neal had attempted several
years ago to obtain custody of his daughter because of the mother's actions including interfering with his

parenting time with the child. The court determined that it would be in the best interests of the child to

remain with the mother as they believed awarding the child to the father would have been too dramatic for
the child. What hogwash. Obviously, the court doesn't believe that physical and psychological abuse of the
child by the mother is too dramatic for the child!
The mother's attorney moved to have the petition dismissed claiming the child had always lived
with the mother and therefore, there was no change in circumstances warranting modification.
In response to the mother's attorney's motion to dismiss, the law guardian, believe it or not, actually
filed a cross motion to immediately place the child with the father, asked for a Lincoln hearing in order for
the child to tell the judge herself what was happening in the mother's home, mental health evaluations for

all parties, drug and alcohol evaluations for the child, and that neither party have alcohol in the house
when the child is present.
In her affirmation, the law guardian argued that there was a substantial change in circumstances
to warrant the relief requested. This was based upon the child telling her that she was beginning to feel the

stress of residing with the mother and step-father. After an argument with her mother, she went to her
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room and "scratched herself with a safety pin to make herself stop crying". The law guardian then argued;
a. The next day the scratches were observed by the nurse's office at school. The school
notified only the mother, but did allow the child to call her father. Why didn't the school notify the
father? Neal arrived immediately, the mother sometime later. When the school counselor wanted to
meet with the parents privately, the mother announced in front of the child that she would not
meet with him as long as the father was present.

c. The child is constantly reminded by her mother that several years ago she told
some counselors that her father had sexually abused her. The child categorically denies that
he abused her but does state that she told the counselors that because it was the only
thing that would make her mother happy.
d. The child is not allowed to speak of her father in her mother's house and is not
allowed to bring any clothing from her father's house to the mother's house. If she inadvertently
leaves something one place or the other, she is severely berated by her mother for it.
e. The child wants very much to have a good relationship with the mother, however,
she feels as if she is "like a piece of furniture" in her mother's house. She feels as if her mother
keeps her simply to keep her away from her father.
f The child feels as if she is continually belittled and berated at her mother's home

and never given credit for being herself
g. The child has started resorting to the consumption of alcohol while alone at her
mother's home to take the pain of the conflict with her mother away.
Neal appeared at court for the motion hearing. The matter was set for trial. The judge refused to
allow the child to temporarily stay with her father until the matter was heard. If the law guardian's
allegations had been against the father, he wouldn't be seeing the child until after the hearing, and if he
did, it would be supervised. Why is this judge refusing to help this child? Because he believes children
should be with the mother, no matter what happens to the child? Unfortunately, this happens all the time
in the Family Courts. The courts need to be monitored.

Father loses parenting time for bringing child back late while
child's teeth are removed because of negligence by mother
Recently I met with J.P. emd his mother. He was very frustrated with the system. The judge took
away all of his visitation rights and he could no longer see his daughter. What did he do to deserve this?
According to the violation of visitation petition, he brought his daughter back a couple of hours late on two
or three occasions due to the fact, the child did not want to return home to the mother's household because

of the yelling, screaming and fighting in the mother's house. Not that I agree what he did was right, but to
have his parenting time taken away completely is overkill to say the least. Mothers violate father's parenting
time all the time and nothing is done. He was now appealing the court ruling. It will take about nine
months to receive a ruling from the Appellate Court. In the meantime, the mother can alienate the child
f r o m t h e f a t h e r.

J.P. said that he had filed for custody of his daughter because of the neglect the child was receiving
from the mother and because of the domestic violence in the house. According to J.P. and his mother, the
child who was three or four years old was having all of her baby teeth surgically removed in order to help
save her adult teeth. The baby teeth were rotting in her mouth due to neglect by the mother. J.P. only had
his daughter every other weekend and one night during the week, so it was not his actions causing the
baby's teeth to rot as claimed by the mother. It was the mother giving the baby milk or formula at night and
letting it stay in the child's mouth during the night. According to J.P., the court could have cared less about
what was happening to his daughter. As for the domestic violence in the home, J.P. and his mother said that
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both the mother and bo3rfriend were in court before the same judge for domestic violence and were supposed
to be in counseling. Obviously, domestic violence in the household in front of the child is OK as long as it is
the mother and her boyfriend committing the domestic violence. But don't dare bring a child back late
because your rights to see your child will be terminated. Who needs the help here? The mother or tho judge
or both?
Mother's

house

u n fi t

to

live

in

In one case, the mother's house was unfit for the children to live in, because of the cats and
The house smelled and the rugs and the children's toys had urine and feces all over them. Thi' c<mrt had

appointed someone to teach the mother how to keep house, even though she earned $25,000 a year Wimld
t h e c o u r t d o t h i s f o r a f a t h e r ? I t h i n k n o t . W h a t w a s w o r s e w a s t h a t f o r s e v e r a l m o n t h s t h e c h i l d r e n h . i < l fl r a

bites all over them. This was on film and video. Child Protective Services looked the other way. Th» v wi n-

more upset and said Clem shouldn't have visitation because he had to put some of his belonging's <in tlu*
porch of his new residence, which cluttered it up. It should be noted the mother filed an nbus«* rt iHirt

against him. When Clem went to Child Protective, they refused to hear anything negative about tlu* nioi lu r
or look at his video of the children. Clem was ordered by the court not to record his conversations with thf

mother. Why? Because of the recordings, he was able to prove she lied to the court when charging him with
abuse. The court did not want him to be able to protect himself against the mother's false allegations in the

future. The courts routinely order that fathers are not to tape record their conversations with the mothers,
even though it is legal to do so. Why? Because the court is more interested in protecting the mother than
the child!

Children hire taxi to escape from mother

In another case several years ago, Hal, who lives in the Adirondack Mountains, was getting divorced.
His three sons wanted to live with him. The court appointed a law guardian, who lied to the court about

what the children wanted. The court then appointed a psychologist to say that he was alienating the children
from the mother, which was not true. Hal later found several other fathers who had similar problem with

this psychologist. She was pro-mother and anti-father. I remember him calling me on the phone, when his
sons were 14, 12 and 10. They hired a taxi in one town to drive them to his residence in another town as
they wanted to live with him. He asked what he should do. I told him to get the name of the taxi driver and
the company and call the police so he wouldn't be arrested for abducting the children. When the oldest son
turned 16, within a week he was living with his father. The second son, on his sixteenth birthday had his
father come and get him. At this time, Hal again tried to obtain custody of his youngest son. Again the court
refused. The mother then attempted to have Hal's parenting time with the child stopped by making false
allegations. It should be noted that the mother had been taping Hal's conversations with his sons, and
when he objected to his calls being recorded, the court told the mother she could record the children's
conversations with Hal. (Fathers are told not to record, mothers are told to record.) She also recorded
conversations that the children had with their friends. Hal was always sent back to the same psychologist
who was on the mother's side, and was known for making sure children stayed with their mothers. This

time, he was appointed a new judge, and was able to have a new psychologist appointed who took his side
for a change. Between this, and Hal subpoenaing all of the mothers tapes of his conversations with his
sons, the matter was dropped as the tapes would have proven that the mother was making false allegations
against him, in order to keep him from his sons and to keep the support money coming. For the record, the
middle son told Hal that he wanted to move back with the mother for six months in order to graduate with
his friends where the mother resided. Hal said fine, and they talk all the time. The children were never

allowed to be heard in court and certainly they were old enough to be heard. Why? The court is supposed to
act in the "best interests of the child".

Mother allowed to pick which court orders she will obey
One father, who I have been involved with over the years, now has to drive about two hours each
way to see his son. I remember when Orsen first went to court and was trying to have overnights with his
son, who was about six months old at the time. They sent him to a psychologist who wrote a report which
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was very supportive of him. The report stated how well the child and he interacted, and how well he took
care of his son. I should mention that Orsen took parenting classes, and took all of the courses required to
run a day care. On the other hand, the report stated how the mother and child did not interact that well,

and it seemed that the mother's 15 year old daughter, by a previous relationship, was controlling the
situation between the mother and child. The daughter was taking care of the child. At the end of the report,
the psychologist took the position that Orsen should not have overnights and failed to state any reason for
this. Orsen then went to a child psychologist, who could not understand the report and the conclusion, so

she called the other psychologist to see if there was anything missing in the report. The psychologist, who
made the report, said that she made a mistake and should have recommended overnights. I should mention
that the psychologist is known as being anti-father. It must have been she was just use to denying fathers
their requests for time or custody with their children. This "mistake" cost Orsen time with his child, and

cost him more in attorney fees. After more court proceedings, time and money, he was able to have overnights.
Orsen had filed one petition after another because of the mother's willful violation of the visitation
orders, in interfering with his time with his son. A couple of years ago, she was laid off and she decided on

her own that she wanted to move down state. Orsen obtained a court order to prevent her from moving the
child out of the area. What did the mother do? She moved anyway. What did the court do? Nothing! The
court held that because it was only 120 miles away she could move and was not going to punish her for
moving in violation of the court order. The mother lost or quit her job, found another job even further away,
and changed her vocation, and is now earning less money. What is the court doing? Nothing, again. In the

meantime, when Orsen went to pick up his son, and when he attempted to return the child, he was arrested

for hitting the mother with his car. According to the police officer who took the report, the mother had no
bruises and there was no damage to the car. It was the mother's word against Orsen's word. You would
think if he hit her with his car, and she went up on his hood as claimed by her, she would have had at least
one bruise on her body and she would have gone to the hospital. The mother knew that if she made a false

report, nothing would happen to her. After this, every time they went to family court, she claimed he hit her
with his car, that he had been arrested, and was being prosecuted.

After a year, Orsen finally went to trial. The District Attorney could not prove his case beyond a
reasonable doubt, as there were no witnesses, except the mother, and no evidence that it even happened.
The court then asked Orsen if he had any witnesses and informed him he did not have to testify. Orsen then
turned to his attorney for his opinion. He told Orsen, "you don't have anything to hide. Go ahead and
testify." Big mistake. The District Attorney tried to make it appear to be his fault that she came out of the

house to the car. Orsen, when picking up the child, handed the mother a check for the month's day care

made out to the day care provider. He is under court order to pay his share of day care. The District
Attorney asked if he could mail her the check. He said yes. The issue was, why didn't he mail her the check
instead of giving it to her? The District Attorney was now claiming that she didn't know what the check was

for, and that he gave the check to her to provoke her. That's right, he's provoking her by giving her a check
for day care. This is how things get distorted. Orsen stated he should have listened to the judge when he
told him he didn't have to testify. Orsen spent over $5,000.00 to defend himself against this false charge in
court. Again, the mother was rewarded. It cost her nothing, and nothing happened to her for filing the false
complaint.

This had happened to Orsen in family court. The court asked if either party objected to the
psychologicals being admitted into evidence. The judge told Orsen he did not have to have them admitted.

He asked his attorney. Her response was, "you have nothing to hide". He allowed them in. Orsen was never
given the opportunity to read or to question the accuracy of the report. He believed his attorney. Big mistake.

This is why parents need to be able to read the psychological reports or any report given to the court that

refers to either party These reports cannot and should not be kept in secret. This is a denial of due
process. In family court the psychologist ended up admitting she made a mistake. Too little, too late.
The judge in this matter, after allowing the mother to move out of the area in violation of his court

order, then punished Orsen by ordering that he could not contact the school or day care providers. There
was no request before the court for this relief. Furthermore, the order contradicted itself For example, the
parties had the child for part of the same week. So who do you think will get the child during the time that
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both are to have the child? The mother, of course, and if Orsen interferes, they will probably take his

visitation away. Orsen appealed. Guess what? The Appellate Court held that because there was:
"an abundance of information upon which to comprehensively consider whether a change of
custody was in the best interests of the child and, accordingly, it was not required to conduct a
hearing under the prevailing circumstances (see, Skidelskv v. Skidelskv. 279 A.D.2d 356; Matter of
Shabazz v. Blackmon. 274 A.D.2d 779, 771 . .
In the Shabazz case, the court granted the father custody of the child because the mother "failed to

appear for two rescheduled evaluations in March and April 1998 and no attempt to contact CFFS in connection
therewith. Finding that the petitioner (father) had in fact, appeared for his evaluation, Family Court directed
the entry of the default judgment and ordered an amendment of its earlier order of custody, transferring

primary physical custody to petitioner". This had nothing to do with Orsen's case and the mother being able
to move in violation of a court order. Furthermore, Orsen had appeared and did not default.
In the Skidelskv case, the court stated:

"Concerning visitation, the motion court's schedule comports with the parties' settlement
agreement, whereas the father's proposals clearly do not, and, absent a showing of a material

change of circumstances warreuiting major modification of the settlement agreement, the scheduled
fixed by the motion court should not be disturbed."
Neither case had to do with relocation. There was no holding that the court should have granted
relocation without a hearing. Orsen, after reading the court order and then researching the cases the
Appellate Court relied upon, said "I don't see where Tropea and all the criteria listed for relocation case
could have been evaluated without a hearing".
The Appellate Court further stated:

"The remaining arguments have been considered and found meritless".
Here we go again. The court ducking the issues and pushing aside the father. This just gives the
mother more reason to disobey the court orders, as she is above the law and can do as she pleases.
Furthermore, Orsen is punished because he is attempting to stand up for his rights. This is how the courts
cover up the mother's illegal actions and allow them to violate the court orders with impunity.
The judge made the following statements in his 2002 order:
"Having come to this conclusion the Court must note (mother's) gross disregard for certain
Orders of this Court." The Judge lists several of the violations by Respondent then he stated: "The
history of this case strongly suggests that (mother) chooses which aspect of the Court's
Orders she elects to comply with and ignores or intentionally misconstrues the rest/'
While awaiting this Appellate Court order, Orsen was back in court again, as the mother continued
to interfere with his court ordered parenting time and concerning his court ordered phone calls to the child.
Another issue was the summer vacation in which both were to have the child for part of the same week. The

mother ended up having the child for five consecutive weeks. The previous judge had recused himself
because Orsen had stated that he intended to file a complaint with the Judicial Conduct Commission. The

new judge refused to hear his violation petition, and dismissed it telling him he had to go return the
previous judge who had recused himself. It should be noted that the law guardian submitted a letter, after
talking to the previous judge, to the court stating the previous judge did not intend for the mother to have
the child for five consecutive weeks during the summer, and that the father was to have time between the
mother's two weeks. As stated in the order, each party was to have the child for two weeks at a time non-

consecutively. The judge then specified what week each parent was to have the child, and then stated that
it was for that year. From what I heard, Orsen ended up getting three hours with his son out of five weeks.
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Further, the judge ordered that Orsen could not work when he had his son for vacation time. Have you ever
heard of such a thing? Was this to prevent Orsen from having his son during the summer, winter and
spring vacation times?

The law guardian responded to the acting Family Court Judge assigned to the summer vacation
matter in his 2002 letter stating:" In my view, the judge made clear that the mother's custodial time of the

last two weeks of July and the first two weeks of August were not intended to run together. See Transcript
of July 10, 2001 proceedings, page 4, lines 11,12,: 19-22." and "The issue I find most important is that the
child not be denied physical access to a parent due to a failure to clearly spell out the summer vacation
times." And "I submit I do not find the issue of what happens during the intervening week adequately

resolved by the language in the Order. For whatever reason, the clarity presented in resolving the "lame
duck" of the 2001 summer schedule did not carry over to 2002." And "The father alleges that he was permitted
a three hour dinner visit with his son. If this is the case, given the judge's grant of half a week in 2001, three

hours seems contra to the spirit of that grant. I speak as a Law Guardian, who views it inappropriate to
have a child experience a split week with each parent in 2001 and then be relegated to seeing one parent for
three hours during the same period the following year." And "Due to the August 6,2002 return date before

the Court, the "lame duck" week now appears moot. Whether make up time is appropriate, I leave to a
hearing upon the motion. However, I would like to see clarity given the a final order."
The law guardian in another letter stated:
"The judge advised me that it was his intention that the lame duck week continue to be

divided between the parties as was the case in 2001, that it was through inadvertence that this
provision was not included in the 2002 Order."
By the time the matter was heard, the issue was moot as the summer vacation was over. Mother

rewarded again, and child loses. This issue is now before the Appellate Court.
Not only did Orsen raise the issue that the mother was consistently interfering with his parenting

time, but that he could provide a better home environment for the child. The child who is now four, rises at
5:30 to 6:00 a.m., as the mother is out of the door with him by 6:30 in the morning. The mother does not

bring the child home until about 6:30 p.m.. He eats and then goes to bed. This child has a very long day,
everyday, because of the mother. Before I forget, the mother is under court order to use the father's surname
as to records and so forth and is required by court order to have doctors and the school send Orsen information
concerning the child. She refuses to follow the court order. Why would she follow it? She knows the court
will do nothing to her and will punish Orsen for complaining.

The mother had filed another petition with the court for more support, and Orsen responded to it.
Orsen mailed her an Answer and Cross Petition by Priority Mail, Delivery Confirmation. Orsen does not
use certified mail, return receipt, as the mother refuses to accept such mail and will not sign for it. Orsen
submitted the affidavit of service to the court with a copy of the Delivery Confirmation. In court, the mother
and her attorney claimed she never received it. Orsen showed the judge his printout from the United States
Postal Service of the Track and Confirm for the Delivery Confirmation that showed the date and time it
was delivered to her address. The hearing examiner believed the mother, and stated that she was not

personally served and there was no proof she received the document. There is no requirement that she be
personally served, only that it be mailed, and an affidavit of service be filed with the court. Mothers lie to

the court, and the court allows them to continue to do so by allowing them get away with it. It only encourages

the mothers to lie more. The hearing examiner told Orsen, the mother was not properly served, and he

would not consider his answer and cross petition because it was not properly served. The court again
protecting the mother.

Since being laid off from his employment in this area, Orsen obtained employment in the area
where the mother resides. He returned to court trying to obtain more time with his son, and to place the
child in speech therapy. Orsen said both the child's previous school and a speech therapist, that the mother
was forced to take him to, told him the child needed speech therapy. Orsen said sometimes he can't understand
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what his now 8 year old son is saying. The law guardian talked to him, and therefore she doesn't think he
needs speech therapy, as she understood what he was sajdng. Orsen said his son is OK on a one on one
basis, but in school, it is a different matter. Orsen is trying to have his son everyday after school. All the law
guardian was recommending was that Orsen have one evening for dinner. She believes the child should be
in day care with other children working on his social skills. The child is having problems with his social
skills because of his speech, and needs help. Furthermore, Orsen said his son is obese, not overweight, but
obese, for his age. The child also suffers from asthma. Could that be because he is obese? Contributing?
Nobody, except Orsen, cares that his son is obese as his son does not exercise. By the time the mother picks
him up, he eats dinner and goes to bed. He gets no exercise and does not get nutrictional meals from the

mother. Orsen is trying to place his son into different activities such as swimming, etc. in order to build up
his self-esteem. Of course, Orsen cannot obtain any of his medical records. What is going to happen to this
child as he gets older? With the mother, he is going to get bigger and bigger, his speech will get worse, and

most importantly his self-esteem is going to get lower and lower. All the court and the law guardian care
about is the mother having custody, and the father paying child support. Forget the child! The court is now
tr3ring to make Orsen agree to one evening every other Thursday. The court is refusing to hear his violation

petitions against the mother, as he is considered a litigator, because he is always in court. Why is he always
in court? Because the mother refuses to obey the court orders. This is called **blame the father for the
mother violating the court orders**. He was also told by his attorney, that even if they did have a trial,

and the mother was found in violation, nothing would be done about it. In other words, Orsen was throwing
his money away trying to enforce his rights to see his son. I should mention, the mother changed jobs again
in order to keep Orsen from his son during the week, and as usual, the court is all for it.
Orsen is now withdrawing his petition, as he knows the court will do nothing for him or his son. The
court does not want to hold the mother accountable. Mothers are above the law!

Granting relief not requested
In many cases, the court will reduce the father's visitation time or grant the relief that has not been

requested. In a recent case, the only petition before the court was for William to have his children during
summer and the school year when the mother was working. The children who were 8 and 10 years old were
being watched for the summer by a 12 year old and then a 14 year old. In order to punish William for
wanting more time with his children the judge stated:

"... I do not find that the father has proven that there has been a change in circumstances
sufficient to modify the previous order, but on my own motion and in the best interests of the
children, I'm going to modify the previous court order as follows:"
No notice was given to William that he faced the loss of visitation time with his children. This
happens all the time to fathers who seek to enforce their parenting time rights or try to have more time
with their children. An important case concerning this is:
Sipos V. Kellev. 66 A.D.2d 1022,411 N.Y.S.2d 736 (4th Dept. 1978)

The trial court hearing a contempt proceeding regarding custody, without notice to appellant
or appellant's counsel, modified by reducing the appellant father's visitation privileges. Recognizing
the broad discretionary power the courts possess in custody matters (Domestic Relations Law, §

240; CPLR 3017(a)), it is never the less plainly improper for a trial court to take action and grant
relief without the matter being properly before it or without appropriate notice to one of the parties
affected. The statute itself provides that upon an application the court may modify a previous
direction with respect to the right to visitation "after such notice to the other party ... and given in
such a manner as the court shall direct" (Domestic relations Law, § 240). We agree with appellant's
contention that informal notice during the course of a proceeding that undemanded relief would be
granted does not constitute adequate notice and prejudices him (Siegal, Practice Commentaries,
McKinney's Cons.Laws of N.Y. Book 7B, CPLR 3017:6, p. 115).
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Consequently, that part of the order appealed from may not stand. . ..
The mother's attorney argued against Sipos v. Kellev. stating:
The New York Domestic Relations Law § 240 provides in relevant part as follows:
"the court... shall enter orders for custody and support as, in the court's discretion, justice
requires, having regard to the circumstances of the case and of the respective parties and to the
best interests of the child and subject to subdivision one-c of this section.
The New York CPLR § 3017(a) also states in relevant part:

Except as otherwise provided in section (c) of this section, every complaint, counterclaim,
cross-claim, interpleader complaint, and third party complaint shall contain a demand for the relief
from which the pleader deems himself entitled. Except as provided in section 3215, the court may
grant any type of relief within its jurisdiction appropriate to the proof whether or not demanded,
imposing such terms as may be just.

These sections allow Family Court Judge broad discretion to impose relief, whether
demanded or not, if it seems appropriate given the proof in the case. Therefore, the Appellant's
contention that the Family Court Judge had no authority to modify the visitation on his own motion
was incorrect. The Family Court Judge may modify the visitation on his own motion if it seems
appropriate given the proof in the case.

Sounds like William's argument has a hole in it. Does it? Just because something is stated and it
sounds bad, doesn't mean the other party's argument is correct. The rebuttal was:
As documented in Sipos. William was entitled to Notice that his parenting time was going to be
reduced pursuant to DRL § 240 and CPLR 3017(a). The mother had admitted that he did not receive notice

as the mother is arguing that the court did not have to give William notice that his visitation was going to
be reduced. The Court in Sipos clearly referred to DRL § 240 and CPLR 3017 by stating:
"The statute itself provides that upon an application the court may modify a previous
direction with respect to the right to visitation "after such notice to the other party ... and given in
such a manner as the court shall direct" (Domestic Relations Law, § 240). We agree with appellant's
contention that informal notice during the course of a proceeding that undemanded
relief would be granted does not constitute adequate notice and prejudices him (Siegal,
Practice Commentaries, McKinney's Cons.Laws of N.Y. Book 7B, CPLR 3017:6, p. 115)"
Another case holding the same:
Frank v. Krass. 69 A.D.2d 1017, 416 N.YS.2d 155 (4th Dept. 1979)
. . . Even if the proceeding before the court are construed as an application by respondent

for modification, such informal notice for otherwise undemanded relief does not constitute adequate
notice to petitioner and she is thereby prejudiced (Sioos v. Kellv. App. Div., 411 N.Y.S.2d 735 (1978)
So how did William make out on his appeal? The Appellate Court order stated:
Appeal from an amended order of Family Court... which modified petitioner's visitation.

It is hereby ORDERED that the amended order so appealed from be and the same is hereby
is unanimously affirmed without costs for reasons stated at Family Court.
The appellate courts should be required to state each party's position in the appeal, the argument.
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and then the ruling. By this order you have no knowledge of what the issue was. The order sounds good if
you have no idea what the issue was before the Appellate Court.
The Appellate Court never addressed William's issue that he did not receive any notice, yot alone,
adequate notice that his visitation was going to be reduced. William's right to due process had just hi-cn
denied and no one is the wiser. This is how the Appellate Court fixes cases in the favor of the mother :ui(i
covers up the illegal actions of the judges.
Father must have phone to see children
In 1996, Marshall had his visitation rights suspended until he installed a phone in his h<»u><* .ind

gave his ex-wife the phone number. After this happened, Marshall was forced to file a petition u ith tlif
court because one of his sons had been admitted to Four Winds Hospital in Saratoga Springs for s(»nu-1 > [m-

of mental breakdown, believing that his father did not want to see him an5anore. When Marshall attempt (■<!
to discuss his son's well being and medical condition with the doctor at Four Winds Hospital, thr d«nti>r
refused to discuss any medical particulars concerning his son with him. Marshall was then forci'il to to

court in order to get the court order changed. His other son left the following note in his mailbox: "I miss
you very much and I love you very much to. When can we see you again please call me the number is
—" then it had his son's name. Marshall was fearful of calling his sons because of the current court ordir,

fearing he could be charged with contempt of court, or that the mother would file a harassment charge
against him if he tried to contact his sons. From what I remember, the son had attempted suicide over
thinking his father didn't want to see him, and it should be noted that, if I remember correctly, the father
attempted to give the court a cell phone number which the court would not accept.
Has the judge ever taken custody or visitation away from a mother for not having a phone? I doubt
it would ever happen!

At a Fathers Rights meeting, Todd said that he had recently been in court seeking custody of his
child, as the mother was attempting to move the child out of state and they had joint custody of the child.
He said that the court denied his motion for custody and then gave the mother sole custody. I asked him if
there was any other petition before the court concerning the mother having sole custody. He said that his

was the only petition. This judge was penalizing Todd for seeking custody of his child because the mother
wanted to move out of state. This is not the first time, I have heard of this happening. The court took Todd's

joint custody away and gave the mother sole custody in order to make it easier for her to move out of the
area in the ftiture and in order that the father does not have a say concerning his child. This happens when
father's complain of not having a say in their child's life. Todd only had visitation rights and no custody
rights. Hopefully, Todd has the funds in order to appeal this ruling which in most cases, fathers don't.
Education

Glen, who had custody of his son, was tr3dng to enroll him into a public school as he was not
learning anything in the private school where the mother was the director. The mother's expressed beliefs
about education were that children should not be "required" or "coerced" to leam anything not of their own
choosing and expressed in her trial testimony that their son was not behind in his learning, this despite the
testimony of two experts to the contrary ( Learning Center, and , Ph.D.).
The court in its ruling, referring to the mother's co-director, stated:

"education belongs to each individual student to take ownership of his learning and to have
a voice in the governance of the school. Learning is not compulsory and there is no set curriculum

or classes. He stated that not all the students who attend the school graduate because the parents
become concerned with the lack of academic progress and will pull them out."
What did the court do? The court ruled that the child was to remain in the mother's school. She was
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to have the child tutored in three subjects to bring him up to grade level. What about other subjects taught
in school? Glen was to have no say in the tutoring but was to pay 50% of the cost. The court order directed

that the child may remain in the mother's school for the following school year, if the child comes up to grade
level in all of his three subjects by the beginning of June 2001. The court further directed that the tutoring
would continue for the following year and the cost would again be split between the parties. The court was
forcing Glen to pay for a deficient education. The court further stated that if the child did not come up to
grade level by June of that year, Glen could place him in a school of his choice. Sounds good, doesn't it? Wait
a minute, there is more. The court is leaving nothing to chgince.
The court then ordered that the mother would have the child the majority of the time if Glen put
the child in another school, thus changing the custody agreement. Glen would now have the child Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday evenings, the mother would have the child the other days, including every weekend.
The current schedule had been in effect for 6 1/2 years and the judge. During the trial, would not allow any
testimony concerning changing the custody arrangement as there was no petition before the court to change
the custody arrangement. The court was penalizing Glen and the child if he took the child out of the
mother's school. This would also allow the mother to collect child support from Glen. Glen petitioned for a
rehearing on the issues arguing that the mother would not help the child with his schooling, that the court
was interfering with their Agreement concerning religious education as the child would now be with the
mother on Fridays and Saturdays, thus interfering with the child's Jewish religion. The mother was nonJewish. This would prevent the child from continuing to participate in organized sports, which meet on
weekends, or attending games and parties with his friends, or even having any significant free play time
with his father as the mother lived in another area.

Glen also argued that it was unfair for him to pay 50% of the tutoring costs, as tutoring would be
free in the public school. Glen was also required to pay for 100% of the cost of the evaluations as to how his
son was progressing in his three subjects - reading, writing and math. The court felt the child did not need

to leam any other subjects. Shouldn't this cost have also been split, or the mother pay the cost, as it was her
actions and her school that were causing the child to be behind in his academic learning? The guidance
counselor of the public school informed Glen that the child could receive a wide range of services to help
him catch up to the other children in his grade. These services would include in-school tutoring, help from
a classroom assistant, relaxed requirements for the first year of his attendance, or until they were no
longer needed, and the child's use of a keyboard instead of handwriting notes and assignments. All of these
services were free of charge and available in the school in which the child would be receiving a quality
education. In addition, there was an optional after-school program available in which teachers from the
school could provide students help with their homework. This program was also free and would be of great
benefit to his son, who had not learned to do regular homework assignments. Glen was being ordered to pay
for tutoring to remediate a deficient educational school which only hurts the child in both the short and
long run. Why?

The mother's school staff was now less cooperative with Glen than ever before. Glen had little way
of obtaining full reports of his son's activities, classes, progress, etc. The midyear teachers reports still did
not address academic subject areas in any meaningful way, and mostly referred to the child's social skills,
enthusiasm and cooperation.

It was Glen's belief that mother had arranged tutoring for the child in writing during the school
time that he would normally be in his writing class, and had sent his writing teacher to attend the tutoring
sessions with the child in order to receive instruction on how best to teach the child and other students. It

would seem that Glen was being forced to pay the cost of training the mother's teachers. According to Glen,
the tutor in this case charged twice the going rate for tutors in the area, ($50 per hour, compared to $20-$25
for most tutors). Yet, she was not certified as a reading /writing teacher, but was in fact, a speech and
language pathologist. She also happened to be the sister of one of mother's attorney's. It would seem that
this arrangement was inappropriate and unfair to Glen. Remember, he was paying $25 of the $50, or was
he paying the full amount? The court was only requiring the child to pass three subjects including writing.
This child was not receiving an education! The court could care less. It is the child who will suffer when he
grows older as he will not have an education and could very easily end up as a dropout. So what, the mother
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got her way!

Terry was in court seeking to modify his visitation order. His daughter currently resides on the
same street about 400 yards from his house. He had his daughter every other weekend and one night each
week like most agreements. According to his agreement, if the parties agreed, he could have additional
time with his daughter. The mother would not agree to him having any additional time with his daughter.

His daughter rides by his house on her bicycle and will waive to him, but most of the time will not stop and
will not come into his house. It wasn't his time to be with his daughter. The court, without a hearing,
summarily dismissed his petition as he did not show a "substantial change in circumstances". The judge
stated "there are more things to consider besides the best interest of the child, the law". Isn't "in the best
interests of the child" supposed to be the overriding concern of the court? Only if it is in the mother's best
interest.

Terry appealed three of Judge Hall's orders dismissing his petitions to have more time with his

daughter. The mother's attorney sought attorney fees for the family court proceedings. He was denied.
Terry appealed to the Appellate Court. The mother's attorney sought attorney fees for the appeal. The

Appellate Court affirmed Judge Hall's orders without costs. The mother's attorney then sought attorney
fees in the family court for the appeal and for another petition that Terry had filed. Judge Hall ordered

Terry to pay $2,000 of the $3,062.50 mother's attorney fees for his September and October, 2003 appearances
in family court and to pay $2,153.52 for the mother's representation for the appeal. For trying to have more
time with his daughter, Terry is s£uictioned $4,153.52. If the mother had filed a false abuse report against
Terry, would Judge Hall order her to pay his attorney fees? I and many other fathers would be interested to

know how many times Judge Hall has sanctioned a mother and forced her to pay part of the father's
attorney fees? How many fathers has he ordered to pay for the mother's attorney fees? Didn't the mother's

attorney get a "second bite of the apple" by applying to family court for his fees for the appeal after being
denied in the Appellate Court? How does Terry appeal this? If he appeals and loses, he will have to pay the
mother's attorney fees for the new appeal. As documented, the Appellate Court is not exactly father friendly.
Terry said that he has heard that the courts are now starting to sanction fathers more often by
having them pay for the mother's attorney's fees in custody matters. The judges want to keep the fathers
out of court trying to see their children. It is only support issues they are interested in.

This is the second judge Terry had been before. According to Terry, the first judge, Judge Abramson,
thought it was funny to give Terry a "raspberry" in court from the bench by sticking his tongue out and
blowing. A judge with a lot of class, unfortunately, all lower. This judge, in my opinion, and based upon
what I have seen, and personally dealing with him, is anti-father. His back ground is helping mothers in
domestic violence and representing mothers in court. Terry filed a complaint with the Judicial Conduct

Commission. According to Terry, all they were worried about was how big was the "raspberry". Was it pzzzz
or was it pppzzzzzzz or was it ppppzzzzzzzzzzzz?
Grandparents have more rights than fathers
The mother of the child was killed in an automobile accident. Jason continued to have custody of
the child after the mother's death. Jason resided with the mother from 1988 and married the mother in

1993. They continued to reside together until her death except for a short period of time when they went to
court. The married despite the objections of the mother's parents. The mother's parents went to court after
Jason moved to Florida for a better paying job. In order to snatch custody away from Jason, Jason claimed

the parents went into family court and made knowingly false statements against him. The judge then
granted them custody of the child without a court hearing. The grandparents were then able to go to
Florida and have the police take the child from Jason and bring her back to New York. Jason documented

in his response to the parents false allegations, that the mother's father had disowned his daughter several
times and only came to the trailer where Jason lived with his wife, about five times from 1988 to 1994. The
grandfather wanted nothing to due with his granddaughter until his daughter died. It was Jason's belief

that the mother's parents were now attempting to live their lives through their granddaughter because of
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their guilt complex as to how they treated their daughter.

The grandparents made the standard allegation that Jason abused drugs and alcohol with no proof.
Jason then demanded that all parties submit to drug and alcohol evaluations and each submit to drug tests
on a random basis and that the parties could not have alcohol around the child. The court refused to
consider his demands. Why?

The grandparents claimed that they have "provided a safe, stable and nurturing environment for
most of the child's life". This was absolutely false. From 1989 until their daughter's death, the grandparents
had very little contact with their grandchild due to the fact that she was bom out of wedlock and the

grandparents hated their daughter for this. This was supported by the fact that the grandparents did not

want their daughter to have a church wedding and if she did, they would not attend. There was no church
wedding. So in the eyes of the grandparents, Jason and the mother were not married.
The grandparents also claimed that Jason had denied paternity which was also false, as the court

issued an order of filiation. Jason never requested a blood test to determine if he was the father, even
though at that time, Jason and the mother were not residing together but got back together later on.
The grandpeu-ents made the argument that because the mother was awarded custody of the child,
the mother did not want Jason to raise the child and therefore they were entitled to the child.
As the child's natural father, Jason had an absolute right to raise her. As her father, he had the

right to take her anywhere to live as he so pleases. One of our most basic rights is the right to raise one's
child.

Jason also demanded a copy of the court order to have the child taken away from him in Florida and

custody granted to the mother's parents in order for them to bring the child back to New York. According to
Jason, the court refused to give a copy of the order to him. Why? Jason was informed by the clerk's office
that the order had been destroyed. Who ordered the order to be destroyed after the child was returned to

New York? Jason also demanded a public trial as the court refused to allow him to bring his parents into the
courtroom. This is our court system covering up the illegal actions of the judge. This child was simply
kidnapped by the court in order to deprive a father of his child. When I talked to Jason's parents, they said

he was being shafted at every step. The court was keeping him from his daughter and would only allow
supervised visitation until he agreed to what they wanted him to agree to. Was this coercion? duress?

extortion? Would the court have even entertained such a petition if it was Jason's parents wanting the child
from the mother making the same allegations? I don't think so. Yes, Jason lost his job in Florida as he
wanted to stay near his daughter.

In another matter, Freddy's mother and father were given custody of his daughter. Freddy had
been residing with his parents due to the fact that he had had a heart attack. Freddy was around 30 years
old. The court did not want him to have custody because of his heart condition. Have you ever heard of such
a thing? Freddy wanted to move out of his parent's home with his daughter, but couldn't because his
mother and father had custody. What did he do? Freddy filed to have joint custody with his mother. The
court agreed. If this had been a mother with a heart condition, do you think that the court would require
her to have joint custody with her parents?

Cory has four sons. The oldest one, is about 30 and he gets along very well with his father and
received a good education because of the father. The second oldest lived with the mother, and the father
helped him with his education and job and I believe he is now in the military. The two youngest sons have
both dropped out of school, have each been arrested several times, the mother had called Cory and his new
wife several times, stating she cannot control the boys. They have taken her car while their licenses were
suspended. The boys do not want their father to know what they are doing. The one son did receive a GED.
Cory had found them jobs in the past, only to have the boys lose the jobs within a week or two. If the
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children kept the full time jobs and didn't go back to school, they would be self-supporting and Cory's

support obligation would end. The mother, from what Cory says, does not want the boys working and could
care less if they go to school. All she wants is the support check each week as she believes she is entitled to
it. Cory said that there was a psychological report that questioned the mother's competency to rai.sf the
children and that Cory should have custody of the children. The court believing the children should be with
the mother, continued the custody of the children with the mother. The children have now paid the ultiniate
price and they don't even know it!
Foster and adoptive parents have more rights than fathers
In many instances, the mothers will decide to give up their child and turn him or her over to xk i.iI
services. Social services will then place the child with foster parents or put the child up for adoption. Tlu v

do not notify the alleged father that he may be the child's father. About 5 years ago, I remember De.in. vs h«»
lived in another state all of his life except for a short period of time when he lived in New York. It w is .1
small town. He was a musician in a band and worked with the fire department. One day. Dean receiN rd .i

notice that an old girlfriend had his child a couple of years before and they wanted him to sign the |)ii|Hrs
for the child to be adopted. Social services claimed that they had tried to find him, but were unable to do so.
They found Dean very quickly when they wanted the adoption papers signed. Dean said he had lived at l he
same address for years. From what I remember, the judge did not want to hear from him. Dean did n«)t havithe fiinds to fight for his child, especially when he lived in another state. Why wasn't Dean notifiinl and
given the opportunity to raise his child? Because the mother didn't want him to know about the child and
did not want him to raise the child? Question: If Dean had received custody of the child, would the mother

have been required to pay child support? Did the mother have a self-serving interest in keeping Dean from
having custody of the child? Certainly, social services could have found him if they wanted to do so. As Dean
said, "all they had to do was call the police or fire department. It is a small town."

Alfi-ed was just informed that he had a daughter and social services wanted him to sign the adoption
papers. The child had been in foster care before March of 2001. If the mothers don't want the children, why
are fathers not given the first opportunity to raise their child? It should be mandated that social services

immediately notify the father of the child and give him a chance to raise his child. Unfortunately, social
services will claim they cannot find the father. All the mother has to do is make an allegation against the
father and guess what? Social Services will not notify the father. The mother's word is golden. If the father
is unfit to raise the child, let the court determine that after a trial — not social services, and not based
solely upon a mother's statement who has a "self serving" interest in keeping the child from the father. The

mother has an interest in not allowing the father to have custody of the child as she doesn't want to pay
child support if the father receives custody the child.
F a m i l y C o u r t C l e r k ' s O f fi c e

One of the procedures I have noticed over the years is that when a mother files a petition for an
order of protection ,it is granted. It will be about 3 to 4 weeks before the father is able to appear in court to
dispute the allegations and be able to see his children. In most cases, it will be a month or more before the

father is able to see his children again. On the other hand, if the father files first, the mother is usually in
court within a few days or a week and the children are given back to her. Furthermore, when a mother files

first, the father is told he cannot file a petition for an order of protection because the mother has already
filed. This violates Family Court Act § 216-c (b) which states:
"no clerk of the court or probation officer may prevent any person who wishes to file a
petition from having such petition filed with the court immediately."

Yet, if the father files first, they allow the mother to file a petition for an order of protection. The
judge will then usually issue an order of protection against both parties, but when the mother files first
only the father receives the order of protection against him. Why is this allowed to happen?
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In one county, the family court clerk told the father that he needed to hire an attorney in order to

file a petition with an order to show cause. Another father, in the same county, told me that the clerk told
him that he needed to hire an attorney in order to file a petition for custody of his child. This is totally false.
The clerk has no authority to prevent a father from filing a petition with the court. Furthermore pursuant
to Family Court Act § 216-b, "the clerk of the court shall give a petition forms to any person requesting
them".

Mothers are also treated better when they go to the Family Court Clerk's Office and need help in
filling out the petitions for custody, visitation, support, etc. They are routinely taken immediately. Yet, in
many cases when a father goes in, he is told he has to have an appointment and must come back. In
preparing the petitions the person helping the father will tell him he doesn't need all of his allegations and
they try to keep it as short as possible. On the other hand, they will include everything the mother has to
say about the father. I should mention that this is also what the attorneys do. When helping the father fill
out the petition they are violating FCA § 216-c (a) which states:
"Whenever a petitioner is not represented by counsel, any person who assists in the
preparation of a petition shall include all allegations presented by the petitioner (father)".
Eileen W. v. Mario A.. 644 N.Y.S.2d 452, note 9 (1996)

I note that in this proceeding because the petitioner was not represented by counsel at the
time she filed her petition, the staff of the Clerk of Court assisted in the drafting and preparation of
the petition, as required by law (Fam.Ct.Act § 216-c). While the statute requires that all allegations
presented by a petitioner be included in a petition (Fam.Ct.Act § 216-c(a)), it is unreasonable to
hold a pro se litigant or the Clerk's staff to the same standards of drafting pleadings expected of
attorneys ...

Another problem I have seen is the family court will refuse to allow a father to file a petition to
enforce or modify a previous family court order because the father is currently in Supreme Court on a
divorce matters in contradiction of CPLR § 2221 which requires that a petition to modify must be filed with
the judge that originally signed the order.
CPLR S 2221. Motion affecting prior order.
(a) A motion for leave to renew or to reargue a prior motion, for leave to appeal from, or to stay,
vacate or to modify an order shedl be made, on notice to the judge who signed the order, unless he
is for any reason unable to hear it, except that:
Family Court Act § 451 gives the family court continuing jurisdiction over its orders to enforce or
modify. Again this action by the clerk's office violates FCA § 216-c (c) which states:

there is a question regarding v^hether or not the family court has jurisdiction
of the matter, the petition shall be prepared and the clerk shall file the petition and
refer the petition to the court for determination of all issues including the jurisdictional
question^'.

If the father is able to file the petition, the Family Court Judge will dismiss it stating he has no
jurisdiction. The State Constitution, Article 6, § 19 (e) states:

"The family court shall transfer to the supreme court... any action or proceeding
which has not been transferred to it from any of said courts and over which the family
court has no jurisdiction".

The Family Court Judges do not transfer the proceeding to the Supreme Court as required. Why?
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I have been told by mothers, girlfriends and second wives who have gone to the clerk's office to pick
up forms for their husbands, brothers, bo3^riends, etc., that they are treated very well. Not only do they get
the petitions they are requesting, but the clerks want them to take family offense petitions until they find
out they are there on behalf of the father.

I have also been told by fathers over the years, that some of these clerks give the fathers a hard
time when they ask to have their copies of what they are filing time stamped by the clerk showing that they
filed the papers. I have seen where papers have been lost that have been filed. Only heard of fathers' papers
being lost.
CHAPTER 9
APPOINTMENT OF LAW GUARDIANS

The courts routinely appoint a law guardians to supposedly represent the children, protect their
rights, and advocate for them by letting their wishes known to the court. In most instances, they are the
mother's second attorney. The law guardians talk to the mother and the child that wants to stay with the
mother. They rarely talk to the father or the child that wants to live with their father. In my opinion, it is
their position that if a child wants to live with their father, the father must be alienating the child fi-om the
mother. Floyd said that his law guardian told him just before court, "We don't make liars out of mothers".
Floyd also said that the law guardian told him he was a lousy role model for his children and accused him
of sneaking to see his 15 year daughter and giving her a birthday card and present. The law guardian saw
nothing wrong with the mother taking the birthday card and tearing it up in front of the child and putting
it in a box and leaving it on Floyd's front door step. Floyd brought it to court. No one saw anything wrong
with what the mother did. If Floyd had done this, you can bet he would have been raked over the coals.
At the conclusion of each case, each parent should be allowed to submit a one page summary of
what they thought of the law guardian. Furthermore, the law guardian panel should keep track of the
complaints against each law guardian and keep tract of the percentage of time that they recommend that
a father has custody, the number of times they recommend the mother has custody and the number of times
they take no position. They should also keep track of the number of times the father actually receives
custody of the child. If a law guardian has a history of being biased against fathers, they should not be
allowed to be law guardians.

Seth was a stay at home dad as he was on full disability from the type of work he did and he could
no longer do such work. According to Seth, the mother made a false allegation against him to obtain custody
of the children and his "so-called" attorney persuaded him to agree to a harassment charge for defending

himself. Seth was seeking joint legal and joint physical custody of the children. Seth said the law guardian
was against this because the mother claimed she needed his child support even though her income was
almost twice his $24,000 disability check in order to stay in the marital residence. Furthermore, the law

guardian told him that he can make more money if he wanted to. Who is the law guardian to determine
what Seth can and cannot earn?

On the other hand, Seth said the mother sent the children to school in the mornings with no breakfast

and the law guardian saw nothing wrong with it. The law guardian tried to make excuses for the mother.
She then told Seth he should be addressing this with the mother and, not her, as he needed to leam to co-

parent. Seth informed the law guardian that when he did discuss issues with the mother, she considered
him to be threatening or harassing her. Obviously, the law guardian did not want to hear anything negative
about the mother. This was supported by the fact that Seth stated she told him he should do the "manly

thing". What is the "manly thing"? Seth should just let the mother have custody of the children? The law
guardian claimed she wanted to keep the status quo. Well, for the last eight years, Seth was the primary
caretaker of the children and even raised the issue that when the children were sick the mother left them

with him. The law guardian's response was she needed her sleep to be able to work. This law guardian will
defend the mother to the end. Seth even said that before and after the court appearances, the law guardian
met with the mother and her attorney and they all sat around laughing. The law guardian sat with the
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mother in court! What message was this sending to Seth? A little bias here?
When it came time for trial, Seth's attorney wasn't even prepared. He subpoenaed no witnesses to

state how Seth had been taking care of the children for the past eight years. He did not prepare Seth for
trial and in my opinion and others, he wasn't even ready for trial. His objective was to convince Seth to
settle the matter, with the mother having custody. He had his money. Almost $30,000 worth. What did he
do for Seth? From what I heard from Seth and others who were involved, nothing.
Seth tape recorder the law guardian's biased comments to him. His attorney told him to destroy the
tape. A complaint was made to John Carter who is head of the law guardian program for the Third
Department.

In the Times Union on May 6, 2004 was an article stating that John E. Carter, who heads a law
guardian program, was awarded the Howard A. Levine Award for Excellence in Juvenile Justice and Child

Welfare. Mr. Carter is the head of the Law Guardian for the Third Judicial District located in Albany. The
article states, "The award recognizes their commitment to protecting and promoting the rights of children".
Several years ago, I talked with a law guardian who went through the program. They told me the
program was very biased against fathers. Except in a rare instance, the father was made out to be the
villain and/or the abuser. George, of the Fathers' Rights Association, told me that when he contacted Mr.

Carter about the father taping the law guardian and her derogatory statements, he responded very negatively
and also told him that the tape of the law guardian should be destroyed. Why does everyone want this tape
destroyed? Obviously, Mr. Carter does not want to investigate or hear about biased law guardians. Does he
believe the law guardian's mission is to keep the child with the mother no matter what happens to the
child? There is no accountability for the law guardians. Why, Mr. Carter? This book has clearly documented

how the law guardians are anti-father. Is this a prerequisite to becoming a law guardian? ^^at does Mr.
Carter do about the complaints he receives about the law guardians? Does he even attempt to investigate
them or does he just "deep six them"? Why not let the Fathers' Rights Association sit in on the training of
law guardians?

Who investigates these law guardians? I find it amazing that one law guardian, who is know for
being anti-father, exercised his Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination 29 times concerning
questions of drug abuse by his wife's attorney. At the time, he was an Assistant Attorney General for the
State of New York. Now he is representing children?
Lavir

Guardian's

Income

The law guardian program, in my opinion and that of others, is nothing more than the attorney
welfare system at its worst. The law guardians used to be paid $25 per hour out of court and $40 per hour
in court even while waiting for their case to be heard. The law guardians were cr3dng that they were not
being paid enough and that there were not enough law guardians. At a rate of $25.00 per hour for a 40 hour
week gives the law guardian a weekly income of $1,000 for doing, in my opinion and others, nothing.
The law guardians just received a raise to $75.00 per hour in and out of court. The law guardians
can easily make $2,000 to $3,000 per week. They will now work less than half the number of hours to make
the same pay and again for doing nothing.

From what I hear, Judge Kaye wants to have the parents be responsible for the law guardians pay.
Therefore, the law guardians will be able to make $150.00 or more per hour for doing nothing. This means
that the proceedings will be dragged out even more because the law guardian will have a more vested
interest in the case being dragged out. The longer the case, the more the income. Parents can't afford their
own attorneys, yet alone pay for do-nothing law guardians.

How does Judge Kaye plan on doing this? I just received an e-mail stating that Judge Kaye is
reforming the law guardian system. Is she, or is this just another bait and switch gimmick and/or con job by
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our illustrious Chief Judge? You decide. According to the new rules, Administrative Order re. Part 36 Appointments bv the Court:

(d) Limitations based upon compensation.

(1) No person or entity shall be eligible to receive more than one appointment within a
calendar year for which the compensation anticipated to be awarded to the appointee in any calendar
year exceeds the sum of $5,000.
(2) If a person or entity has been awarded more than an aggregate of $50,000 in compensation
by all courts during any calendar year, the person or entity shall not be eligible for compensated
appointments by any court during the next calendar year.

(3) For purposes of this Part, the term "compensation" shall mean wards by a court for fees,
commissions, allowances or other compensation, excluding costs and disbursements.
Great! Judge Kaye has now put a cap on what law guardians and law firms can earn in a given year
through the court system. According to this, if there are 5 attorneys in a matrimonial law firm, and the firm
earns more than $50,000 or $10,000 per attorney they are not eligible to be in the program the next year.
Guess what? The court system is complaining that there are not enough law guardians now. There are
going to be substantially less the following year as whole law firms are going to be ineligible or they will
exceed their allotment. Judge Kaye is deliberately creating a shortage of law guardians. How does the
court compensate for this? We will have the parents pay for the law guardian, as the system cannot pay

more than $50,000 per attorney or law firm in a year!! The attorneys can now earn their fiill pay of $150 to
$200 per hour. This is just another con game played by Judge Kaye upon the families of this state. Judge
Kaye could care less about families as she is more interested in attorneys making money.

Father ordered to pay law guardian over $14,000 for representing his child
Lional lives in New York City and was ordered by the Supreme Court to pay for the law guardian's

representation of his daughter. The court ordered him to give the law guardian a $5,000 retainer. The law
guardian then filed an order to show cause for monies owed from April of 2002 to May of 2003. In her
affirmation she claimed her outstanding balance as of May 2003 was $8,475. In addition she claimed another
$1,750 for the preparation of the order to show cause with her affirmation for a total of $10,225. This does
not include the $5,000 given as a retainer and a subsequent $1,000 payment by Lional. The law guardian
stated she was billing at the rate of $250.00 per hour and spent a total of 57.9 hours on his case. In her
itemized bill, the law guardian claimed she spent two hours listening to Lional's tapes for a charge of $500.
In court, according to Lional, the law guardian claimed she had only listened to the tapes for a few minutes.
There is a big difference between a few minutes and 2 hours, (about $500). Furthermore, when she went to
Lional's home, she had to take the ferry. According to Lional, she called at the last minute and made the

appointment earlier than was scheduled and that he had trouble finding her at the ferry dock as she went
"supposedly" looking for him, instead of waiting in one spot for him. For this he was billed $1,000.1 should
mention that Lional does not make that much money to pay this outrageous bill. He couldn't afford his own

attorney fees. The court granted the law guardian a judgment against Lional in the amount of $8,475.
The trial was held in October of2003. Doesn't this law guardian have a conflict of interest? According

to the law guardian, at the time of trial she had a lawsuit against Lional claiming he owed her over $10,000.
Not only was she probably biased against him, but how can she be impartial if she believes one of the

parent's owes her over $10,000?
Now, after receiving the above judgment for $8,475.00, the law guardian is claiming she is owed
another judgment for $13,600. She claims that since the filing of the last petition, in May of 2003 to the
present, she expended another 47.4 hours at $250 per hour for a total of $11,850. She is also requesting
$1,750 for prosecuting this petition. She is charging for 7 hours to prepare the petition and go to court. Her
total bill is $26,325 for allegedly representing the children. How many years of child support is this? The
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law guardian spends a week and one day on the case and wants $11,850. This clearly shows how out of
control the law guardian fees are going to be. Further, the parents will all be bankrupt by the law guardians
and their own attorneys. If the parents are bankrupt and have no money, how is this going to effect the
children? Who cares, the attorneys are getting paid!
In C.E. V. P.E.. 177 Misc.2d 272, 676 N.Y.S.2d 403 (1998)

...At bar the parties have demonstrated an ability to retain counsel for themselves of
substantial experience and standing within the matrimonial bar. The parties' children should likewise

be entitled to counsel with expertise and experience to adequately protect their rights. The law
guardian is entitled to be paid for the reasonable value of her services. (Citations omitted).
In the event defendant fails to pay the retainer ($24,000) in accordance with this court's

decision, the clerk is directed to enter a judgment for such amount upon the attorney filing an
affidavit of non-compliance. DRL § 244; (Citation omitted). This is in addition to the attorney's
moving for any other available remedy, including contempt and a stay of defendant's right to go
forward with his claims for custody and/or increased visitation until the contempt is purged.
(Citations omitted)

Well, can you see it coming? The fathers are not going to be able to pay what has been ordered for
him to pay the law guardian for his children, as such, his case will be effectively ended. This will be used to
keep fathers from having access to the courts and having their petitions heard. On the other hand, they are
being forced to pay for the mother's second attorney as most law guardians are anti-father and believe the
children should be with the mother no matter what. This is why there needs to be accountability in the Law
Guardian program.

In the Troy Record on March 17, 2004, page A-3 was an article titled "Public Defenders say crisis
looming for poor clients". The article states:

The higher pay scale, approved, last year and effective, Jan. 1, has instead triggered a
round of cost-cutting in public defender programs as counties and New York City struggle to find
extra money to meet the higher fees.

A New York Civil Liberties union survey of public defenders in Schenectady and Albany
Counties showed hugh caseloads for lawyers, inadequate face-to-face contact and even turf battles
between lawyers working for different public defender agencies. There are currently 116 agencies
and groups providing legal services to indigent clients in New York. (How many of these 116 agencies
are there to help fathers? My guess - None)

The constitution guarantees a lawyer for all New Yorkers, regardless of income.
Indigent New Yorkers can qualify for representation for criminal and Family Court matters.
Chief Judge Judith Kaye has said a shortage of defense lawyers has been especially damaging in
Family Court, where speed is essential to minimizing disruption for children.
Public defenders applaud the assigned fee increase but argued that standards should be
established for the quality of representation clients receive.

Think about it. The counties are pajdng $75.00 per hour for public defenders and law guardians.
For a 40 hour week this is $3,000 per week or $150,000 for a 50 week year, allowing two weeks off for
vacation. However, this does not include hours exceeding 40 hours per week. They get paid for "supposedly"
preparing the person's case. Also, if a public defender or law guardian is in court on several cases, how does
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he/she bill for waiting for each individual case to be heard? Remember, most of the time they are only before
the judge for a few minutes. How is this affected by the new $50,000 cap?
Wouldn't the counties be better off hiring three attorneys at $35,000 per year with benefits? This
would give them 3 attorneys for the price of one. Why not use non-attomeys who have been trained to help
indigents in Family Court. From what I have seen, the public defenders in family court on the whole, are
useless and sell out their clients when they are representing the fathers. When representing mothers, they
can't do enough. Give the fathers someone who is willing to fight for them! This will never happen because
the court does not want fathers knowing their rights or the law!!
Law

Guardian's

Manual

There is a free manual published by the New York State Bar Association titled, Law Guardian
Representation Standards. Volume IL Custodv Cases. This is an excellent book as to what the law guardian
should be doing. According to the Law Guardian Representation Standards Manual, it states what the law
guardians "should" do and not what they are required by law to do. Maybe the standards should be made
law and force the law guardians to do their job representing the children. Some examples for what the
manual states:

A-2 "The law guardian should review and observe the child to ascertain the detailed facts relevant

to custody, the child's wishes, the need for independent evaluations and the need for or appropriateness of
interim judicial relief."

In many instances, the law guardian will not talk to the child, and if they do, the mother is
present. Do you think the child is going to talk openly and honestly with the mother present?
A-4 "... and the law guardian's responsibility to participate fully to protect the child's interests and
to express the child's wishes."
(This is only done when the child's wishes are the same as the mothers.)

A-5 "The child's present home and any proposed home should be visited by the law guardian,
whenever the law guardian deems it appropriate."

"Commentary: A home visit can constitute £ui important element in determining the child's
interests and formulating a law guardian position (see Standard B-2). The physical characteristics
of the home may be ascertained and the child may be observed in his or her usual environment.
Frequently, the parenting roles of the litigants may be clarified by carefully observing the home
and by discussing with the child and with the parent aspects of the household. If the child is spending

time in more than one home, the law guardian should visit each household or family unit. If a party
to a custody action proposes a home different from her present residence, the law guardian should
visit it."

The law guardian will usually visit the mother's home but rarely visits the father's home, as the
mother tells the law guardian how bad his house is. Furthermore, if they do visit the father's home, it is
when the child isn't there. The law guardians see how the children act with the mother but don't see how
the children interact with the father without the mother being present. The child will act differently without
the mother being there. Fathers tell me how the children act differently when they are first picked up, in
that they are quiet, and after a while, they become more at ease and start to converse with the father and
act like children.

I spoke to a law guardian about home visits. He said that he only visits the home when there is

an allegation about the house. He could care less if the house is messy, but is more interested in knowing
if there is anything dangerous in the house that could harm the child. The question that was not
answered at the time, was when he meets with his client, the child, in his office, who brings the child? In
almost 90% of the cases, the mother brings the child.
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A-6 "The law guardian should interview the parties and any other relevant person, including, anyone
with relevant knowledge of the child or the parties, as well as any potential factual or expert witness." Most
of the time the law guardians will not talk to the father and in most cases give them about 5 minutes before
court. Yet, the law guardian has probably had several discussions with the mother and her word is gospel.
A-7 "the law guardian would apply for appropriate court orders to protect the child or obtain
temporary relief, determine visitation, and limit repeated or unnecessary interviews or evaluations.
B-2 "The law guardian should develop a position and strategy in conjunction with the child concerning
every relevant aspect of the proceedings." As long as the child wants to stay with the mother this is fine. Let
the child want to live with the father and the child is not seen or heard.

B-4 "The law guardian should discuss the case periodically with the child."
Law Guardian refuses to advocate for children
Mother's home is a health and Hre hazard

Tadd was trying to obtain custody of his children and the mother was trying to keep him from the
children. The law guardian in the matter refused to talk to the children who were 12 and 14 years old. The
12 year old daughter stated how the mother had been verbally, physically, emotionally, and mentally abusing
her and her older brother. According to the child, the mother had a drinking problem and was constantly
yelling and screaming at her, calling her names. The mother also slapped her across the face. The child had
even called the police to protect herself. Of course, the police believed the mother, left and refused to even

talk to her brother. The mother's boyfnend is just as bad as the mother. According to the children, the
mother is using both children as forced caretakers for the mother's 3 year old child with the boyfriend while
she lays in bed drunk with her boyfnend or passed out on the couch with him.
The mother is having the daughter see a therapist because the child wants to reside with her

father. She stated that the therapist takes the mother's side, does not listen to her, and wants to put her on
medication. Why? From talking with her, she was very alert and knew exactly what she was saying and
what she wanted. The mother had been informed several times that the child needed to see an orthodontist

immediately as her teeth were crooked and her bite was not properly aligned. This could be causing her
migraines. The mother refuses to do anything about her seeing an orthodontist and her migraines.
Furthermore, the child needed to have her ankle taken care of because of a genetic problem. The mother
refused to take the child to the doctor.

The child is also allergic to flea bites. When I saw her, her arms were covered with bites. The flea

bites cause redness and bleeding when inflamed and are infected. The child had open soars, scabs and scars
on her legs, arms and torso because of the mother's cruelty and lack of care for the child. The mother had 5
cats in the house without a litter box or flea collars on the cats. The house wreaks and is permeated with
the smell of cat urine according to the children. Furthermore, the mother smokes in the house and the
children's clothes smell of smoke, as does the house. The children also state how the mother drove them in

her car while drunk and nearly had an accident. According to the children, the house is a health and fire
hazard. They cannot open the back door because of all the junk in front of the door.

The judge signed the order to show cause, and when it came time for court, did absolutely nothing
and the children's "so-called" law guardian refused to even talk to the children about what was transpiring
in the house. When they went to court the next time, the judge dismissed the petition and took time away
from Tadd. The judge didn't think the children's allegation merited his consideration. Who is protecting the
children? How do the children protect themselves from the mother and boyfriend as the court refuses to
protect them?
Law guardians like this should not be getting paid!
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In another case, the mother fled with the child to another state and hid the child from the father,

Aaron stated that the law guardian seemed to be on his side and had not been too happy with what the
mother had been doing. The psychologicals came back. The attorney told Aaron that he had never seen
such a good report from the psychologist in his favor. Aaron stated that the report said that both parties
would be good custodial parents and then discussed the mother's problems. The report did not recommend
either party as a custodial parent. The psychologists will recommend the mother being the custodial parent,
but will not recommend the father to be the custodial parent. They take the easy way out. They say, either

could be the custodial parent. Why? Aaron said the mother had previously and continually violated the
family court orders of visitation. I asked him why he was not going for custody of the child and he informed
me that his attorney thought it was better to settle with the mother and not go to trial even though she was
consistently violating the court orders. Why would an attorney recommend such a thing? Aaron could not
give an explanation. If the mother wasn't complying with the court orders now, she certainly wouldn't
comply with the agreement or the court order in the future. Everything Aaron had to this point would be
lost as he would not be able to use it in the future. Furthermore, they would argue that Aaron knew the

mother's short comings and accepted the agreement. The mother's attorney had also failed to provide them
with the medical information that was demanded of her. The attorneys have the fathers comply but don't

care if the mothers comply? Why? If Aaron is not awarded custody of the child, he will be in court for the
rest of his life trying to enforce his parenting rights.
A few days later, Aaron informed me that after talking to me, he let it be known to the law guardian
and his attorney that he was ready to go to trial. Because of the trial and some negotiations, they are now
close to a settlement as the mother is agreeing to give him a lot more time with the child and is agreeing to
other concerns Aaron had, including keeping this a New York State Family Court matter. Neither attorney

wanted to go to trial and they knew Aaron was starting to lean that way because of the mother's actions. If
Aaron wasn't ready to go to trial and hadn't learned how to go on the offensive, he wouldn't have been
offered what he was offered. Was the court putting pressure on the mother and her attorney to agree, in
order that they wouldn't go to trial and the judge would not have to give custody to the father? The courts
do not like to give father's custody of their children. Fathers are only there to pay support.
CHAPTER

10

Attorneys, who do they represent?

Speaking of attorneys and who they represent, Syrus said that he had hard evidence, such as
documents, to support his position. The attorney told him he didn't need the hard evidence and that his
testimony, along with his mother's testimony, would be sufficient. The attorney refused to submit the hard
evidence Syrus had. Of course, the mother had her version of the facts. The judge then ruled that the

mother's explanation was more plausible and therefore, accepted the mother's version. The judge then said
that Syrus and his mother were not credible. I hear this all of the time from fathers. They have the proof,
and their attorneys refuse to admit it into court. This is how the mothers are able to win custody and the
Appellate Court can hold there is nothing in the record to support the father's contentions. The fathers are
sold out by their own attorneys. I should mention, that this father's girlfriend works as an attorney for the
State in another field. Her position was that fathers should keep changing attorneys until they find the
right one. As I say, lots of luck. If the father is not prepared, and doesn't understand what he needs to do,
what evidence he needs, and how to prepare his case, he will lose. Fathers, in my opinion, should do as

much research as they can and then hire the attorney for the trial. Remember, whatever is given to the
attorney for a retainer, will be gone by the time of trial. Fathers should save their money for trial. That is
where they will need the help the most.
For example, a father was brought back to court for an increase in child support, as the mother

decided she wanted to quit her business and go to law school. Before hiring the attorney, all discovery
demands had been served, plus he had the judge sign the subpoenas he needed. There was no arguing with
his attorney over discovery or over subpoenas and what he wanted produced. He hired the attorney for
trial. He was already thousands of dollars ahead.
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There are also many false abuse reports being filed. The District Attorney's Office is more interested
in convictions than the truth. The object is to charge the father with aggravated harassment. If he demands

his rights to a jury trial, the charge is reduced to simple harassment so he is not entitled to a jury trial.
They then convince him to plead to an ACOD (adjourned on contemplation of dismissal), which, in most

instances, the wife's attorney will raise this as an issue every time they go into family court. The parties get
into an argument on the phone, the father is arrested. This harassment is being blown way out of proportion.
It would be one thing if there was physical violence which results in injury but in many incidents there isn't
any. It is a way to get an upper hand in the court. The father's attorney routinely convince the father to take
the "deal". The attorney has already been paid.
Father sold out by his own attorney

In the following case, Morton was collecting disability of $24,000 per year. The mother was earning
over $50,000 per year. The mother's attorney is placing the agreement on the record in open court.
M's ATTORNEY: Ms. J agrees that she will provide health insurance for the children provided that health
insurance is available through her employment at a reasonable rate, and we all agree that a
reasonable rate is currently the rate that she is paying now with expected increases. The parties
agree that he uninsured medical expenses for the children will be prorated in proportion to the
parties' income and will be paid by the parties pro rata for all uninsured medical expenses.
THE COURT: Is that pro rata as to the gross income or something else?

M's ATTORNEY: It will be pro rata with respect to their net income, your Honor. Morton does not really
have a gross income. His income is after tax so we will agree to the after-tax values.
F's ATTORNEY: There is currently a temporary order in effect that deals with this.
THE COURT: Would you like to confer with counsel?
F's ATTORNEY: Yes, I would.
(Pause)

M's ATTORNEY: Your Honor, the parties agree that all uninsured medical expenses of the children will be
paid by the parties equally. In other words, Ms. J will pay 50 percent of all uninsured medical
expenses for the children and Morton will pay 50 percent of all uninsured medical expenses for the
children.

The parties agree that —
THE COURT: So there is not going to be a pro rata sharing, is that correct?
M's ATTORNEY: Correct, your Honor.
Who was Morton's attorney representing? The mother earned more than Morton and would have

paid 67% of the bill, if the bill was prorated based upon their incomes. Morton now pays 50% of the bill
when he should only be paying 33%; of the bill because of his attorney! I should mention that Morton was
paying the full cost of the children to go to a private school, as he wanted them to have a good education.
The mother was paying nothing, yet, she was also receiving Social Security income for the children plus
child support from Morton. Also, before the parties went to court, Morton was the primary care giver for the
children. His attorney sold him out as he was not prepared for trial, just as he sold him out here.
CHAPTER
EXTREME

11
CASES

Getting a divorce?

I met Jed when he just started going through a divorce. The mother filed several false abuse reports
against him. They kept getting dismissed. Finally, one stuck and Jed lost his job with the state, because of
the mother's false allegations. His attorneys did nothing except to convince him to agree to make payments,
and agree to custody issues.

The attorneys persuaded Jed to agree to allow the older child to stay with the mother for six months,
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in order for them to establish a relationship. I doubt that the same would have been argued for a father.
After the six months, the child still wanted to live with his father. Jed had requested that the court interview

the child in-camera so the child could speak for himself, as to why he wanted to reside with his father. It
would be part of the court record. The law guardian refused to allow the child to be interviewed by the
court, as it would be detrimental to the child, as claimed by the child's psychologist. Who was tliis law
guardian representing? One of the issues why they did not want the child talking to the court was that the
child knew about the false allegations the mother had made against Jed. The law guardian talked sfvcral
times with the younger brother and the mother, but not with this child. Why? Because he wanted to re side
with his father? Did this attorney have a conflict of interest in representing both children birausr the
younger child and the older child wanted different outcomes to the case? I think so.
During the entire divorce proceeding, Jed's attorneys kept persuading him to agree t«) |);iv the
mortgage on the house instead of paying child support while he was unemployed, because of the iueith« r
Whether he paid child support or the mortgage, he was over paying, based upon his income at th«' tune.
Because of the mothers false allegations to the police, Jed was on suspension from his job for nvt r

eight months where he was only able to collect unemployment for a portion of that time. Tiie court was
notified by the state that because of the allegations against him, he would not be rehired by the State, im'h
if he was acquitted. This is due process for fathers. Jed went to arbitration and was given back his j»)h. as
the wife's testimony was so contradictory she could not be believed. According to Jed, even the pol ice olVicers
who were involved in the case did not believe the mother. What was the basis of all this? The answering

machine in the house was faulty, and picked up as the mother was answering the phone and recorded a
conversation between the mother and her paramour which proved that she was probably having an
extramarital affair. His attorney convinced him to agree in their separation agreement to destroy the tape

and agree that it could not be used in the future. This tape is what saved Jed from losing his job because it
was played before the arbitrator. I believe Jed was then fined several thousand dollars by the judge in his
divorce matter for using the tape to defend himself against the false allegations of the mother. It should be
noted that the tape was previously determined, by the court, to be admissible in a hearing concerning
divorce issues.

The following letter was written to the District Attorney's Office by the Labor Relations
Representative for the father's state employer;
I am writing in regard to Jed, who was arrested by the Police Department on September 28,
2000.

Jed is employed as a at the . As a result of Jed's arrest, he was
suspended from duty and formal disciplinary charges have been issued to him (see attached).
My purpose in writing is to state, for the record, the Department of ' position on this
matter. The Department intends to seek Jed's termination whether or not prosecution or a conviction
results from his arrest and charge. As a security employee, Jed has Peace Officer status. Concomitant

with that status the obligation to act in a law-abiding manner both on and off duty.
Thank you for your attention to this matter. If you would like to discuss any aspect of this
matter please contact me at .
This is called due process for state workers.
The court or the father's employer could care less if she perjured herself or not. The object is to

prevent the father from proving she is lying. He was sold out by his "so called" attorneys. This happens all
the time to fathers. The attorneys give the fathers a real good line of Bull.
When the divorce was finalized, the mother walked away with about $26,000 and Jed with nothing.
This is called equitable distribution in New York State. The court made sure he would owe her with the
excess payments he was ordered to pay.
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According to Jed, neither party was allowed in the courtroom while the other testified under oath.
Something new for the courts? You are not allowed to hear statements made against you? I can assure you
this was probably done to cover up the mother's false statements to the court. Have you ever heard of such
a thing?

Last year Jed filed another petition with the court, for custody of his 14 year old son, who does not
get along with his mother. The court ordered more counseling. The next thing Jed knew was that his
petition for custody was no longer before the court. The law guardian had only talked to his son twice and
then for only a minute or two. The child told the law guardian he wanted to reside with his father. The law
guardian refused to advocate for him in court, even though the child was now 15 years old. The law guardian
previously argued in court to keep the child from talking to the judge. Hide the truth. The law guardian

never met with Jed, and would not speak to him, nor did he meet with Jed and child. Yet, the law guardian
had met several times with the mother and Jed believes had gone to her place of employment. Furthermore,

the law guardian had not kept the child informed of what is going on. He is, for all intents and purposes, the
mother's second attorney, not the child's attorney. The child wrote a letter to the court, asking to speak to

the judge about living with his father, and told the court about his law guardian and the social worker So
far nothing has happened. The court does not like to hear bad things about law guardians, social workers,
or psychologists. To the court, ignorance is bliss about what these people do.
As for the psychologist or counselor, Jed had filed papers in court, documenting that he had been
illegally billing him for seeing the children, as it was covered by insurance. According to Jed the counselor

said, "I hold the cards to you seeing your children". Jed filed a complaint against him with the insurance
company. This person is far from impartial, and had it out for Jed because of Jed's questioning him, and for
filing a fraud report with the insurance company. According to Jed, this person spends his time with the
younger son talking about sports. The mother is present when the children see him. How are the children

going to be able to speak openly and freely with the mother present? He also does not want to discuss the
child wanting to reside with his father. Why?
In one instance, the older son heard noises, and thinking his brother might be having a another
seizure, he went downstairs to get his mother and walked in on her masturbating while on the phone. The
mother was having phone sex. He became quite upset. This counselor, in fi-ont of the mother, began discussing
this with him and then asked the child, in front of his mother, if he masturbated. He just made a bad

situation even worse. He was tr3dng to justify the mother's actions. I am sure, that if the child had walked
in on his father, he would be recommending the child not be around the father and have his visitation
suspended. The father would be lucky to get supervised visitation. The mother currently has two separate
phone lines in her room and neither one is for a computer. She also keeps her door locked at all times. Is the
mother paranoid? What is she hiding?

Counseling sounds fair, doesn't it? The only problem is that the court should keep track of these
counselors, psychologists and their reports, to see if they are fair and impartial. Why? Most of them are promother, anti-father and believe the children should be with the mother no matter what. There is a one-ina-thousand chance the father will receive a recommendation by a psychologist to be the custodial parent.

Others will recommend to the court that the parties attend stress prevention, or some other course. The
problem with this is, they or their associate is the one charging the parents to take the course, and they are

the ones giving the course and making the money off of the course. Isn't their report self-serving? Another
thing is that psychologists will see the children with the mother, and will not see the children with the
father, as the mother had already explained to the psychologist how the children act around the father.
Why would the mother lie to the psychologist? This is called a fair report. The court system should keep

track of these psychologists and see how their reports recommend the mother, father or both.
The mother filed a support violation petition with the court, saying Jed had not paid his medical
bills for the above counselor and a couple of other bills. Jed paid the bills the day after the petition was filed
with the court. He did not learn about the petition until two weeks later, when he was served. Jed argued

that he had paid the bills in a "timely manner" as required by the parties agreement, that the medical bills
were not reasonable in that the insurance company covered the bills. Jed had someone from the insurance
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company testify in court that the counselor was not to have billed the client for services, and that they had
paid the counselor's bills. Some bills had first been rejected by the insurance company because the counselor

had not used the right codes and did not get prior authorization as required for more visits. Obviously, the
hearing examiner ruled against Jed and ordered that he pay $1,600 for the mother's attorney fees.
Jed argued the following in his objections:

The hearing examiner states that the current orders before the court are dated April 5,
2001 and May 24,2001 and then states that the respondent (Jed) has owed money since those dates
for uncovered medical bills by stating:
"From her proof there can be no question but that the Order has been violated, in
that the respondent waited until after January 1 of this year to reimburse her for his 50%
share of expenses which go back in time to the prior Order."

The above statement is incorrect, according to the Medical Expense Summary Sheet by the
petitioner and submitted to the Court and attached as Exhibit 1. The first medical bill was dated

September 17,2002 and had a monthly total due for September in the amount of $7.50. The alleged

medical bills for the counselor for July and August were not given to the petitioner until December

of 2002 and were paid in less than one month. Petitioner's testimony was that she paid the July
and August bills in December of2002 when she was billed for those dates. (Jed had testimony fi-om
the insurance company that they paid these bills.) Was the counselor double billing?
There is nothing in writing as to what the $250.00 for December 3,2002 was for, until the
hearing at which time the respondent was informed that it was for all of the co-pays dating back to
April 23,2002. As documented by the petitioner's testimony, all bills were paid at the closing on the
house in July, by order of the court. The petitioner received pa3mients of $15.00 for 4/23/02; 4/30/02;
5/14/02; 5/30/02; 6/18/02; 7/2/02; 7/9/02 for the social worker's co-pays. This was ordered by the
court, and the respondent would have presented to the court, a copy of the expenses per the court's
order of August 24,2002 had he known what the expense was for. Furthermore, there was nothing
in the record documenting, until the trial of what this expense was. The petitioner was collecting
twice for the same co-pays for the counselor.

It should also be noted that counselor's statement's last date was November 28, 2002.
Therefore, respondent (Jed) could not have received it until after this date.

There was no testimony before the Court that the bills were not paid in a "timely manner".
The parties' stipulation states on page 20:

"The parties shall promptly notify each other of any medical or related expenses
incurred on behalf of the children, together with proof of the expense and/or payment, and
the parties shall share equally (50%-50%) any non-covered health, dental and related
insurance on behalf of the children while the children are unemancipated. Such non-covered
expenses shall be paid in a timely manner."

The courts have held that there "must be an a lawful order of the court, clearly expressing
an unequivocal mandate, was in effect". What is a "timely manner"? The term "timely manner" is
subjective and everyone is going to have a different opinion as to what a "timely manner" is. This
was not an "unequivocal mandate" such as the payment must be made within 30 days of receipt of
proof of the bill. It was and is the respondent's position that he paid the bills in a "timely manner"
as documented in his Answer dated May 1, 2002. No testimony was given that the bills were not

paid in a "timely manner" and there was no testimony by the petitioner or the respondent as to
what a "timely manner'' is.
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Munz V. Munz. 661 N.Y.S.2d 882 (3rd Dept. 1997)
We affirm. "In order to find that a civil contempt has occurred, it must be determined

that the party charged with contempt had knowledge of and disobeyed a lawful order of the
court which 'expressed an unequivocal mandate'"

That the respondent clearly submitted documentation and testimony that the majority of
the bills were for the children's counseling. Family Court Act § 413((l)(c)(5) states:

The court shall prorate each parent's share of future reasonable health care expenses of the
child not covered by insurance ....
It was Jed's position that the medical bills for the counselor were not reasonable health

care expenses, as the person from the Health Care Provider testified that the counselor was paid
for these times, and that he was not supposed to be charging the client for the services rendered.
Furthermore, as documented in Jed's Answer and Cross Petition, it shows that the bills were not

paid at that time as the explanation of benefits by GHI concerning the payment states:
"Maximum number of approved visits has been reached. Additional sessions must
be preapproved".

It was not for lack of coverage. The counselor did not fill out his paperwork correctly in
order to get reimbursed from the insurance company. According to the insurance carrier, invalid
procedure codes were used by the counselor. It was counselor's negligence in not submitting the
correct paper work and for not submitting a request to extend the counseling sessions that caused
this bill. As such, the bills for the counselor were not reasonable and Jed should not have been held

responsible for them. To this it must be added that Jed is not the patient or the person paying the
counselor's bill. It is the mother, as Jed pays the mother. Jed had no way of getting reimbursed the
counselor as he was not the party paying.

Another argument that the counselor's bills were unreasonable was based upon the testimony
of Jed's mother that the children were with her on the date of one of the "so-called" appointments.
The judge, reviewing the objections, denied Jed's arguments stating they were "without merit" and

upheld the Hearing Examiner's order including the $1,600 for attorney fees. The judge did not address in
her order the issue of "reasonable" health care expenses, or the issue that he paid in a "timely manner". So
what else is new? This is the same judge who does not want to hear about his son wanting to live with him.
Do you think Jed and his son are going to receive a fair trial? The courts should be forced to address each
issue raised, stating each parties' argument and then their decision.

Like many fathers, Jed filed his notice of appeal, but never perfected the appeal within the 9 months
statute of limitations. He always seemed to have something else going on. Is he just another "beaten dead
dad"?

During this time period, Jed's son was arrested with another child for possession of pot. His son
was represented by the mother's attorney. Big mistake. The child according to Jed, was given three years
probation with mandatory counseling according to the mother. The child had been in counseling for more
than three years. The child told the counselors several times he wanted to live with his father. Jed said that

his probation officer was going to recommend that the child stay in counseling. The child told Jed that he
told the counselor's that he wanted to live with him. From what I see, according to the system, any child
who wants to reside with their father needs counseling. Jed said that he believes the other child got off with
no probation. Did the mother's attorney sell him out, in order to keep him with the mother? Was this a
conflict of interest on the part of the attorney in representing the child, whose interests were different than
those of the mother? This whole matter should be investigated and the child should be allowed to tell his
story. He is now sixteen years old. Was this the court's way of destroying another child? Jed contacted one
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of the counselors and was told that his son's counseling was voluntary, and not mandated by the court.

Furthermore, the child did everything he was supposed to, and Jed was told that they were not recommending
more counseling. Of course, the mother had a new counselor for the child, and of course, he is recommending

more counseling. A self-serving interest here? Since then, Jed still does not have custody and the child has
been more trouble and is testing positive for other drugs. This child was very frustrated by the sy.stein. Hi.s
father was telling him that he was going to try to get custody of him and the court refused to evon considtT
it as the court believes the child should be with the mother. Furthermore, the child was left in a hnstili'

environment by the court. Obviously, this is the only way the child knows how to fight back. UnlbrtiuKitt ly.

its the wrong way. In my opinion, this all stems from the court proceedings and the refusal of the court and
the law guardian to listen to the child and what they put this child through.
Jed just informed me that his son is in drug rehab. He his son gets upset when he is told hr h.is to
talk to another counselor. The counselor was wondering why. Jed told him what his son has bi'^n thrmi^h
with the mother and the other counselors who have refused to listen to the child. Jed said that thi* nt w

counselor find it strange that the mother is tr3dng to keep him from obtaining any information about his
son, yet his son seems to relate to Jed and not the mother. The courts are deliberately destroying ihildn ii
in order for the mother to have custody of the child. This has to stop.
Split the children

This is what happened to Spencer whose daughter wrote the essay in class at the beginning ol" thi.s
book.

Spencer was given custody of his two older sons, one of which has serious problems. The mother
was given custody of the two younger children. The children had supervised visitation with each other
Spencer was not allowed to see his two younger children. There was no allegation of abuse of the children
by Spencer. It had been almost two years since Spencer saw his two younger children. The mother claimed
that Spencer tried to alienate the children from her. So the court kept Spencer from the children, thereby
allowing the mother to alienate the children from him. Makes sense, doesn't it? Furthermore, the court was
using the children as a way to force him to sign over the marital residence to the mother. The younger
children want to live with Spencer. The court appointed psychologist refused to meet with Spencer, or with
Spencer and the children. He did nothing to help Spencer see his children. The psychologist met with the
older son. The son wanted to discuss seeing his brother and sister. All the psychologist wanted to discuss
was the mother's adulterous affair. She wanted to justify the affair to the son. What? That's right. She
wanted to justify the affair to the son. This psychologist then recommended 1) that the older son view a
videotape of his mother in a compromising position during her adulterous affair with a neighbor; 2) that
the child return for a session with his mother and sister; 3) and then stated she just wanted the mother and

child to attend counseling session. The child felt, as if he was being set up for an ambush, which he probably
was. What child wants to see his mother in an adulterous affair on tape? Who is the sick one here? I was

told that the children found pictures of the mother in only her underwear in the boyfriend's house. Nice
that they leave the pictures around for the children to find. Spencer found it surprising that a doctor would
suggest such a thing, unless she was attempting to escalate the child's negative feelings towards his mother,
by having the father show him the tape, and then claim that the father should never have shown him the
tape in the first place.

Spencer hired a psychologist who was very respected in that area. He couldn't believe what the
other psychologist had recommended so he sent the following letter to the court, which the court ignored;
I am still perplexed by the fact that Spencer has been kept from the younger children for so
long. I am unaware of any substantial justification for this, even after having sat with Ms. M for
three hours and having reviewed the observations of the individuals who did the supervised visitation.
This is a father who deeply loves his children; his children deeply love him, and he had made
reasonable attempts to keep the family together. I am hard pressed to imagine any sound reason
for Spencer to be kept such a distance from (his daughter) and have been frustrated by Mrs. M's
decision to rescind her permission for me to speak with Dr. K about her professional opinion regarding
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(the daughter's) readiness to reunite with her father. Dr. K does not treat (younger son), and I have
yet to learn any justification for him to be kept from his father.
Notice how the mother controls the psychologists speaking to each other? What is the mother and
the psychologist afraid of? No accountability for the court's psychologist, who seems to be the mother's

psychologist. These psychologists need to be held accountable. They are destroying families with their
actions.

It should also be noted that another psychologist saw the children being supervised, and when the
mother returned to pick up the younger children, the oldest child gave his sister a hug and told her it was
from her daddy. The mother voiced her opposition to this. This psychologist asked the oldest son what was
wrong with her. Obviously, the mother doesn't want the younger children to have a relationship with their
father. According to Spencer, the judge did not want to hear from this psychologist either.
On the other hand, the mother had recently obtained employment at the high school where Spencer's
oldest son was a student. She had approached his teachers during class time. His son feels that she took
this job in order to spy on him. The anguish of the unresolved issues between the child and his mother had

impacted the son's grades negatively, and he had stated on several occasions that he was contemplating
quitting school because she was there. The court did nothing for the child. The court did hold that Spencer,
even though he had custody of his son, could not visit his son at school or meet with school officials, because
he would violate the Order of Protection, as the mother was working there. Would the court keep a mother
from going to school to check on her child's progress with a teacher? No, they wouldn't! Furthermore, they
would probably chastise the father for taking a job where the child attends school.
Spencer further argued in papers that at the present time he was unable to communicate with his

daughter and son. Spencer gave letters to the law guardian from his daughter under the condition that the
letters were for his knowledge only, as he was fearful of their mother's retribution, if she discovered them.
Since the law guardian received the letters given to Spencer by the children, he had not received any new
letters. Did the law guardian inform the mother of the letters? There was no order preventing the children
from writing to their father. These young children do not understand why they are not able to see their
father, and in my opinion, this is emotional child abuse. Spencer is being accused of alienating the children,
while it is the mother who, through her own actions, is alienating the two younger children from him, and

had alienated herself from the older children, as she involved them in her adulterous affair with the neighbor.
The older children knew what she was doing and did not approve of it. The mother is also keeping the older

children from seeing their younger siblings while Spencer had been the one trying to keep the family
together.

Spencer requested that the court interview the children directly in order for the children to express
their feelings, their wants, and needs directly to the court. Obviously, this was denied. Who is the court
protecting? The children or the mother?

To further add insult to injury. Spencer had been in the running for a high paying job with a well
known company. Spencer was informed that they would not hire him because of the wife's attorney, who

drilled them about the employment prospectus of Spencer, and gave them such a hard time. This got back
to the person who highly recommended him for the job. Now, he will not be able to get another
recommendation from this person again. These companies do not want to deal with lawyers like this.
Spencer tried to get a court order stopping the lawyer from contacting possible future employers without
court approval. This was denied. Obviously, the court wants to keep him down in order to force him to agree
to the mother's terms.

Spencer originally obtained an Order of Protection against the mother, and the mother afterwards
obtained one against him. The court refused to renew Spencer's, but did renew the mother's. Discrimination

on the court's part? Spencer waited over a year and a half with the order still against him and with no trial.
This is called "due process" in New York. This court order required Spencer to stay away from the mother
and the younger children by 500 feet. He finally was able to find an apartment, that he could afford, in the
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area which happened to be about a 1,000 feet away. I should mention there was a newspaper article about
the severe housing shortage in the area, and how expensive the housing was. Spencer went to court after
renting the apartment. The judge immediately changed it to 5,000 feet (or almost one mile) away with no
petition being filed, no violation of the previous order, no hearing, no notice. This is a denial of due process.
The judge then sentenced Spencer to jail for six months for failing to pay child support, spousal
support, mortgage on the residence, etc.. Spencer's business had gone bust, because of the change in Federal
Law, and his income for the prior year was about $23,000. Spencer was not given a trial and had been living
with his sons in the rectory of a church. The church even loaned him the money to help him rent the
apartment. Prior to moving into the rectory of the church. Spencer was forced to move 11 times with his two
older sons due to financial duress. Everything, including the money was going to the mother!

Spencer argued in court papers that the order did not comply with DRL § 240, in that the order
deviated fi'om the Child Support Standards Act, as it failed to state the reason or reasons for said deviation

and the correct amount the support should have been. The order also failed to state the reason for going
over the $80,000 cap and did not take into account the two children residing with him. He also argued that
he was compelled to sign over two checks to the mother in the amount totaling $7,500 payable under the
additional living expense portion of our homeowner's policy, and that there was an additional $8,800 available
under the additional living expense of our homeowner's policy. He requested that he be allowed to use this
money for the children and himself for their living expenses. The court is only interested in the mother and
the two younger children. Forget the children living with the father! The court sentenced Spencer to jail
without a trial.

In an attempt to have Spencer released from jail, it was argued that he was not given a trial and
there was no proof he willfully violated the order and that he had the ability to pay (see, e.g.. Matter of
Dickstein v. Dickstein. 99 A.D.2d 929, 473 N.Y.S.2d 53;....).

Spencer was denied his right to present evidence and to call witnesses for his defense as required
by the Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution and .
Silvestris v. Silvestris. App. Div. 265 N.Y.S.2d 173 held that Family Court Act § 433 "requires that

a respondent 'shall be given the opportunity to be heard and to present witness'" and Abbondola v. Abbondola.
40 A.D.2d 976 (2nd Dept. 1972) stated "In our opinion, appellant did not get an adequate hearing and was
not afforded his statutory right of an opportunity to be heard and to present witnesses".

There was no finding that Spencer had willfully reduced his income in order to reduce or avoid his
obligation to pay child support, in order for the Court to impute income to him as required by DRL 240 (1b)((b)(5)(iv).

This is what happens with Pendente Lite orders. The fathers must obey them or go to jail, no trial
required.

The standard of living of the children of the marriage, seems to only apply to the mother and the
two children residing with her. The court ignores the two children and their standard of living that reside
with Spencer. The two children residing with Spencer £u-e living at a far lower standard than are the two
children residing with the mother. It's called poverty. The Court Orders do not address the father's ability
to meet his own needs, yet alone, the needs of the children residing with him.
Fascaldi v. Fascaldi. 186 A.D.2d 532, 588 N.Y.S.2d 354 (2d Dept. 1992):
... when the support payments are so prohibitive as to strip the payor spouse of income and
assets necessary to meet his or her own expenses, relief may be granted in the interest of justice"
(Citations omitted).
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Hirshman v. Hirshman. 156 A.D.2d 644, 549 N.Y.S.2d 142 (2d Dep't. 1989):
In determining the ability of the husband to provide support, the court should consider not

only his income from employment, but his actual reasonable living expenses, as well as his current
debts, and whether such obligations were reasonably incurred (citation omitted). The husband's
need to have money to live on after support payments are made must be taken into account (citation
omitted).

Francis v. Francis. 156 A.D.2d 637, 548 N.Y.S.2d 816 (2d Dep't. 1989);
With respect to the child support determination, we find that the court improvidently
exercised its discretion when it directed the defendant to pay $65.00 per week per child. In the
circumstances at bar, where the combined monthly income earnings of the parties fall short of their
combined monthly expenses by approximately $1,000 , it is not practical see, Domestic Relations
Law § 236lBlI7][an3]) to base the child support determination primarily upon a consideration of
the children's prior standard of living. In reaching its determination, the court should have

given greater weight to the post divorce financial circumstances of the parties see.
Domestic Relations Law § 236[B][7l[a][l]; accord, (Citations omitted).
Planter v. Flanter. 123 A.D.2d 626, 506 N.Y.S.2d 780 (2d 1986):

... The increase in support mandated by the order herein appealed, when considered together
with the father's other support obligations and measured against his net income, exceeds his present
financial capabilities. The father's need to maintain a separate household and have money to live
on after support payments are made must be taken into account. (Citations omitted) An examination

of the Family Court's decision indicates that the court did not properly balance the needs of the
children against the father's current ability to pay.

Having to pay child support, maintenance, and the 1st and 2nd mortgages on the house, deviates
from the CSSA in that housing is part of the basic child support obligation, and is not a proper add-on.
Shields v. Shields. 178 A.D.2d 923, 578 N.Y.S.2d 790 (4th Dept. 1991)

In addition, the court failed to set forth its reasoning in ordering defendant to pay child
support pursuant to Domestic Relations Law § 240(l-b) as well as all marital debts including the

mortgage. Shelter expenses attributable to the children are inherent in the basic child support
obligation (Citations omitted). Thus, upon remittitur, if the court makes an order at variance with

the statutory amount required by Domestic Relations Law § 240(l-b), it must comply with subsections
(f) and (g) by identifying the factors that induced it to vary from the statutory amount and to
articulate its reasons for the amount of child support awarded.

PolvchronoDoulos v. Polvchronopoulos. 226 A.D.2d 354, 640 N.Y.S.2d 256 (2nd Dept. 1996)
In calculating the defendant's child support obligations, the court stated that it deviated
from the statutory guidelines because the defendtmt would be pa3nng the medical expenses of the

children and the carr3dng charges on the marital home. In making its calculations, the court granted
a deduction of $22,600 for "FICA and so forth" in "allowable deductions". However, the mortgage
payments on the marital residence exceed $29,000 per year, and the defendant was ordered to pay
all additional carrying charges on the home, which amounts were unspecified. Since these obligations
represent shelter costs, which are part of the basic child support obligation, they should have reduced
the defendant's child support obligations accordingly.

The court's deductions for FICA and other "allowable deductions" do not explain why the
defendant is being charged more than his statutory share for child support. Thus, it is incumbent
upon the trial court to recalculate the defendant's child support obligation, giving him credit for the
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mortgage costs and carrying charges or to articulate its reasons for the child support ordered (citation
omitted).

The Court did not follow the CSSA guidelines in determining the amount of support which there is

a rebuttable presumption that the statutory guidelines will yield the correct amount of child support.
Goodwin V. Brown. 229 A.D.2d 537, 646 N.Y.S.2d 35 (2nd Dept. 1996)
The Family Court incorrectly confirmed the Hearing Examiner's computation of the father's

child support obligation which deviated from the strict statutory rate set forth in the Child Support
Standards Act [hereinafter CSSAl (see, Family Ct. Act § 413). Application of the CSSA creates a

rebuttable presumption that the statutory guidelines will yield the correct amount of child support
(Citation omitted). That in the court order the judge failed to state an amount that could be paid in

order to purge the contempt as required by law. The court wanted the father in jail.
Nothing was done about the violation of Spencer's rights and he was sentenced to spend his time in
jail.
While Spencer was in jail, his son who suffers from ADHD and depression found himself in trouble
with the law. The court held two hearings and did not notify Spencer of the hearings. The court placed the
son in jail. The son then went to live with the Spencer's sister, but because of a medical condition of the
sister's husband, she was not able to keep the child. The court then gave the child back to the mother. This

was disastrous and only lasted a couple of days. The child then went to live with a fnend that Spencer did
not approve of The child was arrested and was now in jail. The law guardian tried to get Spencer out of jail
based upon the special needs of this child. The court could have cared less. The court also forced Spencer
turn over more than $50,000 in insurance money to the mother, as there was a fire in the marital residence
after he moved out. I would guess that most of this money has gone to her attorney who had admitted that

his bill had now exceeded $50,000. Was this lawyer going to make out better than anyone else? Was the
house going to be repaired? The court is not requiring the mother to use the money on the house. She can
spend the insurance money anyway she wants.

According to Spencer, the last time in court, after having two experts testify about the change in
the law that affected his business and reduced it to nothing, the judge informed Spencer that he would not

be seeing his younger children until he agreed to give the mother what she wanted. Of course, this was off
the record and we know the judge would deny this. Was the court using the children for extortion purposes?

Spencer's daughter ran away from her mother's residence, in order to be with her father. Obviously,
this did not go over well, and Spencer was told by the police to return the child to the mother which he did.
What happened next is absolutely disgusting, if true. According to Spencer, the child was taken to court
and had a meeting with the judge in this case. Spencer stated that the judge told the child that if she
ran away again to her father, her father would go to jail. Are we now having judges threatening
young children who want to live with their fathers? The judge's responsibility is a fair trial and the
best interests of the child, neither of which he is doing, in my opinion.

Spencer finally settled on the house, probably to be able to stay out of jail. Spencer said the court
issued the judgment of divorce and child support was awarded to the mother for the two younger children
and they did not take into account the children residing with him. Spencer was again found in contempt of
court for not pajdng child support and was sentenced to another 6 months in jail. He was now in hiding. He
said that the judge threatened him with sanctions if he asked for appointed counsel again. He was not
working and had no income. Spencer further said the court refused to allow him to prove he didn't have the
funds available to him to pay his illegal child support obligation.
He is attempting to get a stay of the order of commitment. Until then, he is in hiding. I doubt he will

get a stay. They want him in jail going more and more into arrears.
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Due to all of this, Spencer was forced into bankruptcy. He filed a Federal complaint against the
judge. His arguments are as follows;

By signing the April 1, 2003 Commitment Order defendant judge was acting in clear and
complete absence of personal jurisdiction, mandated by New York State Judiciary Law Section 756.
New York State Judiciary Law Section 756 sets forth that an application to punish for civil contempt
must be commenced by notice of motion or by an order to show cause returnable before the court or

judge authorized to punish for the offense or by an order of such court or judge requiring the accused
to show cause why the accused should not be punished for the alleged offense.
Matter of Murrin v Murrin. 93 A.D.2d 858 (2nd Dep't 1983)

Section 756 of the Judiciary Law mandates that an application to punish for civil contempt
be commenced "by notice of motion returnable before the court or judge authorized to punish for the
offense, or by an order of such court or judge requiring the accused to show cause why the
accused should not be punished for the alleged offense." Absent the requisite notice and warning
set forth by that statute, Special Term was without jurisdiction to punish for contempt.
Spencer relied upon such cases as Rankin v. Howard. Matter of Kulko v Superior Court, which hold

that a judge who acts without personal jurisdiction, loses his immunity.

Spencer then argued that the judge signed the April 9, 2002 Commitment Order knowing that his
written Order of Commitment contained no manner in which he could purge himself of the contempt in
violation of New York Judiciary Law Sections 755 and 774 which require a Judge to set forth within the
Commitment Order the specific manner in which one can purge the contempt, (see Matter of Teresi v NY
Comm. On Jud Conduct 2000. see also NY Comm. On Jud Conduct Annual Report 2001)

The judge denied him his requests for counsel. He had retained an attorney who requested a delay
due to the fact that she was previously scheduled to appear in another matter that had been "marked final"

100 miles away in another court. The judge in that matter sent a letter to the judge stating:
"Ms. R is the law guardian assigned to this case, as it was previously marked "final", it was
mandatory for all parties to be present in order to conclude the matter."

It should be mentioned this is the first time in 3 years that Spencer or his attorney had asked for an

adjournment. Spencer's request was denied and his attorney was sanctioned, sua sponte, $500 for not
appearing. Spencer pleaded and begged the judge 26 times for him protect his right to assistance of counsel.
For example. Spencer argued in court:

SPENCER: In fairness to me. Your Honor, I have gone through this and I want my counsel here.
I know I have a right to counsel and I know that's part of my due process rights. I am protected by
the Constitution with that and I just ask you to please—I beg you to let my lawyer be here.
THE COURT: I am going to be entertaining any applications that are returnable today...
Spencer argued in the Federal suit that during this court appearance, the judge threatened him
with incarceration in an attempt to intimidate and coerce him to "sign over" his interest in the marital

home. The judge deprived him of his right to his property and that the transcript was replete with deprivation
of fundamental rights that shock the conscience. The judge also denied Spencer's request to make a phone
call to his attorney prior to signing "the deed over" to transfer his interest in the marital home.

Spencer further argued that during the proceeding, the judge took a prosecutorial stance against

him. The record depicts a mean spirited, bullying judge threatening Spencer with incarceration 4 times.

The judge and attorney knew that Spencer "signing the deed over" was not voluntary and was signed by
Spencer under duress, without counsel, and under the threat of incarceration. The judge and attorney
coerced Spencer into "signing the deed over" by using his right to the companionship with his children, as
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a carrot to coerce him to "sign the deed over". They had been keeping Spencer from his younger children for
almost two years as the judge in May of 2001, terminated his parenting time with his children without
notice and without a hearing. This is due process in New York State.

The judge had a serial temporary order of protection scheme that totally and completely (U'|)rivi'd
Spencer of any contact whatsoever with his two youngest children, thus depriving him of his right to the
companionship, care, custody, and management of his two youngest children from May 3,2001 to May 28,
2003, a period of 755 days. Yet, his daughter was still wanted to see her father and wrote the essay at the
beginning of the book.

Spencer then attached the third and fourth Amended Order(s) of Protection [Serial Teni|M)rary
Orders of Protection]. They read:
Spencer shall have no contact with the above named children until further order nf this
court.

Spencer shall not communicate directly or indirectly, with his children in ANY \\i\y, hy
mail, telephone, e-mail, voice mail or other electronic means, except as specifically provided in this
o r d e r.

Spencer argued that the judge and attorney conspired to sever and to keep severed his parental
relationship and contact with his youngest children, absent a compelling state interest and without notice
and without a trial. Curiously, Spencer had custody of the two oldest children and had never been found to
be an unfit parent.
After signing the deed over to the mother. Spencer now was able to have one hour per week with his
children supervised. The counselor chosen was about to retire and that his retirement would defacto terminate
the one hour a week supervised visits. He now had no parenting time with his children.

During the trial concerning custody of his children, the judge refused to allow Spencer to call any
witnesses on his behalf.

COURT" — I'm essentially denying Spencer's motion to reconsider that previous order of the Court,
which means that with regard to custody, Spencer will be restricted to himself as a witness because
based on the prior decision of the Court..."
The judge also withdrew the subpoena's he signed 10 months earlier for Spencer, thus depriving
Spencer of obtaining documentation for his case. The transcript reads:
COURT: "Are you asking me to withdraw those subpoenas at this time?"
AT TO R N E Y:

Ye s

C O U R T: " D o n e "

Notice, Spencer wasn't even given a chance to be heard.
At the next hearing the judge refused to allow Spencer to call a psychologist on his behalf. The
psychologist sent a letter to the court stating:
"I would first like to express my disappointment at not being able to speak with Judge X
personally on February 5th when I waited more than 2 hours at the courthouse."
The New York State Child Support Standards Act (CSSA) DRL Section 240 1-b., (g), (h), (i) mandates

that child support in a divorce action is a shared responsibility of both parents. There are four [4] children
of this marriage and all four children are entitled to support from both parents.
The judge's Interim and Final Judgment of Divorce Order failed to account for, let alone provide for.
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child support for the two oldest children in Spencer's custody and does not articulate a reason why, as
required by the CSSA. ... The child support portion, of the Final Judgment of Divorce, speaks as if the
parties only have two children from the marriage and that they both live with their mother.
The Final Judgment of Divorce clearly states that the parties have not deviated from the strict
application of the CSSA.

The judge had failed to equally apply the law in this instance regarding the mandates provided by
the New York State Child Support Standards Act DRL 240 1-b., (g), (h), (i). As such, the judge deprived
Spencer and the two oldest children in his custody their right to the proper child support amount.
Gee, I wonder why the judge found Spencer in contempt again? Was it because Spencer had
documented the violation of his constitutional rights by the judge? Will the Federal Court even consider his
petition? In my opinion, they will look the other way because they do not want fathers filing in Federal
Court seeking to protect their constitutional rights.
Spencer said that the court clerk refused to give him a copy of the current order of commitment.
The clerk also refused to give to him a copy of the transcript, even though it was ready and he had paid for
it. The clerk claimed that either he or an attorney must pick it up because this was a matrimonial issue.
They would not accept a power of attorney for someone else to pick up the transcript.
Newspaper article - father charged with contempt
Harry sent a letter to the newspaper and it was published. A little background. Harry did not write
the letter. It was sent to him by a friend, who asked if he would send it to the local paper under his name.
Just prior to this, Harry filed another petition to have supervised visitation with his children as he had not
seen them in over three years because of the mother's actions. Every time he attempted to obtain a court

order to see his children, the mother filed a harassment charge or violation of the order of protection
against him. Harry hadn't done anything to hurt his children or the mother. Based upon this article, the
mother claimed that Harry threatened her and that it was a violation of the order of protection. Do you
think a newspaper would print an article where one person threatens another?

At one point several years before, Harry was depressed about losing his family and the actions of
the mother. One night he handed the mother a gun and told her to shoot him to put him out of his misery.
He never threatened the mother with the gun and never threatened the children with the gun. The children
were not present when he did this. Harry's actions were not right, but does this mean he should never have

a relationship with his children? Mothers do far worse to the children and the court can't wait to give them
back to the mother.

After several years before the same judge, Harry was finally able to get him recused and another
judge appointed. Harry again filed for supervised visitation of his children and the mother objected. In
April, of 2003 the new judge then issued an order which stated in part:
Denial of visitation to a biological parent must be based upon compelling reasons and
substantial evidence that such visitation would be harmful to the child's welfare (see, Sullivan
County Department of Social Services v Richard C.. 260 A.D.2d 680 (3rd Dept. 1999)). It is an
impermissible delegation of the court's authority to determine a child's best interest when it is left

to a therapist to order the structure visitation (see. Miller v. Miller. 270 A.D.2d (3rd Dep't 2000)).
Family Court cannot delegate to a mental health professional it's authority to determine issues of
the best interests of the child (see, Sullivan Countv Department of Social Services v Richard C
supra).

Respondent has failed to adequately challenge the petition, although she asserts the

children's therapist is opposed to any contact, she does not describe the reasons why. She fails to
relate the children's diagnosis, the nature of the therapy, the frequency of the therapy, the children's
progress in the therapy, or reveal the name or qualifications of the therapist. Respondent has failed
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to demonstrate any compelling reasons or offer any substantial evidence that contact between the
petitioner and his children would be harmful. The law guardian likewise fails to offer any evidence
in this regard. In light of the fact that the children have been in therapy for at least four years, and
no visitation has been recommended, the Court is compelled to fully examine the situation.

When the children were six or seven years old, the children's therapist at the County Mental Health
Department stated the children showed no value in seeing their father. Had the mother already alienated
the children from the father? Did this Mental Health Department have a history of finding in the mothers

favor? What was their track record for helping fathers see their children? No one will ever know, because
they will keep it secret. They do not want the public to know how anti-father they are.
During the divorce, Harry's attorney persuaded him to agree to the divorce, but never told him of
the allegations against him. Guess what? They are now being used against him. Like most fathers, he
keeps getting blind sided by the court and his attorneys. According to Harry, what happened here was what
had been happening right along.

The most likely reason Harry did not receive a copy of the complaint for divorce was because he was
probably served with a summons with notice. His attorney would then have to demand a copy of the complaint,
which he may or may not have done. If he did, the complaint would be served upon the attorney and not
H a r r y.

The article was titled by the Register Star on January 31, 2002 - "Reader; Family court blame for
many tragedies" £ind by The Independent on February 1,2002 - "New York Family Court destroys families"
and is printed by permission of the author. Randy Dickinson.
"On New Year's Eve Mr. Christopher Slawson of Booneville, N.Y., took a gun and, with it,
blew his estranged wife's brains out. He then turned the weapon upon himself, and took his own
life. The Associated Press informs us that the incident was the result of an obviously bitter custody
battle over the couple's two children.

Except for local authorities and close family members, it's safe to assume that no one will
ever really know exactly what chain of events occurred that lead, ultimately, to such a tragic end.
For anyone who has found him or herself in similar circumstances, however, one thing is painfully
certain. The New York state legal system and its courts, aided and abetted by an entire industry
dedicated to the dissolution of our families, is, in vary large measure, directly responsible for providing

the accelerant with which otherwise smoldering fires are transformed into raging infernos. Once
swept up into its vortex, there is no turning back, and any hope of peace vanishes altogether ...
forever. Retired New York State Supreme Court Judge Brian Lindsey stated that "There is no
system ever devised by mankind that is guaranteed to rip husband and wife or father,
mother and child apart so bitterly than our present family court system".
Depression and despair, we are told, are anger turned inward. Their most extreme expression
is quite often suicide. Suicide is the turning of that anger against oneself Occasionally, as there
was in the Slawson case, there is "collateral damage". It is then, and only then, that we are given a
glimpse of this dirty little secret.

The suicide rate for men in our society is four times what it is for women ... under normal
circumstances. That number doubles following separation and/or divorce and during any ensuing

child custody fight. For women, the number remains virtually unchanged.
Why??? What would the response of our politicians and public policy makers be, if these
statistics were reversed?

Certain of our elected representatives have, indeed, had the courage to propose the reforms
necessary to untie the Gordian Knot in the state's domestic relations and family law. By and large.
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however, the New York State legislature has chosen to simply ignore the elephant in the room.
Speaker Sheldon Silver, Assembly members Roger Green and Helene Weinstein, and Senator
Stephen Saland are all well aware of these issues, and each has the power to facilitate, in a heart
beat, the changes necessary to address them ... if they were so inclined. Instead they have collectively
and purposefully obstructed each and every attempt to deal effectively with these important family
related matters.

Shame on them! Until they are willing to do so, the blood of Mr. and Mrs. Slawson, as well
as hundreds - perhaps thousands of others throughout the state will remain on their hands."

Based upon this letter, the mother filed a violation of the order of protection against Harry claiming
that he was threatening her in the letter. Where did he threaten her in the letter? He didn't even write the

letter. In Dietze. the court held that the statement "beat the crap out of [complainant] some day or night in
the street" was not a threat, but merely a protected "crude outburst". There is no such statement in this
letter to the editor.

The attorney for Harry relied upon both Dietze and Ho^an above. She argued that the letter was
written by someone else and that the letter or case had nothing to do with the mother or their children. It

was documented that the last time Harry tried to see his children, the mother filed a violation petition
because of a chance meeting at a intersection in a small town where he was able to see his children for all
of thirty seconds before they drove oif. The response went on to state that the Orders of Protection directed

Harry to "refrain fi-om assault, menacing, reckless endangerment, disorderly conduct, intimidation, threats
or any criminal offense" against the mother or children. There was no way he could have known that the
aforesaid listed offenses could conceivably encompass the mere act of signing his name to a letter authored
by a third party making a political statement. In People v. Gunatilaka. 156 Misc.2d 958 (1993) the court
held that:

"When terms of a court order are vague and indefinite as to what actions are required or
prohibited to a party, he or she may not be adjudged in criminal contempt for failing to take the
required action or for taking a prohibited action."

It was argued that Harry could not have violated the order by exercising his right to free speech
and that his visitation should be restored as he had patiently and methodically complied with all the terms

set by the court for reinstatement of visitation and that he had been deprived of his children for the past
three years.

Obviously, Judge Czajka denied his petition to dismiss the violation petition on Freedom of Speech
grounds stating, his argument "is, put simply, meritless" without citing any case law. The judge only recited
past court orders and orders of protection. Judges who do not want to address an issue take the easy route
by stating the argument is "meritless". I have come to believe that when you see that, there is merit to the
argument and it is not what the judge wants.

Harry was not informed whether he was being charged criminally or civilly. Criminally is beyond a

reasonable doubt. Civilly, the court was referring to, is a "reasonable man standard". What reasonable man

would hold that this letter was a threat to his ex-wife, especially since Harry did not write the letter?

Remember, two newspapers did not consider this letter a threat to anyone and, if they did, they certainly
would not have published it.

Harry went to trial over the issue. Judge Czajka persuaded Harry to agree to have the court closed
when he found out the news media was there. According to Harry, his attorney told him that the judge was
going to exclude the news media and that it would be best for him to agree to it, in order to not alienate the

judge when he was trying to see his children for supervised visitation. The judge stated that closing of the
court was to protect the children. Which was a bunch of bull. The court was, in my opinion, covering its own
butt.

From what I was told, the judge, after dismissing everyone from the courtroom, turned on Harry.
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One witness said that while he was on the stand testifying that he had written the letter, he was being

drilled by both the mother's attorney and the judge. Harry's attorney just sat there and basically did nothing.
They were questioning him about his divorce. They wanted to know what proof he had that it was the
court's fault for the murder/suicide. He also said that Harry was on the stand for about six hours being

drilled by both the judge and the mother's attorney. Where was his attorney? The attorney just sat thiTo
and did nothing to protect the client.

During the court proceeding, Harry spoke to the news media. Because of this, and in ordiT tn ccivt r
up what happened in the courtroom. Judge Czajka issued a Decision and Order which stated:
At the request of both parties, given in open Court, freely, voluntarily, with full undt'rstan<lin«,'
of its terms and after full and complete consultation with their respective attorneys, this Cuurt

previously barred the news media and the public from these proceedings § 22 NYCRR 20'). 4.
Now, to effectuate that Order and to protect the interests of the children from bi'in^
to potentially harmful effects of such dissemination, it is hereby
ORDERED that neither party shall disclose or disseminate any information, docuim-nts or
materials of any kind to any third persons, including the news media.
Harry did not request to close the court, he was conned into agreeing to close the court. By ordi'ring
this, the court was able to cover up its illegal actions by claiming it was protecting the children.
From what I have seen and heard, Judge Czajka is anti-father and is out of control. How many

times, out of all of his cases has he awarded custody to a father other than the mother agreeing to the father
having custody? Is he biased against fathers? If he is, he should not be hearing cases of custody.
Harry received a letter from Judge W. Dennis Duggan dated February 7, 2002 which stated:
Someone passed on to me your thoughtful, pained and yes, angry letter to the editor of the
Independent that appeared February 1, 2002. It is anguishing to read such disparaging comments
about a Court to which I have dedicated the last eight years of my life trying to fairly resolve to the
best of my ability over 30,000 petitions.

I don't know anything of the Slawson case, but I do know something of the 30,000 cases I

just mentioned. Sometimes I think we must be talking about two different courts because I don't
recognize the Court you describe.
I would be happy to discuss with you the issues you raised in your letter and I invite you to
come to my Court anytime you wish to observe the proceedings.
I have been in Judge Duggan's court several times and I can honestly say it is actions of judges like
him that are destroying families. In the cases I have been involved in, where he was the judge, he did not
follow the law, in my opinion, in determining support and ordered the fathers to pay more than was required

by law. In my opinion, he illegally imprisoned one of them. This is a judge stating one thing, and then
practicing the opposite. He is doing what Judge Kaye wants him to do, follow her example?
If Judge Duggan's claim is true, then let's have a open hearing that is advertised so that we can
review his decisions and orders, and see. I know of two cases in particular we can discuss publicly, without

mentioning the parties names, as I was in his courtroom and witnessed his actions firsthand. I am sure
there are many fathers who would be willing to come to the meeting and state their experiences with Judge
Duggan.

The mother filed another violation petition against Harry claiming he violated the order of protection

by appearing in a parade. The mother claimed Harry stopped right next to her on his motorcycle and talked
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to people next to her and made eye contact with her and smirked. She further claimed he was wearing a

skull cap in the parade which was false, as he was wearing a baseball cap which was red, white and blue.
She claimed that he was staring at her in the picnic area, and made eye contact with her and the children.
Harry never saw his children there. Harry wore sun glasses all day and had them on in pictures taken of
him that day. She claimed he walked within one foot of her blanket which was right in the middle of the
park. Harry stated he walked around the park to find his friends. The police were plentiful, but she never
complained to any officer that day about him. This is because Harry did not violate any order. All his order
stated was to stay away from her and he did. The order does not state how far he must stay away from her.
How could she claim he was staring at her and making eye contact when he had sun glasses on all day?
The judge in the order to show cause stated:

"Ordered, that pending the return and determination of this application, the following
temporary relief is granted;

1. Neither party or their counsel shall disclose or disseminate any information,
documents or material of any kind to any third persons, including the news media, within the
context of this application and any other related applications as made to this court by the parties
hereinbefore.

According to Harry, he went to court with his father, mother and sister. Judge Czajka tried to close

the court claiming "in the best interests of the children" and because of the long litigation. Harry's parents
made the argument that family court is an open court. The judge did not like the parents standing up to
him so he ordered the father handcuffed because they refused to leave the courtroom. Obviously, Judge
Czajka likes to bully and intimidate people and does not want the public to know how he violates fathers

and their rights. Was Judge Czajka afraid of the news media coming to court and listening to the evidence?
Judge Czajka then postponed the proceeding, but not before ordering an investigation into whether Harry
violated the order to show cause by informing his parents of the false charges against him. Can you imagine
a father cannot discuss his case with his parents? Harry did not hire an attorney until just before court.
Can you imagine being charged with something and not being allowed to discuss it with anyone except your
attorney? And if you don't have an attorney, you cannot discuss it with anyone? This is how the New York

State Judiciary operates! According to Harry, there was nothing said about the mother bringing her friends
to court as they waited outside the courtroom.

Harry said that after the court appearance, he was informed that Social Services was now moving

to have it declared that Harry had abandoned his children as he did not file a petition to see them in the

past six months at Judge Czajka's request. Harry showed me a 1034 Report concerning him. The report in
part stated:

"A petition filed by (the mother) against Harry for violation of the order of protection. Family

Court would also like to know whether Harry has evinced an intent to abandon /permanently
neglect his children."

Was Judge Czajka using social services to permanently take away any right Harry had to see his
children? Harry had done everything the court had required of him, and more, in order to see his children.
Was Judge Czajka going after Harry because he was standing up to him or because his parents refused to

be intimidated by him? Was Judge Czajka telling Social Services what to do? Now we know why Judge
Czajka wants his court closed!

The mother refused to allow the children to be interviewed, claiming it was not in their best interests

and referred the person making the report to the children's therapist. The two girls are 12 and 13 years old.
According to the report, the children's therapist from the County Mental Health stated:
"(The therapist) expresses that the girls are very fragile. (The therapist) stated that Helen

does not talk about her father. However, Cindy will speak of her father in counseling when the
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therapist initiates the subject. When Cindy does discuss her father, she becomes fearful and
uncomfortable. Cindy has told the therapist that their father doesn't even like them.
(The therapist) spoke to the girls about the incident that took place at the Flag Day
ceremonies in Hudson. Cindy stated she did not see her father; however, Helen said she did see him
and "it was bad".

(The therapist) also stated that Cindy was reading the paper for a school project and noticed
her father's picture and the article he signed. According to (the therapist) Cindy was very frightened
and she felt a lot of people were threatened due to the article. The girls have vivid memories of the
incidents that took place in the home when their father lived with them. According to the therapist,
the girls do not want to have any contact with their father."
In the conclusion the report states:
"After review of the files and interviews with all individuals listed above, no new information
has been learned. Without being allowed to interview the children, this writer is rel3ang on the

professional opinion of the therapist and law guardian who described the children as being frightened
and fragile. As (the therapist) stated, the children do not want to have any contact with their
father."

First off, there was no mention of Harry's son in all of this. It was as if his son didn't exist. What

happened at the Flag Day Parade that "it was bad"? Had the mother instilled fear in the children? Harry
never saw his children. I was told that the mother testified at trial that she had the children turn their

backs to Harry when he approached. Obviously, the mother did not want the children to see their father. As
for the article in the paper, Harry's picture was never in the paper. Did the mother show the child the
article? Did the mother talk negatively about the article in front of the child? How about the therapist?

How much parental alienation has been done by the mother and therapist? Are the children picking up on
their negative comments of the father? The children have only been given her side of what has happened
and have been kept from their father for over three (3) years. Of course, the child would believe that her
father doesn't like them. Do you think the children are aware of all the counseling Harry had gone through

trying to see them? The law guardian and the therapist are both helping the mother to alienate the children
f r o m t h e i r f a t h e r.

There should be an open trial for everyone to attend and let the truth come out. Let the mother and
therapist defend themselves. The father has had to do it all along. What has Social Services done to help
reunite the children with the father? Absolutely nothing. Social Services do not help fathers! Fathers are

not considered part of the "family". If this was a mother, they would be bending over backwards for her.
What about Judge Czajka? The report stated that the children wanted nothing to do with their father,
which can now be used against Harry by Judge Czajka in taking away any rights he may have except for
his right to pay child support.
Harry went to trial on the issue of the violation of the order of protection. Harry's motorcycle club is
called Ado and he had been in the Flag Day Parade for the past four years. During the trial the following
w a s t e s t i fi e d t o :

Q. And when you learned from the parade route that Ado would be passing by, why did you
take the two children and step back from the curb?
A. Uhm— so that not to purposely expose my children.
Q. That's your answer?
A. Uh-huh, I mean yes.

Q. What exactly were you concerned about exposing your children to?
A. Just seeing their father, if they didn't want to.
(Convince me this mother has not been alienating the children from the father. She is the

one making the children fearful of their father, and, as such, is unfit to be the custodial parent. I
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was informed that the mother now home school's the children so they have no interaction with

children in a school setting. Are these children current with their grade level? How about social
skills? Is the mother trying to control everything the children think and do? Isn't this abuse?)
The following was stated by the court:

COURT: ... expire until November 5th of 2002, and that order of protection, handwritten in says,
"No contact whatsoever with the children, and mother".

As a result of Harry's violation of that order of protection in March of 2001, a second three year
order of protection was issued, and that second three year order of protection stated specifically, not just in
the first paragraph but in paragraph 9, "Harry shall have no contact whatsoever in any way, direct or
indirect, with mother and children," along with a lot of other requirements.

As the Court will recall, this order of protection, three year order of protection, with the suspended
jail term, was a result of a full hearing in March of 2001, when this Court found Harry to have participated
in behavior very similar to the behavior that petitioner mother had alleged that he did this time. That
instance was involving a car where he stopped at the red light, he waited for the light to turn green, he
stayed at the green light just so, from his own admission March 28 of2002 in proceedings before this Court,
so he could see his children.

For staying at a light tr3ring to see his children he was found in violation of a court order based upon
a chance occurrence. What did he do to the children that was so bad? As far as I know, he did not do
anything to them.

Judge Czajka continued to say how he had tried to reunite Harry with his children. He then sentenced

Harry to jail for 140 days to be served on weekends. Was Judge Czajka delusional? He had done every thing
possible to keep him from his children and had done nothing to reunite Harry with his children. He then
made the following comment:
"I've almost given up on the idea that you wanted to be reunited with your children, but,

regardless, in order for you to be punished for your contemptuous behavior, to deter you from any
similar behavior again, to deter others like you fi*om such similar behavior to the extent that you
have let them know about this — and by saying so, I might add parenthetically, I do not modify the
order directing all parties to refi'ain from communicating anything even remotely related to this
case to others. I do not modify that order and I make it, in fact, part of the three year order of
protection. That no parties and no attorneys shall disclose anything even remotely related to this
matter to non-parties or attorneys that are not related to this, and in particular news organizations

and to any organizations and members of any organizations to which Harry belongs for those
purposes."

How was this deterring others like Harry, when no one can talk about the case? Harry can't even
tell people why he had to go to jail on weekends or what happened during the trial. This was nothing more
than the Star Chamber reinvented. This was a denial of due process and equal protection of the law!! This
is why secret family court proceedings must end.

I was told that Harry had subpoenaed a lieutenant with the Hudson Police Department to testify
about what happened in the park. According to Harry, his attorney told him he did not need to call the
lieutenant as a witness. Why not? The attorney did not talk to any of his witnesses before the trial. Was this
incompetency? Was she doing what the judge told her to do? The lieutenant's testimony would be relevant

as to the day's events at the park as he had firsthand knowledge as he was there. Was his attorney doing
just enough that she was not committing malpractice, but not enough to get the judge mad at her? According

to someone who saw her motion for Judge Czajka to recuse himself, she did not introduce much relevant

material or submit the complaint to the Commission on Judicial Conduct concerning Judge Czajka.
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This is how the communist countries operate. Welcome to the Communist State of New York where

Constitutional rights will not be protected by any of the courts. Was Judge Czajka unfit to be a judge?. But
this is the type of judge the New York State Judiciary wants. One that will deprive litigants of their rights!
Harry filed a complaint with the Judicial Conduct Commission. This, in of itself, was a violation of
the Court Order of Judge Czajka, and could land Harry in jail for violating Judge Czajka's Order. He
argued in the complaint that:

During the proceedings Judge Czajka had repeatedly "postured" that he was interested in
reuniting Harry with his children, while doing just the opposite in court in that he had dismissed
all of Harry's petitions to have any type of contact with his children.
Judge Czajka had callously refused to allow Harry's friends, supporters or family, including
his father and mother who had driven up from Florida to be in the courtroom. Judge Czajka then

acted as prosecutor and inquisitor after he closed the courtroom to all parties and spoke despairingly
of Harry's involvement with a local Fathers' support organization.
After dismissing the previous contempt for signing the letter to the editor, Judge Czajka

then attempted to pressure and terminate any of Harry's remaining parental rights by way of a
referral to the Department of Social Services making an absurd statement and claim that he had
abandoned his children by not filing a new petition within 6 months to see his children. The finding
of DSS was that there was no finding and no need for such action.
Judge Czajka had used his position to keep Harry and his parents away from his children
for almost three years. This is emotional child abuse and he was participating with the mother in
alienating the children from Harry.

Judge Czajka has shown absolutely no regard or sensitivity to a father's plight and, instead,
has decided in his words to make an "example" out of the father who dares discuss his plight with

the news media, the ultimate watch dogs of a supposedly open judicial process and has continued to
allow numerous false and fabricated allegations by his ex-wife in her attempts to "ruin" him legally,
emotionally and financially.

According to Harry, after closing the court in the first violation concerning the letter to the editor.
Judge Czajka became visible infuriated, red in the face, raised his voice and became angry about Harry's
answer to his questions concerning the past case history.
Judge Czajka had applied extreme pressure to all involved to close the courtroom to all

outside scrutiny. \^en Harry's father (who has cardiac problems) refused to leave the courtroom in

the recent proceeding, Judge Czajka attempted to have him arrested and handcuffed. These are
actions of a "rogue judge" using closure of the courtroom together with a gag order to silence Harry's
ability to speak to others about the judge's behavior.
It was told to me that Judge Czajka had also interviewed numerous persons that have

shown any interest in Harry's case including a fi-iend who was going to be doing some work to
publicize the need for Family Court Justice and Reform.
The complaint stated a lot more than I have shown. It depends on what point of view you are
looking from. Why would a judge invite the news media or other people in to discuss a case? Isn't this
unethical? From the New York State Judiciary's point of view. Judge Czajka is doing a wonderful job and

should be commended. I wonder how many complaints have been filed against him with the Judicial Conduct
Commission? From my point of view and that of many fathers, he is unfit to sit on any bench, yet alone a
court bench.

After the complaint was filed, and an article appeared in a local weekly paper, Harry was again
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before Judge Czajka on contempt. Again, the court was summarily closed to the public. Harry's attorney
brought another attorney with her to sit in on the proceeding. According to the transcript, Judge Czajka
was very curt with pointed questions, wanting only yes and no answers. He further attempted to persuade

Harry to withdraw his demand for recusal, so he could hear the matter. It was adjourned again, as the
judge refused to recuse himself and wanted case law. Subsequently, he did recuse himself from that part of
the proceeding dealing with Harry talking to his parents and having them come to court. Another judge
was assigned to the case. I was told that Judge Czajka waited for the judge arrive and then immediately
went into the judge's chambers with the new judge. One can only surmise that he was there to discuss the

case with the new judge. This is totally improper and I wonder if Harry was really going to receive a fair
trial.

Because of Judge Czajka's actions in this matter, Harry had been fearful of filing another petition
to see his children even though one had been somewhat prepared. Some of his arguments, including case
law, were as follows:

5. By Order of this court dated and entered November 5,1999 [Exhibit "A"], the mother

was granted sole legal and residential custody of the aforesaid children. Said order further provides
that there be "no contact whatsoever between Respondent and children until the children's therapist
recommends and this court orders."

6. Thereafter, by Order of Fact-Finding and Disposition dated December 7 1999 and
entered December 20,1999 [Exhibit "B"], this Court further ordered that the father "shall have no

visitation with his children without the prior approval of the Court;" and placed the father "under
the supervision of CCDSS until 11/5/00 upon the terms and conditions as follows, and as set forth in
the Order of Protection [Exhibit "CI made and entered herewith;

"The Respondent shall submit to a mental health evaluation by an agency or individual
approved by CCDSS and successfully participate in and complete any recommended treatment or
counseling by an approved agency or individual;

"The Respondent shall successfully participate and complete anger management counseling
by an individual or agency approved by CCDSS;

"The Respondent shall accept and cooperate with preventive services offered by CCDSS;
"The Respondent shall notify CCDSS immediately of any change of residence;
"The Respondent shall sign all releases necessary to allow CCDSS, the Law Guardian and
the Court to monitor the respondent's compliance with this order. Such releases shall allow for the
use of information at any subsequent proceeding regarding this order;
"The Respondent shall report and meet with the assigned CCDSS caseworker when directed
to do so; and

"The Respondent shall permit CCDSS to visit the Respondent's residence.

Note; Said Order of Protection [Exhibit C] expired on November 5, 2000. A prior Order of
Protection [Exhibit "D"] was entered on consent for a period of three years, from 11/5/99 until 11/5/
02, which contains the same prohibition against contact with the children "until the children's

therapist should recommend and the court orders contact," however, a subsequent Order of Protection
dated April 25, 2001 adds a provision that said recommendation not be unreasonably withheld.
8. Since the entry of the aforesaid orders, there has occurred a change of circumstances
and/or the orders should be modified for cause as follows;
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A. The father has complied with the terms and conditions set forth in the aforesaid
orders.

B. On May 14, 2001, the Respondent signed a Contract of Participation and began

participating in a 26 week Domestic Abuse Intervention Program (DAIP) of CathoHc Charities of
the Counties [Exhibit "F"]. He successfully completed said DAIP and was issued a Letter of
Completion dated November 7, 2001 [Exhibit "G"].
C. The Respondent's attempts to make an appointment with the County Mental Health
Clinic have been thwarted. His phone calls were not returned. At his request, the respondent's
therapist,..., attempted to open the lines of communication with the Clinic [Exhibit "H"l so that the
respondent could comply with this court's order. Her phone calls were not returned either. Thus,
judicial intervention is required in order for the respondent/father to comply with this condition.
He is respectfully requesting that this Court order psychological evaluation of both parties and
their children.

D. Dr. X's attempts to speak with the children's case therapist, LL, CSW, Case Therapist,
the County Department of Human Services, have also been unsuccessful. Ms. R is the children's

therapist. This Court amended the Order of Protection directing no contact with the children until

the children's therapist so recommends, to include a directive that such recommendation shall not
be unreasonably withheld [Exhibit "I"]. It is respectfully contended that not recommending
supervised visitation at this time would be unreasonable considering the respondent's compliance
with this court's terms and conditions and his voluntary continuance of services.
E. From December, 1999 to date, the respondent has voluntarily engaged in anger

management (in addition to the DAIP anger management component) and insight oriented

psychotherapy, and parent effectiveness training with Dr. X. Dr. X's report has been previously sent
to the Court and the Court has refused to open the envelope the report is in.

10. The respondent has been unable to communicate with his children since the entry
of the aforesaid order. He has worked hard to successfully rehabilitate himself and is anxious to re
establish communication and visitation with his children. He is willing to do whatever the court

requires to prove himself worthy of same.
11. Because of the aforesaid change in circumstances, the respondent/father respectfully
requests that the custodial terms of the aforesaid order be modified to grant him telephone
communication privileges and visitation time with his children.
14. The respondent/father has not seen or spoken to his three children since June,
1999. He has no knowledge regarding their health or education. Therefore, he is respectfully
requesting that the court order the petitioner/mother to send him current pictures of the children
and a history of their health and education since June, 1999. Moreover, since the respondent/father
has complied with and fully abided by the terms and conditions set by this Court and all the service
providers, he is respectfully requesting reinstatement of his visitation rights with his children. It
would be in the children's best interests, and in keeping with the goal of the family court system to

reunify the family, to grant visitation at this time.
15. Passage of considerable time (3 years 1 mo. or over One Thousand One Hundred
and Twenty-Five days) from original custody order, children are now older and very much in need
of contact with their biological father. Father having successfully completed a therapeutic program
as documented herein.

16. Improper, unchallenged therapist's opposition to petitioner's "good faith" request to
be allowed therapeutic supervised visitation with his children. Therapist's failure to provide ongoing
evaluation for review and challenge). Therapist's recommendation to oppose visitation by the natural
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father was unreasonably withheld and is not in the children's best interest.
17. Under existing Social Service Law and case law it is the duty of the Child
welfare and Family Court System to attempt to provide a plan to reunite children with
parents under a controlled supervised and therapeutic setting, and that this would be

in the children's best interests. See, Matter of Jessica UU. 174 A.D.2d 98 (3rd Dept. 1992).

18. That there has been no substantial evidence that the visitation of the children with

the respondent would be detrimental to the children. That upon information and belief for the past
three years the petitioner and the children's therapist have conspired to alienate and keep the
children from the respondent. See, Vanderhoff v. Vanderhoff. 615 N.Y.S. 919 (2nd Dept. 1994);
Resnick v. Zgldan, 134 A.D.2d 246, 520 N.Y.S.2d 434 (2nd Dept. 1987); Matter of Cameron C. 283
A.D.2d 946, 723 N.Y.S.2d 796 (4th Dep't 2001).

19. That the Court has delegated to the children's therapist the authority to
determine the best interests of the children as to the structure and whether the petitioner
will ever have any form of visitation with his children which is an abdication of the

court's responsibility. See. Fisk v. Fisk. 274 A.D.2d 691,710 N.Y.S.2d 473 (3rd Dept. 2000) which
states:

. . . while finding that supervised therapeutic visitation is wholly appropriate, we
must agree with petitioner that Family Court improperly delegated its authority to a

counselor to determine the best interests of the children in the structure of supervised
visitation and thereafter (Citations omitted)

20. At this point in time it would be in the best interests of the children to be allowed to

have their father back in their lives on a supervised scheduled visitation basis in order to enhance

the overall welfare and well being of the children. This is supported by a report from (father's
counselor) explaining that it is detrimental to the children's welfare to continue to withheld parental
father contact in a supervised setting.

21. The mother continues a pattern of intentionally alienating and withholding
reasonable paternal supervised access to the children which is not in the Children's best interests
a s d o c u m e n te d h e r e i n .

Do you think Judge Czajka would grant any of Harry's requests? Being served with this would lead

to another violation petition being filed against Harry and probably further incarceration. Do you think
Harry would get a fair hearing before Judge Czajka?

Harry then played a tape which he made about being sentenced to jail at a meeting. Harry, in the
meantime, had filed a Freedom of Information Request with the Appellate division concerning the children's
"so-called" law guardian, to find out how much she had been paid and how much time she had spent talking
to his ex-wife and children. The law guardian, according to Harry, refuses to discuss the matter of his

children with him. She only talks to the mother. She was the mother's second attorney. Also, the mother's
attorney attended the meeting where Harry played the tap he made, and was now filing another violation

of a court order against him for discussing his secret trial and imprisonment with the public. Can Harry
now plan on spending life in prison?

The Judicial Conduct Cover-up Commission sent Harry a letter stating they saw no misconduct on
the part of Judge Czajka.
Harry returned to court and was able to have Judge Czajka removed from his case. The order dated
April, 2003 was issued by the new judge and gave hope to Harry that he would be able to see his children.

The new judge granted Harry his request for a court appointed psychologist to see him and his children for

evaluation. They saw the psychologist separately. The court allowed the parties to read the psychologist's
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report. I was told the court appointed psychologist did a 29 page report and in the report she stated that
the children were beyond help. From what I heard, the blame had been placed squarely on the mother.
The children wanted nothing to do with their father. Harry's son was on the verge of talking to him, but his
older sister talked him out of it. The children despise their father and his family. There was nothing in the
report recommending how Harry's relationship with his children could be repaired.

The $64,000 question is, what is the judge going to do? Do you think the judge will take the children
from the mother? No way! How is the judge going to keep the mother from continuing to poison the children

about their father, even if he orders counseling for Harry and the children? In my opinion, for all intents
and purposes, Judge Czajka, is to blame for this, as he refused to do anything over the years to protect
Harry and his children, which he was required by law to do. Was this official misconduct and should he be
removed from the bench?

From what I have heard from other people, Harry and his attorney were not even ready for trial.
Harry had no idea as to who his witnesses were or even what was happening. This was only one week
before trial. I will bet the mother's attorney was ready to go. Why is it that the father's attorneys rarely

prepare them for trial or go on the offensive?
The court and the mother's attorney were tr3dng to get Harry to agree to their terms. The mother's
attorney was threatening Harry with having to pay for her attorney fees. Where was Harry's attorney? I
was told that Harry tried to argue that the children should be placed back in public school instead of being
home schooled by the mother. This way the children would be able to receive counseling in school. Harry's
attorney told him that the judge would not go along with this recommendation. How does the attorney
know this? Why wasn't the attorney fighting for her client?

One psychologist, who was paid by Harry, read the report and stated that this was the second worse
case he had seen. He then took the position that the children should remain with the mother as it would be

too traumatic for them to be taken from her. This is Bull!! Would this psychologist say the same thing for a
child who had joined a religious cult or had been alienated by a father? It is brainwashing in either case and

it has to stop. Leaving the children with anyone who is alienating them from other family members is not
in their best interest. The children need to be deprogrammed and their relationship with their father

restored without the mother being around. As long as the mother is around, the children will not have a
relationship with their father.
The psychologist, who read the report, stated in his report:
My clinical experience with families who behave similar to the family described in Dr. D's

report has caused me to have significant reservations about plans that are protracted, open-ended,
and that involve lengthy preliminary phases (e.g. letter writing) prior to therapeutic-visitation

contact. The critical principal with families displaying alienation and realistic estrangement is the
notion of direct contact in a safe environment that allows for the child to correct or soften their

black and white, extreme and often distorted perspectives on a parent. Delaying this direct and

regular contact with the avoided parent only increases the risk of further entrenching
any distortions that do exist and runs the risk of worsening the prognosis. Sometimes it
is preferable to actually order in advance the dates for the transitions from therapeutic
visitation, to unsupervised visitation to dampen any forces in the family that would try

to delay the decision on the part of the therapists that the children are "ready" for the
next phase of contact. In addition, there were two very positive prognostic signs mentioned by
Dr. D that should be noted; (1) The fact that the children behaved in feisty and even behaviorally

provocative ways in their father's presence (suggesting that their psychological skin may not be
thin and they may be able to verbally wrestle with their dad in a way that could be useful
therapeutically, (2) the father's reported patient, gentle, and even remorseful/apologetic posture (a

posture that is ideal for therapeutic visitation work).
Harry went to court in August, 2003, for supposedly a five day trial which started on Monday at
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9:00 a.m.. I was told that they reached an agreement by 11:00 a.m.. Harry's attorney told him the judge

would not accept what he wanted. Who was Harry's attorney representing?
To have this settled within two hours, in my opinion, only show that the settlement was already
made between the attorneys. Was this why his attorney was not ready for trial? There were no witnesses
subpoenaed and no preparing Harry for trial. Was it her job to convince Harry to accept the settlement?

According to the Stipulation, they agreed that they would cooperate with the children's therapist to
have Harry included in the children's therapy; that the children would continue with the County Mental
Health Department; that Harry was to meet with the County Mental Health Department once a month in

order to advance Harry's understanding of the children; that upon the recommendation of the county
therapist, the next stage the children may have questions for Harry to answer; that upon the recommendation

of the county therapist Harry may begin written dialogue; that it may take 2 to 3 years with the cooperation
of the children's therapist, the children, father and mother; that Harry was to pay 100% of the counseling
not covered by insurance and he provides the insurance; that Harry could obtain copies of report cards,
results of state tests for children, and copies of all home school filings and reports filed with the school

district; that Harry was to receive medical information concerning the children; that upon the
recommendation and consent of the therapist, that Harry may acknowledge the children's birthdays,

Christmas and other occasions; and that he was entitled to receive pictures of his children periodically
through the therapists, etc..
It was now April, 2004, and Harry was filing to return to court. Why? He still had no contact with
his children and the County Mental Health Department refused to discuss with him when he would be

allowed to see his children. This agreement reached last August was nothing more than a sham to keep
Harry from his children until they reach the age of 16, and the court will not do anjd:hing about them seeing
him.

In the petition, Harry documented that nothing had been done for him to be reunited with his
children and he had not received any pictures of his children. The therapists from the County Mental

Health Department continued to refuse to allow Harry any contact with his children, even the sending of
Christmas or other cards. They further told him that they would not help him obtain pictures of his children.
This is "cooperation" on the part of the County Mental Health Department and the mother to reunite Harry
with his children. In my opinion, there should be open hearing on this matter as to what they have done to
Harry and his children. They need to be held accountable for their actions. Furthermore, the approach used
by the County Mental Health Department is just the opposite of what was recommended by the by the
psychologist in his report above. Remember, County Mental Health Department is there to keep the children
from their fathers.

Harry requested the home schooling records. The school district informed him that they would

have to obtain the mother's permission on what records he received. All records concerning the home schooling

were prepared by the mother who had a self-interest in the report showing the children are doing well with
their home schooling. Harry has demanded that the children be tested for grade level to see if the mother is
actually teaching them.
It was also agreed in the agreement, which was signed by the children's law guardian, that the
children's therapist was to provide to the law guardian a progress report every three month beginning
December 1,2003, and that the law guardian would update the attorneys of record regarding the children's
progress and the status of the implementation of the agreement. Guess what? No progress reports. Harry
was now representing himself again and requested an update from the law guardian and he also had his
prior attorney request the update. The law guardian sent a letter to the court stating;
As the Law Guardian for Harry's children, it is respectfully submitted that if I were to
submit a report regarding the children's progress as Harry had requested, it would breach the
client/attorney privilege.
Wait a minute, the law guardian agreed to this when she signed the agreement on behalf of the
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children. Does this mean she had no intention of abiding by the agreement? This just further demonstrates

what a sham the agreement was. Nobody, but Harry, intended to abide by the agreement. Furthermore,
wouldn't you think that law guardian would be up set with the report documenting the alienation of the
children by the mother? I wonder if this law guardian has ever supported a father having custody? If yes,
what percentage of her cases as a law guardian does she recommend the father having custody?
Harry is hoping that the new judge will again be assigned to the case as he is trying to have tlu'
psychologists who wrote the above reports reassigned to reunite Harry with his children. Harry also raised
the issue that the mother had accused her brother of molesting her. Could this allegation bo bnauM- tin*
brother's wife agreed to supervise the visitation between Harry and his children? The mother |)ri*vinusly
claimed Harry had molested the children. The report was unfounded as there was no proof of tin- riaiin In
the meantime, the mother home schools the children and they no longer play with their friend.*^. .\rr tluchildren now living in the mother's fantasized world where they do not receive any outside stinuilatinii or
learning including, social interaction with other children? What they leam and do is completely cnntrnlU d
by the mother. As Dr. D stated in her report, "....victim-focused culture MOM has created in Hit Imnu- .ind
its contribution to the extreme reaction of the children"

The only winners are the mother, the county therapists and the court system. Harry isn't a -iH atcn
dead dad" yet! It has been over a month since the filing of his petition and there still is no court dati' and no
judge has been assigned. The court system has placed Harry in the land of "limbo".
Court allows mother to alienate child

This is a continuation of James' case before Judge Hall, where his ex-wife was keeping the child

irom James in violation of the Judgment of Divorce and family court order by interfering with James'
custodial time beginning in January 2000. Even while going to court, the mother kept the child from James
even though he told her to comply. Finally in June, James began seeing his daughter for their 50/50 shared
custody, after not seeing her for several months. The court did state that the child had sole discretion to
determine whether either party was making any disparaging remarks about the other. James' petitions for
violation of his custody time were dismissed with no hearing, even though he documented that the mother,
in her e-mails, had stated that she and her boyfriend discuss all court proceeding with the child, which is in
violation of the court order. Judge Hall took no action against the mother even though she had also violated
his orders of visitation and the parties separation agreement and the Judgment of Divorce. Obviously, only
fathers have to comply with his court orders. Mothers are above the law in his courtroom.
This is the same James, who Judge Hall dismissed his petition for support from the mother, because

he did not give her attorney a copy of his financial disclosure. As James perfected his appeal of the parties
agreement, his daughter, in December, said to him that the only reason he wanted joint custody was because
of the support. Obviously, the mother was telling the child about her version of the appeal. He disagreed
with her. The child then told the law guardian that James "had punched her out". Her story then changed
to "he hit her once". Several weeks later, she stated in an e-mail that she knew that James didn't believe he

hit her, but that he did. Now we have gone from 'punching her out" to "hitting her once", to "I know you
don't believe that you hit me, but you did". Story changing?
James has not seen his daughter since. James then filed an Order to Show Cause, and a Violation
Petition with the court, in the middle of December claiming the mother is again interfering with his custody
of his daughter. His court date was set for late January. According to James, the mother admitted in court
that she had changed her and the child's e-mails addresses and had taken other steps to keep him fi*om
communicating with his daughter. According to James, Judge Hall took the position that he gave the child
the discretion to decide whether she was going to see James, or not, and therefore, James was going to have
a hard time proving the mother was interfering with his custody time. At no time did Judge Hall give the
child said discretion, all he gave her was discretion concerning disparaging remarks. The child made no

complaints to her law guardian at any time that James was making disparaging remarks about the mother,
as further required by Judge Hall. James had all of his transcripts and court orders to show the position
taken by Judge Hall to be false and stated so in court. The order to show cause required the mother to
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comply with the previous court orders of shared custody. Judge Hall then gave James a trial date of June,
2003, some 6 months later. He refused to take any action concerning James seeing his daughter, except to
state that the court orders were in effect. Judge Hall further ordered that the James could not file any more
violation petitions with the court, but could send a letter to the court. Was this a denial of due process?
In February, James filed an order to show cause in order to have counseling for himself and his
daughter, as the mother and court were claiming there was a need. James made an appointment with a
very respected psychologist in the area and informed the mother, law guardian, and court of the appointment.
The mother notified James that she believed the psychologist had a conflict of interest and did not want to
participate in the counseling. This was totally false. James attended the session by himself After the
session, James filed a petition with the court to order the child to attend the counseling sessions with him
and attached documentation that clearly demonstrated the mother was deliberately alienating the child
from him. Two weeks later, James received a letter stating that the court, on its own motion, was dismissing
his modification petition, and that the court date of June had been canceled. He immediately called the
court and was informed that his violation petitions were still scheduled to be heard. From what I have seen.
Judge Hall was doing everything he could to help the mother's case and was deliberately sabotaging James'
case. Judge Hall was claiming in court that the court order allowed the child to decide whether or not she

would see her father and therefore the mother could not be guilty of violating the order. There was no such
order. Judge Hall was going to protect the mother at all costs. I believe he will do ever3^hing to keep James
fi-om submitting documentation or testimony concerning the mother's alienation of the child from him.

Obviously, if the child went to counseling, the psychologist just may state that the mother is alienating the

child. Judge Hall cannot afford to have this happen.

If this was the mother, she would have had a court appearance within a week, and counseling
would have been immediately ordered. Judge Hall would have made sure she was seeing her child
immediately, and a trial would have been scheduled within two months, not six. Discrimination by Judge
Hall? From what I have seen, Judge Hall holds fathers representing themselves to a higher standard than
he does attorneys, and protects the mothers. Is he biased against fathers? Furthermore, the documentation

in the support hearing, and in the hearing along with his comments in court, clearly show Judge Hall is
prejudice and had been helping the mother every way he can to defeat James and keep his daughter from
him.

James finally went to trial on the matter. Judge Hall told James that he couldn't call his ex-wife as
a witness, because he did not list her on his witness list, and refused to allow him to amend his witness list.

Wouldn't you think that you could call the other party as a witness? James said he spoke to several attorneys
and they could not believe this, as the court was supposed to be interested in "justice" and "fairness". Next,
Judge Hall announced that he had had ex parte communications with James. How did this happen? James
needed to have his subpoenas signed by Judge Hall, so he sent the subpoenas he prepared to the judge,
along with the reasons why he wanted each person to testify. Judge Hall then called him to court to explain
in person why he wanted each of the witnesses called. Judge Hall then asked questions about the case. The
mother had an instant appeal.

Judge Hall told James he was not to file any more violation petitions with the court. Judge Hall
said he should file a letter with the court concerning anymore violations. This is exactly what James did,
along with e-mails from the mother detailing her interference with his parenting time. According to James,
Judge Hall informed him that the letters may never be admitted into court, as they were in an improper
form. James did what Judge Hall told him to do, and how to do it. Was Judge Hall setting James up?
According to James, during the trial Judge Hall did everything possible to keep James from admitting
the e-mails into evidence. At first, the mother's boyfriend denied having knowledge of the e-mails. Finally,
he admitted that he had read everyone of them and knew everything about them. At this point, James tried
again to have the e-mails admitted only to be told by Judge Hall that his time was up.
According to James, Judge Hall told him "You are incapable of explaining to the court why these emails are relevant". After denying the e-mails from being entered. Judge Hall terminated James' questioning
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of the witness. During the trial, according to James, Judge Hall kept sustaining his questions of the witnesses,
before he could even finish the question, or an objection was raised by the mother's attorney. Judge Hall
also kept interrupting his questioning of the witnesses, telling James, "I don't know what you are asking of
the court or what your are trying to do". The claim of ignorance at its best.
James called the mother's attorney as a witness, and then moved to have her disqualified. His
argument was as follows:
The petitioner relies upon the following:
Coolev V. Brooks. 210, A.D.2d 951, 621 N.Y.S.2d 975 (4th Dept. 1994)

Supreme Court should have granted that part of defendant's motion seeking to disqualify
plaintiffs counsel. The Code of Professional Responsibility DR 5-102(B) (22 NYCRR 1200.21[b])
states that, when an attorney is called as a witness for an adverse party, that attorney and his firm

must be disqualified as counsel if his testimony may be prejudicial to the client (Citations omitted).
3. That the case law that the attorney "must be disqualiHed as counsel of his

testimony may be prejudicial to the client**. The case law does not require the testimony
to be prejudicial only that it may be prejudicial but it does mandate the disqualiHcation
of an attorney.
4. That on May 20,2003 the petitioner sent to Ms. Smith his list of witnesses and why

he was going to call each witness.
5. That on the list was Ms. Smith's name, address, telephone number and reason she

was going to be called as a witness. It stated;
"Ms. Smith will be questioned, upon information and belief as to her involvement in the
Violation filed by the Petitioner. The respondent, in an written e-mail correspondence to the
petitioner, inadvertently implicated her own attorney as advising her to interfere with the
petitioner's custodial access time by stating "On advice fi-om my attorney, I will not be bringing
her, (minor child, Janice) to any custodial transfer meetings until instructed to by Janice."
6. That on Friday, June 6, 2003, Ms. Smith was questioned under oath. That during the
questioning, Ms. Smith knowingly and deliberately perjured her herself. That this Court even asked Ms.
Smith as to whether you are l3dng now or before. Her response was neither.
7 . T h a t M s . S m i t h t e s t i fi e d t h a t :

a. She had received several or better, as she could recall the number exactly, e-mail
correspondence from the parties.

b. Testified that she had responded to e-mails sent to her by the petitioner and that
she had reviewed all of the e-mails sent to her by both parties.
c. Petitioner specifically questioned her about her e-mail address LSmithlaw@att. and
whether this was her e-mail address. Ms. Smith denied that this was her e-mail address. The

petitioner again asked Ms. Smith if she was absolutely certain that this was not her e-mail address.
Again, she denied this was her e-mail address.
d. Petitioner then specifically asked her what her e-mail address was and she cited
attorney / client privilege.
The Court upheld her answer.
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e. This is not attorney client privilege as the e-mail address is on her letterhead. This

is the Court protecting Ms. Smith and shows further bias against the petitioner by this Court.
A copy of her letterhead is attached as Exhibit 2.

f. The petitioner then asked Ms. Smith about the e-mail that she had sent to him. She

testified that she had told the petitioner that she thought it would be a good idea to go to the school
to meet with his daughter. Ms. Smith admitted to the e-mail but denied again that the e-mail
address on the e-mail was hers.

A copy of the e-mail is attached as Exhibit 3 and made part hereof. It states:
"I believe that showing up to school tomorrow to see Janice is a good first step
toward breaking the ice and I would encourage the two of you to perhaps go out to dinner
and talk about what happened on December 8th and how to move forward."

g. That the above e-mail contradicts the position of Ms. Smith's client in that why

would Ms. Smith advise the petitioner to go to the school to meet with his daughter knowing that

the respondent's position (her client) is that the child feels unsafe and uncomfortable with the
petitioner?
This position of Ms. Smith is adverse to her client's defense and as such she should have

been disqualified by the court from representing respondent.
h. That upon information and belief this Court deliberately kept this e-mail from being
entered into evidence in order to protect both Ms. Smith and the respondent.

i. At this point the court asked Ms. Smith if she was lying now or was she lying
before. She stated neither. She then stated her e-mail address as smith@smithlaw.com. That the
smithlaw@att.net was maybe part of her website.

j. The petitioner then went to Ms. Smith's website where her address is given as
s m i t h l a w. h o m e @ a t t . n e t .

A copy of the website page is attached as Exhibit 4 and made part hereof.
k. At this point the petitioner tried to enter the e-mail as an exhibit, only to be denied
by the court and his examination of Ms. Smith was terminated in order to prevent Ms. Smith from

further perjuring herself, thus denying the petitioner an opportunity to expose evidence including

e-mails reviews by her that would prove his case. These e-mails were not subject to attorney client
privilege as the client had waived privilege by sending them and addressing them to the petitioner
with copy to Ms. Smith.

Furthermore, this prevented the petitioner from asking Ms. Smith if she had advised her

client, the respondent, to disobey the court orders. Petitioner believes that attorney client privilege
had been waived as respondent stated what her attorney told her through one of her e-mails. An
answer to this question, was a no win situation for Ms. Smith. Either she was lying or her client

was lying. They can't both be telling the truth. If Ms. Smith told her client to violate the court order

it would be in violation of the Lawyer's Code of Professional Responsibility and she could face
disbarment.

Furthermore, this prevented the petitioner from questioning Ms. Smith on statements before

the Appellate Court and before the hearing examiner, claiming that her client has primary custody
of the child and has had primary custody of the child in contradiction of her answering affidavit
which states that the petitioner's claim that he is being kept from his daughter is because of the
support issue.

1. Petitioner used the smithlaw@att.net to respondent to Ms. Smith's e-mail. That
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this address is a link to her smith.home.att.net web page and that all e-mail is sent from this
s m i t h . h o m e . a t t . n e t t o h e r s m i t h @ s m i t h l a w. c o m .

m. All e-mail addresses are imique in that no other person can have that e-mail addro.ss.
n. That as she admitted to the Court on the record, Ms. Smith admitted to writin;,' tlu'

e-mail (Exhibit 3) thus it could construed that she owns that e-mail addresses, whether ti'nip«»rarv
or permanent. Further, this is supported by the fact she has used her own name and occupation •i.'*
part of the address. No one else could have that address.
0. That as Ms. Smith claimed she did not own the e-mail address of smithia\v(<' att lu t.

yet it is still printed on her website. Perjury?
p. That as Ms. Smith's client sent e-mails to the petitioner concerning cu.sttnlial ai ci >s

and the fact that respondent sent copy of correspondence by "CC at the bottom of the paj^i* to Ms.
Smith at smith@smithlaw.com thus making her a witness to the deliberate violation of tlu- court
orders. These statements by respondent incriminated respondent.
A copy of the e-mails are attached as Exhibit 5 and made part hereof. Pieasf noti'
specific highlighted parts of the offense.

Obviously, Judge Hall was there to protect Ms. Smith as he dismissed James petition and
subsequently stated that he was only joking when he asked her if she is lying now or before. Some joko.
Is James able to sue the attorney for her actions?
Judiciarv Law § 487 Misconduct by attorneys
An attorney or counselor who:
1. Is guilty of any deceit or collusion, or consents to any deceit or collusion, with intent
to deceive the court or any party; or

2. Willfully delays his client's suit with a view to his own gain; or, willfully receives
any money or allowance for or on account of any money which he has not laid out, or becomes
answerable for,

Is guilty of a misdemeanor, and in addition to the punishment prescribed therefor by the
penal law, he forfeits to the party injured treble damages, to be recovered in a civil action.

Try collecting under this, with the corrupt judicial system there to protect the corrupt judges and
attorneys.

James also filed a motion with the court to have Judge Hall recuse himself from the trial, based
upon his extreme bias and undue prejudice against James based upon the following:
1. Use of ex parte communication between Judge Hall and James in violation of
McKinney's Standards and Administrative Policies § 100.3(B)(6) et. seq, and 22 NYCRR § 100.3(B)(6)
et. seq.

This communication was held at the judge's request.

2. Undue prejudice in limiting James' ability to prove his case before and during trial.
3. Judge Hall's extreme bias during past and present proceedings.
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The attorney never submitted any documentation to support her allegations, yet, Judge

Hall consistently took her position. During one hearing, he coaxed the attorney as to what to argue.
Because of her false statements to the court, James was prevented from filing any more violation
petitions, thus depriving himself of adding additional violations of the court orders and from seeking
other relief. Judge Hall claimed that this was done to cut down on paperwork, both his and the
mother's expenses in violation of Judiciary Law article 2 § 19, which says a Judge cannot be interested
in costs.

"A judge shall not, directly or indirectly be interested in the costs of an action,

claim, matter, motion or proceeding, brought before him, or in a court of which he is entitled
to act as a member, except an action, claim, matter or proceeding to which he is a party, or
which he is interested.

Judge Hall took the position, mother's position, knowing it to be false, that the child makes
and controls the decision of visitation. He further made statements that were contradictory to what
was in the court order to benefit the mother and her attorney.
When James requested that the court order that the mother return the child to his custody
pursuant to court order, Judge Hall stated he wouldn't.

When James requested counseling for himself and his daughter, it was denied, even though
Judge Hall previously stated "You can tell your client he's going to be on the wrong side of the
agreement, though...on the wrong side of the eight ball if there's counseling recommended or
counseling desired, and he refuses to agree to a counselor." Yet, he allowed the mother to refuse to

allow the child to go to counseling and denied James' request for counseling.
James documented past bias in previous proceedings, especially the support proceeding,
when his petition for support was dismissed, because James did what he was told.

4. That there was missing dialogue on the tape that was used to prepare transcript.
Documented how there was a 4 minute and 37 second gap of missing dialogue in the tape
which upon information and belief were derogatory comments by Judge Hall directed at James.
After the trial was over, Judge Hall did find the mother in violation of the court orders, based upon
the testimony of the boyfriend and the parties' daughter. He did not find her in willful violation, as James
was unable to submit the e-mails into evidence. Judge Hall then had the mother's attorney draw up the
court order, which was "supposed" to conform to his decision. The mother's attorney conveniently omitted
information that should have been in the order, thereby changing the decision of the court. James complained
and filed his own order, which complied with the court's decision. The attorney then amended her order to
the court, but again, failed to comply. What do you think Judge Hall did? That's right, he signed the attorney's
order even though it did not comply with his decision. James is now appealing again.
Matwiiczuk v. Matwiiczuk. 736 N.Y.S.2d 520 (3rd Dept. 2002)
Initially, we find no merit to plaintiffs argument that since the provisions in the findings of
fact and conclusions of law requiring the payments of upkeep expenses on the Sacandaga Road
property and property taxes on the Birchwood Drive property were omitted from the judgment of
divorce they are not enforceable. "Where there is an inconsistency between a judgment and the
decision upon which it is based, the decision controls Further, such an inconsistency may be
corrected either by way of motion for resettlement or on appeal* (Citations omitted)".

James was now seeing his daughter, and they were getting along quite well with the help of a
psychologist. What puzzled the psychologist was that the daughter was not able to remember any good
times she had with her father. James told the psychologist about the good times they had and the places
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they went. The daughter admits that the events happened, but why can't she remember them as good
times? Was it because the mother had ingrained in her that these were not good times by telling her, for
example, "the only reason your father has anything to do with you is because he wants child support"?
What was also perplexing to the psychologist, was that the daughter refers to the mother's boyfriend's
parents as grandma and grandpa and she refers to the mother's boyfriend as her stepfather even though
they are not married. She told the psychologist that this was easier then trying to explain the mother's livein situation.

The other day, James' daughter told him that she had been cutting her arms. He said her arms

looked as if she had leprosy. There were cuts and scars all over. She had been doing this prior to the trial.
Now James knows why she was wearing a long sleeve blouse to court during the summer. The mother was

only just now getting her help. James also said that his daughter will not do anything with him, unless she
had her mother's permission. Yet, the mother claimed throughout the trial, that it was always the daughter's
decision. James said he wanted to take her to a 9:00 p.m. movie, the mother said no, as this was too late.

She is 15 years old. James took a ride with her to deliver something for his mother up north. After getting
half way there, he had to turn around because his daughter was becoming very nervous because she was

afraid she wouldn't be back by the time her mother told her to return. He also said she became every upset
because he took her to the mother's trailer to drop her off, instead of dropping her off in front of the entrance

to the trailer park. It was pouring rain. James also found out that his 15 year old daughter got engaged last
February. He only found out because the boyfriend had recently dumped her. From what I have determined
from James, the child is petrified of her mother.

James had not seen his daughter for several months. So on a whim, he went to his daughter's email bulletin board that she posts her thoughts on what she was thinking. He discovered that she not only
had been cutting herself, but had slit her wrists. The messages on the board dated back to before the court
hearing, clearly showing she was fabricating her testimony when she testified in court. James also discovered
other disturbing information, including information about her boyfriend. James then contacted the

psychologist, who had been seeing him with his daughter. She told James the child was cr3ang for help and
she needs to get help as soon as possible.

James did not appeal this because by the time the appeal would be heard and determined by the
Appellate Court, the child would be close to 16 years old. The issues would become moot.
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As previously documented, Ms. Carella's foul mouth and threats were caught on tape several times.
During the custody proceeding for her youngest daughter, the court tried to persuade the parties to accept
50/50 physical custody. Ms. Carella refused. She wanted sole custody and Brent to pay child support. Ms.
Carella would not agree on anything, as she believed that the court does not take children from their

mothers. Ms. Carella even had the child in a different school each year. What do you think happened? I
should mention that this is the only time I have ever seen the psychologist that was used, recommend the
father have primary custody of the child.
Excerpt's from the court's ruling:

Respondent further confirmed the daughter's schooling history at four different schools since entering
the Pre-kindergarten ...
(The child was now in the third grade.)
On cross-examination, tape recordings of conversations petitioner recorded of Ms. Carella

on the telephone with him were introduced. The recordings revealed Ms. Carella screaming
profanities at petitioner concerning custodial visitation periods of (child).
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Dr. further reported that:
Ms. Carella responded to the MMPI-11 in a manner which suggests that she made an
extreme attempt to produce a positive impression by not answering honestly. She also made a

systematic attempt to avoid responding to items in a pathological or socially deviant direction.
Such a test-taking approach suggests that the individual may be defensive, denjdng and repressing,
may manifest little or no insight into his or her motivations, and show little awareness of

consequences to other people of his/her behavior. They may also be conventional and socially
conforming, rigid and moralistic, and have poor tolerance for stress and pressure. Despite her
extremely defensive approach, one of [respondent's] clinical scales was significantly elevated.
Individuals who score as she did have a definite tendency toward over activity and unrealistic selfappraisal. Such individuals are energetic and talkative, and they prefer action to thought. They
have a wide range of interests, and are likely to have many projects going at once. However, they do
not utilize energy very wisely and often do not see projects through -to completion. They may be
creative, enterprising and ingenious, but they have little interest in routine, or in details. High
scorers tend to become bored and restless very easily, and their fi'ustration tolerance is quite low.
They have great difficulty in inhibiting expression of impulses, and periodic episodes of irritability,
hostility and aggressive outbursts are not uncommon. An unrealistic and unqualified optimism is
also characteristic of high scorers. They seem to think that nothing is impossible, £ind they have
grandiose aspirations. Also, they have an exaggerated appraisal of their own self worth and selfimportance, and are not able to see their own limitations. High scorers are very outgoing, sociable,
and gregarious. They like to be around other people, and generally create good first impressions.
They impress others as being friendly, pleasant, enthusiastic, poised and self-confident. Their
relationships with other people are usually quite superficial, and as others get to know them better
they become aware of their manipulations, deceptions, and unreliability. It should be noted that
[respondent's] extremely defensive approach to this instrument makes it possible that her true
score on this scale would have been even higher, something which can suggest the possibility of a
manic episode.

Dr. concluded that (the child) "appeared to view her father as more of a nurturing
parent than she did her mother and to be somewhat apprehensive about what sounds like frequent
irritability on the part of her mother." The psychologist also expressed concerns about both parties
based upon their MIVIPI-II profiles which suggested that there was not an honest approach to the
evaluation by either party. Dr. further pointed out that the psychological testing of (father)
indicated that "the scale that indicated that (father) was being untruthful especially elevated". She
further described that respondent's "scattered narrative style, with its leaps fi*om one topic to another,
suggests that she may have some difficulty in maintaining sustained logical reasoning".
Dr. suggested (the child) spend more time with her father by residing with petitioner
during the school week. Dr. — also recommended that petitioner undergo a drug evaluation and
abide by its recommendations.

The question to be resolved in this case is whether custody of the subject child of the parties
should be with her mother or her father. In resolving this question, this Court must make every
effort to determine 'what is for the best interest of the child and what will best promote its welfare
and happiness" [Domestic Relations Law § 70; Eschbach v. Eschbach. 56 N.Y.2d 167. 171].

Here, the parties enjoyed extensive custodial visitation with their child. The weight to be
given this circumstance should be evaluated in context of how it was created. As a child born out of

wedlock, the child initially resided with her mother and has since enjoyed a healthy loving
relationship with her father. The child has spent increasing amount of custodial time with him. At

the time of trial, the father enjoys visitation with the subject child fifty percent of the time. In
addition, there has been no prior order of custody by the courts.

In weighing the various factors of determining what is in the best interests of the subject
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child, this Court must evaluate the testimony, character and sincerity of all the parties involved in
this dispute. After review of the parties testimony and the evidence, it is clear that this Court has
concern with respondent's judgment and ability to control her temper. Indeed, respondent has
exhibited poor judgment in the care of (the child). It is clear from the evidence at trial, that for a
substantial period of time during the summer months of 1997, respondent allowed the subject child
to live in a home with her which was unsanitary and unfit for human habitation. As a result of the
water supply being limited or completely shut off, the subject child's hygiene suffered. Also, as a
result of respondent's urging, the subject child would wait to defecate until she arrived at her
school, which apparently caused the child to suffer from constipation.
During that same period, human feces were present unattended in the toilets of home. In

addition, dogs were left inside the home unattended which resulted in animal feces being deposited
o n t h e fl o o r s o f t h e h o m e .

Of equal concern is the disturbing tape recorded and exhibit evidence of the erratic behavior
of respondent's rages of anger both toward petitioner and her mother. Although, respondent portrayed

herself as a caring and nurturing mother as she testified, evidence contradicting that portrait was
presented during petitioner's case and on cross-examination of respondent. Indeed, respondent's

own mother related disturbing evidence of respondent's irresponsible behavior and opined that the
subject child should be placed with petitioner (father). Further, the tape recordings of respondent
on the phone to petitioner reveals the rage and lack of control respondent exhibits towards petitioner.
Clearly, respondent presents herself as a parent who should undergo a psychological examination
and attend and successfully complete any and all counseling or classes recommended.

When reviewing all of the evidence petitioner presents himself as a loving, stable, and
caring father, capable of providing a stable loving influence for the subject child.
It is clear to this Court that both petitioner and respondent have a deep love for their child.
The record indicates that respondent is not an unfit parent for (child). However, under all of the
circumstances, petitioner presents himself as the more appropriate primary custodian of the subject
child. It is also clear that the child should enjoy visitation with each parent.
When reviewing the totality of the evidence, this Court finds that petitioner (father) offer

(child) the ability to provide his daughter a loving, caring and more stable environment.
Thus, under all the circumstances this Court finds that it is in the best interests of the
subject child, it is
ORDERED that the subject child is placed in the joint legal custody of both petitioner and

respondent with petitioner having primary physical custody. Respondent shall enjoy the rights to
custodial visitation the Monday of each week after the child finishes the school day until school
commences the following morning; Wednesday of each week after the child finishes the school day
until school commences the following morning; and on alternating weekends from the Saturday of
the weekend, ten o'clock a.m. to the following Sunday six o'clock p.m.
It is further ORDERED that Respondent shall also enjoy the rights to custodial visitation
with the subject child from time to time that can mutually agreed upon by the parties.
In addition petitioner is ordered to undergo a drug and or alcohol dependency evaluation
and attend and successfully complete all recommended treatment or counseling.
Respondent is ordered to attend a psychological evaluation arranged by the Saratoga County
Department of Social Services and attend and successfully complete all recommended counseling

an^or classes or workshops.

It is further ordered that an order of protection shall issue directing that neither party
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shall make any disparaging remarks about each other in the presence of the subject child, nor
direct any one else to do on their behalf and that both parties are to follow the orders of this Court
outlined in this decision.
Comments about Order

It should be stated that Brent had a drug and alcohol evaluation done immediately after this order
and it was determined that Brent did not have an alcohol or drug problem and that there was no need for

any counseling. Ms. Carella is the one who made these allegations and the psychologist put it in her report.
Ms. Carella, to this day, continues to make these allegations every time they are in court.
Why did the judge issue a joint order of protection against both parties? There was no showing

Brent did anything to warrant an order of protection against him!! Judges do not like to issue orders of

protection against only the mother. Is it because the courts want orders of protection against fathers in
order to get Federal funds for domestic violence?

If the actions of the parties had been reversed, do you think Brent would have been given joint legal
custody? Based upon what I see, the answer is NO!! Do you think Brent would have received the visitation

that the mother received? NO!!! Brent would have been lucky to have supervised visitation every other
weekend for an hour, especially if he had threatened Ms. Carella as she and her brother threatened him. Do
you think Brent would have received every Monday and Wednesday evenings overnight? Fathers have

enough trouble getting a few hours during the week with their children, yet alone two overnights!! The

courts want the children to spend as much time with the mother and as little time as possible with the
father, unless the father proves that the mother is unfit to be the custodial parent and then the courts still
protect the mother and make sure she receives as much parenting time as possible.
The court order gets better concerning child support as it stated:

At trial Ms. Carella testified that she has worked for many years as a legal secretary earning
approximately thirty-two to thirty-five thousand dollars a year. Ms. Carella quit her job as a

legal secretary to be with her children. She, at the time of trial, is engaged in a computer training
curriculum to become a "Novell Administrator" in the field of computer programming. Once
completed, Ms. Carella opted that she could begin employment with a starting salary of greater
than thirty thousand dollars and could make "fifty thousand dollars or more".

Father, a mechanic, is the owner and operator of an automotive garage. He has an earning
potential of approximately twenty to twenty-five thousand dollars. In 1996, he earned twenty-two
thousand dollars. Numerous record exhibits were introduced concerning father's business which
support father's tax returns.

This Court finds and concludes that Ms. Carella has the earning potential of from thirty to
thirty-five thousand dollars as a legal secretary and of at least thirty thousand dollars as a Novel

Administrator in the field of computer programming. (Father) has the salary of twenty-two thousand
dollars.

Here, using a base earning salary of thirty thousand dollars as Ms. Carella's earning potential
and twenty-two thousand dollars for (the father)'s and applying the Child Support Standards Act

(See, Family Court Act § 413(1)) formula, (the mother )'s obligation of support is $427.27 per month.
This Court however, reduces this support award based upon Ms. Carella's nonemployment.
This Court finds that reducing the non-custodial parents pro rata share based upon the current
lack of financial resources of Ms. Carella is appropriate and would not affect the best interests of
the child (Family Court Act §§ 413 (f)(l,7)).

Thus it is hereby ORDERED Ms. Carella is ordered to pay twenty-five dollars per month to
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Brent as child support.
The foregoing constitutes the order Euid decision of the court.

Can you believe this? Ms. Carella quits her job and her child support is reduced from $427.27

monthly to $25 per month! A father gets laid off and the court refuses to reduce his child support! A fat her

had hip surgery and is determined to be totally disabled and he is not entitled to a reduction in child
support! The court referred to FCA § 413(f)(l,7) which state:

(1) the financial resources of the custodial parent and non-custodial parent, an<l thosr of
the child.

(7) A determination that the gross income or one parent is substantially less thi'n thr ntht-r
parent's gross income.

So based upon this, fathers who have an income less than the mother's should not have to pay chihl
support? What about the case law used against fathers?

It is well settled that where a change in circumstances is occasioned by the party's action or inact i(»n,
the party's application for a downward modification will be denied. Hickland v. Hickland. 39 N.Y. 281, crrl.
den 429 US 941;
Sutphin V Dorev. 233 A.D.2d 698, 650 N.Y.S.2d 55 (3rd Dept. 1996)

"Where the reversal in a spouse's financial condition is brought about by the spouse's own
actions or inactions, the court should not grant a downward modification"

The measure of ability to support is not based upon what an irresponsible parent designs to earn,
but their potential ability to earn in light of their past experience (Porcelain v. Porcelain. 94 Misc. 2d 891).
Obviously, these cases only apply to fathers.

Within months. Brent was back in court with Ms. Carella. She was the one trying to run the show
because she had joint legal custody. After Brent obtained custody of his daughter, he tried to enroll the child
in a different Catholic School. A school that he could afford. The mother had the child in three different

Catholic Schools and one Baptist School all in less than 4 years, yet the mother resided in the same residence.

Why did the mother change the child's school so often? Even with the court order stating that he was the
residential parent, all of the Catholic schools wanted to talk to the mother prior to admitting the child to
their school. Yet, Ms. Carella was able to change the daughter's schools without the schools wanting to see
the father. Brent would find out about the change in schools, after the mother had changed schools. Why
was he treated differently?
In September, 1999, a new judge issued a new Decision of custody and visitation. The decision in
part states:
8. (The child) has difficulty communicating with her mother and fears that her mother
will yell at her if she speaks to her mother openly and honestly.

9. (The child) is anxious and distressed that the issue of her custody is being litigated
again.
10. (The child) needs a consistent schedule. Transfers from her father's home to her
mother's, and vice versa, are the cause of angst to her.
11. The joint custody arrangement is not working, as the mother cannot overcome her
hostility toward the father and make sacrifices for (the child).
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12. The mother is so focused upon her own needs that she lacks the insight to identify
and meet those of (the child).

13. (The child) is entering the third grade in the fall. Her transfer from a private school

to a public one, during second grade, was made by the father without consulting the mother.
14. The mother made no effort or arrangements to pay tuition so that (the child) could

complete the second grade at (name of school).
15. (The child) loves both of her parents, as well as her siblings and grandparents.
16. That both parents are raising (the child) in the Catholic faith, and both attend
separate Catholic churches.
17. The father made arrangements for the child to receive her First Communion in the

Catholic church at his parish, St. — Church, on May 8, 1999. The father had given the mother
approximately one month's notice of that date.
18. That on April 29,1999, the father called the mother and advised her that he would

be one-half hour late in transferring the child to her for her custodial time, as it was necessary for
the child to attend a rehearsal for her First Communion at St. —'s Church. The mother refused to

consent to any delay and threatened to bring the police with her to St. —'s to retrieve the child.

19. On April 30th, the mother called the father, while he was at work, and told him that
she had arranged a First Communion for (the child) on May 11th, 1999 at her parish, St. — Church.
20. On May 11 at approximately 10:20 a.m., the mother arrived at St. —'s and demanded
that (the child) leave with her so that they could go to St. — Church. (The child) stated, in the

presence of both of her parents, that her mother had never told her anything about a Communion
at St. — Church. The mother stated, in the child's presence, and in the presence of the father and
others who were in attendance at the church, that she was going to call the police. The father
requested that the mother not make a scene at the church.
21. That the father invited the mother, the mother's parents, and the mother's children

from a prior marriage, to attend (the child)'s First Communion at St. —'s Church on May 8th, and
they all attended.

22. That the father admitted that he violated this Court's Order by failing to relinquish
(the child) for custodial time with her mother on May 29th through May 31, 1999. The father
admitted that he was angered because the mother had not returned a complete dance costume of
(the child)'s back to the father. Because he didn't get all of the costume, he refused the mother
custodial time.

(Brent was fearful the child would not have her full costume as Ms. Carella would

forget to bring it for the show and blame him. Granted he shouldn't have violated the court
order, but mothers do it all the time with impunity.)
23. The father is self-employed in the auto repair business and had a net income of

approximately $23,600.00 in 1998. He has no health insurance for himself or for (the child).
24. The mother is presently unemployed and has not made a good faith effort to seek

employment, although she has the capability of working full-time and earning between $13 and
$18 per hour.
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THE

LAW

The standard to be applied in all disputes between parents, involving custody, is the best
interests of the child. Matter of Esbach v. Esbach. 56 N.Y. 2d 167; Friederwitzer v. Friederwitzer. 55
N . Y. 2 d 8 9 .

Alteration of an established custody arrangement will be ordered only upon a showing of
sufficient change of circumstances, which reflects a need for an alteration to ensure the continued
best interests of the children. Williams v. Williams. 188 A.D.2d 2d 906, 907.
As a general rule, joint custody is not proper where the parties are antagonistic. Braiman v.
Braiman. 44 N.Y. 2d 584; Bliss v. Ach. 56 N.Y. 2d 995; and Salamone v. Salamone. 83 A.D.2d 778.
There is a presumption in the law that the child's best interests lie in being nurtured and

guided by both his natural parents. Da^hir v. Daghir. 82 A.D.2d 2d 191, aff'd, 56 N.Y. 2d 938.
The Family Court may, when it finds a violation of its Order, impose a monetary fine or jail
sentence, transfer custody, deny child support, deny maintenance, issue an Order of Protection,

place parties on probation, direct the filing of a neglect petition by the Department of Social Services,
or any other reasonable term or condition to gain enforcement of the Order. Jove v. Schecter. 118
Misc. 2d 403.

CONCLUSIONS

In arriving at its conclusions, the Court has considered the testimony of all witnesses, the
evidence received, and the recommendation of the Law Guardian.
Although the Court generally encourages and favors joint custody, same cannot be continued
here as the mother has consistently placed her own interests above those of her daughter.

Consequently, sole custody must be awarded to the father and visitation accorded to the mother
pursuant to the following schedule:

During the school year on alternating weekends - from Saturday at 9:00 a.m. until Sunday
at 6:00 p.m. If there is no school on Monday following the mother's weekend, the mother shall have
visitation until 6:00 p.m. on Monday.
During the summer school recess - the month of July,
During the winter and
On Thanksgiving Day
On Christmas Day, in
On Christmas Eve, in
On Easter Sunday, in

spring recesses - the second half of each such recess.
of even-numbered years - from 9:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.
even years - fi-om 9:00 a,m. until 6:00 p.m.
odd years - fi'om 9:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m.
even years - from 9:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.

Appendix A attached hereto shall be included and made a part of the Order resulting from
this Decision.

Ms. Carella has willfully violated the Order of this Court, which required her to complete a
psychological evaluation. As a result of said willful violation, the Court imposes a 30-day jail sentence,
which said sentence is suspended upon the condition that she complete said evaluation, and that a

report of same is filed with this Court within sixty (60) days fi*om the Order resulting from this
Decision.

The Court concludes that the father willfully violated the Order of this Court by denying
the mother custodial time with (the child) on May 29th, May 30th and May 31st, 1999. As a

consequence thereof, the mother is granted make-up visitation of nine (9) days to be exercised on
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weekends at the choice of the mother, upon 14-days advance written notice to the father, and same
to be exercised within 180 days from the date of this Decision. In the event that they are not, same
shall be deemed waived by the mother.
Comments about Order

I have never seen a father get one day of make up time for time lost because the mother interfered

with the father's parenting time. For three days, Ms. Carella receives nine days? Ms. Carella never had her
weekends because she immediately sent Brent a letter stating that she was exercising her nine days on the
weekends in August when he had the child for the month. This was more than six months later.

Notice how Ms. Carella received a full month during the summer? Does this judge give full months
during the summer to the fathers that come before him? I doubt it. Again, if this was a father doing what

Ms. Carella did, he would be on supervised visitation! Most fathers are lucky to have two weeks vacation

time, yet alone a whole month during the summer. Discrimination by the New York State Judiciary?
For Thanksgiving 2000, Ms. Carella was supposed to have the child. Ms. Carella told Brent to take

the child to a friend's house that morning, claiming she would be there shortly. Brent dropped the child off
at the friend's house, and asked where Ms. Carella was. They told him that she was going to be there in a
little while. The child spent the entire day with these people. Ms. Carella never showed. Ms. Carella called
to wish the child a Happy Thanksgiving. She was in North Carolina with her youngest son who was in the

Marine Corps. Ms. Carella did not want the child spending Thanksgiving with her father. Can you imagine
the child spending Thanksgiving with her mother's "friends", instead of with her family? This clearly shows
how Ms. Carella only thinks of herself!

After this, Ms. Carella decided to take the child to California to visit her older sister during Spring
recess. Ms. Carella did not notify Brent that she was taking the child out of the area, let alone out of state,

to the other side of the country. She had her oldest son pick up the child from Brent and bring her to the
airport. When the child arrived at the airport, she wanted to call her father to let him know she was going
to California. Ms. Carella would not let the child call, and told her she could call from the plane. Guess
what? Ms. Carella would not allow the child to call Brent from the plane. Brent was finally notified after
they had arrived at the sister's residence in California. When the child returned from California, she informed

her father of what happened. She was not at all happy with her mother. She told her father while flying to

California, while seated next to Ms. Carella, there was a terrific smell coming from her mother. Brent

almost died when his daughter told him what it smelled like. The 10 year old child was further upset when
Ms. Carella made her take showers with her. According to the child, while they were taking a shower, Ms.
Carella would shave her bikini line while the child was in the shower with her. The child, who was 10 years

old at the time, told her father that she was uncomfortable with teiking showers with her mother, and had

told her so. It made no difference to Ms. Carella. Prior to this, the child had complained to Brent that Ms.
Carella had a male friend who grabbed the 10 year old by the leg and ran his hand up to her buttocks. The
child did not like this. The child not only informed her father of this, but her psychologist, law guardian,
and at least one of her brothers. The child told the mother she was not comfortable with Ms. Carella's

boyfriend touching her, and did not want to be around this person. Ms. Carella told the child that she was

fabricating the story and continued to allow this man in the house when her daughter was there. Again,
Ms. Carella is only thinking of herself. The child also stated Ms. Carella criticized her family ad nauseam,
and saying bad things about her father and his family. When the child told her mother to stop, Ms. Carella
continued to degrade Brent to the child and to others in the presence of the little girl.
Brent then attempted to obtain a court order to prevent the mother from having the child for the
whole the month of July at the child's request and based upon the above. Brent filed a petition with the
court documenting the above. Nothing was done. Brent was fearful he would be severely punished and the
court would give Ms. Carella custody of the child if he interfered with her summer vacation time with the

child. I will mention, the law guardian failed to take any action on behalf of the child. Why? The law
guardian could have petitioned the court. If the allegations had been against the father, the court would
have immediately issued an order of protection and the child would not have spent the time with the father.
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Double Standard?

In September of 2001, the parties finally made it into court. The law guardian did support Brent at

this proceeding. The judge was informed as to what Ms. Carella had been doing and the fact that she .still
had not completed the psychological evaluations as ordered by the court in 1998 and again in 1999. It
should be mentioned that previously Ms. Carella claimed that no one returned her one call about j^i'tting
the evaluation. The Judge had previously gone out of his way and made an appointment for her whic ii slu'
never attended. The Judge would not let the proceeding continue as he did not have the psychol();;ic:iI.s in
front of him. Ms. Carella and her attorney attempted to make more excuses. The judge gavo Ms. (';in-ll;i
the choice of 30 days in jail or to agree to no contact with the child until she presented the psychnl«i<;it als t«»
the court and the court hears the case. She agreed to no contact with her daughter.

In my opinion, if this had been a father, he would have been in jail for 30 days and had his vlMtat mn
rights suspended. He would not have been given a choice. Furthermore, the court would not havt*

almost 3 years to take the proper steps and the court would not have set up an appointment for a I'atht r
This clearly shows how the courts bend over backwards to help the mothers.
I should mention that Brent had always allowed his daughter to talk to and visit her brothers and
sister. He lets the children take their sister just about an3^ime they want. He also takes the child t<» visit
Ms. Carella's mother and stepfather on a regular basis, and he also takes her to visits Ms. Carella s sisti-r s

children. Brent does not interfere with Ms. Carella's family seeing the child and he encourages the child to
see them. On the other hand, the brothers and sister want nothing to do with their maternal grandmother.
Ms. Carella has completely alienated the children from her, Ms. Carella was doing the same thing again
with her mother and sister with the youngest child. I was also informed that when Ms. Carella's sister had
her twin daughters, she attempted to obtain custody in court of the twins from her own sister before her
sister even left the hospital, claiming her sister was unable to care for the children. The children have been
raised by their own mother for the past 16 years and are doing just fine without any help from Ms. Carella.
Ms. Carella, in February, finally paid for her psychological evaluations and filed to have her old
visitation schedule reinstated as she received a good report from the psychologist. Luckily, for Brent, his
attorney was able to read the report and determined that the psychologist knew nothing about her history.

The law guardian told the judge that the child did not wEint to be left; alone with her mother, the little girl
was fearful of her. The new judge ordered the mother to have supervised visitation for one hour every week
and that the counselor, supervising Ms. Carella and child, was to have complete access to all court orders,
was be able to talk to the child's psychologist. The judge said that there would be a trial on the issues.
Usually, fathers are given only one supervised hour every other week, as this would be an inconvenience for
the mother to take the child to the supervised visitation every week. In some instances, the court will not
even allow a father supervised visitation until the trial is held.
At her first supervised visitation, what did Ms. Carella do? She brought a Bible with her and had

the child read from it. In my opinion, she is now trying to make herself look as if she was a very religious
person! In my opinion, this couldn't be more to the contrary. During the six weeks of supervised visitation,
the person supervising the visitations took notes as to everj^hing that was said, except she did not take
notes when Ms. Carella and the child were having disagreements and when the child attempted to discuss
her issues with her mother. The supervisor told the child, when asked by the child why she wasn't taking
any notes, that the child could tell the judge when she saw him. The supervisor refused to talk to Brent who
had custody, and according to Brent, the supervisor seemed to be on the mother's side from the start.

After the supervised visitation was finished, they were back in court as Ms. Carella wanted the
child for the month of August. Why did Ms. Carella want the child? Brent's attorney raised all of the actions
by Ms. Carella, and the Judge stated she did not have any of these allegations before her. Why didn't she
have Brent's petitions before her? What happened to them? The Judge did order that the child was to be
brought to her for an in-camera interview with only the law guardian present. At this interview, the child
told the judge why she didn't want to spend a time with her mother. The judge wanted to know why the
supervisor of the visitation had none of this in the report. The child then told the judge, what the supervisor
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had told her about her telling the judge. The child told Brent that the judge was mad and complained she
did not have a complete report before her. I'll bet nothing happened to this visitation supervisor. How
biased are her reports to the court? She should have been fired. No accountability! I should mention also,
that the law guardian did support the child's statements as to what was happening.
They then went back to court. As Brent's attorney was not there, nothing was done, even though his
attorney had an associate fill in for her. The child was to continue to see the mother every Sunday
unsupervised. Why? The judge did inform Ms. Carella that she was not too happy with her actions. Brent
and the child were to go to the same psychologist as the mother, with the mother pajnng for their
psychologicals.

Brent then went to court again with his attorney. Again, nothing was done, as the judge was waiting
for the psychological evaluations. After the evaluations, Brent informed me that the judge had ordered Ms.
Carella to again have supervised visitation, with the law guardian picking the person to do the supervised
visits. For the Court to again take away Ms. Carella's visitation rights shows, in my opinion, that she had
serious psychological problems, to put it mildly, as the courts do not take the children from the mothers
except in very extreme situations.

Ms. Carella did end up going to court tr5dng to obtain visitation and custody of her daughter. She
even put her daughter through the traumatic stress of testifying in court. From what Brent said, Ms.

Carella and her attorney were relentless in questioning the daughter and trjdng to trip her up, which they
failed to do. The judge became so irritated with their method of questioning of the child that she stopped
the questioning several times, asking what they did not understand about the child's answer.
Just before the next hearing date, Ms. Carella informed the court that she wanted to relinquish all
of her parental rights to the child. In doing so, she refused to take responsibility for her actions and blamed
Brent for her daughter not wanting to see her. According to Brent, the judge refused to let her give up her
parental rights stating that Brent would have to file a petition with the court to have her parental rights
taken away. After court, Ms. Carella's attorney approached Brent's attorney and requested that he file a
petition to take away her parental rights. He refosed to do so. I believe Ms. Carella was trying to avoid
pajdng child support. Ms. Carella refused to see the child, as it was not on her terms and she had "no

control" over the matter. As the law guardian stated, all she had to do was to go to counseling with the
daughter and have supervised visitation. She probably would end up without supervised visitation after a
year. If this had been a father trying to give up his parental rights, I am sure the court would have been
more than glad to let him do so. Furthermore, the court would make sure he was still paying his child
support.

In my opinion, Ms. Carella has never cared about what happens to her children. It's having "the
control" over the children and keeping them from their fathers is all she ever wanted. And don't forget the
child support. The children were her meal ticket.

According to Brent, since the last proceeding over 2 years ago, Ms. Carella has made no attempt to
see or talk to her daughter. She has not sent the child any birthday or Christmas presents or cards. It is as
if the child does not exist to Ms. Carella.

In my opinion, my children do not understand, and do not want to understand the problems their
mother has. To them she is a good mother. Thank goodness their half sister was saved from her.

My youngest son frequently contacts his younger half sister. My daughter has her half sister visit
with her quite a bit. From what I have been told, she does not tell her mother when her half sister visits her.

On the other hand, my oldest son, since Ms. Carella lost all rights of visitation, rarely contacts his half
sister. He has had contact with his half sister once in the past two years when he saw her at his sister's
house. It seems Ms. Carella has the most control over my older son. How sad it is that my oldest son has no
contact with his younger half sister. Was it because of Ms. Carella's comments about his half sister?
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Both of my sons are getting married this year. My oldest son had his brother and sister ask if his

half sister could come to his wedding. Why didn't he ask? He hasn't even discussed his wedding with half
sister as he hasn't talked to her in over two years. Furthermore, why would she want to attend his wedding
since he doesn't talk to her and her mother is going to be there? On the other hand, my youngest son wanted
to invite his sister's father, Brent, to the wedding. Obviously, this didn't set too well with Ms. Carella. I was

told she gave my son an ultimatum. If Brent goes, she wouldn't attend the wedding. This is emotional
blackmail. At least my son had the courage to discuss this with Brent. This is my son's wedding and he
should be able to invite whoever he wants. Because of the alienation by Ms. Carella, neither of my sons will
have their maternal grandmother to their wedding. Furthermore, Ms. Carella would probably refuse to go
if her mother was invited.

Brent informed me that the Appellate Court was allowing Ms. Carella to continue with her appeal

from the first family court order, giving Brent custody of the child five years ago. She also has a court
appointed counsel, even though she earns over $30,000 per year. Yet, a father who had all of his income
taken is not entitled to one. Why is Ms. Carella entitled to a free attorney, and Bart, in one of the first cases,
wasn't?

I should mention that Ms. Carella constantly interfered with my visitation and I didn't see my
children for 6 years. The court did nothing to help me see my children. Brent told me that Ms. Carella used
to have the children hide in the closet when I came, so that, it would look as if no one was at home. I was
also told by Brent's mother that my children would call her looking for food, as Ms. Carella would leave the

children home alone with no food. Ms. Carella was making over $30,000 per year at the time and had a free
house to live in and was collecting child support.
CHAPTER

13

MY CUSTODY AND SUPPORT PROCEEDINGS

My custody case
In October of 1980, I signed a separation agreement giving the children's mother, Ms, Carella,
custody of the children and that I would have reasonable visitation. What is reasonable visitation? Sounds

good, doesn't it? Little did I know how this would affect me and my children for the next fifteen years. The
New York State Supreme Court granted a divorce in August of 1981. At first, I was able to see my children
whenever I wanted and I had them a good deal of the time. If I said something, or if I wouldn't give her what
she wanted, I would not see my children which is very typical. From 1980 to 1984, Ms. Carella moved the

children to four different residences in four years. She kept getting evicted for nonpayment of rent. Finally,
in 1984, along with my parents, I purchased a house for the children to reside in. This was in order to help
give them a stable environment. After the house was purchased, Ms. Carella interfered even more with my
right to see my children. Furthermore, she basically moved out of the house and left the children to be
raised by an 18 year old live in baby-sitter. As far as I know, the baby-sitter was never paid for her services.
In February of 1985, I went into court seeking custody of my children. Little did I know how corrupt the

system was. Since these proceedings, Ms. Carella lost custody of her youngest child as previously documented.
In my opinion, she was unfit to take care of the youngest child and she was unfit to take care of my children.
Make no mistake about it, except in a very rare situation, mothers do not lose custody in New York State in
court unless they are proven to be totally unfit to be the custodial parent.
During the trial, I had several witnesses testify on my behalf.

Ms. Carella testified that she took the children to all of their activities, and that she did not spend
nights at her boyfi-iend's apartment. The brother of the boyiriend stated she spent about 3 days per week at
the boyfriend's apartment, and also spent weekends there. The brother's girlfriend who also lived in the
apartment testified that Ms. Carella was there six days a week and often spent the nights there. Ms.
Carella would arrive at the apartment each day around 5:00 pm and would leave the next morning about
6:00 am, in order to be home to put her children on the bus. She also testified that the children would call
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her several times in the evening and that they usually called every evening. When asked if she knew the
baby-sitter, she stated that the baby-sitter called more than the children did. This witness testified to the
period of October 1984 to July of 1985.
Another boyfriend testified that she would spend a weekend night with him for a period of about 7

months and would occasionally spend a night during the week with him. His testimony covered a period of
December 1984 to the summer of 1985. Well, can it be concluded that if she wasn't spending the night with
one boyfriend she was spending the night with another? Who was watching the children?
The next witness was a teacher of two of my children and a friend of Ms. Carella. Her testimony

covered the period of 1983 to 1985. This witness was also my daughter's brownie troop leader. She testified
that my three children would walk about half mile with the baby-sitter to her house for the brownie troop
meeting. She testified that the meeting was from 6:30 to 7:30 during the fall. It was dark at that time.

There were no sidewalks on the street. The children walked in the road going to and fi-om the meeting. Ms.
Carella only went to the first meeting to register my daughter and did not volunteer her services for any
activity as other mothers did. When special invitations were sent out for the girls to receive their Brownie
pins making them an official member, Ms. Carella was a "no show". It was the baby-sitter that was there

for the child. Because of Ms. Carella's actions, the teacher requested that my daughter not be placed back
into her brownie group the following year.

The teacher further said that my daughter was behind the other children in her class, as she
"wasn't getting any reinforcement at home. There was nobody working with her at home." I was the one

who took my youngest son to his graduation picnic and participated with him. According to the testimony,
Ms. Carella was there to get a couple of bites to eat and left. The teacher stated that she and Ms. Carella

would leave around 8 - 9:00 in the evening and come home around two, three, four in the morning. She also
testified that Ms. Carella was sleeping in her own bed with her brother's 18 year old stepson for a 4 to 5

month period in June, July, August 1984 and that the children were in the house. Ms. Carella was 28 years
old at the time.

During this time, the children had a two hour bus trip to school each morning, as they had to
change buses to go to their school. It would have been a 10 minute drive by car. The children had to catch
the bus each day at 6:30 in the morning. The two older children were 5 and 7 years old at the time. As I

didn't live in the same county, and couldn't drive them myself, I ended up building a little hut for them at
the end of the driveway, about 250 feet from the house so that they could wait for the bus out of the rain and
cold winds in the winter.

The next witness was my daughter's next Brownie troop leader. She testified that my daughter did

not faithfully come to the meetings and that several different people would bring her to the meetings, even
though Ms. Carella testified she took the child to the meetings. There were several times where there was
no one there to pick up my daughter after the meetings. The Brownie troop leader said she had trouble
contacting Ms. Carella about this. She lived about a mile fi'om the children's residence on the same street.

My daughter attempted to walk home by herself and she said she had to bundled up her children in order
to drive my daughter home after the meetings. She said that my seven year old daughter did not even know
her own phone number. This witness told my daughter that it would be a good idea if she learned her phone
number and my daughter just shrugged and walked away. (Can you imagine how my daughter must have
felt not knowing her own phone number when all of the other children knew theirs?)

The Brownie Troop leader testified that my daughter was not appropriately dressed for hiking in
the woods. She spoke about it to Ms. Carella. The next time the child was dressed the same with hoop
earrings and high heels. Obviously, it went in one ear and out the other. She testified my daughter was
appropriately dressed when I dropped her off to go hiking in the woods. At the end of the troop meetings for
the year, my daughter's name was again sent back to the counsel to be placed in another troop.

My daughter was basically asked not to return to two Brownie troops because of her mother. My
daughter must have felt that no one liked her. Can you imagine a child being thrown out of two Brownie
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troops because of the mother's actions? This is in the best interests of the child?

The last witness was the baby-sitter and the following are parts of her testimony:
Q Did she ever spend the night somewhere else other than her residence?

A She went out with her girlfriends and stayed at her girl friend's house.
Q Isn't it true during the month of October of '84, there were many nights when Ms. Carella did not
come home until early in the morning?
A That's because she went out with her girl friends sometimes.
Q Now you weren't out with her, were you?
A No. I was taking care of the children.
COURT;.... Did you use the numbers that were left with you by Ms. Carella?
A

Ye s .

COURT: On every occasion or nearly every occasion?
A When the kids got hurt or got sick.
COURT: On every occasion?
A When they have a temperature really high.

Q In response to the Court's question, you're saying that you used the numbers that she left with you
every time that she went out?
A

Ye s .

Q And you also mentioned when the kids were hurt. Could you describe in either October or November,
'84, when the kids were hurt ?

A When the child had a real bad ear infection I had to call her about the high fever.
Q A high fever?
A

Ye s .

Q Do you know what month this high fever occurred in?
A No. I'm not sure. The child gets high fevers and I usually call Ms. Carella to let her know
that he's sick.

Q At that number?
A

Ye s .

Q And what time of day was it when you dialed that number?
A Around bedtime for the kids to say good night.
Q Around bedtime for the kids to say good night?
A

Ye a h .

Q These were days the child had a high fever?

A Just generally when she'd go down there with her friends, you know, with people, I'd have them call
their mother to say good night.
Q And how often?
A M a y b e fi v e t i m e s a m o n t h .
Q You realize your under oath, (witness)?
Morsillo: Objection ...
The testimony clearly shows Ms. Carella was not home, and was not home when the children were

sick. This is a lack of parental availability. There was also testimony how in both 1981 and 1982 a day or
two before Christmas, she informed me that she was taking them to her boyfriend's in Virginia for Christmas
and New Years. For years, I was not able to have my children on Christmas. It was documented that on one
occasion in July, going to Virginia, she feel asleep at the wheel and rolled the car over three times with all

three children in it at 5:30 a.m. She was lucky she didn't kill one or all of them. What was she doing out on
the road with three children at 5:30 a.m.? She was falling asleep at the wheel! Judge James could care less!
I learned firsthand over the years, the court could care less about fathers seeing their children. It is
an imposition upon the court to want to see your children.
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Mental Health Report
The Mental Health report, which I obtained from my attorney's notes, ordered by the court, said
Ms. Carella used the children as sources of emotional support for herself about what should be adult issues.
She had seriously over involved these children in the conflict between herself and their father, behavior

which may be intensifying their loyalty conflicts, causing them some anxiety, and subverting their
relationship with their father. She had also tended to use the children as weapons when angry at Mr.
Collins. The children did not indicate a preference as to which parent they wanted to live with.
I remember, when I went to the Probation Department for an interview with the children and Ms.
Carella. The interviews were taped recorded by the interviewer. When I was interviewed with my children,
the children were asked what they did when they visited me. They stated the last time they went to Lake
George swimming, fishing, and took a boat ride, that four of us played kick ball outside, etc. When Ms.
Carella and I were interviewed, she told the interviewer that the children told her that all I did was sleep
on the couch the entire weekend. When I went to contradict this statement, which the interviewer knew

was false, Ms. Carella stated; "Are you calling my children liars?"
When the children and Ms. Carella arrived at the interview, the children would not even acknowledge
that I was there. It was if I was a total stranger. I should mention, that I tried to read the report several
years later when I was before Judge Kramer. He granted my request. Of course, I was told that the report
was destroyed. How convenient, I was never able to read it.
Judge James' Decision 3/25/86 (Custody)

1. "... the Petitioner and the Respondent ceased living together as husband and wife on October 3,
1980, signed a separation agreement by the terms of which among other provisions, awarded custody of the
children of the marriage to the Respondent, Ms. Carella; that said separation agreement further provided
that the Petitioner, Mr. Collins, shall have reasonable visitation rights with the said infant children;..,"
2. "that from the time of the separation in 1980..."
3. "... the relationship between the Mr. Collins and the Ms. Carella insofar as it relates to Mr.

Collins's rights of visitation, was irregular and inconsistent; that Mr. Collins alleged, and the Court is
inclined to believe, that privileges of visitation were withheld on those occasions when Mr. Collins and Ms.
Carella became engaged in disputes over matters relating to finances; ..."

4. "that for a period of approximately 3 years prior to the filing of the petition on 2/14/85, Ms.
Carella included in her household a young adult female, who characterized herself as a Nannie who provided
housekeeping and baby-sitting services during those times when Ms. Carella was absent from the household;
that on a fairly regular basis, Ms. Carella was absent from the household either for the purpose of pursuing
employment, pursuing an education and/or pursuing social activities; that there was no credible evidence
that the children of the marriage were adversely affected by these periods of absence, nor was there evidence
proving that they were inadequately cared for by the live-in "Nannie";"

5. "that the Court finds that Ms. Carella was apparently sexually active during part of 1983, 1984
and 1985; that such activity was neither indiscreet, since it apparently occurred in the privacy of the home
of her paramour and/or out of the presence of the children,..."

6."... that the recommendation of the Saratoga County Probation Department, the Saratoga County
Mental Health Department and the Court appointed law guardian are consistent in that they recommend
custody of the children should remain with the mother;"

7. "that during the course of the Court's interview with the children, the children expressed the
desire to remain in the custody of their mother and to continue to be allowed to visit with their father at

periodic intervals;
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8. "that it was the Court's observation, during the in-camera interview, that the children appeared

healthy, happy and well adjusted, displaying no evidence of mistreatment, maltreatment nor neglect."
THE COURT CONCLUDES

1. "After hearing Mr. Collins' proof, that it could not make a favorable ruling on Mr. Collins' petition,

despite accepting as true all of the evidence offered by Mr. Collins and after resolving in his favor, all
questions of witness' credibility. The Court further finds that Mr. Collins has failed to prove a material

change of circumstances sufficient to warrant a change of custody. The Court notes that in paragraph (5) of
the petition filed 2/14/85, Mr. Collins himself alleges the "Throughout Ms. Carella's custody with the issue

of the marriage she has shown extreme fiinancial irresponsibility as well as lack of proper material
supervision." Presumably whatever conditions existed on 2/14/85, as perceived by Mr. Collins, existed in
1980 when the parties separated."

The petition for custody in item 5 states:
5. That since the entry of said judgment there has been a change in circumstances in that

during October, November and December 1984, January 1985 and for a majority of the many prior months,

the mother was not at home with the children at the residence supplied to her by the father, but instead

resided with her boyfriend, —, at his residence. The children were watched by a live-in baby-sitter, named
—, who, upon information and belief is 23 years of age.
My Petition stated;
That since 1/11- 1/13, 1985 the father has not been allowed to see his children and that

since the execution of the separation agreement, the father has been denied visitation on numerous
occasions. That in May of 1984 the father in concert with his mother and her husband (his stepfather)
purchased a one family three bedroom ranch dwelling which constitutes the mothers present address
for the mother to live in with the three children of the marriage. That since this purchase, the
father has paid all mortgage payments, taxes, heat, electricity and water on said residence even
though, as previously alleged, mother is seldom home with the children, it is father's intent, that, if
granted custody, he would move to said residence to properly care for his children.
That throughout the mother's custody with the issue of the marriage, she has shown extreme
financial irresponsibility as well as a lack of proper maternal supervision as described above.
If you notice, Judge James' decision left out the end of the sentence in the petition which stated "as
described above" thus changing the context of the statement. My petition stated "1/11-1/13,1985 the father
has not been allowed to see his children." This allowed him to keep custody with Ms. Carella.
Fact: Am I now being penalized because my attorney, Arthur N. Spellman, drew it up and
had me sign it? Obviously, as Judge James stated, I could never obtain custody no matter what
proof I submitted to the court.

Judge James stated - Separated in 1980, baby-sitter moves into house in 1982, Ms. Carella sexually
active in 1983,1984 and 1985. Testimony from witnesses concerning my daughter and her Brownie Troop
and other testimony about events all happened 2 years after the separation. And James "presumes" whatever
conditions existed in 1985 existed in 1980. How convenient. The court rulings stated that "the paramount
concern is the best interest of the child". How were the best interests of the children served in this case? He
even admitted she interfered with my parenting time with the children. Ms. Carella was rewarded for her
actions!!! At least her daughter by Brent was saved from her actions!!!!
The morality of the mother is not an issue. The court does not care what the mother does. On the

other hand, it is with a father. I have seen where fathers are not allowed to have their new girlfriends
around the children, yet mothers can have their boyfi^ends reside with them. The court allowing the mother
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to control.

I might add, I filed several violation petitions with the court and attempted again to obtain custody

of my children. The mother was consistently caught lying to the court. Nothing was done over the years to
ensure I saw my children. For 6 years from December of 1987 to June of 1993 I had no contact with my
children. The mother would claim I could call or see the children whenever I wanted. This was total lie. In

court, before Judge Austin, she claimed that her phone number was listed and that I could call. We handed

her the phone book and she could not find her number. I should mention that my youngest son stated to the
judge in £ui in-camera interview that they had an unlisted number. The court believes the mothers, no
matter what proof is submitted documenting they are lying. Fathers get caught in a lie, their whole testimony
is a lie. Mothers are rewarded for Ijang by the court. As stated in the probation report, my petitions to see
my children were frivolous to the court, as they do not want to enforce a father's parenting time.
Judge Ferradino October, 1986 (Custody)
According to Judge James, the children were to call me every Wednesday. I wasn't able to talk to
them on the phone in over 2 months when I filed a violation petition. The court date is now 2 months
later. How would you feel not hearing fi*om your children in 4 months?) The following is part of the
transcript showing that Judge Ferradino was there to protect Ms. Carella:
COURT: So they know if they want to call you and, you know, you shouldn't feel badly if
they don't call you as often as you want them to call because kids being kids probably would
rather call their friends.

(The above statement by Judge Ferradino is insulting and degrading especially after not
hearing from them in four months.)
Mr. Collins: My son, before this started, used to call me almost every day. Last year, after
we started the proceedings and everything, he use to sneak phone calls to me. Used to go down in
the basement and call me when he could. His mother found out about it a couple of times. He
didn't call me any more after that.
Mr. Collins: The only reason why is he is the one that is made to call me and tell me that
they can't come. No support check, I can't have the children. I have it on tape. You know.
Mr. Collins: I asked the Court if I could take the children one at a time, in addition to my
Court Ordered visitation, so I could have individual time with each one.
COURT: I mean you take C today, you can't forget your eight-year old daughter or five
years from now she somehow becomes a juvenile delinquent and no one knows why Now, in
the context of today, I don't think you can do it. To be honest with you. For a lot of reasons. I think
if you called Ms. Carella, she is going to say no.
(Obviously Judge Ferradino isn't going to do anything about me seeing my children. That's why
I was in court. Ms. Carella wouldn't let me spend time with the children, yet alone with each child

individually. Why doesn't Judge Ferradino have Ms. Carella write his decisions? He is going to give her
what she wants anyway. Furthermore, his comment is insulting that my daughter is somehow going to
become a juvenile delinquent if I am able to spend individual time with each child.)
Q. Have you ever had the children call me, especially C, telling me that they can't come because
of no check?

COURT: You don't have to answer that because you have so recently been litigated.

(Her attorney does not even have to object. Judge Ferradino is acting as her co-counsel!)
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Judge James - February to April, 1987 (Custody)

In 1987,1 had filed several petitions with the court about the violation of my parenting time, as I
was again not allowed to have the children on Christmas Day, was not allowed to take them to a Christmas
party the week before Christmas, and I hadn't been allowed to talk to them in two months. Ms. Carella had
filed one petition.
The court never questioned Ms. Carella about my petitions, the court was only interested in her
petition. After I told the court about the above, her attorney stated:

Longo: If he wishes to visit, there is an Order. I don't understand why that is a problem.
Collins: I'm not allowed. That's why I have filed some three or four petitions to see my
children. I refuse to file another one in this court because nothing has been done previously about
it. Now she is filing one for me to take them. She's the one, I have it on tape. I can prove she's the
one that refuses to let me see the children.

As will be documented the courts want to frustrate the fathers so much that they give up wanting
to file petitions with the court to see their children. They don't want fathers in the lives of their children or
petitioning the court to see their children.
See how degrading Judge James is with his comments? If he had said this to a mother the Judicial

Conduct Commission would have done something, but since he said it to a father, they did nothing. The
following is judicial professionalism at its best.
Facts as to what happened in court:
1. Judge James set two different time periods for us to present our evidence.
2. I was only allowed to cross-examine Ms. Carella and testify for the period October 3,
1986 to April 1987.
3. Ms. Carella was allowed to give testimony from 1981 to 1987.

4. Judge James stated: "I will not receive any testimony or documentary evidence relating
to matters before 1986.... October 3rd is a critical date."

5. When I objected to Ms. Carella testifying back to 19811 was told by Judge James: "Well,
that's not a basis for a legal objection, Mr. Collins. You'll have a chance to re-examine
M r s . C a r e l l a w h e n M r. M o r s i l l o i s fi n i s h e d . "

6. When I tried to cross Ms. Carella on a statement she made to the court, Morsillo objected
and James sustained it. Judge James stated "I'm sure that was intended as a
general statement.'*

(Now Judge James is an interpreter for the witness in order that she is not caught in
another lie.)

7. When I tried to cross examine Ms. Carella on her testimony I was told by Judge James:
" O c t o b e r t o n o w. "

8. When I objected to questions being asked of me on facts or events before October 1986,1
was told by Judge James: "Be quiet."

9. When I again objected: "Your, Honor, I object on the grounds that this has already been
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gone into before Judge Wamer and it's before October 3rd, 1986."
Judge James replied: "Overruled, answer the question."
10. Then Judge James proceeded to cross examine me on matters before October 3rd, 1986.
11. Judge James asked questions of me and then turned to opposing counsel and stated,
'^That's your answer, Mr. Morsillo. Do you have another question? It's like
shooting a shot gun to kill a mosquito.**
12. Judge James: "Anything else you want the Court to hear before I allow Mr.
Morsillo a crack at you?"
Judge James stated in court:
"... Insofar as the children are concerned and where Mr. Hollow is concerned, I believe there
are only two issues there that I consider worthy of the court's attention.; that is Ms. Carella's
request that the children visit as a family and not one at a time and whether or not there should be

an exchange of phone numbers. All the rest I consider frivolous. I don't want to spend the court's
time with that."

When I tried to give my side of the visitation issue, I was told by Judge James "...information I
don't want to hear about**.

Mr. Collins: I get phone calls from back then and before my son crying on the phone that
they can't come because their mother won't let them and stuff like that. I have that. Nobody wants
to hear it.

Mr. Collins: I have filed three petitions with this court to see my children.
Judge James: We can deny visitation altogether.

This is a typical response by the judges, when a mother interferes with the father's parenting time.
Deny visitation, or reduce it, in order to punish the father for wanting his parenting time enforced. If you
punish the father enough, he will not want to go to court to try to see his children. The mothers are consistently
rewarded for violating court orders of parenting time.

Judge James after refusing to hear my petitions for denial of my parenting time stated in his order:
"3. that the expenses incurred by Ms. Carella, particularly as they relate to baby-sitting
expenses are unnecessarily inflated by Mr. Collins' consistent failure to exercise the visitation to
which he is entitled through court order."

I went to court to see my children, and have a relationship with them. Then I am the one blamed by
the court. The court refused to hear any testimony, except for what the mother had to say. Welcome to the
c o m m u n i s t S t a t e o f N e w Yo r k !

Judge James - June 1987

Ms. Carella was allowed to present a page and a half of statements and allegations against me in
court. However, I was not allowed to be heard. Judge James took her position without allowing me to
respond to what she stated. This is due process? He heard all of her lies when he gave her custody of the
children.

Court: Wait a minute, Ms. Carella, let me say I am not going to force Mr. Collins to exercise visitation.
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I'm willing to terminate visitation or put a provision in there where Ms. Carella must be notified at some
reasonable time in advance of the scheduled visitation so she can make arrangements that he is either
coming or not coming. For her to sit and wait and wonder is not fair or not —
M r . C o l l i n s : Yo u r H o n o r —

Court: I don't want to hear from you, Mr. Collins. It's not fair or reasonable.
(It's not fair or reasonable for a father to be heard in his court!! - His words, not mine! Hias
on his part?)

Attorney: Your Honor, my client informs me that he denies much of these allcjzatinn.s Hf
was denied access to the children on at least one occasion.

Court: Well, you have got a wonderful experience coming, Mr. Basile, that is iMrnmm^
intimately acquainted with Mr. Collins and Ms. Carella. They can't agree on the tinu' oC »l.i> «ir
what the weather is that's in the sky. So the fact that he denies what she says, she donifs what hisays doesn't surprise me one bit. But it is absolutely unfair and unreasonable to have a sclu'thiU* of
visitation set up and to ignore it.

(Notice - taking Ms. Carella's side again without me being able to respond. All I am
trying to do is see my children.)

Court: Maybe it's become obvious you have to start deciding that your going to have to go
through life providing for those children with no help from their father.
Ms. Carella: I understand that.

Court: To continue to assume that I or anyone else can force him to assume parental
responsibilities may be unrealistic at this time and your not much further ahead.
Mr. Collins: Your Honor, can I say something?
Court: Only through your attorney.

Attorney: Your Honor, I think what Mr. Collins wants to say is that all these allegations are

unsubstantiated as there has been no hearing on —
Court: I recognize that.

Mr. Collins: I have tape recordings of her denying visitation. All this —
The above is called a fair hearing in New York State!!? They only hear the mother's side! Furthermore,
Judge James' comments are insulting and degrading and clearly shows he is biased against fathers and is
unfit to be a judge.
The Person in Need of Supervision 1995 to 1997

In October 1995, my son's school filed a Person in Need of Supervision (PINS) petition against him.
He was not attending school and was flunking all of his subjects. I was not notified of the first court date,
even though the judge ordered that I be notified. I appeared, and attempted to obtain custody of him. The
judge disqualified himself as he had represented most of Ms. Carella's family from her parents, to

grandparents, her aunts and uncles and even her sister. My son was declared a PINS and was supposed to
go to Probation and school. What a joke. This is when the psychological that was previously addressed was

done concerning my son, and the mother not getting along with each other. I am now addressing what
happened in court.
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My son had failed most of his subjects, and was either tardy, or did not attend school. Altogether, He
was tardy some 70 days and did not attend another 70 days of school. This was while Ms. Carella and the
Saratoga County Probation Department were "supposed" to be helping my son. I was not allowed to have
visitation. In court, on July 17, 1996, all Judge Kramer was interested in was my support obligation, and

my "so-called" arrears. I was put into arrears because I was ordered to pay more than I was making. He
could have cared less what was happening to my son. The court is "supposed" to act in the best interests of
the child.

THE COURT: Well, I am not unhappy with him. I don't think Mr. Collins is a bad guy. I

have read the investigation. He has a suitable home. That isn't the point. I am not mad at Mr.
Collins for that purpose. I am saying again you have got to straighten out this support issue because
you can't come in here and have it both ways. He is not paying what is required by the Court order,
that's all I am saying.
Mr. Collins: Now my son is being penalized because of my actions.
Mr. —: That he has no control over, he doesn't have the money to pay it.
Mr. Collins: Right. My son is being penalized. My son has problems. If he flunks out of
school, I'm sure everybody in this courtroom will be real happy with my son because nothing has

been done to help my son. Nothing has been done to help him for five years. I raised the issue of
counseling five years ago before Judge Austin. Nothing was done then, nothing is being done today.
On February 7,1997, we were back into court for my son on my petition to keep my son on a PINS,
and going to school until age 18. Ms. Carella's attorney argued the court didn't have the authority to do so.
Notice, Ms. Carella did not want to keep him in school and had her attorney argue the court couldn't keep
him in school! I am sure she would have been just as happy if he had flunked out. I held the court did have
jurisdiction because my son was already on a PINS petition. I was also trying to obtain custody of my son so
I could keep him in school.
In the Matter of Lvman M. A Person Alleged to be a Juvenile Delinquent. 149 Misc.2d 91, 560
N.Y.S.2d 948 (Fam Ct. 1990):

[11 Whether or not the court may order the respondent to attend school at the age of 17 presents
a question more difficult than would at first appear.
Under the Education Law, a person is required to attend school only until attainment of the

age of 16. Education Law § 3205. A 16-year-old who is not adjudicated a juvenile delinquent or a
person in need of supervision can freely choose, without legal consequence, whether or not to drop
out of school to engage in employment, start a business, or engage in some other activity without
attending school. Constitutional and statutory limitations of authority of the family court

notwithstanding, the petitioner argues that the court may deprive an adjudicated juvenile delinquent
of the choice whether or not to continue attending school upon the attainment of the age of 16
years.

In cases involving persons in need of supervision, it has clearly been held that

family court may direct a respondent to attend school until attainment of the age of 18
years. Matter of Wendv C.. 133 A.D.2d 904, 520 N.Y.S.2d 277. The case has recently been followed
in Matter of Parrv v. DiStefano. 146 Misc.2d 513, 550 N.Y.S.2d 989.
Judge Kramer immediately informed me, he wasn't going to allow me to have my son because of the
alleged support I owed. Support was not an issue before the court! The only issue before the court was the
custody of my son. Did Judge Kramer eat his own words in court in June of 1997 - four months later?
Kramer: That being said, I don't think the issue to uproot your son to take him to a different
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place in the next year or so that you will turn the world around, nor do I think you have laid a legal
foundation for that, nor do I think that is the answer based on what I have said.
And the circumstances with respect to the support, you may say it has no bearing but in my
mind it is an equitable issue. It is a question of you coming in with clean hands; and I am glad to
hear you are paying the support now, at least paying currently, if that is the case.

This $40,000 of arrears is a major factor in my mind. When you come in when the boy is 17,
you want to change custody and you owe $40,000 in support, well, maybe the lack of your paying of
support has contributed to the boy's problem.

Mr. Collins: Maybe the lack of —having it used in this court as an extortion from my family
as a matter—and the fact I was deprived of seeing him for eight years because of this court refused
to enforce my visitation orders even when I was paying the support and I was current with it.

FACT: Obviously all the documentation concerning Ms. Carella was not relevant. The reason my
son was flunking was my fault? Because I owed child support? See what Judge Kramer had to say in four
months, after I have had my son for less than three months.
Ms. Carella's attorney further stated that my son was now enrolled in a private school, and as such,
was going to school and there was no need to continue the PINS on my son. I documented that he was not

attending school and was flunking all of his subjects when the petition was filed. Putting him in a private
school was just to keep me from helping and having custody of my son. Judge Kramer refused to do ani^hing
to help my son.
After this court date, Ms. Carella called and asked if I wanted to take my son two nights a week and
on every other weekend. I said yes and did. I would pick him up after school two days a week and take him
to school the next morning plus every other weekend.
After this appearance, my son was expelled from the private school. I should say he never should

have been there in the first place, as this school was not appropriate for my son and I certainly didn't
believe in what they were teaching him. My son thought what they were teaching was a joke. I will admit
my son was absolutely right.
After he was expelled, I returned to his old school and was able to re-enroll him, but he could not
receive any credits, as the school Ms. Carella sent him to, did not teach the right subjects for him to earn

any credit. He just lost another six months of schooling, thanks to Ms. Carella and the Judge Kramer. I was
able to enroll him into summer school.

In June of 1997 we appeared again before Judge Kramer and the following was stated:
Probation: Your honor, since our last court appearance, the respondent (son) has been enrolled

in Shenendehowa High School with full attendance and is engaging in coimseling. He is now spending
the major of the time, and reporting no problems in the home.
Kramer: He is living with dad?
Probation: Yes, I understand he spends the majority of the time with his father and this
time I believe, because of the complying with the conditions of the probation and with the Court's

permission, we are asking for a withdrawal of the violation of probation.
Mr. Collins: I would like to withdraw. All I asking for is the order to stay in school until
he is 18, the legal age. I'm not looking for him to go to probation. In the last months he has been
with me most of the time. He has a big attitude change and his school says he has had an attitude
change.
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ICramer: And the last time you said you were in school. You are now in Shenendehowa
living with your father and going to school. Is that correct?
My son: Yes.

Judge Kramer, in court, did not seem too happy that my son was doing well while residing with me.
In my opinion, what he was saying for the record, did not express his demeanor in court. In my opinion,
Judge Kramer is a child abuser, as he emotionally abuses and/or allows children to be abused, and is unfit
to be a judge based upon this case and other cases where I have seen his illegal actions. In my opinion,
Judge Kramer has an inferiority complex in that he must degrade fathers and hold himself out to be
superior to other men by abusing his power over them. Judge Kramer is unfit to be a judge and belongs in
jail for his illegal actions.

The court does not care if the children are failing school while living with the mothers. The court
deliberately failed to act in the "best interests" of my son, by leaving him with Ms. Carella. What my son
accomplished, after he was no longer residing with the mother, is tremendous. I am certainly going to take
credit for helping him turn himself around in such a short period of time. Children are failing or doing
poorly in school. Give the father a chance!! The child may actually do very well in school with the father's
help. Oh, I forgot, the mother needs the child support and this is more important to the courts than the
child receiving an education! As I previously stated, my son was lucky that he has done well. Most children
are not as lucky, because of the corrupt supreme court and family court proceedings.
My Support proceedings and the violation of my rights!
The making of a "deadbeat dad" or ^'beaten dead dad"

I helped my children when I could, and for this I was punished, and my family was punished by the
court system. The Judiciary does not want fathers helping their children. The money belongs to the mother.
The Supreme Court in our Judgment of Divorce dated July 27, 1981 incorporated, but did not
merge, our Separation Agreement dated October 3,1981, and our Amended Separation Agreement dated
March 27, 1981 which required that I pay $105 per week child support and maintenance. This was pre
Child Support Standards Act of September 8,1989.

After I filed my petition for custody of my children, the mother filed a petition with the court for
child support and I was served on Friday with an Order to Show Cause dated April 26,1985 to appear in
court on Monday April 29,1985. See how quick mothers can get into court!
Judge Ferradino - April 1985 (Support)

Upon appearing in court on Monday, after having been served the previous Friday, Judge Stephen
A. Ferradino stated several times that there was a Supreme Court Order of support in effect, and that he
was not going to change it. Was Judge Ferradino a man of his word? No, he lies through his teeth! I then
received a court order in the mail ordering that I pay $110 per week child support and maintenance;
monthly mortgage payments on the residence which was about $645 per month; ail the utilities except the
phone. My child support obligation went up by over 280% in a fifteen minute hearing. This would be later
increased to over 350% because of the mistake in the monthly mortgage payment. The mother did not have
to allege or prove any change in circumstances in order to obtain the increase. My support went from $451

per month to $967 mortgage, $150 per month mortgage and $473 (110 x 4.3) per month child support and
maintenance for a monthly total of $1,590 while my income was about $1,300 per month net. I might
mention that Judge Ferradino stated in court that Ms, Carella had been short changed. Without hearing
any evidence, he had already decided the case. This is how fathers are treated in court on a regular basis.
Did Judge Ferradino have the authority or jurisdiction to make this order? This issue will be addressed
l a t e r.
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From what I know now, I believe that my attorney, Arthur Spellman, agreed to the increase in child
support after court and without my knowledge or consent because of the allegations by Ms. Carella that the
children were near starvation.

It was later testified to in court that Ms. Carella's mother spent $1,498 for a bedroom .sot the day
before court and Ms. Carella was depositing over $1,000 per month into her checking account while claiininj;
the children were starving. Furthermore, she was not paying any rent or mortgage. She was livin;,' in thr
house for free. What was she doing with her money?
Judge James - Decision and Order dated April 22,1986 (House)
On April 8 1986, Judge L. Foster James held a hearing to determine exclusive posso.ssinn <»| ihinon-marital residence purchased in June of 1984, three years after the divorce and owned by in> s< l(. m>

mother and her husband. Judge James told my mother to leave the courtroom at the start of the prmet
Judge James was determining possession of a house that my mother had a 1/3 interest in and she wa> imt

allowed in the courtroom. Nothing like taking someone's property from them and giving posses.sion of t lie
property to another and you're not even allowed to be in the courtroom. This is called "due process". .My
mother had to sit outside the courtroom during the trial. Did Judge James have the authority or jurisdict inn
to meike this decision and determine exclusive possession of non-marital real property?
In his decision of April 22,1986 Judge James made knowingly false statements and or statenu'nts
that were deliberately misleading in order to defraud myself, my mother and her husband.
Some examples of what I am stating:

Judge James stated that I had borrowed money from my mother for the security deposit on the
third residence my children lived at. The children moved four times in four years. In fact, I borrowed the
money from my stepfather which I paid back. There was no mention of me paying the money back. Why?
"That from the time of the marriage of the Petitioner and the Respondent, Petitioner, with the
assistance of his mother, has always provided housing for the Respondent and the issue of the

marriage and has assumed all responsibilities."
Not true. Because of nonpayment of rent, Ms. Carella was evicted from the 3rd residence and this
was substantiated by Ms. Carella's testimony. Also, she paid her own rent at the previous addresses. I did
not pay the rent or the utilities, as claimed by the court.
"That the Petitioner (me) has borrowed very substantial sums of money from his mother, since his

divorce, but there has been no promissory note given in exchange. The amount paid has been
i n s i g n i fi c a n t . "
I borrowed money from my mother to open a business and made regular monthly payments to the

bank. I borrowed $60,000, owed $38,000 therefore I had paid off $22,000. I do not consider $22,000
insignificant. This is over a 1/3 of the money owed. Also the tax returns showed I paid about $4,000 - $5,000
a year in interest to the bank for the use of this money. This is how the judges deliberately misrepresent the
facts.

Judge James then stated;
THE

COURT

CONCLUDES

AS

FOLLOWS:

1. That the Petitioner, by his practice of arranging for and paying for the Respondent's

housing and the housing necessary for the children of the marriage, has created a selfimposed obhgation.
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2. That the Respondent and the children of the marriage are justified in their reliance
upon the Petitioner for housing.
3. That the mother and the stepfather, by their conduct, have delegated to the
Petitioner by implication, the right to make decisions regarding the use of the residence in
question.
4. That the Respondent is incapable of providing housing for herself and the children
of the marriage without the Petitioner's financial assistance and without access to his
experience in such matters.

5. That to allow the Petitioner to exclusively occupy or to dispose of the subject
premise, without providing a suitable substitute, would be adverse to the best interests of
the children.

6. That the practice of allowing the Respondent's male companion to contribute

toward the monthly rental expenses during 1983 was done with the knowledge and
acquiescence of the Petitioner.
IT IS THEREFORE THE COURT'S DECISION:

1. That the Respondent is awarded exclusive possession of the subject premises
until all of the children of the marriage of the Petitioner to the respondent are 21 years of
age, are emancipated, or until the Respondent remarries, or until the Respondent allows
any adult, male or female, to occupy the premises other than as temporary, social guest for
brief visits, or as a live-in baby-sitter/housekeeper.
2. That if title to the subject premises is transferred for any reason, and the Respondent

and the children are dispossessed, the Petitioner is to provide adequate and suitable alternate
housing, within the immediate geographical area and without delay.

3. That the issue of a petition for legal fees to be awarded to the Respondent will be
decided upon receipt of Affidavits in Support of and in Opposition thereto, fi-om the Attorneys.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the issues of support and maintenance are
transferred to the calendar of the Schenectady County Support Hearing Officer to be heard
in his hearing rooms, Schenectady, New York on May 16,1986 at 1:30 p.m.. Parties, hereto,
are to be present, with their attorneys, prepared to proceed to a full hearing.
After receiving this decision, I wondered how the court could give Ms. Carella exclusive possession
of non-marital property that was partly owned by my mother and her husband. My attorney, Cynthia
LaFave, simply took the position that the court can do whatever it wants. She never raised the issue that

the court did not have the authority to determine possession of non-marital real property and never suggested

that I appeal the ruling. The reason the matter was transferred to Schenectady County by Judge James
was because Mr. Spellman, my previous attorney, was appointed the Saratoga County Hearing Examiner
and was no longer in private practice.
Judge Feldstein Order of December 11,1998
From Judge James' order of April 22,1986 forward, the issue of the house was central to the issue

of support. I was required to provide housing to Ms. Carella until March 1,1999.1 provided the housing for
that time period. Yet, I was never given credit for it. I was ordered to pay more than my income in child
support. Watch how the judges, the Appellate Court, and the Court of Appeals manipulate this issue
throughout the rulings in order to defraud, not only me, but my mother as well!
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Judge Feldstein's Order of December 11,1998:
"For the reasons set forth above, Petition 3 is granted to the extent that the housing
requirement originally set forth in the James Order I is hereby terminated. In order to provide the
petitioner with adequate time to find other suitable housing arrangements and to allow the child to
complete his high school credits, this modification shall become effective on March 1, 1999. The
Court denies respondent's application that the petitioner be ordered to vacate the Residence. The
owners of the Residence are free to seek such an order from a court of competent jurisdiction."
It should be noted that my mother had been trying to get her house back since July of 1989, and got
no where with the courts. The family court illegally gave Ms. Carella exclusive possession of the nonmartial real property and they would not order Ms. Carella to vacate it.
Hearing Examiner Warner 1986 to March 1987 (Support)
From May to October, we went every month to Schenectady for the trial, for determination of
support. Judge Ferradino in Court on April 29, 1985 stated: "I am concerned about particularly three
children and the allegation they may be near starvation." Were my children really near starvation? Was
Ms. Carella deliberately starving the children? Notice, how Ms. Carella avoids answering the questions.
The testimony on 10/3/86:
Q Do you remember 4/29/85 alleging that your children were near starvation because you had
no money for food?
A That's right.
Q Do you recall putting into your bank statements from April of 1985 in this hearing?
A

What?

Q Your bank statements from April, 1985, do you recall them being admitted into evidence
here?
A

Ye s .

Q For April, at the time you were in court making the allegation that your children were

starving, you deposited $1,053?
A If I remember correctly, it also stated I had $34.50 in overdraft service charges.
Q I'm asking you a question, could I have a yes or no answer?
A T h a t ' s m y a n s w e r.
Q Could I have a yes or no answer, please?
A

To

what?

Q Do you recall those statements, or do you want me to get them out that show that you made
deposits into your bank account, while you were alleging your children were near starvation,

in the amount of $1,053?
A That's a two part question.
Her Attorney: She's answered that question.
After much argument, Ms. Carella admitted to depositing the $1,085. She also admitted that she

deposited $2,054 in May of 1985. There was also testimony by Ms. Carella that one day before going to
court on April 29,1985, her mother purchased her a bedroom set for $1,498. The only intelligent thing her
attorney said was "You can't eat those. You can't eat a dresser and a bed". She buys a $1,498 bedroom set
and her children are starving by her own testimony? Isn't this child neglect or abuse?

Q Will you agree with me if I said that your mother bought that bedroom set the day before
you went into court alleging your children were near starvation?
Her attorney: Yes, we'll agree.

Obviously, a bedroom set is more important than feeding her children. Her testimony gets even
better. She testified that in September of 1985, she purchased a 1982 Pontiac Firebird sports car for $6,000.
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She financed $3,500 which means she had $2,500 for the down payment. Where did she get $2,500 to make
the down payment? This is less than 4 months after court. She then testified that she paid $116 per month
for the loan and $236 per month for insurance, as it is a sports car, and she had two speeding tickets.
During this period, she was finishing up her court reporting classes and claimed she had to quit school in
January, 1986 in order to support her children. She went to work for the State of New York. She was paying
no rent or utilities and she was receiving $110 per week or $473 per month from me. Her car payment and
insurance was $352 per month. Leaving her with $121 per month or $28 per week to support her children
and pay for gas in her car. She had to quit school to pay for her car, not to support her children. Besides,
what is a mother of three doing with a sports car that she can't afford?
Did Hearing Examiner Warner have the authority or jurisdiction to hold the hearing, yet alone
make a decision and order? This issue will be addressed later. Hearing Examiner John Warner in his
Decision and Order of March 5, 1987 held that neither of us proved our case. He also made statements
about me that he knew to be false in order to give Ms. Carella what she wanted and in order to defraud me
and my family. He also stated that our separation agreements were unfair to Ms. Carella. I should note

that it was her attorney who drew up the agreements, and I only talked to him the day of the signing of the
agreement. I had no other contact with her attorney. As will be documented later, I was overpaying and not
underpaying as stated by Mr. Warner.
Mr. Warner also stated:

2. "The problem of determining adequate support was compounded by the fact that Petitioner and
the children reside in a home purchased by the Respondent, his mother and her husband. The current

principal, interest and taxes on this property total $967.02. Respondent is under existing order of Judge
James to continue to provide this or substantially similar residence for his minor children. While admittedly
such payment cannot be ignored by the Court in fixing an appropriate support order, it should also be
recognized that Mr. Collins is building equity in this real estate which will ultimately insure to his benefit.
It is, in reality, an investment in his own future."

(How is this an investment in my future when I am paying all the bills associated with the

house and I only have a 1/3 interest in the house? Also, how could I afford to pay what the court had
ordered?)

4."..., it is probably fitting that the children should remain in this home even though it may require
great sacrifice from both parties."

(Where is Ms. Carella sacrificing anything? I am the one being forced to pay everjd^hing!)
"In addition, the prior Order of the Court directed that Mr. Collins pay the utilities on the children's
residence which were estimated at $150 per month."
11. "In addition, since the children attend parochial school in Saratoga and the Petitioner has

not received a bill for their tuition, either Mr. Collins or someone acting on his behalf is meeting that need."
(Ms. Carella testified before Warner that she had been in contact with the school about the

bill and that she told them about the court proceedings. Also, her financial statement in January of
'87 stated she owes the school $9,000 for tuition for the children. I was not, and no one else was
paying the bill for me.)

Mr. Warner held that there was about $1,600 in past due medical bills and each of us was

responsible for $800.00. I was to pay this amount within 30 days. Her attorney stated; "and I
submit that makes any medical bills relevant whatever they're for. Even if they were for

an abortion. (There had been no mention of abortion before this.) Ms. Carella: It was a D & C.

(She denied having an abortion. Could she have told her attorney and he let it slip by accident?)
Was I being ordered to pay for her abortion of a child by someone else?)
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'At best this Court can determine, the following needs were established at trial:
mortgage and taxes

$ 967

utilities

150

food

645
30

telephone (allowed)
garbage
clothing (allowed)
laundry

10
100
20

medical insurance

3 0

T O TA L

$1,952
^These expenses include petitioner and the three children. Deduct 25% for Petitioner leaves

$1,464.
To the $1,464 we add:
school ($3,000/12 = $250)
child recreation

250
6 0

child care

200

per month TOTAL

$1,974

"Mr. Collins is found to be responsible for 71% of this amount, or $1,401.54 per month. For simplicity's
sake, I believe it appropriate to require respondent (me) to continue to make the monthly mortgage tax
payment plus utilities. His weekly pajonent to the petitioner is reduced to $66 per week."
(I was also ordered to continue to provide medical coverage for Ms. Carella even though we
were divorced and she was working, and to pay 71% of uncovered medical bills of the children
including 71% of my daughter's orthodontic bill estimated at $1,325.)
Judge James - April 1987 (Support)

In April of 1987,1 again ended up before Judge James on violation of support petition as I could not
keep paying what the court had ordered me to pay. I sold my business in November, 1986 and paid off the

business debts including the loan to the bank. Of the $1,500 to $2,000 left, I paid some personal bills. Judge
James documents in the order that I was earning $400 per week and $318 per week after taxes claiming 4

dependents. This leaves a net of $1,272 per month. Claiming one dependent, it would be reduced to $293. In
his Decision and Order, Judge James again made statements that he knew to be false and/or misleading in
order to justify his decision. For example:

"6. The petitioner stated that his business was in an advanced state of financial disrepair
and was being pretty much kept open through massive financial assistance from his mother."

FACT: I could not afford to pay what the court had ordered. I borrowed $3,700 from my mother to
help keep the business open. This is the massive financial assistance he is referring to. Remember, previously

I paid back $22,000 of a $60,000 loan plus $4,000 to $5,000 in interest to the bank, and Judge James
considered this "an insignificant amount" of money! This is how the judges manipulate the facts to fix their
decisions!

Judge James stated: "The petitioner is 36 years old, a college graduate and evidently has
spent all of his adult life working for businesses owned by his mother's husband."

FACT: My mother's husband never owned or controlled any business. I either worked for myself or
someone else. For approximately 8 months, I did work for the same company as my mother's husband, but
he did not own or control the company.
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Judge James stated: "that from November 1986 to the present time there were no periods
when the petitioner was without income".
How can a person pay $1,401 per month when they only bring home $1,272? Notice how Judge
James conveniently left out the word "sufficient" income? I had income, but not sufficient income. What did
Judge James expect me to live on? This is how the judges deliberately misrepresent the facts in order to
defraud fathers of their incomes.

Judge James stated: "that the petitioner (me) possesses unused assets particularly the
ability to borrow, since his business related debts are now substantially satisfied."
What unused assets? He is asserting that I should borrow from my mother each month to pay this
exorbitant amount of child support!
And finally: "that all other provisions of the March 5, 1987 Decision and Order of the

Schenectady County Hearing Examiner shall remained unchanged and in full force and effect.;
that Mr. Collins is sentenced to fifteen weekends in the county jail, said sentence being suspended
on the condition that there will be full compliance with the Order of this Court."
I believe this was an attempt by Judge James to extort the child support obligation out of my
mother. Either you come up with the money to keep your son out of jail or he goes to jail. This is pure and
simple extortion, as he knew I did not have the funds or income to pay what was ordered by the court. The
Family Court Judges routinely extort money fi'om the families of fathers who are deprived of their rights by
these "so-called" judges.
Warner - September 1987

Violated again for not paying my child support! My take home pay was reduced fi-om $318 to $293
as I was only able to claim myself and could not claim the children on my taxes. I filed a petition with the
court documenting how Judge Ferradino, Judge James and Hearing Examiner Warner made false statements
in their decision and orders in order to extort money from my family. Obviously, they can't take the truth.
Partial testimony:
Q And you are aware of the fact you were Ordered by this Court to make payments of $50 a week
effective March 5, 1987

A I note that was part of the Order, yes, but that wasn't the whole Court Order.
Q I understand that. You were also Ordered to make other payments, the house, the mortgage, that's
what your alluring to?
A Right. And all of it totaled more than I brought home.

Q I understand what you are trying to say. You were ordered to pay the $66 a week weren't you on
March 5?

A I made mortgage payments instead, yes.

COURT: I notice you didn't list child support here.
A If under the Court Order I pay $725 a month rent, I pay — they're taking $100 a week out of my
paycheck for child support, and $150 monthly utilities. You add that add that up for the month that
comes to over $1,300. My take home pay is $1,259. Before I even start to take any expenses out for
myself, I'm already in violation of the Court Order. There is no way I can do what Judge James
ordered.

Warner Decision and Order 9/17/89 (Support)

Hearing Examiner Warner made statements that were deliberately misleading, in his Decision
and Order, in order to justify sending me to jail, knowing full well that there was no way that I could comply
with the court orders. Warner stated:
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2. "That sentence was suspended on condition that there be full compliance with the
Order of the Court which specifically required Respondent to pay the monthly mortgage and utilities
on the home at 189 Wood Drive occupied by the Petitioner and the couple's three children and to
provide $66 per week support and $14 per week arrears through the Saratoga County Support
Collection Unit. That Order further contained certain provisions of a prior Order of the Schcnt'clady
County Hearing Examiner including a requirement that Respondent pay $800 toward |)ast duf
medical bills for the children within 30 days of the order of March 12, 1987 and to arran;:i' for
payment of 71% of the cost of orthodonture for the child A."

3. "Judge James' Order of April 15, 1987 further ordered respondent to pay i)a>l ihuelectric and gas service bills which total $807.03. That bill was to have been paid within .JO
h i s o r d e r. "

4. "This Court finds after hearing that Respondent has failed to make ;ill nf thr

payments recited above as previously directed, I recommend that the previously suspendi-d st ntnu r
be imposed."

This was nothing more than attempting to extort money fi*om my mother and to punisli nu- for
documenting in court papers his previous lies in issuing his original court order in my case.
Judge Simone's Decision and Order - January 1988
After Hearing Warner's Decision and Order I was then sent back to the Family Court Judge. This
time I had Judge John A. Simone. He held another trial for appearance sake.
Judge Simone's Order stated:

1. Payments of support through the Saratoga County Support Collection Unit in the weekly
sum of $66 and in addition the weekly sum of $14 to be applied to the arrears; he was also ordered
to pay all past due amounts to Niagara Mohawk Corporation within 30 days of the date of that
Order. He was also sentenced to 15 weekends in the County jail but said sentence was suspended
on condition that there be full compliance with the Order of the Court."

FACT: Judge Simone deliberately failed to mention that I was also ordered to pay monthly utilities in the

amount of $150, a mortgage or rent for my children and Ms. Carella in the amount of $725 per month, $800
in past due medical bills, $600 in orthodontic bills, 71% of all current medical bills not covered by insurance,
and provide medical coverage for my children.

2. The Court now finds from the evidence that the respondent did willfully violate the
Order of this Court dated April 15,1987 and has continued to do so.
FACT: I violated the court order because I could not afford to pay what was ordered. What evidence was
there that it was willful?

3. The Respondent is capable of carrying out the provisions of said Order. While he was

employed, he failed to do so; while he was receiving unemployment benefits he failed to do so, and
while he is re-employed he has failed to do so. The Court is convinced that the Respondent does

have the ftinds available to him to comply with the Order and/or that he is capable of obtaining
such funds.

FACT: Simone failed to state what funds were available to me or where I was capable of obtaining these
funds. Obviously, a person being sent to jail doesn't have the right to know! Judge Simone stated I can get
the funds from my mother. In my opinion, he is attempting to extort money from my mother, for Ms.
Carella, in order to keep me out of jail. Standard operating procedure for the Family Court.
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FACT; When I was on unemployment, I was receiving $180 per week. $100 of the $180 was attached by
Support Collection. That left $80 for me to pay utilities, medical bills, $725 per month rent etc. What was
I to live on? How could I pay these bills on $80 per week?
4. The Court believes the Respondent has not utilized his best efforts and his talents
to the utmost but has taken a position of'wait and see' reljdng upon his family as his security. He is
under a duty to use his assets and earning powers to maintain the marital standard of living.
(Hickland vs. Hickland. 39 NY 2d 1).

FACT; It was not me who was relying on my family for security but the Court, Morsillo and Ms. Carella.
The whole intent of sending me to jail was to force my parents to pay extortion in order to keep me out of
jail.
5. The measure of ability to support is not based upon what an irresponsible husband designs

to earn, but his potential ability to earn in light of his past experience.
FACT: The same testimony was given before Warner on 9/14/87. My potential at both trials was the same,
around $20,000 a year, $15,000 net. At no time during either trial did Ms. Carella prove any differently. At
this trial, Ms. Carella's attorney didn't even attempt to prove it. He knew what I was going to testify to
beforehand. Her attorney could not offer any figures that contradicted what I had stated. Why did Simone
refuse to state what my earning potential was? Because he couldn't justify the court order if he did. This is
called case fixing.

6. The points raised and argued by the Respondent concerning lack of jurisdiction on the
part of the Hearing Officer and this Court are dismissed as having no merit.

FACT: That was expected.
My first Appeal to the Appellate Court -1988/1989
The issues on appeal were:
1. That I demonstrated my financial inability to comply with the family court orders and, as

such, I should be relieved of the commitment order and the support order should be modified.
2. That the Schenectady County Hearing Examiner Warner was without subject matter
jurisdiction to hear and determine the issues pending before him. This was based upon three issues.
First: Judge James did not have the authority to transfer the proceeding to the Schenectady
County Hearing Examiner. The argument was:
Judge James order transferring the support issues to the Schenectady County Family Court Hearing
Examiner contravenes § 174 of the Family Court Act, which provides:
The family court in a county may for good cause transfer a proceeding to a family court in

any other county where the proceeding might have been originated and shall transfer a proceeding
laying venue in the wrong county to a family court in any county where the proceeding might have
been originated.

The applicable venue provision. Family Court Act § 421, did not authorize originating this proceeding
in Schenectady County Family Court. Neither of the parties resided in Schenectady County. Judge James
order, thus, ran afoul of Family Court Act § 174, and was void for that reason and the Schenectady County
Hearing Examiner had no jurisdiction to hear them. To hold that he did, would, in effect, authorize

transferring family court proceeding to any county in the State, regardless of the county's contacts with the
c a s e .
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Second: Family Court Act § 439 prescribes the hearing examiner's jurisdiction, and excludes certain
matters from this jurisdiction. Among the matters excluded, are matters arising under Family Court Act §
439:

Hearing Examiners shall not be empowered to hear, determine and grant any relief with
respect to issues specified in section 455"' of this act,custody, visitation including visitation as a
defense,..., which shall be referred to a judge as provided in subdivision (b) or (c) of this section.
this was changed several years later to "specified in subdivision 5 of 455"
Among the Petitions before the Schenectady County Family Court Hearing Examiner on September

14, 1987, was a Modification Petition dated August 19, 1987, prepared and filed by myself. The Hearing
Examiner referred to this Petition as a ridiculously long Petition, rejected my request for a reduction in
support upon the ground that I had lost my job, and characterized the other issues set forth in the Petition

as "in the nature of an appeal from the prior decisions and order of this Court and were not within the scope
of my statutory authority to hear and determine."
These issues appearing to be in the nature of an appeal essentially deal with my financial inability

to comply with Mr. Warner's and Judge James' Support orders, and thus constitute issues "specified in §
455 of the Family Court Act.

Financial inability to comply with a Support Order sought to be enforced by commitment for contempt
is ground for a Petition under Subdivision 2 of § 455 of the Family Court Act for an Order to be relieved of
the payments being directed in the Order sought to be enforced and from the Commitment order, and is
further, under Subdivision 5 of § 455, a defense to a Petition to enforce the Support Order and the
Commitment Order. In dealing with a compulsory reference to hear and determine, the law is clear that
where there are non-referrable causes of action, together with a referable cause of action, the case cannot
be referred. Shafer v. Citv Bank Farmer's Trust Co.. 269 NY 336 (1936). In the recent case of Martelle v.

Martelle. 130 AD 2d 867 (3rd Dept. 1987), the Washington County Family Court Hearing Examiner
entertained a support matter where the respondent raised the defense of denial of visitation. This Court
reversed the Court's Order based upon the Hearing Examiner's determination conditioning the payment of
support upon visitation, observing Petitioner contends that the hearing examiner lacked subject matter

jurisdiction since respondent asserted the denial of his visitation rights as a defense to the support proceeding.
Family Court Act § 439 allows the use of hearing examiners to bear and determine support proceedings.
However, hearing examiners "shall not be empowered to hear, determine and grant any relief with respect
to •'•**issues of **visitation including visitation as a defense" (Family Ct Act § 439[a]). Here, the hearing
examiner considered testimony in which respondent asserted that his alleged denial of visitation was a

defense to the support proceeding. The hearing examiner granted relief concerning visitation by conditioning
the payment of support upon visitation. This determination was beyond the scope of his statutory authority.
Since, to the extent the order is based upon this determination by the hearing examiner, it must be reversed.
Martelle clearly holds that a Hearing Examiner who lacks subject matter jurisdiction to hear a

defense to a Petition cannot hear the Petition. This holding makes both good sense and good law.
In my case, Mr. Warner himself recognized that he was without authority to hear the issues raised

in my Modification Petition dated August 19, 1987, which among other things, alleged facts constituting
the defense of inability to pay under Subd. 5 of § 455 of the Family Court Act. My case therefore falls
squarely within the holding in Martelle. Lacking authority to hear the whole matter, the Hearing Examiner
should not have heard any part of it, but should have referred it back to Saratoga County Family Court.
Third; The issue of the office of Hearing Examiner is unconstitutional. This is based upon the
following:
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OfHce of Hearing Examiner is unconstitutional
C O N S T I T U T I O N A L I T Y O F S TAT E S TAT U T E

Mathiasen v. Niagara County Legislature. 126 Misc.2d 937, 484 N.Y,S.2d 397 at 400 (1984):
[3-5] . . . When a statute affords a broader preference than granted by the constitution, it
will be struck down (Citation omitted).

AG Ship Maintenance v. Lezak. 69 N.Y.2d 1, 511 N,Y.S.2d 216 at 218 (1986):
Under the State Constitution the authority to regulate practice and procedures in the courts
is delegated primarily to the Legislature (N.Y Const., art. VI, § 30). There are some matters which
are not subject to legislative control because they deal with the inherent nature of the judicial
function (Citation omitted). Generally, however, the Legislature has the power to prescribe rules of
practice governing court proceedings, and any rules the courts adopt must be consistent with existing
legislation and may be subsequently abrogated by statute (Citation omitted). In addition, the court
rules must be adopted in accordance with procedures prescribed by the Constitution and statute
(N.Y. Const, art. VI, § 30; Judiciary Law § 211[l][b]).
The starting point for any constitutional question must be the language of the constitution itself
People V. Carroll. 3 N.Y2d 686, 689,171 N.YS.2d 812, 814 (1958):

When the language is clear and leads to no absurd conclusion there is no occasion, and
indeed, it would be improper, to search beyond the instrument for an assumed intent. 3
N.Y.2d 688, 171 N.Y.S.2d at 814.

Commissioner of Social Services v. Robert G.. 72 A.D.2d 9, 423 N.Y.S.2d 155 (1st Dept. 1979):
[9] The Legislature may not constitutionally regulate the details of the manner of
performance of the court's jurisdictionally mandated duties (Citation omitted).

Familv Court Act § 439 Hearing Examiners
(a) . . . Except as hereinafter provided, hearing examiners shall be empowered to
hear, determine and grant any relief within the powers of the court in any proceeding under
this article, article 5 and five-a of this act,...

Thus, the Hearing Examiner, a non-judicial employee of the Unified Court System, is for all purposes
a judge possessing all the powers of a Family Court Judge duly elected pursuant to Article 6, § 13(a) of the
Constitution in support proceedings, USDL proceedings, proceedings involving enforcement or support
orders by income executions, and the fact-finding part of contempt proceedings.
Family Court Act, Article 4, Section 439 of the Family Court Act is unconstitutional as it transfers

the powers vested in duly elected Supreme Court Judges and Family Court Judges to non-judicial, nonelected employees of the Unified Court System by changing the composition of the Family Court as defined
by the New York State Constitution Article 6, Section 13(a) without amending the State Constitution. The
State Constitution does not authorize the creation of the hearing examiner's office to determine support or
violations of support. The State constitution has specifically given that authority to the Supreme Court
Judges and to the Family Court. The fathers and mothers of the State of New York have the right to have
all their issues concerning support decided by a judge who is elected by them or appointed as dictated by
the state constitution. They have a corollary right not to have such matters decided by a non-judicial
employee of the Unified Court System chosen by the Chief Administrator, who is himself appointed by the
Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals.
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Handa v. Handa. 103 A.D.2d 794 (1984) holds family court is a constitutional court. The theory of
the judiciary article of the constitution is to simplify the judicial system by reducing the number of high
courts and to embed those retained so thoroughly in the fundamental law that they cannot be changed or
abolished without amending the state constitution. People v Luce. 204 NY 478 (1912), Koch v. Mavor. 152
NY 72 (1897).
N . Y. S . C O N S T. . A r t i c l e 6 . S e c t i o n 1 3 . e s t a b l i s h e d i n 1 9 6 2 s t a t e s :

§ 13. [Family court established; composition; election and appointment of judges; jurist! iit inn I
a. The family court of the state of New York is hereby established. It shall consist ol'.a loa.st

one judge in each county outside the city of New York and such number of additional jud^<>N
for such counties as may be provided by law. Within the city of New York it shall consist <•(' such

number of judges may be provided by law. The judges of the family court within tho city nt .\*i\v
York shall be residents of such city and shall be appointed by the mayor of the city of Nfw York for
terms of ten years. The judges of the family court outside the city of New York shall be chosen by t luelectors of the counties wherein they reside for terms of ten years.
There is nothing in the New York State Constitution creating the position of hearing e.xamintT It

states the family court shall consist of "judges" not "judges and hearing examiners".
J u d i c i a l H e a r i n g O f fi c e r s v i o l a t e S t a t e C o n s t i t u t i o n
Although I have not argued it, I would certainly raise the issue that the judiciary has no authority

to appoint retired or former judges to act as Judicial Hearing Officers (JHO). In Family Court, JHO's are
used all the time. The case law is that in order for a JHO to act, both parties must agree to use the JHO,
Attorneys put a lot of pressure on fathers to accept a JHO. I have found most of these JHO's to be extremely

mother friendly, to put it mildly and extremely anti-father. Remember, you are under no obligation to
accept a JHO. I believe this is illegal as the New York State Constitution, Article 6, § 26 [Where judge may
hold court, assignment to other court] does not authorize the use of JHO's to be assigned to any court.

Whether you agree to a JHO or not, I believe they have no authority to act in any instance.
New York State Constitution, Article 6, § 26 in each section starts off with "A justice of the supreme
court" or "A judge of the court of claims", or "judge of the county court", etc. A former judge of one of these
courts is not a "judge of the court". The State Constitution refers only to current judges in office.
Mvndi O. V. Ronald K.. 180 Misc.2d 608, 690 N.YS.2d 407 (Fam Ct. 1999)

... Since the Family Court Act does not contain any provisions concerning the use of judicial
hearing officers, the CPLR governs to the extent that the statute is appropriate for Family Court
proceedings. F.C.A. § 165(a)
In civil cases, a judicial hearing officer has the same powers as a referee. CPLR § 4301.

With the consent of the parties, a judicial hearing officer may "hear and determine" any issue
referred. CPLR ^ 4317(a) In certain limited circumstances not applicable here, a compulsory referral
to hear and determine may be made. CPLR § 4317(b). In all other cases the parties must agree
before a reference is made to have the hearing officer make the final decision under a hear and
d e t e r m i n e o r d e r. ( C i t a t i o n o m i t t e d ) .

As stated above the Family Court Act doesn't provide for the use of JHO's. The State Constitution

specifically states the composition of the family court and a JHO is not part of the composition.
Shouldn't the State Constitution, Article 6 § 26 determine what judge can be assigned to the Family
Court to hear and determine matters before it? I thought the State Constitution was superior to the Civil
Practice Law and Rules and other statutes.
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Femald v . Vinci. 302 A.D.2d 354 754 N.Y.S.2d 668 (2nd Dep't 2003)
A Judicial Hearing Officer (hereinafter JHO) derives authority from an order of reference

by the court (see CPLR 4311), and an order of reference is made only upon the consent of the parties
except in limited circumstances not applicable here (see CPLR 4317,...). The consent of the parties
is "an essential jurisdictional predicate" (Citations omitted.) and a JHO "has no power beyond that
limited in the order of reference." (Citation omitted). ...

Now a ruling from the Third Department:
Matter of Heather "J". 244 A.D.2d 762, 666 N.Y.S.2d 213 (3rd Dep't 1997).
Respondent's initial argument was that this proceeding was defective because the Family

Court Act does not provide for JHO's does not withstand analysis. The JHO program was established
by Judiciary Law article 22 which authorizes, without limitation to a particular court, the assignment

of a JHO so long as the assignment is in conformance with the law and rules of the Chief
Administrator of the courts (Judiciary Law § 851(2]). Like the Judiciary Law, the rules of the Chief

Administrator contain no limitation as to the court or proceeding to which a JHO may be assigned
(22 N.Y.C.R.R. part 122) and, unlike the Criminal Procedure Law (CPL 255,20[4]), neither does the
Family Court Act nor the CPLR, which governs procedure in Family Court where the Family Court
Act is silent (CPLR 4001; Family Ct. Act § 165[a]). Moreover, since the trial court retains complete
control over the proceeding, the JHO procedure does not offend the Constitution (Citation omitted).
Accordingly, there was no prohibition against referring this matter to a JHO.
Respondent nevertheless maintains that this proceeding was invalid because he did not
consent to the use of a JHO. It is well established that an order of reference to a JHO to hear and

determine is permissible only with the consent of the parties and that such consent is a jurisdictional
prerequisite (Citation omitted). To ensure that this requirement is satisfied, the JHO should obtain

the parties' consent on the record, preferably after a recitation of the order of reference. While this
procedure was not followed here, the proceeding is not jurisdictionally defective since respondent
actively participated in the hearing without objection (Citation omitted).

Several issues follow: 1) There is nothing indicating that the father was informed that the JHO
needed his consent to proceed. In other words, the JHO doesn't tell the litigants that he needs their consent.
They only ask if they object to them hearing the matter. 2) I find the statement "since the trial court retains
complete control over the proceeding, the JHO procedure does not ofiFend the Constitution" to be absurd. It

does offend the State Constitution, as neither Article 6 § 13 or Article 6, § 26 nor does any other section of
the State Constitution authorize the use of JHO's. Section 26, is very specific as to what courts, current
judges may be assigned to. Here we have the legislature and the courts ignoring the specific requirements
of the State Constitution as to who may be appointed to the different courts to hear matters. They are
placing the state statutes and the Rules of the Chief Administrator of the Courts above the State Constitution.

This cannot be allowed to happen!!
Appellate Court Order - January 26,1989

My arguments about transferring the matter to Schenectady County would have deprived Hearing

Examiner Warner of his judicial immunity as he was outside the geographical bounds of his jurisdiction.
Hearing Examiner Warner was appointed as the full-time Schenectady County Hearing Examiner. His
appointment authorized him to hear only Schenectady County Family Court matters and there was no

agreement between Saratoga County and Schenectady County to share his services. Was the Appellate
Court protecting Hearing Examiner Warner from a suit in which he would have lost his judicial immunity?
Maestri v. Jutkofskv. 860 F.2d 50, (2nd Cir. 1988) cert denied 109 S.Ct. 1132
For a judge to assume authority outside the geographical bounds of his office is
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the kind of clear judicial usurption which cannot be condoned by any grant of immunity.
No public policy would be served by granting immunity for such arrogant excesses of authority.
The appeal was titled

[ins. 144 A.D.2d 78, 536 N.Y.S.2d 1020 (3rd Dep't.) and in part

stated:

[2] We find without merit respondent's contention that Family Court Act § 439 is
unconstitutional insofar as it authorizes the transfer of Family Court's powers from constitutionally
elected Judges to non-judicial, unelected employees of the Unified Court System. N.Y. Constitution,
article VI, 30 vests broad power in the Legislature to make procedural rules for the courts (Citation
omitted) The Legislature, in enacting Family Court Act 439, has recognized the need to "expand the
powers of hearing examiners in child support cases and require the use of such hearing examiners
to expedite child support determinations" (Executive Department mem., 1985 McKinney's Sessions
Laws of N.Y., at 3162; see, Glass v. Thompson. 51 A.D.2d 69, 379 N.Y.S.2d 427).
In response to the Appellate Court ruling, I would argue the following based upon their holding of
G l a s s v. T h o m p s o n :

In Glass V.Thompson. 51 A.D.2d 69, 379 N.Y.S.2d 427
There were two issues present in this appeal: (1) whether the appointment of hearing officers
to hear and determine summary proceedings in the Housing Part of the Civil Court of the City of
New York pursuant to subdivision (e) of section 110 of the New York City Civil Court Act, violates
section 15 of article VI of the New York State Constitution and (2) whether the constitutionality of

the statute in question may be sustained by analogizing hearing officers to referees to hear and
determine.

New York State Constitution Article VI § 1

There shall be a unified court system for the state. The state-wide courts shall consist of the

Court of Appeals, the supreme court including the appellate divisions thereof, the court of claims,
the county court, the surrogate's court and the family court, as hereinafter provided. The legislature
shall establish in and for the City of New York, as part of the unified court system for the state, a

single, city-wide court of civil jurisdiction and a single, city-wide court of criminal jurisdiction as
hereinafter provided, and may upon the request of the may and local legislative body of the City of
New York, merge the two courts into one city-wide court of both civil and criminal jurisdiction. The
unified court system for the state shall also include the district, town, city, and village courts outside
the City of New York, as hereinafter provided.
N e w Yo r k S t a t e C o n s t i t u t i o n A r t i c l e V I ^ 6

§ 13. [Family court established; composition; election and appointment of judges; jurisdiction]
a. The family court of the State of New York is hereby established. It shall consist of at

least one judge in each county outside the City of New York and such number of additional
judges for such counties as may be provided by law. Within the City of New York it shall consist of
such number of judges may be provided by law.....
New York State Constitution Article VI § 15

§ 15 [Civil and criminal courts in New York City; merger into single court; judges, election
and term of office; jurisdiction]

a. The legislature shall by law establish a single court of city-wide civil jurisdiction
and an single court of city-wide criminal jurisdiction in and for the City of New York and the

legislature may, upon the request of the mayor and local legislative body of the City of New York,
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merge the two courts into one city-wide court of both civil and criminal jurisdiction. The said citywide courts shall consist of such number of judges as maybe provided by law....

The court relying on Glass v. Thompson was not comparing apples to apples. The family court is
established by the state constitution. In the case of the city courts, as decreed by the constitution, are
created by the legislature. As such, the legislature has the authority to determine the composition of the

city courts, as the composition is not stated in the state constitution. The constitution states "merger into
single court; judges, election and term of office; jurisdiction".
On the other hand, the Constitution concerning family court specifically states, "Family Court
established; composition; election and appointmentofjudges;jurisdiction". As the constitution specifically
states the "composition" of the family court, the legislature could not cheuige the composition of the family
court, as it did with the city court.

Creating the office of hearing examiner to determine support matters is not a procedural rule for
the courts. An example of a "procedural rule" would be requiring motion papers to be served at least 8 days

before the motion is to be heard. Pursuant to this ruling, the Legislature could change the composition of
the Court of Appeals by making a procedural rule that all family court appeals must first go to a panel of
hearing examiner's for review, before going to the Court of Appeals.
The Appellate Court then stated:
Even if the authority vested in Family Court Hearing Examiners could be shown to infi-inge
in some way upon the province of Family Court Judges, any such infringement would not be an
unconstitutional grant of authority because the final authority to review determinations made by
Hearing Examiners is reserved for Family Court Judges (Citation omitted). Accordingly, respondent
has failed to meet the "heavy burden of demonstrating the statute's unconstitutionality" (Citation
omitted).

Pursuant to the State Constitution, I had the right to have my matter heard by a judge, not a
hearing examiner. Even though the judge can review the determinations of the hearing examiner, the
judge is unable to evaluate the demeanor and/or the credibility of the witness which would include their
mannerisms.

In Cook V. Temple. 134 Misc.2d 609 the court stated:

... It was the hearing examiner, and not the reviewing court, that had the unique opportunity
to evaluate the demeanor and creditability of the parties and witnesses throughout this long
proceeding....

If the office of hearing examiner were to be declared unconstitutional, can you imagine the effect
this would have on the orders of the hearing examiners? They could have the potential of being declared
invalid and unenforceable. The state cannot afford to have that happen.
[3] We also find no merit to respondent's argument that the Hearing Examiner in Schenectady
County improperly and without authorization determined issues pending in Saratoga County Family
Court. The Hearing Examiner in Saratoga County was disqualified from hearing this case because
he had been respondent's attorney in other Saratoga County Family Court proceedings before his
appointment as a Hearing Examiner. Family Court Act 439(ft provides, inter alia, that "one or more

counties may agree to share the services of a full-time hearing examiner or a hearing examiner
may be appointed to serve within one or more counties on a part-time basis". Saratoga County
Family Court referred the issues of support and maintenance to the Hearing Examiner in
Schenectady County by order dated April 22,1986. Accordingly, the Saratoga County Family Court
had the authority to make the referral and the Hearing Examiner in Schenectady County had

jurisdiction to determine the support issues raised in the Saratoga County Family Court proceedings.
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There was no documentation or proof submitted that Saratoga County and Schenectady County
agreed to share the services of the Schenectady County Hearing Examiner John Warner. Each county had
their own hearing examiner. There was no documentation or proof before the court that Schenectady County
Hearing Examiner Warner was appointed to hear Saratoga County matters. Just because two counties

"may agree" to share the services of a hearing examiner, does not mean they have. Just because a hearing
examiner "may be" appointed to hear matters in more than one county, does not mean he has been assigned
to hear cases in more than one county. If the counties had agreed, or the hearing examiner had been
appointed to hear matters in both counties, there would have been documentation to that effect. Mr. Warner

would have been referred to as the Saratoga and Schenectady County Hearing Examiner. There was no
documentation to that effect. The Appellate Court is holding that a judge can transfer a proceeding to any
county of his choosing. This violates the law, and deprives litigants of their right to due process. This is one
just way Appellate Court fixes cases and ignores the law.
It should also be noted that Hearing Examiner Warner's Decision of March 3, 1987 and Order of

March 12,1987 were listed as a Schenectady County Order and had a Schenectady County Docket Number.
The September 17, 1987 Order was listed as a Saratoga County matter with a Saratoga County Docket
Number, but was heard in Schenectady County. This clearly shows that the matter was transferred to
Schenectady County in violation of the Family Court Act.
[4] There is merit, however, to respondent's contention that he has shown his financial
inability to comply with the terms of the support order and thus should be relieved of the commitment

order. Family Court Act 455(2) provides that a court, "if satisfied by competent proof that the
respondent is financially unable to comply with [a support] order may, upon a showing of good
cause until further order of the court, modify such order and relieve the respondent from the
commitment order". Family Court's conclusions appear to be based on few facts in the record, namely,
that respondent made arrangements to have a certain job interview postponed until court action
regarding support pajmients was completed; that respondent was coincidentally fired after an income
execution on his salary was filed; that respondent has not been able to obtain more lucrative

employment; and that respondent took a field trip to the Bahamas after selling his business. On
the other hand, the record discloses numerous attempts to successfiilly comply with the order of
support, including borrowing money or, in the alternative, to have the support order modified so as
to render compliance practicable. Family Court's emphasis on respondent's alleged access to funds
is not well founded in this record. There was much testimony concerning the financial status of
respondent's mother from which the court could have assumed that funds were available to him,
including the fact that respondent had resided with his mother rent fi*ee from 1981 and that she
appears willing to offer financial assistance to him. However, the mother's financial status cannot
be said to be respondent's status.

This clearly shows that the judges and hearing examiner were attempting to extort money from my
mother, and that they were trying to take, and did take, her assets. They were attempting to extort money
from my mother, knowing that I could not afford to pay what the court had ordered.
Furthermore, if you notice, the court held that I did raise issues under FCA § 455, but did address

the issue of the hearing examiner hearing the matter, even though he was prohibited by law from doing so.
[5] In the case at bar, the record does not demonstrate a failure to make support payments
accompanied by an absence of any attempt to modify the order of support, nor does it demonstrate

the failure to use any part of respondent's wages to make support payments while regularly employed
so as to constitute prima facie evidence of willfulness (Citations omitted). Respondent made partial

support payments and, at the same time, made several attempts to have the support order modified.
To deprive a person of liberty by commitment to prison, the willful violation of a prior court order
must be established by clear and convincing evidence (Citation omitted) Such evidence is not

presented here. The commitment of respondent is not warranted on this record.

YESAWICH and HARVEY, JJ., concur. CASEY, J.P., concurs in part and dissents in part in an
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opinion. LEVINE, J., not taking part.
Appeal from order entered April 15,1987 dismissed, without costs.
Order entered January 25, 1988 reversed, on the law, without costs, and matter remitted to the

Family Court of Saratoga County for a new trial on the issue of respondent's support obligations.
CASEY, Justice Presiding (concurring in part and dissenting in part).
In my view, there is sufficient evidence in the record to support Family Court's finding that
respondent is capable of carrying out the provisions of the prior order and that he failed to do so
while he was employed, while he was receiving unemployment insurance benefits and after he was
reemployed. As noted by Family Court, respondent is required to use his assets and earning powers
to maintain the marital standard of living (see, Hickland v. Hickland. 39 N.Y.2d 1, 382 N.Y.S.2d
475, 346 N.E.2d 243, cert, denied 429 U.S. 941,97 S.Ct. 357,). Accordingly, I would affirm the order
entered.

Nice statement Judge Casey. On what do you base your opinion? What assets? What was my earning
powers? That's right, you and the others are not held responsible for your illegal actions in depriving
litigants of a fair hearing, are you? To think the Rensselaer County Courthouse now has a courtroom
named after, in my opinion, a corrupt judge. What a disgrace to our founding fathers and those who have
fought for this country!!
Judge James - September 1989

The matter was then sent back to Judge James fi*om the Appellate Court to redetermine my support
obligation. Did my support obligation decrease or increase after Judge James's Decision and Order of
September 8,1989? Will Judge James continue his actions in trying to extort money from my mother?
Judge James' Order:

1. The parties separated in 1979 or 1980 and a Separation Agreement was signed by
the parties in October of 1980. The document was prepared by Ms. Carella's attorney, and Mr.
Collins was unrepresented. An amendment was prepared and signed in March of 1981 and again
preparation was by Ms. Carella's attorney and Mr. Collins had none.

2. At the time, Mr. Collins was working in a local Department Store making
approximately $15,000 a year and the agreement required that he pay to his wife, $24.00 per week
maintenance and $27.00 a week for each child.
FACT: The agreement stated I was to pay $105 per week.

3. In 1988, Mr. Collins obtained a job with the "A" Drug Store Chain, which paid
approximately $350.00 per week. Testimony was taken from his former Supervisor, who informed
the Court that Mr. Collins was a satisfactory employee, was likely to be considered for promotion,
with a earning potential of $400.00 to $450.00 per week.
4. "That Court notes that no testimony was offered or received, regarding the earning
potential of a white male in his 30's who holds a four year degree in business management and had
approximately fifteen years of experience in retailing."
FACT: Supervisor's testimony:
A He was scheduled to be upgraded to assistant manager.
Q What would he have been paid?
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A Approximately $385 to $390 per week.
Q What did the job of manager pay?

A I would say, depending on the volume of the store, anywhere from $400 to $435 a week.
A The approximate rate of pay, depending on the volume of the store, are anjrwhere from $350
a week to $450 a week.

Q Is it common for a person in that position to have a Bachelor's Degree in Business?
A

Ye s

it

is.

5. Ms. Carella testified and indicated that she is employed full time by a law firm in Albany,
N.Y. and earns approximately $20,000 per year with a weekly take home pay of $319.00.
COURT

CONCLUDES

1. Family Court Act Section 455 (2) provides that a Court, "if satisfied by competent
proof that the Respondent is financially unable to comply with [a support] order may, upon showing
of good cause until fiirther order of the Court, modify such order and relieve the Respondent from
the commitment ordered". Thus the issue before this Court under the aforesaid provisions of Family
Court Act Section 455 (2), as well as the Decision of the Appellate Division, is the Respondent's

ability to comply with the previous order of support issued in this matter and whether or not such
order should be modified.

2. Based on all of the evidence received, the Court finds that Mr. Collins' earning

potential is $20,000 per year. The Court further finds that Ms. Carella is gainfully employed on
a fiill time basis as a legal secretary and also earning approximately $20,000 per year."
FACT: James, Warner and Simone all recommended or ordered that I be sent to jail for 30 days for

not earning my potential and at the time I was making $20,000 per year.
3. "... the Court finds that Mr. Collins is now, and since 12/2/87 when his cross-petition

was filed, has been capable of making child support payments in the amount of $120.00 per week.
The Court notes that this amount is slightly higher than the amount which would be
calculated under the formula contained in the Child Support Standards Act of 1989 which
will become law on September 15,1989.

FACT: During the period of 12/2/87 to 9/8/89,1 was under Court Order to pay $66 per week support,
$725 to $967 a month for rent, $150 per month for utilities, medical bills, medical insurance etc., forced to
borrow the money from my parents in order to meet this court ordered obligation. Ms. Carella and the
children benefited from this as they paid no rent at all.
"HEREBY ORDERED AND DIRECTED that Mr. Collins pay to Ms. Carella as and for

child support the amount of $120.00 per week retroactive to 12/2/87. In conjunction therewith the
Saratoga County Support Collection Unit is directed to calculate an arrears amount due for the
period 12/2/87 to present and to communicate that amount to the parties and their attorneys.
Arrears are established in the amount calculated.

It is FURTHER ORDERED AND DIRECTED that Mr. Collins pay the additional amount

of $30.00 per week until such time as the established arrears have been paid in full."
FACT: How can I have any arrears? I, or my family, was paying the mortgage and taxes on house
and Ms. Carella was living there for free per court order and I was paying child support.
1. Hearing Examiner Warner in his Decision of 3/5/87 stated: "The total of these child

expenses is $1,974.00. Mr. Collins is found to be responsible for 71% of this amount, or $1,401.54
per month. For simplicity's sake, I believe it appropriate to require Mr. Collins to continue to make
the monthly mortgage/tax payment plus utilities."
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2. Judge James in his Decision of 4/15/87 stated: "THE ORDER OF THE COURT that

all future weekly support payments (exclusive of monthly mortgage and utility payments) to be
paid by Mr. Collins, shall be paid through the Saratoga Support Collection Unit" and "that all other
provisions of the 3/15/87 Decision of Warner shall remain unchanged and in full force and effect."
3 Hearing Examiner Warner in his Decision of 9-17-87 stated:"... Order of the Court

which specifically required Mr. Collins to pay the monthly mortgage and utilities ..."
Do you see any law being broken so far?
Support Collection Unit letter on arrears dated 9/15/89

Increasing support to $120.00 per week from $66 per week causes an increase in respondent's (my)
obligation of $54.00 per week. From December 4, 1987 to September 8,1989 is a period of 93 weeks. The
retroactive increase results in an indebtedness of $5,022.00. After application of the $694.00 previously
offset from the respondent's taxes and the $104 currently undisbursed from respondent's unemployment
benefits, the total due the petitioner will be $4,224.

Fact: Before this ruling I had a $798 credit ($5,022 - 4,224). Fathers are not supposed to have
credits.

Why wasn't I given credit for her living in the house? December 1987 to September 1989 is
22 months. Figuring $725 per month for the house, I would have had a credit in the amount of
$15,950 less $4,224 = $11,726. At this rate, I would have had a 97 week credit. The court could not
allow this to happen!!

The court has made sure that Ms. Carella was awarded more than I could afford to pay, she
had received free rent, accumulated arrears, and I am now over $4,000 in arrears. This is the

making of a "deadbeat dad" and / or is it the making of a "beaten dead dad".
The Saratoga Star

After this ruling, I became fed up with the system. Why should I work? Everything I made was

being taken from me. My mother's property was taken from her. Ms. Carella was consistently caught lying

in court and she was rewarded for her lies. Most of all, I was being deprived of my children, as I had not
been able to see them since December of 1987, and no one would do anything to help me see them. Their
mother wasn't even living with them. I went to court to enforce my visitation, and I was threatened by
Judge James that I would lose my visitation rights, because he said it was my fault for not seeing my
children because I had a court order. As far as I was concerned, the court orders might have just well been
written on toilet paper. At least then they could have been used for something. What could I do, I didn't

know the law at this time, but I knew that what the judges were doing was illegal. I just didn't realize how
illegal and corrupt the New York State Judiciary was. I then packed my car and moved to Florida. While I
was in Florida and away from New York, I was able to relax and lose the weight I had gained because of the
stress of the family court proceedings.

After being in Florida a few months, I decided that I was going to expose what was going on in the
court system. I decided to write a newspaper on my own. For the next several months, I put my paper to
together. The paper was called "The Saratoga Star".
THE

SET

UP

The judges deliberately misstate, misrepresent, and lie about the evidence, the testimony, and the
facts presented to the court in their decisions. They refuse to allow witnesses to be cross-examined on their

testimony, set different guidelines for each litigant, and allow peijury in the court. Initially, the opposing
attorney refuses to negotiate. After the litigant has been railroaded and sentenced to jail, the opposing
attorney then makes the demands under the pretense of "negotiating". His demands are higher than what
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the court has ordered. Has the N.Y.S. Judiciary set up a racketeering enterprise to extort money in order to
supplement the judges income?
Some of the headings were:

Judge L. Foster James consistently lies in his decisions!
—For sex, money or political favors—

Schenectady County Hearing Examiner Warner
conspires with Saratoga Judges to fix case!

Saratoga Judges hold children hostage while conspiring
to extort over $100,000 from their father and his family!
Does Judge James and the Saratoga Judiciary get their
jollies from seeing children neglected, abused and molested?
Appellate Court on the take? Ignores the Law —
bases decision on "Maybe's".

Is the Saratoga Judiciary operating or covering
up a child pornography and sex ring?

Support Collection Unit falsifies records, steals support checks
N.Y.S Judicial Commission Protects Judges not the Public!
Committee on Professional Standards has no

Intention of Investigating Corrupt Attorneys
Questions asked in the paper:
Should the kangaroo be made part of the N.Y.S Judicial Seal?

How many more children are going to be deliberately neglected and abused by the Saratoga
and N.Y.S Judiciary before anything is done by the Governor or the Legislature? Let "Year of the
Child" be this year!

Will the judges falsify more records in order to put Mr. Collins in jail for exposing the corruption in
the Judiciary?
Is this just the tip of the iceberg?

Is this corruption the reason so many fathers leave the state after divorce? Are they being forced to
give up their children because of the judges like these?
Who in the Saratoga Judiciary is protecting the children?
Some of my pearls of wisdom:

The Judiciary, especially the judges, have to be made to realize, even though some of them
believe it, they do not live on Mount Olympus!!

Dealing with Governmental Corruption is like dealing with the three monkeys -
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"hear no evil, see no evil and speak no evil"

Eastern Europe is being freed from oppression - While The New York State Judiciary is oppressing the rights of its citizens.
The reaction by the judges

The Times Union - April 28,1990
Man complains of unfair treatment in court
Excerpts:

A man who printed a tabloid newsletter is upsetting the local legal community with
complaints about his 5 year old divorce case.

It's a sad commentary that a father has to go through such hell to see his children and at
this point I probably won't see them again. I can't get a fair hearing in Saratoga." Collins said.
James and Family Court Judge Stephen A. Ferradino, who was involved in a 1988 decision

in which Collins' child support payments were increased, responded to the allegations against them
and their colleagues Friday with dismay, disappointment and some anger. Both said the charges of
conspiracy and unfairness were untrue.

"Someone once said if you pick a fight with a pig, you both get dirty but the pig enjoys it."
said Ferradino.

"I agree with everything Judge Ferradino has said. Obviously, we consider the allegations
outrageous," said James. "Of course there are cases where some people are disappointed with the
outcome. But there is nothing to imply anybody has been given unfavorable treatment or any bribes
were offered."

Ferradino and James said the publication contains slanderous material, but they had not
yet decided whether to file lawsuits.

(I always wondered who Ferradino considered to be the pig - himelf or me?)
In another article, in the Saratogian dated April 26,1990, Ms. Carella's attorney, Nicholas Morsillo
was quoted as stating:

"He's not paying her support," Morsillo said. "He flew the coop and took up residence in
Florida. His whereabouts are unknown and if we find out were he is he'll probably end up back in
court."

I wonder why I was never sued. Could it be that it was because I printed the truth?
(What was amazing about Mr. Morsillo was that he represented Ms. Carella from 1985 to 1999 in

my family court proceedings, the Federal Court proceedings, and supreme court proceeding, and always

claimed he had never been paid for any of his representation on several occasions. He picked Ms. Carella up
and brought her to court and then they left together. He traveled at least 10 miles out of his way to pick her
up. He also represented her in the other matter concerning her daughter by Brent. He even claimed, in that
proceeding, that he wasn't getting paid, and had not been paid in her case with me. Why would he take on

this new case for her if he had never been paid? After the support proceeding was held, he suddenly stopped

representing her for the custody of the child. Why? We thought at first it was because of the psychological
evaluations. Then Brent's mother said that she approached Mr. Morsillo, after the last time in court, and
asked him if his wife knew that he had been representing Ms. Carella all these years for free. I guess the
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question worked. Was he afraid Brent's mother was going to call his wife? Why would he represent her all
these years for nothing? It certainly cost him time and money, with all of my motions and petitions in all of
the different courts, State and Federal. Maybe he was paid in trade?)
What I learned

After the paper was published, I received many phone calls from people supporting my i-fTorts to

expose the corruption in the State Judiciary. What was more interesting was that during three or limr (if
these phone conversations, I was told that one of the judges was a pedophile. When the first call c;mn' in
naming the judge, I didn't think much of it, figuring the person didn't like the judge. Then I rcccivi d t \m) or

three more calls all naming the same judge. One women, who was a grandmother, was very siMrilu- .i- tn

where the judge was going, in order to satisfy his needs to be with a child. No other judge was :u tn>« cl ul
this. Only this one judge. Was he, or wasn't he a pedophile? Who knows?
I also heard about a case where $50,000 was paid to get someone off. I also heard that tlu n- u.is

also some other illegal activity going on, which may have led to someone being blackmailed to ^'et tluperson off.

While in jail, one inmate upon learning I was from the Albany area, told me about a judge wln» was
known for taking bribes of about $1,000 to $1,500 to get a person off, or a reduced sentence. He said the
judge wasn't greedy. Obviously, there was no proof to this, because neither party was going to admit that it
happened or happens.

Judges do not like bad publicity, or being put on the spot about their illegal actions. No one sued me
over the paper. They knew the paper was not slanderous or libelous, as I had documented everything, and
the truth is an absolute defense.

Back to Family Court - Austin 1990

Judge John Austin was now assigned to my case, as the other judges could not sit because of the
allegations that I made against them. I also named these judges in my petitions, in order to have my
arrears vacated, and receive the credit that I was due. I also raised the issue that my visitation was being
denied. Mary Ellen Clerkin of the Attorney General's Office represented the other judges.
I appeared in court on May 25,1990 on my petitions and the violation petition filed by Ms. Carella
that I was not paying my child support. The following is what was stated by the judge.
THE COURT: This is a Saratoga County Family Court. I am Judge Austin, Warren County

Family Court Judge. I have been assigned to hear this matter and that is by virtue of an Order
of the administrative judge for the district and I have a copy of that here if anyone — I
believe copies have been distributed to — not to the parties, but to the clerk of the court and to the
other judges in this county.

This supports my previous argument, that there had to be documentation concerning Hearing
Examiner Warner being appointed to hear Saratoga County matters and whether the counties agreed to
share his services. There was no documentation by Mr. Warner to this effect.

The court on May 25,1990, was closed to the public, and the Sheriffs Department was nice enough
to have their biggest officer stand right over me during the whole proceeding. Guess they wanted to intimidate
me a little because of my paper.

City Court Judge Douglas Mills was appointed by Judge Austin to be law guardian for my three
children at the above hearing. After court, Mr. Mills told me that I would be seeing less of my children, even

though I had been denied visitation for two years. I notified the court of this. Of course, this went on deaf
e a r s .
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When I attempted to see my children in October, 1990, Mr. Mills left the following message on my
answering machine:

"I am trying to reach a Mr. Charles Collins. This is attorney Doug Mills. My phone number is 5870559.1 do not, I repeat, do not want you to exercise visitation this weekend with your children until
we go to court, (a pause) Ahhhh, that would be my recommendation. Thank you."
Mr. Mills then followed up the phone message by sending the following letter dated October 3,
1990:

"Please be advised that I do not think it is in the children's best interest to see you until

such time as we appear in Family Court and have a discussion regarding your visitation with your
children."

Ms. Carella sent the following letter on October 3, 1990:

"Pursuant to my telephone conversation with Douglas Mills, Esq., our children's law
guardian, I am denying you visitation, until there is a court order in effect directing me of the kind."
Ms. Carella and Mr. Mills were both fully aware that there was a supreme court order in existence
directing her as to my visitation rights, and that there was also a family court order dated April 15,1987,
as to my visitation rights. Who are they to violate a court order? Mr. Mills, as a Saratoga Springs City Court

Judge, should know he had no right to violate a court order. How lucky were my children to have a judge
represent them? The "good old boy network" at work.

On October 9,1990,1 filed a Violation of Visitation Petition and an Order to Show Cause, to direct
Mr. Mills to state why it was not in the best interests of the children to see me, and to hold both Mr. Mills

and Ms. Carella in contempt of a court order for violating my court order visitation rights. Judge Austin
refused to take any action and dismissed the Petition and Order to Show Cause. Judge Austin by doing so,
was protecting Mr. Mills and Ms. Carella and holding them above the law. I had a right to see my children
and to know why I was not allowed see my children, it's called due process.
What right did Mr. Mills have to leave such a message on my answering machine? Who was he to

interfere with my parenting time with my children without a court order or without making any allegations
against me?

After this appearance and other appearances, I decided I had better start learning the law because
I was about to get taken royally to the cleaners by Judge Austin. The court subsequently appointed Michael

Catalfimo of Greenwich as my "so-called" attorney to represent me at trial. To put it mildly, I didn't think
much of his representation of me. It was as if he was representing Ms. Carella. I did not trust him, especially
after I caught him lying to me about the law. In his letter to me, he stated that my argument that the court
lacked jurisdiction was wrong because of this certain case. He said. Matter of Seitz v. Drnphpn 21 N.Y.2d
181, 287 N.Y.S.2d 29 held that the family court could enforce or modify New York State judgments of
divorce. I couldn't believe it. There was no way this could be true. Then I remembered, the court library was
open, I jumped in my car and drove right to the library. I found the case. He lied to me. I had a New York
State Judgment of Divorce. This case stated:

"The Legislature had the authority under article VI (§ 7, subd. c) of the State Constitution

to confer upon the Family Court the powers contained in subdivision (c) of section 466 of the Family
Court Act to entertain a request to enforce or modify the provisions of a foreign matrimonial
decree."

This was for a "foreign" matrimonial decree and not a New York State decree. I could not, and
would not trust him after this. Who was he representing and who was he protecting?
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After doing much research, I discovered that the family court never acquired subject matter
jurisdiction to make any court order in my case. I also discovered that there were several statutes that
v i o l a t e d t h e N e w Yo r k S t a t e C o n s t i t u t i o n a n d / o r t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s C o n s t i t u t i o n .

I have already discussed my argument that a father facing imprisonment is entitled to public trial,
and my argument that a father is also entitled to a jury trial when charged with non-payment of support
pursuant to a court order. Since the court was going to be closed to the public, and I wasn't going to receive
a jury trial, I packed up and moved to Florida again. I had no doubt that I would be going to jail in this
"kangaroo court", I notified the court, as well Ms. Carella's attorney, where I was with my address and
phone number. Because I did not show up to court on August 23, 1991 Judge Austin issued an order of
protection that I was not to go near my children. He also signed an arrest warrant and set bail at $15,000.
Criminals don't get this high of bail even for felony offenses.
While I was in Florida, I discovered that the local law libraries had New York State statutes and

case law. I was able to do research there on my case in order to file papers in New York by mail.
After I was there three months, a knock came on the door. It was the Pinellas County Sheriff's
Department looking for me. I figured "Great, I'm going to get arrested and they will have to extradite me to
New York. Now I will be able to argue in an open court about the family court lacking subject matter
jurisdiction and that Judge Austin had no authority to issue the warrant for my arrest." Well, was I wrong.

The sheriff asked me for my phone number and when I asked him why, he explained that the Saratoga

County Sheriffs Department wanted to call me, and needed my phone number. We started talking, and I
invited him in. He wrote down my phone number on the paper with other writing on it. I asked, if I could
read the note and he said yes. The note had my name and address in Florida and the description of the car
I was driving with plate number. I might add that the car was sitting outside along the curb, I wasn't
hiding. What caught my attention was what was printed in bold letters on the sheriff's note. The note
stated: "Do not arrest, will not extradite.'' I thought this was ftinny. They have an arrest warrant out
for me, but they don't want me arrested or extradited. Does this make sense?

That night I received a call from the Saratoga County Sheriff's Department. The deputy informed

me that he had an arrest warrant for me and that he had been carrying it around in his car for the past
couple of months. He wanted to know if I was planning on returning to New York anytime soon. I told him
no. He asked me if I would call him when I decided to return to New York as he was going to file the
warrant.

Unconstitutional state statutes argued before Judge Austin
I have already discussed the arguments that FCA § 439 violates the composition of the state
constitution as it has transferred the issues of support to a hearing examiner; that § 433 is unconstitutional

as it violated my right to a public trial; and that FCA § 435 violated my right to a jury trial, I also argued
that the court lacked subject matter jurisdiction to hear my case pursuant to the New York State Constitution
and case law, I further argued that other statutes of the Family Court Act violated the State Constitution
and were unconstitutional.

N.Y.S. Constitution Article 6, Section 1 creates the Family Court as part of the Unified Court
System of New York. Article 6, Section 13(a) establishes the Family Court of the State of New York and
Article 13(b), (c) and (d) states the jurisdiction.
N . Y. S . C O N S T. A r t i c l e 6 . S e c t i o n 1 3 s t a t e s :

§ 13. [Family court established; composition; election and appointment of judges; jurisdiction]
(b) The family court shall have jurisdiction over the following classes of actions and
proceedings which shall be originated in such family court in the manner provided by law: (1) the
protection, treatment correction and commitment of those minors who are in need of the exercise of
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the authority of the court because of circumstances of neglect, delinquency or dependency, as the
legislature may determine; (2) the custody of minors EXCEPT for custody incidental to
actions and proceedings for the marital separation, divorce, annulment of marriage and

dissolution of marriage; (3) the adoption of persons; (4) the support of dependents EXCEPT for
support incidental to actions and proceedings in this state for marital separation, divorce,

annulment of marriage or dissolution of marriage; (5) the establishment of paternity; (6) proceedings
for conciliation of spouses; (7) as may be provided by law: the guardianship of the person of minors

and, in conformity with the provisions of section seven of the article, crimes and offenses by or
against minors or between spouses or between parent and child or between members of the same

family or household. Nothing in this section shall be construed to abridge the authority or jurisdiction
of courts to appoint guardians in cases originating in those courts.

(c) The family court shall also have jurisdiction to determine, with the same powers
possessed by the supreme court, the following matters when referred to the family court

from the supreme court: habeas corpus proceedings for the determination of the custody of
minors; and in actions and proceedings for marital separation, divorce, annulment of marriage and

dissolution of marriage, applications to fix temporary or permanent support and custody

or applications to enforce judgments and orders of support and of custody, or applications
to modify judgments or orders of support and of custody which may be granted only upon
the showing to the family court that there has been a subsequent change of circumstances and that
modification is required.

(d) The provisions of this section shall in no way limit or impair the jurisdiction of the
supreme court as set forth in section seven of this article.

The State Constitution is specific in stating that family court has no authority to enforce or modify
any judgment or court order of the supreme court concerning custody or support that has not been referred
to it by the supreme court, as only the supreme court has jurisdiction over divorce, annulment of marriage,
marital separation and dissolution of marriage.
Judge Austin lacked subject matter jurisdiction

Besides the constitutionality of the state statutes, I argued that Judge Austin and the family court
never obtained subject matter jurisdiction over the issues of custody, visitation, and support as there was
no referral from the Supreme Court to the Family Court as required by the State Constitution and case
law. I also argued that my Judgment of Divorce did not comply with Domestic Relations Law § 251 and the
motion to modify the Judgment of Divorce did not comply with CPLR 2221.
Domestic Relations Law $ 251. Filing of order in family court.

When, in a matrimonial action, the supreme court refers the issues of support, custody or
visitation to the family court, the order or judgment shall provide that a copy of thereof shall be
filed by the plaintiffs attorney, within ten days, with the clerk of the family court.
My divorce decree made no such statement and there was no referral of the issues to the family
court as required by the New York State Constitution and applicable state statutes. I should state, DRL §
251 was enacted in 1973 and I was divorced in 1981.

Greene v. Greene. 32 A.D.2d 523, 299 N.Y.S.2d 85 (1st Dep't, 1969) held:

. . . The parties were divorced by decree in the New York Supreme Court June 13, 1967.
That decree makes provisions for custody of the minor children and for the father's (appellant
herein) visitation rights.

The Family Court has jurisdiction to determine custody of minors only when
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such jurisdiction is referred to it by the Supreme Court. (New York State Constitution,
Article VI, § 13 subds. b(2) and c; Section 115, subd. (b) of the Family Court Act.
Concededly the Supreme Court did not refer the issue of visitation to the Family
Court. It is therefore clear that it did not have jurisdiction to change the father's visitation
rights. The proper and only forum to petition for such a change, if warranted, is the
supreme court.

This case is right on point with mine. This case would also apply to support issues as wi*ll, .is tin*
wording for both is the same in the State Constitution.
Donne v. Pace, 344 N.Y.S.2d 398:

The pattern seems clear after a review of relevant statutes. The Family Court may not
modify or enforce a divorce, separation or annulment decree of the Supreme Court which
provides for visitation or custody unless the decree specifically authorizes the Family
Court

to

so

act....

Bums v. Burns. 278 N.Y.S.2d 669 at 672 held that Family Court Act Sections 461 and 46(> wcrr
inconsistent with the state constitution:

. . . The legislature, recognizing the problem, sought to aid children by enacting sections
461 and former wives by the amendment to sec. 466 of the Family Court Act; the object being to
consolidate family problems of support in one court so that a former wife or former wife on behalfof
a child could petition to enforce the provisions of a New York order or decree when the supreme
court had not retained exclusive jurisdiction and in the case of a foreign decree to enforce or modify
it upon the ground of changed conditions. However laudable the purpose of this legislation may be,
the provisions of the Family Court Act must be within the ft*amework of the constitution.
In People v. Allen. 301 N.Y. 287, 290, 93 N.E.2d 850, 852, the court said:

"It is axiomatic that the Legislature in performing its lawfiil law-making function may
not enlarge upon or abridge the Constitution."

The jurisdiction of the Family Court is set forth in Art. 6 section 13 of the constitution.
It provides:. . .

[2, 3] Since the family court is of limited jurisdiction its powers must be set forth in the
constitution and its jurisdiction is thus limited. * The constitution indicates that the

intention was that the Family Court could only act under subdivision (c) upon matters
referred from the supreme court. . ..

Hincklev v. Hincklev. 281 N.Y.S.2d 165, 171 agreed with Bums v. Burns, supra, as to the

enforcement of New York State decrees by the Family Court but disagreed with Bums as to foreign
decrees:

. . . The legislature, recognizing the problem, sought to aid children by enacting
section 461 and former wives by the amendment to sec. 466 of the Family Court Act; the
object being to consolidate family problems of support in one court so that a former wife or
former wife on behalf of a child could petition to enforce the provisions of a New York order or
decree when the supreme court had not retained exclusive jurisdiction and in the case of a

foreign decree to enforce or modify it upon the ground of changed conditions." (italics added)
Up to this point, the rational in Bums is completely valid. . ..
United States v. State of California. 504 F.2d 750 (174) holds 1) jurisdictional statutes
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are to be strictly construed and 2) exceptions to the general provisions of a statute are
also to be strictly construed.

Roy V. Roy, 109 A.D.2d 150, (1985) held that family court is a court of limited jurisdiction and

has power to entertain only those applications which are speciHcally enumerated in the state
constitution.

Handa v. H^nda, 103 A.D.2d 794 (1984) held family court is a constitutional court. The theory of the
judiciary article of the constitution is to simplify the judicial system by reducing the number of high

courts and to embed those retained so throughly in the fundamental law that they cannot be

changed or abolished without amending the state constitution. People v Luce. 204 NY 478 (1912),
Koch V. Mayor. 152 NY 72 (1897).

Another issue that deprived the family court of jurisdiction, was Civil Practice Law and Rules §
2221. In order to modify my judgment of divorce, the petition should have been made to the supreme court
and not the family court.
CPLR $ 2221. Motion affecting prior order.

(a) A motion for leave to renew or to reargue a prior motion, for leave to appeal from, or to stay,
vacate or to modify an order shall be made, on notice to the judge who signed the order, unless
he is for any reason unable to hear it, except that:

In Harrington v. Harrington. 60 A.D.2d 982, 401 N.Y.S.2d 342, 344 (4th Dept. 1978) the Appellate
Court held that pursuant to CPLR § 2221 the Family Court was without authority to modify the terms of
custody of a Supreme Court Divorce Decree stating in part:
.. . Such practice offends established rules against attempts to overrule a determination made by
one judge in a matter making a motion to vacate or modify the determination before another judge
of coordinate jurisdiction (cf CPLR 2221). As we stated in reversing a modification of a custody
decree by a judge who had not made the original determination:
"The action of the second Justice in purporting to clarify or correct the judgment of the first
Justice was an irregular and improper procedure, Buffalo Downtown Garage v. Winfleld
Assoc., 42 A.D.2d 820, 345 N.Y.S.2d 788). The matter should have been referred to the

Judge who signed the original judgment. Such is the settled practice (Kamo v. Kamp. 59
N.Y. 212, 215).

Fallis V. Fallis. 54 A.D.2d 683, 387 N.Y.S.2d 267 (2nd Dept. 1976)
In view of the fact that the judgment of divorce was obtained in the Supreme Court, New
York County, and this is an application to modify that judgment by increasing the amount of child
support, the application should be addressed to the court which made the original judgment, and
not to the Supreme Court in another county.

Guidroz v. Bochenski. 170 A.D.2d 1042, 566 N.Y.S.2d 110 (4th Dept. 1991):

Supreme Court erroneously vacated a Family Court order which had granted temporary
custody to respondents. A motion that attempts to affect an order validly issued must be directed to
the judge who issues it (see, CPLR 2221). Since family Court is in this instance a court of coordinate

jurisdiction pursuant to family Court Act § 651, Supreme Court had no authority to grant an ex
parte order vacating a vaHdly issued temporary order of custody (see, CPLR 2221 [a] [21; see also,

Alberts v. Alberts. 168 A.D.2d 1004, 564 N.Y.S.2d 945). Thus the Supreme Court order is vacated
(see, CPLR 5704 [al).
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Constitutional

issues

raised

Giancursio v. Giancursio. 42 Misc.2d 868, 248 N.Y.S.2d 928 (Fam. Ct. 1964):

The power of the Legislature is essentially absolute, except as limited by the State and
Federal Constitutions, and it may nor disregard, evade or weaken the force of a constitutional

mandate, and, in performing its lawmaking function, it may not enlarge upon or abridge the
Constitution. (People v. Allen. 301 N.Y. 287, 290).

... If tlie Legislature intended to clothe Family Court with jurisdiction in
proceedings related to support of dependents in cases incidental to matrimonial actions

without a reference from the Supreme Court, its act would disregard the explicit
provisions of the Constitution, and abridge the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court (Citation
omitted).

The legislature, by allowing support matters in family court to be heard by hearing examiners,
have disregarded and weakened the force of a constitutional mandate, namely; they have taken the
jurisdiction given to Family Court Judges and given that jurisdiction to non-judicial employees of the
Unified Court System.
Custody - Family Court Act § 652(b) is unconstitutional
FCA § 652. Jurisdiction over applications to fix custody in matrimonial actions on referral from
supreme court.

(a) When referred fi*om the supreme court to the family court, the family court has jurisdiction

to determine, with the same powers possessed by the supreme court, applications to fix temporary
or permanent custody and applications to modify judgments and orders of custody or visitation in
actions and proceedings for marital separation, divorce, annulment of marriage and dissolution of

marriage. Applications to modify judgments and orders or custody which modification may be granted
by the family court under this section only upon a showing to the family court that there has been
a subsequent change of circumstances and that modification is required.

(b) In the event no such referral has been made and unless the supreme court provides in
the order or judgment awarding custody or visitation in an action for divorce, separation or
annulment, that it may be enforced or modified only in the supreme court, the family court may
(i) determine an application to enforce the order or judgment awarding custody or
visitation, or

(ii) determine an application to modify the order or judgment awarding custody or
visitation upon showing that there has been a subsequent change of circumstances and
modification is required.

Subdivision (a) conforms to the jurisdiction of the Family Court as defined by the State Constitution,
Article 6 § 13(c) while Subdivision (b) does not, as no specific referral is required.
Memorandum by Senator H. Douglas Barclay concerning amending Family Court Act §§ 652 and
467 by adding subdivisions (b) and (c) states:

AN ACT to amend the Family Court Act, in relation to applications to enforce or modify custody
and visitation orders and decrees of the supreme court in certain cases.

3 2 6

I. SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS:

§§ 652 and 467 of the Family Court Act would be amended to vest jurisdiction in the Family

Court in those cases where a matrimonial decree or order providing for custody and/or visitation is
silent as to its enforcement or modification.

The Legislature has no authority to change the jurisdiction of the Family Court, as it is a
constitutional court, only a constitutional amendment can do that. If the judgment, order, or decree, is

silent as to its enforcement or modification, it simply means that the Supreme Court has not referred
those issues to the family court as required by the State Constitution, and supporting state statutes and
case law. As the Legislature has no authority to vest jurisdiction in the Family Court, a constitutional
court, these sections of the Family Court Act are unconstitutional. Holding that decrees that are silent as

to enforcement can be heard in the Family Court is not a procedural act and has nothing to do with the
procedures the court must follow.

In summary, we have Sections of the Family Court Act that contradict each other such as § 652.
Subdivision (a) requires a referral from the Supreme Court which the Appellate Courts have held must be

in writing and specific, while subdivision (b) does not require a referral. We are at the whim of the judge as
to whether or not he wants to assume jurisdiction. Both subdivisions cannot be constitutional. As subd. (a)
basically recites the constitution it is constitutional. As subd. (b) contradicts the state constitution it is
unconstitutional.

Subd. (b) requires the supreme court to retain jurisdiction in order to prevent family court from
having jurisdiction. The Constitution requires the supreme court to refer the matter to the family court.
Retain is the opposite of refer and as such subd. (b) of the statute is unconstitutional.
Support - Family Court Act § 461(b) is unconstitutional

Family Court Act, Article 4, § 461 Duty to support child after separation agreement, separation, or
termination of marriage.

(a) A separation agreement, a decree of separation, and a final decree or judgment terminating a
marriage relationship does not eliminate or diminish either parent's duty to support a child of the marriage
under this section 413 of this article. In the absence of an order of the supreme court or of another court of
competent jurisdiction requiring support of the child, the family court may entertain a petition and make
an order for its support.

(b) If an order of the supreme court or of another court of competent jurisdiction requires support
of the child, the family court may
(i) entertain an application to enforce the order requiring support; or

(ii) entertain an application to modify such an order on the ground that changed circumstances
requires such modification, unless the order of the supreme court provides that the supreme court
retains exclusive jurisdiction to enforce or modify the order.

(c) In an action for divorce, separation or annulment in the supreme court, the supreme court on its
own motion or on motion of one of the parties may refer an application for temporary or permanent support
or both of a child of the marriage to the family court. If the supreme court so refers the application, the

family court shall have jurisdiction to determine the application with the same powers possessed by the
supreme court and the family court's disposition of the application shall be an order of the family court
appealable only under article eleven of this act.

Subdivisions (a) and (c) of this section conform to the jurisdiction of the family court as defined by
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the State Constitution. Subdivision (b) violates Article 6, § 13(c) of the State Constitution which specifically
states that family court cannot enforce or modify a judgment or order concerning support without a referral
from the supreme court. The jurisdiction of the family court, as defined by the State Constitution, has been
changed by the Legislature which has no authority to do so.
Austin's Decision and Order dated September 24,1992

Judge Austin, in his Decision and Order dated September 24,1992, addressing the constitutionality
of these state statutes and my right to a public trial, jury trial, etc. stated:

... respondent, Charles E. Collins, III, seeks the following relief: an order declaring certain
sections of the Family Court Act unconstitutional;....

In essence, every argument set forth by respondent has been previously raised by him and
has been previously denied, be it by this Court or other Courts. Respondent cites no cases which
have held any of the sections of the Family Court Act he challenges to be unconstitutional, and it is
the opinion of this Court that all of the challenged sections are in no way violative of either the
U n i t e d S t a t e s C o n s t i t u t i o n o r t h e N e w Yo r k S t a t e C o n s t i t u t i o n .

(If there was case law holding these statutes to be unconstitutional, I would not have had to challenge
them. Furthermore, there was no case law holding that they were constitutional. On the other hand, the
previous case law certainly supports my position that they were unconstitutional.)
Respondent's request to dismiss the violation petition pending against him is similarly
denied. Section 454 of the family Court Act authorizes the imposition of various sanctions for the
violation of a child support order, including the imposition of a jail sentence "for a term not to
exceed six months", if the violation is found to be "willfiil". The Courts of this State have routinely
sustained the constitutionality of Section 454, insofar as imprisonment is "imposed solely for willful
disobedience of the court's mandate" and not for failure to pay a civil debt (Fuller v. Fuller. 31
A.D.2d 587, [3rd Dept.]).

With respect to the warrant, same was issued by this court pursuant to Sections 453 and

428 of the Family Court Act following respondent's failure to appear in Saratoga County Family
Court for two consecutive appearances (see decision and order dated September 17, 1991); this
court declines to vacate same.

Finally, as set forth in the Court's decision and order of September 17, 1991, there was
testimony presented from petitioner that "it had been at least two years since respondent had seen

their children [and with] the recommendation of the law guardian, the Court [suspended]
respondent's rights of visitation, without prejudice, pending a hearing to be scheduled at respondent's
earliest availability". This Court remains prepared to schedule a hearing on the visitation issue at

"respondent's earliest availability". Until such time, the Court will not vacate the order suspending
respondent's rights of visitation.
In summary, all of respondent's arguments are found to be without merit.

As to the cross-motion submitted by Attorney Catalfimo dated September 2,1992, seeking
permission to withdraw from any further representation of respondent, said motion is hereby
granted.
First: I have cited several court rulings that would hold these statutes to be unconstitutional. The

only statute, that Judge Austin directly addressed was FCA § 454, which I did not even claim to be
unconstitutional. I claimed that I was entitled to both a public trial and a jury trial because of the sanctions
that could be imposed based upon FCA § 454. The courts do not address these issues and have taken the

approach that my arguments "have no merit".

/
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Second: Judge Austin was fully aware that I refused to attend these illegal proceedings because
they were to be held in secret and that they violated my constitutional rights. Because I refused to participate
in those illegal proceedings, Judge Austin ordered that I be deprived of my liberty to see my children.
Third: If a court had ruled that these sections were unconstitutional then they would no longer be
the law. More importantly, no court had ever ruled that they were constitutional.

Appealing Judge Austin Order -1992
Judge Simons and Kaye violate my constitutional right to appeal
The Troy Record on November 10, 1992, titled its article "Simons a stickler on integrity". The

article states "Richard Simons, at least temporarily in charge of the state's highest court, is regarded by his
colleagues as a stickler for integrity, a veteran court watcher said Monday.

In my opinion, based upon the following. Judge Simons has absolutely no integrity and was unfit to
be "acting" Chief Judge of the New York State Court of Appeals. He refused to follow the law and participated
in the violation of my constitutional rights to a public trial and a jury trial as well as a court of proper
jurisdiction.
In my Jurisdictional statement dated October 3, 1992,1 documented that I had a constitutional

right to appeal directly to the New York State Court of Appeals, as the only issues being raised on appeal
were the constitutionality of state statutes.
My Jurisdictional Statement stated:
This Court has jurisdiction to hear this appeal directly from the Family Court pursuant
to N.Y.S. Const., Art. VI, § 3 subd. b, par. [2] and CPLR § 5601(b-2) as the only issues to be raised
on appeal are the constitutionality of state statutes. Appellant argues that Social Services Law §

111(g) is unconstitutional and that the following Family Court Act §§ are also unconstitutional in
part or whole - 423,428,433,435,439,449,451,461,466,467, and 652 - as they violate either the
N.Y.S. Constitution or the U.S. Constitution or both.

Included in these arguments, was that I was being deprived of my constitutional rights to a

public trial, a jury trial, court of proper jurisdiction, etc. because of these unconstitutional state statutes.

(b) Appeals to the Court of Appeals may be taken in the classes of cases hereafter enumerated
in this section:

(2) As of right, from a judgment or order of a court of record of original jurisdiction

which finally determines an action or special proceeding where the only question involved
on the appeal is the validity of a statutory provision of the State or of the United States

under the constitution of the State or of the United States; and on any such appeal only the
constitutional question shall be considered and determined by the court.
Civil Practice Law and Rules § 5601(b-2):

b) Constitutional grounds. An appeal may be taken to the Court of Appeals as of
right:

2. from a judgment of a court of record of original instance which finally determines

an action where the only question involved on the appeal is the validity of a statutory
provision of the State or of the United States under the constitution of the state or of the

\
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United States.

In Re Orans. 15 N.Y.2d 338, 258 N.Y.S.2d 825:

[1] ... Since the appeal presents only questions as to the constitutional validity of statutes,
it comes direct to us and not to the Appellate Division (N.Y.Const. art. VI, § 3, subd. b, par |2I; CPI.R
5601).

The Court of Appeals could not refuse to hear an appeal which might be taken as of ri<;lit. People v.
Board qf Canvassers, 1898, 156 N.Y. 36.
On November 24,1992, Acting Chief Judge Richard D. Simons, denied my motion to appeal in the
Court of Appeals stating:

The appellant having filed notice of appeal in the above title and due consideratimi has in;;
been thereupon had, it is
ORDERED, that the appeal be and the same hereby is transferred without costs, by the

Court sua sponte, to the Appellate Division, Third Department, upon the ground that a direct
appeal does not lie when questions other than the constitutional validity of a statutory provision
are involved (NY Const, art VI, §§ 3[b][2], 5[b]; CPLR 5601 [b][2]).
On November 28,1992,1 mailed a letter to Judge Simons stating;

This is in response to your Order of November 24,1992, where you have denied me a direct
appeal to the Court of Appeals basing your decision "upon the ground that a direct appeal does not
lie when questions other than the constitutional validity of a statutory provision are involved (NY
Const, art VI, §§ 3[b][2], 5[b]; CPLR 5601 [b][2]). I refer you to my jurisdictional statement under
rule 500,2 on page 1, # 7 which states: . ..

To my knowledge, I have not raised any questions other than the constitutionality of State
statutes, as they relate to either the U.S. Constitution and/or the N.Y.S. Constitution.
Would you please tell me what questions you are claiming that I have raised, other than the
constitutionality of State statutes?

I respectfully ask that you reconsider your decision and hear this appeal.
On December 7,1992, Donald M. Sheraw, Court Clerk responded stating:

Unfortunately, the questions you pose cannot be completely answered. In appeals, as in
motion matters, the decisions and orders of the Court must speak for themselves without
administrative elaboration or interpretation.
However, because you have asked for reconsideration, your letter will be treated as a motion
for such relief and be submitted to the full Court on December 21,1992.

On January 19,1992, the Court refused to hear my appeal stating:
Motion for reconsideration of this Court's November 24,1992 order of transfer denied. (It

should be noted that Judge Kaye also participated in this ruling).
I have just been denied my New York State Constitutional right to have my appeal and issues

concerning the constitutionality of State statutes denied by the Court of Appeals which is required by law
to hear the issues raised. I have been denied due process. The Court of Appeals is allowing litigants to be

tried, convicted and sentenced to jail in violation of their State and Federal Constitutional rights.
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After I was arrested for criminal nuisance in 1993,1 discussed with Detective Peters of the Capitol

Police, now of the New York State Police, a previous newspaper I had published which he had a copy. He
admitted that if what I had stated was true. Judge Simons would have committed a class E Felony. Later,
when I made this argument in court papers. Detective Peters denied the conversation. I wonder why? What
was his excuse for not investigating the allegations when presented to him in court papers? Was he told to
look the other way?
Judge Austin's Decision and Order of December 29,1994
Judge Austin in his Decision and Order deliberately violated the law in his ruling. Obviously, he
was not happy that I demanded my constitutional rights, and discovered that none of the court orders had

the required warning as required by § 440 of the Family Court Act or § 756 of the Judiciary Law. Luckily, I
discovered this in 1994, just before trial. As Judge Austin modified Judge James Order of September 8,
1989, he was required by law to follow the Child Support Standards Act.
Effective July 25,1990, the CSSA made it mandatory the application of its guidelines to modification
applications. This was based upon Matter of Alice C. v. Bernard G.C.. 193 A.D.2d 97,602 N.Y.S.2d 623 (2nd
Dept. 1993) which stated:
Since the modification petition was dated September 14,1990, the Family Court was required
to follow the CSSA guidelines in modifying said order.

Judge Austin's Order stated:
All witnesses were generally credible, the Court noting, however, a tendency of partisan
witnesses in Family Court proceedings, particularly those involving custody issues, to color their
testimony.
As to issues of custody and visitation, the Court finds that respondent at the time of the
hearing and for a reasonable period prior thereto had regular and meaningful contact with each

child and that petitioner had not frustrated any such contact. The two who testified herein are
pleasant, alert and knowledgeable young people. They have apparently survived the disintegration
of their parents' relationship and the resulting protracted warfare. They have apparently fared
well under the custodial guidance of petitioner. Accordingly, in response to respondent's amended
petition filed on September 14,1990, the Judgment of Divorce and any orders of this court modifying
rights of custody and visitation are hereby modified, as follows:
1. Petitioner shall continue to have custody of the minor children of the parties.
2. Respondent shall have rights of reasonable contact with the children, subject to
the wishes of the children.

(It should be noted that Ms. Carella was caught Ijdng several times, including her statement that
she said she had a listed phone number. My son testified it was unlisted and her name and number were

not listed in the phone book. This also puts visitation at the whim of the children and Ms. Carella's influence
on them. It also kept Ms. Carella fi:-om being held in violation of a court order as there was no mandate for
parenting time. Ms. Carella was not responsible for making sure the children saw me, as visitation was
now at the whim of the children. This is how the courts protect the mothers, like Ms. Carella, and allow
them to alienate the children from their fathers.)

The report of the Law Guardian indicates an agreement with the foregoing:
3. Respondent's petition to have petitioner held in contempt for violation of his visitation
rights is hereby dismissed for failure of proof.
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As to issues of support:

The 1981 judgment of divorce required respondent to pay: $105.00 per week, to be
apportioned $24.00 for the support and maintenance of the wife and $81.00 for the support and
maintenance of said minor children of the marriage for a period of 3 years, until March 31, 1984.

The judgment required the parties thereafter to agree as to future support and maintenance, with
the right to make Family Court applications if they could not agree.

By Family Court order of October 28,1986, including the notice on the face thereof required
by Family court Act § 440, subpar. 4, the order was further continued, modified only to provide that
payments were to be made through the Unit.

By Family Court order of February 5,1987, including the statutory notice, the provisions of
the judgment were continued, with arrears established at $1,100.00 through January 30, 1987,
"and this arrearage is placed in suspension pending full, hearing on the financial condition of both
parties."

By order of March 12,1987, which order lacked the notice, respondent was ordered to pay
weekly support of $66.00 and to continue to pay monthly mortgage and utility payments on the
marital residence.

By order of April 15,1987, again lacking the notice weekly support of $66.00 was continued.

By order of September 8, 1989, weekly support was increased to $120.00, effective December 2,
1987.

Thereafter, none of the other orders of this Court addressing support issues between the
parties, including the three orders to which two of the above pleadings were directed, contained
this notice required by Family Court Act § 440, subpar. 4. While the Court declines to find the

orders entirely invalid by reason of clerical omission; nevertheless, the Court believes it is prohibited
from ordering incarceration of respondent for any violation of those specified orders, since the
entire thrust of the notice, as required by the Legislature, is to warn the respondent of such possible
result. The case of Rappaport v. Rappaport (58 N.Y.2d 725), cited by petitioner, is inappHcable.
Neither does the Court find that respondent should be denied the right to such notice because he
failed to seek such protection heretofore.

Based upon the evidence, the court finds that respondent has willfully failed to provide
support for his children, as required by the judgment of divorce and by orders of this court modifying
the judgment.

The Court has the right to modify an outstanding order, based upon the proof Given the
complexity of these proceedings, which complexity is almost "tiredly the result of what this Court

perceives as respondent's efforts to "punish** petitioner, the Court will attempt to do
justice.

(The court is going to "do justice**? All this means is that the court is going to royally screw my
family and me over again!)

The Court finds that respondent is well educated, inteUigent and able to work. In particular,
he has legal ability, apparently self-acquired during the protracted litigation between the parties of
these many years. He chooses not to be regularly employed. The Court agrees with the finding of
this Court in 1989 that respondent had earning potential of $20,000 per year at that time. Petitioner
is regularly employed and has approximate annual income of $28,000 at this time.

Petitioner was granted exclusive possession of the martial residence in 1986. Respondent
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thereafter conveyed the marital residence to his mother. Petitioner and the children have continued
to reside there.

Respondent is liable for support of the children in the sum of $120.00 per week from December
2,1987, for reasons stated in the decision and order of September 8,1989, which reasons continue
in force to this time.

Respondent shall have no credit against such obligation for mortgage and utility payments

made for the realty in which petitioner and the children reside. No proof of such payment by
respondent was made. He does not own the property. Any such payments are a benefit to the payor
as tax-deductions and toward increase of equity.
(Judge Austin had given Ms.
doesn't make the payments, they lose
Carella. This is not a benefit to the
for the housing. Did this violate the

Carella free housing!! How is this a benefit to the payor? The payor
the house! The payor is being forced to spend his or her money on Ms.
payor. This is extortion! The court is sticking my mother with the bill
Appellate Court ruling stating her assets could not be used?)

4. Respondent shall pay as and for support of the children of the parties the sum of

$120.00 per week to the Saratoga County Support Collection Unit for transmittal to petitioner,
effective December 2,1987.

(This violates the CSSA. Based upon the CSSA, I should been pa3dng $103.00 per week with no
requirement to provide housing. No reason was given for the deviation. I wonder why?)

5. Respondent shall be making regular weekly payments by January 20,1995.
6. Petitioner shall have judgment against respondent for arrears to be calculated by
the Unit upon the foregoing. The judgment shall be prepared by the Unit and
submitted to the Court.

7. Based upon the testimony of Leo Casey Supervisor of the Unit, the violation
petition dated January 10,1991, and filed by the Unit on behalf of petitioner, is
hereby dismissed as defective on its face.

Because of the finding of willfulness, attorney's fees will be awarded to petitioner. Attorney
Morsillo shall submit an affidavit of services within 30 days; respondent shall have the right to
respond thereto within 15 days. Thereafter, the Court will make a determination of that issue.
(I was ordered to pay $13,974.71 in attorney fees and arrears totaled more than $35,800 and Ms.
Carella was allowed to live in the house for free. From September 8,1989 to December 29,1994 is a total of

64 months (5 years 4 months) at a rate of $725 per month this totals $46,400. My mother could have easily
charged $900 to $1,000 a month rent or $64,000 during this time period. Had I received credit for the

housing, I would have had a credit of over $10,000. The court does not want fathers to have credits. The
actions of the judges and attorneys are a cause for grand larceny!)

All consistent provisions of the divorce decree and prior orders here in shall continue.
(Judge Austin had just reinstated all of the prior court orders and the support required to be paid
pursuant to them in violation of the law.)
The Court apologizes to the parties for the delay in rendering a decisions occasioned to a
large extant by the size of the record.
The within constitutes the decision and order of the Court. The parties are advised of their

respective rights of appeal under Article Eleven of the Family Court Act.
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After

Order

I remember one day I had my youngest son and daughter with me. We stopped at the Saratoj^a WalMart. My daughter and I became involved in a discussion, and the issue came up of when the childri'n
wanted to change their last name to Carella and my daughter was seven years old at the time. My now
sixteen year old daughter said to me, this was her "decision and my brothers decision" and was very adamant
that it was. I then asked her, "Are you telling me that you had the wherewithal in the second gradi' t<i make
a decision like that?" She couldn't answer me. The mothers make the children believe it is thoir di cisinn

and that the mother has no influence in the decision. The children do not realize they are being inani|)iil.it» d

by their mother to her way of thinking. It's the same thing as the mother who claimed to have an all'air Inr
the children, or the mother who became pregnant, and claimed she got pregnant for the child.
Appeal of Judge Austin's Order of 12A29/94
Besides, my previous arguments concerning the jurisdiction of the court, the unconstitutional State

statutes including the office of hearing examiner, my right to public and jury trial it was also arguid that
this order did not comply with the Child Support Standards Act (CSSA) in derogation of Family ('ourt Act
§ 413 were all argued in my Brief to the Appellate Court. It was argued:
Family Court, however, failed to apply the Child Support Standards Act, in derogation of

Family Court Act § 413. The CSSA makes application of the guidelines mandatory, rather than
permissive, with respect to modification applications. Thus, Family Court should have relied upon

the CSSA guidelines in modifying respondent's support obligation for the parties' three children.
See, Family Court Act § 413(1 )(1): Matter of Alice C. v. Bernard G.C., 193 A.D.2d 97, 111 (2nd Dep t,
1993).

This Order was appealed by both my mother and myself Appeal was denied. Notice that the Appellate
Court ruling does not address the issues, and that Judge Austin Order does not comply with the Child

Support Standards Act even though it was argued. The Appellate Court ruled:
Carella v. Collins. 228 A.D.2d 725, 644 N.Y.S.2d 68 (3rd Dep't., 1996)

... In addition, respondent's mother, Elinor King, who currently owns the residence where

petitioner and the children have been living since 1984 (hereinafter the house), seeks review of
Family Court's order of December 29,1994 insofar as it affects her property and financial interests.
Though King was not a party to the underljdng action, her motion to file a brief and to consolidate
the appeals was granted.

We affirm. Many of respondent's arguments on appeal have been raised previously, and

been rejected, or are aimed at the propriety of earlier Family Court orders, the time to appeal from
which has long since expired (see, e.g., Carella v. King. 198 A.D.2d 567, 569, 603 N.Y.S.2d 219;
Matter of Carella v. Collins. 144 A.D.2d 78,82, 536 N.Y.S.2d 1020). To the extent that respondent's

objections to the orders and judgment at hand are germane and timely, they are groundless.
11] Family Court's finding that respondent is not entitled to a credit against his child support
arrears for amounts he has expended to provide petitioner and the children with housing was not

improper. As the court noted, respondent failed to submit any proof of the amounts he purportedly
spent for this purpose; indeed, petitioner testified that respondent's failure to make mortgage
payments for approximately a year resulted in the commencement of a foreclosure proceeding, and

that it was King who eventually satisfied the debt. Moreover, the September 8, 1989 order

establishing respondent's child support obligation demonstrates that Family Court was fully aware
of the housing situation. Although that order does not explicitly direct that respondent continue to

provide housing for his children, read as a whole it clearly evinces the court's intent to require that

he make weekly child support payments of $120, in addition to any other amounts he might advance
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to supply petitioner and the children with shelter.

(Based upon this statement, my child support obligation was increased by the September 8, 1989
Order. The Appellate Court ruled, in its Order of January 26,1989, that I could not afford to pay what was
ordered at that time. What difference does it make, who made the payments on the house? If pajonents

were made to Ms. Carella, there would be no arrears, even if I wasn't the one making the payments. The
court does not care who makes the support payments as long as they are paid. This is giving Ms. Carella
free housing which she is not entitled to. Protect the mothers - Forget the fathers!! This would be the same
as a father in jail for contempt for not paying $1,000 in child support and then his parents pay the $1,000
to get him out of jail. The court then claims, since he didn't pay it himself, he still owes the $1,000 and
shouldn't get credit for it as someone else paid it.)
[2] Respondent's related contention—that Family Court erred, when calculating his child
support obligations, in failing to consider the value of the housing he has provided as imputed
income to petitioner—is not properly before us, as it is essentially a challenge to the underlying

order, dated September 8, 1989, from which no appeal was taken (see, Carella v. King, supra, at
569, 603 N.Y.S.2d 219; Matter of Barol v. Barol. 95 A.D.2d 923, 925, 464 N.Y.S.2d 564).

[4] Nor are Family Court's findings aind conclusions with respect to the issues of custody,
visitation and respondent's willful violation of the prior support orders improper or unwarranted.
The record evidence establishes, inter alia, that respondent has continuously placed his own interests
above those of his children, by, for example, leaving the State for several years and failing to visit
the children or pay any support during that time, because he believed that he was being denied his
constitutional right to a pubHc trial. In addition, respondent paid substantial sums, and expended
large amounts of time, pursuing his spurious legal claims, while ignoring his support obligations
and refraining from looking for gainful employment that would enable him to meet those obligations.
These facts, coupled with the lack of any proof substantiating respondent's allegations of abuse and
neglect by petitioner, provide ample basis for Family Court's denial of his petition for custody, as
well as its determination that he willfully violated the support orders (see, Matter of Pirie v. Law.
92 A.D.2d 701,702,460 N.Y.S.2d 395). Furthermore, the visitation provisions are not inappropriate
given the children's ages, their wishes, and their prior and continuing interaction with respondent.
(I was being denied my right to a public trial and a jury trial and the court knew it. Lack of proof
concerning neglect of my children? I wasn't allowed to present any proof)
[5] Having been afforded a public hearing, respondent's insistence upon his entitlement to
one is moot. His claims that several of the applicable statutory provisions are unconstitutional
have either been previously rejected by this court (see. Matter of Carella v. Collins. 144 A.D.2d 78,
82,536 N.Y.S.2d 1020, supra) or are plainly meritless. To the extent that Family Court Act 449 and
451 can be interpreted as treating the recipient and the payor of support differently, it suffices to
note that those parties are not similarly situated, as the recipient has custody of the children and a
concomitant need to obtain funds for their support, while the payor does not.

(I was finally given a public hearing because of all the actions I had taken to protect my rights
including writing a newspaper. Had I not done that, I would not have received a public trial. Now the

Appellate Court didn't have to address the issue. This is how the Appellate Court covers up the illegal
actions of the judges and of themselves.)

[6] As for King's arguments, she maintains that Family Court erred in granting petitioner
sole possession of the house, and ordering respondent to pay the mortgage and other expenses
associated with that dwelling, in contravention of her rights as a part owner thereof. The instant
order, however, does not affect King's ownership interest in any respect, but merely declines to
provide respondent with a credit for the mortgage payments he ostensibly made. Moreover,
examination of the earlier Family Court orders that established and continued respondent's duties

to furnish petitioner with housing reveals that petitioner has not at any time been awarded title to,
or an absolute right to occupy, the premises in derogation of King's rights of ownership; rather.
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those orders explicitly recognized the possibility that petitioner and the children might be
"dispossessed" and provided that, should that occur, respondent was to furnish them with "suitable
alternate housing". Hence, King has at all times been free to exert her ownership interest.
Respondent's remaining contentions have been considered and are without merit.
(My mother had been trying since May of 1989 to evict Ms. Carella from the premises. No court
would do anything except prolong the proceedings. Ms. Carella had an order that she was given "exclusive

possession of the house". There was no order stating she no longer had exclusive possession of the house.
This would not come until January of 1999, and my mother was not able to take control of her house until
March of 1999 because of this State's corrupt Judiciary.)

ORDERED that the orders and judgment are affirmed, without costs.

Judge Kaye refuses to address unconstitutional statutes
and Judge Austin's illegal court order

We then went to the Court of Appeals and were denied by Judge Kaye who stated:
ORDERED on the Court's own motion, that the appeals by appellants Collins and King be

and the same hereby dismissed, without costs, upon the ground that no substantial constitutional
question is directly involved; and it is
ORDERED, that the said motions for leave to appeal by appellants Collins and King be and
the same hereby denied.

Isn't the right to a public trial, jury trial, a court of proper jurisdiction substantial constitutional
questions before one is imprisoned? Not to Judge Kaye!! I had both a New York State Constitutional right
and Statutory right to have these questions heard by the Court of Appeals. I was denied this right by Judge
Kaye. Who is Judge Kaye and the other Court of Appeals judges to violate the State Constitution? There
will be more on how Judge Kaye deliberately deprives litigants of their Constitutional and Statutory rights
knowing she is precluded by law from even making the ruling in the first place.
Kramer Family Court 1997

In 1997, my mother and I filed papers with the Saratoga County Family Court to vacate the Decision
and Order of Judge L. Foster James dated April 22,1986 pursuant to CPLR R 5015(a)(4) as Judge James
lacked both subject matter and personal jurisdiction to render the order. Judge Kramer, in court, denied
the request. The following was argued before Kramer and on appeal, which was also denied by the Appellate
Court and Judge Kaye of the Court of Appeals. They did not address these issues.
Relative to the issue of timeliness of my mother's request, as stated by the Court of Appeals in
T.arks V. Lacks. 41 N.Y.2d 71,390 N.Y.S.2d 975 (1976), "It is black letter law that a judgment rendered

without subject matter jurisdiction is void, and that the defect may be raised at any time and
may not be waived (Citation omitted)". Based on this, the issue is not time barred.
As my mother was attempting to recover her property, she was an interested party, as she had a

legitimate interest in having possession her property returned to her.
T.ane v. Lane. 175 A.D.2d 103, 572 N.Y.S.2d 14 (2nd Dept. 1991):

CPLR 5015(a) provides that "[tlhe court which rendered a judgment or order may relieve a

party from it upon such terms as may be just, on motion of any interested person with such notice

as the court may direct" (emphasis added). An "interested person" who has standing to bring a
motion to vacate a judgment has been defined as follows: "To seek relief from a judgment or

order, all that is necessary is that some legitimate interest of the moving party will be
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served and that judicial assistance will avoid injustice" (Citation omitted).

My mother argued, that Judge James lacked personal jurisdiction over her, as she was not a party

to the proceeding when he gave "exclusive possession" of her property to Ms. Carella.

Matter of Terrance K.. 138 Misc.2d 611, 616 N.Y.S.2d 996, 9897 (Fam. Ct. 1988):

As a Court of statutory jurisdiction, Family Court has certain inherent constraints, and
before it may act in accordance with due process, must have subject matter jurisdiction
as well as personal jurisdiction over the parties.

Sourling v. Beach. 93 A.D.2d 306, 463 N.Y.S.2d 293 (3rd Dept. 1983):
Regarding the court's exercise of personal jurisdiction over respondents, three essential
requirements must be met, to wit: notice, opportunity to be heard and a basis for the exercise
thereof (Siegel, New York Practice, § 58, pp. 59-60.

As my mother was not a party to the proceeding, she was not given notice, opportunity to be heard,
or the basis of the family court's authority to determine exclusive possession of her interest in the real
property as required by law.

The family court is required to demonstrate jurisdiction in each case.
DeShane v. DeShane. 135 Misc.2d 828 (Fam. Ct. 1987):

Family Court is a court of limited jurisdiction and has the power to enter orders only in this
class of action in which it has been given specific authority to hear the issue, (N.Y. Constitution,
Art. VI § 13). Case law has repeatedly emphasized this limited jurisdiction of the Family Court.
In Re Children. 76 Misc.2d 987 (Fam. Ct. 1974):

[1,21 ... Although a court of record, it is a court whose jurisdiction is limited to powers set
forth in the Constitution of the State of New York (Art. VI, § 13). In its action. Family Court is
confined to the powers granted to it by the precise language of this section (Citation omitted) and of

the statute which created it (Citation omitted). Its jurisdiction will never be presumed, and
the facts necessary to confer jurisdiction in any particular case must affirmatively appear
in the record (Citation omitted).

Judge L. Foster James had no authority to award Ms. Carella exclusive possession of non-marital
real property owned by my mother, her husband, and myself
Domestic Relations Law S 236. Part B. (c) defines marital property as:

c. The term "marital property" shall mean all property acquired by either or both spouses
during the marriage and before the execution of a separation agreement or the commencement of a

matrimonial action, regardless of the form in which title is held, except as otherwise provided in
agreement pursuant to subdivision three of this part. Marital property shall not include separate
property as hereinafter defined.

The house that Judge James awarded exclusive possession of in his Decision and Order of April 22,
1986, was not marital property as it was not purchased until June of 1984, as documented by the Deed
which was part of this record, as Ms. Carella and I were divorced in 1981, almost three years before the
house was purchased.
King V. King. 100 Misc.2d 98, (Fam. Ct. 1979).
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Absent of a referral from Supreme Court, the Family Court does not have jurisdiction to

award exclusive possession of the marital residence to either party. (Borkowski v. Borkowski. 38
A.D.2d 752, 330 N.Y.S.2d 106 (2nd Dept. 1971).

There was no referral, there was no marital property and the court lacked personal jurisdiction
over my mother.
Virostekv.Wilkins. 63 A.D.2d 207, 406 N.Y.S.2d 906 (2nd Dept. 1978)

Assuming that pursuant to section 234 of the Domestic Relations Law the Supreme Court
had the power to order the sale of the marital residence simply as an incident of the divorce action
(citations omitted) such authority does not exist in the Family Court... .
McFarland v. McFarland. 66 A.D.2d 959, 411 N.Y.S.2d 703 (3rd Dept. 1978)

... He concedes that the stipulation referring the issue of support to the Family Court
constituted a waiver of § 236 of the Domestic Relations Law. The stipulation, however, refers only

to the question of "support"; there is no mention in it authorizing the Family Court to grant exclusive
possession of the marital home, title to which was solely in appellant's name, "Absent such express
authorization, the respondent is not entitled to exclusive possession of the marital
residence" (Schwatzman v. Schwatzman. 62 A.D.2d 988, 989, 403 N.Y.S.2d 317, 319)

As the Family Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction to determine possession of marital real property,
it certainly has no authority to determine exclusive possession of non-marital real property.
Judge Kramer, in his bench decision, failed to demonstrate that Judge L. Foster James had either

personal jurisdiction over my mother or that he had subject matter jurisdiction to determine exclusive
possession of non-marital real property, in order to give Ms. Carella exclusive possession of my mother's
real property.

Appellate Court Rulings - June 18,1998

After the Appellate Court ruling, we filed a motion with the Appellate Court for reargument, as the
court again made statements that were false and/or misleading. The motion for reargument was denied.
The motion for reargument documented that the Appellate Court was covering up that the judges acted in
complete absence of all jurisdiction in order to protect them from suit.
Before reading the court's ruling you should be aware of the following. The Judgment of Divorce
dated July 27,1981, and entered August 3,1981, does not refer any issues of custody, visitation or support
to the family court. The Judgment states:
ORDERED that the Separation Agreement dated October 3,1980 and the amendment to

the Agreement dated March 27, 1981, and the terms thereof, be incorporated but not merged in,
and made a part of this decree, and it is further
ORDERED that custody of the minor children of the marriage is hereby awarded to plaintiff

pursuant to the terms of the Separation Agreement, and it is further
ORDERED that the woman may resume the use of her maiden name and that either party

may marry again, and it is further
ORDERED, adjudged and decreed that the plaintiff shall have a period of 30 days from

entry hereon in which to institute any action or proceeding for equitable distribution pursuant to
Section 236 of the Domestic Relations Law, and it is further
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ORDERED, adjudged and decreed that the plaintiff shsdl serve upon the defendant personally
a certified copy hereof with notice of entry within 30 days of said entry, and that said defendant

shall have a period of 30 days from such service to institute any action or proceeding for equitable
distribution pursuant to Sect. 236 of the Domestic Relations Law.

The referral must be specifically ordered in a decretal paragraph of the Judgment of
Divorce. There is no decretal paragraph referring any issue of custody, visitation and/or support to the
family court from the supreme court in my Judgment of Divorce.
Jessev V. Evans. 70 A.D.2d 673, 416 N.Y.S.2d 361 (3rd Dep't 1979)
Petitioner and respondent were granted a divorce on June 1,1973. The judgment of divorce
granted petitioner the right of visitation with the child of the marriage on Saturdays of each week

from 9.00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. The judgment of divorce did not contain a decretal paragraph
referring applications to modify the judgment as to support and custody to Family Court.
In the absence of an order of referral to the Family Court by the Supreme Court

of applications relative to custody, or visitation in a matrimonial action, the Family Court

does not have jurisdiction over custody or visitation proceedings. (Citations omitted)
Lo Casto V. Lo Casto. 45 A.D.2d 712, 355 N.Y.S.2d 355 (2nd Dept. 1974)

Where as here, an action for divorce was commenced in the Supreme Court, the jurisdiction
of the Family Court cannot thereafter be invoked to award support, unless the Supreme Court

either referred the matter of support to the Family Court or petitioner is likely to become a public
charge. (Citations omitted).

It is undisputed that the Supreme Court did not transfer the issue of support to the Family
Court and the record fails to reveal facts sufficient to indicate that petitioner is likely to become a

public charge. Accordingly, the award of support is invalid, as the Family Court did not properly
acquire jurisdiction. In any event, the parties were no longer husband and wife on and

after June 8,1973, when a judgment of divorce was entered in the Supreme Court and
even if the Family Court had jurisdiction there-to-fore, such jurisdiction would then
have terminated.

The issue of the referral had to be ordered in the divorce decree itself, it could not be done by some
imagined reference in another document. Furthermore, the Judgment did not comply with DRL § 251
concerning a referral.

When, in a matrimonial action, the supreme court refers the issues of support, custody or
visitation to the family court, the order or judgment shall provide that a copy thereof shall be filed

by the plaintiffs attorney, within ten days, with the clerk of the family court therein specified.
As the Judgment of Divorce did not comply with Domestic Relations Law § 251, there was no valid
referral from the Supreme Court to the Family Court.
Subject matter jurisdiction cannot be

conferred upon a court by consent of the parties

If a court cannot obtain jurisdiction without certain conditions, consent to waive conditions, where
they are not present, will not give court jurisdiction. Cooper v. Davi.s. 231 A.D.2d 527, 248 N.Y.S 227 (3rd
Dept. 1931).

Subject matter jurisdiction cannot be conferred upon a court by consent of the parties. Matter of

Hvatt Legal Services. 97 A.D.2d 983,468 N.Y.S.2d 778 (4th Dept. 1983); Haskell v Haskpll, 82 A.D.2d 919,
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Moreover, subject matter jurisdiction may not be conferred on the Family Court by the
parties to the separation agreement, Kleila v. Kleila. 50 N.Y.2d 277 (1980).
As will be documented, the Appellate Court held that since Ms. Carella and I agreed that we may
use the Family Court to determine the issue of support, the Family Court had jurisdiction. The Appellate
Court considered this a referral to the Family Court. If the Family Court lacked jurisdiction to hear the
matter, even if we had agreed to have the matter heard in Family Court, Family Court still would lack
jurisdiction to hear the matter based upon the above case law,. The Appellate Court is now holding that if
the parties agree to a court and the court hears the matter, the court has jurisdiction whether or not it has
jurisdiction pursuant to the law. This is holding that parties to an action can confer jurisdiction upon a
c o u r t . T h i s m a k e s n o s e n s e a t a l l a n d i s b a d l a w.
The Court stated:

Petitioners now contend, inter alia, that inasmuch as Family Court has no jurisdiction to
effect a general property distribution incident to a divorce (see, e.g.. Matter of Virostek v Wilkins.
63 A.D.2d 207,208; Matter of Borkowski v Borkowski. 38 A.D.2d 752,753), and no jurisdiction over

property purchased after the parties' divorce and owned entirely or partially by third parties (the
Kings), these provisions are null and void and should be vacated pursuant to
disagree. Where, as here, the issue of support has been expressly referred
case, the reference was contained in the parties' amended separation
incorporated into the divorce decree), that court is empowered to decide

CPLR 5015 (a) (4). We
to Family Court (in this
agreement, which was
matters related to the

possession of property if they are directly pertinent to the issue of support (see, Capelli v Capelli. 42
A.D.2d 905, 906; Matter of Davidow v Davidow. 97 Misc.2d 220, 226).

There was no specific referral as claimed by the Appellate Court. Becasue we agreed to use Family
Court, does not give Family Court jurisdiction and it is not a specific referral. They are holding that our
Amended Agreement conferred jurisdiction even though the Judgment of Divorce did not comply with

applicable state statute or case law. Notice the court did not mention the case my mother relied upon,
M c F a r l a n d v. M c F a r l a n d w h i c h s t a t e d :

The stipulation, however, refers only to the question of "support"; there is no mention in it
authorizing the Family Court to grant exclusive possession of the marital home, title to which was
solely in appellant's name, "Absent such express authorization, the respondent is not entitled to
exclusive possession of the marital residence".

Notice they didn't address the issue of personal jurisdiction over my mother as she was part owner
of the property. The cases relied upon by the Appellate Court refer to matrimonial actions and marital
property. The house was not marital property. This is how the Appellate Court twists the facts to cover-up
the illegal actions of the judges and the truth.
Capelli V Capelli. 42 A.D.2d 905, 906
The prior order of the Family Court, upon the stipulation of the parties, awarded petitioner,
inter alia, exclusive possession of the marital residence. Subsequently, in the matrimonial action,
the Supreme Court granted petitioner a divorce, expressly continuing the Family Court's jurisdiction
as to the questions of support and custody. Upon another proceeding in the aftermath of the
matrimonial action, the Supreme Court refiised to alter the Family Court's direction as to the

possession of the marital domicile and respondent sought such relief directly from the Family Court.

Upon such application, the Family Court considered only the issue of whether it had subjectmatter jurisdiction to grant a party to a matrimonial action exclusive possession of the marital

domicile, either by virtue of its own hmited original jurisdiction as provided for in the State

Constitution and the Family Court Act or upon referral from the Supreme Court. After considering
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the pertinent provisions of law, the Family Court determined that it did not possess such jurisdiction
and made the order under review. This we think was error. As we read subdivision c of section 13 of

article 6 of the State Constitution, when the Supreme Court refers a matrimonial case to the Family

Court for the purpose of determining support and custody matters, the Family Court sits on the

case with total jurisdiction as to those matters. Since lodging is as much a part of support as are
monetary awards, we think that this grant of authority embraces the provisions of section 234 of

the Domestic Relations Law which authorize the Supreme Court to settle questions of the right to
possession of property between parties to matrimonial actions.
We note that this decision does not affect our prior decision in Matter of Borkowski v.

Borkowski, 38 A.D.2d 752,330 N.Y.S.2d 106, which was relied upon by the Family Court in arriving
at its decision to modify its prior order. That case involved an original proceeding instituted in the

Family Court, which was not incident to a matrimonial action and was in the Family Court without
referral by the Supreme Court. For that reason, the Family Court was without jurisdiction in that

case to make an award of exclusive possession of the marital domicile. The instant case is different
and, therefore, our decision in Borkowski is inapplicable.

Furthermore, the Supreme Court ratified the action of the Family Court in awarding

exclusive possession of the premises to petitioner.

Notice the above case involves an agreement concerning the possession of the marital home between

the parties, a pending matrimonial action, and the fact that the Supreme Court ratified the agreement
concerning the marital residence. None of this is present in my or my mother's case.
M for the other case, it only applies "if such a pronertv settlement relates directly to the issue of

support." There was no property settlement before the court, as we were already divorced before the property

was purchased. Also, there was no dispute as to marital property. The court was holding that this was
marital property, when, in fact, it was not. This is how the judges deliberately misrepresent what the case

law is actually stating. This is how they fix cases and no one reading it knows what is actually going on.
Matter of Davidow v Davidnw. 97 Misc.2d 220, 226

[131 [14] In Article VI, Section 13(c), of the New York Constitution the Family Court is given

"jurisdiction to determine, with the same powers possessed by the Supreme Court... applications
to enforce judgments and orders of support..This authority is implemented by the Family Court
Act Sections 461; 466. Therefore, in support matters so referred, this Court possesses jurisdiction
in both law and equity, N.Y.Const. Article VI Section 7. This has been interpreted by Caoelli v.

Capelli, 42 A.D.2d 905, 906, 347 N.Y.S.2d 601, 602, as granting the Family Court power to

decide a property award in a dispute concerning the possession of the marital domicile.

However, this is only if such a property settlement relates directly to the issue of support.
As is noted in Capelli, supra, at p. 906, 347 N.Y.S.2d at p. 602: "Since lodging is as much a part of
support as are monetary awards, we think that the grant of authority embraces the provisions of

section 234 of the Domestic Relations Law which authorizes the Supreme Court to settle questions
of the right to possession of property between parties to matrimonial actions." It must be

emphasized, therefore, that this Court has no such equity jurisdiction to order post-marital property
settlements if unrelated to the matter of support. This principle has been recently reaffirmed by
Virqstek v. Wilkjns, 63 A.D.2d 207, 208, 406 N.Y.S.2d 906, which held that "the power to order the

sale of the marital residence simply as an incident of the divorce action . . . does not exist in the
Family Court."

There was no post-marital property settlement before the Court as we were already divorced and
the property was purchased three years after the divorce.

The Record on Appeal, in this matter, did not contain the Amended Agreement that the Appellate
Court refers to containing the referral. As you will see, there was no referral from the Supreme Court to the
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Family Court. This means that the Appellate Court searched its records for an "alleged" referral in this
matter. Yet, they would not research the law concerning Judge Austin's order that failed to the comply with
the CSSA. The Appellate Court deliberately failed to check the law and/or ignored the law concerning this
matter. Why? Because the Appellate Court was more interested in protecting corrupt judges than it was in
protecting the rights of the citizens of this state. As the Appellate Court knew and it was documented in the
Record on Appeal on page 49, the Judgment of Divorce dated July 27,1981 did not comply with Domestic
Relations Law § 251. Why wasn't DRL § 251 addressed? Because it would not have supported the Appellate
Court's position?

The Amended Agreement dated March 27,1981 as to the referral, stated;

.. the parties agree to review said amount of support and if the parties should not be able
to reach an agreement for such future support and maintenance, either may seek adjudication of
the issues in Family Court of the State of New York or any other court of competent jurisdiction..."
My divorce decree was dated August 3,1981, which was after the date of this amended agreement.
Either one of us could have gone into family court first, but once in the supreme court, the parties must
have a referral from the supreme court to the family court in a court order or judgment of divorce. The

stipulation states "may seek adjudication" which does not require that the parties use the family court. An
agreement that we "may seek adjudication in the family court", is not a specific referral from the supreme
court to the family court. Furthermore, this contradicts Lo Casto v. Lo Casto. 45 A.D.2d 712, 355 N.Y.S.2d
355 (2nd Dept. 1974) which was previously discussed.

The Appellate Court was protecting Judge James from a lawsuit, as he would have lost his judicial
immunity if they had ruled he lacked personal jurisdiction over my mother or subject matter jurisdiction.
Jurisdiction may be raised at any
time during proceeding

Tflvlnrv.State. 160 Misc.2d 120, 608 N.Y.S.2d 371 (1994)

. . . Subject matter jurisdiction is a rigid concept, and in the absence of such jurisdiction, a court
lacks authority to consider a case. The Court of Appeals has explained that "before [an] action can
be maintained, in any court of this state, there must * * be jurisdiction of the subject matter of the
action. Jurisdiction of the action cannot be conferred upon the court by any consent or stipulation
of the parties....

The courts have consistently held that the decree or judgment must specifically or expressly refer
the issues of custody, visitation and/or support to the family court. The Amended Agreement does not do

this. It simply states that the parties may seek adjudication in the Family Court on the issue of support.
This is not a referral as required from the supreme court to the family court, let alone a specific referral.
Case law is specific in stating that once a Divorce has commenced, family court cannot thereafter

have jurisdiction unless the matter is referred to the family court. Even if the parties had agreed to have
the issue of support heard in the family court, once the divorce action was started, family court would have
lost any jurisdiction it might have had.
Rnma v. Bertoni. 83 A.D.2d 736, 442 N.Y.S.2d 202 (3rd Dept. 1981) held:

The order appealed from modified custody and visitation rights which had been established

by a prior decree of Supreme Court divorcing the parties. That decree did not specifically refer
applications relative to custody or visitation rights to the Family Court (Family Ct. Act,
Sec. 467). Although it did incorporate, but did not merge, provisions of a separation agreement
which, in turn, incorporated by reference one of the many Family Court orders made in prior

proceedings during this protracted litigation, such language in the decree cannot be deemed a
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referral of custodial matters to Family Court. The required speciHcity was clearly lacking
(Citations omitted). Accordingly, neither the modification nor the finding of contempt was authorized.
The Amended Agreement does not contain a referral and if the Appellate Court is taking the position

that it is, the only issue being referred to the family court is the issue of support. The issues of custody and

visitation have not been referred to the family court, and as such, the issue of support cannot be referred to
the family court from the supreme court. Why didn't Appellate Court address the issue of whether the

custody and visitation issues had been referred to the family court? Because it would not have supported
the Appellate Court's illegal Memorandum and Order which contained knowingly false information and
was intended to defraud and deceive my mother.

Harrington v. Harrington, 60 A.D.2d 982, 401 N.Y.S.2d 342 at 343 (4th Dept. 1978):
In as much as family court lacked authority to entertain the proceeding to modify the custody and
visitation provisions of the divorce decree, the order is reversed and the petition dismissed without

prejudice to commencement of an appropriate proceeding in the supreme court. The provisions
for child support and counsel fees may not stand because both are predicated on the
court having jurisdiction to modify the custody and visitation provisions of the decree.
The above was stated on page 47 of the Record on Appeal. Why wasn't this case law addressed? It

should be noted that this Court has relied upon Harrington v. Harrington in several of its decisions including,
but not limited to, Jessev v. Evans and Roma v. Bertoni.
The Appellate Court further stated:

And, as Family Court noted in its bench decision granting respondent's motions to dismiss

the instant petitions, respondent was awarded possession of the property as "part and
parcel of the necessary support of the family"; in formulating the 1986 support order, the
court "was merely saying that this housing should be part of the support obligation of
Mr. Collins * based upon the need and the best interest of the family and the children". Under
the circumstances, we are not persuaded that Family court exceeded its jurisdiction such that
vacatur would be warranted.

Judge James gave Ms. Carella exclusive possession of the non-marital real property which he had
no authority to do, and this is not "merely saying that this housing should be part of the support
obligation of Mr. Collins*' as claimed by the Appellate Court, this is the Appellate Court trying to rationalize
its illegal decision. Furthermore, this was 1998 and was after Judge Austin's order, which also violated the
law, as I was ordered to pay more than required by Child Support Standards Act.
The court stated: "the best interest of the family and the children" which means the best interest of

the mother. The only issue before the Family Court on April 8,1986, which the Decision of April 22,1986 is

based upon, awarded Ms. Carella exclusive possession of the non-marital residence. This was not a support

proceeding as stated by this Court above.

The Decision of April 22,1986 specifically stated:
AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the issues of support and maintenance are

transferred to the calendar of the Schenectady County Hearing Officer... Parties, hereto, are to be
present, with their attorneys, prepared to proceed to a full hearing.

If the awarding of the residence was "part and parcel" of a support proceeding as stated by the

Appellate Court, there would not have been any reason to transfer the issue of support to the Schenectady
County Hearing Officer. The issue of support was specifically "ordered" to be transferred to the Schenectady
County Hearing Officer.
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The Appellate Court further stated:
In its 1986 order deciding issues of child support, custody and visitation, Family Court
found, inter alia, ,[t]hat to allow [Collins] to exclusively occupy or to dispose of the subject pri'tniso,

without providing a suitable substitute, would be adverse to the best interests of the cliildrcn".
Accordingly, the court awarded Carella exclusive possession, of the house until all of the
children of the marriage reach age 21 or are emancipated or until she remarries or |MTinits
another adult to occupy the premises on a permanent basis (other than as a live-in bal)y-siiirr nr
housekeeper). The order went on to provide that if Carella and the children were "dispossrv^c,!"
from the premises, Collins was to "provide adequate and suitable alternate housing with»uit <lrl.i v...'

As for King's arguments that Family Court did not have jurisdiction over her piTs<in nr lu r
property, this court has previously rejected these arguments (see, Collins v Carella. 2*JS .\.l) Jd

725, 728, appear dismissed, Iv denied 89 N.Y.2d 854) for the order, read as a whole, was ch*urly
intended only to impose upon Collins a duty to provide suitable lodging for his

dependents, not to impinge upon King's ownership rights. It does not preclude hrr from
exercising those rights; indeed, it expressly recognizes the possibility that Carella and tho chiidrt'ii
may be dispossessed from the property, presumably by forces beyond Collins' control, and n qiiiri's
t h a t h e t a k e c e r t a i n a c t i o n s s h o u l d t h a t o c c u r.

This Court is contradicting itself. On one hand, the court stated that Ms. Carella had been awarded

exclusive possession of the premises in question, and then stated, that this awarding of the exclu.sive
possession of the premises does not impinge upon the King's ownership rights, and was only intended to
impose upon Mr. Collins a duty to provide housing. This is bull!! And the Appellate Court knows it.
James* order did interfere with my parents ownership rights to usage, and quiet enjoyment.

This was an usurption of their property rights. They were not able to evict Ms. Carella because of this
order until March of 1999.

Petitions before Judge Feldstein
In October of 1997, Ms. Carella filed a violation of support petition against me, and another one

was filed by the Support Collection Unit in August of 1998.1 filed a modification petition to be relieved of
the obligation to have to provide Ms. Carella and the children with housing, and to vacate the residence. In
my petitions, I argued that the Order of Judge Austin was null and void on its face, as it did not comply with
the Child Support Standards Act in that I was ordered to pay more than was required by law. I also argued
that Judge James Decision of April 22,1986 was just a Decision, and was not an Order.
Judge Feldstein and his court clerk

During the proceeding, I hired an attorney to help me with my case. I was representing myself pro
se with the assistance of counsel, in order that I would have more control over the case and that I would be

able to file petitions on my behalf without having to pay the attorney to do so. What did Judge Feldstein do?
I filed a petition with the court. It was returned to me stating that I had to go through my attorney.
I then mailed it again to the Judge and it was returned unopened to me and marked refused. I didn't take
no easily, especially when it was my right to file petitions with the court pursuant to Family Court Act §
216-c.

I then decided, I would have a fi*iend of mine deliver the papers to the court personally in Indian
Lake which is a good 2 hour drive from where I live. My friend took the papers into the clerk's office and was
told that they would not accept them. He then brought them to my car and I told him just give them to her
and walk away which he did. What happened next shocked both of us. The clerk came out of the building

and when she did not see my friend, she threw the papers on the ground, so that they could blow away, and
then walked back inside. This is called "integrity of the court system". Is this how father's papers tend to
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vanish before the court? How many other papers by fathers has this clerk thrown out? At the direction of
Judge Feldstein?

Judge Feldstein order of December 11,1998:

For the reasons set forth above, Petition 3 is granted to the extent that the housing requirement
originally set forth in the James Order I is hereby terminated. In order to provide the petitioner with

adequate time to find other suitable housing arrangements and to allow the child to complete his high

school credits, this modification shall become effective on March 1, 1999. The Court denies respondent's
application that the petitioner be ordered to vacate the Residence. The owners of the Residence are free to
seek such an order from a court of competent jurisdiction.
(According to Judge Feldstein, I was required to provide housing to Ms. Carella from April
22, 1986 to March 1, 1999 a total of 13 years at a cost of about $900 per month to my mother for a

total of $140,400.00. This was not appealed by Ms. Carella. Housing was provided per the court
order. Yet, I was denied any credit for this. I was ordered to pay more than required by law. This
further shows that housing was part of Judge Austin's Order. My mother was out over $140,000
plus she was out over $60,000 in school and property taxes she paid on the house while Ms. Carella

resided there because of these corrupt judges. The judges still want me to pay over $50,000 in past
due child support!!! This is extortion at its best.)

This second motion consists of a two-pronged attack on the validity of the order of this Court, dated
December 29,1994 (Hon. John Austin) (Court's Exhibit 4) (hereinafter, the "Austin Order"). The respondent
first claims that the Austin order, in effect, illegally overturned the January 26,1989 determination of the
Appellate Division, Third Department, (Respondent's Exhibit B). Respondent next contends that the Austin

Order was invalid because it allegedly failed to comply with the Child Support Standards Act. The Court
finds, however, that there is no need to address the merits of either of petitioner's arguments at this time.

Respondent had a full and complete opportunity to challenge the validity of the Austin Order when he took
an appeal from that order to the Appellate Division, Third Department. The June 6,1996 determination of
the Appellate Division, Third Department (Court's Exhibit 1) affirmed the Austin Order. It is not relevant
to this Court whether or not the precise issues raised in respondent's instant motion were raised before the

Appellate Division inasmuch as they could and should have been. Accordingly the Court finds the respondent's
motion to dismiss the supplemental violation petition filed on January 30, 1998 must be denied on the
merits.

(This illustrates how the judges cover up for each other. The issue was raised in the brief for

the appeal of Judge Austin's order before the Appellate Court. They refused to address the issue

that Judge Austin's order violated the CSSA! They didn't address issue, now its my fault it was
addressed and I am to pay the price because the Appellate Court did not do its job!!)

As of January 4, 1997 the Court finds no "lawful" child support order in existence so as to provide
the basis for any violation petition under Section 453 of the Family Court Act. Inasmuch, as the $15,201.61
paid by the respondent (me) since implementation of the Austin Order exceeds the amount due under the

terms of that order until January 4,1998 ($12,240.00), the Court finds that Petitions 1 and 2, as they relate
to respondent's weekly cash support obligation, must be dismissed with prejudice.

(She receives support and the house under Austin's order which violated the Child Support
Standards Act.)

The respondent also moved after the hearing by papers filed on October 23,1998 for an order of this

Court that he be given credit for car insurance payments, car repair payments, money paid the children's

loans, etc. towards his support obligation; that he be allowed to pay his weekly support obligation to his
mother until such time as petitioner, Arlene M. Carella, vacates his mother's house; that he be able to
deduct one half of the money paid for back housing to his mother to be considered maintenance to the
petitioner and that petitioner be directed to support the Children. The Court finds that this additional
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motion/petition must be dismissed as meritless.

In addition, the Court finds that the interests of the children are generally best served where the
custodial parent (the mother) is in control of parental resources and thus able to allocate those often scarce
resources in a manner that he or she determines to be in the best interest of the children. Although the

Court would encourage non-custodial parents, such as the respondent, to make surplus funds available
directly to the children for specific purposes, such funds may not be made so available in lieu of the court
ordered weekly or monthly Basic Child Support Obligation.

( The above is a crock! It is "momma" support and not child support. Furthermore, there is

no requirement how the mothers spend their money, yet alone the father's support money, on the
children. My children's mother would not help support them. She believed child support was for
herself. She would not help my children with their bills. She received child support and free housing
plus her income to spend on herself. This is in the "best interest of the child" as stated by Judge
Feldstein. What surplus funds is he referring to?)

During the hearing before Judge Feldstein, my youngest son was living with me so I petitioned for
Ms. Carella to pay child support. During my son's testimony, he stated that I was the one supporting him as

he was living with me and also staying with his brother. He was paying his brother $25 per week to live
there. The court asked if I was paying the $25.00. The answer was no. Judge Feldstein terminated my child
support obligation, but I did not receive an award of child support, even though I was the one supporting
my son and he certainly was not self-supporting as he was going to school. Why wasn't Ms. Carella ordered
to pay child support? Mothers don't pay child support! The court protecting the mothers again?
Appellate Court - May 2000

In May of 2000 the Appellate Court ruled on my appeal.
[4] [5] Respondent also contends that Family Court's December 29, 1994 order, which
continued, inter alia, respondent's child support obligation retroactive to December 2,1987, is not

a lawful or enforceable order because it fails to comply with the Child Support Standards Act (Family
Ct. Act 413) (hereinafter CSSA). We concur in Family Court's determination that this issue is

precluded under the doctrine of res judicata because respondent previously appealed that order

(Matter of Carella v. Collins. 228 A.D.2d 725, 644 N.Y.S.2d 68, appeal dismissed, Iv. denied 89

N.Y.2d 854,653 N.Y.S.2d 274,675 N.E.2d 1226). Res judicata precludes not only those issues "actually
litigated previously,' "but also those which [might] have been" raised in the former action * * *' "
(Lake George Park Commn. v. Salvador. 245 A.D.2d 605, 607, 664 N.Y.S.2d 847, Iv. dismissed, Iv.

denied 91 N.Y.2d 939,670 N.Y.S.2d 402,693 N.E.2d 749, quoting...). Respondent cannot now attack

the validity of an order that this court has upheld.
The Appellate Court upheld an order that they knew did not comply with the Child Support Standards
Act in order to continue defraud me and my family. This is one way in which the New York State Judiciary
terrorizes fathers and children. These judges have issued false written instruments in order to defraud

litigants. Certainly, issuing an order that does not comply with the law is an unauthorized exercise of the
judge's official function.
Ppnal Law S 195.00 Official misconduct

A public servant is guilty of official misconduct when, with intent to obtain a benefit
or to injure or deprive another person of a benefit:
1. He commits an act relating to his official office but constituting an unauthorized
exercise of his official functions, knowing that such act is unauthorized; or
2. He knowingly refrains from performing a duty which is imposed upon him by

law or is clearly inherent in the nature of his office.
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Class A misdemeanor

Penal Law S 175.40 Issuing a false certificate
A person is guilty of issuing a false certificate when, being a public servant authorized

by law to make or issue official certificates or other official written instruments, and with

intent to defraud, deceive, or injure another person, he issues such an instrument, or makes
the same with intent that it be issued, knowing that it contains a false statement or false
information. Class E felony

Explain to me these why judges are not in violation of these two penal laws?
The statute of limitations has not run out on these judges for their actions.

Criminal Procedure Law ^ 30.10 Timeliness of prosecutions; periods of limitations
2. Except as otherwise provided for in subdivision three:

(b) A prosecution for any other felony must be commenced within five (5) years
after the commission thereof

(c) A prosecution for a misdemeanor must be commenced within two (2) years
after the commission thereof.

3. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivisions 2, the periods of limitations for the
commencement of criminal actions are extended as follows in the indicated circumstances.

(b) A prosecution for an offense involving misconduct in public office by a public
servant may be commenced at any time during the defendant's service in such office or

within five years after the termination of such service; provided however, that in no event

shall the period of limitation be extended by more than five years beyond the period otherwise
applicable imder subdivision 2.

Judge Austin was assigned to the County Court in April, 1999. The statute of limitations had not

run out for his actions based upon his December 29, 1994 Decision and Order in defrauding me and my
family. I would also argue that his actions dating back to 1990 would also be included as this was all the

same proceeding. Basically, any order issued within the past ten years would be included unless the judge
has been out of office for more than 5 years.
The vultures ready to swoop down again

In 2000, my mother sold her home in Florida and put the money into the bank. She kept some of the
money aside as she was thinking of getting a new car. Her 1986 automobile was on its last leg and she sold

it, and was now driving a 1986 Chevrolet that she had in Florida. The car is 15 years old. While waiting to

decide what kind of car to buy, the money she had put aside had become due, and she needed to decide what
she was going to do with the $20,000. She put in an account, and thinking she needed to have a second

name on the account, she added my name. Big mistake. The Saratoga County Support Collection Unit
attached the money, and still has the money three years later. My mother gave them documentation, through

her attorney, showing where the money came from and that it was her money. She went to one court

appearance to give testimony about the money, which was canceled, because the attorney representing the

Support Collection Unit wanted a complete financial discloser from my mother documenting everything
she owns, her bank accounts, etc. It is the financial discloser they have for a divorce. This is a further

attempt by them to hold my mother liable for my alleged past due child support. She proved that the money
was hers, which did not satisfy them. I should mention that on the day of the hearing both, Ms. Carella and

her attorney, Mr. Morsillo who has been representing her for years for free, were both there. They just can't
wait to steal my mother's money with the help of the Saratoga County Support Collection Unit. I should
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also mention that Ms. Carella continues to receive $60.00 per pay period out of my paycheck.
I should mention, that in court I had previously documented how my support checks had mysteriously
vanished for six weeks even though I had been informed by Support Collection Unit not to worry about my
support payments. I also documented how it seemed that they back dated petitions, in order to help Ms.
Carella's case and filed violation petitions against me claiming I wasn't pa3dng, while at the sanic lime
their statements to me showed that my "so-called" arrears were being reduced. I always wondori'<l what
happened to my support checks that ended up missing. I should point out that these were teller chft ks. so
the money had already been taken by the bank. These were not my personal checks. Even after I caiu rird
payment on the teller checks and had new ones issued, they still claimed they hadn't received tlu* I
should mention, I had proof I had hand delivered the replacement checks to the Support Collirtion I 'mt.
Since this time, all support payments are now sent to Albany, instead of the local Support ColUctinn I 'mt.
CHAPTER
Miscellaneous

14
information

Video taping court proceedings
It is my strong position that all court proceedings, civil and criminal, should be videotaped w ith '2 or
more videos. Why? In my case, the transcript before the Grand Jury, in my opinion, was missing stati-ini iit.s
made by the ADA. In my petition to the court, I raised the issue that the ADA made statements in viohit ion

of the law to me. Also, I have had fathers tell me that they don't remember statements being madi* that
were in the transcript. In one case, the father secretly taped the proceeding and when the transcript of the

court proceeding was given to him, what was stated in the transcript was not the same as on his tape. In
another instance, the father stated that there were 4 minutes of missing time. His comments about the four
minutes are as follows:

On April 17, 2003,1 received a transcript for my review from the transcription service. In
reading the transcript, I noted that there was a fair amount of information that had been stated in

the hearing that was missing. The judge had made quite a few derogatory and bias comments to me
during one part of the hearing that were missing from the transcript. The missing details contained
comments made to me, such as, "this is the reason why I hate dealing with Pro Se litigants..." and
"James, you disgust me..." and "why do I waste my time with you James... " and "you are this close

to being put in jail sir, I should put you in jail." These statements were made right after the judge
had instructed the court clerk to do something for him (the Judge).

I explicitly told the transcriber that I had wanted to capture these comments in the transcript.

She specifically assured me that everything that was to be heard on the Digital Audio Compact
Disc will be transcribed verbatim. I contacted her that day to voice my objections to the transcript's
missing details. She stated to me that she would personally review the transcript and the Digital
Audio Compact Disc and report back to me the results of her findings. I received a return call from

her during the process of re-transcribing the Electronic Digital Documentation, provided by the
County Family Court, to the service. She informed me that a section of the transcript might have
been tampered with. That an unusual amount of time from the Digital Audio may be missing. She
continued to describe the flaw in the Digital Audio Compact Disc copy of the November, 2002 hearing
that was provided to her by the Court. She stated that the Court supplied her with a copy of a CD,
that she had to return to the Court with a courtesy copy of the transcript. She said that the Digital
Audio Compact Disc has an electronically embedded time line merged with the audio portion of the
transcript that cannot be altered. The audio and time line can only be observed and listened to
through the use of special software known as FTP Gold. She said, "A digital time code number

appears up on the screen when I'm listening, so when the Court states that the hearing starts at
say ... 9:05:1 plug in 9:05:10 am into the computer and the audio begins at that point in time. That

is where I start to transcribe from." The transcriptionist began to describe where the discrepancy

began on page 33 of the original transcript provided to me. I had objected to accepting this transcript

because, clearly there were missing parts to the hearing that were not found in this transcript

provided. She said, "I am going to mark down (the digital time code) when the judge started speaking
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so I can go back to that spot and go over it." That is where she noticed that the time jumped from
09:59:12 am to 10:03:49 am. That at the 09:59:12 am clock position, the time stopped and rusthng
of paper could be heard until 10:03:49 am, then the time continued to scroll in the usual manner.

She also noted that during the rustling of the papers, the digital time code did not register on the
screen. She also allowed me to listen to the Digital Audio Transcript and noted to me the times as
specified above and I noted that there was approximately 10 seconds of paper shuffling placed in
between the time jump. Both the transcriptionist and myself also observed, that approximately
4:00 minutes of the transcript were missing because of the jump. In conclusion, it was assumed
that this must have been the place in time that the judge had made the missing derogatory comments
to me, as this was the only place that a jump had occurred on the digital audio compact disc.
Dustin also requested a copy of his tape in order to have it transcribed. Dustin said they were in
court for about 45 minutes. When he received the tape, only six minutes was on the tape. What happened
to the other 39 minutes? It should be noted that both cases were held at the Saratoga County Family Court.

How many other tapes have been tampered with? I am sure everyone will be looking the other way.
How is this father going to be able to do anything about this without having his case further destroyed

by the court? Do you think the District Attorney is going to do anything? This is one of the reasons why the
proceedings need to be videotaped with each party getting a copy of the video. Furthermore, the video
would catch the inappropriate comments and other illegal actions of the judges and at the same time would

help in appeals concerning the credibility of the witnesses. Now, all they do is go off the record. Nothing is

there and when they go back on the record no one is the wiser as to what actually happened. If it is on the
record, the tape is altered. This has to end.
Judge Duggan seeks pay increase, calls

Family Court Judges second class judges

In The legislative Gazette dated February 23,2004 titled "Judges association wants pay, workplace
equity". The article states:

The New York State Family Court Judges Association announced that it seeks pay and
workplace equity within the state court system, ...

"Pay and workplace equity is essential for Family Court Judges to carry out their mission
of protecting families and saving children," association President W. Dennis Duggan said. "The
State of New York has a duty to the parents and children of this state to provide them with a court

system where they are not second-class citizens with second-class problems that must be heard by
a second class judges under second-class conditions."

According to Duggan, Family Court, County and surrogate judges in New York City, Westchester,
Suffolk and Nassau counties are paid a salary of $136,700, equal to the salary paid to judges of the State

Supreme Court. Judges of the Family, County and Surrogate courts upstate however, are paid 16 separate
lower salaries.

The Albany County Family Court, which Judge Duggan is part of, is in the process of building a
new courthouse and he will be getting a new courtroom and chambers. Therefore, he will have first class

accommodations. As for the pay, does Judge Duggan consider himself a "second-class" judge. Why will
giving Judge Duggan and the other Family Court Judges a pay raise make them "first class" judges? I
would agree with Judge Duggan, the Family Court Judges are second class judges in that in the
overwhelmingly majority of cases they treat fathers like third class citizens.

The following is a response sent to the Editor of the Legislative Gazette by George Courtney of the
Fathers' Rights Association, Capital District Chapter. I do not believe it was published.
Why Is New York State So Afraid to Address Fathers Issues?
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The most under-tapped social resource to be found within New York State is our Fathers. The most
under-reported crimes are the abuse and neglect of fathers, and the repeated perjury by many mothers in
the family courts. While there is program after program providing support for women, there is literally no
place for men/fathers to turn. This may explain why the suicide rate of fathers is eight times that of
mothers undergoing divorce and separation.

Judge Dennis Duggan has recently written eloquently of the need for a pay raise for Family Court

Judges across New York State. His reasoned claim is that these overworked judges are currently treated
like the second class citizens of the judiciary. I would like to see such acclaimed judges provide a willingness
not to cover-up the overt and subtle gender-based discrimination occurring within the family and matrimonial
section of the supreme courts.

Fathers, upon processing and intake into the family court system are like the honorable judge
claims of himself, truly treated like second class citizens. The family court, too often strips them of their

dignity, while marginalizing them in their children's' lives. For many, the child support collection parental
subsidy system, provides too great an incentive not to play dirty in family court. The unrestrained utilization
of undocumented and unsubstantiated orders of protection, provide mothers with immediate sole custody
of children. Pursuant to the "doctrine of continuity" she then gets full and permanent custody. The father

gets to see their children in a "standard deal" consisting most often of four days out of the month and
usually pays almost all of the bills. She gets her parental subsidy tax free and can claim all the tax deductions.
For too many years we have stood back and watched the feminist minded legislative system refuse
to acknowledge or redress the documented grievances of fathers. We have asked repeatedly to be treated
fairly and for basic recognition that shared joint custody is a constitutional right and almost always in the
best interests of our children. We have asked that our time with our children be properly termed "parenting

time" rather that the obnoxious sounding term "visitation". We have asked for a focus on mediation

intervention, for mandatorv divorce/kids first education, for accoimtability of both law guardians and judges.
We have also requested that a system that claims that it does not disadvantage father/child bonds with old
worn-out stereotypes, initiate a transparent study to see if it is as we claim systemically discriminatory
against men.

I would challenge Judge Duggan to request that Judge Judith Kaye and the legislature convene a

blue ribbon panel to study this problem and propose solutions and needed equity based reforms. Please
Judge Duggan, N.Y.S. Legislators, citizens, "tear down the legal wall" that malevolently divides fathers
and children after separation and divorce. Then maybe based upon merit and performance we can consider
the request for a pay raise.
When going to court

1. Make sure you have copies of all your records. Do not give originals or your only copy to the
attorney. Tell the attorney you will send him a copy. He will never send your copy back to you.
2. Get a binder with dividers and keep your records in order.

3. Do not write on originals, including court orders. You may need one in the future without
your comments on it.
4. The most important thing to remember is to answer all papers before you go to court, do it

in writing, and attach your documentation. This way you have it before the court, and you don't have to

worry about your attorney telling you he won't submit it. Another reason to answer all papers is that you
can place before the court what you want the court to do for you. In most instances, the attorney will ask
the court for something verbally. This does not hold. Any request needs to be in writing. Fathers need to go
on the offensive.
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I should mention that in most cases, the mother's attorney will file a written response to the father's
papers, but most instances the father's attorney will not file papers in opposition to the mother's papers.
Yet, they are the same attorneys. Why do they file when representing a mother, but do not file when
representing a father?

5. Go on the offensive. Get what you want before the court! If you're not allowed to speak in
court - then you have everything in the paperwork. Most cases are lost because the paperwork wasn't done.

Also, find out about filing a demand for net worth statement, demand for bill of particulars and other
discovery demands that you are entitled to use. Don't just rely on what your attorney tells you. Find out
what is available to you and why you should or should not use it!!! This is part of your strategy!!
6. Always go to court even if the attorney tells you, you don't need to be there. The day you
don't show up, is the day everything will be settled and they won't be settled in your favor. Double check
court dates and times.

7. Don't let the attorneys or judges intimidate you into accepting something. Tell them you
need time to think it over. They can make anything sound good. Remember, if you agree to it, you can't
appeal it!

8. Be prepared by knowing what your rights are, what your options are, and have a strategy
before you go to court.

9. Know what your next steps are, should the ruling go against you.
10. Learn as much about the law as you can, ignorance in court is not bliss. You will be taken
for the ride of your life!!

Tips for Raising Healthy Children after Separation
1. Love and hug your children, but set limits and enforce them.

2. Spend time with the children on a regular and ongoing basis. This will foster self esteem,
reduce anxiety, and help them with a speedy adjustment.

3. Cooperate in a "business-like partnership" to make decisions and manage your children's
needs. Do not let them become the rope of a tug of war.

4. Do not disparage your child's other parent. Encourage them to love the other parent and
support his or her positive involvement with them.

5. Children need to express their feelings, fears, wishes, etc. Never try to inhibit your child's
need to talk about divorce. Be a good listener and acknowledge their feelings.
6. Try to set a positive tone. Even though you may be hurt or feel a sense of failure, children
need the assurance that "even though times are bad now, things will turnout OK." If you are often
depressed, and depressing or frightening your children, seek professional help.
7. Children and teens usually adj ust within a year, but may at a later time need to ask questions
or express their feelings about the divorce. As they get older, they may look at things in a different
light. Encourage them to talk with you, re-ask questions, etc.

8. Children often foster the belief that they were the cause of the breakup. Reassure them
that only parents can decide to marry £uid to divorce, and even though they may disagree about
how to deal with children, it's not the child's fault.
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9. Many children and teens foster a fantasy that you will remarry their other parent. Some
even develop strategies to get you back together. They need to know clearly that this is not going to

happen, and they need to be allowed to grieve that fact. Stay calm and help them talk out feelings.
10. Be honest and realistic with your children.

11. You must always be honest about your feelings. For example, if you want to date and your

child is threatened or feels that you are "cheating," you need to assert your needs firmly, and explain
your own feelings. Try to get them to look beyond their actions at how they feel.
CHAPTER

15

COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT

I am sending a copy of this book to the Commission on Judicial Conduct at 38-40 State Street, Albany,
New York 12207 (518) 474-5617). Will they investigate my charges against the judges as documented in
this book? Will they investigate Judge Judith Kaye? Will they continue the cover-up?

The Commission on Judicial Conduct in its Annual Report states "The Commission's objective is to
enforce the obligation of the judges to observe high standards of conduct while safeguarding the independence
of the Judiciary. Judges must be free to act in good faith, but they also are accountable for their misconduct.

The Rules are promulgated by the Chief Administer of the Courts with the approval of the Court of Appeals."
S U B C H A P T E R C R U L E S O F C H I E F A D M I N I S T R AT O R O F C O U R T S

PART 100; JUDICIAL CONDUCT
100.2 Avoiding impropriety and the appearance of impropriety,
(A) A judge shall respect and comply with the law and shall conduct himself or herself at all

times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the
Judiciary.
100.3 Impartial and diligent performance of judicial duties
(a) Adjudicative responsibilities.

1. A judge shall be faithful to the law and maintain professional competence in it.
2. A judge shall maintain order and decorum in proceedings before him or her.
3. A judge shall be patient, dignified and courteous to litigants...

4. A judge shall accord to every person who is legally interested in a matter, or his or her lawyer,
full right to be heard according to the law.
(b) Administrative responsibilities.

3. A judge shall take or initiate appropriate disciplinary measures against a judge or lawyer for
unprofessional conduct of which the judge may become aware.

In the early 1990's, I filed several complaints with the Commission on Judicial Conduct Cover-up.
They refused to talk to me. The office was locked and they would not even answer the door. What were they
hiding? They would not answer questions. Their responses were short. Then they would send a letter
stating;
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"The Commission concluded that there was no indication of judicial misconduct upon which
to base an investigation of the judge. The Commission is not a court of law and does not have
appellate authority to review the merits of matters within a judge's discretion, such as rulings and
decision in a particular case."

The judge can violate all of your Sixth Amendment rights and there is nothing they can do? I fully

documented the violation of the above rules by the judges and provided the transcripts to substantiate my
allegations. I listed the State Penal Laws that they were violating and stated why they were being violated.
Make no mistake about it, the Commission on Judicial Conduct is there to protect the corrupt judges and
not the public. If they did their job, we wouldn't have the blatant corruption we have today in the state
Judiciary. The judges know the Commission on Judicial Conduct is a joke.

New York State Judiciarv Law $ 14: Disqualification of judge by reason of interest or consanguinity
A judge shall not sit as such in, or take part in the decision or, an action, claim, matter,
motion, or proceeding in which he has been attorney or counsel or in which he is interested.. ..
Casterella v. Casterelle. 1978, 65 A.D.2d 614, 409 N.Y.S.2d 548:

2. Statute requiring disqualification of judges in basis of interest or bias is jurisdictional.
Judiciary Law § 14.

Cummings v. Cummings. 1981, 439 N.Y.S.2d 825:

2. Statutes requiring disqualification on the basis of interest or bias are jurisdictional in
nature, and the parties may not consent that a judge sit as such on a case when the judge
is disqualified by operation of a statute.
Rules of Chief Administrator of Courts. Part 100 - Judicial Conduct

100.3(c) Disqualification. (1) A judge shall disqualify himself or herself in a proceeding
in which his or her impartiality might reasonably be questioned, including, but not limited
to circumstances where:

(i) the judge has a personal bias or prejudice concerning a party, or personal knowledge of
disputed evidentiary facts concerning the proceeding;

(iii) the judge knows that, he or she, individually or as a fiduciary, * * * has a

financial interest in the subject matter in controversy or in a party to the proceeding,
or any other interest that could be substantially affected by the outcome of the proceeding.
United States V. Fer^son. 550 F.Supp. 1256 (1982):

[1-3] Despite the Court's subjective view that all matters can be resolved impartially, a
judge has an independent duty to disqualify himself "in any proceeding in which his impartiality
might reasonably be questioned". The issue then is not the Court's introspective capacity to sit in

fair and honest judgment with respect the controverted issues, but rather a reasonable member of

the public at large, aware of all the facts, might fairly question the Court's impartiality This is an
objective standard and "where the question is close, the judge whose impartiality might
reasonably be questioned must recuse himself from the trial.

I filed papers for the disqualification of Judge Austin, which he refused to do the first time, and the

second time Mr. Catalfimo had me withdraw my petition for disqualification or face forfeiting my right to
counsel, as I would be going against the advice of his counsel.
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IMMUNITY

Judges do not have judicial immunity for their criminal actions in violating State or
Federal Penal Laws. Judicial immunity is only available when a judge is being sued for monetary dania^rs
while acting in his judicial capacity, Blouin v. Dembitz. C.A.2 (N.Y.) 1973, 489 F.2d 488. Furthi rtimrr.
judicial immunity does not apply when declaratory or injunctive relief is sought, Shepp v. Fromont ('■ ni»t v.
WYO.. C.A.10 (Wyo) 1990, 900 R2d 1448.

Doe V. Countv of Lake Indiana. 399 F.Supp 553 (1975) held:

[2-61 Despite its fundamental and efficacious purpose, the doctrine of judicial immunity is not
absolute and unlimited; it does not immunize every state court judge in every lawsuit. On thi* inut r;ir>.

application of the doctrine is restricted to its single objective: to protect judicial freedom in thf dtlit mIc
process of deciding civil and criminal matters on their merits. Where the initiative and indi'pciidriui'
of the Judiciary will not be effectively impaired, courts have refused to apply the doctrine oljudiiinl
immunity. For example, there is no official immunity from criminal liability. O'Shea v. LittU tnn.
414 U.S. 488, 503,94 S.Ct. 699, 38 L.Ed.2d 674 (1974). The Supreme Court recognized long that
a state court judge can be made to answer criminally for violating the criminal provi.sions
of the Civil Rights Act. Ex parte Virginia. 100 U.S. 399, 25 L.Ed. 676 (1879). In addition, fcdoral
courts have held that application of the doctrine is restricted to the following areas:

1. Immunity applies only when the judges are faced with suits involving their judicial as
opposed to ministerial or administrative duties and
2. Immunity applies only when officials are sued for damages.
Penal Laws that are being violated

The following are penal laws that may have been violated by the judges and attorneys in the cases
documented herein. People have to become aware of what is happening. In today's society, the odds are
that someone in your family is going to end up in family court. Make no mistake about it, they will be
abused by the system.
Penal Law Article 10 - Definitions:

"Public servant" means (a) any public oificer or employee of the state or of any political
subdivision thereof or of any governmental instrumentality within the state, or (b) any person

exercising the functions of any such public officer or employee. The term public servant includes a
person who has been elected or designated to become a public servant.
Penal Law ^ 20.00 Criminal liability for conduct of another
When one person engages in conduct which constitutes an offense, another person is

criminally liable for such conduct when, acting with the mental culpability required for the
commission thereof, he solicits, requests, commands, importunes or intentionally aids such

person to engage such conduct.
Penal Law $ 215.40 Tampering with physical evidence

A person is guilty of tampering with physical evidence when:
1. With intent that it be used or introduced in an official proceeding or a prospective

official proceeding, he (a) knowingly makes, devises or prepares false physical evidence, or (b)
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produces or offers such evidence as such at a proceeding knowing it to be false; or
2. Believing that certain physical evidence is about to be produced or used in an official

proceeding or a prospective official proceeding, and intending to prevent such production or use,
he suppresses it by any act of concealment, alteration, or destruction, or by employing force,
intimidation, or deception against a person.
Class E felony

Penal Law $ 155.00 Larceny; definitions of terms

The following definitions are applicable to this title:
1. "Property" means any money, personal property, real property, computer data,
computer program, thing in action, evidence of debt or contract, or any article, substance or

thing of value, including any gas, steam, water, electricity, which is provided for a charge or
compensation.

2. "Obtain" includes, but is not limited to, the bringing about of a transfer or
purported transfer of property or of a legal interest therein, whether to the obtainer or another.
3. "Deprive" to "deprive" another of property means (a) to withhold it or cause it

to be withheld fi*om him permanently or for so extended a period or under such circumstances

that the major portion of its economic value or benefit is lost to him, or (b) to dispose of the
property in such a manner or under such circumstances as to render it unlikely that an
owner will recover such property.

4. "Appropriate" to "appropriate" property of another to oneself or a third person
means (a) to exercise control over it, or to aid a third person to exercise control over it,
permanently or for so extended period or under such circumstances as to acquire the major
portion of its economic value or benefit, or (b) to dispose of the property for the benefit of
oneself or a third person.

5. "Owner" When property is taken, obtained or withheld by one person from
another person, an "owner" thereof means any person who has a right to possession thereof
superior to that of the taker, obtauner or withholder.

Penal Law § 155.05 Larceny; defined

1. A person steals property and commits larceny when, with intent to deprive

another of property or to appropriate the same to himself or to a third person, he wron^ully
takes, obtains, or withholds such property from an owner thereof

2. Larceny includes a wrongful taking, obtaining or withholding of another's
property, with the intent prescribed in subdivision one of this section, committed in any of the
following ways:

(a) By conduct heretofore defined or known as common law larceny by
trespassory taking, common law larceny by trick, embezzlement, or obtaining property
under false pretenses;

(e) By extortion. A person obtains property by extortion when he compels or
induces another person to deliver such property to himself or to a third person by means
of instilling fear that, if the property is not so delivered, the actor or another will:

(iii) Engage in other conduct constituting a crime; or
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(iv) Accuse some person of a crime or cause criminal charges to be
instituted against him; or

(vii) Testify or provide information or withhold testimony or information
with respect to another's legal claim or defense; or
(viii) Use or abuse his position as a public servant by performing some act
within or related to his official duties, or by failing or refusing to
perform an official duty, in such a manner as to affect some person
adversely; or

(ix) Perform any other act which would not in itself materially benefit the
actor but which is calculated to harm another person materially with
respect to his health, safety, business, calling, career, financial
condition, reputation or personal relationships.
Penal Law § 155.35 Grand larceny in the third degree
A person is guilty of larceny in the third degree when he steals property and when the
value of the property exceeds three thousand dollars.
Class D felony

Penal Law § 155.40 Grand larceny in the second degree

A person is guilty of grand larceny in the second degree when he steals property and
when:

1. The value of the property exceeds fifty thousand dollars; or

2. The property, regardless of its nature and value, is obtained by extortion
committed by instilling in the victim fear that the actor or another person will (a) cause
physical injury to some person in the future, or (b) cause damage to property, or (c) use or
abuse his position as a public servant by engaging in conduct within or related to his official
duties, or by failing or refusing to perform an official duty, in such a manner as to affect some
person adversely.
Class C felony

Federal Crimes ^241. Conspiracy against rights of citizens

If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any citizen in the
fi-ee exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege secured by him by the Constitution or laws of
the United States, or because of his having so exercised the same; or . . .

They shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both;

and if death results, they shall be subject to imprisonment for any term of years or for life.
O a t h s
The United States Constitution Article VI:

The Senators and the Representatives before mentioned, and Members of the several State
Legislatures, and all executive and judicial Officers, both of the United States and of the several
States, shall be bound by Oath or Affirmation to support this Constitution;
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New York State officials are required to take the following oath of office under N.Y.S. Constitution,
Art. XIII, § 1:

Members of the legislature, and all officers, executive and judicial, except inferior
officers as shall be by law exempted, shall, before they enter on the duties of their respective
offices, take and subscribe the following oath or affirmation: "I do solemnly swear (or
afHrm) that I will support the constitution of the United States and the constitution

of the State of New York, and I will faithfully discharge the duties of the office of.
according to the best of my ability."

Attorneys are also required to take this oath when they are admitted to the bar as they are
officers of the court.

Title 5 § 3331: Oath of office for federal employees:
An individual, except the President, elected or appointed to an office of honor or

profit in the civil service or uniformed services, shall take the following oath; "I, . . ., do
solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will support and defend the Constitution of the United

States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and allegiance
to the same; that I take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of
evasion ; and that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of the office on which I am
about to enter. So help me God."

Were the judges and attorneys just giving "lip service" when they swore to support and defend the
United States Constitution and/or the New York State Constitution? I believe they were based upon their
actions as described in this book.
CHAPTER

17

FEDERAL COURT JURISDICTION

Where are the Federal judges' priorities? Are the judges willing to protect constitutional and civil
rights as they stated when they took their oath of office? As will be documented, the answer is, no! Both my
mother and I went into Federal Court seeking to protect our constitutional rights, only find the Federal
Judges are there to protect the corrupt State Court Judges.

The following are the statutes and case law that I relied upon in filing for help in the Federal
Courts to protect my constitutional rights and to seek damages by those acting under color of State Law. As

will be documented, the statutes and case law mean nothing to the corrupt Federal Judiciary in New York
State. The Federal Judges are there to protect the illegal actions of the state court judges instead of protecting
the constitutional rights of the citizens of this state.

28 U.S.C.A. Section 1343. Civil rights and elective franchise

The district court shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action authorized by law to be
commenced by any person:

(3) To redress the deprivation, under color of State law, statute, ordinance, regulation, custom
or usage, of any right, privilege or immunity secured by the Constitution of the United States
or by any Act of Congress providing for the equal rights of citizens or of all persons within the
jurisdiction of the United States.
42 U.S.C. Section 1983:

Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom or usage, of
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any State or Territory, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United States
or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges,
or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured
in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress.
Title 42 U.S.C. Section 1985 - Conspiracy to interfere with Civil Rights:
(2) If two or more persons in any State or Territory conspire to deter by force, intimidiitinn.

or threat, any party or witness in any court of the United States from attending such court, or rrmn
testifying to any matter pending therein, freely, fully, and truthfully, or to injure such party or
witness in his person or property on account of having so attended or testified, or to influrni i- thi*
verdict, presentment, or indictment of any grand jury or petit juror in any such court, or to mjuri'
such juror in his person or property on account of any verdict, presentment, or indictnu'iU Ixw fully
assented to by him, or of his being or having been such juror; or if two or more persons conspire

for the purpose of impeding, hindering, obstructing, or defeating in any manor, the duo
course of justice in any State or Territory, with intent to deny to any citizen th€» equal
protection of laws, or to ii^ure him or his property for lawfully enforcing or attempting
to enforce, the right of any person, or class of persons, to equal protection of thc» laws;
Dinwiddie v. Brown. 230 F.2d 465 (C.A.Tex. 1956)cert. denied 351 U.S. 971, 76 S.Ct. 1041 lu'ld

where state officers conspire with private individuals to defeat or prejudice litigant's right in state court,
litigant is thereby denied equal protection of the laws by persons acting under color of state law and cause
of action is created cognizable by federal courts under this section.

The following case says it all and clearly states my argument throughout the Federal Court
proceedings. Remember this page, as I will keep referring to this case.
Schorle v. Citv of Greenhills. 524 F.Supp. 821, 826, 828 (1981)

[4] ... It is asserted that any individual charged with a criminal offense has a right to be

fairly appraised of his constitutional protections and has a right to have the matter heard in a
court of proper jurisdiction. The only relief available to such an individual arises under
the Civil Rights Act.

... The thrust of plaintiff''s complaint is that he was repeatedly deprived of certain
fundamental rights by the concerted actions of the officials and employees of the city of Greenhills

and by a judge of a court that had no jvirisdiction to hear the matter. The continuum of
incidents inextricably entwined, which culminated in the plaintiffs conviction in the

Greenhills' Mayor's Court, demonstrates not that he was falsely accused or that he was
falsely arrested and imprisoned but rather that he suffered injury to rights guaranteed
under the constitution, - his right to counsel, to be advised of his right to a jury trial, to

have the matter heard in a court of proper jurisdiction, and not to be sentenced in excess of

the permitted penalty. It is not for this court to break plaintiffs complaint down into isolated
instances, which would, if taken separately, bear some token resemblance to various state common
law torts. This is because it is the series of events, the totality of acts done under color of state

law, which have allegedly deprived plaintiff of his rights under the constitution. And, it is this
continuum of events, for which there is no adequate state relief, that comprises a cause of
action under § 1983 that is broader than a common law tort. Indeed, Title 42 U.S.C. § 1983 is only

one example of sweeping legislation enacted by Congress to provide relief to citizens for
whom the state cannot or will not provide adequate relief.

The deterrence of future abuses of power by persons acting under color of state law is an important

purpose of this section. Citv of Newport v. Fact Concerts. Inc.. 101 S.Ct. 2748 and that this section was

enacted particularly to vindicate federal rights against deprivation by state action. Kerr v. U.S. Dist. Court
for Northern Dist. of California. 511 F.2d 192,1975.
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Gibralter v. Citv of New York. 612 F.Supp. 125 (D.C.N.Y. 1985):
. . . Government officials may be held liable under § 1983 either for overt acts that are

illegal and harmful or for a failure to carry out their duties. Estelle v. Gamble. 429 U.S. 97.
Pro se litigant is not held to same
technical pleadings as an attorney

My complaints, my mother's complaints, and complaints of others concerning the denial of their
constitutional rights to a public trial, jury trial, and a court of proper jurisdiction were summarily dismissed.

Even when it was shown the judges lacked personal or subject matter jurisdiction or both. The complaints
were also summarily dismissed in violation of the following case law.
Raitport v. Chemical Bank. 74 F.R.D. 128 (S.D.N.Y. 1977)

It is unquestionably the law in this Circuit that pro-se litigants* complaints are to
be given solicitous and generous consideration (Citation omitted), and the summary
disposition should rarely be granted, no matter how clear the facts may be or how
frivolous the complaint. (Citations omitted).
Hughes V. Rowe. 101 S.Ct. 173 (1980)

Petitioner's complaint, like most prisoner complaints filed in the Northern District of Illinois,

was not prepared by counsel. It is settled law that the allegations of such a complaint, '^however

inartfully pleaded" are held "to less stringent standards than a formal pleadings drafted by lawyers.

. . (Citations omitted). Such a complaint should not be dismissed for failure to state a

claim unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support
of his claim which would entitle him to relief (Citation omitted). And, of course, the allegations
of the complaint are generally taken as true for purposes of a motion to dismiss (Citation omitted).
Hevman v. Commerce and Industry Insurance Co.. 524 F.2d 1317 (2d Cir. 1975)

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provide several tools to aid in ascertaining the facts
before the curtain ascends on a trial, see E. Warren, 38 Conn.B.J. 3 (1964). One such "tool" is the
Rule 56 summary judgment procedure which enables the court to determine whether the "curtain"
should rise at all. (Citation omitted). Although for a period of time this Circuit was reluctant to
approve summary judgment in any but the most extraordinary circumstances, (Citation omitted),

that trend has long since been jettisoned in favor of an approach more keeping with the spirit of
Rule 56, (Citations omitted). But, the "fundamental maxim'* remains that on a motion for
summary judgment the court cannot try issues of fact; it can only determine whether

there are issues to be tried. (Citations omitted). Moreover, when the court considers a motion for
summary judgment, it must resolve all ambiguities and draw all reasonable inferences in

favor of the party against whom summary judgment is sought, (Citation omitted), with the
burden on the moving party to demonstrate the absence of any material factual issue
genuinely in dispute, (Citation omitted). This rule is clearly appropriate, given the nature of

summary judgment. This procedural weapon is a drastic device since its prophylactic function,
when exercised, cuts off a party's right to present his case to a jury (Citation omitted).
Caruth v. Pinkn^y, 683 F.2d 1044 (1982)

... As this Court made clear in Madvun v. Thompson. 657 F.2d 868 (7th Cir. 1981), the role

of the district court should be to insure that the claims of a pro se litigant are given '*fair
and meaningful consideration."
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As you will see, Judge Thomas J. McAvoy, Judge Lawrence Kahn, Judge Con G. Cholakis and other
Federal Judges named herein, do not follow the case law which define the procedures that the Second
Circuit Court of Appeals has established in granting summary judgment in dismissing pro se complaints.
They do not address the issues that are raised in the complaints. Instead, they cover up the illegal actions
of state court judges.
Federal

Courts

should

not

a b s t a i n u n d e r t h e Yo u n g e r D o c t r i n e
One of the arguments used by the Federal Court Judges, in dismissing pro se complaints, is the
Younger Doctrine. For Federal Court to refuse to assume jurisdiction under the Younger depends upon a
finding that (1) there is an ongoing state proceeding, (2) and important state interest is implicated, (3) the

plaintiff has an avenue open for review of his or her constitutional claims in the state courts. The Federal
Judges refuse to address these three issues.
The District Court held that the state has a vital interest in family law and domestic relations
matters. The Federal Court will also note that Federal Courts do not adjudicate family law matters, such
as, visitation rights and the custody of minor children. The issues of custody and visitation are not one of
the aspects of the cases. The issues before the Federal Court deal with support, the illegal taking of nonmarital real property, and the depravation of constitutional rights as previously documented. All cases

referred to by the District Court in their decisions refer to custody and visitation issues. In the cases being
presented to the District Court, we have contempt of court where imprisonment plus other sanctions are a
distinct possibility and defendants are being deprived of public trials. There is no important state interest

implicated in fathers being sentenced to jail in secret trials, unless you consider the state covering up the
illegal actions of its judges in depriving litigants of their constitutional rights as an important state interest.

As previously documented in this book, the New York State Judiciary has been and continues to
violate constitutional rights by denying litigants of due process and equal protection of the law. The Federal
District Courts are refusing to look at the exceptions to the Younger Doctrine.
Moore v. Sims. 422 U.S..415. 423, 99 S.Ct. 2371, 2377 (1979)
In Huffman, we noted these well established circumstances where the federal court need

not stay its hand in the face of pending state proceedings.
"Younger, and its civil counterpart which we apply today, do of course allow intervention in

those cases where the District Court properly finds that the state proceeding is motivated by a
desire to harass or is conducted in bad faith, or where the challenged statute is '"flagrantly
and patently violative of express constitutional prohibitions in every clause, sentence
and paragraph, and in whatever manner and against whomever an effort might be made to apply
it."'" 420 U.S., at 611, 95 S.Ct., at 1212.
Younger v. Harris. 401 U.S. 37, 91 S.Ct. 760 (1971)
Dombrowski represents an exception to the general rule that federal courts should

not interfere with state criminal prosecutions. The exception does not arise merely because
prosecutions are threatened to which the First Amendment will be the proffered defense. Dombrowski
governs statutes which are a blunderbuss by themselves or when used en masse—those that have
an "over broad" sweep. "If the rule were otherwise, the contours of regulation would have to be
hammered out case by case—and tested only by those hardy enough to risk criminal prosecution to
determine the proper scope of regulation." Id. at 487, 85 S.Ct., at 1121....
The special circumstances when federal intervention in a state criminal proceeding is permissible
are not restricted to bad faith on the part of state officials or the threat of multiple prosecutions.

They also exist where for any reason the state statute being enforced is unconstitutional
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on its face. As Mr. Justice Butler, writing for the Court, said in Terrace v. Thompson. 263 U.S. 197,
214, 44 S.Ct. 15, 17;

"Equity jurisdiction will be exercised to enjoin the threatened enforcement of a

state law which contravenes the Federal Constitution wherever it is essential in order

effectually to protect property rights and rights of persons against injuries otherwise
irremediable; and in such a case a person, who as an officer of the state is clothed with the

duty of enforcing its laws and who threatens and is about to commence proceedings, whether
civil or criminal, to enforce such a law against parties affected, may be enjoined from such
action by a Federal court of equity."

A state law enforcement officer is someone acting under "color of law" even though he may

be misusing his authority (Citation omitted). And prosecution under a patently
unconstitutional statute is a "deprivation of* * * rights, privileges, or immunities secured
by the Constitution,*' "Suit[s] in equity** obviously includes injunctions.
Zwickler v. Koota. 389 U.S. 241, 88 S.Ct. 301, 399 (1967)
[11] This conclusion was error. Dombrowski teaches that the questions of abstention and of
injunctive relief are not the same. The question of the propriety of the action of the District court in

abstaining was discussed as an independent issue governed by different considerations. We squarely

held that "the abstention doctrine is inappropriate for cases such as the present one
where * statutes are justifiably attacked on their face as abridging free expression
(Citation omitted). This view was reaffirmed in (Citation omitted), when a statute was attacked
as unconstitutional on its face and we said, citing Dombrowski. and Raggett v. Bullitt, supra, '[t]his
is not a case where abstention pending state court interpretation would be appropriate
[12] It follows that the District Court's views on the question of injunctive relief are irrelevant
to the question of abstention here. For a request for a declaratory judgment that a state statute is
over broad on its face must be considered independently of any request for injunctive relief against
the enforcement of that statute. We hold that a federal district court has the duty to decide the
appropriateness and the merits of its conclusion as to the propriety of the issuance of the injunction.

In my complaints to the Federal Courts, I argued that the Family Court statutes violated my

constitutional rights to a public trial, jury trial, and court of proper jurisdiction. I also argued that the

Family Court Judges lacked personal and/or subject matter jurisdiction, and therefore did not have judicial
immunity for their actions. As such, my complaints should have been heard.
Bartholomew v. Port. 309 F.Supp. 1340 (E.D.Wis. 1970)

The plaintiffs invoke the jurisdiction of this court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1343(3), 1343(4),
2201, 2202, and 42 U.S.C. § 1983. The defendants contend that "there is no substantial federal
question sufficient to invoke the jurisdiction of this court" and they argue that the court should

decline to exercise jurisdiction over the case since the plaintiffs have an adequate remedy under
s t a t e l a w.

Title 28 IJ.S.C. § 1343 provides in relevant part: (Cites § 1343, and subds. (3) and (4).
Title 42 U.S.C. ^ 1983 provides in relevant part:

These sections and 28 U.S.C. § 2201 and 2202 provide this court with jurisdiction
to hear a claim that ordinances or state statutes are unconstitutional on their face or as
applied (Citation omitted).

I reject the defendants' contention that the court should decline to exercise its jurisdiction
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because the plaintiffs have an adequate state remedy. A district court should not, for reasons of
comity, abstain or decline jurisdiction to grant declaratory relief under the circumstances set forth
in the present case (Citation omitted).

Furthermore, although the plaintiffs seek to enjoin prosecutions in state court which are
currently pending against them, the circumstances of this case make it inappropriate, not

withstanding 28 U.S.C. § 2283, to abstain from considering the merits of the plaintiff's case. In
Dombrowski v. Pfister. 380 U.S. 479,489-490, 85 S.Ct. 1116,1122 (1965). The Supreme Court said;

"We hold the abstention doctrine is inappropriate for cases such as the present one

where, unlike (Citation omitted), statutes are justifiably attacked on their face as abridging
free expression or as applied for the purpose of discouraging protected activities." (emphasis
added)

In Rx parte Young. (Citation omitted) the fountainhead of federal injunctions against state

prosecutions, the Court characterized the power and its proper exercise in broad terms: it would
be justified where state officers * * threaten and are about to commence proceedings,
either of a civil or criminal nature, to enforce against parties affected an unconstitutional
act, violating the Federal Constitution * " (Citation omitted).
But the allegations in this complaint depict a situation in which defense of the State's
criminal prosecution will not assure adequate vindication of constitutional rights. They suggest
that a substantial loss or impairment of freedoms of expression will occur if appellants
must await the state court's disposition and ultimate review in this Court of any adverse

determination. These allegations, if true, clearly show irreparable injury.
When the statutes also have an over broad sweep, as is here alleged, the hazard of loss

or substantial impairment of those precious rights may be critical. For in such cases, the statues
lend themselves too readily to denial of those rights. The assumption that defense of a criminal

prosecution will generally assure ample vindication of constitutional rights is unfounded
in such cases. (Citation omitted).

It follows that the District Court erred in holding that the complaint fails to allege sufficient

irreparable injury to justify equitable relief
The District Court also erred in holding that it should abstain pending authoritative

interpretation of the statutes in the state courts, which might hold that they did not apply to SCEF,
or that they were unconstitutional as applied to SCEF. We hold the abstention doctrine is
inappropriate for cases such as the present one where, unlike Douglas v. City of Jeannette, statutes
are justifiably attacked on their face as abridging free expression, or as applied for the
purpose of discouraging protected activities.
... In these circumstances, to abstain is to subject those affected to the uncertainties and

vagaries of criminal prosecution, whereas the reasons for the vagueness doctrine in the area of
expression demand no less than freedom from prosecution prior to a construction adequate to save
the statute. In such cases, abstention is at war with the purposes of the vagueness doctrine, which

demands appropriate federal relief regardless of the prospects for expeditious determinations of
state criminal prosecutions.

We conclude that on the allegations of the complaint, if true, abstention and the denial of

injunctive relief may well result in the denial of any effective safeguards against the loss of protected
freedoms of expression, and cannot be justified.

There is more case, law that expressly states, that injunctive relief should not be denied when there

is a deprivation of a constitutionally guaranteed right and would also be an exception to the Younger
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Doctrine.

Right to Injunctive Relief

In my Federal Court filings, I also sought injunctive relief to prevent Family Court Judge John
Austin from violating my constitutional rights to a public trial, a jury trial, and a court of proper jurisdiction
based upon the following. Of course, the Federal Court judges ignored the following case law and dismissed
my complaints.

Where there is clear and imminent threat of irreparable injury amounting to manifest oppression,
it is duty of court to protect against loss of asserted right by temporary restraining order. Woods v. Write.
334 R2d 369 (5th Cir. 1964).

Injunctive relief against higher public officials is available in situations where they have found to
supervise and authorize unconstitutional activities. Farber v. Rnchfnrd. 407 RSupp. 529 (N.D.Ill 1975).

Suits may be brought against public officials to enjoin them from invading constitutional rights.
Buffier V. Frank. 389 RSupp. 502 (D.C.N.Y. 1975)
Javits V. Stevens. 382 RSupp. 131, 136 (S.D..N.Y. 1974):
[51 ... Our Court of Appeals (2nd Circuit) has held that:

"No sound reason exists for holding that federal courts should not have the power to issue

injunctive relief against commission of acts in violation of plaintiff's civil rights by state judges
acting in their official capacity."
Mootness Doctrine was not applicable

After the family court proceeding before Judge Austin ended, I argued in my next Federal complaint
that the Mootness doctrine was not applicable as to the above issues of public trials, jury trials and courts
of proper jurisdiction as I would most likely be in court again and again facing contempt charges. I also
argued issues I raised were certainly capable of repetition as fathers are being brought back to court time
after time for violation of support orders.

National Iranian Oil Co. v. Maoco Intern.. Inc.. 983 R2d 485,490 (3rd Cir. 1992) held that a case is

not moot if there is a likelihood that the parties will relitigate the same issues in the future (Citation
omitted).

National Iranian Oil Co. v. Maoco Intern.. Inc.. 983 F.2d 485, 489, 490 (3rd Cir. 1992) held:
[4,5] A case is saved from mootness if a viable claim for damages exists (Citations omitted).
"Damages should be denied on the merits, not on grounds of mootness." 13A C. Write, A. Miller & E.

Cooper, Federal Practice and Procedure § 3533.3, at 262 (1984). Even where the amount of damages
at issue is minute, a case is not moot so long as the parties have a concrete interest, however small
in the outcome of the litigation. (Citation omitted).

Hunt V. Murphv. 455 U.S. 478, 102 S.Ct. 1181 (1982) held if that a controversy the between the
parties is capable of repetition the matter was not moot under the standard stated in Weinstein v. Bradford
423 U.S. 147, 96 S.Ct. 347 (1975).
Capital News Div. of Hearst Corn, v. Lee. 139 A.D.2d 31, 530 N.Y.S.2d 872:

At the outset, we address the issues presented on this appeal despite the fact that the trial

of Gates has been concluded. The issues involved are issues of public importance and the controversy
is capable of repetition, yet evading review (Citation omitted).
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Cemi^lia v. Ambach. 227 A.D.2d , 536 N.Y.S.2d 228, 230 (3rd Dept. 1988)

[5] That brings us to the exceptions to the Mootness doctrine. A matter will be entertained
by the courts, despite its mootness, where significant combination of the following factors are present:
it is 1) of public importance, (2) recurring, (3) likely to escape review, (4) novel in terms of judicial
review (Citations omitted).

I argued that the issues raised in the appeals are of public importance. There are thousands of
litigants in New York State who are being tried, convicted and sentenced to jail in secret family court
proceedings for failing to pay child support. These fathers are being deprived of their constitutional rights
to a public trial, a jury trial, and/or court of proper jurisdiction. Furthermore, they are being deprived of
their right to a judge to hear the matter as required by the state constitution.
I also argued that the issues concerning the constitutionality of the state statutes were novel in
terms of judicial review. There is no case law that addresses the issues of a litigant's constitutional right to
a public trial for failure to pay support where imprisonment is a possibility, right to have a judge determine
guilt or innocence as to the charge of contempt, the right to a jury trial when charged with contempt where
the potential sentence exceeds six months in jail or a $5,000.00 fine or both. This was especially true since
the state was claiming this was a "civil" contempt proceeding and litigants were not entitled to their
constitutional rights. As Judge Kaye has stated, these are not "substantial constitutional questions".
Conspiracy of attorneys with judges

I argued that the attorneys had joined, cooperated with, and/or conspired with the judges and
hearing examiners as well as with each other to deprive me of my constitutional right and other rights that
I was entitled to. As such, they did not have immunity for their actions and were liable for their actions.

A civil conspiracy has been defined as 'an agreement between two or more individuals to do an
unlawful act or to do a lawful act in an unlawful way' (Citations omitted).

Arment v. Commonwealth Nat. Bank. 505 F.Supp. 911 (E.D.Pa. 1981) holds that where it is alleged

that the attorney "joined" or "cooperated with" or "conspired with" state officers who acted under color of
state law, state action will exist (Citation omitted).
Rankin v. Howard. 633 F.2d 844, 850 (9th Cir 1980):

[13] The Supreme Court resolved the issue in Dennis v. Soarks. —U.S. —, 101 S.Ct. 183
(1980). The court held that immune judge's private coconspirators do not enjoy derivative immunity.
[14] It follows that "[plrivate parties who corruptly conspire with a judge in connection with
such conduct are ... acting under color of state law within the meaning of § 1983. Id. at S.Ct. at 187.
Hnstmn v. Board of Jr. College. District 515. 523 F2d 569 (7th Cir. 1975):

The doctrine of civil conspiracy extends liability for a tort, here the deprivation of
constitutional rights, to persons other than the actual wrongdoer. W. Presser, The Law of Torts $ 46
at 293 (4th Ed. 1971), but it is the acts causing damage to the plaintiff that give rise to liability for
damages, not the conspiracy itself
"The damage for recovery may be had in a civil action is not the conspiracy itself by the

injury to the plaintiff produced by specific overt acts (Citations omitted). The charge of conspiracy

in a civil action is merely the string whereby the plaintiff seeks to tie together those who, acting in

concert may be responsible for any overt act or acts" (Citation omitted).

3 6 4

Federal suit to get father out of jail

In October of 1994,1 helped a father file a suit in Federal Court suing Judge W. Dennis Duggan of
Albany County Family Court, Mary Elizabeth Dunn the hearing examiner, his ex-wife, and her attorney.
Docket No.: 94-CV-1370 CGC-DNH (initials of the judge and magistrate assigned to case) titled Shufelt v.
Duggan, et al..

I had already tried to get him released from jail on a writ of habeas corpus in state court proceedings
to no avail, as the state courts refused to address the constitutionality of the state statutes. In the complaint,
I raised the issues that the father was deprived of his constitutional rights, to a public trial, a jury trial, and
a judge to hear the matter. His rights were violated when he was sentenced to jail. It was argued that

Family Court Act § 433 deprived him of a public trial, § 435 deprived him of a jury trial, and 439 deprived
him of his right to have a judge hear the matter. As such. Family Court Act §§ 433,435 and 439 violated the
State and/or Federal Constitutions.

By Order dated and entered December 27, 1994, Judge Con G. Cholakis dismissed the father's

complaint, thereby refusing to address the issue of his right, and the rights of fathers throughout the State
of New York, to a public trial, a jury trial, and a judge to hear the matter. Judge Cholakis simply took the
position that the Federal Court should abstain pursuant to the Younger Doctrine and based upon the issue
of mootness. As previously documented, the Younger Doctrine and the Mootness Doctrine were not applicable.
In the hallway of the Rensselaer County Courthouse is a sign which states the following:

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT JUDGES ON CON G. CHOLAKIS' RETIREMENT
DATED JUNE 30,1996.

"The decisions you have made, the lives you have touched, the justice you have rendered,
will always be part of history of the Northern District.

It was once said Tf we cannot maintain justice, justice will not maintain us."

You have done more than maintain justice ... you have represented the very sole of justice."
The restored Rensselaer County Courthouse is dedicated this day in Memory of Hon. Con
G. Cholakis. November 22, 2002

To think that the Rensselaer County Courthouse is now named after this Judge is a disgrace to
those who fought for our United States Constitution, as Judge Cholakis deliberately failed to protect the
rights of the citizens of this State from the illegal actions of the State Court system. He took an oath of

office to protect, not cover up the violation of constitutional and civil rights. I remember how everyone was
saying he was there for "the little guy". What a bunch of bull!! He was there to protect the corrupt New York
State Judiciary and oppress the constitutional rights of the citizens of this country.

This was appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. Of course, they also refused

to address the issues in order to protect the corrupt New York State Judiciary. The appeal no.: was 95-2049.
Other cases filed to force the Federal Judiciary to address the constitutionality of state statutes
and the right to public trials, jury trials, and a judge to hear the matter were also raised in Berg v Griset.
et al.. Docket No.: 94-CV-1338 FJS-DS.; Montanaro v. Quirion. Griset. et a!,. Docket no.: 94-CV-1204 CGC-

DNH (Judge Cholakis again); Borgia v Quirion. et al.. Docket No.: 94-CV-1223 CGC-RWS (Judge Cholakis

again!). Judge Cholakis' Order of November 22,1994 was appealed to the Second Circuit Court of Appeals,
94-9245. Of course they refused to hear this one too.

In the Montanaro case. Judge Cholakis stated:
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Similarly, other courts in the Second Circuit have invoked the Younger abstention doctrine
in actions involving Family Court proceedings, reasoning that the Family Court provides an adequate
forum "to raise federal; [constitutional] issues" (Citation omitted). In the present case, adequate

state court proceedings exist in which plaintiff may litigate the constitutionality of the challenged
Family Court practices. Accordingly, this Court hereby DISMISSES this complaint pursuant to the
Younger Abstention Doctrine — as a result, defendants' other grounds for dismissal need not be
addressed.

Judge Cholakis clearly lacked the integrity to address the deliberate violation of the rights of fathers
of this State to public trials, jury trials, judges to hear the matters, and courts of proper jurisdiction. He
was just another judge, who talked about protecting constitutional and civil rights, while making rulings
oppressing or allowing the oppression of our constitutional rights by state officials. He stated, in his ruling,

that the constitutionality of state statutes had been raised. He did not address the issue that these statutes
allowed the state courts to hold secret proceedings where fathers were being imprisoned or were being

denied the right to see their children. In my opinion, his name should be removed from the Rensselaer
County Courthouse, as he turned his back on the very people he took an oath of office to protect against
illegal state actions.

Surprise, Judge Cholakis' daughter, Catherine, is now a Rensselaer County Family Court Judge.
My cases in Federal Court
91-CV-0138 - Appeal No.; 91-7700

In October of 1990,1 filed a complaint in Federal Court and Docket No.: 90-CV-llll was assigned

trying to move the family court contempt proceeding to Federal Court. The complaint was dismissed as 28
U.S.C. §§ 1441(a) and 1446(a) authorize removal to Federal Court only by defendants and only on the basis
of claims brought against them and not on the basis of counter claims asserted by them.
After the above was dismissed, I filed a Complaint and Docket No: 91-CV-0138 was assigned. The

suit named Judge John Austin, my "so-called" attorney Michael Catalfimo, Douglas Mills my children's
Law Guardian, Saratoga County Support Collection Unit and others.
I raised the arguments in the complaint that the Family Court lacked subject matter jurisdiction as
there was no referral from the Supreme Court to the Family Court as required by the state constitution. As

such, I was deprived of my right to due process and equal protection of the law. I faced imprisonment for
contempt. Judge Austin and his cohorts did not have immunity as they were acting in face of clearly valid
state statutes, case law, and the New York State Constitution that expressly deprived Judge Austin of
jurisdiction to hear the matter.

I argued, that I was being denied my right to competent assistance of counsel, as Mr. Catalfimo,
who was appointed by Judge Austin to represent me, was refusing to defend me. His letters of January 16,
1991, January 18, 1991, and January 30, 1991, clearly show that he had taken the position that I was
wrong and that my rights had not been violated by the court. For an example, Mr. Catalfimo's letter stated:
Contrary to any preconceived notions that you have as to Judge Austin's fairness or

impartiality in this matter, everything that he has done following my involvement in the case leads

me to believe — as does my prior practice — that Judge Austin will act in a fair and impartial
manner in deciding the merits of the issues before him ....
Notice how Mr. Catalfimo prefaces his statement to facts after he was appointed to the case, knowing

that Judge Austin had failed to inform me of my rights on two separate occasions and that Judge Austin
refused to take any action to protect my visitation rights with my children?
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Mr. Catalfimo's January 30,1991 letter:

Do not express hatred, anger, resentment or other similar emotions towards your ex-wife.
If you do, Mr. Mills will likely be concerned that you will endeavor to alienate your children's
affections from their mother if visitation resumes. This tjrpe of behavior by a parent is universally
condemned by judges, law guardians and responsible domestic relations attorneys as being harmful
to children. Your children should not be asked or required to take sides against either of their
parents.

This was exactly what I had been complaining about since 1985 in the Family Court. Mr. Catalfimo
was fully aware that Ms. Carella had already alienated my children from me during the past three years
and that their surnames had been changed to Carella. Also, there was no documentation, that I had ever
tried to alienate the children from their mother. Mr. Catalfimo was also aware of the child abuse reports
against Ms. Carella. Yet, he was attempting to blame me for not seeing my children and accusing me of
alienating the children's affections. Who was he representing - me or Ms. Carella?

It was documented how Mr. Mills left a threatening message on my answering machine, and how

he and Ms. Carella conspired to violate the family court order of visitation which was covered up by Judge
Austin.

The complaint also documented how three money orders covering six weeks of child support vanished
when sent to the Saratoga County Support Collection Unit and even after they were replaced, the Support
Collection Unit still claimed the money was owed. I documented how records seem to have been back dated
in order to have me found in contempt of court.

Of course. Judge Thomas J. McAvoy by order of June 13,1991 dismissed my complaint.
This was appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, Appeal No.; 7700. The appeal was
denied by Judges James L. Oakes, Richard J. Cardamone and Lawrence W. Pierce. They held:
Collins argues that the District Court erred in dismissing his complaint, which alleged that

the defendants conspired to infringe on his rights in violation of 42 U.S.C. § 1983 (1988). Collins'

section 1983 claims against Judge Austin are barred by the doctrine of judicial immunity. See,
3turnp V. Sparkman, 435 U.S. 349. 362-64 (1978). With respect to Collins' remaining claims, we
agree with the District Court that his allegations are insufficient to state a claim under section

1983. See, Barr v. Abrams, 810 F.2d 358, 362 (2nd Cir. 1987). Accordingly, Collins' arguments are

unavailing.

N.B. This summary order will not be published in the Federal Reporter and should not be
cited or otherwise relied upon in unrelated cases before this or any other court.
What is the Court of Appeals covering up that this is not to be published?
Rankin v. Howard. 633 F.2d 844 (1980)

But when a judge knows that he lacks jurisdiction, or acts on the face of clearly valid state
statutes or case law expressly depriving him of jurisdiction, judicial immunity is lost.

The Court of Appeals never addressed the issue that Judge Austin lacked subject matter jurisdiction,
as the New York State Constitution, state statute, and case law all deprived him of jurisdiction. These
Federal Judges are protecting the corrupt state court judges and their illegal actions.
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Next Complaint 91-CV-0349 Appeal 91-7703
I then filed a Complaint (91-CV-0349) naming a litany of judges, attorneys and others involvi'd in
my family court proceedings. The complaint was 200 pages long, mostly double spaced with ovi-r 800
paragraphs. The complaint dealt with the Family Court Judges lacking subject matter jurisdiction t Iuti'
was no referral from the Supreme Court to the Family Court and therefore, the judges lacki'd sul»)cct
matter jurisdiction and were liable for their actions. That the court order that I was accused ol' violaiin;;
was invalid as the Family Court lacked jurisdiction to issue the order, therefore, I faced imprisonnuni
based upon a court order that was illegally issued. That Schenectady County Hearing Exaniini r .lnhn
Warner was not authorized to hear Saratoga County matters, and therefore, lacked jurisdiction in luar thr
case and to make any ruling. Judge James lacked the jurisdiction to give Ms. Carella possession ofthr nunmarital real property as this was the only issue at trial. I was not informed of my rights by Jud^M- Aii-«t mi as
required by law, and he also lacked subject matter jurisdiction to make any ruling in my casc». It was al-o
argued how Judge Austin refused to take any action against Mr. Mills or Ms. Carella for intortfrin;; with
my right to see my children. The family court failed to protect my visitation rights to see my children. I \s as
ordered to pay more than my income in child support. I also raised the issue, that I believt-d. that njy
support checks were stolen in order to bring a contempt charge against me. Obviously, the family t«mrt
ignored this.
What is judicial immunity?

A criminal court judge convicts a defendant of committing a misdemeanor which carries a maximum
sentence of one year in jail. The judge sentences him to five years in jail. The judge has acted beyond his
authority, as he has no authority to sentence the person to 5 years in jail under the law. The judge has not
acted in "complete absence of all jurisdiction" as he had jurisdiction or the authority to sentence the person
to one year in jail. He exceeded his jurisdiction and he retains his judicial immunity.
The judge acts in clear absence of all jurisdiction if there is a statute or case law that expressly
deprives him of all authority or jurisdiction to render any order.
Doe v. Countv of Lake Indiana. 399 F.Supp 553 (1975) held:

[2-6] Despite its fundamental and efficacious purpose, the doctrine of judicial immunity is
not absolute and unlimited; it does not immunize every state court judge in every lawsuit. On the

contrary, application of the doctrine is restricted to its single objective: to protect judicial freedom
in the delicate process of deciding civil and criminal matters on their merits. Where the initiative

and independence of the judiciary will not be effectively impaired, courts have refused to apply the
doctrine of judicial immunity. For example, there is no official immunity from criminal liability
(Citation omitted). The Supreme Court recognized long ago that a state court judge can be made to
answer criminally for violating the criminal provisions of the Civil Rights Act (Citation omitted). In
addition, federal courts have held that application of the doctrine is restricted to the following
a r e a s :

1. Immunity applies only when the judges are faced with suits involving their judicial
as opposed to ministerial or administrative duties and
2. Immunity applies only when officials are sued for damages.

Judges are not shielded by absolute immunity from declaratory and injunctive relief, White v.
Fleming. 522 F2d 730 (1975).

Rnnkin v. Howard. 633 F.2d 844 (1980), cert, denied 101 S.Ct. 2020.
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II] . . . In Stump V. Soarkman. 435 U.S. 349, 98 S.Ct. 1099, 55 L.Ed.2d 231 (1978), the

Supreme Court declared that state judges are immune from § 1983 liability for "judicial" acts not
taken "in the 'clear absence of all jurisdiction.'" Id. at 357, 98 S.Ct. at 1105 (quoting Bradley v.
Fisher, 80 U.S. (13 Wall) 335,351,20 L.Ed. 646 (1872)). A state judge who ordered the sterilization

of a minor at her mother's request was held immune because the order was a judicial act and no
state law clearly excluded petitions for sterilization from the court's subject matter jurisdiction
(Citation omitted).

[10] But when a judge knows that he lacks jurisdiction, or acts on the face of clearly valid
state statutes or case law expressly depriving him of jurisdiction, judicial immunity is lost. See

Bradley v. Figher, 80 U.S. (13 wall.) at 351 ("when the want of jurisdiction is known to the judge, no
excuse is permissible"). Turner v. Ravnes. 611 F.2d. 92,95 (5th Cir. 1980) (Stump is consistent with

the view that "a clearly inordinate exercise of unconferred jurisdiction by a judge—one so crass as
to establish that he embarked on it either knowingly or recklessly—subjects him to personal
liability").
Dvkes V. Hoseman. 743 F.2d 1488 (11th Cir. 1984)

[11] It is clear that a judge who acts in the absence of jurisdiction may be held liable for his
decisions.

[13] We agree with the Rankin courts analysis. We point out in addition, that the rational

for the limitation on judicial immunity when subject matter jurisdiction is lacking applies with
equal force when personal jurisdiction is lacking. . ..
Baures v. Heisal. 361 R2d 581 (3rd Cir. 1966) at 591:

. . . Because immunity is conferred on an individual solely by virtue of the office he holds,
reason required us to adapt a rule which does not provide immunity for those acts which are done
clearly outside the authority or jurisdiction of the office.

Judge McAvoy did not address the issue of the Family Court Judges lacking subject matter
jurisdiction. Instead he took the position that my actions were nothing more than attempt to harass the
judges and then he sanctioned me $8,886.25 in attorney fees for trying to protect my right to a court of
proper jurisdiction. This was nothing more than an attempt by him to threaten and intimidate me into

giving up fighting for my rights and to be compensated for the illegal actions of the state court judges as
they acted in complete absence of all jurisdiction as the New York State Constitution and case law expressly
deprived them of jurisdiction. Of course, Judge McAvoy refused to grant an injunction to prevent Judge
Austin from prosecuting me, knowing Judge Austin lacked jurisdiction to hear the matter. Based upon this
ruling and his future rulings concerning me. Judge McAvoy is there to protect the corrupt New York State
Judiciary.

Next Attempt - 92-CV-1004 Appeal No.: 93-6065

In this proceeding I had my mother, Elinor S. King, file a Federal complaint naming Robert Abrams,
Judge L. Foster James, Judge John Austin, Judge William H. Keniry and the U.S. Department of Justice.

What I was trying to do was to get the U.S. Department of Justice involved in the violation of my
Constitutional rights by the state court judges. Of course, Thomas J. McAvoy was the judge.

The issue of Family Court Act § 433 and 435 being unconstitutional was raised as they deprived me
of a public trial and a jury trial.

My mother argued that the family court lacked personal jurisdiction over her, as she was not a
party to the proceeding in which Judge James awarded Ms. Carella exclusive possession of non-marital

real property, which my mother owned a 1/3 interest in at the time. She further argued that family court
had no jurisdiction to determine either title or possession of real property and therefore, Judge James
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lacked subject matter jurisdiction and that Judge James further made statements of fact in his Decision
and Order that he knew to be false in order to give Ms. Carella possession of non-marital real property.

Mr. Morsillo attempted to force my parents to agree to provide Ms. Carella housing until the children
were 21 and agree to pay the mortgage, the taxes and insurance on the house. My parents would either
agree or I would go to jail for contempt. I believe this is called extortion.

I also argued that Supreme Court Judge Keniry refused to protect my mother's right to her property
that was given to Ms. Carella.
Case law my mother relied upon besides those listed above:
HofiFerber v. The First National Bank of Guvman. Oklahoma. 437 F.Supp. 788:

It is beyond doubt that property rights are protected by the Fourteenth Amendment
and violations thereof can be redressed by suit under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. Lvnch v. Household
Finance, 92 S.Ct. 1113.

Uptown Peoples Com.. Etc. v. Board of Corners. Etc.. 647 F.2d 727 (1981):
State deprivation of property rights are cognizable imder § 1983 ...

Acquisition, enjoyment and alienation of property are among those basic constitutional rights
protected by the Civil Rights Act of 1871. 42 U.S.C.A. § 1983. Privitera v. Town of Phelns. 79 A.D.2d 1, 435
N.Y.S.2d 402. Jones v. Alfred H. Maver Co.. 88 S.Ct. 2186.

My mother was alienated from her property as exclusive possession of the property was taken from
her in a closed court proceeding and she was deprived of enjoyment of her property by Judge James when
he awarded Ms. Carella "exclusive possession" of the non-marital real property. How could she sell the
house and who would want to buy a house where someone has a court order stating they have "exclusive

possession" of the property? The courts claimed that giving Ms. Carella "exclusive possession" of the property
did not affect the title to the property. No, it didn't affect the title, but, my mother was deprived of the use

and enjoyment of her property. Furthermore, she was alienated from her property by a judge who lacked
personal jurisdiction over her and subject matter jurisdiction to determine exclusive possession of real
property, whether it be marital or non-marital. Furthermore, Judge Austin continued to allow Ms. Carella

to live in the house. He had no authority to do so and his actions were certainly within the statute of
limitations as he rendered his Order on December 29,1994 and the complaint was filed prior to his ruling.
Rankin v. Howard. 633 F.2d 844 (1980)

An absence of personal jurisdiction may said to destroy "all jurisdiction" because the

requirements of subject matter and personal jurisdiction are conjunctional. Both must be met before
a court has the authority to adjudicate the rights of parties to a dispute.

If a court lacks jurisdiction over a party, then it lacks "all jurisdiction" to adjudicate that

party's rights, whether or not the subject matter is properly before it. See, e.g. Kulko v. Superior

Court. 436 U.k 84, 91,98 S.Ct. 1690,1696, 56 L.Ed.2d 132, (1978) ("[i]t has long been the rule that

a valid judgment imposing a personal obligation or duty in favor of the plaintiff may be entered

only by a court having jurisdiction over the person of the defendant")...
Because of the limits of personal jurisdiction constrain judicial authority, acts taken in the

absence of personal jurisdiction do not fall within the scope of legitimate decision making that

judicial immunity is designed to protect. See Gregorv v. Thompson. 500 F.2d at 63. We conclude
that a judge who acts in the clear and complete absence of personal jurisdiction loses his judicial
i m m u n i t y.
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But when a judge knows that he lacks jurisdiction, OR acts on the face of clearly valid state
statutes or case law expressly depriving him of jurisdiction, judicial immunity is lost. See Bradlev
V. Fisher, 80 U.S. (13 wall.) at 351 ("when the want of jurisdiction is known to the judge, no excuse
is permissible"). Turner v. Ravnes. 611 F.2d 92, 95 (5th Cir. 1980) (Stump is consistent with the
view that "a clearly inordinate exercise of unconferred jurisdiction by a judge—one so crass as to
establish that he embarked on it either knowingly or recklessly—subjects him to personal liability").
Dvkes V. Hoseman. 743 F.2d 1488 (11th Cir. 1984)

It is clear that a judge who acts in the absence of jurisdiction may be held liable for his
decisions. Stump v. Snarkman. 435 U.S. 349, 98 S.Ct. 1099, (1978);
We agree with the Rankin courts analysis. We point out in addition, that the rational for

the limitation on judicial immunity when subject matter jurisdiction is lacking applies with equal
force when personal jurisdiction is lacking... .

Arment v. Commonwealth Nat. Bank. D.C.Pa. 1981, 505 F.Supp. 911 holds that where it is alleged
that the attorney "joined" or "cooperated with" or "conspired with" state officers who acted under color of
state law, state action will exist. See, also, Antelman v. Lewis. D.C.Mass.l979, 480 F.Supp. 180.
Of course. Judge Thomas J. McAvoy dismissed my mother's petition from the bench and then issued

an Order dated February 20, 1993 sanctioning her $1,579.34 to be paid to the New York State Attorney
General's Office for defending the illegal actions of the judges. I thought the New York State Attorney
General's Office was to protect the citizens of this state? How can the New York State Attorney General's
Office defend these judges on their illegal actions and then prosecute them? They can't and they won't
prosecute them. They have placed the judges above the law.

A convicted murderer's suit for a sex change operation will be protected by the Federal Court. The

Federal Court refused to protect my mother's property rights. Possession of the property was illegally
taken from her in a secret court proceeding that she was not allowed to be present at. Furthermore, the

court lacked both personal jurisdiction and subject matter jurisdiction. For demanding her rights be enforced
she was sanctioned by the Federal Court Judge Thomas J. McAvoy.
This was appealed to the Second Circuit Court of Appeals with Judges Thomas J. Meskill, J. Daniel
Mahoney and John M. Walker, Jr. upholding Judge McAvo^s order.
Also argued, in this case before Judge McAvoy, in a Reply Brief, was the issue of an Ohio father who

was again being brought back into the New York State Family Court for contempt for failure to pay child
support. This man claimed the child, who at this time was well over 21 years of age, was not his child. He

did not want to be sent back to jail. Instead, he killed 4 support collection workers and then killed himself.
The following was argued:

16. The plaintiff (my mother) has clearly documented the deprivation and the cover up of the
deprivation her rights and her son's rights by the State Attorney General's Office and the New York State

Judiciary and the judges use of their positions for extortion, fraud, case fixing, etc. by the deprivation of

constitutional rights, which I might add, have not been denied by the State. Now, the State is also covering
up four murders and a suicide that is a direct result of the violation of constitutional rights to a public trial
and a jury trial.

17. In the St. Petersburg Times in Florida on Friday October 16,1992, on page lOA is an article

about the murder of four employees of the Child Support Office in Watkins Glen, Schuyler County, New
York and the suicide of Mr. Miller who committed the crime (attached as Exhibit 6). According to the article

Mr. Miller was a father who had been sentenced to jail several times in Schuyler County for non-payment
of support. The article also states that Mr. Miller left a letter explaining the shooting and that the authorities
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were refusing to release contents of the letter.
18. This raises the following questions:

A. Was Mr. Miller denied his right to a public trial as was plaintiff's son?
B. Was Mr. Miller denied his right to a jury trial as was plaintiff a son?
C. Did the court inform Mr. Miller of his right to counsel or did the court fail to inform him cif
his right as they did with plaintiffs son when he was sentenced to jail?
D. Did Mr. Miller's attorney take any action on his behalf or did he sacrifice him to \ Insystem as Mr. Collins' court appointed attorney has done?
E. Did the letter to the authorities detail the violation of Mr. Miller's right by t In-1 « »u rt

or where the judge made statements of fact that he knew to be false in sentencing Mr. Milirr to j.iil
as was done in the case of plaintiffs son?

F. Is the State covering this up as they have done concerning the violation of plaint ilf s
and her son's constitutional right because of U.S.C. Title 18, § 241 Conspiracy again.st ri«ii)t.«» i»f
citizens?

As previously documented the derivation of constitutional rights is punishable by a fine not
to exceed $10,000.00 or imprisonment of not more than ten years, or both, and if death results, thoy
shall be subject to imprisonment for any term of years or for life. In short, if Mr. Miller's suicide and
the murder of four people was a result of the violation of Mr. Miller's rights, then the Family Court
Judge and the attorney's who participated in the criminal proceedings in which he was sentenced
to jail and which violated his constitutional rights should be arrested and tried under Title 18, $
241 just as those who have participated in the violation of plaintiffs and her son's rights should be
arrested and tried under Title 18, § 241.

G. Could this have been prevented had Mr. Miller's constitutional rights not been
abolished by the State of New York?
19. In summary, how many fathers have been tried for contempt of court in the past year
without the benefit of a public trial? A jury trial? Counsel for his defense? How many fathers are serving
time in jail for contempt where there rights have been violated?
How many fathers have been forced to flee the State, as the plaintiffs son has been forced to do,
because of the deliberate violation of constitutional rights? How many fathers, like plaintiffs son, have
warrants out for their arrests because they have refused to sacrifice their constitutional rights? How many

children are being denied having a relationship with their fathers because of these secret criminal
proceedings? How many more fathers are going to be tried and sentenced to jail for contempt of court

because of the State's abolition of constitutional rights before something is done? How many more people

are going to die as a result of the violation of constitutional rights before something
is done?

20. The State has clearly shown that the only action it intends to take as to the deprivation of
constitutional rights is to cover it up. The State has not provided, in this proceeding or in the family court

proceeding, any documentation or case law in support of their position that plaintiffs son is not entitled to

a public or jury trial. Nor has the State contradicted or denied any of plaintiffs allegations, documentation
and/or case law that her and her son's constitutional rights were and are currently being violated by those

acting under color of state law and that the state defendants are involved in an extortion and racketeering
enterprise.

21. The State wants this Court to legalize the abolishment of constitutional rights as well as

the violation and deprivation of constitutional rights. This Court would then be holding that the State has
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the authority to abolish constitutional rights under the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments, that the judges
are above the criminal law and can use their positions to deprive litigants of their constitutional rights in
order to further their extortion and racketeering enterprise, thereby legalizing judicial extortion and that
if the deprivation of constitutional rights leads to death those involved are above the law.
22. This Court must get involved in the protection of basic constitutional rights as too many
people have already died because of the deprivation of constitutional rights, too many fathers are serving
time in jail and/or are being prosecuted without the benefit of their constitutional rights to a public trial
and a jury trial and too many people have had their lives destroyed because their constitutional rights have
been abolished by the State of New York.
WHEREFORE, I respectfully request that Ms. Clerkin's Motion to Dismiss on behalf of the State

employees be denied; that this Court convene a three judge panel to determine the constitutionality of
sections 433, 435, 449, and 451 of the Family Court Act as they relate to the United States Constitution;
that this court issue an injunction against the State defendants from taking further action in violation of
the United States Constitution, against me and my son, Mr. Collins, and that this court retain and/or
assume jurisdiction over the two Supreme Court proceedings and the Family Court proceeding.
Obviously, Judge McAvoy was more interested in covering the corruption in the New York Judiciary
then he was in protecting constitutional and civil rights he took and oath of office to protect.
Judge McAvoy's ruling was then appealed to the Second Circuit Court of Appeals. The Federal
Court of Appeals judges were Thomas J. Meskill, J. Daniel Mahoney, and John M. Walker, Jr. At the time of

this case. Judge Austin was attempting to have me imprisoned in a secret court proceeding and was depriving
me of my constitutional rights, in an attempt, I believe, to help Mr. Morsillo and Ms. Carella to extort over
$100,000 from my mother.
The Federal Court of Appeals ruling:

ON CONSIDERATION WHEREOF, it is now ordered, adjudged, and decreed that the
judgment of said district court be and it hereby is AFFIRMED.

1. Plaintiff-Appellant Elinor S. King appeals pro se from a judgment entered March 3,
1993 in the United States District Court for the Northern District of New York, Thomas J. McAvoy,
judge, that granted defendants-appellees' motion to dismiss King's complaint and awarded Rule 11
sanctions against King in the amount of $1,579.34. In her complaint, filed in August 1992, King
asserted several claims arising from her son's 1981 divorce and related child custody and support
matters subsequently litigated in New York State Courts. King essentially alleged that: (1) several
New York State Court Judges had conspired to deprive her and her son of their constitutional

rights during the course of the child custody and support proceedings in violation of 42 U.S.C. §§
1983 and 1985 (1988), and that New York Attorney General Robert Abrams had aided and abetted

these offenses; (2) several New York State Court Judges acted outside of their jurisdiction under
New York law; and (3) New York Family Court Act § 433 (McKinney Supp. 1993) is unconstitutional.
King had made similar allegations in an earlier complaint filed in August 1991, which the district

court, Neal R McCurn, Judge, dismissed as time barred, and on grounds of lack of subject matter
jurisdiction, abstention, failure to state a claim, Eleventh Amendment immunity, and judicial
immunity See King v. James ("King D, No. 91-CV-952,1991 WL 255110 (N.D.N.Y. Nov. 29,1991),
afTd mem. 969 F.2d 1041 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 113 S. Ct. 70 (1992).

2. We affirm substantially for the reasons stated by the District Court in its November
9, 1992 ruling from the bench and in its order dated February 20, 1993. We note further that the

district court was within its discretion to sanction King in the amount of reasonable attorney fees.
Although pro se litigants are held to less stringent standards than are attorneys, see Maduakolam
V. Columbia Univ.. 866 F.2d 53, 56 (2d Cir. 1989), the record indicates that King knew or should
have known that her action was without merit. As noted by the court below. Judge McCurn, in his
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thorough opinion in King I, took pains to explain the legal grounds for dismissing the prior action,
and as Judge McAvoy stated in his bench ruling, "[e]ven if Mrs. King doubted Judge McCum's
wisdom, all doubt should have been laid to rest when the [Second] Circuit affirmed his decision." A
pro se litigant may properly be sanctioned when she persists in bringing an action "long after it

should have been clear to (her) as a reasonable (though not law-trained) person, that [her] cause

was indeed hopeless." Bacon v. American Fed'n Of State. Countv. & ]Mun. Employees council. 795
F.2d 33, 35 (7th Cir. 1986).
N.B. THIS SUIMIVIARY ORDER WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED IN THE FEDERAL

REPORTER AND SHOULD NOT BE CITED OR OTHERWISE RELIED UPON IN
U N R E L AT E D C A S E S B E F O R E T H I S O R A N Y O T H E R C O U R T.

Next attempt 94-CV-0884 - Appeal No.: 94-9042
In 1994,1 filed another Federal complaint against Judge John Austin, Ms. Carella and her attorney
Nickolas Morsillo, Leo Casey of the Saratoga County Support Collection Unit and the Unified Court System.

Again, Judge McAvoy was assigned to the case. If the assignments are supposed to be random, how come I
keep getting Judge McAvoy? As you will see. Judge McAvoy keeps getting assigned to my and my mother's
cases. Were the clerks told to assign my cases to him?
I raised the issues that Family Court Act § 433, § 435 were unconstitutional and that the Federal
Court should assume jurisdiction or grant me an injunction to prevent Judge Austin from depriving me of
a public and jury trial.
I relied upon the following cases;
Woods v. Write. 334 F.2d 369 (5th Cir. 1964) which held when there is deprivation of

constitutionally guaranteed right, duty of federal court to use injunctive power to interfere
with the conduct of state officers cannot be avoided.

Federal courts have a duty to entertain solid claim of unconstitutional restraint by state under
color of its law, and jurisdiction of federal court is not defeated by anything which may occur in state

proceedings. Smith v. State of Kansas. 356 F.2d 654 (1966), cert, denied 88 S.Ct. 154.
A Federal District Court has authority to issue injunctive relief against commission of acts in violation

of a plaintiffs civil rights by state judges acting in their official capacity and by an officer appointed by a
state court. Staud v. Stewart. 1973, 366 F.Supp. 1398, aff'd. 547 F.2d 1164

Injunctive relief against higher public officials is available in situations where they have found to
supervise and authorize unconstitutional activities. Farber v. Rochford. 407 F.Supp. 529 (1975).
Suits may be brought against public officials to enjoin them from invading constitutional rights.
Buffier V. Frank. D.C.N.Y. 1975, 389 FSupp. 502.

SnstTfi V. Rockefeller. 312 F.Supp. 863, 884 (D.C.N.Y. 1970), affirmed in part, reversed in part on

other grounds 442 F.2d 178, cert, denied 92 S.Ct. 719 held:
[23] The cases in which injunctions have been issued against state officials for violating
Fourteenth Amendment rights in the last two decades are legion. Such injunctions issue, as a
matter of right, where a violation of constitutional rights has been proved. This court
has no discretion to deny injunctive relief to a person who clearly establishes, after trial
on merits, that he is being denied his constitutional rights. Cf Henrv v. Greenville Airport
Commission, et al.. 284 F.2d 631 (4th Cir. 1960). In addition, the court's decree, where warranted,

may provide for the retention of jurisdiction to insure that the injunctive order is carried
out in an orderly fashion. Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka. 349 U.S. 294, 75 S.Ct. 753,99
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L.Ed. 1083 (1955);....; or to allow the amendment of state rules to conform with the decree, Sostre
V. McGinnis. supra. 334 F.2d at 912-913. However, the ii^unction must issue.

"State action" within this section may be premised upon rulings and regulations of administrative or
regulatory agencies as well as upon legislative or judicial action. Palmer v. Columbia Gas of Ohio. Inc.. 479
F.2d 153.

Johnson v. Crumish. 224 F.Supp. 22

The purpose of this Act has been lucidly stated by the Supreme Court in Monroe v. Pape, 81
S.Ct. 473 (1960):

It is abundantly clear that one reason the legislation was passed was to afford a

federal right in federal courts because, by reason of prejudice, passion, neglect, intolerance, or
otherwise, state laws might not be enforced and the claims of citizens to the enjoyment of
rights, privileges, and immunities guaranteed by the Fourteenth amendment might be
denied by the state agencies."

... The Supreme Court has made "neglect" a ground for bringing a federally deprived claim
as well as "prejudice", "passion", and "intolerance". In addition to these grounds the Court has
made a blanket denunciation of all forms of conduct which deny Fourteenth Amendment
rights by adding the phrase "or otherwise" after the above-proscribed conduct.
There are two issues that need to be addressed before you read the order of the U.S. Court of
Appeals.

The Federal Court of Appeals refused to protect my constitutional rights claiming the Younger
doctrine and the Rooker-Feldman doctrine. The Younger doctrine has been previously discussed.
The State and Judge McAvoy relied upon the decision in Rooker v. Fedelitv Trust Co.. 263 U.S. 413
(1923). This decision states:

If the constitutional questions stated in the bill actually arose in the cause, it was
the province and the duty of the state courts to decide them;.

The New York State Courts had refused to decide the constitutionality of these statutes when they
were required to do so by law. This was documented in my brief (App Br 33-34).

I argued that the Rooker-Feldman doctrine was not applicable to my case. The state argued that

the Roqker-Feldm^n doctrine was applicable as "the court found that plaintiff was improperly resorting to

the Federal courts to appeal orders of state judicial defendants in a proceeding before New York State

courts". I did not ask for an appeal of the state court decisions. I asked that my constitutional rights to a
public trial, jury trial, court of proper jurisdiction and assistance of counsel, which are guaranteed to me
under the United States Constitution and based upon United States Supreme Court rulings, be enforced. I

also asked to be compensated for the deliberate violation of my constitutional rights, which I was entitled

to under the law. I had been illegally deprived of my children for over six years and had been illegally
imprisoned based upon secret family court proceedings which the judge knew he lacked subject matter
jurisdiction to hear. Reread, Schorle v. Citv of Greenhills. 524 F.Supp. 821, 826, 828 (1981). 55 7

In neither the Rooker or Feldman case was the plaintiff facing imprisonment or manifest oppression
and the deprivation of their constitutional rights to a public trial or jury trial. Both were civil in nature. I

was facing irreparable injury and the loss of my freedom. When the United States Supreme Court rendered
its decisions in both the Rooker and Feldman cases they were not contemplating that these decisions would

be used to prevent Federal Courts from interfering in state court proceedings where litigants are literally
being tried, convicted, sentenced to jail and are being deprived of their property in secret court proceedings
without the benefit of their constitutional rights.
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The more appropriate case law would be the case law that I cited above.

Now, the Court of Appeals ruling by Judges Robert J. Miner, Guido Calabresi and Milton Pollack
UPON CONSIDERATION of this appeal from a judgment of the United States District
Court for the Northern District of New York, it is hereby

ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the judgment be and it hereby is
AFFIRMED.

Plaintiff-appellant Charles E, Collins III appeals from a judgment of the United States
District Court for the Northern District of New York (McAvoy, C.J.) dismissing his complaint under
the Rooker-Feldman and Younger doctrines.

Colhns commenced the action giving rise to this appeal on July 14,1994, seeking injunctive

relief, damages, and a declaratory judgment that New York Family Court Act §§ 433 and 435 are

unconstitutional The action arises out of a dispute concerning a separation agreement that Collins
and his then-wife, defendant-appellee Arlene Carella, entered into in 1980. The separation agreement
established the terms of Collins' visitation rights and child support obligations. Subsequently, Collins
and Carella became involved in a number of family court proceedings involving issues of custody,
child support, and related matters.
1 Section 433 of the Family Court Act provides that "[t]he court may exclude the

public from the court in a proper case." Section 435 provides that support hearings before
the family court are conducted without a jury.

Collins alleges his sixth Amendment rights were violated when he was denied a public trial
by jury. Collins also claims that the defendants conspired to interfere illegally with his contractual
rights under the separation agreement. Finally, Collins asserts that the family court lacked
jurisdiction over his proceedings.

On July 29,1994, defendant-appellee Nicholas Morsillo moved to dismiss Collins' complaint
on several grounds, including: 1) the District Court lacked subject matter jurisdiction to review the
family court orders and proceedings under the Rooker-Feldman doctrine, and 2) the District Court
must abstain from exercising jurisdiction over ongoing Family Court proceedings under the Younger
doctrine. The other state and county defendants also moved to dismiss Collins' complaint.
The district court granted these motions to dismiss in a memorandum decision and order

dated September 17,1994. The district court ruled that it did not have subject matter jurisdiction
over Collins' claims regarding the conduct of defendants in the state court system under the RookerFeldman doctrine, and it abstained under the Younger doctrine from ruling on those claims over
which it did have jurisdiction.
It is well-settled that federal district courts lack jurisdiction to review state court decisions.
Rpp District of Columbia Court of Appeals v. Feldman. 460 U.S. 462,482 (1983) ("[A] United States

District Court has no authority to review final judgments of a state court in judicial proceedings.");
Rnnker v. Fidelitv Trust Co.. 263 U.S. 413 (1923) (holding that "no court of the United States other

than [the Supreme] Court could entertain a proceeding to reverse or modify the judgment" of a
state court). We agree with the district court that Collins' challenges to orders and judgments

issued by the Saratoga County Family Court fall within the Rooker-Feldman doctrine. Accordingly,
the District Court lacked jurisdiction to review the state court proceedings involving Collins'
separation agreement.
We also agree with the district court that, even if the court had jurisdiction to review the
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state court proceedings, it would have had to abstain under the doctrine announced in Younger v.

Harris, 401 U.S. 37 (1971). Younger abstention is warranted if 1) there is an ongoing state proceeding;
2) an important state issue is involved; and 3) the plaintiff has an adequate opportunity for review
of his claims in the state forum. Christ The King Re^onal High School v. Culvert. 815 F.2d 219 (2d
Cir.), cert, denied, 484 U.S. 830 (1987). In such cases, the district court must dismiss the action
absent a showing of "bad faith, harassment, or any other unusual circumstance that would call for
equitable relief." 401 U.S. at 54.

(Obviously, being deprived of your constitutional rights to a public trial, a jury trial, a court of
proper jurisdiction when one is facing imprisonment is not "an unusual circumstance that would call for
equitable relier!)

Collins' action clearly falls within the Younger Doctrine. The district court found, and Collins
does not dispute, that the underljdng family court proceedings concerning his claims are pending.
Furthermore, states have a compelling interest in cases involving family law determinations. See
Moore v. gims, 442 U.S. 415, 435 (1979). Collins has given no indication that the family court
proceedings have been motivated by a decision to harass him, or that his case involves unusual

circumstances. Finally, Collins has a full opportunity to appeal his claims in the state appellate
courts.

N.B. This summary order will not be published in the Federal Reporter and should not be
cited or otherwise relied upon in unrelated cases before this or any other court.
The Federal Courts knew full well that the state courts were deliberately refusing to protect
constitutional and civil rights as required by law, just as the federal court was doing. The Federal Court
ignored Hooker v. Fedelitv Trust Co.. 263 U.S. 413 (1923).

If the constitutional questions stated in the bill actually arose in the cause, it was
the province and the duty of the state courts to decide them.

Why did the Federal Appeals Court refuse to address Schorle v. Citv of Greenhills. 524 F.Supp. 821,
826, 828 (1981) as I had argued that the Family Court lacked subject matter jurisdiction?
Schorle v. Citv of Greenhills. 524 F.Supp. 821, 826, 828 (1981) clearly stated my argument:
[4] . . . It is asserted that any individual charged with a criminal offense has a right to be
fairly appraised of his constitutional protections and has a right to have the matter heard in a court
of proper jurisdiction. The only relief available to such an individual arises under the Civil
Rights Act.

. . . The thrust of plaintifTs complaint is that he was repeatedly deprived of certain
fundamental rights by the concerted actions of the officials and employees of the city of Greenhills
and by a judge of a court that had no jurisdiction to hear the matter. The continuum of incidents

inextricably entwined, which culminated in the plaintiffs conviction in the Greenhills' Mayor's
Court, demonstrates not that he was falsely accused or that he was falsely arrested and imprisoned
but rather that he suffered injuiy to rights guaranteed under the constitution, - his right to counsel,

to be advised of his right to a jury trial, to have the matter heard in a court of proper
jurisdiction, and not to be sentenced in excess of the permitted penalty. It is not for this court to

break plaintiff's complaint down into isolated instances, which would, if taken separately, bear

some token resemblance to various state common law torts. This is because it is the series of events,
the totality of acts done under color of state law, which have allegedly deprived plaintiff of his

rights under the constitution. And, it is this continuum of events, for which there is no adequate

state relief, that comprises a cause of action under § 1983 that is broader than a common law tort.

Indeed, Title 42 U.S.C. § 1983 is only one example of sweeping legislation enacted by Congress to
provide relief to citizens for whom the state cannot or will not provide adequate relief
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The deterrence of future abuses of power by persons acting under color of state law is an important
purpose of this section. Citv of Newport v. Fact Concerts. Inc.. 101 S.Ct. 2748 and that this section was

enacted particularly to vindicate federal rights against deprivation by state action. Kerr v. U.S. Dist. Court
for Northern Dist. of California. 511 F.2d 192,1975.

How was it that the following case was heard in Federal Court? Yet, they are holding that I have no
right to have my arguments heard in Federal Court. Am I being denied my right to petition the Ki-ilcral
Government to protect my rights and the rights of the citizens of this State against the illegal actions nf t In*
judges?
United States Ex Rel. Griffen v. Martin. 409 F.2d 1300 at 1302 (2nd Cir. 1969) held:
[2] . .. Griffen was sentenced to jail for contempt, not debt. . .

[3,4] Nor was Griffen's constitutional right to a jury trial violated. As stated in thi' <»pini(in
of the district court, "[t]he Sixth Amendment's trial by jury mandate has been made applicahir to
the states through the Fourteenth Amendment, but its application is limited to those cases 'which
— would come within the Sixth Amendment's guarantee.' Duncan v. Louisiana. * * 88 S.Ct. 14^4.

(1968). In federal courts, "any misdemeanor, the penalty for which does not exceed imprisonnu'nt
for a period of six months " is a "petty offense". 18 U.S.C.. § 1. Cheff v. Schackenher^r. ='= =:= 86 S.Ct.
1537, * * * (1966). Under Section 454 (a) of the Family Court Act of New York, a respondent may bo
sentenced for a "term not to exceed six months" for failure to obey an order of the Family Court.
Griffen does not, therefore, have a constitutionally protected right to a jury trial.

It should be noted that in 1969 the only punishment for contempt, for nonpayment of support, was 6
months in jail. Family Court Act § 454 has been modified several times to increase the "severity" or
"seriousness" of the penalty for contempt of court for failure to pay support pursuant to court order. L. 1971

Ch. 1097, eff. Sept. 1,1971; L. 1977, Ch. 516, eff. July 1,1977; L. 1978, Ch. 456, eff. July 1,1978; L. 1980,
Ch. 241, eff. July 16,1980; L. 1982, Ch. 654, eff. July 22,1982; L. 1983, Ch. 746, eff. Sept. 25,1983; L. 1986,
Ch. 892, eff. Aug. 2,1986. Therefore, due to the changes in this section of the Family Court Act since this
Federal Court ruling, that decision is no longer applicable and this court should consider whether § 435 of

the Family Court Act violates the Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution as the potential
punishment pursuant to Family Court Act § 454 is in excess of six months incarceration or $5000.00 fine or
both and is therefore, no longer a "petty" offense but a "serious" offense pursuant to federal standards.
Final Federal Court attempt concerning
u n c o n s t i t u t i o n a l F a m i l y C o u r t A c t s t a t u t e s 9 6 - C V- 2 0 2 0
Both my mother and I filed suits with the U.S. District Court on December 26,1996 from the Order

of Judge Kaye dismissing our appeals of Judge John Austin's Decision of December 29,1994. In the suit we
again raised the issues that the Family Court lacked subject matter jurisdiction, the constitutionality of
the state statutes, etc. and that our appeals were in dismissed in violation of the State Constitution which

deprived us of our right to due process and equal protection of the law.
We also argued:
The District Court had jurisdiction pursuant to Title 28 § 1342 (a)(3):

(a) The district court shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action authorized by law to
be commenced by any person:

(3) To redress the deprivation, under color of Sate Law, statute, ordinance,
regulation, custom, usage, of any right, privilege or immunity secured by the Constitution
of the United States or by any Act of Congress providing for equal rights of citizens or of all
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persons within the jurisdiction of the United States.

Bartholomew v. Port. 309 F.Supp. 1340 (1970) held the above section and 28 U.S.C. § 2201 and 2202
provide this Court with jurisdiction to hear a claim that ordinances or state statutes are unconstitutional
on their face or as applied. Dombrowski v. Pfister. 380 U.S. 479, 85 S.Ct. 1116,14 L.Ed.2d 22 (1965).

District court, in proceedings on pro se complaints alleging deprivation of his civil rights, must
view plaintiffs complaint by standard that complaint should not be dismissed if allegations provide relief
on any possible theory; pro se complainant is not held to same rigid formalisms of pleadings and his allegations
must be read as true. Tvler v. Rvan. 419 F.Supp. 905 (1976).

In Cantv v. Citv of Richmond. Vir^nia. Police Dept.. 383 F.Supp. 1396, affirmed 526 F.2d 5897,
certiorari denied 96 S.Ct. 802,423 U.S. 1062 stated that the Court must examine pro se civil rights complaint
to see whether the facts alleged, or set of facts which the plaintiff might be able to prove, could provide the
basis for recovery imder this section or under the heads of jurisdiction in the federal arsenal for redress or
constitutional deprivations and the court, in considering motion to dismiss, may not permit technical pleading
requirements to defeat the vindication of any constitutional rights which the plaintiff alleges, however
inartfully, to have infringed.
Pro se complaint which alleges a civil rights violation would not be dismissed at the

pleading stage unless it appeared beyond doubt that no set of facts in support of claim could
entitle the plaintiff to relief. Suggs v. C.W. Transport. Inc.. 421 F.Supp. 58. See, also. Mitchell v. Beaubouef.
581 F.2d 412 (1978); Smart v. Viller. 547 F.2d 112; Williams v. McCall. 531 F.2d 1247; Getz v. Bunch. 400
RSupp. 1033 (1975).

We then cited both the State and Federal Penal Laws that had been violated by Judge Kaye and the
Appellate Court and Family Court Judges and how they violated the penal laws. For example, we argued:
Judge Kaye had conspired or cooperated with the Family Court Judges to deprive me of my

constitutional rights, while I was facing imprisonment in the family court, based upon illegal court orders

that the Family Court Judges knew that they had no authority to issue. Thereby depriving me and my
family of due process and equal protection of the law.
U.S.C.A. Title 18. Federal crimes:

§ 1. Offenses classified

Notwithstanding any Act of Congress to the contrary:

(1) Any offense punishable by death or imprisonment for a term exceeding one year is a
felony.
(2) Any other offense is a misdemeanor.
Title 18 $ 241. Conspiracy against rights of citizens:

If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any citizen in the
free exercise or enjojmient of any right or privilege secured by him by the Constitution or laws of
the United States, or because of his having so exercised the same; or

They shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both;

and if death results, they shall be subject to imprisonment for any term of years or for life.

We also clearly documented the violation of my constitutional rights under the United States

Constitution which guarantee me a public trial, jury trial, court of proper jurisdiction and "competent"
assistance of counsel.
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U.S.C. Title 18 - Chapter 96 - Racketeering influenced and corrupt organizations:
S 1961 - Definitions - as used in this chapter:

(1) "racketeering activity" means (A) any act or threat involving murder, kidnapping,
gambling, arson, robbery, bribery, extortion, or dealing in narcotic or other dangerous drugs, which
is chargeable under State law and punishable by imprisonment for more than one year; (B) any act
which is indictable under any of the following provisions of Title 18, United States Code:..section
1341 (relating to mail fraud),..

(4) "enterprise includes any individual, partnership, corporation, association, or other legal
entity, and any union or group of individuals associated in fact although not a legal entity;
(5) "pattern of racketeering activity" requires at least two acts of racketeering activity, one
of which occurred after the effective date of this chapter and the last of which occurred within ten

years (excluding any period of imprisonment) after the commission of a prior act of racketeering
activity;

Chapter 63 - Mail Fraud - § 1341 - Frauds and swindles
Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any scheme or artifice to defraud, or for
obtaining money or property by meems of false or fi-audulent pretenses, representations, or promises
for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice or attempting to do, places in any post
office or authorized depository for mail matter, any matter or thing whatever to be sent or delivered

by the Postal Service, or takes or receives therefrom, any such matter or thing, or knowingly causes
to be delivered by mail according to the direction thereon, or at a place at which it is directed to be
delivered by the person to whom it is addressed, any such matter or thing, shall be fined not more
than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.
United States v. Mirabile. 503 F2d 1065 - 1067 (1974):

[1] We must interpret the plain language of § 1341 "broadly and liberally" to further the
purpose of the statute; namely, to prohibit the misuse of the mails to further fi-audulent enterprises."
United States v. States, supra, 488 F.2d at 764. Such an interpretation is totally consistent with the

ever-expanding role the mail fraud statute has played.
2] ... In United States v. Nance. 502 F.2d 615 (8th Cir. 1974), this court discussed the "use

of the mails" requirement in connection with § 1341 and stated:
:i: -A-:!: rpg brlug the scheme within the ambit of the mail fi-aud statute, the mails must
be used for the purpose of executing the scheme, Kann v. United States. 323 U.S. 88,93, [65
S.Ct. 148] (1944); must be employed before the scheme reaches fruition. United States v.
Maze. 414 U.S. 395, [402] [94 S.Ct. 645, (1974); yet need not be contemplated as an essential
element of the scheme, Pereira v. United States, supra, 347 U.S. [1], at 8 [74 S.Ct. 358
(1954).

The mails have been used by all concerned in depriving the defendant of his constitutional and civil

rights. This is how the orders are sent that have deprived the defendant of his property, his children and
his constitutional and civil rights.
Make no mistake about it, Judith Kaye has brought back the days of the dreaded "Star Chamber"

and has set back our constitutional rights by 200 years. Children are being allowed to be abused and

neglected. Parents are being illegally Imprisoned and being deprived of their children in secret court

proceedings without the benefit of their constitutional rights. The Family Court is the "Attorney Welfare
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System of the State of New York". It is the only court where the judges and attorneys can keep bringing the
litigants back time after time costing the litigants billions of dollars each year. Family Court in this State
is a Multi-BILLION DOLLAR industry which the judges and attorneys want kept that way. No matter who
it destroys.
The decision in Rooker v. Fidelity Trust Co.. 263 U.S. 413 (1923) states:

If the constitutional questions stated in the bill actually arose in the cause, it was the
province and the duty of the state courts to decide them.

The state courts, including the New York State Court of Appeals, have refused to decide the
constitutionality of these statutes when they were required to do so by law.
The Rooker-Feldman Doctine was not applicable to my case based upon the following:
That for Federal Court to refuse assume jurisdiction under Younger depends upon a finding
that (1) there is an ongoing state proceeding, which there is not, (2) an important state interest is
implicated, there is no important state interest implicated except to continue to violate and oppress
civil and constitutional rights, and (3) the plaintiff has an avenue open for review of his or her
constitutional claims in the state courts. There is no review left in state courts. Therefore, this can
not be dismissed based upon the Younger Doctrine.
Before reading Judge Kahn's order in my case, here is an article about one of his orders:
Inmate's sex change suit backed by Federal Judge

As will be documented Judge Kahn refused to protect my constitutional rights to a pubhc trial, jury
trial, a court of proper jurisdiction, etc. as well as the constitutional rights of fathers facing contempt or loss

of their children. Yet, Judge Kahn considered and ruled on a convicted murderer's suit for treatment for a

sex change operation. Judge Kahn has shown that he is more interested in protecting the rights of a convicted
murderer concerning a sex change operation than he is in protecting the rights of fathers of New York
State.

Section:

C A P I TA L

REGION

Page: B3

Date: Wednesday, July 16, 2003
Times Union, Wednesday, July 16, 2003
Inmate's sex change suit backed by Federal Judge

Albany Judge says state prisoner can seek doctor's determination for Gender Identity Disorder by

Andrew Tilghan Staff writer:

A convicted murderer who believes he "is a girl inside" and wants state prison officials to
pay for a sex change operation scored a victory in Federal Court on Tuesday when a judge ruled his
$500,000 lawsuit can go forward.

U.S. District Judge Lawrence Kahn said Clinton Correctional Facility officials should let
Mark Brooks talk to doctors about his Gender Identity Disorder.

Brooks, 34, sued the state in September 2000, claiming prison officials repeatedly ignored
his requests for psychological and physical treatment such as hormone therapy, electrolysis, breast
implants and "genital reassignment."
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Brooks was convicted of murder in Putnam County and is serving a 50 years to life sentence
at the Clinton Correctional Facility. While he said he has known all his life that "I was a girl
inside," he did not seek medical attention until after he was in prison and began reading? about
transsexualism.

Brooks, who now calls himself Jessica Lewis, also wants to be transferred to a wnrniii's
prison.

Judge Kahn's order concerning the sex change operation even made the Jay Leno's monolomu*.
Judge Kahn's Order in my case

The pro se parties, Charles E. Collins, III ("Collins") and Elinor S. King ("Kinj^"!.
mother (hereinafter plaintiffs") pursue relief from an order of the Family Court of Saratof^a ('(»umy
directing Collins to pay child support. The order was subsequently affirmed by the Appollati' Dis iMnn,
see Carella v. Collins. III. 644 N.Y.S.2d 68 (N.Y. App. Div. 1996). Plaintiffs, motion for rij:ht in
appeal to the Court of Appeals was dismissed and motion for reargument was subsequently dmifd.
See Carella v. Collins. III. 89 N.Y.2d 1030 (N.Y. 1997). Plaintiffs then brought this action in (iistrict
court as an "appeal" from the state court litigation.
Arlene M. Carella ("Carella") now moves to have the action dismissed for lack of subjfct
matter imder the Rooker-Feldman doctrine. The Rooker-Feldman doctrine, "generally stati'd, is
that inferior federal courts have no subject matter jurisdiction over cases that effectively si'ok

review of judgments of state courts and that federal review, if any, can occur only by way of a
certiorari petition to the Supreme Court." Moccio v. New York State Office of Court Admin.. 95 F.3d
195,197 (2d Cir. 1996). A lower federal court may not act as an Appellate Court for the purposes of
overruling an erroneous state court judgment, even if the state judgment allegedly rests on an
erroneous resolution of constitutional or federal law issues. See Texaco. Inc. v. Pennzoil Co.. 784

F.2d 1133,1143 (2d Cir. 1986), rev'd on other grounds, 481 U.S. 1 (1987). Preclusion applies both to
claims actually raised in state court and to claims which, while not raised, were "inextricably linked"
to claims that were raised. Moccio. 95 F.3d at-199-202.

Plaintiffs allege that the state action was invalid both because the court procedures were
unconstitutional and because the substantive New York statutory law applied in Family Court
proceeding was unconstitutional. These arguments were addressed in state court, see 644 N.Y.S.2d
at 70-71, and plaintiffs, action is therefore precluded. Accordingly, it is hereby
ORDERED that the motion to dismiss the entire action is GRANTED; and it is further

ORDERED that the Clerk serve a copy of this order on all parties by regular
IT IS SO ORDERED LAWRENCE E. KAHN
UNITED

S TAT E S

DISTRICT

JUDGE

Why did Judge Kahn ignore Schorle v. Citv of Greenhills. 524 F.Supp. 821, 826, 828 (1981) which

has been previously cited on page 36^

Was it to protect his corrupt fellow judges? Obviously, he didn't like the fact that I spelled out the
State and Federal Penal Laws that Judge Kaye had violated.
Obviously, Judge Kahn can relate better to a convicted murderer who is seeking a sex change

operation and feels he "is a girl inside". Does Judge Kahn feel as if he "is a girl inside" since he refuses to
protect the constitutional rights of fathers? In my opinion, he is anti-father and a disgrace to the office he
holds.
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The following is part of a letter to the editor of the St. Petersburg Times on Wednesday, March 11,
1998 by Kathr}^! L. Van Hejaiingen.
The United States has long prided itself on being a country ruled by laws, not personalities.
Would a CEO of a major corporation who increased profits, expanded markets yet was
known as a pedophile, be exempted? Would a nationally recognized women attorney who was involved
in an auto theft ring be exempted? Would a young man who captained the football team but sold
drugs on the side or a daughter who made straight A's in school but picked up extra money as a
prostitute, be exempt from the laws of the land?

I wish some one could explain the difference to me. I sincerely do not understand how or
why the citizens of this country would want to create two classes of people, one for whom the laws
of the land apply and a second for those who are exempt.
Adolf Hitler, Mao Tse-tung, Joseph Stalin and Papa Doc Duvalier committed unspeakable
crimes, in essence, because they were above the law. They created a stratified society wherein rules
only applied to the average citizen.

It is hard be believe the citizens of this country would willingly choose such a path. As I
recall, the Declaration of Independence talked of all people being equal. Are some more equal than
others? And is this the kind of society we wish to perpetuate?

Then why are judges and attorneys allowed to place themselves and their fellow judges and attorneys
above the law? They are destroying the United States of America and the foundation upon which it was
formed. It was actions like the Judge Kaye and her fellow judges and attorneys that gave rise to the power
of these despots. We cannot afford to have a class of people above the law! For if we do, we will give rise to
another Adolf Hitler, Mao Tse-tung, Joseph Stalin and Papa Doc Duvalier.
CHAPTER

18

MY CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS

Let me start off by saying that I would not have had to take any of the actions I took, had it not been
for the illegal actions of the State and Federal Judiciaries in depriving me of my State and Federal
Constitutional and statutory rights. They illegally deprived me of my children, made me pay more in child

support than was required by law, deprived me my right to a public trial, a jury trial, and a court of proper
jurisdiction. Through my acts, I learned the New York State and Federal Judiciaries were more corrupt
than I could have even imagined. I learned how corrupt the New York State Attorney General's Office is, as
well as the Albany County District Attorney's Office. I also learned how cases are fixed right in front of a
jury and the public. I learned how they get defendants off and how defendants are falsely imprisoned. As
you read this, ask the question, "How does one protect his constitutional, statutory and civil rights when
those who are violating the rights, are the ones, who by law, are supposed to be protecting the rights and
the rights of the citizens of this state and country"?

In the Times Union, on April 9,2004, was an article concerning a speech by United States Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia in which he stated:

You may wonder what makes out Constitution so special. I am here to persuade you that

our Constitution is something extraordinary, something to revere. Our Constitution is not only
what started this great nation, but is what continues to make us one great nation. There is no other
nation that can identify with those principles.

People need to stand up and defend our basic freedoms. If we don't protect them, we may not have

them much longer. As previously documented in this book, our constitutional rights are already being
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taken away from us by those who are supposed to be protecting them.
The letter - May 1993 - My first arrest

The FBI covers-up corruption and threatens those who would expose it

In June of 1993, 2 years after I fled to Florida because of Judge John Austin's illegal actions, I
mailed a letter demanding that my constitutional, statutory and civil rights to a public trial, jury trial, and
a court of proper jurisdiction be enforced to both State and Federal officials, including the FBI. In the letter,
I asked what I had to do in order to have my constitutional rights protected and enforced.
I sent the letter and copies of the newspapers that I published on Friday by UPS. I knew they would
not be delivered until Wednesday, as it takes three business days for packages being sent from Florida to
arrive in New York. After the letter was sent, I drove north and met a friend of mine in Ohio. I knew that
when the letter was received, my license and car registration would be checked. So on Monday, I had my

friend go to the Department of Motor Vehicle in western New York and turn in my vanity plates. It would
also let them think I was in New York. Of course, the night they received the material, I was on the evening

news and they gave my new plate number. After obtaining my new plate, I immediately headed to Canada
on Tuesday, through Michigan. I knew that they would receive the letter the next day. I didn't step a foot
i n t o N e w Yo r k .

My letter caused quite the stir to say the least. I was charged in Albany County with aggravated

harassment, as I sent papers to state officials and the news media in both Albany and Saratoga Counties.
I was on the front page of the local papers. Before I discuss the newspaper articles, let me state what
happened a year later when the trial was to begin.

On the day of the trial was to begin in Albany County, Judge Duncan stated: "I read this and he is

listing his own opinions. In reading this in conjunction with the second full paragraph on page eight, I do

not constitute these threats but only as rhetorical questions, and that is what the Court finds. This
Court is dismissing this on the merits and on the grounds that the charges against Mr. Collins of Section
240.30 of the Penal Law of the State of New York is not a crime. He is not charged with a crime, and

therefore, the information filed, the prosecutor's information filed against him is hereby dismissed."
How can the judge say I was not charged with a crime? I was arrested and arraigned. I was out on
bail.

MR. HARRIS: Thank you, your Honor.
MR. GAYNOR: Please note my exception.

THE COURT: Your exception is duly noted. Mr. Collins, you have a wonderful writing ability Don't let it go
to waste.

MR. COLLINS: I don't intend to.

Think about it. Everyone was after me for over 2 weeks. The judge stated, I had a "wonderful

writing ability" and specifically stated that I made no threats. The complaint was dismissed on the merits!!!
The charge was not dismissed because of a technicality, I was acquitted of the charge.

Why wasn't there an investigation into my allegations concerning the deliberate violation of my
constitutional rights?

The case was originally before Judge Larry Rosen. Judge Rosen held a conference at which I was
told I could attend. When I appeared. Judge Rosen refused to allow me to attend the attorney's conference.
As a defendant, I am entitled by law to be at all proceedings concerning my case. I wrote him a letter

saying how he was violating my rights. When the court received my letter, another judge was assigned to
the case. I wonder why?
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The headlines read:

Troy Record; June 11,1993 - Family appeals to FBI fugitive

Troy Record: June 3,1993 - Ex-Trojan sought nationwide - man accused of threatening officials.
Troy Record: June 12,1993 - Family says Collins will surrender soon.

The Saratogian May 29,1993 - Bomb threats rattle county. Several offices at the county complex
were locked Friday afternoon in light of threats by a former area man disgruntled over proceedings in
Saratoga County Family Court over the past seven years.

No charges were filed against me by the Saratoga County District Attorney's Office! If I made these

threats, as claimed in the Saratogian, and the offices were closed in the county complex, why wasn't I
charged in Saratoga County with a crime? Because I committed no crime!

About a year later, I discovered by pure accident a bulletin that was put out by the police with my
picture. The bulletin read:

Charles E. Collins, 00/00/51, w/m, 5'8", 140 lbs Blonde hair, Blue eyes, operating NY Reg.
R2K655 '84 Volvo station wagon Blue, last seen 6/1 1600-1630 hrs. Wood Dale Drive, Clifton Park,
2 Active warrants - Family Ct. PD Capital - Aggravated Harassment, Subj. Despondent - poss
armed with one or more fiilly Automatic weapons. (DAB 6/2/93)"
Who is DAB?

The information over the police radio bulletins cited the above that I was despondent - possibly

armed with one or more fully automatic weapons. Was this an attempt by the authorities to have me killed?
I was informed by several police officers and attorneys later that this was tantamount to "shoot to kill".
One state trooper who was a sergeant, told me that the bulletin over the radio made me out to be "Rambo".
His words, not mine.

In the bulletins, they claimed my car was seen on June 1, at the residence of Ms. Carella. This was

impossible as my car was in Canada from the day before they received my letter until a few days after I was
arraigned. Was this a set up by the police or did Ms. Carella lie?

At no time was I ever despondent or armed with any weapon. Was it the intent of the authorities to

make it look as if I was dangerous and had mental problems in order to protect the corrupt Judiciary? If
they had been able to kil me, would they have claimed I had mental problems and would they have fabricated
a story that I had a weapon? The authorities are of the belief that anyone who demands their constitutional
rights be enforced is a threat to the State and Federal Judiciaries.

I wrote the letter and went to Canada on the sole premise to obtain publicity. I turned myself in
order to obtain a public trial and expose the corruption in the courts. After I turned myself in, the FBI and
other agencies that were looking for me, ran the other way Why? Was it because they didn't want to discuss

judicial corruption in both the State and Federal Judiciaries and the Judge Austin's and the other judges
ilegal actions? Why didn't the FBI file federal charges against me? They spent enough money looking for

me over a two week period, including tapping my parent's phone and staking out their house in Florida. My
next door neighbor in Florida, who happened to have the same last name as mine, but no relation, told me

that the FBI came into her house and started questioning her about me. She said she was fhistrating them,
because she was not giving them the answers they wanted. They asked her if I had packed in a rush. She

told them no, that I packed over several days. Did I seem like I was in a rush", she told them no. They asked
her how I left. She told them I backed my car out of the driveway, stopped to talk, and then waived good-bye
as I left. She even refused to take their card to call them if she heard from me.
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A few months later I went to Florida. Upon my I return, I was greeted by the FBI when I debarked

the plane. They took me aside and stated that I was threatening people. At the time, I was using my
stepfather's ticket. Therefore, I was fl3dng under his name. I asked them what they were referring to
because the charges against me had been dismissed. They refused to answer. When they were questioning
me, I asked them why they were refusing to investigate the violation of my civil and constitutional rights.
FBI agent Michael Chancey told me they didn't want to hear about my problems. As we were walking down
the hallway, I made statements to agent Chancey about the violation of my rights. I was told by him to keep
my mouth shut or else. Was I being threatened by the FBI? Can you imagine the FBI does not want to know
about state officials who violate the constitutional rights of the citizens of United States? Make no mistsike

about it, the FBI is here to protect State and Federal officials and to threaten those who would dare expose
such corruption.
A couple of instances that I thought were funny, but not at the time they happened.

Before I turned myself in, I had been in Canada for about two days staying at a youth hostel. I was
the only guest at the time and didn't know what was happening in New York. The first night there, I put
some paper in the fire place to start a fire. Well, there was a back draft and the alarm went off. Here I am,
the only person there and the alarm was vibrating the walls. The alarm was deafening. All I could picture
was being arrested in Canada and the state authorities not wanting to extradite me. I was watching for the
fire trucks and police to arrive. After about ten minutes, which seemed like an eternity, I finally realized no
one was coming. Now, how do I turn off the alarm. I then walked to the restaurant down the road and
luckily I found the owner. He turned it off.

After I was arraigned in Albany City Court and was out on bail, I returned to Canada to pick up my
car The reason I left the car there was that my attorney had someone pick me up in Canada and bring me
back as he was fearful of what might happen to me if I was picked up before I was able to turn myself in.
When I picked up my car and came back through customs, I was asked how long I was in Canada.
I told them about an hour in order to pick up my car. As they were questioning me, they were running my
license plate. He asked me where the other car was that brought me into Canada and I told him it was right
behind me. He then told me to drive over to a building and that someone would come out to see me. I did as

I was told. A couple of minutes later, the driver who brought me up to get my car, pulled in next to me in my
mother's car as we had driven her car up. As I was sitting there, all I could picture was my car and my
mother's car being torn apart. A minute later, the custom's officer came over to my car. He asked if I had any
weapons. I told him no. He then told me to get out of the car and come inside. We both went inside and were
told to sit on the bench. He asked me why I left my car in Canada. I told him that I was involved in a family
court matter, that there was a warrant for my arrest, and I wanted to turn myself in because it would look

better then me being caught. I told him I was now out on $15,000 bail in family court for not paying child
support.

He then went to another custom's officer, whose back was to us, who was at the computer. As they
were talking and reading what was on the computer they kept looking back at me. Next thing I saw was
another officer coming over to look at what was on the screen and then looked back at me. Five minutes
later there were four officers looking at the screen and then looking at me. The way they were looking at
me, I thought, "I'm dead". The cars are going to be destroyed! I won't get home until midnight if I am lucky.
How am I going to put the car back in one piece? All types of thoughts were running through my mind. The
next thing I knew, the officer was standing in front of me and telling me to follow him. With that we
followed him over to the door, we walked outside and he turned to me and said, "You can go. Have a nice

day." What? I can go? He then turned and walked back inside. The cars weren't going to be stripped? When

I returned to home and told my attorney this, he said they probably had a "do not detain" on my license.
Was it because they didn't want me to get any more publicity?
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FBI

Article

While I was in prison, in 2000, for spraying the Court of Appeals with liquid chicken manure, I read

the following article in the Post Standard. This article certainly contradicts the actions of the F.B.I, against
me. To me, this is just another publicity stunt by the F.B.I, and those in power.
Federal Bureau of Investigation article by Michael Hedges - Scripps Howard News Service dated
July 6, 2000

To show beginning FBI agents the "horror and evil" of a national police force that doesn't
protect civil rights, the bureau's trainees are for the time focusing on the role played by Hitler's
police during the Holocaust.

"We do this early on in their training for a very simple purpose: to remind them of the
horror and evil which can result from ... law enforcement abandoning its mission to protect people
and becoming the engine of oppression." said FBI Director Louis Freeh.

Three FBI classes already have undertaken the training segment, and it will become a
standard step in the development of agents, bureau officials said.

Agent trainees spend a Saturday early in their training program at the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, taking a tour of the museum that emphasizes the
function of German police in the 1930s and 1940's. After that, they participate in discussion groups
and write an essay on what they saw.

"Much of the Holocaust was perpetrated or supported by trained professionals who were
'doing their job,'" said Sara Bloomfield, museum director. "The museum's program with the FBI
challenges law enforcement agents to examine the moral dimensions of their professions."
FBI director Freeh approached the Holocaust museum staff and Abraham Foxman, director
of the Anti-Defamation League, about instituting the training.
The new agents get "an understanding for what they are protecting — how precious the
rule of law is, how fragile civility is, and how a system can be perverted and compromised," Foxman
said.

The trainees are exposed to two types of police-officers in Nazi Germany: those who followed
the dictates of the state and were, at least initially, rewarded; and those who followed the dictates

of conscience and were often dismissed and ostracized, said Jeffrey Higginbotham, FBI assistant
director for training.

The training is not explicitly put into the context of recent controversial FBI operations,
such as the siege of the Branch Davidian compound in Waco, Texas. But Foxman and Higginbotham
said the segment could lead to agents questioning whether such an operation — ordered by top
government officials — was moral.

"The FBI Today is a thinking organization," said Higginbotham. "There is a respect for
private dissent. But after that, there is a public duty to support decisions of superiors as long as
they are not violating the law."

Foxman said, "There is always that delicate balance between obeying one's own morality
and being disciplined law enforcement official. Wliere is that line? The important thing is to raise
the questions and discuss them."
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Mike Heiler, 31, is an FBI trainee from Pittsburgh who recently took the Holocaust training
segment,

Heiler, who has a Ph.D. in civil engineering, said the training "has made us more conscious

of the vast amount of responsibility we have, and how important it is that we don't abuse that... A
lot of people pay lip service to the issue of stepping on the rights of individuals. You see how far
things can go when you don't care about people's civil rights."

From what I have read in the newspapers and my personal contacts with the FBI, I would seriously
doubt the truth of any investigation done by its agents. We have seen where the FBI crime lab falsified
evidence in a number of cases and the issue of Ruby Ridge and other high profile cases FBI has handled.
The FBI gives the public one impression, while conspiring with State and Federal officials to violate
the constitutional rights of the citizens of this country, which they have taken an oath of office to protect.
FBI's motto is Fidelity, Bravery and Integrity. My questions are: Fidelity to whom? The
or the corrupt government officials? Bravery? What bravery? How much bravery does it take
someone to keep their mouth shut about the violation of their constitutional rights? Integrity?
FBI's actions in my case and other highly publicized cases clearly show they have a credibility
integrity.

Constitution
to threaten
I think the
issue as to

Criminal Anarchy and Criminal Mischief -1995
The

smoke

device

This case will show how the Albany County District Attorney's Office files knowingly false charges
against defendants. I will show how the court can deprive defendants of their rights, and how the Albany
County Public Defender's Office is remiss in representing defendants charged with a crime. Based upon
the facts here, you will see that the Albany County Public Defender's Office is actually an arm of the
District Attorneys Office helping them to get convictions. From my own experience and watching them in
court, the only thing they seem to want to do is play Monty Hall. Let's make a deal! My "so called" Public
Defender refused to discuss my case with me; misrepresented and lied to me about the law, and refused to

file any papers on my behalf. You will also see how the Albany County District Attorney's Office argued in
court to have the charges dismissed as they knew the charges were bogus and they knew that I would win
the case. They couldn't afford to look like fools. Just because you commit an act, does not mean that you
committed a crime or the crime with which you were charged.
On October 23,1995, at about 2:00 p.m. I was involved in setting off a smoke device in one of the

parking garages of the Empire State Plaza in Albany in order to get arrested to have a jury trial to expose
the corruption in both the State and Federal Judiciaries. I made sure no one was in the area when the
smoke device was set off, as I did not want anyone injured and the smoke would not cause any damage as
it was in a parking garage.
After the smoke device was let off, I and a couple of friends, waited about two hours outside to see

if the police or fire department would arrive. Nobody came. That night there was nothing on the news about
the smoke device. The next day, the New York State Police stopped at my house and talked to my stepfather
as to where I was the day before. This was because of my previous arrest for writing the letter. When I

returned home that night, I was informed that the State Police had been to my house. I went to one of the
local TV stations to turn myself in. I figured that if I was arrested with the news media present, they would
not be able to abuse me, if you get my drift. The news media called the police, I was arrested and taken to

the Capitol Police Station in the Plaza, where I was interviewed and fingerprinted. I gave them copies of
two of my newspapers that I had published concerning judicial corruption. It was during this time that
Detective Thomas Peters discussed Judge Simons actions with me. He told me that if what I had printed
was true, Judge Simons would have committed a felony. Detective Peters would deny this later. I also

provided to the police a tape detailing the corruption in the State Judiciary and why the smoke device was
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let off.

According to the newspapers, the smoke device was found that evening after everyone had left, and
while the janitors were cleaning the garage. No one knew that they had been let off until the janitors found
them. The newspaper article stated that there was no damage done.
I was charged with criminal anarchy, a felony, and second-degree criminal nuisance, a misdemeanor.
What is Criminal Anarchy?

Penal Law § 240.15 Criminal Anarchy:

A person is guilty of criminal anarchy when (a) he advocates the overthrow of the existing
form of government of this state by violence, or (b) with knowledge of its contents, he publishes,
sells or distributes any document which advocates such violent overthrow, or (c) with knowledge of
its purpose, he becomes a member of any organization which advocates such violent overthrow.
Criminal Anarchy is a class E felony.

I have never advocated the overthrow of New York State Government by violence either orally or in
writing, or have I ever joined an organization which advocates such an overthrow.

The Albany County District Attorney's Office knew that criminal anarchy was a false charge, as
they never pursued this charge to the Grand Jury. It was subsequently dismissed. I believe, they filed this
charge in order for the judge to set a high bail of $10,000 and for the public's perception. I also believe that
this was done to make an example out of me. They wanted to stop me from trying to enforce my constitutional
and civil rights and expose the corruption in the New York State Judiciary.

What is Criminal nuisance?

Penal X^aw §2 40.4^ Criminal nuisance 2nd degree: A person is guilty of criminal nuisance in the
second degree when:

1. By conduct either unlawful in itself or unreasonable under all circumstances, he

knowingly or recklessly creates or maintains a condition which endangers the safety or health of a
considerable number of people; or

2. He knowingly conducts or maintains any premises, place or resort where persons
gather for purpose of engaging in unlawful conduct.
Criminal nuisance in the 2nd degree is class B misdemeanor.

How could I create or maintain a condition which endangered the health and safety of a considerable
number of people if no one knew about it?

To prove criminal nuisance, it is essential to prove injury as an accomplished fact. State v Writ.p
Hepburn Webster Gallerv. Limited. 1970, 414 N.Y.S.2d 661.

Where was the injury? None was alleged in the complaint. The newspaper articles the next day
stated there was no damage done.

My second attorney requested, in motion papers dated July 22, 1996, for the District Attorney's

Office to state the number of people constituting "a considerable number of persons"; Identify the persons
endangered, if known; and state exactly how the "safety and health" of others was endangered.

The Albany County District Attorney's Office never stated any of the above. They argued to have
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the charges against me dismissed knowing they could not prove any of the elements of the crime of criminal
nuisance.

Newspaper article - Collins demands his day in court

On March 2,1997, over a year and four months later the following article was in the Times Union,
as the charges were dismissed on February 27,1997.
Defendant insists on his day in court
Prosecutor wants to dismiss the charges,
but a Brunswick man is willing to risk jail

ALBANY - It may be a first: A defendant who insists on going to trial even though the
prosecutor wants to drop charges. You read that right. In a courthouse head-scratcher. Assistant
District Attorney Christopher P. Baynes is trying not to prosecute a man who insists on going to
trial, and defense attorney Paul R. Edwards — is — or perhaps was — defending a man who does
not w£int him to get the charge dismissed.
Behind this legal chaos is Charles E Collins, III, a Brunswick man and vocal advocate for

the Fathers' Rights movement. Two years ago he let off a smoke bomb in the Empire State Plaza
with the expressed aim of getting himself arrested.

It worked. Collins got charged initially with criminal anarchy, a felony later reduced to a
misdemeanor nuisance charge.

But with prosecutors worried about murders and rapists, a smoke bombing case with no
injuries or damage wasn't real high on the list of priorities, Bajnies said.

"We have a huge backlog of cases here and, frankly, some are given higher priority," Baynes
said. "No one was hurt. No panic ensued as a result of his acts. There was no damage.
The case languished and time limits imposed by the speedy trial law ran out.

Edwards recently moved to dismiss the nuisance charge, as he is legally obligated to do
because of the speedy trial problem. Baynes had no grounds to object.

Usually, that's it — a slam-dunk done-deal win for the defense, and rubber-stamp simple

for the judge. Motion granted. Charge dismissed. See ya 'round.

But Collins won't take yes for an answer and is pleading with City Court Judge John Egan
to give him his day in court. If he succeeds, he risks going to jail for 90 days. Collins figures it worth
the gamble.

"I want to go to trial," Collins said in an interview. "The District Attorney filed charges
against me," he said. "I want to put the District Attorney on the stand — he is my accuser — and

find out what he based these charges on. His credibility is at issue. The officers who investigated,
there credibility is at issue."

Collins, 45, is trying to fire Edwards, his court-appointed lawyer, and wants to represent
himself at trial. He promises to expose at trial a corrupt judicial system ....

Baynes say authorities "obviously" deny the conspiracy allegations.
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"What he (Collins) really wants is a forum to debate the family law in New York State,
"BajTies said. "He wants to subpoena (Chief Judge) Judith Kaye and other luminaries "
The charge of criminal anarchy was not reduced to criminal nuisance as claimed. Both charges
were filed against me on October 24, 1995 by Investigator Michael Close and I was arraigned in court on
October 25,1995 on both charges.
On December 12,1995, the court set a trial date of January 4,1996, as the prosecutor had stated in
court that they were ready for trial in the courtroom and a trial date was set. I was told there was no record

of what was said during the hearing. How convenient. The court held that the prosecution could not rely on
the judge setting the matter for trial as a substitute. It is interesting that this argument was never
forthcoming until I discovered the newspaper articles which proved I did not commit the crime with which
I was charged.

It wasn't because there was a backlog of cases or they were more interested in rapists and murderers.
It was that the Albany County District Attorney's Office had no case and knew this was a false charge for
the reasons stated in the motion to dismiss the charge of criminal nuisance.
The motion stated;

1. This prosecutor's information lacks any factual allegations to support two elements

of Criminal Nuisance in the Second Degree: that (1) the defendant's conduct endangered the safety
and health of (2) a considerable number of people.

2. No allegation is made as to how anybody's safety or health was endangered by
these "smoke bombs". A "smoke bomb" is not an explosive, but rather, simply a device which generates
smoke. No allegation in the accusatory instrument claims that this smoke was noxious or dangerous
in any way.

3. Nor does the prosecutor's information allege facts to support the element that "a

considerable number of people" were jeopardized. No number at all is ascribed to the people allegedly
endangered. Nor is any such person named or otherwise identified. According to the prosecutor's
information, the parking garage may well have been empty. From the face of the charge, one cannot
tell if any individual was endangered by the smoke, let alone any considerable number of people" as
required by statute.

4. An accusatory instrument which fails to allege a necessary element stands
jurisdictionally defective and must be dismissed, People v. Tarka. 75 N.Y.2d 996.

I should mention that the hearing on the issue of dismissing the charge was held downstairs in
Albany City Hall where traffic court is held. There was no court reporter nor was a recording made of the
proceeding. I wonder why? That morning, no one else was present except a couple of friends of my mine. We
sat and waited for the ADA to show up. He had over slept. Was he having nightmares the night before, that
the matter might go to trial? While waiting, a lady came in with her ticket for court. The judge almost fell
off his chair. He immediately asked what she was doing there and immediately set a new date for her to
appear for her traffic ticket. They wanted this proceeding out of the public view, yet make it a public
proceeding which they accomplished.
The history of this case

On October 25,1995,1 was arraigned on the two charges, criminal anarchy and criminal nuisance
and released on $10,000 bail and told to appear again on October 30,1995.

On Monday, October 30,1995,1 appeared before the Albany City Court and was informed by Public
Defender, George Mehm, that the District Attorney's Office would probably not pursue the criminal anarchy
charge and that it would be dismissed. When I asked Mr. Mehm if I was entitled to a jury trial on the
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criminal nuisance charge, he informed me that I was.

On November 27, 1995,1 was informed by the Public Defender's Office that this case had been
transferred back to the Albany Police Court and that the District Attorney had set this case down for
conference at 9:00 a.m. on Tuesday, December 5,1995 at which time I was to appear in Court.
On Tuesday, December 5,1995,1 was informed by my "so-called" Public Defender, Tricia DcAn^ji-lis,
that the District Attorney's Office had not completed the paperwork and therefore, I would not have to
appear before the Court after waiting for more than two (2) hours.
Ms. DeAngelis stated that it was her understanding that I did not wish to plea bargain whii h w ;i>
true. I asked Ms. DeAngelis if I was entitled to a jury trial on the criminal nuisance charge and sh«' "t.iitd
yes. She told me to return on Tuesday, December 12,1995 at 9:00 a.m..

Court proceeding December 12,1995
On December 12,1995,1 was only able to meet with Ms. DeAngelis for about two (2) minute s ju>t
before going before the Judge Stephen W. Herrick. She again asked about plea bargaining and I n iM ati d
that I had no intention of plea bargaining. Again, I asked Ms. DeAngelis if I was entitled to a jury trial on
the criminal nuisance charge. This time she replied that she was 80% sure that I was entitled to a jury
trial. You would think Ms. DeAngelis would have researched or even better, that she would have known the

answer since she handles hundreds of cases and was in the court on a daily basis "supposedly" reprcsfutiiig
defendants in criminal matters.

I was then brought before Judge Herrick on the charge of criminal nuisance. I tried to inform Ms.
DeAngelis that I had already been arraigned on that charge on October 25, 1995. She replied "Thi.s is a
different charge". When Judge Herrick stated that the charge had been reduced from criminal anarchy to
criminal nuisance, he stated, "I have already arraigned Mr. Collins on this, are there two criminal nuisance

charges? Get Mr. Gaynor." About five minutes later, the Court found out that there was only one criminal
nuisance charge against me. Ms. DeAngelis did not know what I had previously been arraigned on, and
certainly did not want to hear from me. Yet, she was "supposedly" representing me.

Judge Herrick then stated that "I am setting this down for a non-jury trial for January 4,1996." Mr.
Mehm and Ms. DeAngelis just stood there like bumps on a log. They did not say a thing. I then spoke up
and said that both of the Public Defenders had told me that I was entitled to a jury trial. At which time the
court took a break to check the law. Wouldn't you think the judge and attorneys would know whether or not
I am entitled to a jury trial on a class B misdemeanor charge?

After I spoke up, Mr. Mehm said to me that I had asked about a class A misdemeanor. I never asked
Mr. Mehm about a class A misdemeanor. I asked Mr. Mehm if I was entitled to a jury trial on the criminal

nuisance charge a class B misdemeanor and Mr. Mehm knew it. Why would I ask Mr. Mehm if I was
entitled to a jury trial for a class A misdemeanor when I was charged with a class B misdemeanor? They lie
and try to cover it up.
When the Court came back into session, I was informed by Judge Herrick that I was not entitled to

a jury trial.
Ms. DeAngelis then informed me that I faced only 90 days of imprisonment and wasn't entitled to
a jury trial.
Ms. DeAngelis then handed me a card with the trial date on one side and her name on the other.
She told me she would see me on January 4,1996 at 1:00 p.m. Obviously, she had no intention of discussing
my case prior to going to trial on January 4, 1996 at 1:00 p.m.. How did she plan on representing me? The
Albany County Public Defender's Office had not even made any discovery demands and had not even

discussed the case with me. How was I going to prepare for trial? How was Ms. DeAngelis going to prepare
for trial? Who was she representing?
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The next day, I received a letter from Judge Herrick dated December 12,1995. His letter stated:
Upon further review of the issues discussed at your appearance in Court on December 12,
1995 it appears that the Criminal Procedure Law does entitle you to a statutory right to a trial by
jury. I am therefore adding this case to the jury term scheduled for February 1996. You will hear

from your attorney prior to February regarding a conference date at which time your personal
appearance in Court will be required.

If the District Attorney's Office was not ready for trial, then why did Judge Herrick set a trial date
of January 4, 1996?

I then found out later that pursuant Criminal Procedure Law 260.05 Modes of Trial subd. 2 states:

In any local criminal court a defendant who has entered a plea of not guilty to an information
which charges a misdemeanor must be accorded a jury trial,....

This means anyone who is charged with any misdemeanor, A or B is entitled to a jury trial except in
New York City where only A misdemeanors are entitled to jury trials.

Obviously, my "so called" Public Defenders, Mr. Mehm and Ms. DeAngelis, took no action to protect
my statutory right to a jury trial or to even check to see if I was entitled to a jury trial as they told me I was.

I believe their actions were deliberate and intended to help the District Attorney's Office at my expense.

Make no mistake about it, they work together. How else could the District Attorney's Office have such a
high conviction rate and the Public Defender's Office such a low acquittal rate?

Had I not spoken up in Court, I would have been deprived of my statutory right to a jury trial. On
appeal it would have been argued that I waived my right to a jury trial, and of course, they would have
claimed I was informed of my right to a jury trial. Is this why there was no transcript of the proceeding?
How is it that Judge Herrick and the Public Defenders didn't know that I was entitled to a jury trial
considering the fact that they are in court five days a week on criminal matters and handle hundreds of

cases each day? As they knew the charges were false, was Judge Herrick, the District Attorney and the
Public Defender's Office conspiring to deprive me of my statutory right to a jury trial? Were they conspiring
to deprive me of my constitutional right to due process and competent assistance of counsel in order for

Judge Herrick to find me guilty? If it was just the judge trying me, I can assure you, I would have been
found guilty.

Public Defender's actions after December 12,1995 court proceeding
On Tuesday, January 23,1996, Mr. Mehm called my house and talked with my mother. He told her
that he was meeting with Judge Herrick to set a trial date on Wednesday, January 24,1996. He wanted to
know if I had any witnesses as they needed 10 days notice. He was not asking to set up an appointment to
discuss my case.

Mr. Mehm is now setting up a trial date and has never discussed my case with me. When did Mr.

Mehm plan on meeting with me to discuss my case? Was it his plan to discuss it over the phone or just
before going into court in the hallway as was Ms. DeAngelis plan? Is this how the Public Defender's Office

represents defendants? No wonder they lose most of their cases. They are not prepared. They are depriving
defendants of "competent assistance of counsel".

I was never informed of any conference date as stated in Judge Herrick's letter of December 12
1995.

On Wednesday, January 24, 1996,1 phoned the Public Defender's Office to speak to Mr. Mehm. I
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was informed that he worked only on Monday and Tuesdays and that there was no way I could reach him.
His secretary, at the Public Defender's Office, refused to take a message. How does one get a hold of his
Public Defender? How does one leave a message for their Public Defender?
When I told her I was returning Mr. Mehm's call, and that he wanted to know if I had any witnesses,
she attempted to reach him at another number. She then claimed he was not there. She wanted me to leave

the witnesses' names with her. I refused. I was not going to leave my witness list with a secretary without
discussing my case with my court appointed attorney, Mr. Mehm.
Mr. Mehm returned the call that morning after I had left the house. My mother informed Mr.
Mehm that he could call me after 10:30 that evening or the following morning when I would be home. Mr.
Mehm did not call at either of those times or at any other time.
I certainly had no way of reaching my court appointed attorney. Was I being denied my constitutional

right to competent assistance of counsel? My right to speak to counsel?
Motion to relieve Public Defender's Office as my counsel

I then filed a motion dated January 29,1996, with the court to have Mr. Mehm, Ms. DeAngelis and
the Public Defender's Office removed as my attorneys as they refused to even talk to me about my case.
Furthermore, Mr. Mehm and Ms. DeAngelis did not serve any discovery demands upon the District Attorney's
Office nor did they take any positive action to protect my rights, including my right to a jury trial. I further
argued that the Albany County Public Defender's Office had no intention of providing me with competent
assistance of counsel.

Judge Herrick, by letter dated February 1,1996, in response to my Notice of Motion dated January
29, 1996, stated he would not accept motion papers from a defendant if represented by counsel and that I
s h o u l d c o n t a c t t h e P u b l i c D e f e n d e r ' s O f fi c e .

On February 9, 1996,1 mailed a letter to Mr. Mehm in response to the court's letter requesting a
date and time to discuss my case, including why they refused to file any motions on my behalf. I also

requested that they tell me how they intended to defend me.
On February 13,1996, Mr. Mehm responded stating:
I am in receipt of your letter dated February 9,1996. Please direct any further correspondence

with respect to your case to Roger M. Fritts, Albany County Public Defender of Albany County.
On February 24,1996,1 sent a letter to Mr. Fritts head of the Public Defender's Office as stated in

Mr. Mehm's letter. I told him I was hoping he would explain the actions of Mr. Mehm and Ms. DeAngelis
and how my case was going to be defended.
By letter dated February 29, 1996, Mr. Fritts responded by stating:
This will acknowledge receipt of your recent correspondence to this office relative to your

matter currently pending in Albany Police Court. I find your allegations against Mr, Mehm and
this office completely without foundation in fact or reason. Your decision to proceed pro se is, in my
opinion ill-advised, but nevertheless one which is your right to make and totally within your control.
That said, please be advised of the following:

(a) I have directed one of my assistants to bring a motion in Albany Police Court seeking

permission to be relieved of further representation of you; and
(b) That motion will include a request that in the event the Court elects to appoint an

attorney to assist you in your pro se endeavors, it be any attorney outside this office; and ...
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You will be provided a copy of the Notice of Motion and Motion once same is completed.
Again, it is the Public Defender's Office that is refusing to cooperate with me in that they are
refusing to discuss my case with me.
On March 4,1996,1 responded to Mr. Fritts Letter stating:
This is in reference to your letter dated February 29,1996 in which you refused to sit down

with me and discuss and answer my questions concerning my case as did your assistant George
Mehm.

How does your office defend a litigant when your office refuses to talk with the client;

answer his or her specific questions; fails to file for discovery; and then misleads the client as to his
rights? You think this is competent counsel? I pity the poor person who has your office to defend
them.

Your refusal to discuss my case and the allegations against your office and Mr. Mehm supports
my position that you are fully aware that your office is incompetent and is no more than a tool of the
District Attorney's Office in conspiring to deprive me and other litigants of our constitutional and
civil rights as well as our statutory rights.
Further, your statement: "Your decision to proceed pro se is, in my opinion ill-advised,..." is
wrong. I requested that I proceed pro se with the assistance of competent counsel, but that I was
going to be the one to make the final decisions, the opening and closing statements and question

the witnesses. I have not, and do not, intend to waive my right to have competent assistance of
counsel to help me with my case.
How can you state my decision to represent myself is ill-advised considering the fact your
office failed to even perform two of its most basic functions which was to file for discovery in this

case and to discuss the case with me? I know, you do not want to discuss the incompetence of your
o f fi c e .

On April 12,1996, after waiting over a month, I sent another letter to Mr. Fritts arguing that his
office was not even competent enough to draw up a Notice of Motion to be relieved as my attorney, as it had
b e e n o v e r a m o n t h s i n c e h i s l a s t l e t t e r.

Since my documentation clearly shows that you and your office are not only incompetent
but totally lacking in integrity and most likely conspiring with the District Attorney's Office to
deprive me of my rights, I would demand that the Notice of Motion be personally served upon me.
This way there can be no question as to when I received it. When said Notice of Motion is ready,
contact me, and I will let you know when and where to serve me. You can be assured that I have no
intention of ducking your Notice of Motion.

Too bad the same cannot be said about your office ducking my questions concerning your
representation of me and how you intended to defend me as well as the fact that you and your
assistants have refused to even discuss my case with me.

Mr. Mehm in his undated Affirmation, which contained misleading and false statements, stated:
13. It is submitted that based on the aforementioned circumstances this office is unable

to work with and communicate with the defendant and, as such, unable to represent the defendant
properly.

It was the Public Defender's Office that refused to communicate with me, which was supported by
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their letters and actions in this matter. When did the Public Defender's Office try to communicate with me?

They had no intention of defending me.
I even argued that I was entitled to appointment of counsel for this motion pursuant to case law.
U.S. V. Wadsworth. 830 F.2d 1500 held that a defendant was entitled to be represented by counsel at a

hearing on motion which he sought appointment of new counsel because of alleged incompetency
present counsel. I was not granted counsel concerning Mr. Mehm's motion.
I also fully documented the illegal actions of the State Judiciary including Judge Kaye and .Indue
Simons. Judge Herrick wanted nothing to do with my allegations against his superiors.
Obviously, the Albany County Public Defender's Office was relieved as my attorney. 1 hehevc. >i*in

afterwards Ms. DeAngelis went to work for the Albany County District Attorney's Office.
Appointment of Paul Edwards as Attorney
The court then appointed Paul R. Edwards to represent me. Because of my allegations aj,'ain.>«t the
Public Defender's Office, he filed motions on my behalf and I was given copies of his motions. I think this

was done to appease me. It was because of his motions that I went to the library and looked up the articles
in the Gazette and Times Union. I gave Mr. Edwards the articles documenting that there was no injury or
damage. Mr. Edwards, knowing that I now knew that the District Attorney's Office could not prove its case,
based upon these articles, then made the motion to dismiss the charge on lack of speedy trial grounds
without my knowledge or consent. I believe that had it not been for these articles, he would not have raised
the speedy trial issue. Nothing was done until they knew I had the proof that there was no injury of damage
done at the time. Who was Mr. Edwards protecting - me or the District Attorney's Office?
Closing down the entrance to the Empire State Plaza in Albany -1996
On June 10,1996, in protest over the corruption in the State Judiciary, I came up with the idea of
shutting down the Empire State Plaza in Albany non-violently, in order to expose the corruption in the
State and Federal Judiciaries. About 10 fathers met to picket on the ramp to the Plaza. This is the route

most workers take to get into the underground parking. There are three lanes going into the plaza entrance.
So at about 7:00 a.m. everyone converged to the entrance with their picket signs. I then drove up to the
plaza. The fathers ran out and stood behind my car and stopped the traffic behind me as I parked my
station wagon perpendicular to the other cars, thus blocking off the entrance to the plaza. Unfortunately,

my car just wasn't long enough and cars were able to drive around my car. That only lasted a minute or so,

as a bus with state workers arrived and could not get by me. We had the traffic backed up for miles. Finally,
both the State Police and the Capital Police showed up.

While we were blocking traffic, one of the fathers walked down the ramp to the main interstate

with picket sign in hand where he was picked up by the State Police and driven back to the entrance of the
plaza and told to have a nice day.
I then moved my car just inside of the entrance at the request of one of the officers. The officer

called upstairs and then issued me two tickets. One for parking on payment and the other for failure to
comply in violation of § 1102 of the Vehicle and Traffic Law. Each carried a maximum of 15 days in jail and

a $100 fine. I should mention that this was prosecuted by Paul Mason of the Counsel's Office of the Office
of General Services in Albany City Court. One thing I did leam was that there is no speedy trial requirement
under New York State Law for violations of the Vehicle and Traffic Law. This means that the prosecution
does not have to state they are ready for trial within a certain period of time. This only applies to
misdemeanors and felonies.

As I was not going to receive a jury trial, I knew I would be going to jail, I pled to parking on

payment and received a $100 fine.
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During this proceeding, I filed several criminal complaints with the court and with the Albany

County District Attorney's Office against Judge Kaye, Judge Simons, Capitol Police Officer Thomas M.
Peters and ADA Michael Gaynor. I should state that these criminal complaints were filed under penalty of
perjury pursuant to Penal Law § 260.05 Of course, my criminal complaints were ignored by Judge Egan
and the Albany County District Attorney's Office. No charges were filed against me for making a false
complaint against the above as they knew my allegations against the above were true.
I have already discussed Judge Kaye's and Judge Simons' illegal actions in depriving me of my
constitutional right to appeal to the Court of Appeals and in depriving me of my right to a public trial, jury
trial, and court of proper jurisdiction. The argument concerning Detective Peters was that he knowing
refrained from performing a duty which was imposed upon him by law or was clearly inherent in the nature
of his office. He had admitted to me that if what I had stated about Judge Simons was true, he would have
been guilty of a felony.
Detective Peters in an Affidavit dated April 4,1997 stated;
"11. I have never stated an opinion as to whether any of the allegations made by defendant
concerning Justice Simons or any other member of the New York State Judiciary constituted a
felony or any other violation of the law."

I wholeheartedly disagree with this statement of his. By this statement of his, he admitted I made
the allegations, he could now not claim he was not aware of their illegal actions and yet, he continued to do
nothing. Why? Had he been told by his superiors to look the other way? Was it inherent in the nature of his
position as an investigator for the Capital Police to investigate illegal actions committed on state property?
Would this also include the Appellate Court Judges whose office was located in the Justice Building of the
Empire State Plaza?

Last year at work, a person was waiting to be helped. He then called me by my first name and
asked if I remembered him. I told him he looked familiar, but that was it. He then told me he was with the

BCI (Bureau of Criminal Cover-up Investigations). It wasn't until later that night that it dawned on me
that it was Detective Peters. Obviously, looking the other way to corruption paid off.
As to Albany County ADA, Michael Gaynor, I argued he knowingly issued two false Informations

charging me with Criminal Anarchy and Criminal Nuisance knowing the charges were false. Why wasn't
he being charged with issuing a false written instrument? Did it have something to do with him working for
the Albany County District Attorney's Office? What gives ADA Gaynor the right to violate the law and file

knowingly false charges against someone? He filed an official document charging me with misdemeanor he
knew was false, and therefore, committed a felony.

J u d g e Aw a r e n e s s N i g h t
Letter

to

the

Editor

During the above proceeding, I organized a "Judge Awareness Night" to draw attention to the

illegal actions of Judge L. Foster James. The following appeared on March 13. I presume it was in the
Saratogian, but I have no way of knowing.
Best defense is the truth:

I witnessed the most amazing thing the evening of March 6 at the Saratoga Springs Public
Library. Nearly 100 people turned out to express their displeasure with the decisions from Saratoga

County Family Court under the tyranny of Judge L. Foster James. The meeting was cleverly
advertised as "Judge Awareness Night".

A very enlightening discussion of the inequities of James' reign of terror behind the bench

was given by Charles Collins III of Troy. It led to an almost revival-style meeting of some very
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angry, and vocal men and women. But even more amazing, although certain members of the press
attended, I have yet to see one news story resulting from this topical subject.
Is the media afraid of James, or are they afraid of the exposure that might result from the
careful documentation gathered by Collins about the Family Court system? His allegations involve
more than a few judges and lawyers.

Collins has smoke-bombed the Empire State Plaza in protest, The Albany Courts dismissed

all the charges against him, with no stenographer or recording device present. Apparently, the
court feels that smoke-bombing a state institution is legal. Collins blocked off the entrance to the
Empire Plaza during rush hour last year, backing up traffic for miles. Guess what? The court has
refused, thus far, to address the charges. Collins has also been accused by the police of being
despondent, possibly armed, threatening judges and threatening to bomb the Saratoga County
Court. Still, no charges. Collins put posters depicting Judge James behind bars all over Saratoga
County, accusing the judge of corruption, extortion, case fixing, covering up child abuse, political
favors, false imprisonments and illegal secret court proceedings, just to name a few. Why wasn't the
District Attorney at the meeting? Does he consider the judge above the law? Why isn't James suing
Collins for disparaging his good name?
I guess what Collins says makes sense—"The truth is an absolute defense ag£iinst libel and
slander." by Matt Rich.
CHAPTER
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Spraying the Court of Appeals with liquid chicken manure
In the Spring of 1997,1 began to make plans in order to get arrested again in a further attempt to
expose the corruption in the New York State Judiciary. At first, the idea was to get a dump truck full of
chicken manure and deposit it in the front of the Court of Appeals building. I then found a chicken farm and

found out that to get a dump truck full of chicken manure would be less than $100.00.1 made arrangements
to have a dump truck filled at the farm. On two different occasions someone was supposed to obtain a dump
truck to be filled with chicken manure and in both instances. The truck never showed.

I was then forced to come up with an alternative. Several plans were put forward. I placed four
criteria on what we were doing. First, there would be no physical property damage. Second, no one was to

be injured. It was to be peaceful. We were not going to go about it like different groups have by throwing
substances on peoples clothes, smashing doors or windows, etc. Third, the demonstration was to be nonviolent.
Fourth, I wanted something with a sense of humor and this was based upon my previous demonstrations
and the way they were handled by the news media. I wanted no hint of a terrorist act. A month later, I had
this wonderful idea to spray the Court of Appeals in Albany, New York with liquid chicken manure.

Immediately everyone started with chicken jokes. Everyone agreed that the Court of Appeals is a "chicken
shit court". During our discussions of this, everyone wondered if Judge Kaye was going to claim mental
illness once she was brought to trial for her illegal acts in depriving fathers of their constitutional and

statutory rights, just as her predecessor, Judge Wachtler, claimed mental illness when he was caught
threatening his girlfriend's daughter. I can honestly say, the last two Chief Justices of the Court of Appeals,
Kaye and Wachtler, and acting Chief Judge Simons were all absolute disgraces to the position that was

entrusted to them. The rights of the citizens of this State have been set back over 200 years because

of the illegal actions of Judge Kaye and Judge Simons.
Now the object was to design a portable delivery system, that would fit in the back of my small

pickup truck. I then went to look at the different types of pumps that were available. I needed a pump that

would spray the water some distance. I was told that I needed a trash pump in order to do so. This is a

pump that pumps between 18,000 and 25,000 gallons of water per hour. The next thing I needed to find was
to get a container for the chicken manure and water. I found this at an oil dealer. The 55 gallon drums were
clean inside and cost, I believe, $15.00 apiece. I had the center of the top of the can cut open so that there
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was about a 12 to 15 inch hole in the top. Now to try out my home made system. Well, it wasn't as easy as
you would think. The pump had a three inch intake hose and a two inch out hose. The water came out, but
didn't spray that far. I had to reduce the nozzle on the hose to 3/4 inch. I also had to design a way the hose
wouldn't crimped when I pulled the hose out of the truck. So I had to adjust the fittings on the pump and
fittings on the end of the hose. I even had a valve to open and close the flow of water. This was necessary in
order to get the pressure built up before I opened the nozzle and to be able to shut the water off after most
of it had already been pumped. It took a couple of rentals of the pump in order to get the system working
properly.

I then went to a chicken farm and had 5 shovels fiill of chicken manure placed in the can. Upon
arriving home, I added the water and filled it to about 4 inches below the top. The 55 gallon drum now

weighed over 350 pounds. For the next several months, I drove around with the can of chicken manure on
the back of the truck as I could not load or load the drum.

The original plan was to do this about a week later. I then learned that my friend, Gordon, who does
my video work, was on vacation for two weeks. After he returned, we planned on doing it a couple of weeks

later. Well, that didn't happen either, it rained. Having to go to family court and other things that were
happening at the time, the event just kept getting postponed.

Now, a new problem entered. Cold weather, fi-eezing cold weather. My 55 gallons of liquid chicken
manure was freezing on me. How could I get the liquid chicken manure unfrozen, so that I could spray it?
Back to the drawing board.
Well, we had a small barn in the back yard. The bam is about 15 by 18 feet in size. I bought a
kerosene heater and backed the truck into the garage so that the cab was still outside the barn as the whole
truck could not fit in the barn. I then hung a tarp from the top of the barn door to the back of the cab in
order to keep the heat in the building so that the liquid chicken manure would thaw. With the chicken
manure being heated, I didn't know if the barn would smell or if there could be a problem with gases and

the flame to the kerosene heater. We had an old tractor that had 6 to 8 inch tubing. With this, I put one end
in the top of the drum and had the other end sticking out of the tarp over the top of the truck. I then taped

plastic around the top of the drum and the tubing so that the gases would escape outside. To my surprise,
it took almost three days to thaw out the manure in the drum. It was now January 5,1998. Three of us met
at the house, again my ft*iend, Gordon, who does the video was not able to make it, but another friend, Gil,
brought his video camera and another fi^end, Karl, was also there.

You are probably wondering why in the world would I want to videotape myself spraying the Court
of Appeals. The reason was quite simple. Protection. I wanted to protect myself from false allegations that
I had physically damaged any property and to protect myself against any police action when I was arrested.

My friends arrived at the Court of Appeals building before I did and set themselves up across the
street. I came down the street and drove around the building to see if the guard, who sits in the front of the

building, was sleeping or awake. I then pulled up in front of the building and got out. I went to the back of
the truck to start the pump. About four tries later, the pump started and I walked over to the curb to begin
spraying. There I stood with the pump making a racket. Nothing, and I mean nothing was coming out of the
hose. After about 20 to 30 seconds, I decided I had better get the hell out of there before the police arrived,

even though the plan was to stay and get arrested after the spraying. With that, I turned off the pump,
looked up and saw the guard in the window, jumped into the truck and took off. What happened?
When I returned home, I discovered that the chicken manure had settled in the bottom of the can

and the suction end was plugged. The hose was unable to draw the water out. New problem to solve, and I
had no way of knowing if the guard had called the police and reported the incident in fi-ont of the Court of

Appeals. No one showed up at my house, so we decided to lay low for a couple of weeks. Besides, I had to
deal with the new problem. The answer, get another 55 gallon drum and cut out the center again and then
transfer the liquid chicken manure from one drum to the other. Easy, you would think. I purchased a small

pump and garden hose. They lasted all of two seconds before the little pump became clogged. The only way
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to do it was to get a pair of rubber gloves, a strainer and a small bucket. That's right. I then started
transferring the chicken manure from one drum to the other by hand and straining out as much as possible
the feathers and other matter in the water. When I was done, I added more water.

I was now ready to go again. I rented the pump on Friday, January 23,1998. It had to be returned
on Monday the 26th. Both Gordon and Gil were at the house at 5:00 a.m. I wanted to do the spraying early
in the morning, so that no one would be mistakenly sprayed, I was not looking to have anyone injured or to
damage the building. Gordon then wired me up. I had a battery operated remote microphone attached to
me, so that he could record what I was saying, and if I was arrested, what was said to me, as well as having
it on tape. We were ready to go. Gil emd Gordon left about 15 minutes before I did. This was to enable them
to set up and be ready when I arrived there. Little did we know that we were going to have unexpected
company that morning. While driving through South Troy they passed a fire company which was just
finishing up after putting out a fire. As they drove over the Menands bridge, they saw local TV Channel 10
News truck. With that, they began waiving at him and were able to get his attention. When the driver
rolled down his window, they yelled to him that if he wanted a big story to follow them. Being the news man
that he was, he followed them.

As I drove up the hill to the Court of Appeals, Gil, came running down the hill waiving his arms at
me to stop. My first reaction was, what has gone wrong? I stopped, Gil opened the door and told me to drive
around the building as Channel 10 was there to record the event for the morning news. This worked out
better than we had thought.

I then drove around the building once and then parked out in front of the Court of Appeals. I got out
of the truck, walked over to the pump, turned the switch for the gas and started pulling. Nothing happened.

Pulled again, nothing happened. Oh, what's wrong? I pulled the third time and it was music to my ears. I
saw the hose start to fill up and then I opened the nozzle and the spraying began. I now felt like Jackie

Gleason, "and away we go". It was spraying about 25 feet into the air and the spray reached the banner
hanging high in front of the Court of Appeals building commemorating a 150 years of service. Or is it 135
years of service and 15 years of corruption? I sprayed for 33 seconds.
While I was spraying the building, the newsman came over and started doing an interview with
me. I remember him asking me, "this stinks, what is it"? I thought to myself, "I don't smell a thing", and
figured my fiiends had informed him earlier what was in the drum. I figured he was asking so that the
viewing audience watching would get the idea that it smelled. I then responded "chicken shit". I then shut
off the pump and did an interview with him.
It was now about 5:45 a.m. and we waited around for the police to show up. As we waited across the

street, one of the workers came out and walked across the street to find out what I had just sprayed on the

Court of Appeals building. I told him and then handed him one of my wanted posters forjudge Judith Kaye
behind bars. He then walked back into the building. We waited around until about 6:25 a.m. for the police

to show up. They didn't arrived and the newsman had to return to the station in order to get the footage
ready for the morning news. We were both shocked that the police didn't showed up.
Since the newsman was leaving, we decided I might as well leave too, as it seemed the police were

not going to be coming anytime soon. After I returned home, I received a call fi-om the Albany Police
Department at 7:30 a.m. wanting to know if I was in Albany that morning. I told him I was. He then asked
if I had sprayed some material on the Court of Appeals building and I told him I did. He then asked me to
come down to the station. I told him I would be down there around 9:00 in the morning. He then asked why
I couldn't come down right away He asked "do you have a child at home"? I said I didn't. That I would be
there around 9:00. As soon as I got off the phone I called Channel 10 and informed them that I would be

arriving at the police station at 9:00 that morning. It is always a good idea to have the news media present.
The police treat you better. Just after I finished talking to TV Channel 10, the Albany Police called back to
ask what I had sprayed the building with. I guess they couldn't figure it out, even though I told the court
worker what it was.
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When I arrived at the poHce station, Channel 10 was waiting outside for me. Of course I did an

interview. After I went inside to be arrested. I gave to them the criminal complaints that I had sworn to
under oath, concerning the illegal actions of Chief Judge Judith Kaye of the Court of Appeals, Judge Simons
of the Court of Appeals, ADA Michael Gaynor and Detective Peters of the Capitol Police. Obviously, my

documentation, the newspapers I published detailing the corruption by the State Judiciary and complaints,
were ignored again. I gave them a deposition and then they arrested me.

In my deposition, I stated that I sprayed the Court of Appeals building. It was noted in the deposition

that I gave them the criminal complaints, the papers I published, and the "Wanted" poster for Judge Kaye.
These criminal complaints were filed under penalty of peijury. You would think the job of the Albany
City Police is to protect people from illegal actions against them by people in the City of Albany. In my
opinion Albany City Police believe it is their job to protect the illegal actions of those in power and violate
the rights of those not in power. Their motto is "you protect me, I protect you". Quid pro quo!
The Arraignment

It was now about 11:30 a.m. and I was brought before Judge Herrick of the Albany City Court,
Criminal Part 1 on two (2) charges, to wit: Criminal Mischief in the Second degree a class D felony and
Criminal Tampering in the Third Degree a class B misdemeanor. Thank goodness that they now have a

court reporter at the arraignments. Why? Because Judge Herrick deliberately violated my right to counsel
and never informed me of the information that he was required to inform me of by law. Had it not been for
the transcript, I would never be able to prove this, as it would be my word against his.

The average person thinks that just because a judge tells a defendant that he has the right to
counsel and that one will be appointed for him, if he cannot afford counsel, that is all that is needed.

The following is the entire transcript of the proceeding. I will explain how my rights were deliberately
and maliciously violated by Judge Herrick because I have been very outspoken about the corruption in the
New York State Judiciary. See, if you can figure out what he did wrong. Remember, this is in open court, so
you would think that he would follow the law. Wrong, instead Judge Herrick committed several criminal
acts by violating my rights.

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS in the above matter held at Albany City Court, Criminal Part,
at the Public Safety Building, Morton Avenue at Broad Street, Albany, New York, on Monday, January 26
1998.

THE COURT: I am going to provide you with copies of the charges. You are charged by
Officer Tremblay of Division 2 of the Albany PoHce Department with criminal mischief in the second
degree, in violation of Section 145.10 of the Penal Law of the State of New York. This is a Class D
felony.

It's alleged at 5:45 this morning at the N.Y.S. Court of Appeals Building at 20 Eagle street
in the City of Albany, New York, you did with intent to damage the property of another person,
having no right to do so or any legal grounds to believe you had the right to damage the property of
another in an amount exceeding $1,500. It is specifically alleged knowing you had no right to do so
and with the intent to damage the property of another, you intentionally sprayed chicken excrement
on a 20 foot by four foot tapestry and on the front of the building, total damage in excess of $1,500.
You are charged with criminal tampering in the third degree, a Class B misdemeanor in

violation of Section 145.14 of the Penal Law. At 5:45 this morning at the same location, the N.Y.S.

Court of Appeals Building, it is alleged, having no right to do so and no reasonable grounds to

believe you had such right, you tampered with the property of another person and intentionally

caused substantial inconvenience to a third person. It is alleged you intentionally sprayed chicken
excrement on the frontal exterior of the building.
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You have a right to an attorney and the right to an adjournment in order to obtain an
attorney. If you cannot afford an attorney, I will appoint one to represent you. Can you afford your
own attorney?
MR. COLLINS: No. I can't.

THE COURT: I am going to enter a plea of not guilty. I will have the Public Defendi-r sfx-ak
to you.
MR. COLLINS: I would prefer not to have the Public Defender's Office.'The la.st tinu* I h.id
them, they lied to me. They didn't do their job. They refused to discuss this case with mi'.
THE COURT: What is your proposal regarding representation?
MR. COLLINS: I will represent myself.
THE COURT: I have provided you with copies of the charges. I have some statement. I have
not provided you with copies of it yet. I am going to have copies made and I will get copie.s of tho.Kr

right now. Do the People have a recommendation on bail for the Class D felony and Cla.-^s B
misdemeanor?

MS. BOLAND: Based on the seriousness of these charges at approximately 6 a.m. at the
Court of Appeals Building, the People recommend this defendant be remanded to the custody of the
Albany County Sheriff with no bail.
THE COURT: Mr. Collins, the People recommend no bail here. Having had experience

previously with Mr. Collins, it's my recollection that you appear when you are supposed to appear;
however, this is a serious matter so I will set bail. I am going to set bail in the amount of $7,500.
MR. COLLINS: Could I get it reduced? I always appeared the other times before this Court.

The charges were dismissed on the merits of the case. Also, the DA's Office the last time requested
bail be high even though I demanded to go to trial.
THE COURT: I'm looking at a statement by you which makes a substantial admission and

based on the criteria as I understand it for setting bail, I feel $7,500 is an appropriate amount for
bail, especially in light of the District Attorney's Office requesting I remand you without bail so I
am going to set bail in the amount of $7,500, either cash or secured bond.
I am going to issue an Order of Protection. The Order of Protection will be in reference to
the two named witnesses who I am unfamiliar with but their addresses are listed on the statement

which you just received copies of.
MR. COLLINS: I would like to block it out. I am not interested in the witnesses.
THE COURT: You have not received those?
MR. COLLINS: No.
THE COURT: It's whited out. You don't need an Order of Protection in reference to that. I'm

also going to issue an Order of Protection that directs you have no illegal contact with Chief Judge

Kaye or any member of the Court of Appeals. You are to stay away from the Court of Appeals
Building while the charges are pending. I'll get you your Order of Protection in a few minutes.
You will get a telephone call so you can have somebody help you with the bail. Are you going
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to be able to make that?

MR. COLLINS: I hope so.
THE COURT: In the event you don't make that, I will put it down for a hearing on Thursday,
in the event you don't make bail.
MR. COLLINS: Excuse me?

THE COURT: In the event you don't make bail, you are entitled to a preliminary hearing on

the felony this Thursday, the 29th at 2:00 or sometime after 2. Judge Egan will be there. If you do
make bail, you need to be back here on the 29th, to discuss another adjourned date and where we
are going with the proceeding. All right, sir.
(The matter was adjourned.)
(The matter was reconvened shortly thereafter.)
THE COURT: You made bail. I don't think I need to see you on Thursday now that you are
out on bail and you are now representing yourself The District Attorney is going to want to review
the file to determine whether to proceed with the felony or reduce it to a misdemeanor. That is what
they are going to do. Do you want a different adjourned date than the 29th?
MR. COLLINS: Whatever is convenient.

THE COURT: I will put it over a week from today to the 2nd.
MR. COLLINS: I have a court date on February 2 — not criminal.
THE COURT: What's good?
MR. COLLINS: Anything after the 2nd.

THE COURT: February 3. You have your Order of Protection. Stay away from Chief Judge
Kaye. I think you made your statement. I will see you a week from tomorrow.
(The matter was adjourned.)
Judge Herrick's illegal actions at arraignment

Did you catch the illegal actions of Judge Herrick? Probably not, unless you are a criminal attorney.
Judge Herrick did not comply with Criminal Procedure Law (CPL)§ 180.10:

(1) Upon the defendant's arraignment before a local criminal court upon a felony complaint,
the court must immediately inform him, or cause him to be informed in its presence, of the charge

or charges against him and that the primary purpose of the proceedings upon such felony
complaint is to be determined whether the defendant is to be held for the action of the
Grand Jury with respect to the charges contained therein. The court must furnish the defendant
with a copy of the felony complaint.

FACT: Judge Herrick failed to inform me that the primary purpose of the proceedings upon felony
complaint was to determine whether I should be held for the action of a Grand Jury with respect to the
felony charge.
(2) The defendant has a right to a prompt hearing upon the issue of whether there is sufficient

evidence to warrant the court holding him for the action of a Grand Jury, but he may waive such
right.
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FACT; Judge Herrick did not inform me of my right to a prompt hearing upon the issue of whether
there is sufficient evidence to warrant the court in holding me for the action of a Grand Jury.

(3) The defendant has a right to the aid of counsel at the arraignment and at every subsequent
stage of the action, and, if he appears upon such arraignment without counsel, has the following
rights:

(a) To an adjournment for the purpose of obtaining counsel; and
(b) To communicate, free of charge, by letter or by telephone, for the purpose of
obtaining counsel and informing a relative or Mend that he has been charged with an
offense; and

(c) To have counsel assigned by the court in any case where he is financially unable
to obtain the same.

FACT: Judge Herrick did not inform me that I had "a right to the aid of counsel at the arraignment
and at every subsequent stage of the action,...".
(4) The court must inform the defendant of all rights speciHed in subdivisions
two and three. The court must accord the defendant opportunity to exercise such rights and must
itself take such affirmative action as is necessary to effectuate them.

FACT: Judge Herrick did not inform me of my rights specified in subdivisions two and three and he
did not take any affirmative action once I stated that I "preferred" not to have the Public Defender's Office

represent me. He gave me no other alternative, nor did he take any other action concerning representation.
(5) "If the defendant desires to proceed without the aid of counsel, the court must permit
him to do so if it is satisfied that he made such decision with knowledge of the significance thereof,

but if it is not so satisfied it may not proceed until the defendant is provided with counsel, either of

his own choosing or by assignment. A defendant who proceeds at the arraignment without
counsel does not waive his right to counsel, and the court must inform him that he
continues to have such right as well as all the rights specified in subdivision three which

are necessary to effectuate it, and that he may exercise such rights at any stage of the action.
FACT: Judge Herrick did not inform me that a person who proceeds at arraignment without counsel
does not waive his right to counsel and that I continue to have such right to counsel.
In order for me to have waived my right to counsel before Judge Herrick, he was required to inform
me of certain information which he failed to do. People think that just because a judge states "you have the

right to counsel and if you cannot afford counsel, counsel will be provided" is sufficient notice. The courts

have held that this is not sufficient, and you must be provided with certain information as documented in

part above and below, in order to make an intelligent decision about waiving your right to counsel.
The New York State Court of Appeals ruling Matter of Lawrence S.. 29 N.Y.2d 206, 325 N.Y.S.2d

921 (1971) and in the United States Supreme Court ruling Von Moltke v. Gillies. 332 U.S. 708,724,68 S.Ct.

316, held that in order for a defendant to waive his right to counsel he must be informed of certain information.
MnttPrnfT.awrence S.. 29 N.Y.2d 206, 325 N.Y.S.2d 921 (1971)

... To be valid', the Supreme Court declared in the Von Moltke case (332 U.S. 708, 724 68

S.Ct. 316,323, Supra), 'such waiver must be made with an apprehension of the nature of the charges,
the statutory offenses included within them, the range of allowable punishments thereunder, possible
defenses to the charges and circumstances in mitigation thereof, and all other facts essential to a
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broad understanding of the whole matter.'

FACT: I was not informed of the range of allowable punishments thereunder, possible defenses to

the charges and circumstances in mitigation thereof, and all other facts essential to a broad understanding
of the whole matter.

FACT: Judge Herrick did not inform me of the advemtages and disadvantages of self-representation
as required for me to waive my right to counsel. People v. Chapman. 69 N.Y.2d 497, Faretta v. California.
422 U.S. 806. While a defendant need not have the skill and experience of a lawyer in order to effect such a

waiver, he must be made aware of the advantages and disadvantages of proceeding without
counsel.

Is Judge Herrick guilty of a criminal act?

Is Judge Herrick guilty of official misconduct? As a Criminal Court Judge, can we assume 1) that he

is a public servant, 2) that he knows the Criminal Procedure Law, and 3) that he was required to inform me
of the information contained in CPL § 180.10, and 4) that informing me of this information required by CPL
§ 180.10 was inherent in his duty?
Penal Law § 195.00 Official misconduct

A public servant is guilty of official misconduct when, with intent to obtain a benefit or deprive
another person of a benefit:

1. He commits an act relating to his official office but constituting an unauthorized exercise of
his official functions, knowing that such act is unauthorized; or

2. He knowingly refrains from performing a duty which is imposed upon him by law or is clearly
inherent in the nature of his office.

In my opinion, Judge Herrick committed official misconduct in that he did not inform me of the

information that he was required to inform me of by statute and case law in order to deprive me of my right
to counsel. The law does not state any exceptions where this information does not have to be given.
Hearing - February 3,1998

I then appeared before Judge Herrick on February 3,1998 and the following was stated:
P R O C E E D I N G S

THE COURT: How are you, Mr. Collins?

MR. COLLINS: Good morning.

THE COURT: Mr. Collins appears on his own, appearing pro se, in this matter.

The People have indicated that this matter is being considered by their office for possible presentation
to a Grand Jury.

Mr. Collins, at this point in time, how do you wish me to proceed? These are the charges contained
a felony. How do you wish the Court to.proceed?
MR. COLLINS: I'd like to go to the Grand Jury.

THE COURT: You want to waive this matter today for purposes of presentation to the Grand Jury?
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MR. COLLINS: Yes; I would like to know when I am going to receive a date as to when to appear

before the Grand Jury. The last time they took it up, they waited two months and never took it to the Grand
J u r y.
THE COURT; I can't fix a date this case is going to be presented to Grand Jury. I will mark this cn.'^o

waived to the Grand Jury.
The People are represented here today. They will notify you of the date. I am going to ask you. iMliiri'
you leave this morning, to make sure they have your correct mailing address phone number, wluilrvrr
information you wish to give to them, so they may properly be in compliance with the Criminal PnK r<lurr
regarding any presentation to the Grand Jury.
M R . C O L L I N S : Ye s .

THE COURT: This Court has now lost jurisdiction of this matter, and make sure 1 > niir
correct address, Mr. Collins, in case this matter is remanded back here for reconsideration.
M R . C O L L I N S : Ye s .

(Whereupon, the proceedings in the above-entitled action were concluded.)

Again, Judge Herrick failed to inform me of my right to counsel and that I continued to have such
right. Why? Is this official misconduct?
What is criminal mischief?

The only criminal charge against me, when I went to trial, was criminal mischief in the second
degree. I did not commit criminal mischief in any degree. You will see how Judge Lamont changed the law
in order to help the District Attorney to obtain a conviction. As will be documented, I am the only person in
New York State history who has been convicted of criminal mischief where the court has determined that
their was no physical damage done to the property.
Penal Law S 145.10 Criminal Mischief in the 2nd degree

A person is guilty of criminal mischief in the second degree when with intent to damage property of
another person, and having no right to do so nor any reasonable ground to believe that he has such a right,
he damages property of another person in an amount exceeding one thousand five hundred dollars.
Criminal mischief in the second degree is a class D felony.
What is "damage"? What is "damage" to property? To me, to "damage" property means that one has
broken something, such as a window, where the property needs to be repaired or replaced. Cleaning up
someone's mess is not damage to property. It may be damage to an individual who has to pay for the clean
up. The clean up costs would be recoverable in a civil action, but it is not damage to property, as the

property is not paying for the clean up. What does "to damage property" mean to you?
Judge Lamont's instructions to the jury as argued in my brief

Judge Lamont charged the jury as to the damage element of criminal mischief in the second degree,
knowing that there was no physical damage to the property:
The term damage does not have its own special meaning in our law and, therefore, has its ordinary

meaning. Random House, Webster's College Dictionary, second edition, published in 1997, contains
the following definition of the word damage, to wit: Injury or harm that reduces value or usefulness,
etcetera.
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Thus damage to property means injury or harm to real or personal property that reduces the value
or usefulness of such property.
The amount of damage to property is determined by the cost of repairs of property or the cost of
replacement of property, whichever is less. I charge you that the cost of repair of property includes
the cost of any cleanup operations or procedures necessary in order to restore the property to its
prior condition.

In the pre-charge conference, my counsel objected to this charge, stating:
I would agree that cost of repairs are damage, but I would not agree that the cost of cleanup is a
repair. There is a difference between the cost of cleanup and a repair. It's like the shirt that somebody
was wearing. A is wearing a shirt. B rips the shirt and dirties the shirt with chicken feces. I would

submit that the ripping of the shirt was damage and that the cost of repair of the rip would be
damage, but that the cost of cleaning the shirt would not be damage.
Obviously, the Judge's charge was given. Remember, Judge Lamont is part of the corrupt judicial
system and they wanted a conviction at any cost.
Why didn't Judge Lamont and my attorney rely upon the reported decision most analogous to my
case. Matter of James William H.. 32 A.D.2d 932 (2nd Dept. 1969)? This case held that defacing of a driveway
by writing on it with chalk did not constitute criminal mischief, in that it did not "damage" the property.
This is the only case where there was no physical damage done to the property. Why wasn't the jury informed
of this Appellate Court ruling? If it had been, I believe, I would have been found "not guilty".
In re H.. 32 A.D.2d 932, 303 N.Y.S.2d 823 (2nd Dept., 1969)

Appeals from 2 orders of the Family Court, Suffolk County, both dated August 20, 1968,
which respectively adjudged appellants to be juvenile delinquents. Orders reversed, on the law and

the facts, and petitions dismissed. In our opinion, there was no evidence of actual damage to
petitioner's driveway within the meaning of section 145.00 of the Penal Law (cf People v. Washington.
18 N.Y.2d 366, 369; People v Hacklev 20 A.D.2d 534, 535).
Christ, J., Hopkins and Martuscello, JJ., concur; Beldock, P. J., and Brennan, J., dissent
and vote to affirm the orders, with the following memorandum:

(Dissenting opinion by 2 judges - Lamont and the District Attorney's Office used the
dissenting argument which is not the law, as three judges saw differently. How would the jury
know?)

In our opinion, the acts which appellants were found to have committed were such as, if

committed by an adult, would have constituted the crime of criminal mischief in the third degree
within the purview of subdivision 1 of section 145.00 of the Penal Law. The facts and circumstances

adduced reflect a course of conduct on the part of appellants which goes beyond the pale of indulgence
in mischievous pranks and renders the chalking of the obscenities on petitioner's driveway an
intentional infliction of damage to property without honest claim of privilege, well within the
traditional concept of malicious mischief with which subdivision 1 of section 145.00 of the Penal

Law is concerned (see Practice Commentary, by Denzer and McQuillan, McKinney's Cons. Laws of
N. Y., Book 39 [1st vol.]. Penal Law, p. 378). We construe the statute as proscribing the intentional
defacing of property such as occurred at bar; and the extent of the damage is immaterial. The fact
that the chalking was removed by petitioner's husband after applying his energies in that direction
does not render appellants' acts any the less violative of the statute. Accordingly, we are of the
opinion that appellants were properly adjudicated juvenile delinquents.

While questioning me on the stand, Mr. Horn used this argument by asking me questions about it
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taking workers' energy to clean up the chicken manure.

Think about it, under the judge's definition, every time your children go out and play and get their
clothes dirty, they have damaged their clothes because it cost you money (laundry detergent, etc.) to clean
the clothes. Do you consider your children getting their clothes dirty as damaging the clothes?

This clearly shows that the judge can lie or misrepresent the law to the jury, and the jury is required
to follow the judge's false instructions.

Arguments made before sentencing and after trial
Judge Lament's Decision of January 27,2000
Prior to my sentencing on February 18,1998,1 filed two letters with the Supreme Court. The first
letter dealt with the constitutionality of the criminal mischief statute which was based upon Judge Lamont's
Decision of January 27, 2000, where he specifically held that there was no physical damage to the
building.

Judge Lamont stated:
During the jury trial in December 1999, the defendant testified in his own behalf and
contended during his testimony and through opening and closing arguments by his legal counsel:
(1) that defendant was simply demonstrating his disapproval of the Family Court and the Court of
Appeals and had no intent to damage the Court of Appeals; and (2) that defendant did not damage
the Court of Appeals or the tapestry.
The evidence adduced at trial indicated that the exterior marble facade of the New York

State Court of Appeals was not physically damaged; i.e. that no chips, cracks, structural harm, or
permanent stains were caused.
DISCUSSION

The New York Criminal Jury Instructions (Volume 4) for Criminal Mischief in the Second

Degree does not specifically define the word "damage. The Criminal Jury Instructions state
that ^the amount of damage to property is determined by the cost of repair or the
replacement of property whichever is less." Therefore, this Court was required to: (1) define
for the jury the term "damage property" - specifically, whether "damage" includes spraying property
with a putrid substance which must necessarily be cleaned up; and (2) instruct the jury as to
whether the "amount of damage" to property includes necessary clean-up costs.
(Notice: The Criminal Jury Instructions state that "the amount of damage to property is determined

by the cost of repair or the replacement of property whichever is less." Certainly, cleaning is not a repair or
replacement. The words "clean" and "clean up" are not synonjmis to "repair" and "replace". Furthermore,
cleaning costs are not "damage" to property, they would be "damages" to the owner of the property as the
owner pays the clean up costs. The building does not pay the clean up costs.)
Random House Webster's College Dictionary Second Edition, published in 1997, contains

the following definition of "damage", to wit: "Injury or harm that reduces value, or usefulness, etc."
Denzer and McQuillan, in their "Practice Commentary" to Penal 2 Law § 145.00, McICinney's
Consolidated Laws (1967) stated " 'damage' implies an injury or harm to property that lowers its
value or involves loss of efficiency." Accordingly, this Court held and determined that if spraying

liquid chicken feces on the Court of Appeals reduced its usefulness or involved loss of efficiency,

that would be sufficient for a jury to find damage. This Court further determined that the amount

of clean-up costs could be properly considered by the jury in determining the amount of damage to
property.

(Here we have a judge using a regular dictionary to define what damage is. All states have different
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definitions for crimes in their penal laws. Furthermore, what may be legal in one state, may be illegal in

another. As will be documented, the law requires the statute to define its terms, not a regular dictionary.)
In my letter of February 10, 2000 I raised the argument that the criminal mischief statute was
unconstitutional as it did not define the term "damage" a major element of the offense. What is damage?
I argued that there was no previous case law where a defendant had been convicted of criminal

mischief where there was no physical damage done to property. I was the only person ever convicted of
criminal mischief where there was no physical damage done to the property in New York State. Intent to

damage property means one has the intent to cause physical damage to the property. I continued to argue
that this demonstrates that other judges and district attorneys believed that criminal mischief only applied
to cases where there was actual physical damage done to the property I cited the following case:
People V Dietze. 75 N.Y.2d 47, 550 N.Y.S.2d 595 (1989)

The statutory language would signify one thing, but as a matter of judicial decision, would
stand for something entirely different. Under those circumstances, persons of ordinary intelligence
reading Section 240.25(2) could not know what it actually me£mt (Citation omitted).
I stated: The way the statute is written, people of ordinary intelligence would think that there must
be some type of physical damage. The statute is unconstitutionally vague as to how it applies to cases
where there is no physical damage and, as such, my conviction should be overturned.

Judge Lamont, as expected, dismissed my motion at my sentencing.
Argument of constitutionality of criminal mischief statute

In my appeal, my court appointed attorney, Paul Connolly, argued the constitutionality of the state
statute. His explanation was more articulate. His argument:
Penal Law 145.10 defines criminal mischief in the second degree as follows:

A person is guilty of criminal mischief in the second degree when with intent to damage property of
another person, and having no right to do so nor any reasonable ground to believe that he has such
right, he damages property of another person in an amount exceeding one thousand five hundred
dollars.

An element of this offense is "damage" to property.

After the People rested at trial. Defendant moved to dismiss on several grounds, including insufficient
proof of any "damage" to the building or banner as required by Penal Law 145.10. While defense counsel

conceded that the building itself had to be cleaned as a result of the spraying, he distinguished cleaning
from repairing. He argued that, where property is merely dirtied, and thus needs only cleaning, it is not

thereby damaged. Defense counsel urged that there was no evidence that the banner needed to be cleaned
- other than by the elements — as a result of the spraying. Without explanation. Supreme Court denied the
motion.

In a post-verdict written decision, Supreme Court attempted to explain its decision. Initially, the
court noted that "[t]he evidence adduced at trial indicated that the exterior marble facade of the New York

State Court of Appeals was not physically damaged; i.e. that no chips, cracks structural harm, nor permanent
stains were caused." The court did not specifically state whether there was any physical damage to the
banner. The court went on to cite the 1997 Random House Webster's College Dictionary: Second Edition,
which defines damage as "Injury or harm that reduces value or usefulness, etc." The court then stated "that

if spraying Hquid chicken feces on the Court of Appeals reduced its usefulness or involved loss of efficiency,
that would be sufficient for a jury to find damage." For the following reasons, it is submitted that this
conclusion is erroneous.
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1. The Building

Here, there was a temporary reduction in usefulness of the building, but it was not due to damage
to the building. The building was undamaged. The cleanup consisted of removing a substance from outside
the undamaged building.
"The starting point of statutory interpretation is, of course, plain meaning ( Council of Citv of New
York V Giuliani. 93 N.Y.2d 60, 68 - 69)." People v. Owuso. 93 N.Y.2d 398, 400 (1999). By "plain meaning" is
apparently meant word usage "in common parlance" Id. (noting that teeth are not, in common parlance,
referred to as "instruments" within the meaning of the term as used in Penal Law 10.00(13)'s definition of
"dangerous instrument").

A hypothetical will demonstrate that the building was not "damaged," as that word is commonly
used. Suppose the purchaser of a shiny, brand-new car has the misfortune of driving it home on a snowy,
slushy New York winter day. By the time he arrives home, the vehicle will be covered with snow, mud and
road salt. To restore the vehicle to its showroom appearance would require a thorough washing, and maybe

even a waxing, at a cost of ten or twenty dollars. Undoubtedly, the car has been sullied. It is not so appealing
to use as it was in the showroom, until it is cleaned. For all that, however, it would not be said, in common

parlance, that the car has been "damaged".
A variation of this hypothetical is even more apt. Were the brand-new car driven from the showroom
to a muddy dirt road and past a chicken farm where manure had mixed into the road mud, some of that
mud would get on the car. Undoubtedly, the car would then have an offensive odor, until it was cleaned. It
would not, however, be "damaged". After cleaning - at some cost, in dollars or sweat - it would be as good as
n e w .

Just so here. The spraying sullied the Court of Appeals building, making it less appealing to use,
until it was cleaned. It did not, however, damage the building.

Only one case has been found addressing the issue of whether "damage" is present for purposes of
the criminal mischief statutes where the property's physical integrity is unimpaired. Matter of James

William H.. 32 A.D.2d 932 (2nd Dept. 1969), was a juvenile delinquency proceeding where the respondents
were charged with committing what would have been criminal mischief, had they been adults, by writing
obscenities with chalk on the victims' driveway. Id. Cleaning removed the offensive writing. Id. at 933

(dissenting opinion). The Appellate Division, Second Department, held that the petitions should have been
dismissed, for "there was no evidence of actual damage to ... the driveway within the meaning of section
145.00 of the Penal Law." Id. at 932 (citations omitted).

Here, as in Matter of James William H.. there was no damage to the property at issue; its physical

integrity was unimpaired. The cleanup necessary here differed in extent from that in James William H..
but not in principle. Damaged property needs repair, or, if damaged too much, replacement. Merely sullied

property needs neither repair nor replacement, but only cleaning. Thus, sullied property is not damaged
property. Here, the property at issue, the Court of Appeals building, was sullied, but not in need of repair or
replacement. It was no more "damaged" than a brand-new car defiled with chicken manure, or the driveway
in James William H.. supra.

As noted above, in its post-verdict decision. Supreme Court stated that "[t]he evidence adduced at
trial indicated that the exterior marble facade of the [building] was not physically damaged . . .". This
reinforces the conclusion that there was no "damage" within the meaning of Penal Law 145.10. In light of

this conclusion, the court could not reasonably conclude also that the evidence sufficed to establish that
Defendant caused "damage" to the building - not if that term is to be given its "plain meaning." See, People
v Owuso. supra.

Also, it is submitted that Supreme Court misinterpreted the dictionary definition of "damage," i.e..
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"injury or harm that reduces value or usefulness etcetera." (quoting from 1997 Random House Webster's

College Dictionary: Second Edition). Pursuant to the court's interpretation, anything that reduces value or

usefulness would be damage to the building. Thus, for example, pursuant to that interpretation, had

Defendant sprayed the offensive liquid on the road in front of the Court of Appeals building, causing a
powerful stench within the building, he would have damaged the building. That is, his actions would have

resulted in a decrease in the value or usefulness of the building. Surely, however, no one - except perhaps a

lawyer pleading a case - would say that Defendant's conduct "damaged" the building. To amount to
"damage," the injury or harm that reduces value or efficiency must be to the physical integrity
of the property. Matter of James William H,. 32 A.D.2d 932 (2nd Dept. 1969).
2.

The

Banner

The arguments made above with respect to the building apply with no less force to the banner,
which was not even cleaned, except by the elements. There is every reason to believe that, had the banner
merely been allowed to continue hanging, exposed to the elements, it would soon have been as good as new.

As it was, the banner, left partially exposed to the elements on the roof of police headquarters, was as good

as new at least within a few months. Indeed, it may have been as good as new within a few days, but there
was no evidence that anyone then ascertained its condition.

In sum, the banner needed only cleaning, and thus was not damaged for purposes of criminal
mischief in the second degree, Penal Law 145.10. See, Matter of James William H.. supra.
Because the People failed to make a prima facie showing of damage to the building or the banner,
the Supreme Court should have granted Defendant's motion for a trial order of dismissal. Moreover, since
"damage" is an element of each lesser included offense submitted to the jury (criminal mischief in the third
degree (Penal Law 145.05) and criminal mischief in the fourth degree (Penal Law 145.00)), it follows that
the evidence was also insufficient for any lesser included offense, and this court could not properly modify
the judgment by changing it to one of conviction for either lesser included offense. See, CPL 470.15(2)(a).
This court should therefore reverse the judgment of conviction, and dismiss the indictment. CPL 470.20(2).
As my attorney, Paul Connolly argued in my brief to the Appellate Court:
IF DEFENDANT'S CONDUCT IN SULLYING THE COURT OF
APPEALS BUILDING IS HELD TO CONSTITUTE "DAMAGING"

THE BUILDING UNDER PENAL LAW 145.10, THEN THAT
S TAT U T E I S U N C O N S T I T U T I O N A L LY VA G U E

If this court concludes that the criminal mischief in the second degree statute. Penal Law 145.10,

applies to Defendant's conduct in spraying the Court of Appeals building with an offensive liquid, though
the spraying did not affect the building's physical integrity, then it is submitted that the statute is so vague
that its application to Defendant violates his right to due process of law. Defendant asked the court below
to set aside the verdict on this ground before his sentencing, but the court refused.

In People v Bright. 71 N.Y.2d 376, 382 (1988), the Court of Appeals wrote:
In a challenge to the constitutionality of a penal law on the grounds of vagueness, it is well
settled that a two-pronged analysis is required. First, the statute must provide sufficient notice of

what conduct is prohibited; second, the statute must not be written in such a manner as to permit
or encourage arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement.

(Citations omitted). A criminal statute is unconstitutionally vague if a person of reasonable intelligence,
reading the statute, would not apprehend that it proscribes the conduct at issue. Id.; United Sates v Harris

347 US 612, 617 (1954). Moreover, if the statute is so unclear that a person of ordinary intelligence would
have to speculate as to whether it proscribes the conduct at issue, it is unconstitutional. See, Smith v
CrQguen, 415 US 566, 574 (1974) (... Due process requires ... that men of common intelligence should not be
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forced to guess at the meaning of the criminal law"' (citation and internal quotations omitted)); Lanzetta et.
al. V New Jersey. 306 US 451, 453 (1939) ("No one may be required, at peril of life, hberty or property to
speculate as to the meaning of penal statutes"); Connallv v General Construction Co.. 269 US 385, 391

(1926) ("[A] statute which either forbids or requires the doing of an act in terms so vague that men of
common intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its application, violates the first
essential of due process of law').
Penal Law 145.10 defines criminal mischief in the second degree as follows:

A person is guilty of criminal mischief in the second degree when with intent to damage property of
another person, and having no right to do so nor any reasonable ground to believe that he has such
right, he damages property of another person in an amount exceeding one thousand five hundred
dollars.

Here, it is submitted, a person of ordinary intelligence, reading this statute, would conclude that it
does not proscribe Defendant's conduct, for that conduct did not damage the Court of Appeals building, but
rather dirtied it. As discussed above, the term "damage" is not commonly understood to include dirtying or

sull3dng which does not impair physical integrity. Thus, for example, a person of ordinary intelligence

would not understand that, by driving a motor vehicle on a muddy dirt road and thereby muddying the
vehicle, he had "damaged" it within the meaning of the statute. When taking a vehicle so dirtied to be

washed, no one would say that he is taking it to be "repaired." Yet Supreme Court interpreted the element
of damage in the statute to including dirtying that requires only cle£ining. This meaning is not readily
inferable from the statute.

Of course, one who sprays a public building as Defendant did might guess that his conduct would

have some consequence for himself. Still, "because we assume that man is free to steer between lawful and
unlawful conduct, we insist that laws give the person of ordinary intelligence a reasonable opportunity to
know what is prohibited, so he may act accordingly. . . ." Gravned v Citv of Rockford. 408 US 104, 108

(1972). Here, a reasonable person in Defendant's situation, closely reading the statute, would not apprehend
that his conduct would violate it. Moreover, if one were to research the law, he would find that, in the

reported decision most analogous to this case. Matter of James William H.. 32 A.D.2d 932 (2nd Dept. 1969),
defacing of a driveway by writing on it with chalk was held to not constitute criminal mischief, in that it did
not "damage" the property.

For all the foregoing reasons, it is submitted that, if held to proscribe Defendant's conduct, the

statute defining criminal mischief in the second degree, Penal Law 145.10, is excessively vague and violates
Defendant's right to due process of law (US Constitution, Amendments 5 and 14; NY Constitution, article
I, section 6). As such, it cannot be enforced in this case. It follows that the judgment of conviction must be
vacated, and the indictment dismissed. See, People v Bright. 71 N.Y2d 376 (1988) (loitering conviction
properly dismissed on ground that statute defining the offense was unconstitutionally vague); see generally.
People V Dietze. 75 N.Y.2d 47,50 (1989) (requiring dismissal of information charging harassment in violation
of Penal Law 240.25 on the ground that that statute is over broad and thus violates the state and federal
constitutional rights to free speech).
Grand Jury hearing - April 28,1998

On April 28,1998,1 appeared before the Grand Jury in order to present my evidence to expose the

corruption in the New York State Judiciary where I was deprived of my right to a public trial, jury trial,
court of proper jurisdiction, ordered to pay more than my income and my mother's house being taken while
she was excluded from the proceeding. Boy, was I in for a surprise. ADA Christopher D. Horn deliberately

and maliciously violated my rights before the Grand Jury.
Before you read the transcript, I am going to give you the legal reason why I was entitled to

immunity from prosecution because of my Grand Jury testimony which will help you better understand the
Grand Jury transcript.
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Waiver of immunity was never submitted to the Grand Jury

I never waived my right to immunity before the Grand Jury as I did not submit any waiver of
immunity to the Grand Jury as required by GPL § 190.50.

The signing of the waiver of immunity and the submitting of the waiver of immunity are two

distinct acts that must be done in order for me to have waived my right to immunity, just as subscribing
and swearing are two distinct acts.
GPL § 190m(^)(h) (c.) states:

(b) ... Upon appearing at such time and place, and upon signing and submitting to the
Grand Jury a waiver of immunity pursuant to section 190.45, such person must be permitted to
testify before the Grand Jury and to give any relevant and competent evidence concerning the case
under consideration. Upon giving such evidence, he is subject to examination by the people.
(c) Any indictment or direction to file a prosecutor's information obtained or filed in

violation of the provisions of paragraph (a) or (b) is invalid and, upon a motion made pursuant
to section 170.50 or section 210.20, must be dismissed; provided that a motion based upon such

ground must be made not more than five days after the defendant has been arraigned upon the
indictment or, as the case may be, upon the prosecutor's information resulting fi-om the Grand
Jury's direction to file the same.

For the record, I filed a Supplemental Affidavit on May 11, 1999 within 5 days of my arraignment

on May 8,1998 on the criminal mischief indictment as required by GPL § 190.50(c) claiming the waiver was
not submitted to the Grand Jury and that I never legally waived my right counsel or immunity before the
Grand Jury as I did not have counsel present and their was no judicial inquiry.
The signing and submitting are two separate and distinct acts which require both to be done in

order for a defendant to have waived his right to immunity. The two cases below are both rulings by the
New York State Court of Appeals, the state's highest court.
People V Stewart. 92 N.Y.2d 965 (N.Y., 1998)

[1]12][3] GPL 190.45(2) provides that "[a] waiver of immunity is not effective unless and
until it is sworn to before the Grand Jury conducting the proceeding in which the subscriber has

been called as a witness." Under the statute, subscribing and swearing to the waiver of immunity
before the Grand Jury are distinct acts that must occur for there to be a valid waiver. Where a

waiver is deemed ineffective, a Grand Jury witness is rendered immune from prosecution for all
acts or transactions that were the subject of his Grand Jury testimony (Citation omitted).
People V Higlev 70 N.Y.2d 624 (N.Y. 1987)

[1] GPL 190.45(2) provides that "la] waiver of immunity is not effective unless and until it
is sworn to before the Grand Jury conducting the proceeding in which the subscriber has been

called as a witness." Here, defendant never swore to his waiver of immunity before the Grand Jury;

thus, pursuant to the unequivocal direction of CPL 190.45(2), his waiver must be deemed ineffective.

GPL 190.40(2)(a) fiirther provides that a witness who gives evidence in a Grand Jury proceeding
receives immunity unless he "has effectively waived such immunity pursuant to section 190.45".

Because defendant's waiver of immunity was ineffective, his subsequent testimony before the Grand
Jury rendered him immune from prosecution for all acts or transactions that were the subject of his
testimony (Citation omitted).

[2] In reaching this conclusion, we reject the People^s contention that they
"substantially" complied with CPL 190.45(2), and that a mere technical violation of the
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statute should not nullify defendant's waiver of immunity. As we noted only recently in
Chapman (Citation omitted), CPL 190.40(2)(a), "the keystone of our modem immunity rules", was

enacted "to eliminate the confiising thicket of decisional law and overlapping legislative provisions
that had evolved both before and after the enactment of the predecessor provision". Where the
Legislature has unambiguously required that a waiver of immunity be sworn to before the Grand
Jury, and where the Legislature has unambiguously provided that a waiver is ineffective unless
and until so sworn, it is not for the People to fashion a substitute for the procedure
prescribed by statute.
In an affirmation of June 1,1998 repljang to the People's affirmation in opposition to my motion to
dismiss, my counsel stated:

It is the defense's understanding that the People cannot produce the original or a signed
copy of the purported waiver of immunity, that was allegedly executed by the defendant. It is
submitted that on the state of the record, there is not such a waiver that is before the Court and
that until such a document is placed before the Court, the defendant's motion [to dismiss the
indictment and to preclude prosecution] must be granted for the lack of the document alone. There
is no showing that the so-called waiver of immunity is properly worded or framed.
In a June 3,1998 affirmation, addressing this issue, ADA Horn wrote:
That with respect to Defendant's contention that, on the record before the Court, the People
will be unable to establish that the defendant executed a valid waiver in the Grand Jury, said
contention is totally without merit.
ADA Horn did not attempt to explain this erroneous assertion.
At a hearing on March 3,1999 before Judge Larry Rosen, concerning the submitting of the waiver,
the following was stated:
Mr. Horn: The final exhibit I have I previously discussed with Mr. Neidl so that 1 didn't have to
have the Grand Jury stenographer come in and testify is a copy of the standard Albany County
waiver of immunity form unsigned by the defendant but it is a photocopy of the blank that was used
in this case.

The Court: That will be People's nine. We'll mark it. Mr. Neidl?
Mr. Neidl: Judge, I'll acknowledge it's a standard form of the District Attorney's Office but I certainly

am not going to stipulate that it's an exact duplicate of what my client signed.
The Court: With those factors I'm going to allow the People to introduce that as People's 9 in evidence
with a conditional objection by the defense to be noted.

T H E C O U R T: M r. N e i d l .

MR. NEIDL: Just for the record, I think it should be on the record. Judge. I have requested and
we've had conversation, me and the prosecutor about this issue but I just want to put in the record,
I would like to inquire where is the original waiver allegedly signed by my client and have the

District Attorney tell the Court. Either that or he is going to have to testify but I think he can just
tell the Court it's missing.
THE COURT: He's an officer of this Court. Yes, Mr. Horn.

MR. HORN: Your Honor, the last time I saw the signed copy of that it was in the possession
of Mr. Collins in the Grand Jury. After that I don't know what happened to it. When we were

4 1 4

collecting the evidence in Grand Jury at the end of the proceeding it simply wasn't present. It is my
recollection that he actually executed two of those waivers with one copy being provided to Mr.
Collins. And I would also ask if that is currently in his possession that a copy of it be given to the
People.

By ADA Horn's own admission, the last time he saw the alleged waiver of immunity was in my
possession. He did not state the last time he saw the waiver was when I submitted the waiver to the court.

He could not state this, as the waiver was never submitted to the Grand Jury. Therefore, I never legally
waived my right to immunity.

Furthermore, the Grand Jury transcript clearly documents that the alleged waiver of immunity

was not submitted to the court, as there is no statement in the record that it was. There are several statements

concerning the signing of the alleged waiver, but not the submitting of the waiver to the Grand Jury. Again,
these are two distinct acts that must be done in order for me to have waived my right to immunity before
the Grand Jury. As stated in People v Jor^e. 172 Misc.2d 795, 660 N.Y.S.2d 257 (1997)

161 "A witness who gives evidence in a Grand Jury proceeding receives immunity unless: he

has effectively waived such immunity ... or ..."

It is undisputed that ADA Horn allowed me to testify without submitting a waiver of immunity to
the Grand Jury. Therefore, I received immunity for my testimony and could not be prosecuted for any thing
or matter upon which I gave responsive testimony.

I never legally signed a valid waiver of immunity

Did ADA Horn have the authority to have me sign the alleged waiver of immunity without counsel
being present? Without a judicial inquiry by a judge? Let's look at the applicable law on this issue.
People V Chapman. 69 N.Y.2d 497, 499 (1987)

A waiver of immunity obtained in violation of a Grand Jury witness' State constitutional

right to counsel (N.Y. Const, art. I, 6) is not an effective waiver within the meaning of CPL
190.40(2Xa). Accordingly, where a Grand Jury witness testifies under such a constitutionally defective
waiver, the witness, whether voluntary or compelled, receives the automatic transactional immunity
conferred by that statute and cannot thereafter be prosecuted for any matter on which responsive
testimony has been given (CPL 50.10[11; see. Citation omitted).

Initially, it is undisputed, and indeed is beyond dispute, that the circumstances surrounding

defendant's execution of the immunity waiver and his subsequent Grand Jury testimony
constituted a violation of his State constitutional right to the assistance of counsel at
every critical stage of the proceeding (N.Y. Const, art. I, 6). Regardless of whether he was

actually represented at the time he appeared before the Grand Jury, defendant's indelible right to

counsel had attached when the felony complaint against him was first filed (Citation omitted), and

that right continued throughout the criminal proceeding, notwithstanding the order relieving the
specific attorney who had represented him at arraignment. Indeed, since defendant had already
been accused of a serious crime, his appearance before the Grand Jury was unquestionably an

occasion "when legal advice is most critically needed" (People v. Settlps Citation omitted).
Accordingly, neither his uncounseled waiver of the right to such legal advice nor his

immediately ensuing waiver before the Grand Jury of his statutory right to immunity
may be deemed to be valid renunciations of those rights under the State Constitution.

Furthermore, the taint resulting from the absence of counsel was not mitigated by
the limited judicial intervention that occiu-red in this case. Although the Judge presiding
oyer
theto
Grand
Jury
proceedings
informed
defendant
of the consequences
of waiving
his right
remain
silent,
no mention
was made
of the importance
of independent
legal
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counsel or the imprudence of making the decision to appear and testify without first
obtaining the advice of a trained, experienced attorney. In light of these omissions, it can

hardly be said that the court's inquiry was sufficiently searching to assure that any waiver of the
right to counsel that may have occurred was made intelligently and with full knowledge of the
'"dangers and disadvantages'" of forgoing constitutional protection (Citation omitted).
FACT: Chapman held that even though the defendant's counsel had been relieved hi' was still
entitled to counsel. Furthermore, the court ruled that what the judge had informed the defendant of was

not sufficient for the defendant to have waived his right to counsel. In my case, I never had a judinal
inquiry and was not informed of any information by a judge. This is far less than what the defi'ndant vs a>
informed of in Chapman.

People V. Bartok. 209 A.D.2d 530, 619 N.Y.S.2d 626 (1994)

Inasmuch as the criminal prosecution against the defendant had commenced u|mih thi'
filing of a felony complaint, his right to counsel indelibly attached thereupon (Citation (Muiltt di.
Accordingly, his Grand Jury waiver of immunity, obtained without the benefit ofcoun-M*!,
or judicial inquiry (Citations omitted) was ineffective and caused the defendant (o be

cloaked in transactional immunity (Citations omitted). Thus, the indictment mu.st b(*
dismissed (Citation omitted).

FACT: People v. Bartok clearly held that Grand Jury waiver of immunity obtained without the
benefit of counsel or judicial inquiry was ineffective and caused the defendant to be cloaked in transactional

immunity. I did not have counsel present and there was no judicial inquiry by a judge. This is exactly my
c a s e .

People V. Gonzales. 75 N.Y.2d 938 (N.Y. 1990)

Defendant's right to counsel had attached at his arraignment, and any statement he made
was inadmissible unless he had waived his right to counsel in the presence of counsel (Citation
omitted).

People V. White. 56 N.Y.2d 110, 451 N.Y.S.2d 57, (1982)

Moreover, the efficacy of the rule we fashion does not rely on its conceptualization alone.

Such a waiver of counsel is not to be handled as though it were a routine, rubber-stampable formality
(Citation omitted), for "a right too easily waived is no right at all" (Citation omitted). Consistent

with the obligation we heretofore have enjoined on jurists before Defendants in criminal cases may
undertake their own defense, the Judge must see to it that the waiver is "knowing and intelligent"
People V. Claudio. 83 N.Y.2d 76, 607 N.Y.S.2d 912 (N.Y. 1993)

... and (2) the correlative necessity to provide a Defendant with an advocate sufficiently
competent to insure "fairness in the adversary criminal process" (Citation omitted). "[T]he right to
the effective assistance of counsel is recognized not for its own sake, but because of the effect it has
on the ability of the accused to receive a fair trial" (Citation omitted).

"The initiation of judicial criminal proceedings is far from a mere formalism. It is the starting
point of our whole system of adversary criminal justice. For it is only then that the government has
committed itself to prosecute, and only then that the adverse positions of government and Defendant
have solidified. It is then that a Defendant finds himself faced with the prosecutorial forces of
orgeuiized society, and immersed in the intricacies of substantive and procedural criminal law. It is
this point, therefore, that marks the commencement of the 'criminal prosecutions' to which alone

the explicit guarantees of the Sixth Amendment are applicable".
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FACT: Based upon the above case law, I could not have legally waived my right to counsel and/or
immunity without counsel being present or a judicial inquiry by a judge. ADA Horn is not a judge and he is
not authorized to perform a judicial inquiry, only a judge is authorized to perform a judicial inquiry.
Furthermore, ADA Horn never informed me of any of the information as required by Matter of Lawrence S.
or the advantages £ind disadvantages of self-representation as required by law. Further, he did not make
counsel available to me as previously discussed when I was before Judge Herrick.
The Appellate Court on November 29,2001 stated the following in its ruling concerning my appeal
of my conviction:

"... Defendant's contentions to the contrary notwithstanding, the evidence submitted at the
hearing before County Court, including the Grand Jury minutes, established that defendant
effectively waived his right to counsel (CPL 190.52 [1]) and executed a valid waiver of immunity
(CPL 190.40 [21 [a]; 190.45 [1], [2]), which was submitted to the Grand Jury (CPL 190.50 [51 [b])."
The following questions need to be answered. How did I legally waive my right to counsel and/or
immunity without counsel being present or a judicial inquiry? How did I waive my right to immunity, as
the alleged waiver of immunity was not submitted to the Grand Jury? Where is the proof that the waiver of
immunity was submitted to the Grand Jury? The Judges on the Appellate Court deliberately lied when
they stated it was submitted and that I effectively waived my right to counsel. ADA Horn has admitted it
was not submitted and there was no proof that it was.

M y c o m p l e t e G r a n d J u r y Te s t i m o n y

(Whereupon, the witness enters the Grand Jury room alone).

CHARLES E. COLLINS, III after being duly sworn by the Foreman of the Grand Jury, was examined
a n d t e s t i fi e d a s f o l l o w s ;

EXAMINED BY MR. HORN:

Q
A
Q
A

Would you please state your name and occupation for the court, sir?
My name is Charles E. Collins, III, and I'm a paralegal.
Excuse me, could you keep your voice up?
I'm a part-time paralegal.

Q And you are aware that the Grand Jury of Albany County is investigating an incident which occurred
on January 26th, 1998, at the Court of Appeals located at 20 Eagle Street in the city of Albany,
county of Albany, state of New York, is that correct?

A What date did you say?
Q January 26th.
A

That's

correct.

Q And you have decided to proceed here pro se, as your own attorney, correct?
A

That's

correct.

Q And you are aware that under CPL Section 190.52 you have a right to have an attorney present in
the room with you during this proceeding, if you so desire, and if you are unable to afford one, one
will be provided for you free of charge, is that correct?
A

That's

correct.

Q Okay. Now, you were charged with certain offenses related to this incident in Albany Police Court,
in connection with this incident, is that correct?
A That's correct, two charges.

Q And you have indicated in your capacity as your own attorney that you wish to testify and give
evidence before this Grand Jury?
A

That's

correct.

Q Now, prior to testifying I'm going to ask you to execute a document entitled waiver — are you
familiar with what it means to waive immunity?
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A Ye s , I a m .

Q And do you understand that by signing this document you give up certain legal rights?
A

That's

correct.

Q Now, I gave you a copy of this document prior to you coming in here, is that correct?
A

That's

correct.

Q Please don't sign it quite yet.
A
O k a y.
Q Have you had time to review that document?
A Ye s , I h a v e .

Q Okay. And you understand specifically that you give up any immunity from prosecution which you
would otherwise obtain by testifying before the Grand Jury?
A

That's

correct.

Q And do you understand that any statements you make to this Grand Jury will definitely be used
against you in this proceeding Euid any other proceedings?
A

That's

correct.

Q With those admonitions in mind I furnished you already a copy of the waiver. Please take a few
moments and examine it.

A (The witness examines the document).

MR. HORN: And if you wish to execute this document please do so in the presence of the Grand Jury

Foreman, (\^^ereupon, the witness executes the waiver of immunity; the Foreman of the Grand
Jury signs the document as a witness thereto; and the official Grand Jury stenographer, a notary
public, takes the witness's acknowledgment).
BY MR. HORN (continuing):

Q Now, showing you this document entitled waiver — did you sign that in the presence of the Foreman
of the Grand Jury?
A Ye s , I d i d .
Q Have you read the document?
A Ye s , I h a v e .
Q Do you understand the document?
A Ye s , I d o .

Q Do you swear to the truthfulness of the matters contained within that document? What do you
mean by the truthfulness, it says I'm waiving my immunity.
Q And that is your intent?
A That's my intent.

Q Everything it states in that document is true?
A

That's

correct.

Q Now, it's my understanding that you wish to make a statement to the Grand Jury concerning the

incident which took place in front of the Court of Appeals in the city of Albany, county of Albany,
state of New York, on January 26th, 1998, at between 5:30 and 5:45 a.m., is that correct?

A

That's

correct.

Q I'll ask you to confine your comments to the events of that morning, your whereabouts at that time
and your actions, if any. Is that acceptable to you?
A I believe I also have the right to present evidence and stuff.

Q You may present evidence that's relevant to the question of whether or not you committed the
A

offense which this Grand Jury is investigating?
O k a y.

Q Do you understand that?
A In other words, what you are stating then is that I can't present any evidence as to corruption or as
to why I did it and...

Q I'm instructing you that motive is not an element of this offense. You may address whether or not it

was in fact you in front of the Court of Appeals, what you may have done, and any of your actions?

A But nothing else?
Q

Correct.

A Why is that?

Q I'm not here to teach you the law, sir, I'm simply instructing you what the law is.
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A So, in other words you are not allowing me to present any documentation that I had a legal right to
do it, is that correct?

Q The Grand Jury is investigating whether or not you committed this act. You may address whether
or not you had a legal right to do it, that's a relevant issue.

A Okay, and I may present evidence as to whether or not I had a legal right to do it?
Q

Sure.

A Thank you.

Q Now, with that in mind would you like to make a statement to the Grand Jury?

A Yes, I would. I'd like to present evidence too.
Q Proceed please.

A Can I stand up, I find it more comfortable. Hi, how are you all doing today. First off I did spray the
New York State Court of Appeals with chicken manure on the 26th day of 1998,1 did it specifically
to get arrested and I did it specifically to protect my constitutional and civil rights as well as
everybody's else's rights in this state that are being violated. A number of issues before the court,
this is, why did I pick the Court of Appeals. Very simply, Chief Judge Judith Kaye... am I allowed to
present evidence as to what was given to the police when I was arrested and everything and was
part of it with me at the time or not? You said I can present evidence as to...

Q Sir, please keep your colloquy to a minimum. You may present relevant evidence concerning the
incident which happened at the Court of Appeals on January 26th, 1998.

A Okay. First off I'm hoping that you will indict me. That's probably a different opinion of most people
coming in here, but I'm looking for a Jury trial simply because I did have a legal right to spray the
Court of Appeals.

Q Sir, let me stop you right there. Do you know that if you had a legal right to spray the Court of
Appeals with chicken manure then you have not committed the offense of criminal mischief in the
2nd degree?

A Well, therefore again I would request that the court indict me on either that charge or I believe they
can also reduce the charge, they can do whatever they want about the charges, and I'm also charged
with tampering in the 3rd degree, which is a Class B misdemeanor.

Q That charge is not being presented to this Grand Jury,

A Only one charge? Then I'll request that the court indictment me on that charge because obviously
I'm not going to be allowed to present evidence as to the illegal actions of Judge Kaye in holding
that any people who are imprisoned in this state don't have a right to a public trial and there's a lot
of other things. The DA's Office for the past five years ... I have been arrested before ... has refused

to even investigate the corruption and when I was arrested I have given to the police and it's in
the...

Q Sir, I'm going to stop you right there. Your motive in doing this is not relevant as to whether or not
you in fact did this. You are limited to evidence which is relevant to whether or not you committed
this offense.

A Then I most certainly did commit the offense.

Q Thank you. Just to be clear, on January 26th, 1998, at approximately 5:45 a.m. did you intend to
damage property which belonged to the Court of Appeals of the State of New York?

A Did I intend to damage property? I don't know if property was damaged.
Q Did you intend to damage property?

A I intended to demonstrate the corruption in the New York State Judiciary. I know one of the issues

before the court is you can't prove intent, therefore there's no indictment, therefore based upon that
I'd have to say my intent was to spray the. Court of Appeals with chicken manure.
Q And you intended to do that act?
A Ye s , I d i d .
Q And you did that act?
A

And

I

did

that

act.

Q And at that time and place did you proceed to damage property belonging to the Court of Appeals in
an amount exceeding fifleen hundred dollars?

A I believe that's also one of the requirements of the offense. I think I'm going to stop at this point, I
have admitted doing it.

Q Sir, you are not legally allowed to stop at this point. You waive immunity and you are now testifying
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before the Grand Jury and you have to proceed with your testimony. The question is ... or let me
rephrase the question: on February 23rd, 1998, did you submit an affidavit to the Albany County

District Attorney's Office in which you stipulate that the £unount of damage you did exceeded fifteen
hundred dollars?

A For cleanup, yes.
Q You acknowledged that that cost more than fifteen hundred dollars?
A Ye s , I d i d .

Q Now, you planned out this incident pretty extensively, would that be correct?
A

Ye s .

Q And where did you get the power spray?
A

I

rented

it.

Q From whom?
A Some place over in Rensselaer.

Q Do you know, do you recall the name of the place?
A I know it's on some street in Rensselaer, the name of the place I don't know.
Q And where did you get a fifty-five gallon drum of chicken manure.
A I bought a drum some place up in Saratoga and I got the chicken manure at a chicken farm.
Q Okay, and how did you learn to use the spray or the drum?
A How did I leam to use it?

Q Did it come with instructions?
A

No.

Q You just happened to know how to use that equipment?
A I'd say so. I mean, there were no instructions with it or anything.
Q And where did you get the pickup truck?
A It was my stepfathers.

Q And how long did you plan this little incident?
A

A

few

months.

Q Okay, and part of the point of spraying the Court of Appeals with manure was that you knew you
had no right to do so and would therefore be arrested, correct?

A That I had no right to do so, no, I believe I had a right to do so.
Q Do you own the Court of Appeals?
A

No.

Q Do you own the building that the Court of Appeals is housed in?
A

No.

Q Do you know who does own the building?
A Probably the state of New York.

Q Correct. Based on the fact that it belongs to someone else, did anyone in the Court of Appeals or the
State of New York say "hey, why don't you come over to the Court of Appeals and spray us with
chicken manure?"
A

No.

Q Do you have any further statement you'd like to make?
A No. Obviously I'm not allowed to present any document or evidence and it's a one-sided thing in
here.

Q You may present any evidence that has to do with whether or not you committed the offense in
question that is being investigated by this Grand Jury?
A I admit I did spray the New York State Court of Appeals with chicken manure.

Q Now, it's my understanding that you would like to request that the Grand Jury subpoena certain
individuals to give testimony in this proceeding. Would you tell the Grand Jury the names of the
people that you would like to subpoena?
A Judge Judith Kaye and Michael Ga3aior, among others, but obviously they don't have direct
knowledge of what I did, but it was because of their illegal actions that I was forced to do it.

Q Once again, that is your allegation and you say that was your motive; however, that's not relevant
to this proceeding.

A It's relevant in that your District Attorney's Office is refusing to investigate illegal actions and filed

false criminal charges against me in the past, so it's your position that the District Attorney's Office
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is above the law?

Q Fm not taking any position, sir. This is one incident which we are investigating at this point in time
and you are currently before the Grand Jury on that incident.

A

O k a y.

Q Do the individuals you are asking to be subpoenaed have any direct knowledge of what you did,
though, that night?
A No, they don't.

Q Do you have any further statement that you would like to make to the Grand Jury?
A

No.

MR. HORN: Okay, does the Grand Jury have any questions?
BY A JUROR: None.

MR. HORN: Thank you, sir.
THE WITNESS: How come in the book it says I have a right to present evidence?
MR. HORN: You are excused at this point in time. I'm the legal advisor to the Grand Jury and I have made
my rulings.

THE WITNESS: Oh, isn't that nice, okay.
(Whereupon, the witness was excused)

Well, what do you think? Did I legally waive my right to counsel? Did I legally waive my right to
immunity? Where did I submit my waiver of immunity to the Grand Jury?
Was the transcript altered?

On May 6, 1998, I made a motion to the court to inspect the Grand Jury minutes as it was my
position that ADA Horn made statements to me, in order to get me to wrongly incriminate myself and
based upon the fact that I was not allowed to present evidence on my behalf to the Grand Jury. Obviously,
the statements ADA Horn made to me are missing from the record. For example, I did admit that it might

have cost $1,500 to clean up after the spraying and denied that that this was damage to the building. He
stated, which is not in the record, "you want the indictment, don't you?" This statement by him is a violation
of the criminal procedure law.

It is my strong belief that all Grand Jury proceedings, family court and all other court proceedings
should be videotaped with a clock in the background and a timer on the video camera. Two tapes should be

made of all testimony in order to prevent a tape from being "accidentally" erased or from disappearing. If
one tape is used and is not available, anyone testifsdng should automatically receive immunity. This would
keep the tapes from "supposedly" being lost and protect those testifying before the Grand Jury.
Appointment of Public Defender

On May 4,1998 I found myself before Judge Larry Rosen for arraignment on the criminal mischief

indictment from the Grand Jury proceeding on April 28. I was not represented by counsel and, as such.
Judge Rosen stated:

This is an arraignment. Mr. Horn will be informing you what the charges are and may be
handing certain documents over to you. You are not in custody at this time. Eventually if it is your
determination that you wish to represent yourself and that's what I want to get at in a moment, I
just want you to know that I would certainly give you several more days, even before this arraignment
took place to find an attorney if you wish to be represented by counsel at this arraignment. If it is
your desire to represent yourself in this matter, so-called self representation which is your
constitutional right by the way, I will allow you for the purposes of this arraignment to represent
yourself I probably would set it for a few days from now or maybe even next week, it's not really a
hearing but an more official method of me asking you all sorts of questions on the record to determine
whether or not you may represent yourself in this proceeding. But I certainly will allow the

arraignment to go on, with you representing yourself if that be your desire or adjourn the arraignment
for a reasonable period of time while you attempt to hire counsel in this matter.
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There are two issues that I would point out as they will become relevant later on. First: Judge
Rosen stated, that if I elected to represent myself, he would have had to have a more formal hearing asking
me all sorts of questions. He was referring to a judicial inquiry. This was what should have been done when
I was before Judge Herrick and when I appeared before the Grand Jury. The second is that he had determined
that I had not waived my right to counsel as of this date.
On May 8,1998,1 again appeared for arraignment and was arraigned only on the criminal mischief
charge.
After my arraignment, Mr. Neidl of the Public Defender's Office approached me after court and
stated that he would like to represent me in this matter. Little did I know at that time that he was a former

Assistant Attorney General and Mr. Greenberg's chief assistant. I should mention, I never filled out any
paperwork in order to see if I qualified for a Public Defender. I wonder why?
Hearing on Motion to Dismiss Indictment and to Preclude Prosecution

On February 3, 1999, and March 3, 1999, a hearing was held on my motion to suppress and to
preclude my prosecution. Before the start of testimony, Judge Rosen acknowledged that the purpose of the
hearing was "to flush out relevant facts which are not currently part of the record in that case". The sole
witness at the hearing was Albany City Court Judge Herrick. To "flush out relevant facts" means to have

Judge Herrick fill in the record and to introduce previous papers I had served upon the court in my past
proceedings.

Judge Herrick explained at the hearing that he had had experience with me in his court before

January 26, 1998. From early 1996 to early 1997,1 had charges pending in Albany City Court involving
letting off a smoke device in a parking garage. In that case, I was allegedly represented by Albany County

Public Defenders' George Mehm and Tricia DeAngelis, yet I made "pro se" motions. Judge Herrick maintained

that, in his opinion, my pro se motions had demonstrated "that he was very knowledgeable about legal
matters, about his rights as a defendant in a criminal proceeding". In the smoke device case, I made a

motion to proceed pro se, but with a legal adviser, as I did not know court procedures and how to properly

ask questions. Judge Herrick acknowledged that he had denied my motion, because I "was unable to focus

on the actual issues of the specific charge and went far afield in his motion, making allegations pertaining
to the Court of Appeals having violated my rights, etcetera".
Judge Herrick testified that his knowledge of my legal abilities also came fi*om articles I had written
discussing parental rights and the right to proceed without counsel.
There was testimony on my articles concerning the waiving of one's right to counsel. Nowhere in

the articles did I actually set forth the advantages or disadvantages of appearing without counsel in a
criminal proceeding or before the Grand Jury.
Mr. Connolly argued that I could not have waived my right to counsel in City Court before Judge
Herrick for the Grand Jury proceeding. He argued:

... CPL 180.10(5) could not be clearer: "A defendant who proceeds at the arraignment [in a
local criminal court upon a felony complaint] without counsel does not waive his right to
counsel Plainly, Defendant's statement, at the arraignment, "I will represent myseir, was not a waiver
of the right to counsel. To deem it a waiver of the right to counsel, as Judge Rosen did in denying Defendant's
motion to dismiss the indictment, is to ignore the plain language of the statute. For this reason alone, it
must be concluded that Defendant's decision to proceed without counsel at the arraignment was not a
waiver of the right to counsel as to any part of the ensuing criminal prosecution, including the critically
important Grand Jury proceeding.

Even ignoring CPL 180.10(5)'s express limitation of the effect of a decision to proceed without
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counsel at the arraignment, other language in CPL 180.10 precludes the conclusion that, at the arraignment,
Defendant waived his right to counsel at any future proceeding, including the Grand Jury proceeding.
CPL 180.10 (3) and (4) provide as follows:

3. The defendant has a right to the aid of counsel at the arraignment [before a local
criminal court upon a felony complaint] and at every subsequent stage of the action, and, if he
appears upon such arraignment without counsel, has the following rights:
(a) To an adjournment for the purpose of obtaining counsel; and

(b) To communicate, free of charge, by letter or by telephone, for the purpose of obtaining
counsel and informing a relative or friend that he has been charged with an offense; and
(c) To have counsel assigned by the court in any case where he is financially unable to
obtain the same.

4. The court must inform the defendant of all rights specified in subdivisions two and three. The

court must accord the defendant opportunity to exercise such rights and must itself take such
affirmative action as is necessary to effectuate them.
Here, City Court advised Defendant of his right to counsel at the arraignment. In violation of CPL

180.10(3), (4) and (5), however, the court failed to advise him of his right to counsel at all subsequent stages
of the action, including the Grand Jury proceeding. Nor did the court inform Defendant that, by proceeding

without counsel at arraignment, he did not waive his right to counsel at subsequent proceedings. If, at his
Albany City Court arraignment. Defendant can be said to have effectively waived his right to counsel in
future proceedings, though City Court failed to apprise him of this information, then CPL 180.10 might as

well be expunged. Clearly, City Court's failure to apprise Defendant of this information precludes a finding
of waiver of the right to counsel in future proceedings, including the Grand Jury proceeding.
At the hearing concerning whether Defendant had effectively waived his right to counsel, Albany
City Court Judge Herrick did not testify that he had determined that Defendant was waiving his right to
counsel for purposes of the Grand Jury proceeding or in the superior court. Rather, he testified, he "allowed
[Defendsmt] to represent himself in my court, in Albany City Court".

Indeed, Judge Herrick had no jurisdiction to determine whether Defendant was effectively
waiving his right to counsel for purposes of the Grand Jury proceeding. As noted above, a City
Court, such as Albany City Court, is a "local criminal court" (CPL 10.10(3)(c)), as opposed to a "superior
court", which term includes Supreme Court and County Court (CPL 10.10(2)(b)). When Defendant,

purportedly acting pro se, waived a preliminary hearing on February 3,1998, City Court must be presumed
to have promptly forwarded the felony complaint and any other pertinent papers to the superior court (CPL
10.10(2)(b)), whereupon City Court lost jurisdiction. See. People v Daniel R. 94 A.D.2d 83, 89 (2nd Dept.
1983); People v Simmons. 180 Misc.2d 1006, 1008 (Rochester City Court 1999); CPL 180-30(1). Moreover,
Grand Juries are empanelled by superior courts, not local courts (see, CPL 190.10), and, therefore, are not
subject to a local court's jurisdiction. People v Daniel P.. supra.
City Court itself recognized its lack of jurisdiction over Grand Jury proceedings. After Defendant

purportedly waived a preliminary hearing. Judge Herrick stated; "This court has now lost jurisdiction of
this matter".

Having no jurisdiction over the Grand Jury proceeding at which Defendant appeared. City Court
could not have determined whether Defendant was effectively waiving his right to counsel for the purpose
of that proceeding. Even if City Court had purported to determine whether Defendant was effectively
waiving his right to counsel for purposes of the Grand Jury proceeding, the determination would have been
of no consequence, and the waiver of no effect before the Grand Jury. If such a determination could be made
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by any court in the absence of counsel — and it is not clear that it could see, People v Chapman. 69 N.Y.2d
497,501, fn 1 (1987)) — it could be made only by a superior court, for no other court would have jurisdiction
to make it. Because Defendant never appeared before a superior court judge until after his Grand Jury
appearance, no court ever effectively determine that Defendant was waiving his indelible right to counsel
that attached upon filing of the felony complaint.
Judge Rosen's Decision on
Motion

to

Dismiss

Indictment

and

to

Preclude

Prosecution

On May 19, 1999, Judge Larry Rosen made his order den3dng my motion to have the indictment
dismissed £uid that I be granted transactional immunity based upon the fact that I did not submit the
waiver of immunity to the Grand Jury and because I did not have counsel present and there was no judicial
inquiry by a judge when I signed the alleged waiver of immunity.

Judge Rosen, in his order, did not address the issue that I did not submit the alleged waiver of
immunity to the Grand Jury. Why? Because the Albany County District Attorney's Office would have been

made out to be the incompetents they are and he did not want me to be able show how corrupt the New York
State Judicary is.

He also did not address the Court of Appeals and Appellate Court rulings that I relied upon such as
People V. Chapman and People v. Bartok which hold that a person cannot waive his right to counsel and/or
immunity before the Grand Jury without counsel being present or a judicial inquiry being made by a judge.
Judge Rosen completely ignored CPL § 180.10(5) which states "A defendant who proceeds at
the arraignment without counsel does not waive his right to counsel, and the court must inform

him that he continues to have such right..Even if somehow I waived my right to counsel during my
arraignment, I could not have waived my right to counsel before the Grand Jury when I was arraigned
before Judge Herrick, which is what Judge Rosen held.

Once the case was held for the action of the Grand Jury, Judge Herrick, by his own admission, lost
jurisdiction over the case and had no jurisdiction or authority to determine my representation status in

County Court or Supreme Court or in the Grand Jury impaneled in the superior court. As Judge Herrick
stated in court on February 3,1998, "This Court has now lost jurisdiction of this matter, "Judge Rosen
did cite a couple of cases which will be addressed. My comments are in parenthesis. He used these cases to
mislead the reader, knowing most people will not look up these cases to see what they actually held.
In a decision and order dated May 19, 1999, Judge Rosen noted that, before a court may allow a

defendant to proceed pro se, "the Court must undertake a seeirching inquiry to determine that the defendant
understands what he risks in waiving his right to counsel.". The court continued:

However, the Court's familiarity with the defendant is a factor the Court may also use in evaluating
the defendant's competence to waive a fundamental right. See, e.g. People v Tortoricci. 249 A.D.2d
588 (Third Dept.) affd - N.Y.2d. The quality of defendant's pro se submissions to the Court may also
be utilized by the Court in determining whether defendant's motion to proceed pro se is made
knowingly and intelligently. People v Van Hook. 184 A.D.2d 741 (Second Dept.) Iv denied 80 N.Y.2d
935

Thereafter, Judge Rosen concluded that "Judge Herrick's familiarity with me, along with Judge
Herrick's opinion as to the quality of my pre-trial motions, and his perusal of my writings on parental

rights," and the colloquies the court had with me at my arraignment, was sufficient to establish a waiver of
the fundamental right to counsel "in the present matter", apparently referring not only to the City Court

arraignment, but to the entire criminal action.
Judge Rosen then continued to consider whether I had validly waived immunity before the Grand

Jury. In this analysis, Judge Rosen presumed, without explanation, that my alleged waiver of the right to
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counsel at my arraignment in Albany City Court carried over to my appearance before the Albany County

Grand Jury. Thus, the court only considered whether the assistant District Attorney's colloquy with me at
the Grand Jury was sufficient to establish a valid waiver of immunity, assuming I had effectively waived
my right to counsel at the Grand Jury proceeding. Finding the colloquy sufficient, the court denied my
motion.

The Order by Judge Rosen

This is a good example how a judge fits the facts to his decision instead of fitting the decision to the
facts.

ROSEN, J. - Defendant is charged in a one count indictment with one count of Criminal Mischief in

the Second Degree, in violation of § 145.10 of the Penal Law, a Class D Felony. The charge arose fi*om an
incident occurring on January 26, 1998 wherein the defendant allegedly sprayed the Court of Appeals
Building, located on Eagle Street in the City of Albany, with chicken feces causing over $1,500.00 in property
damage.

FACT: I did not cause any property damage as stated.

The defendant was arraigned in Albany City Court, Criminal Part on January 26,1998. During the
court proceeding the defendant indicated that he wished to represent himself After a short colloquy with
presiding City Court Judge Stephen Herrick, defendant's motion was granted.
FACT: What motion? What colloquy? I never made a motion to waive my right to counsel.
Also, how could I have waived my right to counsel when 1) I never requested to waive my right to
counsel; 2) I never stated I was waiving my right to counsel; 3) the court never asked me if I wanted

to waive my right to counsel; 4) the court never informed me that I was waiving my right to counsel;
and 5) the court never informed me that I had waived my right to counsel? 6) I only stated I would
represent myself at arraignment as I was given no other choice by Judge Herrick. Furthermore, I

was not informed of the advantages and disadvantages of counsel or any other information the
court was required to inform me of as required by law.

On April 28,1998, the case was scheduled to be heard by the Grand Jury. The defendant appeared,
pro se, and advised the Assistant District Attorney that he wished to waive immunity and testify before the

Grand Jury. After a lengthy series of warnings from the assistant District Attorney as to the defendant's
rights, he signed a waiver of immunity before the foreman of the Grand Jury. He then testified before the
Grand Jury and was indicted as set forth above.

FACT: There was no proof that I signed a valid waiver of immunity as the waiver was not
before the court and there was no documentation that the waiver complied with the law.
The defendant, thereafter, by pro se motion and motion filed by counsel, moved to dismiss the

indictment alleging violation of his right to counsel both in City Court and before the Grand Jury. A hearing
on those issues was held before the Court on February 3 and March 3 of 1999. Judge Herrick testified at the

hearing and amplified for the Court his familiarity with the defendant and particularly defendant's legal
abilities. According to Judge Herrick, the defendant had appeared before him on a prior occasion on another

criminal matter. In that case, the defendant had filed numerous pro se motions which, in Judge Herrick's

estimation, demonstrated that the defendant had a firm understanding of the legal issues in that case and
was able to discuss them in a coherent matter. Judge Herrick further testified that he had read several

articles on parental rights written by the defendant in a newspaper published by the defendant. These

articles also caused Judge Herrick to conclude that the defendant possessed a working knowledge of the
legal system.

FACT: Judge Rosen has now taken the position that I am now waiving my right to counsel

for the entire criminal proceeding before Judge Herrick in violation of CPL § 180.10(5) which clearly
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states ""A defendant who proceeds at the arraignment without counsel does not waive his right to
counsel

Judge Herrick testified that the foregoing was part of his analysis in granting defendant's motion
to proceed as his own counsel at the preliminary hearing. The defendant now challenges the Judjio's
determination to grant his motion.

FACT: What motion? Because I stated I would prefer not to have the Albany County Public
Defender's Office represent me because of their previous incompetency? Because I stated I would
represent myself as I was not given any other choice by the court at my arraignment? At nt) t iiin- did
I request to waive my right to counsel and the court never informed me that I was waivii)«; or I h.id
waived my right to counsel.

As accurately cited by defendant on page 19 of his well researched, pro se brief movinj; to disiui>s
the indictment, before a Court may allow a defendant to undertake his own representation, the Court nuist
determine that the decision is knowing and intelligent. In order to ascertain this, the Court must undiTtaki*
a searching inquiry to determine that the defendant understands what he risks in waiving his ri;iht to
counsel. People v Termatto. 155 A.D.2d 965, 671 N.Y.S.2d 162 (Fourth Dept.) citing People v Mclntyrr. ;U>
N.Y.2d 10; People v Kalterback. 60 N.Y.2d 797.

FACT: Where was the searching inquiry? There was none. I never stated I wanted to waive
my right to counsel and Judge Herrick never informed me that I was waiving my right to counsel.
However, the Court's familiarity with the defendant is a factor the Court may use in evaluating the
defendant's competence to waive a ftindamental right. See, eq People v Tortoricci. 249 A.D.2d 588 (Third

Dept.) afTd _ N.Y.2d The quality of defendant's pro se submissions to the Court may also be utilized by
the Court in determining whether defendant's motion to proceed pro se is made knowingly and intelligently.
People V Van Hook. 184 A.D.2d 741 (Second Dept.) Iv denied 80 N.Y.2d 935.

FACT: The two cases Judge Rosen relied upon state: People v. Tortoricci dealt with a person's
fitness to stand trial. It had nothing to do with one representing himself or waiving his right to
counsel. Obviously, Judge Rosen likes to refer to himself The summary of the case states:
"Defendant was convicted in the County Court, Albany County, Rosen, J., of assault in the

first degree, four counts of kidnapping in the second degree, four counts of reckless endangerment
in the first degree, criminal use of a firearm in the first degree, and criminal possession of a weapon
in the fourth degree. Defendant appealed, and the Supreme Court, Appellate Division, Carpinello,
J., held that: (1) trial court, which had previously determined defendant's fitness to stand trial, did
not abuse its discretion in failing to sua sponte conduct competency hearing after psychiatrist
expressed doubts about defendant's capacity to stand trial, and (2) defendant did not receive
ineffective assistance of counsel."

People V. Van Hook stated:
[1] The defendant contends that the trial court improperly compelled him to attend a court-

ordered lineup without the presence of counsel (see. People v. Settles. 46 N.Y.2d 154, 161, 412
N.Y.S.2d 874,385 N.E.2d 612). We disagree. The court's order, directing the defendant to appear in
the lineup, was made afl;er the defendant had engaged in obstructive and dilatory behavior, during
which he, while represented by counsel, refused to appear in a lineup, and, thereafter, discharged
his attorney. Under the circumstances, the defendant's request to proceed pro se, and his having
submitted two motions pro se, established that the defendant knowingly and intelligently waived
his right to counsel (Citation omitted).
FACT: I did not have counsel present. I did not discharge counsel, there was no judicial

inquiry and I made no request to a judge to waive my right to counsel nor did I file a motion with
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the court to waive my right to counsel.
FACT: From the decision in Van Hook, the extent of the colloquy the lower court had with
the defendant before approving his request to proceed pro se is not clear. The Appellate Division did
not hold, however, that a waiver of the right to counsel ceui be found where the court has not
warned the defendant of the dangers of self-representation. To the extent, if any, that Van Hook,
suggests that a waiver can be found in the absence of a searching inquiry by the court, is flatly
inconsistent with the long line of Court of Appeal cases, discussed above, holding the contrary.
Furthermore, there is no case citing Van Hook for the proposition that a waiver can be found absent
a searching inquiry by a judge.
In the present case, the Court noted the following exchange between Judge Herrick and me at the
January 26, 1998 preliminary hearing:
THE COURT: You have the right to an attorney and the right to an adjournment in order to obtain
an attorney. If you cannot afford an attorney, I will appoint one to represent you. Can you afford
your own attorney?
MR. COLLINS: No. I can't.

THE COURT: I am going to enter a plea of not guilty. I will have the public defender speak to you.
MR. COLLINS: I would prefer not to have the Public Defender's Office. The last time I had them,
they lied to me. They didn't do their job. They refused to discuss this case with me.
THE COURT: What is your proposal regarding representation?
MR. COLLINS: I will represent myself.
And, later in the proceeding:

MS. BOLAND: Based on the seriousness of these charges at approximately 6 a.m. at the Court of
Appeals Building, the People recommend this defendant be remanded to the custody of the Albany
County Sheriff with no bail.

THE COURT: Mr. Collins, the People recommend no bail here. Having had experience previously
with Mr. Collins, it's my recollection that you appear when you are supposed to appear; however,
this is a serious matter so I will set bail. I am going to set bail in the amount of $7,500.00.

This Court finds that when viewed with Judge Herrick's familiarity with the defendant, along with
Judge Herrick's opinion as to the quality of defendant's pre-trial motions and his perusal of the defendant's
writings on parental rights, this short conversation occurring in City Court provided Judge Herrick with

the requisite information to make a determination that defendant's request to represent himself was
intelligently made. The Court further finds that, when analyzed with these other factors, the Judge's inquiry
was sufficient to satisfy City Court that defendant's request was voluntary and unequivocal. The Court,
therefore, finds no error in the City Court decision granting defendant's motion to represent himself in the
p r e s e n t m a t t e r.

FACT: Even if I had waived my right to counsel at my arraignment before Judge Herrick,
CPL § 180.10(5) states: "A defendant who proceeds at the arraignment without counsel does not

waive his right to counsel, and the court must inform him that he continues to have such right..."
FACT: Judge Rosen did not address the issue that Judge Herrick did not inform me of CPL

§ 180.10(5) or other requirements of the statute as required. Why? Judge Rosen is covering up
Judge Herrick's illegal actions against me?
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On April 28, 1998, the case was presented to the Grand Jury. The defendant appeared and in his
self representative capacity, and demanded to testify before the Grand Jury. Before he was permitted to
sign a waiver, the following took place:
(Judge Rosen then included my Grand Jury testimony.)
Having found that the defendant was properly acting as his own counsel, the Court now rejects
defendant's challenge to the Grand Jury presentment. Under the totality of the circumstances, the Court
concludes that there has been sufficient compliance with the requirements of Criminal Procedure Law

§ 190.45(3) and 190.50(5)(a) to render effective defendant's waiver of immunity. Given the very precise and
detailed questioning of the defendant before the Grand Jury concerning the meaning and implications of
waiving immunity, the Court concludes that it would be the quintessential elevation of form over substance
to hold that the defendant did not waive immunity under these circumstances. People v Hethington. 172
Misc.2d 840.

FACT: Who found that I was properly acting as my own attorney? I didn't know that ADA

Horn was a judge able to determine whether a defendant was acting as his own attorney and was
authorized to have a defendant waive his right to counsel without counsel being present or a judicial
i n q u i r y.

FACT: This order completely ignored People v. Chapman. People v. Bartok. etcetera.
FACT: Judge Rosen referred to CPL § 190.50(a) which is the requirement that I notify the
District Attorney that I wish to testify. Notice, Judge Rosen did not state anything about compliance
with CPL § 190.50(b) or (c). The waiver having to be submitted to the Grand Jury. Why?
FACT: Judge Rosen recognized that there was not an effective waiver of the right to counsel
in the Grand Jury when he stated that there was "sufficient compliance" with the requirements of

CPL 190.45(3) and 190.50(5)(a). By pointing to detailed questions about the meaning and impUcations
of waiving immunity, Judge Rosen avoided the question whether I should have had counsel or
should have effectively waived counsel before being asked about the waiver of immunity. A defendant
appearing without counsel in the Grand Jury must waive his right to an attorney before waiving
his right to immunity, and Judge Rosen pointed to nothing, and ceui point to nothing, in the Grand
Jury minutes where I effectively waived my right to counsel. The Court of Appeals has explicitly
rejected the argument that substantial compliance with the statute is enough.
People V. Haggle. 70 N.Y.2d 624, at 626 (1987)
"... we reject the People's contention that they ^^substantially** complied with CPL
190.45(2), and that a mere technical violation of the statute should not nullify defendant's waiver
of immunity. As we noted only recently in Chapman (supra at 501-502), CPL 190.40 (2) (a), "the

keystone of our modem immunity rules" was enacted "to eliminate the confusing thicket of decisional
law and overlapping legislative provisions that had evolved both before and after the enactment of
the predecessor provisions". Where the Legislature has unambiguously required that a waiver of
immunity be sworn to before the Grand Jury, and where the Legislature has unambiguously provided
that a waiver is ineffective unless and until so sworn, it is not for the People to fashion a substitute

for the procedural prescribed by the statute."
FACT: Judge Rosen's Decision and Order has just overturned People v. Haggle by holding
"sufficient" compliance is enough. This now means district attorneys do not have to comply with
the law and all they have to claim is that they "sufficiently" complied. Now we are back to the
whims of the judges as to what "sufficiently" means. It was better when it was — did they fully

comply or didn't they. There is no gray area. Furthermore, my case will now be cited as a case
holding "sufficient" compliance is enough.
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Judge Rosen relies upon People v Hethin^on which states:
The court's order, directing the defendant to appear in the lineup, was made after the

defendant had engaged in obstructive and dilatory behavior, during which he, while represented
by counsel, refused to appear in a lineup, and, thereafter, discharged his attorney. Under the
circumstances, the defendant's request to proceed pro se, and his having submitted two motions
pro se, established that the defendant knowingly and intelligently waived his right to counsel
(Citation omitted).

FACT: This case is not relevant because I did not discharge counsel and I did not state, or
was I informed, that I was waiving my right to counsel. This completely ignores the Court of Appeals

ruling in People v. White. 56 N.Y.2d 110,451 N.Y.S.2d 57, (1982) which was previously documented.
Based on all of the foregoing, defendant's motion to dismiss the indictment is denied.
This memorandum shall constitute the Decision and Order of the Court.

FACT: Judge Rosen was deliberately violating my constitutional right to due process. Judge
Rosen is now overturning state statute and case law by holding that district attorneys are empowered
to have a defendant waive his right to counsel without counsel being present or a judicial inquiry.
FACT: Judge Rosen did not address the issue that I never submitted a waiver of immunity
to the Grand Jury. This is a denial of my due process rights!
Did Judge Rosen violated the following Penal Laws? In my opinion, yes!
Penal Law S 195.00 Official misconduct

A public servant is guilty of official misconduct when, with intent to obtain a benefit or

deprive another person of a benefit;

2. He knowingly refrains from performing a duty which is imposed upon him by law or is
clearly inherent in the nature of his office.

Penal Law § 175.40 Issuing a false certificate
A person is guilty of issuing a false certificate when, being a public servant authorized

by law to make or issue official certificates or other official written instruments, and with

intent to defi-aud, deceive, or injure another person, he issues such an instrument, or makes
the same with intent that it be issued, knowing that it contains a false statement or false
information. (Class E felony)
Motion for Writ of Prohibition

On December 7,1999, Judge Victoria A. Graffeo signed an Order to Show Cause with Application
for Stay, based upon my petition for a Writ of Prohibition Pursuant to CPLR Article 78 and Brief on Behalf
of Petitioner Charles E. Collins for Writ of Prohibition.

The issues raised, by the Writ of Prohibition, were that the I was entitled to transactional immunity
as I did not submit the waiver of immunity to the Grand Jury and that I never legally waived my right to
immunity as I did not have counsel present and there was not judicial inquiry and, as such, I could not
thereafl:er be prosecuted on any matter or thing I gave testimony about before the Grand Jury on April 28,
1998, as previously documented.
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It was argued:
The remedy of prohibition is available under CPLR Article 78 to raise a claim of immunity from
prosecution and to prohibit the holding of a trial in order to prevent a violation of a defendant's constitutional
rights and statutory grant of transactional immimity as a result of testimony in the Grand Jury. Brockwav
v. Monroe. 89 Add 771 (3rd Dept. 1982), afPd. 59 N.Y.2d 179 (1983) (writ of prohibition proper to
prohibit supreme court judge and district attorney from prosecuting defendant on grounds
defendant had been granted transactional immunity); Altman v. Bradle. 184 Add 131 «l.^t Di pt.
1992), related proceeding 597 N.Y.S.2d 843 (S.C. NY Co., 1992), later proceeding 595 N.Y.S.2d 1011. and
appeal dismissed and denied 81 N.Y.2d 775 (1993) (writ of prohibition proper remedy where defendant
claimed double jeopardy and immunity h>om prosecution).

The Writ of Prohibition was properly commenced in the Appellate Division, Third Di'partmrrU
pursuant to CPLR 506(b)(1) because it is a proceeding against a justice of the supreme court or a
the county court in the judicial department where the action sought to be restrained originati-d and is
triable. See Pollack v. Mor^anthaw. 114 Add 640 (3rd Dept. 1985) (writ of prohibition against county jiulni'
and district attorney seeking to prohibit them from proceeding with prosecution of indictment was ri<|iiir«d
to be commenced in Appellate Division); People bv Greenbur^ v. Conwav. 62 Add 1107 (3rd Dept. li)7.s»

(Writ of prohibition against acting supreme court justice should have been commenced in Appellate Di\ iMi »n».
Altieri v. Holden. 231 A.D.2d 369, 663 N.Y.S.2d 602, 1997 (2nd Dept. 1997)

In Matter of Rush v. Mordue. 68 N.Y.2d 348, 509 N.Y.S.2d 493, 502 N.E.2d 170, supra and
Matter of Brockwav v. Monroe. 59 N.Y.2d 179, 464 N.Y.S.2d 410, 451 N.E.2d 168, the Court of

Appeals recognized that prohibition would lie where the case involves a claim that a
prosecution is improper because it is barred by immunity. Under the circumstances of this
case, and upon consideration of the factors in Matter of Town of Huntington v. New York State Div.
of Human Rights (supra) as set forth above, we agree that the petitioner may properly utilize
this proceeding in the nature of prohibition to assert her claim of immunity from
prosecution.
The above case was on point as I was asserting my claim of immunity from prosecution. Now see

the what Appellate court does
A p p e l l a t e C o u r t r u l i n g o n Wr i t o f P r o h i b i t i o n

The Appellate Court refused to stay the trial until this petition was heard.
The Appellate Court in its Memorandum and Judgment dated June 8, 2000, ruled:
Collins v. Lamont. 708 N.Y.S.2d 202, 2000 N.Y. Slip Op. 05621 (3rd Dept., 2000)
Petitioner contends, as he did in his County Court motion, that respondents should be prohibited

from prosecuting him on the indictment because he was effectively granted transactional immunity by
testifying before the Grand Jury. However, a writ of prohibition is an extraordinary remedy which "does

not lie as a means of seeking a collateral review of an error of law, no matter how egregious that error

might be, in a pending criminal proceeding, but only where the very jurisdiction and power of the court are
in issue" (Citation omitted).

In any event, County Court has ruled on the merit of the proposed grounds for prohibition here,
and petitioner has been tried and convicted. It is impossible to now prohibit the completed prosecution of
the underlying criminal charge. Nor will this court review County Court's determination in the context of
this proceeding, because a direct appeal from its rulings is readily available and would provide an adequate
remedy (Citation omitted).
FACT: It took the Appellate Court from December 7,1999, when the Order to Show Cause
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was signed by Judge Graffeo, until June 8, 2000 to rule on the Writ of Prohibition. This is over six
months and they knew I was illegally tried and imprisoned. This was a deliberate judicial delay.

Now they are claiming after the trial is over, that I must seek a direct appeal. This was a denial
of due process and shows how judges conspire to deprive defendants of their
constitutional and statutory rights and cover up the illegal actions of their fellow judges
and the district attorneys.
FACT: The Appellate Court stated that Writ of Prohibition was available "only where the
very jurisdiction and power of the court are in issue". The New York State Court of Appeals and
Appellate Courts have all held that a person who appears before the Grand Jury without counsel
and where there is no adequate judicial inquiry the defendant receives transactional immunity
and cannot be thereafter prosecuted, (see, People v. Chapman. 69 N.Y.2d 497, 499 (1987), People v.
Valvano. 131 Add 615 (2nd Dept. 1987) and People v. Bartok. 209 Add 530 (1994)). The same applies
to defendants who do not submit a waiver of immunity to the Grand Jury when they testify. This

also ignores the previous case law, Brockwav v. Monroe, which held that a writ of prohibition can be
based upon the defendant being entitled to immunity from prosecution.
People V. Chapman. 69 N.Y.2d 497, 499 (1987)

A waiver of immunity obtained in violation of a Grand Jury witness' State
constitutional right to counsel (N.Y Const, art. I, 6) is not an effective waiver within the

meeuiing of CPL 190.40(2)(a). Accordingly, where a Grand Jury witness testifies under such
a constitutionally defective waiver, the witness, whether voluntary or compelled, receives
the automatic transactional immunity conferred by that statute and cannot thereafter be
prosecuted for any matter on which responsive testimony has been given (CPL 50.1011];
see. Matter of Rush v. Mordue. 68 N.Y.2d 348, 509 N.Y.S.2d 493).

FACT; If the court cannot thereafter prosecute a defendant on any matter which he gave
responsive testimony after receiving transactional immunity, the court has no jurisdiction to
prosecute that defendant? Chapman. Bartock. and Valvano deprive the court of jurisdiction, once a
person is entitled to receive transactional immunity.

People V. Valvano. 131 A.D.2d 615 (2nd Dep't. 1987)

Absent an effective waiver of the right to counsel, the defendant's waiver of immunity
was not valid and he acquired transactional immunity which precludes his further
prosecution in this matter (see, CPL 190.40; People v. Chapman, supra; CPL 50.10111.

FACT; These cases deprive the court of the authority or jurisdiction to prosecute me. As I
never submitted my waiver of immunity to the Grand Jury and I never legally waived my right to
counsel, the Appellate Court deliberately deprived me of due process and equal protection of the
law

FACT: The Appellate Court knew that the lower court had no authority or jurisdiction to
prosecute me. Furthermore, this ruling contradicts the other rulings that held that the Writ of

Prohibition was the proper method to follow when one is entitled to transactional immunity. The
judges deliberately waited until after the trial and I was imprisoned knowing fully well that I was
entitled to immunity from prosecution.

FACT: The law has been ignored or changed in order to violate my rights. This further

demonstrates how corrupt the New York State Judiciary is under the tutelage of Judge Kaye. If
they are doing it to me, you can bet they are doing it to others. As a matter of fact, this book
demonstrates that.

FACT: This is the same Appellate Court that made sure that the rights of convicted child
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molester were protected.

Did the Appellate Court Judges violate Penal Law § 195.00 Official misconduct emd Penal Law S
175.40 Issuing a false certificate?
The

Trial

I should have known, that I was not going to receive a fair trial. The Albany County District Attorney's
Office used perjured testimony, was allowed to use hearsay testimony, and the law was changed during the
trial by Judge Lament in order to help to illegally convict me. How could I expect anything less, considering
the fact that Judge Rosen and the Appellate Court both refused to address the issue that my waiver of
immunity was not submitted to the Grand Jury in order for me to have waived my right to counsel? Judge
Rosen held that I waived my right to counsel before the Grand Jury when I was arraigned in city court in
violation of the State statute.

A "fair trial in a fair tribunal" is a basic requirement of due process, In re Murchison. 75 S.Ct. 623,
625 (1955).

After several motions were heard, we began to pick the jury. What surprised me the most was that

there were two attorneys in the jury pool. In both instances, the District Attorney used one of their preemptory
challenges to have each of the attorneys dismissed. I now believe the reason for this was, the fact, that the
attorneys would have known that I did not commit the crime of criminal mischief in the second degree.
They would have known that clean up costs are not "damage" to the building, but are damages to the owner
of the building which would be recoverable in a civil action. They also would have known, that the hearsay
evidence that Judge Lamont allowed, was not admissible under the law.

Judge Lamont allowed the prosecution to admit into evidence a tape of me spraying the building
with portions of the tape missing by the newsperson who took it. The court stated, "The court finds that the

tape has been duly authenticated by the witness as showing some of what he observed that day. The jury
understands that, and it is received into evidence."

While the newsperson was testifying, the court allowed him to state hearsay testimony because "It
is probably being offered as a state of mind, which is an issue in this case" and then allowed the witness to
testify about problems, I had stated about my divorce and mother losing her house. This person had no
actual knowledge and did not know the full scope of everything. He did not repeat everything I had stated.
Yet, I was not allowed to present evidence concerning my "state of mind" and what the courts had done to
me and my mother.

While I was on the witness stand, Judge Lamont would not allow me to present any evidence of the
illegal actions of Judge Kaye and Judge Simons and the violation of my rights before the family court or
Court of Appeals. The evidence that I sought to admit were the briefs I had filed in my case, my mother's
case and the case involving the father being imprisoned while being denied a public trial and jury trial and
which I was the petitioner on his behalf. I also wanted to admit Judge Kaye's and Judge Simons' orders.
This documentation would have gone to my "state of mind" and to what my intent was. The intent

was to expose the deprivation of constitutional rights by Court of Appeals and the family court. This is how
the judge allows evidence he wants in and keeps out evidence that is detrimental to the prosecution.
Furthermore, Judge Lamont refused to allow me to have an expert witness concerning the cleanup
of chicken manure testify as it would have shown that the clean up of the Court of Appeals was done

improperly in that they used cold water instead of hot water.
Judge Lamont allows hearsay evidence to help prosecution

My attorney , Paul Connolly, argued because the evidence as to the labor costs of the cleanup was
based on inadmissible hearsay, there was not legally sufficient evidence to prove any such costs. This is
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how the court fixes cases in favor of the District Attorney.
My attorney argued in the brief:

On direct examination by ADA Horn, Mr. Emigh an employee from the Court of Appeals testified,
over Defendant's objection, that the costs attributable to compensation paid to Court of Appeals' employees
working on the cleanup was $3,664.23.

On cross-examination, Emigh conceded that he did not compute the $3,664.23 figure. Instead, he
gave to another Court of Appeals' employee, Brian Fitzpatrick, his reckoning of the time each employee
spent on the cleanup, and Fitzpatrick, in turn, advised him of the dollar value of that time. Emigh was not
shown to have personal knowledge of the maintenance staffs salaries. In fact, under cross-examination,
Emigh conceded that he had no personal knowledge of the value of the employee time spent on the cleanup.
Upon eliciting this fact, defense counsel moved to strike Emigh's testimony as to the labor cost attributable
to the cleanup, but Judge Lamont denied the motion. Fitzpatrick himself did not testify.
Denial of Defendant's motion to strike Emigh's testimony as to the labor costs of the cleanup was
error. Not based on personal knowledge of the value of the employee's time, Emigh's testimony on this point
was inadmissible hearsay. See, People v Cantv. 153 A,D.2d 640,641 - 642 (2nd 1989). He should never have
testified to the same, and the jury should have been instructed to disregard this testimony. See, People v

Butler. 121 A.D.2d 877 (2nd Dept. 1986) (error to admit hearsay testimony as to value of damaged property
in criminal mischief prosecution); People v Michallow. 201 A.D.2d 915 (4th Dept. 1994) (valuation of damage
based on hearsay legally insufficient to support criminal mischief conviction). This error violated not only
the common law hearsay prohibition, but also Defendant's right to confront witnesses against him,
guaranteed by the New York Constitution (article 1, section 6 ) and by the US Constitution (6th and 14th
Amendments). See generally, People v Concepcion. 228 A.D.2d 204, 205 (1st Dept. 1996).

On direct-examination, Stuart Cohen (clerk of the Court of Appeals) estimated that the salary
attributable to cleanup was in the range of $3,000. On cross-examination, however, Cohen conceded that
the figure was based on information from Emigh. Upon eliciting this point, defense counsel moved to strike
Cohen's testimony in regard to the $3,000 figure. Without explanation, Supreme Court denied the motion,
Cohen's testimony, as to the salary attributable to the cleanup work performed, was based on
inadmissible hearsay. Like Emigh's testimony on the same point, it should have been stricken. Cohen's

testimony, like Emigh's, violated Defendant's State and Federal constitutional right to confront witnesses
against him.

In any case, this hearsay testimony of Cohen and Emigh as to the salary attributable to cleanup
work performed was legally insufficient to establish the value of that work. See, People v Michallow. 201
A.D.2d 915, supra; People v Butler. 123 A.D.2d 877, supra.
Conclusion

In summary, the evidence was legally insufficient to allow the jury to conclude that any of the four

above-referenced items could properly be considered damages attributable to the spraying of the building
and banner. Thus, the evidence was legally insufficient to prove that the amount of damage exceeded
$1,500.00, an element of criminal mischief in the second degree. Moreover, since there was insufficient

proof that any of the costs allegedly incurred as a result of the spraying could properly be considered by the
jury, the proof was legally insufficient for the lesser included offenses of criminal mischief in the third
degree (Penal Law 145.05) and criminal mischief in the fourth degree (Penal Law 145.00). It follows that
the judgment of conviction should be reversed, and the indictment dismissed.
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Denial by court to allow expert witness to testify
As Mr. Connolly stated in my brief:

One of the issues before the jury was the cost of the clean up and whether it exceeded $1,500 or not.
Judge Lamont in his charge to the jury stated that clean up costs exceeding the reasonable cost of cleanup
could not be considered in calculating the monetary value of damage the spraying caused. The critical issue
was method and equipment used to clean the building were reasonable, such that the costs attributed to
the cleanup were necessary.

Of course, a major part of the cleanup was the Albany Fire Department's hosing of the building, at
the request of Court of Appeals' employee Emigh. Another major part of the cleanup was the spraying of the
building exterior with a rented cold-water pressure washer. It was Defendant's position that, given the subfreezing ambient temperatures, the hosing and spraying with cold water actually made the cleanup more
difficult, and were unreasonable. Thus, Defendant argued in his summation that the costs attributable to
the fire department hosing and to use of the cold water washer could not fairly be attributed to his spraying
of the building. According to defense counsel, the cleanup "was made more time consuming, more difficult,
because they should have called up somebody who knew how to do this and what to do".
Mr. Collins' expert witness, as documented in the transcript, would have stated that he had 40
years' experience cleaning manure off stone and rock surfaces in hot and cold weather, would testify that
spraying the defiled stone surface with cold water in sub-freezing temperatures caused the Hquid sprayed
by Defendant to bond to the stone surface, making the situation worse, and making the cleanup lengthier
and more expensive, and would further testify that the best way to clean the building would have been to
use a hot-water pressure washer. This witness was allowed to testify, but not in the presence of the jury.
Despite this offer of proof, the court precluded witness' opinion testimony.
FACT: Obviously, Judge Lamont did not want anything before the court in my favor. He

allowed hearsay testimony by the State to be admitted. This is called a fair trial in New York State!

In Ppnple v Johnston. 273 A.D.2d 514, 517 (3rd Dept. 2000), this court wrote that:
...determinations of the admissibility and scope of expert testimony are committed to the
sound discretion of the trial court, and the court's decision will not be disturbed absent a showing of
serious mistake, error of law or abuse of discretion (Citation omitted).

Expert opinion is admissible if... * it would help to clarify an issue calling for professional

or technical knowledge, possessed by the expert and beyond the knowledge of the typical juror...
(Citation omitted). Accordingly, expert testimony may be precluded if it is within the average juror's
understanding, not beyond the range of ordinary knowledge or intelligence and does not require
professional or scientific knowledge (Citation omitted).

The "average juror" would not know the most effective and efficient way to remove chicken feces
from a stone surface in sub-freezing temperatures. To learn the same, a lay person could either attempt to

research the problem or to locate a person with a specialized knowledge bearing thereon. The jury, of
course, cannot undertake its own research, but must depend on expert testimony.
FACT; I had a constitutional right to call witnesses in my own defense and to show that the

procedures used by the Court of Appeals employees to clean up were not the proper procedures to

follow. Furthermore, the employees stated that they made no attempt to find out how to clean up
the chicken manure at any time during the clean up.
FACT: I would seriously doubt any criminal proceeding prosecuted by the Albany County
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District Attorney's Office as they have absolutely no integrity. As will be documented, my case is
not the only case that the Albany County District Attorney has been helped by the court to have the
defendant found guilty.

Oliver letter to court - Oliver extorts money

Before being sentenced, I submitted to the Court a 21 page handwritten letter by me while I was in
jail that had to do with the illegal actions of my attorney, Lewis B. Oliver. The judge did not approve of my
letter concerning Mr. Oliver, and went out of his way to state what a wonderful job he did in representing
me and would not allow me to discuss the letter in court and its contents. Judge Lamont is now protecting
my attorney. I should state that everyone who heard my attorney, Mr. Oliver, thought he did a horrible job
representing me.

In the letter, I documented how Mr. Oliver, after 4 days of trial and after receiving $15,000 to
represent me for 10 days of trial, demanded another $5,000 telling me that if he didn't receive the money,

he would not be able to put the time into my defense that was needed, as he needed money to live on. This
was a pure and simple shakedown - extortion by Mr. Oliver. I even provided copies of the check. The way he

talked, I thought that if I didn't get him the money, he would sink me on the witness stand, that I would not
be on that long, and that he wouldn't try to present the documents that he led me to believe that he would.

This was Friday, and I had until Saturday at 3:00 to scrape up the money. When I asked for more time, he
said, "No. I have to live." I even documented how he told me to state, when asked about the smell in the

building, that it was more successful than I had planned. Who was he representing?
The trial only lasted another three days. The letter I wrote also documented how Mr. Oliver told me

that he was going to present the papers I had published before the spraying of the Court of Appeals and
that were submitted to the Albany Police Department detailing the corruption in the New York State
Judiciary into evidence. He made no attempt to present any of them into evidence. He told me I would
probably be on the stand at least two days, as the more I was on the stand, the more the jury would realize
I was not there to damage property, which I didn't, but to protest and make a statement. I was on the

witness stand for two hours, not two days. I also documented how Mr. Oliver told me to get extra copies of
my newspapers and the criminal complaints I had filed against Judge Kaye, Judge Simons, ADA Gaynor
and Investigator Peters as I would need them for the trial and then did nothing with them.
I documented that we never discussed his summation and I did not agree with his statement "he
intended to stink it up". Here Mr. Oliver told the jury that my intent was to stink up the inside of the
building. This was not my intent, he knew this was not my intent, and I believed this is why Mr. Oliver
wanted me to state that the smell in the building was more successful than I had planned.
I also discussed other issues concerning Mr. Oliver, but these were the main issues.

In this letter and in a Notice of Claim I filed with the Albany County Attorney, dealt with how I

caught Mr. Neidl lying to me regarding the preparing of the Writ of Prohibition or Article 78 proceeding.

Mr. Neidl was told he was preparing the Writ of Prohibition and then informed me that someone else was

preparing it from the Public Defender's Office. Both statements were determined to be false. Based upon

this, and other issues, was why I hired Mr. Oliver. Remember, Mr. Neidl was previously District Attorney
Greenberg's chief assistant.

Since writing that letter, I wonder why Mr. Oliver never raised the constitutionality of the criminal
mischief statute and why he never referred to the case ofMatter of James WiHiflm H frm^omin^r criminal
mischief where there was no physical damage done? I also wonder if Judge Lamont and the District Attorney
got to him. Was this why he threatened me about the extra $5,000? Was he hoping I couldn't come up with
the money and he would blame his failure to try to present the documentation on me? In my opinion, Mr.
Oliver is an extortionist and belongs in jail with the rest of them. I am sure he would be protected in a

lawsuit or if criminal charges were brought against him. Do you think Albany County District Attorney

Paul Clyne has the integrity to investigate this and allow me to present my evidence to a Grand Jury? Will
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Paul Clyne allow any evidence or testimony before a grand Jury as to he corruption in the New York State
Judiciary?

I also wonder why, if my divorce issues went to my state of mind and were admissible, why weren't
my newspapers that I published and my appeals to the Court of Appeals admissible? Mr. Oliver made no
effort to have my newspapers admitted into evidence or for me to even discuss them. It should be noted,
that my statement to the Albany Police Department dated January 26,1998 and taken by Detective Sean
P. Keane in part states:

. .1 was then brought to the Detective's Office where I gave Detective Keane this statement.
I then turned over to both Detective Keane and Leonard certain documents that I prepared. Those

documents are two Criminal Complaints against Chief Judge Judith Kaye. A Criminal Complaint
against former Justice Richard Simmons of the Court of Appeals. A Complaint against Investigator
Thomas Peters of the New York State Police and Michael Gaynor of the Albany County District

Attorney's Office. Also a "Wanted Poster" against Justice Kaye's illegal actions. On the back side
there is information regarding the Albany County District Attorney and Public Defender's Office.
And five newspapers which I printed detailing corruption in the State Judiciary. I can read and
write English and swear that the above statement is the truth to the best of my knowledge."

The City of Albany Police Property Report also stated that the above documents were taken for
"Evidence". Why wasn't this evidence used? Was it because the City of Albany Police wanted to cover up the

illegal actions of those they work with? Is there a Quid pro quo between the police. District Attorney and
judges?
The pre-sentencing report
As I was convicted of Criminal Mischief in the 2nd degree, the Albany County Probation Department

did a pre-sentencing report for the court. The Probation Department recommended that I be sentenced to
a period of probation supervision with certain conditions including restitution.
The report stated that Mr. Cohen of the Court of Appeals stated that there was damage to a banner
hanging from the front of the building. This was a total lie as the banner was not damaged as it had no rips,
it did not smell; there were no stains from the spraying and it did not need to be cleaned. I should also

mention that during the trial, when Mr. Cohen testified, he made other statements concerning the stone
front and steps to the Court of Appeals that were deliberately misleading.
Petition for Bail

On March 7,20001 made an application to the Appellate Court for Bail pending appeal. The Affidavit
raised the issues that I did not damage the property and that the procedures required for me to have

waived my right to counsel and immunity were not followed.
On April 5,2000 the Appellate Court denied my motion for Bail and the staying of the Judgment of
Conviction. The judge involved was Mercure.

I guess I would have had a better chance at getting bail had I been a convicted of child molester.
Obviously, the Third Department is more interested in protecting the rights of child molesters than it is in
protecting the rights of a father or person whose rights have been deliberately violated by the New York

State Judiciary and/or the Albany County District Attorney's Office. They do not like people who stand up
to them and judges will do anything it takes to shut them up.
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STATE PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS

I was then sentenced by Judge Lamont to 1 1/3 to 4 years in jail and was immediately taken into
custody. I then started my journey trjdng to get out of jail on a Writ of Habeas Corpus, as I was illegally
imprisoned based upon the fact that I was entitled to immunity from prosecution, as I never submitted the
waiver of immunity to the Grand Jury and that I never legally waived my right to immunity and/or counsel
in the Grand Jury as I did not have counsel present and there was no judicial inquiry. I also raised the issue
that the criminal mischief statute was unconstitutional. As you will see, both the State and Federal Courts

will cover up the illegal actions of the District Attorney and the illegal actions of their fellow judges. That
in doing so, they violated my constitutional right to due process and equal protection of the law. I am sure

I am not the first person, and I will not be the last person that they will do this to. Think about it. If they
are willing to deprive a person of their rights, then they are willing to deprive any person of their rights.
You could be next, just like fathers involved in the corrupt family court proceedings.
Section 7003 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules states when a writ shall be issued. It states:

(a) Generally. The court to whom the petition is made shall issue the writ without

delay on any day, or, where the petitioner does not demand production of the person detained or it
is clear that there is no disputable issue of fact, order the respondent to show cause why the person
detained should not be released. If it appears from the petition or the documents annexed thereto
that the person is not illegally detained or that a court or judge of the United States has exclusive
jurisdiction to order him released, the petition shall be denied.

Section "c" below is a joke. It sounds nice, but how is anyone going to be able to collect when the
judges will lie for each other?

(c) Penalty for violation. For a violation of this section in refusing to issue the writ, a
judge, or, if the petition was made to a court, each member of the court who assents to the violation,
forfeits to the person detained one thousand dollars to be recovered by an action in his name or in
the name of the petitioner to his use.

On April 18,2000,1 filed a Writ of Habeas Corpus in the United States District Court and another

one with the New York State Appellate Division, Third Department. I then filed a new petition dated April
24,2000 with the Appellate Court, as I had previously used the Federal form in State Court in instead of a
state form.

I argued that I was entitled to a Writ of Habeas Corpus based upon the following, in addition to the
above concerning immunity and unconstitutional state statute. I also referred to this case law when I

attempted to have the fathers released from jail who had been deprived of a public trial, a jury trial and a
court of proper jurisdiction.

People ex rel. Keitt v. McMann. 18 N.Y.2d 257 (N.Y.,1966)

[41 Therefore, since relator is complaining that he is being incarcerated pursuant to a
judgment of conviction which contains a deprivation of a substantial constitutional right on the
face of the record, and since, if the claim is substantiated, his imprisonment would be illegal, we
hold that Habeas Corpus is the proper remedy in these circumstances.
People ex rel. Lee v. Montanve. 58 A.D.2d 987 (4th Dept. 1977)

We reiterate that Habeas Corpus should not be employed as a substitute for appeal.
Nonetheless, it is now settled that "Habeas Corpus" is an appropriate proceeding to test a claim
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that relator has been imprisoned after having been deprived of a fundamental constitutional or
statutory right in a criminal prosecution * * * " (People ex rel. Keitt v. McMann. supra, Citation
omitted). In the interests of justice and by reason of practicality and necessity, the relator should be
granted an immediate hearing on the merits of his petition without regard to the pending appeal
from his judgment of conviction.
People V. Wilson. 18 A.D.2d 424 (1st Dept., 1963)

[10] Another possibility is the remedy of Habeas Corpus. Generally, Habeas Corpus is
confined to unlawful detention dependent upon lack of competency in the committing court or lack
of jurisdiction over the defendant, or for violation of non-waived or non-waivable fundamental
constitutional rights discoverable from the record facts (Civil Practice Act, 1231,1252;
Certainly, I had a constitutional right to counsel and to be informed of my rights as required by law.
I also had a statutory right to transactional immunity under the law, as I never submitted a waiver of
immunity to the Grand Jury and did not have counsel present or a judicial inquiry when I allegedly waived
my right to immunity before the Grand Jury. Therefore, I was illegally imprisoned. Certainly the transcripts
and case law support my position.
New York State Appellate Court ruling

On July 27, 2000 the Appellate Court ruled stating;
Motion to proceed as poor person.

Application, pursuant to CPLR 7002 (b)(2), for Writ of Habeas Corpus.
Upon the papers filed in support of he application and the motion and the papers filed in
response to the motion, it is
ORDERED that the motion for permission to proceed as a poor person is granted, without

costs, only to the extent that the filing fee required by CPLR 8022 is waived, and it is further
ORDERED that the application for Writ of Habeas Corpus is denied.
This was the entire order. Did the judges violate the law in refiising to issue the Writ of Habeas

Corpus and deprive me of a right I am entitled to under the law? Did these judges commit official misconduct
and issuing a false written instrument? It should be noted that I did not receive any opposing papers. Was
this because the fix was already in and there was no need to file opposing papers?
Appeal to Court of Appeals of Denial

Judge Kaye has a conflict of interest and acts in violation of the law
On August 30,2000,1 filed a Notice of Appeal with a Jurisdictional Statement with the New York
State Court of Appeals appealing the above Appellate Court ruling den3ang my motion for a Writ of Habeas

Corpus. At the same time, I filed a Notice of Motion for Permission to Appeal to the New York State Court
of Appeals from the above order as a defendant does not have the right to appeal a denial of a Writ of
Habeas Corpus, but must seek permission from the Court of Appeals.
The Order was signed by Stuart M. Cohen, Clerk of the Court of Appeals and who testified against
me at my trial.

The Order stated that Judge Judith S. Kaye, Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals, was present and

the presiding justice concerning my motion for permission to appeal to the Court of Appeals. No other judge
was named. This was an Order made by Judge Kaye.

4 3 8

Judge Kaye's Order of October 24,2000 stated:

The appellant having filed a notice of appeal and motion for leave to appeal to the Court of
Appeals and for poor person relief in the above cause, papers having been submitted thereon and
due deliberation having been thereof had, it is

ORDERED, on the Court's own motion, that the appeal be and the same hereby is dismissed,
without costs, upon the ground that no substantial constitutional question is directly involved; and
it is

ORDERED, that the said motion for leave to appeal be and the same hereby is denied; and
it is

ORDERED, that the said motion for poor person relief be and same is hereby dismissed as
academic.

What does Judge Kaye mean that there was no substantial constitutional question involved? I
raised the issue that the criminal mischief statute was unconstitutional as written as it did not define the

word "damage" a major element of the offense. I argued that I was denied my constitutional right to due
process and equal protection of the law as I was entitled to immunity as I never submitted the alleged
waiver of immunity to the Grand Jury and because I was deprived of my constitutional right to counsel
before the Grand Jury when I signed the alleged waiver of immunity without counsel being present or a
judicial inquiry. This clearly shows how Judge Kaye deliberately lies in her decisions and orders in order to
deprive a defendant of his constitutional and statutory rights.

Did Judge Kaye have a conflict of interest? Did Judge Kaye have the authority to rule on my
motion? Remember, anytime there is even a potential for a conflict of interest, it has to be disclosed.

First, Judge Kaye should have been disqualified based upon her bias of me. This stems from articles

I have written about her illegal actions.

Second, Judge Kaye did not have the authority to rule on my motion, as she had a direct interest in

the proceeding pursuant to Judiciary Law § 60.

The Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals shall have supervision and control of the Court of

Appeals building in the city of Albany, with the grounds and premises adjacent or appurtenant

thereto or connected therewith belonging to the state so far as such grounds or premises now and
hereafter shall be laid out and completed.

Judge Kaye is the Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals. The Court of Appeals building, that I
sprayed, is under her direct supervision and control pursuant to state statute. Therefore, she has a direct

interest in any proceeding concerning the Court of Appeals building. This would be the same as having a
rental manager, who is also the town justice, deciding cases of eviction in his town court for the apartment
complex he works for.
Johnson v. Hornblass. 93 A.D.2d 732 (1983)

Judiciarv Law 14 provides, in pertinent part:

"A judge shall not sit as such in, or take any part in the decision of, an action, claim, matter,
motion or proceeding to which he is a party, or in which he has been attorney or counsel, or in which

he is interested, or if he is related by consanguinity or affinity to any party to the controversy
within the sixth degree."
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This is the sole statutory authority in New York for disqualification of a judge. If
disqualification under the statute were found, prohibition would lie, since there would be a lack of
jurisdiction. There is an express statutory disqualification. (See, Matter of Merola v. Walsh....).
Certainly, Judge Kaye had an interest in the outcome of the proceeding as the Court of Appcal.s
building is under her direct supervision and control and I was ordered to pay restitution for the sprnyinfi ol'
the building to the Court of Appeals. Did Judge Kaye violate the law?
People V. L^wig, 165 Misc.2d 814 (1995)

However, a Judge/Justice who is disqualified from presiding over a motion undiT .hulu i.irv
Law § 14 lacks jurisdiction to decide the issue (People v. Connor. 142 N.Y. 130,...). Jiiri><(lKiii»n
cannot be obtained by consent of the parties or by the failure to object if the disqualillcaimn is
under Judiciary Law § 14. (People v. Berrv....).

If the judge is in fact, disqualified to sit in a case, the whole proceeding befort* him \h
utterly void; he is incompetent to try the case, and equally incompetent to make any order in it, iru ludin^'
an order setting aside his own void proceeding. Oaklev v. Asoinwall. 3 NY 547 (1850).
Judge Kaye's ruling, on my motion, was a denial of due process and in violation of Judiciary Law $
14. We know Judge Kaye does not follow the law, but does as she pleases. She knows no one is goinj; to
question her illegal activities or stand up to her.
Pursuant to Judiciary Law § 210(1), the Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals shall be the Chief
Judge of New York State and shall be the Chief Judge of the unified court system and Judiciary Law § 211
states the administrative functions of the Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals.

All of the employees of the New York State Judiciary, including judges, are under Judge Kaye's
supervision and control and she fiirther has control of the other courts as documented by Judiciary Law §
2 11 .

Was I deprived of my right to due process because of the position and influence, either directly or

indirectly, by Chief Judge Judith Kaye of the Court of Appeals? Do the employees, including the judges, of
the Unified Court System want to please their superior?
CHAPTER

21

Judge Kaye Federal Lawsuit

On October 23, 2003, one day short of the three year statute of Hmitations, I filed a Federal suit

against Judge Kaye alleging that she acted in complete absence of all jurisdiction as she had a direct

interest in the matter and was disqualified by operation of the law. I also argued that I was entitled to

punitive damages as this has been a continuing violation of my rights by Judge Kaye. I further argued that
since the mail was used in delivering Judge Kaye's orders to me, this matter falls under the Federal RICO
statutes and I am entitled to triple damages. The Federal Docket number is 03-CV-1284. This can be found
on the Federal Courts web site. Of course, "my buddy". Judge Thomas J. McAvoy was again assigned to the

case. We already know how he fixes cases against litigants who sue judges and how he covers up the judge's

illegal actions. Do you really think I will receive a fair hearing in this matter? Will I be allowed to argue the
motion to dismiss in open court?

Without even having served Judge Kaye, Judge McAvoy, my good buddy, ruled on November 6,

2003, without Judge Kaye even having to file a motion. As you read his Decision and Order notice he does
not address the issue of a judge acting in complete absence of all jurisdiction. He does not mention the fact

a judge is disqualified by operation of the law if they have an interest in the proceeding, which Judge Kaye
had by virtue of the fact that the Court of Appeals building is under her direct supervision and control
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pursuant to state statute.

Judge McAvoy relied on two cases and stated;

"The law in this Circuit clearly provides that "judges enjoy absolute immunity from personal
liability for acts committed within their judicial jurisdiction."
Notice how Judge McAvoy stated judges have immunity for acts committed within their "judicial
jurisdiction". Judge Kaye was not acting within her "judicial jurisdiction", as case law and state statute

clearly hold that she had no jurisdiction to rule. She was prohibited by law from hearing the matter because
she had a direct interest in the outcome of the proceeding. Judge Kaye was acting in complete absence of all
jurisdiction.

Furthermore, Judge McAvoy deliberately failed to address New York State Judiciary Law § 14:
Disqualification of judge by reason of interest or consanguinity.
A judge shall not sit as such in, or take part in the decision or, an action, claim, matter,
motion, or proceeding in which he has been attorney or counsel or in which he is interested.. . .
Casterella v. Casterelle. 1978, 65 A.D.2d 614, 409 N.Y.S.2d 548:

Statute requiring disqualification of judges in basis of interest or bias is jurisdictional.
Judiciary Law § 14.
Cummings v. Cummings. 1981, 439 N.Y.S.2d 825:

Statutes requiring disqualification on the basis of interest or bias are jurisdictional in nature,
and the parties may not consent that a judge sit as such on a case when the judge is disqualified by
operation of a statute.
Fields V. Soloff. 920 F2d 1114 (2nd Cir. 1980)

... Moreover, "[a] judge will not be deprived of immunity because the action he took was in

error, was done maliciously, or was in excess of his authority; rather, he will be subject to liability
only when he as acted in 'clear absence of all jurisdiction'" Stump v. Sparkman. 435 U.S. 349.
Maestri v. Jutkofskv. 860 F.2d 50 (2nd Cir. 1980)

... The courts, however, have made a critical distinction: a judge who performs a judicial act
in excess of his or her jurisdiction is immune to civil suit; a judge who acts in the clear absence of

jurisdiction is not. When a judge lacks jurisdiction over the subject matter, "any authority exercised
is a usurped authority."
Rankin v. Howard. 633 F2d 844 (9th Cir. 1980)

[10] But when a judge knows that he lacks jurisdiction, or acts on the face of clearly valid
state statutes or case law expressly depriving him of jurisdiction, judicial immunity is lost. See

Bradlev v. Fisher. 80 U.S. (13 wall.) at 351 ("when the want of jurisdiction is known to the judge, no
excuse is permissible"). Turner v. Ravnes. 611 F.2d 92, 95 (5th Cir. 1980) (Stump is consistent with
the view that "a clearly inordinate exercise of unconferred jurisdiction by a judge—one so crass as

to establish that he embarked on it either knowingly or recklessly—subjects him to personal liability")
When a judge knows he lacks jurisdiction, or acts in face of clearly balanced statutes or case law
expressly depriving him of jurisdiction, judicial immunity is lost. Schorle v. Citv of Oreenhills. S D Ohio
1981, 524 E Supp.821
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The above cases have all held that a judge who acts in "clear absence of all jurisdiction" or "if there
is case law or state statute that expressly deprives the judge of jurisdiction, judicial immunity is lost. This
applies to Judge Kaye as well!

Decision and Order By Judge McAvoy violates the law
Pro se plaintiff Charles E. Collins, III has filed a complaint alleging the violation of his constitutional
rights pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983. Collins has paid the filing fee for this action.
In his complaint, Collins claims that his constitutional right to appeal the denial of his state Habeas

Corpus petition was violated by defendant Judith Kaye, Chief Judge of the New York State Court of Appeals.
Complaint at 1. Plaintiff states that he commenced the habeas proceeding to challenge his conviction on a
charge of criminal mischief stemming from an incident where he sprayed the New York Court of Appeals
building with chicken manure. Id. at 2.2 On October 24, 2000, Chief Judge Kaye issued an order denying
plaintiffs motion for leave to appeal the denial of his habeas petition by the Supreme Court, Appellate
Division, Third Department. Plaintiff claims that because the Chief Judge is charged by New York law with

the supervision and control of the court building, 3 Chief Judge Kaye had an interest in the outcome of the
proceeding and was therefore disqualified from ruling on plaintiffs request "by operation of law.' Id. at 1.
For a complete statement of plaintiffs claims, reference is made to the complaint filed herein.
Although the court has the duty to show liberality towards pro se litigants, Nance V. Kellv. 912 F.2d
605,606 (2d Cir. 1990) (per curiam), and extreme caution should be exercised in ordering sua sponte dismissal
of a pro se complaint before the adverse party has been served and the parties have had an opportunity to
respond, Anderson v. Coughlin. 700 F.2d 37, 41 (2d Cir. 1983), there is a responsibility on the court to
determine that a claim is not fnvolous before permitting a plaintiff to proceed. See Fitzgerald v. First East
Seventh St. Tenants Corp.. 221 F,3d 362,363 (2d Cir. 2000) (district court may dismiss fnvolous complaint
sua sponte notwithstanding fact that plaintiff has paid statutory filing fee).
Because plaintiffs complaint contains allegations of wrongdoing against a single defendant who,
for the reasons discussed below, is absolutely immune from suit under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 and must be
dismissed from this action, this action is dismissed.

The law in this Circuit clearly provides that "judges enjoy absolute immunity from personal liability
for acts committed within their judicial jurisdiction.'" Young v. Seiskv. 41 F.3d 47,51 (2d Cir. 1994) (emphasis
added) (quoting Pierson v. Rav. 386 U.S. 547 (1967)). "The absolute immunity of a judge applies however
erroneous the act may have been, and however injurious in its consequences it may have proved to the

plaintiff." Young. 41 F.3d at 51 (internal quotations omitted).
(Judge McAvoy deliberately failed to state that immunity does not apply to judges who act in complete

absence of all jurisdiction or in violation of state statutes or case law that expressly deprive them of
jurisdiction! He simply took the position judges have immunity now matter what! This is bull and

Judge McAvoy knows it. He is there to protect the corrupt New York State Judiciary!!)
Determination of plaintiffs motion for leave to appeal the denial of his habeas petition to the Court

of Appeals was clearly within the judicial jurisdiction of Chief Judge Kaye. Accordingly, she is absolutely
immune from suit on plaintiffs claims, and this action is dismissed, with prejudice.
(It was not within her "judicial jurisdiction" as claimed by Judge McAvoy!)
1 Plaintiff is well known to this Court. In Collins v. Greenber^. No. 1:00-CV-1349 (TJM/

DRH), affd, 2002 WL 257344 (2d Cir. Feb. 22, 2002), cert, denied, 537 U.S. 884 (2002), plaintiffs

complaint against the Albany County District Attorney and two of his Assistants was dismissed

sua sponte on the ground that the defendants were absolutely immune from hability on plaintiffs
claims. Plaintiff has commenced at least six other civil rights actions in the Northern District since

1991, many of which arose out of proceedings in New York family court. See e.g., Collins v. Austin.
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No. 3:91-CV-0138 (TJM): Collins v. Unified Court System. 1991WL 111218 (N.D.N.Y. June 17,1991)
(TJM); Collins V.Morsilln. l:94-CV-0884 (TJM/DNH), affd w/o pub. opinion, 122 F.3d 1055 (2d Cir.
1995); Collins v. Carella. l:96-CV-2020 (LEK/DRH); Collins v. Horn. l:98-CV-0854 (TJM/RWS);
Collins V. Campbell. 1:00-CV-1348 (DNH/DRH). Plaintiff was sanctioned by the Court in Collins v.
Unified Court System, supra, for having filed vexatious and baseless litigation.
2 This conviction also formed the basis of plaintiffs claims in Collins v. Greenberg. supra.
3 See Section 60 of the New York Judiciary Law.
WHEREFORE, it is hereby

ORDERED, that this action is dismissed, with prejudice, and it is further
ORDERED, that the Clerk serve a copy of this Order on plaintiff by regular mail. IT IS SO
ORDERED.

Dated: November 6, 2003 - Thomas J. McAvoy, U.S. District Judge
How many cases has Judge McAvoy fixed in favor of the state? How many cases has he fixed in
order cover up the illegal actions of the state court judges? Judge McAvoy was fully aware that he was
immune from liability as he has judicial immunity. He does not have immunity for his criminal acts in
violating litigants rights to due process and equal protection of the law. Notice Judge McAvoy did not
address the issue as to whether Judge Kaye was disqualified by state statute and case law that expressly
deprived her of jurisdiction to hear the matter. If he had, he would have found she lacked any jurisdiction
to rule. This Decision and Order is an official document that contains knowingly false statements in order

to defraud me of my right to sue Judge Kaye. Judge McAvoy is guilty of issuing a false written instrument.
Why is he above the law?
The Judgment in Civil Case states:

DECISION BY COURT. This action came to trial of hearing before this Court. The issues have been
tried or heard and a decision has been rendered.

IT IS ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the action is DISMISSED with prejudice. In accordance
with Judge McAvo^s decision £uid Order filed on November 6, 2003.

What trial or hearing? I wasn't even allowed to argue the law. This is called due process in our
corrupt Federal Judiciary in New York State.

Judith Kaye, Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals
should be impeached and prosecuted for her actions

Chief Judge Judith Kaye of the Court of Appeals should be impeached and prosecuted for her
actions as she is involved in case fixing; authorizing illegal secret imprisonments; depriving defendants of
their constitutional rights to due process and equal protection of the law; their constitutional right to a
Public trial; to a jury trial; and oppressing other constitutional and civil rights which she has sworn to
defend and protect when she took her oath of office and in violation of both State and Federal Penal Laws,
As previously documented. Judge Kaye has ruled on motions and participated in decisions in which

she was precluded by law from doing so. There was testimony, in my criminal proceeding that Judge Kaye

was ruling on suits, that her husband's law firm had been paid in the millions of dollars for legal work his
firm did for these companies and where she profited personally from her decisions.

On the wall in the Rensselaer County Courthouse and in the Office of the United States District
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Court Clerk's Office is a plaque with quotes from different judges. On the plaque is a quote by Judge Kaye
which states:

"The role of the courts as impartial protectors of individual rights can provide controvi-rsy

especially in "hard" cases involving unpopular cases of litigants. Yet it is precisely lu'causo
independent tribunals decide cases according to law and not the opinion polls that so many, including

vocal critics, immediately turn to the courts for protection and relief when their own intiTi'sts arc
at stake."

Judge Kaye stated in a newspaper article in the Times Union on August 20,1995:
"I think you would feel that if you stood before our court, from watching us and lisinnnt: to
us and reading our decisions that we're well prepared," she said. "I think you'd feel you ;,'(•! .i l.nr
shake."

The article continued with "Court watchers say Kaye has done well defending tin- luun's
integrity in the wake of the Wachtler scandal."

In the Times Union on May 2, 2002, on page B1 the article stated in part:
Chief Judge Judith Kaye renewed her commitment Wednesday to simplifying the court
system, especially easing the way for victims of domestic violence, as she took the opportunity of
Law Day to highlight her agenda for reform.

She praised the state's strong legal system and said this years' annual Court of Appeals
Law Day ceremony — pajdng tribute to "the bedrock of American society, the rule of law" — was
made more significant in light of the Sept. 11 tragedy.
"This year, I take particular pride in the fact that, despite a savage attack, the New York
courts — some of them in the very shadow of the World Trade Center — continued to function

throughout, barely missing a beat in their service to the public, showing the world the high value
we place on our system of justice," Kaye said.
This year's Law Day theme, set by the American Bar Association, is "Celebrate Our Freedom:

Assuring Equal Justice for All." But the ^^romise of freedom and equal justice is an empty
one if our justice system is not accessible.** She told a courtroom packed with judges, lawyers,
law students and court personnel.
The New York courts are pledged to removing the barriers "so that our justice system remains

truly accessible to the citizenry," she said. The availability of legal services for the needy should be
expanded, courts should be made more user-friendly, jury service should be improved and the public
should be educated of their legal rights.

It is not what you see the court doing, it's what you don't see that is the problem. The ^*promise of
freedom and equal justice is an empty one'* if, we have corrupt judges who violate the law by
depriving litigants of their constitutional, statutory and civil rights. Judge Kaye has shown and
demonstrated that she is a power mad hypocrite, who boasts about her ethical principles in public interviews
while secretly coordinating a state wide racketeering enterprise with a scheme to fix court cases and deprive

litigants of their constitutional, statutory and civil rights in order for the state to collect billions of dollars
each year fi-om the Federal Government and in order for attorneys to make billions of dollars each year off
of the misery and destruction of families that they deliberately cause in the name of justice.
I have been to the Court of Appeals several times and I can state firsthand that not only do I think

I did not get a "fair shake", I know I didn't and Judge Kaye knows I didn't. Judge Kaye has proven that has
no problem lying to the public about her actions. She cannot be trusted to protect our constitutional, statutory,
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and/or civil rights.
The article continues:

Before Law Day ceremonies at noon, Kaye joined a rally on the Capitol steps for statewide
court reform, promoted by advocates for battered women. Participants contend that easing access
through the courts is a step toward helping victims of domestic violence.

I am not saying that domestic violence does not occur. The problem is that it is being used in order
to get an upper hand in court and the courts allow it to happen time after time. The other day a friend of

mine called to tell me that there was this man who was charged with having sexual relations with his 15
year old stepdaughter. I must first say that he and the mother were in the middle of a divorce. She was

making all kinds of demands from him which he was refusing. Because of his arrest last year, he lost his
state job. The District Attorney just had the charges dismissed because the stepdaughters statements
turned out to be false. The man did get his state job back. According to my friend, there was a big article in
the paper when he was arrested, but there was no article concerning the charges being dismissed. Why?
Furthermore, why wasn't the daughter arrested for filing a false police report? Nothing is done to those
who make false allegations of domestic violence or abuse. Why? Because they do not want to prosecute

mothers! No one wants to address the issue of false allegations! A^y? Because they do not want to prosecute

mothers! What about men who are being abused by their wives or significant others? It is as if only women
are abused, when in fact, both men and women are abused! Men who claim they are abused are laughed at,
and the judges and police do not take them seriously. This has to change. Why are there no abuse shelters

or places for men to go who are being abused? What has Judge Kaye done for men who are being abused? To
my knowledge, nothing.

In my opinion, the only access Judge Kaye is referring to is for women who are claiming they are
being abused by their husbands or boyfi-iends. Fathers are routinely denied access to the courts by the
illegal actions of the judges as documented herein. Having access to the court system is more than
being able to walk in the front door and file a complaint. It includes having your petitions
heard by the court, being able to or allowed to defend yourself, receiving a fair trial or hearing
before a judge, having your court orders enforced and/or having yoiu* rights protected.
Based upon my experience with Judge Kaye on several matters, I have come to the conclusion that

Judge Kaye has no integrity and, in my opinion, is the state's number ONE prostitute for the Judiciary!
The caption next to Judge Kaye's picture in the article states: "Kaye said the key to reforming the
system is easing the process by improving access". What garbage! The key to improving the system is

to get rid of the corrupt judges, like Judge Kaye, and holding the judges accountable for their

illegal actions against our constitutional and statutory rights. Judge Kaye, by her actions in
dismissing my appeals concerning the constitutionality of state statutes in violation in the New York State

Constitution, is denjring me access to the courts and clearly shows that Judge Kaye has no integrity.
Again, Judge Kaye telling the public one thing while doing another.
Attorney General Eliot Spitzer

It should be noted that in the same article of May 2, 2002, the following was stated concerning New
York State Attorney General Eliot Spitzer:

Another Law Day speaker. Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, talked about making "society's
leading institutions," including those which deal with finance, education, and charities, more
accountable to the public.

The attorney general, who is investigating illegalities on Wall Street, suggested the legal
system could help narrow the breach of public trust seen recently in many of these institutions.

When these firms were accused of misconduct, they met the allegations by lowering
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"standards of what is acceptable," the attorney general said. "There is more to lose by lowering
standards than by skepticism and demanding accountability."

The above can be very easily applied to the New York State Judiciary. Attorney General Spitzer's
Office is fully aware of what has been happening and has turned its back on the people who demand that
their constitutional and statutory rights be enforced. We have more to lose from a corrupt judiciary

then than we do from a corrupt company. We can lose our freedom, our children and our
constitutional and civil rights just for starters. We are illegally deprived of our children and are
deprived of making a living. Attorney General Spitzer has placed the New York State Judiciary and his
office above the law. His office is no better than the companies that he investigates for illegal activity,

except he is going to protect those in his office who violate the law and cover-up the illegal actions of the
judges.

To add insult to injury, it is the New York State Attorney General's Office who represents the judges
in court matters. When I filed the lawsuits in Federal Court against the judges, it was the New York State

Attorney General who represented the judges in the case. \^en I filed the Writ of Prohibition in the
Appellate Court, it was Attorney General Spitzer who represented Judge Lamont. Tell me, how can Attorney

General Spitzer protect constitutional and civil rights from being violated, when his office represents those
who are violating the law? And we are paying for them to defend those who are violating our constitutional
rights. Isn't this a conflict of interest? Isn't this the same as the fox watching the hen house? Attorney
General Spitzer knows they are committing illegal acts, but defends their illegal actions. Attorney General
Spitzer should be prosecuting them for their illegal actions!! Didn't Attorney General Spitzer take an oath
to defend and protect our constitutional rights when he took his oath of office? A great system for the
corrupt judges and attorneys! You have the chief prosecutor for the state, the attorney general, defending
the illegal actions of the judges and helping to cover up their illegal actions. If this was a public company
and an officer of the company did what Attorney General Spitzer is doing, he would be charged with
obstruction of justice just for starters.
Another scam by Judge Kaye?
News Flash - Press Release - June 1, 2004
Statewide Task Force to Fix Flaws in New York

Divorce Process is Convened by Chief Judge:

Custody Disputes in Divorce Cases A Primary Topic of Inquiry for New Commission
Chief Judge Judith S. Kaye today announced the creation of the Matrimonial Commission, charged

with examining every facet of the divorce process in New York and recommending reforms to correct existing
problems. Chaired by Associate Justice Sondra Miller, of the Appellate Division, Second Department, the
panel will consider, among other topics, the many complex issues involved in custody disputes, including
the role and qualifications of forensics experts and law guardians.
The formation of the new commission represents the latest in the state court system's reform efforts

concerning matrimonial litigation and builds on the work of a prior panel, the Committee to Examine
Lawyer Conduct in Matrimonial Actions, which was chaired by Hon. E. Leo Milonas. The findings and

recommendations of that earlier commission ultimately led in 1993 to the judiciary's adoption of new rules

to govern attorney-client relationships and case management in matrimonial matters. The effectiveness of
those rules were assessed in a January 2004 report issued by the Office of Hon. Jacqueline W. Silbermann,
the Statewide Administrative Judge for Matrimonial Matters, which indicated considerable advancements,

such as major reductions in case resolution times, but also identified persisting problems, particularly in
the area of custody litigation.

"Over a decade after reforms to address flaws in the divorce process were first implemented in New

York, we are gratified to perceive significant improvements," said Chief Judge Kaye. "But now the time is
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ripe for a comprehensive review of matrimonial litigation and for tackling the difficult issues that remain.
For the challenging task of spearheading such an effort, I have appointed Appellate Division Justice Sondra
Miller, herself a former matrimonial lawyer and a judge known for her work with legal issues involving
families and children, to chair this new commission. Justice Miller, along with her distinguished co-members,
will have the task of shepherding the process of change that was begun over ten years ago by the Committee
to Examine Lawyer Conduct in Matrimonial Actions to the next level. I am fully confident that their collective
labors will provide the blueprint for further essential reforms in this critical area."
Chief Administrative Judge Jonathan Lippman stated, "Much progress has been achieved since
the adoption of the matrimonial rules in 1993. Compared to a decade ago, a contested divorce case is now
resolved on average in half the time, from 796 to 319 days, and the pending caseload of contested divorce
cases statewide has dropped by more than a third. However, as welcome as this news is, there is more work
to be done to address weaknesses in the system. This newly formed commission will no doubt lead the way
in spotlighting existing problems and helping the court system formulate policies to rectify them. I thank
Justice Miller and the committee members in advance for their contributions of time and energy to this

important cause and look forward to their findings."
As part of its inquiry, the Commission will host a series of public hearings at various locations
throughout the state to elicit information about the divorce process in New York. (The dates and locations
of these public hearings will be announced in the future.) Among the subjects the Commission will consider
are interim counsel fees, enforcement of court orders and custody resolution. The Commission plans to
report their findings to the Chief Judge in approximately one year.
My Response to Commission

Another do nothing commission? Here we have Judge Kaye appointing judges and attorneys, who
are the problem, trying to fix the problem. Makes sense, doesn't it? Do you think they are going to address:
1) the issue of the corruption in the Family Court? 2) the denial of fathers seeing their children without a

court hearing? 3) denying fathers hearings on Orders of Protection? 4) the court fi*ustrating fathers attempts
to see their children? 5) the issue of fathers paying more in child support than is required by law? 6) the law
guardians representing the mothers instead of the children? 7) the Family Court being closed to the public?
and 8) the denial of a father's right to a public trial and a jury trial when they face imprisonment?
If I remember correctly, the last commission decided that once a father had obtained an attorney, he
could not file his own petitions or any other document with the court. The father's attorney was required to
submit all paperwork. In my opinion, this was to prevent fathers from submitting documentation to the
court or modifying their petition that would support their positions when the attorneys refused to do so.
If Judge Kaye was really interested in fixing the problems in the divorce and family proceedings,
the first thing she should do is hold the judges accountable for their actions. The next thing she should do
is make the law guardians and psychologists used by the court system also accountable for their actions.
This would include allowing litigants to read the report given about them to the court, instead of keeping
the reports secret or having the attorneys paraphrase the report, as is currently being done.
This commission has no incentive to do act honorably. The only incentive is to continue to perpetuate

the fraud upon the citizens of the State of New York. Why isn't there anyone on the commission representing
fathers? Fathers are the ones most adversely affected by the rulings of the judges and by the reports made
by the psychologists and law guardians.

Just looking at the some of the names on the commission, I would seriously doubt any report

prepared by them. In particulcu-, I would point out that Judge Spain of the Third Department, Appellate

Division is known for lying in his decisions against fathers and for protecting mothers. A couple of the
attorneys who are on the commission also act as law guardians, are known for being pro-mother. This

commission is stacked against fathers!
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Chief Judge Kaye seeks to beat corruption?
Published on 10/13/2003 - Associated Press

NEW YORK — The state's top judge is throwing her support behind rooting out corruption
among local judges and said she believes that electing judges, rather than appointing them, is the
best system of selection.

New York State Chief Judge Judith Kaye said that she was "devastated" by allegations of
corruption and bribery on the bench in Brooklyn and that steps must be taken to restore public
trust.

"I think the stain, the shadow that is cast by investigations and charges and arrests is a
very large one," Kaye said on WNBC-TVs "News Forum" in a conversation with Gabe Pressman.

"We have to keep in mind that the abuses that are alleged are very individual... but I don't take
refuge in that, and I don't apologize for that.

"I think we have to be so attentive to seeing that this is rooted out, wherever it is," she said.
One of the most high-profile cases involves Brooklyn Judge Gerald Garson, accused of taking
bribes to fix divorce cases. He has pleaded innocent.

The case brought out anger among the community at the possibility of judges run awry and
fostered mistrust of the bench.

But Kaye said that keeping an elective system for choosing the judges is important.
"We have had that (elective) system in place for a century, and we do get very good judges,
so I say I'll stand on the record with that," she said.

How can Judge Kaye condemn other judges' illegal actions, while at the same time she is committing
the same or more serious crimes? Is this the pot calling the kettle black?
CHAPTER

22

Federal Writs of Habeas Corpus

The first petition for a Federal Writ of Habeas Corpus was filed in April 2000, with Docket No.: 00CV-0599, alleging I was entitled to immunity as I did not have counsel present and there was no judicial
inquiry when I signed an alleged waiver of immunity. The issue that the criminal mischief statute was
unconstitutional was also raised.

The petition was dismissed on May 23, 2000 by Judge Frederick J. Scullin on the grounds that I did
not exhaust all state remedies.

I again filed on August 18,2000 and Docket No.: OO-CV-1269 was assigned. On September 18,2000,
Judge Scullin again dismissed my petition stating I needed to file an amended petition.
On October 16,2000,1 filed an Amended petition. On October 26,2000 Judge Scullin again dismissed

my complaint for failure to exhaust state court remedies as my direct appeal had not been ruled upon by
the Court of Appeals.

August 18, 2000 Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus
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On August 18, 2000,1 filed my next Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus in Federal Court. Docket
No.; OO-CV-1269.1 raised the above issues and the issue that the court lacked the authority to prosecute
me. In my Affidavit I argued the court lacked subject matter jurisdiction to here the matter as I was
entitled to transactional immunity.
My Petition was dismissed on October 27,2000 by Chief District Judge Frederick J. Scullin, Jr. as
he said I had not exhausted my state court remedies.
November 6,2000 Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus

As Judge Kaye had dismissed my Appeal concerning my Petition for a Writ of Habeas Corpus to the
New York State Court of Appeals on October 24,2000,1 had legally exhausted my state court remedies. On
November 6,2000,1 filed another Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus with the United States District Court
and Docket No. OO-CV-1650 was assigned. In my accompanying affidavit, I raised the issue that I had

exhausted my state court remedies, that I was entitled to transactional immunity as that my alleged
waiver of immimity was not submitted to the Grand Jury as required and that I signed the alleged waiver
of immunity without counsel being present and without a judicial inquiry by a judge as required by law.
Furthermore, I argued the criminal mischief statute was unconstitutionally vague.
I should mention that New York State Attorney General Eliot Spitzer, Wayne L. Benjamin of Counsel,
represented the respondent in the Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus. The New State Attorney General's

Office was fully aware of the illegal actions taken against me by the judges and Albany County District
Attorney and his assistants who are under the authority of the Attorney General's Office.
I relied upon the following case law.
People ex rel. Rohrlich v. Follette. 20 N.Y.2d 297 (1967)

In Keitt. Judge SCILEPPI, speaking for the court, wrote (18 N.Y2d p. 262, 273 N.Y.S.2d p.
899) that Habeas Corpus 'is an appropriate proceeding to test a claim that the relator has been

deprived of a fundamental constitutional or statutory right in a criminal prosecution'.
People V. Wilson. 18 A.D.2d 424 (1st Dept., 1963)

[10] Another possibility is the remedy of Habeas Corpus. Generally, Habeas Corpus is
confined to unlawfiil detention dependent upon lack of competency in the committing court or lack
of jurisdiction over the defendant, or for violation of non-waived or non-waivable fundamental

constitutional rights discoverable from the record facts (Civil Practice Act, 1231,1252;
State ex rel. Henrv L. v. Hawes. 174 Misc.2d 929 (1997)

As the Court of Appeals has said. Habeas Corpus "must take precedence over considerations
of procedural orderliness and conformity" and is available to review the violation of fundamental

constitutional or statutory rights (Citation omitted). Here, the traditional means for a challenge of
this sort is not a sufficient remedy (Citation omitted).

I argued that I had now exhausted my state court remedies as Judge Kaye had dismissed my
appeal concerning my Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus and I am only required to give the state's highest

court onlv one opportunity to rule on my issues.
This was based upon:

U. S. ex rel Cuomo v. Fav. 257 F.2d 438 (2nd Cir.(N.Y. 1958))

[7] Section 2254, though not explicit on the point, has been interpreted to require that the
prisoner need follow but one proper procedure to raise the merits of his alleged Federal question in
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the State courts. Brown v. Allen, 344 U.S. 443,....

FACT: The filing of my Habeas Corpus petition was a proper procedure to follow in State Court as
previously documented.
Emmett v. Ricketts. 397 F.Supp. 1025 (1975)
The 'ultimate question for disposition' IFN 33] need not be presented to the stati* c«uirt.s
more than once. If the highest court in the state system has been afforded one full chaiur «hi

appeal to correct the alleged constitutional error the petitioner will not be required to pursut- state
collateral remedies. Brown v. Allen. 344 U.S. 443, ... (1953). Presentation in this I'a.^^hinn will

accomplish exhaustion regardless of whether the highest state court actually decides the issm- on
the merits (E.g., Bishop v. Wainwright. 511 F.2d 664,...).
FACT: The New York State Court of Appeals, the highest state court, had a full opportunity to nili'

on my Federal issues and I am now going to be forced to pursue collateral remedies by a direct ap|H al.
Thomas v. Scullv. 854 F.Supp. 944 (E.D.N.Y. 1994)
12] The Second Circuit Court of Appeals has formulated a two-prong test for deterniinin^i

whether an applicant for federal Habeas relief has exhausted his state remedies. First, the
petitioner must have "fairly presented" his federal claim to the state courts. See Dave v.
Attorney Gen.. 696 F.2d 186,191 (2d Cir. 1982) (en banc). To satisfy this requirement, the petitioner
must demonstrate that he has informed the state courts of both the factual and the legal premises
of the claim he now asserts in federal court. See id. (citing Picard v. Connor.... (1971)). Under the

law of this circuit, the petitioner need only make a minimal articulation of the federal claim to the
state courts. See, e.g., Reid v. Senkowski. 961 F.2d 374,376 (2d Cir. 1992) (Federal claim was fairly
presented where the petitioner filed a pro se supplemental brief in state court that cited the
Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution, even though no factual premises

underlying this claim were asserted, and no cases were cited to. Rather, the reference to the
Fourteenth Amendment within the supplemental brief was sufficient to place the state court on
notice of the constitutional claims addressed in the brief.).

[3] The second prong of this doctrine generally requires the applicant to utilize all available
avenues of appellate review within the state-court system before proceeding to federal court. See
Dave. 696 F.2d at 190. Typically, this criterion requires a direct appeal to the highest court of the
state. See id. n. 3. This requirement, however, may also be satisfied where the applicant has

collaterally attacked the judgment of conviction within the state courts, and thereafter has appealed
the denial of his application to the highest court of the state. See Llovd v. Walker. 771 F.Supp. 570,
574 (E.D.N.Y. 1991) (Exhaustion requirement met where state collateral review had been
obtained through filing of a Motion to Vacate Judgment, pursuant to N.Y.Crim.Proc.L.

440.10, followed by eventual appeal to New York Court of Appeals.); Dingle v. Scullv. No.
CV-90-1804 (RR), 1990 WL 252285, at *8-''=9 (E.D.N.Y. Dec. 31, 1990) (reaching the merits of the

applicant's speedy trial claim where state collateral review had been obtained through the
niing of a state Habeas petition, followed by a subsequent appeal and an application for
leave to appeal to the New York Court of Appeals).
FACT: I followed the procedure outlined in this case as I followed up the denial of my Petition for

Writ of Habeas Corpus with a notice of appeal and an application for leave to appeal to the New York Court

of Appeals. I further stated the legal and factual issues and claimed that my right to due process had been
violated, and that the court had no jurisdiction to prosecute me. I exceeded what was required by the above
case where they held that just claiming a 14th Amendment was sufficient.
I further argued that I did not have to exhaust my state court remedies, as doing so would be a

futile attempt, as the state courts were refusing to address the issues. I based this on the following case
law:
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Complete exhaustion of state remedies prior to bringing Habeas Corpus petition was excused
by special circumstances, including petitioner's good-faith effort to bring his petition before proper
forum and state officials' failure to take any action to rectify petitioner's predicament (Chitwood v.
Dowd. 889 R2d 781 (1989)).

FACT: I clearly documented my good faith efforts to bring my issues before a proper forum such as
my petition to dismiss complaint, petition for writ of prohibition, my petition for bail and my Petition for
Writ of Habeas Corpus.

Where there are circumsteuices rendering the state corrective process ineffective to protect
a prisoner's rights, Federal Habeas Corpus relief may be granted without requiring a futile
exhaustion of State remedies (Terrv v. Wingo. 454 F.2d 694 (1972)).

The principal that federal courts should defer to state courts in the interests of comity
assumes that the state courts will give prompt consideration to claims of violation of federal rights
(West v. Louisiana. 478 F.2d 1026 (1973) see, Bartone v. United States. 375 U.S. 52, 84 S.Ct. 21
(1963)).

Requirement of this section that the state prisoner who seeks Federal Habeas Corpus relief

exhaust his state court remedies is not jurisdictional and courts may deviate from it in those instances
in which justice so requires. U.S. ex rel Graham v. Mancusi. CA 2 (N.Y.) 1972, 457 F.2d 463.

FACT: I properly presented my constitutional issues to the state court and followed the state court
procedures only to be deprived of those procedures by the State Appellate Court and the New York State
Court of Appeals, the state's highest court.

Petitioner's cannot be deprived of their timely access to federal court by the failure of a
state court to decide a properly presented constitutional issue (Chesnev v. Robinson. 403 F.Supp.
306 (1975) (Cf Chambers v. Mississippi. 410 U.S. 284, 93 S.Ct. 1038 (1973)).

Obviously the Federal Judges do not believe in constitutional rights and are willing to cover up the
illegal actions of State Court Judges in depriving litigants of their constitutional rights. As you will see

,this also applies the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit located in New York City.
On November 17, 2000, my petition was again dismissed by Judge Frederick J. Scullin, Jr. for
failure to exhaust state court remedies.
American Civil Liberties Union

On November 22,2000,1 sent the following letter to the American Civil Liberties Union with a copy
of my Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus:
Dear Sir:

I was arrested on January 26,1998 for spraying the New York State Court of Appeals with

liquid chicken manure. From the time of my arrest to the present, my constitutional rights to due
process and equal protection of the law continue to be violated.

I am enclosing a copy of my most recent Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus and my supporting
A f fi d a v i t .
The documentation will show:
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1. I was not informed of my rights as required by law and was deprived of my right to
counsel at arraignment and before the Grand Jury.
2. That when I appeared before the Grand Jury and gave testimony, there was no

counsel present and there was no judicial inquiry when the assistant district attorney had me
allegedly waive my right to counsel in violation of People v. Chapman.
3. I have the transcripts to support my position that I am entitled to transactional
i m m u n i t y.
4. It is also documented that the statute upon which I was convicted is unconstitutional
as it fails to define a major element of the offense and case law supports my position that I did not
commit that offense even if the statute is not considered unconstitutional.

Furthermore, my rights are being deliberately violated because I have been outspoken
about the New York State Judiciary.
Anything you can do on my behalf would be greatly appreciated.
I never heard from the ACLU. The ACLU is not willing to stand up and fight for fathers whose

constitutional rights to public trials, jury trial, etc. are being deliberately violated by the judges. They are
willing to send five attorneys to support and defend a mother who delivers a legally drunk baby. Were her
constitutional rights being violated? What am I missing here?

As stated in Bill O'Reilly's article titled "Our boundaries put us in danger" on May 29,2004:
Make no mistake, the ACLU wants captured terrorists to have the same rights as American
criminals do. So sometime in the future it's very possible that a captured terrorist, who has knowledge
of an impending chemical or biological attack, would be interrogated as a bank robber would be.
You could not deprive the suspected terrorist of "sleep" nor make him or her unusually uncomfortable.
The ACLU is there to protect terrorists. These terrorists have no ground rules and think nothing of

killing innocent people, just as they did on September 11,2001. In my opinion, if the ACLU had their way,
these terrorists will have more rights than a father in New York State and ACLU will make sure the

terrorists rights are protected.
United States Court of Appeals

On December 1,2000,1 filed a Notice of Appeal of Judge Scullin's Order to the U.S. Court of Appeals.
Appeal No. 00-2722.
On December 5, 2001, I filed a Motion for a Certificate of Appealability with the District Court

stating that "I have made a substantial showing of the denial of my constitutional rights to due process and
equal protection of the law and of my right to counsel at all stages of the criminal investigation. I continued
to argue the above issues.

On December 15,2000, Judge Scullin denied my Certificate of Appealability.
On December 26,2000,1 filed a Notice of Motion for Certificate of Appealability with the U.S. Court

of Appeals with an affidavit in support of the motion. Again arguing my three issues concerning submitting
the waiver, lack of counsel and the unconstitutionality of the state statute. I also argued that the Court of

Appeals had the opportunity to rule on my issues as I had exhausted my state court remedies. I further
submitted a Memorandum of Law citing the legal basis of my arguments as documented above.

On January 31,2001, the U.S. Court of Appeals, Judges Chester J. Straub, Rosemary S. Pooler, and
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Robert Sack issued their decision stating:
"Appellant has filed, pro se, a motion for a certificate of appealability. Upon due consideration,
it is ORDERED, that the motion is denied and the appeal is dismissed. The direct appeal has not
been perfected. Therefore, appellant's claims are not exhausted. See. Avala v. Speckard. 89 F.3d 91,
94 (2d Cir. 1996)."

Avala V. Speckard stated that the petitioner had exhausted his state remedies on direct appeal. It
did not hold that a direct appeal is mandatory in order to exhaust his state court remedies. This was a
denial of my due process rights by the U. S. Court of Appeals.
CHAPTER
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Direct appeal of my conviction

In June 2001, my court appointed attorney, Paul J. Connolly, filed my Brief and Appendix. The
Brief was 73 pages. The Brief detailed the fact that 1) I was entitled to transactional immunity as I did not
submit my waiver of immunity to the Grand Jury as required by CPL § 190.50(b) and therefore I was
entitled to immunity pursuant to CPL § 190.50(c); 2) I was entitled to transactional immunity as I did not
have counsel present and there was no judicial inquiry when I signed the alleged waiver of immunity; 3) I
did not damage the property within the meaning of the criminal mischief statute pursuant to case law; 4)
the criminal mischief statute was unconstitutionally vague; 5) the evidence used to determine the clean up
costs was inadmissible hearsay testimony as the witnesses testified that they had no actual firsthand
knowledge of the costs; 6) the court committed reversible error by precluding the testimony of an expert
witness. I might add that Mr. Connolly did an excellent job of preparing my appeal.
The District Attorney's Office Brief argued that the waiver was effective if it was written and sworn
to before the Grand Jury. But the DA's Office failed to state that the alleged waiver of immunity was
submitted to the Grand Jury as required by CPL § 190.50 (b). They did not even attempt to argue that the
alleged waiver of immunity w as submitted to the Grand Jury as required by statute, as they knew it had
not been submitted.

They then argued that Chapman, and the other cases I cited were not appropriate as I am a paralegal
and that I stated at my arraignment that I would represent myself. They completely ignored CPL § 180.10
(5) which states "A defendant who proceeds at the arraignment without counsel does not waive his right to
counsel, and the court must inform him that he continues to have such right." Based upon their argument,

attorneys and paralegals are not entitled to be informed of the law as required by statute when charged
with a crime. As documented by the arguments made in my filings, I was not aware of all of my rights. The
filings will show when I discovered the violation of my rights.

The Appellate Court ruled 1) that the record demonstrated that I submitted the alleged waiver of
immunity to the Grand Jury even though there was no documentation that the alleged waiver was submitted
to the Grand Jury and the fact ADA Horn had never stated that it was; 2) that I waived my right to counsel
in city court at my arraignment before Judge Herrick and for the entire criminal proceeding in contradiction
of CPL 180.10 (5) and applicable case law; 3) that the colloquy with ADA Horn in the Grand Jury was
sufficient for me to waive my right to counsel and immunity before the Grand Jury and that ADA Horn was

authorized to have a defendant waive his constitutional right to counsel and immunity without counsel
being present or a judicial inquiry which contradicts all previous case law; 4) that the criminal mischief

statute was constitutional and applied to cases where there was no physical damage to the property which

contradicts previous case law and made me the first person in New York State ever to be convicted of
criminal mischief without any physical damage to property.
There is no accountability of the judges. They are allowed to violate a defendant's constitutional

rights to due process, equal protection of the law and their right to counsel and statutory rights to immunity.

These judges cannot be held to be above the law. They do not have immunity for their criminal actions. Who

is going to prosecute them? Attorney General Spitzer who defends the illegal actions of the judges in court?
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Albany County District Attorney Paul Cljme?
As you read the Appellate Court Order you will see how the judges misrepresent and lie about the
facts in their decision. For example, they state the waiver of immunity was submitted to the court ovon
though there was no proof that it was. They also state, "that he declined assistance from the Public Defender's
Office, unequivocally stating, *I will represent myself" I did not decline assistance from the Public Doft'ndiT*s

Office as claimed. The part that "I will represent myseir is taken out of context. The transcript:
THE COURT: I am going to enter a plea of not guilty. I will have the public defender speak to yiui.

MR. COLLINS: I would prefer not to have the Public Defender's Office.' The last time I h;ul thnn,
they lied to me. TTiey didn't do their job. They refused to discuss this case with nu*.
THE COURT: What is your proposal regarding representation?
MR. COLLINS: I will represent myself.
Appellate Court ruling February 18,2000

Appeal from a judgment of the Supreme Court (Lamont, J.), rendered February 18,2000 in Albany
County, upon a verdict convicting defendant of the crime of criminal mischief in the second degree.
Following a jury trial at which defendant was represented by counsel, he was convicted of criminal
mischief in the second degree for his premeditated use of a power sprayer to spread a watery substance
containing chicken excrement on the front of the Court of Appeals Hall in the City of Albany. The incident
occurred during the early morning hours of January 26, 1998 and was recorded on videotape. Defendant
was sentenced to a term of imprisonment of 1-1/3 to 4 years and ordered to pay restitution of $6,026.78.
Defendant appeals, raising numerous claims, none of which has merit.
First, the record belies defendant's claim that he did not effectively waive the right to counsel at his

arraignment in Albany City Court. The transcript of the colloquy between defendant and the court clearly
reflects, inter alia, that defendant was advised of the nature of the charges against him and his right to an
attorney, and that he declined assistance from the Public Defender's Office, unequivocally stating, "I will
represent myself." Thereafter, County Court conducted an evidentiary hearing on defendant's pro se motion
to dismiss the indictment, and correctly concluded that City Court had apprised defendant of his right to
counsel and properly permitted defendant to proceed pro se. The testimony and evidence at the hearing

fully support the conclusion that defendant was very ^owledgeable about his rights as a defendant in a

criminal proceeding and had knowingly and intelligently waived the right to counsel at the arraignment
(see. People v Vivenzio. 62 N.Y.2d 775, 776; see also, CPL 180.10 [3], [41, [51; People v Smith, 92 N.Y.2d
516,520), a finding based, in part, on City Court's past dealings with this defendant wherein he demonstrated
sophistication and extensive substantive knowledge in criminal matters (see, People v Smith, supra, at
520; People v Vivenzio. supra, at 776; see also, People v Tortorici. 249 A.D.2d 588, affd 92 N.Y.2d 757, cert
denied 528 US 834).

Second, defendant invoked his right to testify before the Grand Jury (see, CPL 190.50 [5]), acting

pro se, and the Grand Jury minutes reflect that prior to testifying, defendant was apprised of his right to

counsel (CPL 190.52 [1]), expressly waived that right under oath and, after the waiver of immunity was

explained, defendant reviewed and then executed a written waiver of immunity (CPL 190.45 [11) and then

swore to it before the Grand Jury (CPL 190.45 [2]; see, People v Stewart, 92 N.Y.2d 965). Defendant's

contentions to the contrary notwithstanding, the evidence submitted at the hearing before County Court,
including the Grand Jury minutes, established that defendant effectively waived his right to counsel (CPL
190.52 [1]) and executed a valid waiver of immunity (CPL 190.40 [21 [a]; 190.45 [11, [2]), which was submitted
to the Grand Jury (CPL 190.50 [5] [b]).

Next, we reject defendant's claim that the evidence was legally insufficient to establish that he

caused "damage" to the Court of Appeals property within the meaning of Penal Law § 145.10. Viewing the
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evidence in the light most favorable to the People (see, People v Contes. 60 N.Y.2d 620, 621), we have no
difficulty in concluding that the People proved beyond a reasonable doubt that defendant indeed intentionally
"damaged]" this property (Penal Law § 145.10). The testimony of Court of Appeals' employees established
that the putrid stench from the sprayed substance lasted for months, required extensive cleaning and
destroyed the Court's commemorative banner. Their testimony also demonstrated that the substance
penetrated the building's facade, that the front door of the building was not usable for days after the
assault and that the washing process in the freezing temperatures caused structural damage to the steps of
the building.

While no statutory definition of "damages" is provided, it is commonly recognized that the term
contemplates "injury or harm to property that lowers its value or involves loss of efficiency" and that only
"slight" damage must be proved (Donnino, Practice Commentary, McKinney's Cons Laws of NY, Book 39,
Penal Law § 145.00, at 103; cf, People v Hills. 95 N.Y.2d 947; Matter of Jame.s William H.. 32 A.D.2d 932;
compare. People v McDonald. 68 N.Y.2d 1,13-14). Likewise, we find no error in Supreme Court's charge to
the jury, inter alia, that "damages" means injury or harm to property which reduces its value or usefulness
(183 Misc. 2d 303, 304-305).

Further, the proof adduced at trial sufficiently established that the amount of "damages" to this
property greatly exceeded the statutory threshold of $1,500 (Penal Law § 145.10), including the cost to rent
and purchase equipment, the cost to replace the destroyed banner and the cost of labor to complete the
prolonged and extensive cleaning process (see, People v Bleaklev. 69 N.Y.2d 490,495). The testimony of the
building manager adequately established the monetary value of the labor expended by the Court of Appeals'
employees to restore the building, and we discern no error in the inclusion of this cost in the calculation of

the amount of the damages to the building. To the extent that defendant challenges the verdict as contrary
to the weight of the evidence, we conclude that, based on the overwhelming evidence adduced at trial, a
different verdict would have been unreasonable, and reject this claim outright (see, id., at 495).

With regard to defendant's contention that Penal Law § 145.10 is unconstitutionally vague in failing
to provide notice that conduct such as his constitutes "damag[ing]" property, the statute is presumed to be
valid and defendant has not met the heavy burden of demonstrating its unconstitutionality, either facially
or as applied (see. People v Bright. 71 N.Y.2d 376, 382). In our view. Penal Law § 145.10 provides ample
notice to a person of ordinary intelligence that conduct such as covering a public building and its banner
with excrement rendering the building unusable for days, and impairing its use for a prolonged period of

time, "damages" the property and is prohibited, and the statute is not written so as to encourage arbitrary
and discriminatory enforcement (see, People v Shack. 86 N.Y.2d 529,538; cf, People v Dietze, 75 N.Y.2d 47,
50; People v Bright, supra: see also. Kolender v Lawson. 461 US 352, 357).

We have examined defendant's remaining arguments and determine that they lack merit.
Cardona, Spain, Peters, Carpinello euid Mugglin.
ORDERED that the judgment is affirmed.

These five judges knew that there was no documentation that the waiver of immunity was submitted

to the Grand Jury as stated in the order. There was nothing in the transcript and ADA Horn specifically
stated that the last time he saw the waiver of immunity was in my possession and the District Attorney's
Office never argued that it was submitted. I guess they didn't have to. The case was already fixed. Where is
the proof that it was submitted? There is none. They lied in order to deprive me of my Fourteenth Amendment
rights to due process and equal protection of the law. They lied when they stated "and destroyed the Court's
commemorative banner" as the banner needed neither to be cleaned or repaired. These judges cannot be
held to be above the law.

As to the constitutionality question, the cases listed by Judges: Shack. Dietz. Bright and Lawson do

not hold "covering a public building and its banner with excrement rendering the building unusable for

days, and impairing its use for a prolonged period of time, "damages" the property and is prohibited. They
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do not address the fact that every court in New York State had previously held that there has to be actual
physical damage to the property, under the criminal mischief statute. If the courts have always held that
there has to be actual phvsical to the property, how would anyone know that where there is no
physical damage, the person has committed the crime of criminal mischief? Do you think they were going to
find any different? The judges are going to punish anyone who has the audacity to stand up to them and
tries to hold them accountable. These judges are fully aware that making false statements in their decision

is a felony. They have placed themselves above the law. Who is going to prosecute them? New York State
Attorney General Spitzer? He is going to protect them and cover up their illegal actions.
I should mention that one of the judge's first comments to the ADA arguing the case was "Don't you
wish you had that waiver?"

If the Appellate Court Judges are going to lie about the waiver being submitted, then they will lie
about what "damage" is. The Appellate Court Judges in their above ruling relied upon three cases for
criminal mischief where they address the amount of damage required.
People V. Hills. 95 N.Y.S.2d 2000:

Defendant argues that the criminal mischief conviction must be reversed and the charge

against her dismissed because Penal Law § 145.00 requires proof of damage to tangible property in

order to sustain a conviction. Because there was insufficient evidence of any damage, we agree that

the charge of criminal mischief in the 4th degree must be dismissed.
... the extent of damage necessary for conviction for 4th criminal mischief is slight, some
amount damage is required....

The People, adduced no evidence showing that either the property demarcated by the stake
or the stake itself, was damaged by defendant's actions. Nor did the People identify any other

property during the course of the trial that was allegedly damaged.
FACT: This case clearly holds there has to be actual physical damage to the property. This

clearly supports my argument. Why didn't my 'so-called" attorney Mr. Oliver use this case?
Matter of William H.. 32 A.D.2d 932 held there was no evidence of actual damage to the driveway

to support a conviction for criminal mischief even though the chalking of the driveway was removed by the
husband after appl3^ng his energies. This case also supports my position.

Ppnplft V. McDonald. 68 N.Y.2d 1 held that slight burning or charring was sufficient under the law.
This is actual damage to the property itself. There was no damage to the actual property in my
c a s e .

Anyone reading this order would not know the true facts of the case, especially since the Appellate
Court Judges deliberately lied about the facts. This is how judges fix appeals.
Appeal of the Appellate Court Ruling to Court of Appeals
On December 6,2001 my court appointed attorney, Paul J. Connolly filed an application for granting

me a leave to appeal to the New York State Court of Appeals. Judge Graffeo was assigned to hear the
application.

On March 6,2002, Associate Judge Albert M. Rosenblatt of the Court of Appeals issued his Certificate
Denying Leave stating:
"I ALBERT M. ROSENBLATT, Associate Judge of the Court of Appeals of the State of New
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York, do hereby certify that upon the application timely made by the above-named appellant for a
certificate pursuant to CPL 460.20 and upon the record and proceedings herein,"' there is no question
of law presented which ought to be reviewed by the Court of Appeals and permission is hereby
denied.

* Description of Order: Order of the Appellate Division, Third Department entered November
29,2001, affirming a judgment of the Supreme Court, Albany County, rendered February 18,2000."
Judge Rosenblatt is now continuing the cover up of the violations of my rights by the judges and the
District Attorney's Office. He knows I never submitted the alleged waiver of immunity to the Grand Jury
and he knows that I did not legally waive my right to counsel as I did not have counsel present and there
was no judicial inquiry. He has just issued an order, an official document, that he knows contains false
information in order to defraud me of my right to due process, to equal protection of the law, my right to
freedom, and my right to immunity. He belongs in jail with Judge Kaye!
Based upon this ruling, I am now able to file for a Writ of Habeas Corpus with the Federal Judiciary.
Do you really think I will receive a fair hearing in Federal Court? I don't think so. The Federal and State
Court Judges work together.

CHAPTER
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Federal Writ of Habeas Corpus - May, 2003 - Docket No.: 9:03-CV-590

On May 13, 2003, I filed with the Federal District Court another Writ of Habeas Corpus titled
In my Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus, I stated:

Grounds raised - Petitioner was not represented by counsel at his arraignment on 1/26/98;
at the 2/3/98 hearing; and before the Grand Jury on 4/28/98. That petitioner is entitled to
transactional immunity as he never submitted the waiver of immunity to the Grand Jury as required

by law in order to waive immunity. Petitioner did not have counsel present and there was no judicial
inquiry when the Assistant District Attorney had him allegedly waive his right to counsel before
the Grand Jury. The court had no authority to prosecute him as he never legally waived his
right to counsel before the Grand Jury. Further petitioner raised the issue that Penal Law § 145.10
Criminal Mischief statute is unconstitutional.

Attached to my petition was my supporting affidavit along with the transcripts of the of my
arraignment and Grand Jury appearance as well as other documents. The court kept the petition but sent
me back the supporting affidavit and exhibits.

In my supporting affidavit, which is referred to by the State in its response, I stated:
That the documentation will show that the petitioner is currently on Parole and under the

control of the New York State Division of Parole; that he has exhausted his state court remedies;

petitioner's right to counsel has been deliberately violated throughout the state court proceedings
from the time he was arrested; that as a result of the violation of his right to counsel before the
Grand Jury, petitioner is entitled to transactional immunity; that the petitioner never submitted

his waiver of immunity to the Grand Jury and as such was entitled to transactional immunity; that
the state statute upon which the petitioner was convicted is unconstitutional as it applies to him;
that the petitioner is innocent of the charge of criminal mischief in the 2nd degree and that the
state court system lacked subject matter jurisdiction to prosecute the petitioner;

Well, after receiving three 60 day extensions to file the Attorney General's response, I served my
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full four years of my sentence based upon illegal actions of the Albany County District Attorney's Office.
The New York State Attorney General's Office has had the transcripts and other documents since I filed for
the Writ of Prohibition Pursuant to CPLR Article 78 in December of 1999 as they represented Judge Dan
Lament and others.

Obviously, Mr. Spitzer will protect the illegal actions of the Albany County District Attorney's Office

as they are there to protect corrupt judges and DA's. They don't care if someone is illegally imprisoned. How
about the current District Attorney of Albany County, Paul Clyne, who is a son of a former judge of Albany
County? Nepotism here? Why doesn't he investigate the illegal actions of his assistants and the violation of
my rights? Are they doing what he wants them to do? None of these public officials have any integrity.
In the Answer, the Attorney General's Office denied my allegations that my constitutional rights
had been violated. Notice in their memorandum of law, that the Attorney General's Office does not address
the issue of the court lacking jurisdiction to prosecute me and the denial of my constitutional right to
counsel. They take the position that the Federal Court should not be involved in State Court actions.

First, my response to the argument by Attorney General Spitzer:
It is the petitioner's position that the Supreme Court lacked subject matter jurisdiction to hear the
case as the petitioner was entitled to transactional immunity and therefore, could not be prosecuted for any
transaction, matter or thing concerning which he gave evidence or testimony before the Grand Jury. As
such, the State court lacked jurisdiction to prosecute him.

In Haring v. Provise. 462 U.S. 306,103 S.Ct. 2368 the United States Supreme Court ruled:
A defendant who pleads guilty may seek to set aside a conviction based on prior
constitutional claims which challenge "the very power of the State to bring the defendant
into court to answer the chaise brought against him.'* Blackledge v. Perrv. 417 U.S. at 30,94
S.Ct at 2103.

Bischel v. U.S.. 32 R3d 259 (7th Cir. 1994)

Habeas Corpus relief under 28 U.S.C. § 2255 is limited to "an error of law that is

jurisdictional, constitutional, or constitutes a 'fundamental defect which inherently results in a
complete miscarriage of justice.'"

Petitioner was entitled to transactional immunity as he did not submit the waiver of immunity to

the Grand Jury as required by CPL § 190.50(b) and therefore was entitled to transactional immunity
pursuant to CPL § 190.50(c). Petitioner was also entitled to transactional immunity as he did not have
counsel present and there was no judicial inquiry when he signed the alleged waiver of immunity. Once
petitioner was entitled to transactional immunity, the court lost all jurisdiction to prosecute him for any
transaction, matter or thing concerning that which he gave evidence or testimony" People v. Chapman. 69
N.Y.2d 497,499 (1987); see also. People v. Valvano. 131 Add 615, 516 N.Y.S.2d 507 (2nd Dept. 1987), People
V. Bartok. 209 A.D.2d 530, 619 N.Y.S.2d 626 (1994).
The Court of Appeals has held when a defendant has already been accused of a crime, "... his

appearance before the Grand Jury was unquestionably an occasion when legal advise is most critically
needed,". People v. Chapman. 69 N.Y.2d 497, 499 [1987].
Petitioner had a Federal constitutional right to counsel at all critical stages of the criminal proceeding.
Moreover, "since petitioner had already been accused of a serious crime, his appearance before the Grand
Jury was unquestionably an occasion 'when legal advice is most critically needed' (People v Settles. 46
N.Y.2d 154, 164)." People v Chapman. 69 N.Y.2d 497, 501, (1987).
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Adams v. Carroll. 875 F.2d 1441 at 1443 (1989):

[2-5] ... A criminal defendant thus has a choice to make, but the options are not equally

easy to elect. The right to assistance of counsel is automatic; assuming the right is not waived,
assistance must be made available at critical stages of a criminal prosecution, United

States V. Wade...., 87 S.Ct. 1926,1930-32,... (1967), whether or not the defendant has requested
it. Carnlev v. Cochran.. . ., 82 S.Ct. 884, 888-89,. . . (1962).
United States v. Rvlander. 714 F.2d 996,1005 (1983):

[16,17] Although a criminal defendant has a right to represent himself,..the decision to
do so must be made knowingly and intelligently. United States v. Harris. 683 F.2d 322,324 (9th Cir,

1982). "Before waiving his right to counsel, the defendant must be aware of the nature of the
charges and the possible penalties, as well as the dangers and disadvantages of self-representation
in a complex area where experience and professional training are most helpful." Id. The preferred

procedure is for the district judge to ensure a waiver is made knowingly and intelligently by discussing
with the defendant, on the record, the nature of the charges, the possible penalties, and the dangers

of self-representation. Id. It is an unusual case where, absent such a colloquy, a knowing and
intelligent waiver of counsel will be found. Id.
U.S. v. Morales. 498 F.Supp. at 142 (E.D.N.Y. 1980)

[1-4] A criminal defendant has a constitutional right to be represented by counsel at every
stage in the criminal proceeding when substantial rights of the accused may be affected. Mem pa v.
Rhay, . . ., 88 S.Ct. 254,. .. (1967).

The record is clear that the petitioner 1) never requested to waive his right to counsel, 2) never
stated he was waiving his right to counsel, 3) was not asked by the court if he wanted to waive his right to
counsel, 4) was not informed by the court that he was waiving his right to counsel, and 5) was not informed

by the court he had waived his right to counsel. Therefore, the petitioner could not have knowingly and
intelligently waived his right to counsel and the petitioner would have no reason to believe that he had

waived his right to counsel. Furthermore, the petitioner did not refuse counsel, all he stated was that he
would "prefer" not to have the Public Defender's Office represent him. All the petitioner stated was a
preference. It was the court's responsibility to determine how to proceed and not the petitioner's. It was the
court's responsibility to make counsel available to petitioner.
The appointment of counsel for an indigent defendant is required at every stage of a criminal
proceeding where substantial rights may be affected. Mem pa v. Rhav. 389 U.S. 128, 88 S.Ct. 254
(1967).

Federal rulings have also held that there must be a judicial inquiry or counsel present when a
defendant waives his right to counsel.
U . S . v. F o r e . 1 6 9 F. 2 d 1 0 4 ( 2 n d C i r. N . Y. 1 9 9 9 )

The district judge and defendant should engage in a colloquy on the record, but there is no

scripted procedure for this discussion. (Citations omitted). The court should conduct a "full and

calm discussion" with defendant during which he is made aware of the dangers and disadvantages

of proceeding pro se. (Citations omitted). The content of that discussion normally includes a discussion
of "the nature of the charges, the range of allowable punishments, and the risks of selfrepresentation."

The Constitution grants protection against criminal proceedings without the assistance of counsel,
counsel must be furnished 'whether or not the accused requested the appointment of counsel'
Carnlev v. Cochran. 369 U.S. 506 (1962); Uve^es v. Commonwealth of Pennsvlvania. 335 U.S. 437.
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Michigan v. Jackson. 475 U.S. 625, 106 S.Ct. 1404 (1986)

.. .The Sixth Amendment guarantee of the assistance of counsel also provides the right to
counsel at post arraignment interrogations. The arraignment signals "the initiation of adversary
judicial proceedings" and thus the attachment of the Sixth Amendment, United States v. Gouveia.
467 U.S. 180,187,188, (1984); IFN3] thereafter, government efforts to elicit information from the
accused, including interrogation, represent "critical stages" at which the Sixth Amendment applies
(Citations omitted).

Michigan v. Jackson, is very clear in holding "government efforts to elicit information from the
accused, including interrogation, represent "critical stages" at which the Sixth Amendment applies".
Certainly, a grand jury proceedings in which the defendant appears and gives testimony is an interrogation
and a critical stage of the proceeding.

Attorney General Spitzer*s response

The following is the State's Memorandum of Law sent with the Answer. Notice how Attorney General
Spitzer's Office continues the fraud upon me knowing that the statements in this Memorandum of Law are
false and/or misleading.
State's Preliminary Statement

Petitioner, formerly an inmate in the custody of the New York State Department of Correctional
Services, brings this federal habeas corpus proceeding to challenge the lawfulness of his conviction. (1)
Petitioner complains of a judgment of the Albany County Court, rendered on February 18 2000, after a jury
found him guilty of criminal mischief in the second degree. Petitioner was sentenced to an indeterminate
term of 1 1/3 to 4 years imprisonment.

Petitioner raises the following grounds for this Court's review:
1) he was entitled to transactional immunity based on his testimony before the grand jury;
and

2) the statute at issue is unconstitutionally vague.

(Notice the Attorney General did not state all of the grounds upon which I based my petition
for writ of habeas corpus? Conveniently leaving out the Court's lack of jurisdiction)

Respondent submits this memorandum of law in opposition to the petition. For the reasons set

forth below, the petition should be dismissed.

(1) - At the time petitioner filed this petition he had been released to parole supervision.
Petitioner's Affidavit in Support of Writ of Habeas Corpus, <0 101. It would now appear that

petitioner's maximum expiration date has expired Id. at Ex. 41.
(Here we have the Attorney General's Office referring to my Affidavit
which the court refused to accept and sent back to me.)
Statement of the Case

On January 26,1998 between 5:30 a.m. and 6:00 a.m., petitioner pulled his pickup truck in front of
the New York State Court of Appeals building in Albany. In the back of his truck was a 50 or 55 gallon
container filled with a mixture of chicken excrement and water. Petitioner proceeded to use a power sprayer

to spray that mixture onto the front of the building. He then drove away. Appellant's Brief and Appendix,
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p.l; Respondent's Brief and Appendix, p.5. The cleanup costs following petitioner's actions exceeded $1,500.
See Respondent's Brief and Appendix, pp. 27-28 (citing to record).
Petitioner carefully planned this act for some time. He considered numerous different potential
sprays, TT. 1310-13 (2), and tested several different spray pumps. Id. at 1314. In addition, petitioner arranged
to have the incident videotaped. Id. at 1329. Petitioner has never denied his conduct. See, e.g., Record on
Appeal, p. R22 (Statement to Albany Police Department); Petitioner's Affidavit in Support of Writ of Habeas

Corpus (hereinafter "Aff. in Support"), Ex. 4, p. 18 (petitioner's Grand Jury testimony)(3); TT. 1331
(petitioner's trial testimony). Instead, plaintiff has readily admitted his conduct and stated repeatedly that
it was done to highlight "the corruption in the New York State Court of Appeals and the State Judiciary
[sic]." Record on Appeal, p. R22.

(2) - "TT." followed by a number refers to a citation to petitioner's trial transcript which
comprises six separately bound volumes and is supplied with respondent's answer.

(3) - Petitioner has provided his grand jury testimony as part of his submissions in support
of the petition. In light of the prohibition on disclosing such material, see N.Y. Crim. Proc. Law §
190.25 (4)(a), respondent has not been provided with those records and has not made them a part
of the record.

Following this incident petitioner was charged with one count of Criminal Mischief in the Second

Degree, in violation of New York Penal Law section 145.10, and one count of Criminal Tampering in the

Third Degree, in violation of Penal Law section 145.14. Record on Appeal, pp. R73-R74. He was arraigned

on these charges in front of an Albany City Court Judge at which time he was advised of his right to counsel
and stated to the court that he wished to represent himself Miscellaneous Transcripts, p.9. The case was
then presented to a Grand Jury where petitioner again expressed his desire to represent himself Aff. in
Support, Ex. 4, pp. 13-16. He then waived immunity for his testimony. Id. The Grand jury returned an
indictment charging petitioner with criminal mischief Record on Appeal, p. R20. Petitioner was then tried

before a jury and convicted on the sole count of the indictment. (4) He was subsequently sentenced to an
indeterminate term of 11/3 to 4 years in prison. Sentencing Transcript, P. 50. Petitioner was also ordered
to pay restitution. Id. at pp. 50-52.

(4) - Prior to trial petitioner sought a writ of prohibition, on grounds related to the immunity
claim asserted here, to stop the trial from proceeding. His application was denied. Mtr. of Collins v.

Lampnt, 273 A.D.2d 528 (3d Dep't 2000). The full record of proceedings regarding that application
is contained in a volume of state court records captioned "State Court Writ of Prohibition."

Petitioner appealed his conviction and the Appellate Division, Third Department affirmed. People
V. Collins, 288 A.D.2d 756 (3d Dep't 2001). Petitioner's application for leave to appeal to the New York Court
of Appeals was denied. 97 N.Y.2d 752 (2002). At all stages subsequent to the indictment. Petitioner was
represented by counsel. This is at least petitioner's fourth habeas corpus petition challengingthis conviction.

Three prior petitions were dismissed without prejudice base on petitioner's repeated filing despite his
failure to exhaust his available state court remedies. See Aff. in Support, Exs. 32-36.
Standard of Review

The Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act ("AEDPX') of 1996 "places a new constraint on

the power of a federal habeas court to grant a state prisoner's application for a writ of habeas corpus with
respect to claims adjudicated on the merits in state court." Williams v. Tavlnr 529 U.S. 363,412 (2000). The

provisions of the AEDPA have the effect of "significantly curtailing the power of federal courts to grant"
habeas relief Eze v. Senkowski, 321 F.3d 110, 120 (2d Cir, 2003) (citing cases). The statute, insofar as
relevant to this standard of review, states:

(d) An application for a writ of habeas corpus on behalf of a person in custody pursuant to the
judgment of a State court shall not be granted with respect to any claim that was adjudicated on the merits
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in State court proceedings unless the adjudication of the claim—
(1) resulted in a decision that was contrary to, or involved an unreasonable application

of, clearly established Federal law, as determined by the Supreme Court of the United States; or
(2) resulted in a decision that was based on an unreasonable determination of the facts

in light of the evidence presented in the State court proceeding.
28U.S.C.§22^4(d).
In considering the review standard established under the act, the Supreme Court has noted that

the "contrary to" and "unreasonable application" prongs of the statute provide independent basis for
consideration by a habeas court. Williams. 529 U.S. at 404-05. Under the statute, a writ may be granted
only if the state court's decision was "contrary to...clearly established Federal law, as determined by the
Supreme Court of the United States," or amounted to an "unreasonable application" of that clearly established
law. Lockvear v. Andrade. 538 U.S. 63, 70-71 (2003); Anderson v. Miller, 346 F.3d 315,324 (2d Cir. 2003). "A
state court decision is 'contrary to' Supreme Court precedent if it 1) arrives at a conclusion that contradicts

that reached by the Supreme Court on a question of law; or 2) confronts facts that are materially
indistinguishable from those of relevant Supreme Court precedent and arrives at a contrary result." Parsad

V. Greiner. 337 F.3d 175,181 (2d Cir.), cert, denied sub nom, Parsad v. Fischer. 124 S. Ct. 962 (2003) (citing
Williams. 529 U.S. at 405); Shabazz v. Artaz. 336 F.3d 154, 161 (2d Cir. 2003).
With respect to the "unreasonable application" prong of the AEDPA, the Supreme Court has noted

that a state court decision correctly identifjdng the applicable legal standard, but applying this rule in an
unreasonable manner to the particular facts of the case would amount to an unreasonable application
within the meaning of the statute. Wig^ns v. Smith. 413 U.S. 123 S. Ct. 2527, 2534-35 (2003). The

unreasonable application inquiry is an objective one. Williams. 529 U.S. at 409. In analyzing the role of the
new statute, the Supreme Court stressed that "unreasonable" does not equate to incorrect. See Eze. 321

F.3d at 124 (citing Williams. 529 U.S. at 410). Thus, "a federal habeas court may not issue the writ simply
because the court concludes in its independent judgment that the relevant state-court decision applied
clearly established federal law erroneously or incorrectly. Rather, that application must also be unreasonable."
Williams. 529 U.S. at 410; see also Woodford v. Visciotti. 537 U.S. 19, 24-25 (2002). Review "is limited to

whether the [state court's] ruling was objectively reasonable, not whether it was correct." Jones v. Stinson.
229 F.3d 112,121 (2d Cir. 2000).

Under the AEDPA a federal court may not "grant habeas relief where a petitioner's claim pursuant
to applicable federal law, or the U.S. Constitution, has been adjudicated on its merits in state court
proceedings in a manner that is not manifestly contrary to common sense." Anderson, 346 F.3d at 324. "A
petitioner's federal constitutional claim is adjudicated on the merits in state court when the state court

disposes of the claim on the merits and reduces its disposition to judgment." Torres v. Berbarv. 340 F.3d 63,

68 (2d Cir. 2003). Because petitioner's claims were considered on the merits, they are clearly subject to
review only if "contrary to" clearly established federal law or an "unreasonable application" of that law.
Argument
POINT

I

NONE OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED BY PETITIONER'S
FIRST CLAIM WARRANT HABEAS CORPUS RELIEF

Petitioner's first ground for relief relates primarily to his claim of entitlement to transactional

immunity based on his testimony to the grand jury. Petition, *il 12(A). The precise legal basis for this claim,
however, is not entirely clear. Encompassed in this ground of the pleading are discussions on New York
State law regarding immunity, grand jury proceedings and the right to counsel. For the reasons outlined
below, none of these arguments is a basis for habeas relief
A. Purely State Law Claims Are Not Cognizable in Federal Habeas Corpus Proceedings
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"A federal court conducting habeas review is limited to determining whether a petitioner's custody
is in violation of federal law. Dunnigan v. Keane. 137 F.3d 117, 125 (2d Cir.), cert denied, 525 U.S. 840
(1998). "[Flederal habeas corpus relief does not lie for errors of state law." Estelle. 502 U.S. at 67. Here,
petitioner's claim that he was entitled to immunity for his testimony at the Grand Jury arises solely from
an alleged violation of New York law and, as such, is not cognizable in this proceeding. Petitioner alleges
that under New York Criminal Procedure Law section 190.40 etc. he was entitled to immunity for his
testimony at the grand jury. See, e.g., Aff in Support, 39 & 41. This claim relies strictly on the interpretation

and application of these sections of the Criminal Procedure Law. As such, it is a purely state law matter
which cannot be a ground for relief See,e.g., Sims v. Stinson. 101 F.Supp.2d 187,194 (S.D.N.Y.2000), afiTd,
8 Fed.Appx. 14 (2d Cir. 2001) ("federal courts have no authority to review issues of state law").
In addition, the facts necessary to this state law claim have been definitely decided against him
and the claim, in any event, has no merit. The trial court found that petitioner specifically waived his right
to counsel and any claim for immunity. Miscellaneous Transcripts, pp. 103-11. The Appellate Division
affirmed these findings. Collins. 288 A.D.2d at 757-58. These facts are entitled to a presumption of correctness
in this proceeding. 28 U.S.C. § 2254(e)(1); Harris v. Kuhlmann. 346 F.3d 330, 350 (2d Cir. 2003). That
presumption can be overcome only by "clear and convincing evidence." Harris. 346 F.3d at 350; Cotto v.
Herbert, 331 F.3d 217, 233 (2d Cir. 2003). Far from meeting this heavy burden by clear and convincing
evidence in this proceeding, petitioner has merely repeated the arguments made and rejected by the state
courts. Those arguments fall well short of clear and convincing evidence that he testified before the grand
jury without waiving immunity. On the contrary, the record reflects that petitioner was advised in the
grand jury of his right to counsel and unequivocally stated that he wished to represent himself, Aff. in
Support, Ex. 4, pp. 13-1, that he was advised of the implications of waiving immunity, id. at pp. 14-16, that

he knowingly stated his intention to waive immunity, id. at p. 16, and executed a written waiver in front of

the grand jury. Id. at p. 15. On these facts, the state court determination that petitioner waived his immunity
was entirely reasonable and petitioner's claim to the contrary is not a basis for habeas relief
B. Errors in Grand Jury Proceedings Are No Basis for Habeas Relief

To the extent the petition can be read to allege a defect in the grand jury proceedings, the claim

must still be dismissed. First, it is well established that an individual has no federal constitutional right to
an indictment by a grand jury prior to a state criminal trial. Hozanv.Ward. 998 F. Supp. 290,294 (W.D.N. Y.
1998): Velez v. People of the State of N.Y.. 941F. Supp. 300,315 (E.D.N. Y. 1996) (citing Alexander v. Louisiana.

405 U.S. 625, 633 (1972)). As such, claims of error in the grand jury are no basis for habeas relief. Bowers

V. Wqlsh, 277 F. Supp.2d 208, 225 n.8 (W.D.N.Y. 2003); Beverlv v. Walker. 899 F. Supp. 900, 908 (N.D.N.Y.
1995), affd, 118 F.3d 900 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 522 U.S. 883 (1997). Second, petitioner's conviction also

defeats this claim. The law in this circuit is as firmly established that any alleged errors in grand jury
proceedings are cured by the petitioner's subsequent conviction. Looe v. Rilev. 865 F.2d 30,32 (2d Cir. 1989)
(conviction following trial); Lloyd v. Walker, 771 F. Supp. 570,576-77 (E.D.N.Y. 1991) (conviction based on
plea). Even styled as a grand jury claim, therefore, petitioner's claim is no basis for relief
C. Petitioner Cannot Establish a Sixth Amendment Claim

Petitioner also alludes to a denial of his right to counsel. It is unclear whether he, in fact, seeks to
pursue such a Sixth Amendment claim. To the extent he does, however, it clearly lacks merit.

"The Sixth Amendment guarantees an accused not only the right to the assistance of counsel, it
also guarantees the right to proceed without counsel." United States v. SnhmiHt 105 F.3d 82, 88 (2d Cir.
1997) (citing United States v. Pumett, 910 R2d 51, 54 (2d Cir. 1990)). An individual seeking to proceed as
their own attorney must knowingly and intelligently waive their right to counsel. Id.; United StatPs v

Purnett, 910 F.2d 51,55 (2d Cir. 1990). The Court, therefore, has an obligation to ensure the competence of
the defendant to knowingly waive that right prior to permitting him to represent himself Godinpz v Mnran

509 US. 389, 396-400 (1993); see also United States v Fore. 169 F.3d 104,108 (2d Cir.), cert, denied, 527

U.S. 1028 (1999). Whether an individual is competent to waive his right to counsel must be viewed under
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the totality of the circumstances. See generally Wvrick v. Fields. 459 U.S. 42 (1982); Edwards v. Arizona.
451U.S. 477(1981).

While plaintiff makes much of his purported lack of experience in certain criminal procot'din«;s,
federal law prohibits denial of a request to proceed pro se on this basis alone. Johnstone v. Kollv. SOH F.2(i
214, 216 (2d Cir. 1986), cert, denied, 482 U.S. 928 (1987); Hacker v. Herbert. 825 F. Supp. 114:). lloO

(N.D.N.Y. 1993). Indeed, if the court is convinced that the defendant is competent to waive his rijilu tj)
counsel no specific inquiry into his education or legal background is required. Hacker. 825 F. Sup|). at 11.')()
(citing Johnstone, 808 F.2d at 216). This is so because the Supreme Court has long distinguishi'd iH iwi t n
a defendant's competence to choose self-representation and his or her ability to competently
themselves, (jodinez, 509 U.S. at 400.

Under these standards, petitioner clearly has no Sixth Amendment claim. Here the record .impls
demonstrates that petitioner's waiver of his right to counsel was entirely voluntary. Despite |)t iitninrr «i
present statements to the contrary, there can be no doubt of petitioner's expressed desire to n pn nt
himself at both his initial arraignment and before the Grand Jury. At his initial court appearance lie u .is
advised of his right to counsel. Miscellaneous Transcripts, p. 9. Petitioner specifically stated that he did n«»i
wish to be represented by the Public Defender's Office and stated "I will represent myself" Id. Bi-fore the
Grand Jury he again unequivocally stated his intention and desire to represent himself Aff. in Support,
Ex. 4, p. 13. At the time of his initial arraignment, petitioner appeared before a judge with prior experience
with him. Miscellaneous Transcripts, p.29. That judge evaluated petitioner's request to represent himself
in part base on those prior experiences with petitioner. Id. These experiences included motions madi* by
petitioner in prior criminal proceedings and the judge's personal interactions with petitioner. Id. at p. 30.
The judge before whom petitioner initially appeared even commented that petitioner had more U'gal
knowledge than some of the attorneys who had represented him. Id. at p. 34. Moreover, the record reflects
that petitioner himself holds a paralegal certificate. TT. 1290. These facts, and others, see Miscellaneous
Transcripts, pp. 103-11, demonstrated to the courts below that petitioner was competent to waive his right
to counsel.

Petitioner's claim in this regard, however, is not premised on his own lack of competence. Instead
he asserts that the state courts erred when they did not conduct a sufficiently detailed colloquy regarding

his competence or provide him with specific warnings of the dangers of proceeding pro se. Petition, *{| 12(A).
The first claim is refiited by the Judge Cholakis' decision in Hacker. Clearly, if no specific inquiry into

education or background was required. Hacker. 825 F. Supp. at 1150, the failure to do so is no basis for
relief. This is especially true in light of the Second Circuit's repeated statement that there is no "talismanic"
procedure forjudging the voluntariness of a waiver of counsel. United States v. Tracv. 12 F.3d 1186, 1193
(2d Cir. 1993); Schmidt. 105 F.3d at 88. The second claim is equally unavailing. As noted above, habeas
corpus is available only when the state court decision below is contrary to or an ujireasonable application of

clearly established federal law. Mitchell v. Esparza. U.S. , 124 S. Ct. 7,10 (2003). While the right to
self-representation itself may be clearly established, Faretta v. California. 422 U.S. 806 (1975), the advisory
notices demanded by petitioner are not. Just last year in Dallio v. Soitzer. the Second Circuit specifically
held that clearly established federal law does not require a specific advisory warning of the dangers of

proceeding pro se prior to a valid waiver of the right of counsel. 343 F.3d 553, 561 (2d Cir 2003). If clearly

established federal law did not require such notice, the failure to give it cannot be a basis for habeas corpus
relief. Mitchell. 124 S. Ct. at 10.

Accordingly, petitioner's first claim for relief must be denied.
POINT II

THE CRIMINAL MISCHIEF STATUTE UNDER WHICH PETITIONER
WAS PROSECUTED IS NOT UNCONSTITUTIONALLY VAGUE
New York Penal Law section 145.10 provides:
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A person is guilty of criminal mischief in the second degree when with intent to damage
property of another person, and having no right to do so nor any reasonable ground to believe that
he has such right, he damages property of another person in an amount exceeding one thousand
fi v e h u n d r e d d o l l a r s .

Petitioner alleges that this statute is unconstitutional because it fails to define "damage" as used
therein to include cleanup costs. Petition, ^ 12(B). This argument lacks merit and should be dismissed.
Due process requires that "a criminal statute must give fair warning of the conduct that it makes a
crime." Rgzer? v, Tenngg^ee, 532 U.S. 451,457 (2001) (citing cases). This requires that the crime be defined
"with sufficient definiteness that ordinary people can understand what conduct is prohibited." United States
y. Thompson, 76 F.3d 442,452 (2d Cir. 1996). "The test is whether the language conveys sufficiently definite
warning as to the proscribed conduct when measured by common understanding and practices." Jordan v.

DeGeorg^, 341 U.S. 223,231-32 (1951). Under these standards, section 145.10 clearly withstands scrutiny.
Section 145.10 has a $1,500 damage threshold. Common understanding clearly supports that cleanup
costs constitute "damage" within the mesining of the statute. As noted by the state trial court, "damage" has
been defined as "injury or harm that reduces value, or usefulness." People v. Collins. 183 Misc. 2d 303,304
(Sup. Ct. Alb Co. 2000) (citing Random House Webster's College Dictionary (2d Ed.)). The record established

that odor resulting from petitioner's actions required that the front entrance to the Court of Appeals building
be closed for several business days. TT. 606-07. In addition, the stench permeated the Court building and
greatly affected staff there. Id. at 624 & 893. These facts clearly required the Court of Appeals to undertake
the cleaning efiForts it did and obviously affected the "usefulness" of the building. As such, under the dictionary

definition utilized by Judge Lamont the costs incurred were properly considered damage within the meaning
of the statute.

(Notice the use of a dictionary definition as opposed to a legal definition and that he cites
my case for precedent? Each state can have a different legal definitions for a crime and a legal
definition is not the same as a dictionary definition.)

This is consistent with other common definitions of the term. "Damage" has been alternatively
defined as "loss of harm resulting fi:-om injury to person, property, or reputation" or to expense, cost." Webster's
Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary. Obviously, the Court of Appeals was obligated to clean the outside of its

building, not only to preserve the integrity of the Court, but to provide for safe access to this public building.
As the Appellate Division found, petitioner's actions had long term effects on the Court of Appeals building
and that Courts employees. Collins. 288 A.D.2d at 758. This necessitated extensive cleaning to remediate.
Id, and without such efforts the utility of the building would have been greatly hindered. In addition,
contrary to petitioner's assertions that no physical damage was done to the building, the record reflects,

that as a direct result of petitioner's actions such did occur. Id. The monetary cost of such cleanup is clearly
a damage suffered to the building and the public fisc.

Perhaps most significant, however, is that the damage contemplated under the statute has long
been viewed to include a "loss of efficiency." N.Y. Penal Law §§ 145.00, Practice Commentary
In light of the facts outlined above regarding closure of access to the building and the impact
petitioner's actions had on Court personnel, petitioner's actions clearly resulted in a loss of efficiency. As

such, the costs undertaken to remedy the situation were properly categorized as damage to the property
sufficient to satisfy the damage element of the criminal mischief charge at issue.
CONCLUSION

THE PETITION SHOULD BE DISMISSED AND THE RELIEF
SOUGHT BY THE PETITIONER SHOULD BE DENIED
By: Gerald J. Rock
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Are the Answer and Memorandum of Law official documents being supplied to the court? If they
contain false statements of fact, wouldn't this be a crime? Issuing a false certificate? If this was a company

that Attorney General Spitzer was investigating and they made false statements to his investigators, wouldn't
he be charging them with making false statements and/or hindering prosecution and/or obstructing justice?
Obviously, the criminal statutes are for everyone except the corrupt judges and attorneys.
Penal Law $ 175.40 Issuing a false certificate

A person is guilty of issuing a false certificate when, being a public servant authorized
by law to make or issue official certificates or other official written instruments, and with
intent to defraud, deceive, or injure another person, he issues such an instrument, or makes
the same with intent that it be issued, knowing that it contains a false statement or false
information. Class E felony

No immunity for criminal acts by judges
Explain to me why the judges should not be charged and prosecuted for violating the following laws
and let a jury decide, as they are not entitled to immunity for their criminal acts. This also goes for
Attorney General Spitzer and his corrupt subordinates.
Doe V. Countv of Lake Indiana. 399 F.Supp 553 (1975) held:

... Where the initiative and independence of the judiciary will not be effectively impaired, courts
have refused to apply the doctrine of judicial immunity. For example, there is no official immunity fi*om
criminal liability. O'Shea v Littleton. 414 U.S. 488, 503 (1974). The Supreme Court recognized long ago
that a state court judge can be made to answer criminally for violating the criminal provisions of the Civil

Rights Act. Ex parte Vir^nia. 100 U.S. 399 (1879). In addition, federal courts have held that application of
the doctrine is restricted to the following areas:

1. immunity applies only when the judges are faced with suits involving their judicial as opposed
to ministerial or administrative duties and

2. immunity applies only when officials are sued for damages.
Penal Law 260.05 Issuing a false certificate which is a class E felony:

A person is guilty of issuing a false certificate when, being a public servant authorized by law to
make or issue official certificates or other official written instruments, and with intent to defraud, deceive,

or injure another person, he issues such an instrument, or makes the same with intent that it be issued,
knowing that it contains a false statement or false information.
Federal

Crimes

TT R.C. Title 18 $ 241. Conspiracy against rights of citizens

If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any citizen in the
free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege secured by him by the Constitution or laws of
the United States, or because of his having so exercised the same; or . ..

They shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both;
and if death results, they shall be subject to imprisonment for any term of years or for life.

The Appellate Court judges conspired to injure me by issuing there decision that they knew contained
false information and deprived me of my constitutional rights to due process and equal protection of the
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The appellate judges involved in the denial of my writ of prohibition dated June 8,2000 were: Crew,
Graffeo, Mugglin, Rose and Lahtinen.

The appellate judges involved in the denial of my Writ of Habeas Corpus dated July 27,2000 were:
Cardona, Carpinello, Graffeo, Rose and Lahtinen.

The Appellate Court judges involved in the denial of my direct appeal dated November 29, 2001
were: Cardona, Spain, Peters, Carpinello and Mugglin.
It is my position, that based upon the following, the above judges were involved in Mail Fraud as

they were involved in a scheme to defraud me of my constitutional rights to due process and equal protection

of the law. It is my opinion they "joined" or "cooperated with" or "conspired with" each other to have me
illegally imprisoned and to be illegally deprived of my Hberty while I was in jail. After I was released from
jail, I was required to report to parole and was prohibited from going where I wanted and when I wanted

because of their scheme to defraud me of my rights. The mail was used for the filing of the briefs and
correspondence in all of the Appellate Court matters and for the mailing of the court decisions.

I would further argue that the judges "joined" or "cooperated with" or "conspired with" with the
Albany County District Attorney's Office to cover up their illegal actions against me. It should be noted that

the Albany County District Attorney's Office would be the one to prosecute the judges for their illegal

actions as they are located in Albany County. We know that this is not going to happen. In my opinion,
Albany County District Attorney Paul Cline does not have the integrity to prosecute the illegal actions of
the judges or of his assistants and/or his former boss, Mr. Greenberg.

CHAPTER

25

Other criminal cases

Appellate Court protects rights of convicted sex-offender

On April 20,1990 there was an article in the Times Union concerning a man who had his conviction

overturned for third-degree Sodomy, a class E Felony in Saratoga County as the prosecutor failed to prove
that the man was over 21 years of age when the acts occurred. The article continues to read, "has been free
on $50,000 bail pending appeal of his Aug. 23,1988 conviction by a Saratoga County Jury of two counts of
third degree sodomy. He had been sentenced on each count to 1 1/3 to 4 years in state prison, with the
sentences to run consecutively. That he "engaged in oral and anal sex with a 14 year old boy ..."
The article continues:

"It is a felony for someone 21 or over to have sex with a person younger than 17. If the
perpetrator is less than 21 years old it is a misdemeanor.

Assistant District Attorney Thomas J. McNamara did not document at the trial that (name
omitted) was 30 when the incidents allegedly occurred, an error that warranted a reversal of the

conviction and dismissal of the indictment, the Appellate Division of state Supreme Court said in a
unanimous decision."

The article further says:

"(name omitted) was the only one of eight men charged in the sex ring to go to trial, and the
only one exonerated. Others pleaded guilty, including an Episcopal priest, (name omitted), who was
defrocked and is serving 1 1/3 to 4 years in prison."

This man, from what I heard, never spent one day in jail as he was released upon arraignment after
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posting $50,000 cash or bond and then the judge in the criminal matter continued his bail on $50,000 after
the conviction. Can you imagine being convicted of sodomy in the third degree and being allowed to continue
to be out on bail pending your appeal? Was the case fixed?

While I was at the New York State Law Library at the Empire State Plaza, I researched the appoal
records of this case and discovered the following testimony:

That before the Grand Jury the following questions were asked by the ADA McNamara and r« tl 1< >\v i n;;
answers were given by the victim:
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

Name, age, and date of birth? Answer
Is that your name? Answer
Where do you live? Answer
Do you know (the accused)? A Yes
How old is he? A Thirty-two

Why didn't the ADA ask the same questions at trial when the child was on the stand?
In his reply brief to the defendant's appeal, the ADA relied on several cases about the jury Ix iii;;
able to determine the age of the defendant when there is testimony as to the defendant's age.
The previous cases, such as People v. Patterson. 149 A.D.2d 966,540 N.Y.S.2d 626 held that
when a lay person testifies as to the age of the victim or the defendant that this is admissible a.s
"the court, sitting as the trier of fact, had the opportunity to observe the defendant and determine
fi*om his physical appearance at trial whether he was over the age of 21, as claimed by the victim".
In this matter, the ADA did not have anyone testify as to the age of the defendant. How convenient.
I should mention that I heard several rumors concerning two allegations as to what may have happened.

Unfortunately, I have no proof.
New York State Appellate Court is a racketeering enterprise!

Is the appellate division a racketeering enterprise under federal law? You decide.
U.S.C. Title 18 - Chanter 96 - Racketeering influenced and corrupt organizations (RICO):

§ 1961 - Definitions - as used in this chapter;

(1) "racketeering activity" means (A) any act or threat involving murder, kidnapping, gambling,
arson, robbery, bribery, extortion, or dealing in narcotic or other dangerous drugs, which is chargeable
under State law and punishable by imprisonment for more than one year; (B) any act which is indictable
under any of the following provisions of Title 18, United States Code: . . ., section 1341 (relating to mail
fraud),. .

(4) "enterprise includes any individual, partnership, corporation, association, or other legal entity,

and any union or group of individuals associated in fact although not a legal entity;
(5) "pattern of racketeering activity" requires at least two acts of racketeering activity, one of which
occurred after the effective date of this chapter and the last of which occurred within ten years (excluding

any period of imprisonment) after the commission of a prior act of racketeering activity;
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Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any scheme or artifice to defi-aud, or for
obtaining money or property by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises
* ■" * for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice or attempting to do, places in any post
office or authorized depository for mail matter, any matter or thing whatever to be sent or delivered
by the Postal Service, or takes or receives therefi-om, any such matter or thing, or knowingly causes
to be delivered by mail according to the direction thereon, or at a place at which it is directed to be
delivered by the person to whom it is addressed, any such matter or thing, shall be fined not more
than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.
If you notice the statute states "any scheme to defraud". I was defrauded of my constitutional
rights including my right to a fair trial and immunity. My mother was deprived of her property and I
was deprived of my income just as other fathers are by the family court system.
United States v. Mirabile. 503 F.2d 1065 - 1067 (1974):

[1] We must interpret the plain language of § 1341 "broadly and liberally* * to further the
purpose of the statute; namely, to prohibit the misuse of the mails to further fraudulent enterprises."
United States v. States, supra, 488 F.2d at 764. Such an interpretation is totally consistent with the
ever-expanding role the mail fi-aud statute has played.
2] ... In United States v. Nance. 502 F.2d 615 (8th Cir. 1974), this court discussed the "use
of the mails" requirement in connection with § 1341 and stated:
* * * To bring the scheme within the ambit of the mail fraud statute, the mails must be
used for the purpose of executing the scheme, Kann v. United States. 323 US. 88, 93, [65 S.Ct.
148] (1944); must be employed before the scheme reaches fhiition. United States v. Maze. 414
U.S. 395, [402] [94 S.Ct. 645] (1974); yet need not be contemplated as an essential element of
the scheme, Pereira v. United States, supra, 347 US 1.

Can you imagine what would happen if I went to the FBI or the US. Attorney General's Office with
this documentation?

CHAPTER 26

F E D E R A L L AW S U I T A G A I N S T A L B A N Y C O U N T Y D I S T R I C T AT T O R N E Y

Do prosecutors have immunity for monetary damages for their actions when they act in face of
clearly valid state statutes that expressly deprive them of jurisdiction? According to the law, the answer is
n o .

Before and after the trial and while I was in prison, I filed a Notice of Claims against Albany
County for the illegal actions of District Attorney Greenberg and his assistants, Horn and Nixon. I took the

position that they had no authority to prosecute me, as I was entitled to transactional immunity based
upon the fact that I did not submit the waiver of immunity to the Grand Jury and because I never legally
waived my right to counsel before the Grand Jury as I did not have counsel present and there was no
judicial inquiry.

I was served with a suit by Robert Roche on behalf of Albany County requesting that the state

supreme court bar me ft-om filing suit against Albany County, DA Greenberg and Mr. Horn for their illegal
actions in prosecuting me, as I had filed several Notice of Claims against them. I clearly documented to

Judge Thomas W. Keegan, the illegal actions of the above in prosecuting me and that they were not entitled

to prosecutorial immunity Judge Keegan, in his order, held that I was harassing state officials and ordered

that I could not sue them. As expected, he ignored their ilegal actions. How many other cases has Judge
Keegan fixed for the Albany County District Attorney's Office? Unfortunately, we will never know.
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Before he could rule, and knowing he was going to give them what they wanted, I filed suit in
Federal Court with Docket No. OO-CV-1349 and, my buddy, Judge Thomas J. McAvoy was again assigned to
my case.

I argued that Greenberg, Horn and Nixon did not have prosecutorial immunity for their actions

after April 28,1998 when I appeared before the Grand Jury and testified without legally waiving my right
to counsel and without submitting the waiver of immunity to the Greind Jury. I attached a memo of law
concerning the above and that I was entitled to transactional immunity.
The case law is clear, People v. Chapman. People v. Valvano. and People v. Bartok. that once a
defendant appears before the Grand Jury and gives testimony without signing a valid waiver of immunity
pursuant to CPL § 190.40 or without submitting a valid waiver of immunity pursuant to CPL § 190.50(b) to
the Grand Jury they are entitled to transactional immunity and cannot be prosecuted for any matter or

thing upon which responsive testimony was given. As I could not be thereafter prosecuted the defendants
acted in complete absence of all jurisdiction. They had no authority or discretion to prosecute me. The law
forbids it.

Prosecutorial immunity is based in part upon judicial immunity. When a judge knows he lacks
jurisdiction, or acts in the face of clearly valid state statutes or case law expressly depriving him of jurisdiction,
judicial immunity is lost, see Rankin v. Howard. 633 F.2d 844 (9th Cir. 1980)....
The courts have clearly held that judicial immunity has generally been found applicable to a
prosecutor's quasi-judicial immunity as well.
Arnold v. McClain. 926 F.2d 963 (10th Cir. 1991)

As the Court more recently explained ... [a] judge will not be deprived of immunity because
the action he took was in error, was done maliciously, or was in excess of his authority; rather, he

will be subject to liability only when he has acted in the "clear absence of all jurisdiction." ... While
Bradley dealt with judicial immunity, it has generally been found applicable to a
prosecutor's quasi-judicial immunity as well.
The defendants clearly acted outside the scope of their authority. It is not that they were not
authorized by law, it is that the law specifically deprived them of any authority to prosecute me once I

appeared before the Grand Jury and did not legally waive my right to counsel and/or immunity.
Write v.Citv of Reno. 533 RSupp. 58 (D.Nev., 1981)

This is a quasi-judicial immunity. It requires that the prosecutor's allegedly wrongful acts
have been committed in the performance of an integral part of the judicial process; as long as the
district attorney has acted within that scope, or is authorized by law to do the act

complained of, he is immune from civil liability for those acts. Svkes v. State of California
(Dept. of Motor Vehicles), 497 F.2d 197 (9th Cir. 1974); Marlowe v. Coaklev. 404 F.2d 75 (9th Cir.
1968) Robichaud v. Ronan. 351 F.2d 533, 536 (9th Cir. 1965)

A prosecutor is not absolutely immune, however, when knowingly acting in violation of law, Rodrigues
V City of New York. 193 A.D.2d 79, 602 N.Y.S.2d 337.

My supplemental affidavit to the court, dated May 11, 1998, clearly documented that they were
acting in violation of the law as I Iwas entitled to immunity.
Mnnre v. Dormin. 173 Misc.2d 836, 662 N.Y.S.2d 239 (N.Y.Sup., Jul 25, 1997)
In determining the issue of prosecutorial immunity, the Court considers whether the act
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complained of was within the scope of the prosecutor's delegated discretion and whether the position
entails making decisions of a judicial nature (Arteaga v. State of New York, 72 N.Y.2d 212,216,532

N.Y.S.2d 57,527 N.E.2d 1194 [1988]). A prosecutor, as a quasi-judicial officer, is absolutely immune

from damages for state law claims for official acts performed in the investigation or prosecution of
criminal charges (Rodri^es v. Citv of New York. 193 A.D.2d 79, 87, 602 N.Y.S.2d 337 [1st Dept.
1993] ). A prosecutor is not absolutely immune, however, when knowingly acting in
violation of law (Id. at 85-87,602 N.Y.S.2d 337).

How could the ADA's have been acting within the scope of their duties, if the law specifically states

that they had no authority to prosecute me after I testified before the Grand Jury without signing and
submitting a valid waiver of immimity?
Rodrigues v. Citv of New York. 193 A.D.2d 79, 602 N.Y.S.2d 337 (1st Dept. 1993)

[6] IMoreover, although a prosecutor is entitled to absolute immunity for those acts "within
the scope of his duties" (Rndnw v. Citv nf New York. 822 F.2d 324,327 [2d Cir. 1987], quoting Imbler
V. Pachtman. supra, 424 U.S. at 410, 96 S.Ct. at 985), where the prosecutor acts "in the clear
absence of all jurisdiction" (Rudow at 328) and "without any colorable claim of authority, he loses
the absolute immunity he would otherwise enjoy." (Id., quoting B^rr v. Abrams, supra, 810 F.2d at
361.)

When an official is acting in knowing violation of law, "he should be made to hesitate."

(Rums V. Reed, supra, 500 U.S. 478, , 111 S.Ct. 1934, 1944.) Accordingly, absolute immunity
does not protect the prosecutor defendants with respect to the state law claims.

The following case law held that I did not have to exhaust my state court remedies in order to file a
civil rights lawsuit under § 1983.
Parkhurst v. State of Wvo.. 641 F.2d 775 (10th Cir.(Wyo.) May 11,1981)

[1] As to the first two requests for relief, these are clearly challenges to the fact of his
confinement and are cognizable only by way of Habeas Corpus. Preiser v. Rodriguez, 411 US. 475,
500,93 S.Ct. 1827,1841, (1973). Appellant states in his complaint that his direct criminal appeal is

presently pending before the Wyoming Supreme Court. We thus conclude he has not yet exhausted
state remedies challenging his conviction as required by § 2254.

[2] [3] Appellant's money damage claim seeks a remedy other than release from confinement
and is not cognizable in a habeas action. But the Supreme Court has held that this difference in
remedy between a habeas claim and a 240; claim does not ipso facto preclude their joinder in a
single lawsuit. See WnlfFv. IMcDonnell. 418 U.S. 539, 554, 94 S.Ct. 2963, 2973 (1974). If the habeas
claim happens to fail for lack of exhaustion, a claim properly brought under 240; may nevertheless
proceed while exhaustion runs its course in state proceedings. Id. See also Henderson v. Secretarv
of Corrections. 518 F.2d 694, 695 (10th Cir. 1975).

Judge McAvoy, as expected, refused to address the issue that I was entitled to immunity Furthermore,

he held that because they were prosecutors, they had immunity for all their actions. Twice the issues were
before Judge jMcAvoy and both times he issued an order that he would not allow oral arguments. Did Judge
IMcAvoy "join" or "cooperate with" or "conspire with" with the District Attorney's Office and the New York
State Judges to keep me out of the courtroom? To keep me from arguing in public the illegal actions of DA
Greenberg and his assistants? The matter would have been heard in Albany and the media just might have
been there. The court wants to keep the issues out of the public view. This is how the judges and attorneys
are able to fix cases and commit other illegal acts.

In August of 2002, Judge McAvoy sentenced a public official for taking money from a construction
company In the Times Union on August 13, 2002, the article stated:
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"At sentencing, McAvoy said Constantino's crime had contributed to a distrust of public
o f fi c i a l s . "

The problem with a crime like this is that it results in a loss of confidence in the entire
state of the country," said McAvoy. "It is weakening this country."
Is Judge McAvoy a hypocrite? The actions of the both the Federal and State Judiciaries in depriving
litigants of their constitutional and statutory rights is not only a crime but they are destroying our system
of government by placing themselves above the law. This has to end and the judges need to be held
accountable. Judge McAvoy and his fellow judges should not be allowed to weaken this country by destro5dng
our constitutional and civil rights.

Appeal to U.S. Court of Appeals
As expected, Judges Ellsworth Van Graafeiland, Robert A. Katzmann and Edward R. Korman of
the Second Circuit Court of Appeals upheld Judge Mcvoy's Order dismissing my complaint by holding
prosecutors have immunity for their actions, without addressing the issue of whether I was entitled to
immunity after I appeared before the Grand Jury. The Federal Court of Appeals is just as corrupt as the
rest of the Federal and State Judiciaries who are located in New York State.

Appeal to U.S. Supreme Court
I have now appealed their ruling to the U.S. Supreme Court in Washington, D.C.. The U.S. Court of

Appeals is fully aware that the chances of my appeal being heard by the U.S. Supreme Court was slim to
none, so they know they can get away with what they are doing. The docket number is 02-110.
In the Troy Record, on October 8, 2002, was an article on the United States Supreme Court titled

"Supreme Court turns away 2,000 cases on opening day". The article then stated:
"The court has already accepted 45 cases for the term, and will continue to add cases in the

coming months. Overall, the Supreme Court receives about 8,000 appeals annually and hears about
80.

Based upon this, the court hears less than 1 % of the cases filed with it, or in other terms, turns
down over 99% of the appeals brought to the court. In the booklet entitled "Rules of the Supreme Court of
the United States" adopted January 11,1999, the following rule appears:
"PART III. JURISDICTION ON WRIT OF CERTIORARI

Rule 10. Considerations Governing Review on Certiorari
Review on a writ of certiorari is not a matter of right, but of judicial discretion. A petition

for a writ of certiorari will be granted only for compelling reasons. The following, although neither

controlling nor fully measuring the Court's discretion, indicate the character of the reasons the
Court considers:

(a) a United States Court of Appeals has entered a decision in conflict with the decision
of another United States Court of Appeals on the same important matter; has decided an important

federal question in a way that conflicts with a decision by a state court of last resort; or has so far

departed from the accepted and usual course of judicial proceedings, or sanctioned such a departure
by a lower court, as to call for an exercise of this Court's supervisory power;
(b) a state court of last resort has decided an important federal question in a way that
conflicts with the decision of another state court of last resort or of a United States Court of Appeals;
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(c) a state court or a United States Court of Appeals has decided an important question
of federal law that has not been, but should be, settled by this Court, or has decided an important
federal question in a way that conflicts with relevant decisions of this Court.

A petition for a writ of certiorari is rarely granted when the asserted error consists of
erroneous factual findings or the misapplication of a properly stated rule of law."
The last paragraph says it all. The Federal Judges know that they can violate the "rule of law" as

there is a better than 99% chance the United States Supreme Court will do nothing about it. The Supreme
Court should send the case back to the Court of Appeals or to the state's highest court, if they have misapplied
a stated rule of law instead of just dismissing the appeal. These judges need to be held accountable!
By the way, on October 7,2002, the United States Supreme Court denied my petition for certiorari.

I was one of the 2,000 cases dismissed on opening day. I got the same letter when I previously appealed to
the U.S. Supreme Court concerning my right to a public trial, a jury trial, a court of proper jurisdiction, etc.
News Flash: U.S. Supreme Court to rule on whether foreign prisoners being held at Guantanamo

Bay for terrorism can challenge their detention in Federal Court. Yet, they refuse to hear arguments that
fathers are being sentenced to jail in secret court proceedings, being denied their right to jury trials, being
deprived of their children in secret Family Court proceedings, and being deprive of their 14th Amendment

rights to due process and equal protection of the law. Where is the United States Supreme Court's priorities?
N e w Yo r k S t a t e ' s N o t i c e o f C l a i m L a w

not applicable to 1983 actions

The reason I sent the notice of claims was one to notify the Albany County attorney of the illegal
actions of DA Greenberg and his assistants, but also I believed that I was required to do so pursuant New
York State's General Municipal Law. I then found out, that there was no need to file the notice of claim
pursuant to Federal Law. I feel it is still better to file a notice of claim, then not. You never know how the
federal judge is going to rule.

Federal civil rights action brought under 42 U.S.C.A. 240; was not subject to provisions of New

York State law [N.Y. McKinney's General Municipal Law 50-e, 50-i] which require service of notice of claim

within 90 days after claim arises as condition precedent to any tort action against municipality. Burroughs
V, Holiday Inn, 621 F.Supp. 351 (S.D.N.Y, 1985) see also, Coooer v. Morin. 50 A.D.2d 32 (4th 1975).

New York State Notice of Claims are not applicable to 1983 actions Dav v. Moscow 955 F.2d 807,22
Fed.R.Serv.3d 425 (2nd Cir.(N.Y.), 1992); Tavlor v. Mavone. 626 R2d 247 (2nd Cir.(NY.), 1980); Wallikas v
Harder. 67 RSupp.2d 82 (N.D.N.Y., 1999).

CHAPTER 27

Te s t i m o n y o f R o b e r t S c h u l t z

Is Judge Kaye ruling on matters in which she has an interest?

The following is the full testimony under oath of Robert Schultz at my trial, out of view of the jury,
concerning Judge Kaye being involved in decisions rendered by her concerning litigants who have paid
millions of dollars to her husband's law firm. He has charged Judge Kaye with corruption in office. Mr.

Schultz also documented that Judge Kaye's personal taxes would be affected by her ruling. Because of her
ruling. Judge Kaye now has a triple tax deduction. Judge Kaye will probably deny it or have someone on

her behalf deny it, knowing that the issue wil blow over in a day or two, and nothing wil be done. Judge
Kaye should not be held above the law.
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D I R E C T E X A M I N AT I O N

Q Would you please introduce yourself to the jury? What is your name?
A

Robert

Schulz.

THE COURT: I'm sorry. I put that there and didn't turn up the volume. Go ahead. Could you hi-ar
him?

(The jurors indicated affirmatively.)
Q And where do you reside, Mr. Schulz?
A Live on a small farm in the Town of Fort Ann, on the east side of Lake George, in Washm^tmi
County.

Q And would you please indicate to the jury what your degree is in?
A I have an engineering degree from one of the Federal Academies. And I havo a master

degree in business and finance. And I have completed the course work at the graduate school ol' public
affairs of the State University of Albany for a Ph.D. in public administration.
Q Where is your engineering degree from?
A The United States Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point, New York.

Q And what is your current position in your professional life, your work life?

A I am chairman of the We the People Foundation for Constitutional Education.
Q And, sir, have you argued cases in the New York Court of Appeals?
MR. HORN: Objection, your Honor.
THE COURT: Overruled. I will permit it.
A

Ye s .

Q And how many cases have you actually argued in front of the New York Court of Appeals?
A

Five.

Q Have you also made applications in other cases for appeal or for permission to appeal to the
Court of Appeals?
MR. HORN: Objection, your Honor.
A

Ye s .

MR. HORN: I will renew my previous motion.

THE COURT: Your motion stands. As far as few more foundational things, I will overrule the
objection and permit it.
A The answer is yes.

Q And generally what are the nature of the issues of the cases, the five cases that you have
actually argued in the Court of Appeals? Did the Court of Appeals write decisions after the arguments in
those five cases?

A Yes. The nature of every case I bring is on constitutional grounds, primarily the state
constitution, occasionally the federal constitution.

Q And have you had any occasion to make any motion or any application to the Court of
Appeals charging Judith Kaye with corruption in office?
A

Ye s .

MR. HORN: Objection, your Honor.
THE COURT: Sustain the objection. Irrelevant.

Q What is the nature of the arguments of the cases that you have argued before the Court of
Appeals?
MR. HORN: Objection, your Honor.

THE COURT: I am going to sustain the objection. Ladies and gentlemen, I know this has been a

trial of fits and starts. At this point I am going to excuse the jury because rather than whispering up here
at the bench, if we do anything outside your presence, the easiest way logistically for us to do that is for you

to go and us to stay here, because we have a court reporter, and so forth.

Again, I know what the jury room is like. I haven't been up there too many times, but I have been

there. I don't want to confine you to the jury room. It is your domain if you choose to go there. Please stay in

the general vicinity and we will try to hold this to a five- or ten-minute recess from your standpoint.
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From our standpoint, we are going to remain in session. So if you will please just stay around this
corner of the building and the phone booths, and so forth, we will be back with you shortly.
(The jury exited the courtroom.)

THE COURT: Let the record reflect that the 12 jurors have left the courtroom. Defendant and
counsel and the prosecutor are present.

THE COURT: The Court in the exercise of discretion does feel that it is appropriate for the defendant's
counsel to make an offer of proof as to whether this is a witness who is offered as a fact witness on substantive

matters or a fact witness on collateral matters or an expert witness. The Court will make a ruling outside
the presence of the jury as to whether the proffered testimony is competent, relevant, material to any of the
issues in this case.

You can either do that by examining the witness briefly or by stating on the record what you plan to
introduce through this witness.
MR. OLIVER: Thank you, your Honor. I would wish to examine the witness.
THE COURT: All right.
MR. OLIVER; With your Honor's permission.

THE COURT: You may do so briefly. He can answer the question outside the presence of the jury

that was objected to and sustained with the jury present.

MR. HORN: Your Honor, may I have a continuing objection to all of the testimony?
THE COURT: Yes. This is an offer of proof.
MR. HORN: Thank you.

THE COURT: Or in the unlikely event You say that's okay, this is just for you and the Court to find
out what, if any, competent, relevant, material evidence is sought to be introduced through this witness.
BY MR. OLIVER:

Q Mr. Schulz, can you indicate, did you have occasion to make a charge of corruption against

Chief Judge Judith Kaye?
A

Ye s .

Q And can you please explain to the Judge what the nature of the charge was and what you
did and what happened?

A Yes. In 1993 the Court of Appeals decided the so-called Attica case. In deciding the Attica
case, which is a case brought on constitutional grounds, the case was brought initially in State Supreme
Court, where that Judge ruled I had standing to bring the matter before the court. The Judge was reversed
at the Appellate Division and the case went on to be heard by the Court of Appeals.
It was a partial victory. The Court of Appeals ruled standing. However, they dismissed the case for

laches, sa^ng that the bonds were outstanding and that to refund and recall the bonds would have too
destabilizing an effect on the money markets. And I was not alone. Many legal experts thought it was a
strange decision under the circumstances of the case.

I decided to request the Hnancial disclosure forms of all of the Judges on the Court of
Appeals and the Appellate Division and many, but not all, of State Supreme Court Justices within that

judicial district. The Judges are required now by law to file a financial disclosure form. It is quite thorough
in its questioning.

I learned from my review of the financial disclosure forms as filed by Judge Kaye and the other
judges on the bench that Judge Kaye's husband was a partner, partial owner of a law firm in New

York City that had as clients many of the public corporations that were issuing tax-supported
bonds; in my mind, unconstitutional. And that was the issue involved in the Attica case. And one of those
clients was a defendant in the case that I had before the bench, the MTA.
Q That's the Metropolitan Transit Authority?

A Yes. And I also learned that all of the Judges on the bench were owners or investors, lenders

to the State; that they had bonds issued by many of these public corporations that had been issued through
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the back door or unconstitutionally, in my opinion.

I didn't know what to do about this. I knew that another major case I was involved in, involving $6
billion of bonds to be issued by the MTA and the New York State Thruway Authority, in my opinion,
unconstitutionally, that that case was on its way to the Court of Appeals.
I wrote a letter to Judge Kaye to which I attached all of the financial disclosure forms. And very
respectfully I said, "I don't know what to do about this. I'm not an attorney. I am pro se in the action. I'm
sure you will know what to do." There was another related matter having to do with the case that was
coming up before them that I addressed in the letter at the same time.

The response I received from the Court dealt with the related matter but was silent on the issue of
conflict of interest and potential judicial corruption. Just didn't address the matter. But, of course, the case
went on to be heard by the bench and was dismissed — or I lost the appeal.
Again, in 19981 was involved in another major case against the New York City Transitional Finance
Authority and the act of the State Legislature that created the New York City Transitional Finance Authority.
In Section 1 of that act, the Legislature said New York City has again reached its constitutional
debt limit. It needs more money. The Constitution of the State of New York is, in their words, in the Act, in
Section 1, the Constitution is outdated. It needs to be changed. And until someone changes it, we are going
to use the New York City Transitional Finance Authority to issue up to $12 billion in long-term bonds. And
when someone changes the Constitution, we will stop using. Hence, the word transitional.
I brought that case and it was on its way to the Court of Appeals. I had filed a notice of appeal fi-om
the lower court's decision. And I filed a motion to disqualify, asking Judge Kaye and other Judges on the
bench to recuse themselves and not to hear the case because they owned bonds issued by many of these

public corporations and because Judge Kaye's husband was still a partner in the Rose, Goetz, Mendleson
law firm, with many of these public corporations as his clients.
The decision came from the Court, Judge Kaye included, which said that each Judge has been
asked to recuse him or herself. They declined. And they went on and dismissed the case.
Those are the two instances where I basically charged, the only way I knew how, Judge Kaye and

other members on the court with violating at least the Code of Judicial Conduct, which prohibits at least

the appearance of conflict of interest. They certainly, in my opinion, should not — it was judicial corruption
to be hearing cases, bonds issued by some of these corporations, public corporations, and having one's
family well-being, financial well-being, dependent upon the continued issuance of these kinds of bonds,
success of the State in issuing these kinds of bonds.

I should add one more point. It was particularly egregious in Judge Kaye's case because she is a
resident of New York City. The income from the bond is triple tax exempt. The interest income in holding

this kind of paper, I mean these kinds of investments, is exempt from New York City, New York State, and
Federal income taxes.

Q And the amounts of money that involved ownership of these tax-exempt bonds that were at
issue in this case that were owned by the Judges or their husbands, were they substantial amounts of
money?

THE COURT: I don't think we need to get into that. The principle would be the same if it was $5 or

$50,000; right? I don't think we don't need that in an offer of proof Anything further you have for your offer
of proof?
MR. OLIVER; Yes, your Honor.

Q And have you brought with you the notice of motion to disqualify Judge Kaye, with the

financial disclosure forms, showing that when she and her husband owned stock in the companies, the

public corporations that issued the tax-exempt bonds that were at issue, the constitutionality of their
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issuance was before the court in that case? Have you brought those motion papers with you?
A Yes. I have brought the motion to dismiss with the supporting affidavit and her decision, or
the court's decision, as well as the 1994 letter to Judge JCaye with the spread sheet summarizing the types
of bonds owned that were issued by various governments in New York State that were the subject of the
lawsuits that I was bringing before her and the court.
MR. OLIVER: Do you want to have them marked, Judge?

THE COURT: No. I don't think an offer of proof needs to have those things marked. That's the offer
of proof?
CHAPTER

28

O T H E R C R I M I N A L C A S E S T H AT M AY H AV E B E E N F I X E D

Did ADA Horn commit perjury on the witness stand?

The following is an appeal of a conviction that was reversed on March 2,2000 involving ADA Horn
and Judge Breslin and how they were able to obtain an illegal conviction on December 10, 1996. The
defendant was sentenced to 2 to 4 years. Now 3 years and 3 months later, his conviction has been overturned.
He has basically served the entire jail sentence and with credit for good behavior, he is probably out of jail.
He may now receive a new trial. This does him a lot of good, as he has already served his time. So now they
will get him to plead to something and have it as time served. Will they threaten him with serving more
time if he is convicted the second time? This person may have been guilty of a lesser offense, but that does
not give the Judge and Prosecutor the right to fix the case so he is convicted for a crime he may not have
committed, or to spend more time in jail than he should have.

In my opinion, the position of the judges and district attorneys is that they may deprive defendants
of their rights and let them appeal. By that time, they will have served their sentence. Nobody is going to do
anything to them. They are above the law. How many defendants have actually received a fair trial in
Albany County? I also found this case to be interesting in that I was not allowed to have an expert witness
with over 40 years experience in cleaning up chicken manure off of stone surfaces in hot and cold weather,
yet the court makes ADA Horn an expert concerning the value of used computer equipment with no experience
or knowledge in valuing used computer equipment. As you read the appellate decision, ask yourself the
following questions: If ADA Horn had no expertise or knowledge, how could he truthfully testify about the
value of the computer? Did he commit perjury on the witness stand? Did the District Attorney's Office
suborn perjury by ADA Horn?

People v. Burt. 270 A.D.2d 516 (3rd Dept. 2000)
Defendant was convicted in the County Court of Albany County, Breslin, J., of fourth and

fifth-degree criminal possession of stolen property. Defendant appealed. The Supreme Court,

Appellate Division, Carpinello, J., held that: (1) assistant district attorney was unqualified to testify

as expert concerning value of used computer equipment; (2) assistant district attorney's lack of
expertise in valuation of used computer equipment went to admissibility of his testimony rather
than its weight; and (3) police officer's testimony describing complainant's identification of defendant

in pretrial lineup and voice identification procedure amounted to improper bolstering.
Appeal from a judgment of the County Court of Albany County (Breslin, J.), rendered
December 10, 1996, upon a verdict convicting defendant of the crimes of criminal possession of

stolen property in the fourth degree and criminal possession of stolen property in the fifth degree.

... defendant was acquitted of burglary but found guilty of criminal possession of stolen
property in the fourth and fifi:h degrees.

[1] At trial, the People were permitted to call, over defense counsel's objection. Assistant

District Attorney Christopher Horn as an expert witness in the field of computers. His testimony
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was proffered to establish a necessary element of criminal possession of stolen property in the
fourth degree, namely, that the value of the stolen computer equipment exceeded $1,000 in February
1996 (see, Penal Law § 165.45[1]; Citation omitted). Putting aside the questionable practicu of the
People calling an Assistant District Attorney as a witness in a criminal prosecution, Horn was
simply imqualified to testify about the value of used computer equipment (Citation omitted i and
County Court erred in permitting his testimony (Citation omitted). (FNI)
Many of Horn's alleged "qualifications" had nothing to do with the value of usihI coinputi r
equipment, i.e., he was a networking administrator for his office, a member of a developiiuiit tt;un
concerning automatic record retrieval systems and a liaison for a County computer corniniltrt'
Horn had never been in the business of bu3dng, selling or trading computer equipment n»tr had he

ever bought or sold the type of computer equipment stolen from the Markovics residence. Hi> Ifdescribed status as a computer "nerd" and his occasional efforts to help others select tJituputi r

packages simply did not qualify him to render an expert opinion as to the value of usi'<l itunputer
equipment in February 1996.
[2][3][4] Nor are we able to find that his lack of expertise in this area was an is.«iue that

went merely to the weight of his testimony, as opposed to its admissibility. A trial court has the
initial responsibility of evaluating whether an expert possesses "the requisite skill, training',
education, knowledge or experience from which it can be assumed that the information imparted or
the opinion rendered is reliable" (Citation omitted). While an expert's competency can be di rived

from either formal training or "long observation and actual experience'" (Citation omitted), Horn
possessed neither.

[5] If this had been the only error, this court could simply reduce defendant's conviction to
criminal possession of stolen property in the fifth degree (Citation omitted); however, another issue
requires that a new trial be granted. At trial a police officer testified extensively over defense
counsel's objection that Markovics identified defendant in a pretrial lineup and voice identification
procedure after Markovics himself had already testified to these identifications (see, CPL 60.25,
60.30). The officer's subsequent testimony about the identification procedures—which was much
more detailed than even Markovics' own version of events—can only be considered improper

bolstering. Since the evidence of defendant's guilt consisted almost exclusively of Markovics'
identification of him, the error may not be disregarded as harmless (Citation omitted). The People's

justification for repeating this detailed identification testimony was as background for an alleged
inculpatory spontaneous statement defendant made at the police station. (FN3) The People could
have introduced this statement as evidence against defendant without the police officer's testimony

about the lineup and voice identification procedures. Said differently, the testimony about what
Markovics said and did during the lineup and voice identification procedures was irrelevant to the

statement made by defendant after being informed by the officer that he was being placed under
arrest.

In light of the above, reversal of defendant's convictions is warranted and a new trial is
ordered.

ORDERED that the judgment is reversed, on the law and the facts, and matter remitted to

the County Court of Albany County for a new trial.
The Judge and the DA both knew that ADA Horn was not an expert in valuing the worth of used
computer equipment. Horn had no experience. This clearly shows how the Albany County District Attorney's
Office is corrupt and incompetent and how the judges help them to win their cases. Is this why they have
such a high ratio for convictions? Quid pro quo? The Judge takes care of the DA, the DA takes care of the

Judge? After dealing with the Albany County Judiciary, I would seriously doubt anything they would send
to a jury. The Judges and the District Attorneys lie to the jury and deprive defendants of their rights to fair
trials. They know they can violate a defendant's rights as no one is going to do anything about it. They
consider themselves above the law because no one is going to prosecute them.
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The judge and DA will claim the jury is the one that convicted the person. The jury bases

its decision on what the judge instructs them on what to base their decision and the law. How

does the jury know the Judge is lying to them about the law? He is the nice guy in the black
robe behind the bench who jokes with them and makes sure they are being treated nicely while
he is manipulating them as to the outcome he wants.

The Judge allowed Horn to testify about something he had no expertise with. Horn had no knowledge
about, as he had never sold or purchased used equipment. How could he give a truthful answer to the cost

of the equipment? Is this perjury, or blantant incompetency as he had nothing to back up his statement as
to the value of the equipment? The Court stated:

"A trial court has the initial responsibility of evaluating whether an expert possesses "the
requisite skill, training, education, knowledge or experience from which it can be assumed that the

information imparted or the opinion rendered is reliable" (Citation omitted). While an expert's
competency can be derived from either formal training or "long observation and actual experience'"
(Citation omitted)."

Yet, my expert witness with 40 years experience was not allowed to testify? Double standard?
A foot note: a friend of mine who was at my first attempt to spray the Court of Appeals, and whose
story is in this book, was summoned for jury duty during the summer I was in jail. He told me he was in the
same courtroom as me and had Judge Lamont. When asked if he had any dealing with the legal system, he
responded that he knew me and thought that I had received a raw deal. He said Lament's face turned white

as a ghost. He was then excused. Does this mean if my name is mentioned by a potential juror, they are
automatically excused from jury duty in Albany County?
Te a c h e r ' s

aid

New York Penal Law § 250.00 defines eavesdropping. The law requires at least one party to the
conversation to know that the conversation is being recorded. To record a conversation between two people
who do not know the conversation is being recorded is illegal.

In September of 2000, there was a case which Patricia DeAngelis prosecuted. I believe this is the

same person who was one of my "so-called" Public Defenders who did not know that I was entitled to a jury
trial on misdemeanor complaint. I think this case shows that she is still incompetent to be a lawyer.
A former elementary school PTA president was charged with two counts each of second degree
sexual abuse and endangering the welfare of a child, both misdemeanors. The case was based upon phone
conversations that the male child had with the female adult. The court ended up releasing the tapes to the
media, but declared that they were inadmissible, as neither the child nor the adult knew that their

conversation was being recorded and, therefore, was an illegal eavesdropping. Of course, Ms. DeAngelis
supported the request of the tapes being released to the media knowing that they had been illegally obtained.
My question is, why didn't Ms. DeAngelis take action to obtain other evidence that would have been legally
admissible in court instead of placing all of her eggs in one basket, the illegally obtained phone conversations?
You would have thought that Ms. DeAngelis would have read the law first. After the tapes were declared
illegal, the case was dismissed. Was this incompetence or something else? No one will know.

As Ms. DeAngelis was head of the sex-crimes unit of the Rensselaer County District Attorney's
Office I believe she played a role in another case in October, 2000, where a mother/teacher received six
months in jail and five years probation for having sex with a 15 year old boy in a movie theater and in a

public park and was convicted of rape and sodomy. Isn't this a light sentence? How many years would a

man have received? Shouldn't the sentences be the same? Would Ms. DeAngelis have accepted this plea

bargain if it was a man instead of a women? Furthermore, with good behavior, she is out in 4 months for
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raping and sodomizing a child.

In relating this to my case, I received 1-1/3 to 4 years for spraying chicken manure while a mother

is handed six months for sodomy and rape. Makes a lot of sense, doesn't it?

CHAPTER

29

PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE

In article in the Times Union and reported on the evening news, Alice had her identity stolen.
Someone had opened an account in her name and was writing bad checks. Alice was given an Albany
County Public Defender who supposedly told her to plead guilty to the charge as she could not prove the

account wasn't hers. Why didn't the Public Defender subpoena the account signature card to see if it was
her signature? Also, when an account is opened, some form of identification, such as a driver's license is
required by the bank. Discovery demands would probably have discovered this, had the Public Defender

demanded them. Furthermore, why did Alice have to prove it was not her account? Doesn't the District

Attorney have to prove that it was her account, that it was her signature on the bounced checks, and she
was the one who wrote the bad checks?

This shows that in Albany County you have to prove yourself innocent and you are guilty until you
do. Doesn't the Public Defender's Office have it backwards?

After Alice served her jail term, she went to Motor Vehicles to obtain an Identification Card, as she
did not have a driver's license. The computer then produced with her driver's license with someone else's

picture. This is how they caught the real person who was writing the false checks.
Based upon my own experience with the Albany County Public Defender's Office, this article, and
what I have seen while waiting in court, the only thing they want to do is play Monte Hall. Let's make a

deal!! They are the District Attorney's best Mend. Is this the reason why the District Attorney's Office has
a high rate of convictions?
Furthermore, as documented in my case, I believe the Public Defenders probably do not file any
motions or discovery demands for their indigent clients. That is too much work. Also, as in my case, the
Public Defender probably rarely meets with the client prior to trial. Furthermore, as in my case, you can't

believe what they tell you. This is called having competent assistance of counsel in New York State!
CHAPTER

30

A L B A N Y C O U N T Y D I S T R I C T AT TO R N E Y R E F U S E S TO PAY W I T N E S S E S

Recently, a fi-iend of mine was subpoenaed by the DA's Office to testify at a Grand Jury proceeding.
He appeared several times to testify and was told each time to come back after spending the day there as
they had not heard his testimony. When he asked about his witness fee for the day and his milage, the ADA
told him it was a criminal proceeding and didn't think he would get paid for it. He was entitled to a witness

fee and his mileage for each day there pursuant to Criminal Procedure Law § 610.50. Furthermore, I
believe he was also entitled to be refiinded for the cost of his parking and lunch while there. How many

people have not been paid by the Albany County for testifying on behalf of the prosecution? There should be
a class action lawsuit against them in order to force them to inform witnesses that they are entitled to a
witness fee and mileage and other expenses. I believe there should also be a lawsuit for those who were not
paid.

I should state that my attorney, Lewis Oliver, had me pay the days witness fee and mileage fee to

the witnesses for their attendance at my trial. He never informed me that I did not have to pay them and
that they could collect a fee from the county. Wonder why?
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CPL § 610.50 Securing attendance of witness by subpoena; fees.
1. A witness subpoenaed by the people in a criminal action is entitled to the same fees

and mileage as a witness in a civil action, payable by the treasurer of the county upon the certificate
of the court or there clerk thereof, stating the number of days the witness actually attended and the
number of miles traveled by him in order to attend. In any such action, the court may, by order,

direct the county treasurer to pay to such witness a further reasonable sum for expenses, to be
specified in the order, and the county treasurer, upon the production of the order or a certified copy
thereof, must pay the witness the sum specified therein out of the county treasury. Such certificates
shall only be issued by the court or the clerk thereof, upon the production of the affidavit of the
witness, stating that he attended as such either on subpoena or request of the district attorney, the
number of miles necessary traveled and the duration of attendance. An officer in any state department
2. A witness subpoenaed by the defendant in a criminal action is not entitled as of

right to witness and mileage fees, but the court may in its discretion, by order, direct the county
treasurer to pay such a witness a reasonable sum for expenses, to be specified in the order. Upon
the production of the order or a certified copy thereof, the county treasurer must pay the witness
the sum specified therein, out of the county treasury.
C H A P T E R S !

FINES HIGHER THAN THEY SHOULD BE

Have these judges committed any crimes? If yes, why aren't they being prosecuted? Is the Judicial
Conduct Commission a/k/a the Judicial Cover-up Commission placing judges above the law?
My youngest son received a ticket for speeding which was reduced when he went to court. The

Judge in the Halfmoon Town Court fined my son $150 plus a $30 surcharge. When I looked up the maximum
fine, it was $100. My son appeared before the Judge again and asked about the amount of the fine. He was

informed by the Judge that he bases the fine on what the person was charged with and not what they plead
guilty to.

I then called the Department of Motor Vehicle legal department and they informed me that the fine
is to be based upon what the person is found guilty of and not what they were charged with. I then went to
the court clerk about what I was told by the Legal Department of the Department of Motor Vehicles. She
informed me that she was aware of what I was stating, but that it was the judge's policy to base the fine on

what the person was charged with and not what they plead guilty to or are found guilty of. I then paid the

$180.00 and then filed a complaint with the Commission on Judicial Conduct. They found nothing wrong
with what the Judge was doing, but I did receive a $50.00 refiind fi-om the Town Court. Who is the Commission
on Judicial Cover-up protecting? The corrupt judges or the people of this state?
Is this Judge defrauding the defendants who come before him? There are thousands of cases each

year in his court that the defendant pleads guilty to a lesser offense than what he was charged with. Plea
bargaining is routine in the courts. How many tens of thousands of dollars is this Judge illegally collecting
each year by basing the fine on what the person was charged with, as opposed to what they plead guilty to?
Why isn't the town being forced to refund this money to all those defendants who have paid more in fines
than they should have?

Why isn't this considered official misconduct or larceny? Petit Larceny is when a person steals
property; a person steals property when he wrongfully takes, obtains or withholds property from its owner

with intent to deprive the owner of the property or to appropriate the property to himself or a third person.
See, People v. Jensen. 86 N.Y.2d 248.
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J U D G E C L A I M S D I S T R I C T A T T O R N E Y I S f fl S B O S S

In June of 1998, my other son was issued two tickets, one for speeding, and the other for Aggravated
Unlicensed Operation 3rd degree. Prior to this, my son had 4 tickets issued to him. Two tickets were from
the PierrepontTown Court which he paid on March 26,1998, and were the basis of the ticket for aggravated
unlicensed operation as it takes several months for the payment of fines to be entered in the Motor Vehicle
computer. There were two previous tickets in Indian Lake Town Court which he had paid prior to his
appearance. He had no outstanding tickets except for the current tickets and his license was not suspended
at the time.

Prior to going to court with my son, he called the court concerning his tickets. According to my son.
Judge Eckhardt told him to "bring lots of money, I mean with a lot of folds" and that he "should expect to go
to jail". I thought, "this is judicial professionalism at its best!" Upon being informed of this, I hired an
attorney to represent him concerning his tickets with the Indian Lake Town Court.
Within a week, I faxed to the Indian Lake Town Court, receipts from the Pierrepont Town Court

that proved that my son was driving with a valid license in June 1998. The Judge of the Pierrepont Town
Court told my son to hold on to these receipts in case he was stopped. They would show he had taken c£ire
of the tickets. The Judge stated that it takes awhile for the computer in Albany to lift the suspension of his

license. In July 1998,1 went to court with my son and an attorney. The court first informed my son, that in
order to leave, he would have to post a $500.00 bail because of the aggravated unlicensed operation of a
motor vehicle. I protested, as I had supplied the court with documentation from the other town court that
showed that the fines had been paid and that my son's license was not suspended at the time. Judge

Eckhardt didn't care. He told us that the District Attorney wanted a $500 bail and that he had to
order us to pay the $500 bail as the District Attorney was his boss. That's right, the District
Attorney was Judge Eckhardt's boss. Do you think the DA has ever lost a case in this court? Judge

Eckhardt finally accepted $300 bail for the ticket for aggravated unlicensed operation. There was no mention
of the speeding ticket on the receipt.

My son was now out on bail for fines that had already been paid and for which he had receipts.

Judge Ecl^ardt knew it. My son was not allowed to drive his car as his license was now suspended according
to Judge Eckhardt. Even when documentation was sent to Hamilton County District Attorney James T
Curry, he refused to drop the charge of unlicensed operation of a motor vehicle.

While we were arguing over the bail, the issue of the previous two tickets my son had received in
Indian Lake surfaced. Judge Eckhardt attempted to give my son and his attorney back the check for $180

covering payment of the fines. This check was in the Judge's possession prior to the court appearance.
Judge Eckhardt informed us that the plea agreement, entered into between my son and DA Curry and
accepted by the court previously, was being voided. The attorney argued that he had no authority to
unilaterally do so, as there was no motion made to the court to vacate the agreement and order, and the fine
had already been paid as Judge Eckhardt had the check in his possession prior to the court hearing.
In a letter dated August 13,1998, DA Curry stated that my son was not entitled to a reduction in

the speeding ticket under his policy. We requested a copy of his policy and we never received it. I wonder
why?

A trial date of September 10, 1998 was set for only the speeding ticket. It was stated in the letter

that this was per the instructions of the DA. This fiirther supports the position that the District Attorney
controls the court. In the meantime. Judge Eckhardt sent a letter stating that he would now accept the
check for $180 for the previous tickets in Indian Lake per that agreement.
We then asked if my son's license was still suspended. Judge Eckhardt said, it was because he had
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a printout from DMV that it showed the fines posted on June 19,1998 a day after the current tickets. Judge
Eckhardt knew from receipts from the other court, that fines were paid on March 26, 1998, as both the
receipt and the DMV printout referenced the same ticket numbers. He was deliberately lying in order to
keep my son from driving and denying him his right to due process. He knew or should have known that the
posting date of the tickets is not the same date that they are paid.
On September 10,1998, a plea agreement was reached in the "so-called" Interest of Justice between

District Attorney Curry and my son's attorney where the Aggravated Unlicensed Operation 3rd degree was
dismissed and my son was to plead guilty to the speeding ticket as charged. A fine in the amount of $105.00
was paid. If my son had gone to trial on the speeding ticket he would have lost and they insinuated that he
would be doing jail time for the speeding ticket.

This was no plea agreement. The District Attorney and the Judge both knew that they could not
prove the charge of Aggravated Unlicensed Operation 3rd degree. They kept my son from driving from July
23, 1998 to September 10, 1998 knowing his license was not suspended at the time of the June 18, 1998
tickets by the Pierrepont Justice Court or by the Indian Lake Town Court.
How many cases has Judge Eckhardt fixed for the District Attorney in the Indian Lake Town
Court?

The depravation of my son's driver's license caused him great emotional stress and strain resulting
from such depravation and cost him a considerable time at work, which substantially reduced his income
while he was attending college and paying for his own college education. My son had to walk to and from
school or find other transportation with someone else, lost several days of work as he was unable to find a

ride to work, euid was unable to come home to visit his family in the Capital District when he had a couple
of days off from school and work.

A complaint was filed with the Judicial Conduct Commission with all the letters, tickets and other

documents that were before the court. The Commission did talk to the attorney about Judge Eckhardt's
statements that the District Attorney was his boss. Obviously, the Commission found nothing wrong. Who
is the Commission protecting? The people of the State of New York or the corrupt judges?
In my opinion, both Judge Eckhardt and DA Curry conspired to defraud my son of his right to due
process and conspired to illegally keep him from driving when he had an absolute right to do so.
CHAPTER

33

OTHER JUDGES ACTIONS

Judges disciplined or were they?

In the Troy Record on December 28, 2001, there was an article concerning two Saratoga County
judges who were disciplined. The article stated in part:

In the first case, the town justice was censured for not acting impartially towards three youths he
believed vandalized his home and for imposing a sweeping sentencing policy, which cuts to the heart of
judicial discretion. According to the article, the town justice complained to the State Police that rocks and

other objects had been thrown at his house over the course of two years. The Judge believed the three

youths were responsible and gave their names to investigators. The State Police closed the case without
making any arrests.

In 1999 and 2000, the judge disposed of 21 cases involving the youths, the majority which involved
vehicle and traffic infractions. He frequently stated to his court clerk that he intended to sentence the
defendants to maximum fines, and, in fact, respondent frequently did so," according to the decision. He also
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made statements to the defendants while they were being sentenced such as "stop this nonsense and grow
up," adding that the defendants knew what he meant.

"Respondent's statements ftirther demonstrate his partiality and strongly suggests that his sentences

in the defendant's cases were not decided on the merits, but were predetermined according to the judge's
bias," said the decision.

(Was this judge disqualified from deciding any case involving these defendants under
Judiciary Law § 14, as he had named them in a complaint? Can he be sued? Did he violate the
defendants rights to due process in violation of Federal Law? Isn't this official misconduct?)
In the second case, the town justice was admonished for jailing a defendant who had $41 in his
pocket to pay a $100 fine, as the judge sentenced him to jail for up to 15 days until he came up with the
money. The defendant spent 2-1/2 hours behind bars before he found the fiinds to pay the fine. The decision
also stated that the judge failed to advise the defendant of his right to be resentenced and that he failed to
provide the defendant with a full opportunity to be heard according to the law. Isn't this official misconduct?
On January 12, 2002, there was a front page story concerning a town justice who was censured by
the Commission on Judicial Conduct. According to the article, the judge knew the defendant daughter and
told her if he were her father, he would have "slapped her around himself". "Such a remark casts doubt on
his ability to be impartial in domestic violence cases generally and on his decision in the particular case ..."
The decision states " now recognizes that his statement was improper, and he will refrain from such comments
in the future". According to the article, four other charges were brought for •''questioning of a defendant who
had pleaded not guilty about the circumstances of the charge, * failure to advise a defendant of his right to
assigned counsel, failure to issue an oath to a witness and * failing to disqualify himself during the
disposition of a harassment charge, although he "was biased". The decision also stated "In numerous cases,

respondent (judge) failed to follow the law and abandoned his proper role as a neutral and detached
magistrate." "Respondent acted not as a neutral, impartial arbiter, but out of favoritism and bias". The
commission did say that the judge "has acknowledged his misdeeds and now recognizes his ethical and
statutory obligations".

Why are these judges allowed to continue to sit on the bench? They have deliberately deprived
defendants of their rights to due process and equal protection of the law. They have made a mockery of the

justice system and the Commission on Judicial Conduct just furthers the mockery. The Judicial Conduct
Commission is there to protect the judges, it is not there to protect the public. We have the proverbial fox

watching the chicken coup. Why didn't the Judicial Conduct Commission turn these findings over to the
local District Attorney's Office for prosecution? Because the local District Attorneys have a conflict of interest
as there is usually someone there from their office when court is held and they have participated in the
proceedings?
Commission on Judicial Conduct

Gerald Stem should be removed from the head of the Judicial Conduct Commission, and

someone should be appointed who would bring some integrity to the system. This would be someone who
is not a political appointee and has enough integrity to clean up the corrupt judicial system. Of course,
this would never happen. Heavens forbid if someone actually held the judges to a high standard of
professionalism and integrity.
News flash: excerpts from Times Union June 23, 2003
Judicial enforcer to face uncharted waters
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Attorney Robert Tembeckjain knows one thing for certain: next week he takes over as head

of the state's Commission on Judicial Conduct, marking the agency's first change in leadership
since its creation in 1974.

But what he is not sure about is exactly what kind of rules he will be enforcing for the
state's 3,400 judges in state, county, town and village courts.
In recent months, New York judges have been testing the legal boundaries to their political

and partisan activities, raising sweeping questions about the commission's authority— and the
nature of judicial elections in New York.

Tembeckjian, 53, has worked for the commission for 25 years....
Stem, 68, announced his retirement this month. Tembeckjian takes over the commission at

a time when it is embroiled in a battle over how much New Yorkers are going to let politics influence
judges and the way they are elected.

The 5-4 ruling (referring to a U.S. Supreme Court ruling) could make Tembeckjain and
others like him more reluctant to enforce political restrictions and focus instead on other types of
misconduct such as criminal activity or abuse of authority, legal experts said.
The commission's annual budget of just over $2 million is far less than California, which
receives about $3.7 million to monitor about 2,000 judges, far fewer than New York.
As a result, some investigations drag on for years and others might not get the thorough
review Tembeckjian says they deserve. "We have to prioritize," he said.

The commission is going to keep doing what it has done for the past 25 years. Very little in protecting
the people of the State of New York from corrupt judges. They will sacrifice a judge or two each year, and in
most cases, it will be city, town or village judges.

Heyj^yyy- Wait a minute. I need a job! Give me the job eind I guarantee you the job will be done. The
judges will not be held to be above the law as they currently are. They will be held accountable for their
actions. I will bring back professionalism and integrity to the court system!!!!! That is one reason I would

never get the job. They want someone who will look the other way, as demonstrated by the fact that they
picked someone already working for the Commission on Judicial Conduct!!!
Judge Simons finds judge violated rights

An article in the Troy Record on January 8, 2004, page one is titled "Referee calls foul on judge".
The article stated:

The referee, Richard D. Simons, a retired Court of Appeals jurist, ruled recently that the
judge did not adequately advise clients of their right to counsel 21 times, set excessive bail 37

times, coerced guilty pleas by setting excessive bail 8 times, imposed unauthorized sentences 5
times and twice found defendant guilty without a plea or finding of guilt. Some of the accusations
overlap into the s£une charge.
Judge Simons' in his ruling stated:

"Respondent has failed to observe high standards of conduct so that the independence and

integrity of the judiciary will be preserved ... failed to avoid impropriety and the appearance of
impropriety ... failed to be faithful to the law and to maintain professional competence in it... and
failed to accord defendants full right to be heard according to the law."
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The article then stated that the judge "could face no punishment, or he could be censured, admonished
or removed from the bench". According to the article, the judge was served with a written complaint alleging
51 charges of misconduct. The article then stated:
The judge received nothing but the highest commendation from the Commission on Modern
Courts, the Public Defender in his county and the administrative judge of his district. His attorney,

said, "If the man's competence as judged by his peers is not relevant, what is?"
My question is, why weren't criminal charges brought against this judge? If these allegations are
true, then shouldn't the judge have been charged with official misconduct? If the District Attorney had a
Prosecutor present during the above hearings, couldn't this be a Federal Offense as both the Judge and the
Prosecutor would know what is being done is illegal? A conspiracy to deprive defendants of their constitutional

rights? Why is the most severe punishment only the removal from the bench? As stated in the article, this
is the last year of his term unless he runs again for office. Is the issue going to become moot? Who would
prosecute it? To answer the attorney's question above as to what is relevant - the law!
What Judge Simons did to me, as previously documented, is the same that this judge has done.

Judge Simons failed to be faithful to the law and to maintain professional competence in it, and failed to
accord me my full right to be heard according to the law, which included my right to have my matter heard
by the Court of Appeals as the only issues on appeal were the constitutionality of state statutes.

CHAPTER

34

AT T O R N E Y S A B O V E T H E L AW

In an article in the Times Union dated May 5, 1998 it was reported that the Lawyer's Fund for

Client Protection reimbursed victims of crooked attorneys $7,000,000 in 1997. The article continued on to
state that since 1982, a total of 549 attorneys had stolen almost $282 million dollars or about $514,000
each. That was an average of catching 34 lawyers per year out of 165,000 lawyers in New York. Were these
lawyers arrested and charged? How come they can only catch 34 lawyers per year? How many of these
lawyers went to jail?

According to a Times Union article dated September 4, 1999, that attorney "watch dog agencies
investigated more than 16,000 complaints against lawyers and sanctioned 252 of them, typically for stealing
or misusing client funds They were sanctioned? Why weren't they prosecuted for stealing or

misappropriating client funds? Attorneys are being placed above the law! They know nothing will happen

to them for their illegal actions!

In the Times Union on May 27,2004 was an article titled "Lawyers' Fund dispensed $5.7 M in 2003
to do right by 165 clients". The article stated:
Our experience over 21 years has clearly demonstrated that the vast majority of New York's lawyers
are honest and caring and deserving of their clients' trust," fund executive director Timothy O'Sullivan
said. "And in 21 years the awards from our fund are attributable to misconduct by only 748 former lawyers.
There are currently 207,000 lawyers in New York."

"Typical loses covered by the fund include the theft of real estate escrow money, estate or trust
assets, litigation settlement proceeds, money embezzled from law clients in investment transactions and
unearned legal fees accepted by a lawyer who falsely promised to render legal services, O'Sullivan said"
How many of these lawyers were charged? How many are doing jail time? In my opinion, the vast

majority of lawyers in representing fathers in family issues are not honest, caring or do they deserve the
trust of the father they are representing.
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I remember when I filed a complaint against the attorney with references to the judges, I received
the run around. After some persistence, I met with Mr. Legnard of the Committee on Professional Standards.
When I arrived, he informed me that the meeting would be recorded. He placed the recorder on his desk
and said that I would receive a transcript of the tape. For two hours, I reviewed my documentation with
him. I referred to the sections of the Lawyers Code of Profession Responsibility that were violated and
provided proof to support by contentions. He never said a word about what I had. When I finished, he
turned off the recorder and said to me, "let me tell you the downside to what you have". I thought to myself,
what downside? He then stated "the lawyer will probably deny it". As if the lawyer would admit to it. This
is how they do an investigation. They protect the corrupt attorneys as the Judicial Conduct Commission
protects the corrupt judges. Again, we have attorneys watching attorneys.
CHAPTER

35

A L B A N Y C O U N T Y J A D L A N D T H E D E PA RT M E N T O F C O R R E C T I O N S
Albany City Jail

When I was arrested for criminal anarchy and criminal nuisance, and again when I was arrested
for criminal mischief, I spent time in the Albany City Jail at Morton and Broad Street. I was locked in a cell
with a toilet £ind sink. Based upon the two times I was in there, I do not believe that the sinks and toilets

are ever cleaned. There was feces all over the toilets and the sink was filthy. The cell was disgusting!!! No
one should be forced to use such a toilet or sink. Who knows what you could catch by using them.
Albany County Jail

After being convicted for spraying the Court of Appeals, I was sent to the Albany County Jail. The
first couple of days was spent in cell block "C" which was clean and new. I was locked in the cell for 23 hours

per day. The second night I was there, one of the toilets would not stop running. The water in the jail is
under high pressure unlike your home. It's like taking your hose and putting a nozzle on it and then
putting it on full spray. The toilet ran all night long, and no one did anything, even though all they had to

do was go behind the wall and turn off the water where the valve was. No one came from maintenance until
the next morning after thousands of gallons of water went down the drain for no reason. I should mention

that they moved one or two prisoners to another cell as the running water was loud and they could not
sleep.

I was then placed in cell block 5 West, Bay 3, which had considerable rust on the bars and vents, the
ceiling constantly leaked water, there was mold on the ceiling by my bed and I believe I was exposed to
asbestos in and around my bed. Was this mold and asbestos detrimental to my health? In this block, there

were no shower curtains and the toilet was out in the open. Occasionally, they had female guards checking
the cells and they were able to see the male prisoners taking showers and sitting on the toilet. I was in this
cell block for approximately four (4) weeks.

I was then transferred to cell block 7 East, Bay 4. The heat was being constantly turned off. The air
conditioning was turned on during the winter as I could feel the cold air coming out of the vents full blast.

At times, I was able to see my own breath, as it was that cold in the cell block. I had to wrap myself in a
blanket to keep warm, and at night I had to wear my clothes to bed which still did not keep me warm. I was
not able to sleep as of the freezing conditions in the jail. We were only allowed one blanket. From what I
heard, this was the only cell block where the temperature was kept this cold.

I, and other inmates would complain to the officers in the station in middle of the bays. The officers
would say that the heat was on, knowing full well that it wasn't. While claiming the heat was on, the
officers would be wearing their winter coats in the station to keep warm.

From what I understand, cell block 7 East was an add on unit with its own heating and air
conditioning system. Each bay in 7 East is like a dormitory and has approximately 20 inmates. The officers
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were able to control the heat and air conditioning for all of 7 East themselves as opposed to the other cell
blocks that I was in.

Even though there was a no smoking policy in the jail, there was smoking all the time and some
inmates even had lighters.
While I was in 7 East they had female guards in the middle section watching the inmates in i :ich of
the bays. The shower room was another bay right in front of the guards station and at times it w;»s thi*
female guards responsibility to watch the inmates take their showers as there were no shower curt:iiii> and

there was no male guard present.
As to the showers, when taking a shower it was like having a hose with nozzle blasting full pn x-unabout 4 inches from you. Again a waste of water, but also a waste of hot water. After five minutrs u ith tin*
showers full, about 8 stalls, the hot water would be gone. You would have to wait 15 minutes Im Inn- tin*
water was heated again. If they had water saver shower heads this would save a lot of watiT and tlu >

would probably have a lot more hot water. Further, it would save the county money.
I should mention that 6 East was a cell block that they claimed to the Department of Correct i«»ns
was only used part time. The cells in this block were of made of chain link fencing and were used all nf thi'
t i m e f r o m w h a t I s a w.

I filed a Notice of Claim with Albany County concerning these conditions and then filed a lawsuit in
Federal Court.

I argued that the smoking was hazardous to my health as I am a non-smoker and the conditions in
cell block 5 West were also hazardous to my health. Having a female guard watching me take a shower was
denial of my privacy rights. I caught cold while in the jail because of the freezing temperatures in the cell
block and when I was transported to the Albany County Courthouse on two occasions for sentencing, I
caught a cold as I was only given a light weight wind breaker and light weight sneakers. The sneakers
absorbed the moisture and became soaked. The temperature was below freezing and I froze. My feet got
wet and froze as there was snow on the ground. The van used for transporting had very little heat, if any. I
was forced to sit on the wheel cover in the van as there was no room for me to sit on the seat.

In preparing the lawsuit, I discovered that keeping the cell freezing is not a violation of the law. I
then made the argument that male prisoners in this cell block were being treated differently than the
women prisoners in that the women prisoners were not subjected to freezing temperatures.
My legal arguments were based upon the following:
Strickler v. Waters. 989 F.2d 1375 (4th Cir.(Va.), Mar 26,1993) (NO. 92-6147)
Strickler claims first that his involuntary exposure before female penal officers violated his

constitutional rights. Though convicted prisoners necessarily forfeit many of their constitutional
rights by virtue of their confinement, see Wolfish. 441 U.S. at 545, 99 S.Ct. at 1877, we have held
that, when not reasonably necessary, exposure of a prisoner's genitals to members of the opposite
sex violates his constitutional rights, see Lee v. Downs. 641 F.2d 1117,1119 (4th Cir. 1981).

The Albany County Jail provides the female prisoners better living conditions than male prisoners
in that the female prisoners are not frozen out, cells do not leak, there's no mold on the walls and ceiling. I
also believe that the walls where the water leaked had asbestos. In my opinion, this was sex based

discrimination as the jail is giving preferential treatment to the female prisoners.
T.vnn v. Temnle Universitv of Commonwealth Svstem of Higher Educ.. 543 F.Supp. 1372.

(7)(8) Generally, sex-based discrimination "not supported by reasonable justifications, (is)
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invalid under the Equal Protection Clause and the right to be free from such unconstitutional
discrimination can be protected by § 1983 actions."
Obviously, my complaint was summarily dismissed by, who else, my good buddy. Judge Thomas J.
McAvoy.
Ulster Correctional Facility
I was then taken to Ulster Correctional Facility in down state New York to be processed as to what
prison I would be sent to. Upon arrival, inmates are given state clothing and medical tests. The units here

are kept very clean and the first officer I had, by the last name of James, was strict but fair. In another unit
that I was placed, the officer was very rude, crude and degrading in his statements to the prisoners. In my
opinion, his actions and statements showed he enjoyed harassing the prisoners.
While I was there it was my weekend, according to the first letter of my last name, to have visitors.

My daughter drove down to see me with the attorney she was now working for, and had previously informed
me that she was coming. When they arrived, only an hour of visitation time was left. My daughter and
attorney were informed that the attorney could not talk to me, as he would need permission to do so. There
was no notice any place, that I saw, that stated that an attorney needed to have prior permission to see an

inmate, especially on his visitation day. After arguing with the guards, neither was allowed to see me. Was
this a denial of my right to confer with counsel?

I then went to see my counselor, whose first question was "What are you doing here? This is a waste
of taxpayers money!" He then determined that I had a sufficient number of points to be able to apply for
work release. You are given so many points to start with, and then they deduct points for other crimes,
arrests, etc.. You are then given points for other things such as schooling, passing the tests that they give
you, etc.. Since I had no negative points, I was given enough points for the work release program.
I applied and was denied. The denial stated:
"This inmates legal history dates to 1995. His instant offense criminal mischief 2, involved

him spraying a N.Y.S. building with a noxious liquid causing in excess of $1,500 in damage.
The serious nature of his instant offense, coupled with his lack of respect, care or concern
for public property, render him an unacceptable candidate for work release at this time. He may
reapply as directed with acceptable custodial adjustment and program participation. Custodial
adjustment, thus far, is acceptable. You may not re-apply for work release until 7/2000."

Did Judge Kaye have a hand in this? I did not spray a noxious liquid on the Court of Appeals.
Noxious is defined in Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary as "physically harmful or destructive to
living beings". The chicken manure may have smelled, but it was neither harmful nor destructive to human

beings. No one was injured by the smell. If someone had been, the DA would have had them testify in Court.

As a matter of fact, the DA did have someone testify about the smell and she testified that she did not miss

any work because of the smell, even though she was pregnant. This person wrote an official document to
keep me in jail that contains false information.

Furthermore, I am now being punished for my previous arrests, even though I was
acquitted on all previous charges. To add insult to injury, the District Attorney argued to have the

charges dismissed over my objections. This is a denial of my constitutional right to due process and equal
protection of the law, I am now spending more time in jail, as I would have been out on work release, if he/

she had not referred to my prior arrest. Did someone use their influence to keep me in jail longer?
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Camp Georgetown

I was then sent to Camp Georgetown, near Syracuse, a minimum security prison. When I walked
into my counselor's office, the counselor said she couldn't help from laughing about what I did, as she once

lived next to a chicken farm. I was then assigned to the woods crew, working out in the woods cutting down
trees and brush so that the wildlife would have a better habitat. The CO in charge was Danny Curtis. He
was very fair and treated everyone with respect and fairly. He handled himself very well and was admired

by the inmates. Most of the CO's were all right, but some of them needed to get their act together, as they
would lie to you and treat you like you were nothing.
Honorable mention

When I was arrested on the criminal anarchy and criminal nuisance charge, Robert Horton, the
Chief Investigator for the New York State Police, was involved in my arrest in 1995. Over the years, he has
come into my work place. He told me to call him if I was planning anything else. Yea, right! After being
released from jail for spraying the chicken manure, I returned to work the following winter, Mr. Horton
came in one day, came over to me, and asked how I was doing. He then asked me if my cause was worth
going to jail for and how I enjoyed jail. He had, what I call a "shit-eaten" grin on his face. When he asked me

if it was worth it, I replied that I would have to wait and see. I thought to myself, if he had done his job as

an investigator for the New York State Police, I wouldn't have sprayed the Court of Appeals with chicken

manure. What was even more insulting to me, by him asking such a question, was that standing up for the
Constitution of the United States is not what people are supposed to be doing. Didn't Mr. Horton take an
oath to protect and defend both the State and Federal Constitutions? In my opinion, Mr. Horton believes
that government officials are above the law and anyone who fights for his rights and the rights of others
will never win.

I should mention, that I heard that he is now with the New York State Attorney General's Office as
a high ranking investigator. I guess looking the other Way to corruption by public officials does pay off.

THE

END

No, this is not the end. It is only the beginning. There has to be an investigation into the corruption

into both the New York State Judiciary and the Federal Judiciary. Our constitutional, statutory and civil
rights are far too precious to allow them to be taken away by those who have sworn to protect them. Open
hearings where people are allowed to document the abuses by the judiciary should be held immediately.
Furthermore, those involved in the abuses should be subpoenaed to testify as to their illegal actions.

God

Bless America!

May the United States Constitution be preserved for all!

Lady Justice's blindfolds have been
removed.

/ Her scales are broken.

This speaks of our judicial system
/ as it is today

It's time to set the record straight.
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